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THE

METHODIST QTJAETERLY REVIEAY.

JAKUART, 18 67.

Art. L—HURST'S HISTORY OF RATIONALISM.

JZi'stori/ of Jlatiojialism, embracing a Survey of the Present State

of Protestant Theology : with an Appendix of Literature. By
Rev. Joiix F. Hurst, P.D. Second Edition. 8vo,, pp. 623.

New York: Carlton Sc Porter. 186G,

Tilt: aim of this work is indicated by its twofold title. It

is not simply a history of Rationalism, but also a survey of

the state of Protestant theology. Had Dr. Ilurst aimed simply

to c-kctch the rise and progress of Rationalism, properly so

called, liis method would doubtless have been different, and

many things now properly placed in his volume would

have been excluded from it. The work might have gained in

j'oint of unity by this exclusion ; but it would have lost in

CMmp]r'tfi!c>s and utility. As it stands, it is to be judged by

it.s professed aim, as expressed in its title.

Rationalism properly and historically is the name of a

movement in German theology in the eighteenth century.

The essential spirit in this movement was that the human mind
is the standard and measure of truth in religion, as in other

things. It did not, in the beginning, deny Revelation, but held

that Revelation must not only address itself to reason, but must

eubmit to be judged by reason. Its professed aim, in fact, Avas

to reconcile Revelation with science. Starting with the ap-

parently harmless maxim that the Bible must be studied and

interpreted on rational principles, it began its career by what

Fourth Series, Vol. XIX.—
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6 Hurst''s Jlistory of Rationalism,. IJanuary,

seemed to be only a peculiar metliod of interpretation, namely,

that of proceeding historically, and not dogmatically, in the

exegesis of Scripture. Ernest! was no skeptic or infidel; he

aimed, \ve have no doubt, to purify and elevate biblical

criticism. "We cannot say so much of Michaelis, whose culture,

like his nature, was less elegant than Ernesti's, and who lacked

the spirit of reverence almost wholly. But Michaelis was far

from an absolute rejection of Scripture. IS'or can even Semler

be called an infidel. Had any of these forerunners of the

modern pantheism been charged with discarding the Bible,

they would have repelled the accusation indignantly.

"Because we love it," they said, "we are putting ourselves to

all this trouble of elucidntijig it. It grieves us beyond measure to

see how it has been suftering from the vngaries of weak minds.

We arc 2:oincc to place it in tlie hands of impartial l^eason
;
so

that, for "once at least, it may become iilain to the masses. We
will call in all the languages and sciences to aid us in exiumiing

its lonc^-buried treasures, m order that the wayfaring man, though

a foob'^nay appropriate them. And as to the Church, who would

say au<i,ht as^ainst our venerable motlicr? We love her dearly,

We confess,'' indeed, that we love the green fields and gray

mountain-rocks better than her Sabbath services; nor do we have

much respect for her Sabbath at all. But we cherish her memories,

and are proud of her glory. Yet the people do not understand

lier mysteries well enough."^ They do not love her as much as we

do. therefore we wiil^stir then'i up to the performance of long-

nen-lected duties. Tliey ignorantly cling too i)roudly to her forms

and confessions. But we will aid' them to behold her in a better

li<:i;ht. We know the true path of her prosperity, for do you not

sec that we have been born and bred within her dear fold? Let

everybody follow us. We will bring you into light."—Pp. 27, 28.

The movement of which we have spoken lay, it will be ob-

Berved, entirely within the domain of theology, or rather of

theologians, ilen who absolutely rejected Christianity were

not called Eationalists, but infidels, deists, or atheists. The

starting point of the professed unbelievers, and, in fact, their

whole line of thought, lay outside of the sphere of Christian

ideas, while that of the Bationalists lay within it.

The primary and proper application, then, of the name

Eationalist, is clear. It was, as we have said, the title given

to certain theologians in the eighteenth century, who assumed

to interpret Scripture in the light of reason, but who in reality

placed reason above Scripture. The name soon came to be a
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term of reproach ; and that the more rapidly, as the progress

of the new school of " theologians " toward downright infidelity

becainc more and more obvious.

As to the original meaning and application of the term, Dr.

Hurst quotes from Rfickert, Der Raiionalismus, a passage

wliich has a force and patness not intended, perhaps, by its

author:

What is Rationalism? "We must try to get the meaniug from

the term itself And wliat sort of a term is it? Barbarous
enough ! Its root is ratio^ but it is directly from rationalls that

the word in question is .derived. Xow this word is good enough
ju itself, for it siguities irhat is conformable to reasofi, that %chich

possesses the attributes and onethods of reason. ]Man is a rational

animal, and it is his rationality that distinguishes him from all

other animals. So much for this part of the word llationalisuj.

Xow tor the barbarous part of it, the -ism. Tliis termination

beloiiirs to anotlier language, the Greek -iOfidg, and is derived from

a verbal ending which cannot be expressed in Latin, namely

—

l^slv.

Xow if we examine certain intransitive verbs, such as fiTjdi^eiv,

?.aKci)i'i^eiv, pcjiiati^eiv, drriKii^eLv, we shall iind their common pe-

culiarity is, that the persons meant are not the real persons which

the words seem to signify, but only act in their capacity. Not a

real Mode ^rjdi^^ei ; no true Spartan XaKcovi^et ; and so of all the

re>t. But those Greeks who would rather belong to the ^ledes

than be freemen, act like Jledes, rcould prefer to be under Jlcdian-

ride—iiridi^ovatv. This -la^og is a termination from this class ot

verbs, and is employed in reproach and not in praise. Hence
Jlationalist is a term of contempt, and means 7^ot one xoho is

r'.(dh/ reasonable, but would like to pass for such.'' Of course

the lioctur cuucludes that the word is a most flagrant and unright-

f<.>us iiii'^nomer; but we accept his philology, and return him our

ihanks lor his etymological studij.—F. 7.

^»'uw it is clear that the principle of nationalism tends

naturally to the rejection of Christianity as an authoritative

sy.-tem of faith and murals. Yet to class all infidels as nation-

alists, without discrimiiuition, leads not only to historical

contusion, but also to confusion of thought and argument.

Mansel, in his Limits of iLtH'/ious Thought, (Lcct. 1.) defines

Kationalism as "that system whose final test of truth is placed

in the direct assent of the hunum consciousness, whether in the

form of logical deduction, or moral judgment, or religious in-

tuition, by whatever previous process those faculties uuiy have

been raised to their assumed dignity as arbitrators." He adds

that " the Eationalist, as such, is not bound to maintain that a
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divine revelation of religious truth is impossible, nor oven to

deny that it has actuallj been given. He may admit tlie ex-

istence of the revelation as a fact ; he may acknowledge its

utility^ as a temporary means of instruction for a ruder age ; he

may even accept certain portions as of universal and perma-

nent authority. But he assigns to some superior tribunal tlic

right of determining what is essential to rcliirion and wbat is

not. He claims for himself and his age the i)rivilego of ac-

cepting or rejecting any given revelation, wholly or in i)art,

according as it does or does not satisfy the conditions of sonic

higher criterion to be supplied by the human consciousness."

Speaking generally, then, the Rationalist, in theology, is one

who, professing to adhere to Christianity, yet receives the

Christian Revelation only so far forth as it agrees with his

own notions.

Historically, the development of this spirit, since its first

decided manifestation in the eighteenth century, may be sum-

med up as follows: The first declared aim of the Rationalists

was to interpret the Rible, as has been said, on rational prin-

ciples; and by this they really meant, to find nothing in the

Scriptures beyond the scope of human reason. Not supposing

the sacred writers to be impostors, nor denying the record to be

a legitimate source of religious instruction, they sought to free

it of everything supernatural. Gradually they came to regard

it, not as a direct revelation from God, but as a product of the

human mind under the general guidance of Divine Providence,

but in no miraculous or supernatural way. The miracles of

Scripture therefore had to be explained away; and this was

done in any mode tliat the ingenuity or philosophy of- the ex-

positor might suggest. T>ut even the most elastic exegesis

would not explain every case ;
some parts of the narrative were

stubbornly unyielding. For men who had gone so far, it was

easy to go further; the text itself was attacked; this passage

was lield to be doubtful ; that was corrupt ; a third was spu-

rious. Still, the Rationalists agreed with the orthodox Super-

naturalists in admitting that there was at bottom a basis of

substantial truth in the records. The admission was a fatal

one. It was soon shown that the vaunted " criticism " of the

Rationalists was not only rash, but arbitrary and absurd ; that

the chief objections which it brought against the Gospel history
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were as old as Porphyry, or, at least, as the English Deists, and

had been refuted again and again ; that the errors of interpret-

ation into which the olden expositors had fallen might be

avoided without touching the truth and inspiration of the

EvangehstB ; and, in a word, that there could be no medium

lK;t\veen open infidelity and the admission of a supernatural

revelation. It was at this point that Strauss brought out his

invthical theory. His book gave tlie coup de grace to Eational-

isni, properly so called, by its masterly exposure of the paltri-

ness of the so-called rationalistic criticism in its application to

the text and interpretation of Scripture. Strauss drove the old

Rationalism out of the field, to make way for his myths ; Xe-

ander, Ebrard and others, in turn, exploded the myths ; so that

nothing remained but a return to honest, candid, and believing

criticism.

The object of the work before us is to unfold at length

tlio liistory which we have thus summarily sketched. But

Dr. Hurst's field has necessarily been widened still further by

the bearings of Eationalism proper upon infidelity on the one

hand, and upon orthodox theology on the other. The theological

Rationalists are not the only class of writers and tliinkers who

chiim to obey reason, and reason only, as the supreme guide.

The principle of the absolute supremacy of the natural

facuUies of man is common to all classes of infidels. They all

agree that truth, so far as man is capable of reaching truth, can

be reached by unassisted reason. Moreover, whatever may be

their dilferences of opinion as to the substantial value and

authurity of C.'iiristianity, they all agree in tlie doctrine that

Cliri-^tianity is to \>o judged by reason, the ultimate test

of religious truth, as well as of all other truth. In this view

Semler and Rcnan, Bretsclmeider and Comte, though wide as

the poles asunder in many respects, may be classed together, in

a general way, as Rationahsts.

But the infiuence of the Rationalistic method has been felt

not merely in the schools of unbelief, but also within the

domain of orthodox Christianity. The strifes and storms ot

the eighteenth century left their mark upon theology, especi-

ally on the Continent of Europe, for good as well as for evil.

The enthusiasm of reason, as Jacobi aptly styled the spirit

of Rationalism, generated naturally a new enthusiasm ot taith
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on the part of true believers. The nationalists, moreover,

.
brought a most acute and industrious, if not always fair criti-

cism to bear upon the Christian records, and they made a fresh

study of those records an imperative duty for the advocates of
the t\iith, who burnished their weapons for the struggle, and
often found it necessary, in the course of the fight, to make
new systems both of attack and of defense. It was discov-

ered, also, that the question in dispute was the fundamental one
^vhether, after all, there bo such a thing as practical religion or

no. As Neander happily ])uts the issue, it lay "in opposite

Tiews of the relation of God to the world, of the personality of

spirit, of the nature of sin, and of the relation between this

world and the next. The real controversy does not lie be-

tween an old and a new view of Christianity, but between
Christianity and a human invention directly opposed to it.

It is nothing less than a struggle between Christian theism and
a system of world- and self-deiiication. This system had to

uphold itself, by a relative historical necessity, in theological

and philosophical rationalism, in order to be overthrown by the

power of Christian truth in the natural progress of life and
thought."*

These considerations show the fitness of the double title

which Dr. Hm-st has prefixed to his work. That title binds

him to trace the origin of Rationalism ; to follow its progress,

marking its steps of development and degeneration ; and to

show its results within the whole field of theology. \7e shall

follow his footsteps so far as to develope liis method of pro-

cedure.

After an introduction giving various definitions and descrip-

tions of Rationalism and of the various classes of Rationalists,

lie gives a rapid sketch of the controversial period in German
theology, succeeding the lietbrmation, and of its unhappy eflects

in the general decay of vital religion in the following century,

through the petrifaction, so to speak, of the living doctrines

of the Reformation into mere intellectual formulas. This is

followed by a brief hi^tury of the Pietistic reaction against dry

and lifeless orthodoxy ; of its spiritual and ]jhilanthropic tri-

umphs, and of the causes of its decline. These last are summed
up as follows:

Neander's Life of Christ, preface.
""
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Pietism lacked a homocreneous race of teachers. Here lay tlio

fccrot o<i its overthrow. Ilad the tbunaers been succeeded by men

of im.cii the same spirit, and equally strong intellect, its existence

would i'ave been guaranteed, as far as anything religious can be

i.ro'.if-ed in a country where there is a State Church to control the

iiuhvi.lu a conscience. The great mistake of Lutheranisra was in

f.iliti- to adopt it as its child. The skeptical genu which soon

atUTuard took root, gave evidence that it coukl prove its over-

threw for a time, at least; but the evils of Kationalism were

tvirtiallv anticipated bv the practical teachings ot the Pietists

i:-iiionaliMU in Germany, without Pietism as its iorerunner, would

Irive been fatal for centuries. But the relation of these tendencies,

so phiiulv seen in the ecclesiastical history of Germany, is one

of Ion" staudin<T. From the days of Neo-Platonism to the present

th«-y have existed, the good to balance the evil, Faith to limit

i;ea<on. Thev have been called by different names ; but Chris-

tianitv could h'ttle atlbrd to do without it or its equivalent, in the

|i:i>L;'ai:«l thv Church of the Future will still cling as tenaciously

and fondly to it or to its representative.—P. 102.

The next chapter treats of the philosophy of Wolf, and of the

iniportatiou of English and French Deism into Germany.

Tlio spirit of the age found its representative man in Frederick

IL, so-called flie Great, king of Prussia.

The Deism of France was now a coadjutor with that of England

in the. devastation of Germany. The throne of Frederick II. was

llie exponent and defender, of the hollow creed. The military suc-

ces>es of that king gave him an authority that few monarchs have

Ik-ou able to wield, while his well-known "literary taste and capacity

t'ulj.^ed lii« admiration of men of culture throughout the Conti-

Uvni. liorii to bear the sword, he surprised his subjects by the

Knrne Iflieity in the use of the pen; and tlie man who could leave

to lii.s >uceessors a treasury with a surplus of seventy-two millions

of thal.Ts an armv of two hundred and twenty thousand men, a

kui'^duia iiuTea>ed by twenty-nine thousand square miles, and

u peupic grown since his accession from two millions to thrice that

lunnber, was not a king wliu could be without great moral weight

anu.ing liis own subjects. And it was known that he was a skeptic,

for h"ni:ule no secret of it. No traces of the old Pietism of his

ha^^h father were visil^le in the son. Gathering around him such

inen as Voltaire, La 3lettrie, Maupertuis, and others Avhoni his

gold could attach to hini, he was the same king in faith and

literature that he was in politics. Claiming to be a Deist, it is

probable that he was a very liberal one. It. is more than likely

that he was truthful in liis description of himself when he wrote to

d'Alemi)ert that he liad never lived under the same roof with

religion, lie claimed for iiis meanest subjects the right to serve

God in their own way ; but all the power of his example was at

uork in drawing the people from the old faith. He hesitated not
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to supplant evangelical professors and pastors by free-thinkers, and
at any time to bring ridicule on any religious fact or custom.

That thin-visaged man in top boots and cocked hat, surrounded by
his intidels and his dogs at Sans Souci, dictated faith to Berlin

and to PJurope. He would have no one within the sunshine

of royalty 'whom he could not use as he wished; and just as soon

as Voltaire would be himself he became disgraced. But Frederick

lived to see the day when insubordination sprang up in his army,

and in many departments of public life. It came from the

abnegation of evangelical fiith. And it is no wonder that when
the old king saw the disastrous etlects of his own theories upon
his subjects, he said he would willingly give his best battle to

place his people where he found them at his father's death. But
the seed had been sown, and Prussia was destined to be only a

part of the harvest-field of tares.—Pp. 122-124:.

The general ferment of the intellect of the age^ affected, of

course, the spirit of theology and the life of the Church. The

•period from 1750 to ISIO is fixed by our author as the limit

of the range of the " destructive " theological Rationalism,

beginning with Semler (born 1725, died 1791) and ending with

Schleiermacher, (born 176S, died 1S31,) who, in fact, though to

a certain extent unconsciously, inaugurated the renovation

of the theology of belief. This part of the work is, perhaps,

more carefully elaborated than any other. Its substance may

be summed up as follows

:

The old systematic tlieology, undermined both by Pietism

and Deism, had lost its hold upon the Church. The revival of

criticism brought new principles and methods to bear both upon

the text of Scripture and upon its interpretation. The brilliant

scholarship of Ernesti, and the rugged but yet masterly studies

of Michaelis, applied to botli the Old and the New Testaments,

dissipated many superstitions, made the examination of the

text a simple question of criticism, and established the doctrine

that the words of the Bible, like the words of any other book,

are to be interpreted according to the fundamental laws

of language and of history. But it was with Semler, and that

too in the University of llalle, the ancient seat of Pietism and

the recognized fountain of spiritual religion, that the modern

theological Rationalism openly took its rise. Semler was bred

a Pietist, and his early religious experience was a remarkable

one. He tells us that even in his boyhood, tortured and torn

by doubt and struggle, he often went out at night upon the
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rreat square in front of the orphan school, and cried, in the

bitterness of his soul, " O that I were but a piece of wood or a

Iniiip of ice." ire seems to have quieted his mental struggles

bv udupting the distinction between personal religion and

fitioiititic theology. " He believed tjiat a man might be a true

Christian in heart, and yet not receive with the understanding

ail the doctrines which are revealed to the intellect."* This

di.-tinction had been made by the Pietists, but in a very differ-

ent sense, and with very -different immediate results. Yet it

was one of the mistakes which caused the decay of Pietism and

the rapid rise of Rationalism. To disparage the intellect is a

temptation to which men of earnest religious life are constantly

prone. But the intellect of man is given him by God, as well

Oi? the heart. True consecration commands the culture and

devotion of the mind as well as of the heart. There is no

oppt^fition between true knowledge and true religion ; it is

only science "falsely so called—^t is only man's wisdom,"

wliich is not true wisdom—that is the object of Paul's reproba-

liuri. Xow Semler held fast, in feeling at least, and to a certain

extent in practice, the ex])erimental religion of the Pietists

;

but, on the other hand, so far from disparaging the intellect,

lie gave it absolute supremacy in what he called its proper

t-j^bore. His own mind was critical, not constructive ; and

Bhuost all his work as professor and writer was therefore de-

^Inirtive work. His criticism was incomplete, hasty, and reck-

k^*. \\\i etudies of the canon ended in the rejection of several

l»<^jk« of the Old Testament whose authenticity is now, after

th<« additional criticism of a century, admitted even by pro-

fi.-?.-fd liutioiialists. His theory of " accommodation " was
held at the time to be a brilliant stroke of talent ; but it has

no }»lace now in the schools. That his influence upon the

theology of his age was very great is undeniable ; but the

only real and permanent service which he rendered to the

Ecience was his opening up the new field of the history of the-

ology, of which branch he may be called, in a practical sense,

the founder. Dr. Hurst sums up the results of Semler's work
as follows

:

Semler was not the founder of a school, for he advanced no
elaborate system and possessed no organizing power. Great as

* Hagenbacti, German Rationalism, N. Y., 1865, p. 18.
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were the results of Iiis labors, no one was more surprised at them
than himself. Two or three immediate disciples, who had heard
liini lecture, were enamored of his theories ; but as they were men
of moderate capacity their activity produced no permanent effect

upon the public mind. It was in another respect that he was
tnicjhty. Some of his contemporaries wlio taught in other

uYiiversities seized upon his "tenets and began to propagate them
vigorously. They made great capital out of them for themselves.

Semler invaded and overthrew what was left of the popular faith

in inspiration after the labors of Wolf, but here he stopped. His
adherents and imitators commenced with his abnegation of inspi-

ration, and made it the preparatory step for their attempted an-

nihilation of revelation itself. Soon the theological press teemed
with blasphemous publications against the Scriptures ; and men
of all the schools of learning gave themselves to the work of

instruction. Gottingen, Jena, IJelmstedt, and Frankfort-ou-the-

Oder were no longer schools of prophets, but of Rationalists and
lUuuiinists.—P. 137.

The next prominent figure in Dr. Hurst's picture is Lessing,

(born 1729, died 1TS3.) Wliile in charge of the great Ducal

library at AYolfenbilttel, he published (1774-1778) certain

so-called Fragments, professedly found in manuscript in the

library, but now known to have been the work of Professor

Keimarus, in wliieh the princi}>k'S of the English Deism were

substantially taught. The fundamental thought of the l)ook

is, that the convictions of Cliristians as to the truth of their

relio'ion are of no more value than tliose of Mohammedans and

Jews, unless those convictions rest on a free and unprejudiced

use of reason. The " Fragments " are not written loosely or

flippantly, but are full of acute and subtle thought, expressed

with clearness and earnestness.

The efiect of the work was electrical ; the theology of the

a^e, both Rationalistic and Cliristian, seemed to spring into

new life in a moment. The " Fragments" were answered from

the press in journals and pamphlets ; and the pulpits soon rang

out from one end of Germany to the other. Lessing declared

that his object in publishing them was to stir 'up the public

mind, and to put an end to tlie stagnation ot theology. If this

were his real purpose, lie gained it most efl'ectually. His bril-

liant literary career consisted of a series of " awakening "

appeals to the intellect of Germany
; and the modern German

literature owes its form and pressure more perhaps to him, than

to any other writer of the eighteenth century. But the effect
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of lii-^ varied and wonderful literaiy labors on tlie Christianity

of hi> a"-e was, on the Avhole, disastrous. What Emerson has,

Ik'ch to the youtli ofdSTew England in the nineteenth century,

that Ix'ssing was to the German mind of the eighteenth. The

literature which grew np under Lessing's reign, and which

w;is imltucd- with his spirit, was, in the main, a rationalist

if not an infidel literature.

Wliut Lesaing did for the literature of the age, Kant

Rc<omj»]ishod for its philosophy. He wrought a change in

tliat domain which not only affected the current of philosophy

in Germany, but also gave tone and tendency to modern

ihougiit throughout Europe.

,\< Doscartc-s h:id broken up the scholastic philosophy by con-

(tl-b-riti'^ man apart from his experience, so Kant now gave the

i|. .ithl'lon- to llie i^hilosophy of Protestant Germany by looking

u? tiic mind apa'-t from its speculations. " The moral efl'ect of his

i.jjiiosophy," says Mr. Farrar, "was to expel the French Material-

j'.'u anil iliiuninism, and to give depth to the moral ])erceptions ;

its rt-Iigious etlect was to strengthen the appeal to reason and the

i.jMr:U judgment as the test of religious truth ; to render mirac-

u!i>;;s c-omiminication of moral instruction useless, if not absurd;

mid 10 reawaken tlie attempt which had been laid aside since the

W«.lt"i:in j.liilosophv, of endeavoring to find a philosophy of re-

ligl-u."—P. 162.

TijG critical philosophy of Kant led inevitably to a denial

of iho supernatural. One of its results was the sharp dis-

tin<-ti<,;j, in the theology of Germany, between Rationalism,

thut i.-!, tlic admission of revelation as possible, along with the

priiicipic of the supremacy of reason : Naturalism, that is, the

<!' wial t»f any }»o.-.-iblc truth (tor man) above and beyond

imture, and hence the denial of the fact and even of the pos-

{•ilMlity of divine revelation to nu^n
; and Supernaturalism,

whicli maintains revelation as a valid and necessary source

of religious knowledge. Kant did not in terms reject Chris-

tianity. On the contrary, he bowed reverently before the name
of Christ, and spoke of himself, when some of his idolatrous

disciples compared him with the Saviour, " as a bungler, who
only sought, according to the be;?t of his capacity, to interpret

Christ."* He held fast the fundamental doctrines of all

religion—God, immortality, and retribution—but held them

* Yarowski, Liji of Kant, cited by Hagenbacb, History of nationalising p. 225.
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only as demands of the practical or moral reason, not as

truths of the intellect or pure reason. Indeed, by confining

human thouglit between the limits of space and time, he
necessarily excluded all the great problems of man's nature
and destiny from the range of the intellect. In his denial

of the capacity of reason to comprehend di\^ne things, he
approached to the position of the Pietists, and indeed to

that of the orthodox of all ages. But the Church, recosnizino-

the feebleness of reason, has always gone directly to revelation

for light upon the tremendous questions which reason cannot

solve, but which at the same time reason cannot put aside.

Kant's fundamental principle, on the other hand, makes even
the recognition of a supernatural revelation impossible to man.
He proved that reason is insufficient ; but he did not draw the

inference (wliich the Church has always drawn) that revelation

is therefore necessary. The natural consequence followed :

while a few Kantians, such as Storr and Reinhard, held Kant's

doctrine along with the belief in revelation, the bulk of his

disciples became Eationalists, and some of them even avowed
infidels.

The course of German philosophy from Kant to Hegel is not

treated by Dr. Hurst with sufiicient fullness or clearness. We
have not succeeded in gathering from the few pages he
devotes to the subject, a definite idea of the efi'ect of this philo-

sophical movement upon theology. We hope that in future

editions of the work he will recast this portion of it

carefully.

His treatment of the literary influences of the time is far

more satisfactory. His sketclies of Herder, Schiller, and
Goethe, (in the seventh chapter,) though brief, are spirited,

and bring out well the points at which their influence

impressed theology. The ' Rationalistic scheme of popular

education, first fully set in motion by Basedow, and under

which a whole generation of German children were trained, is

clearly set forth, both as to its methods and its results. This

procedure seemed to crown tlic triumph of Rationalism
; if the

youth of the land were trained, not in the blind beliefs of the

ages of taith, ])ut in the bold exercise of their natural faculties,

and so fully imbued with the spirit of the " age of reason," the

battle might be considered gained. Dr. Hurst gives an
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example of the kind of instruction by wLich the German boys

and <-irl3 of the latter third of the eighteenth centuiy and the

iK-'Miniin"" of the nineteenth were edified, in an extract from

JVcker's Universal History for- the Young, of which a

Eocond edition was issued at Berlin in 1806.

Sj.ciikiiiG; of the person and character of Christ, the author says:

JesiH probably got the first notion of his undertaking from

Im in'4 a friend of John, and going often to his father's, who was a

i.ricM ; and from the Gospel it appears that tlie siglit of feasts and

cit" llie' crowd of worshipers had a great efiect upon him. It is

doubt fid whether Jesus fmd Jolm were sent into Egypt for their

f iuc.it ion, or were taught by the Essenes, and then sent into

I'.d- '.tine as embassadors of that sect, with secret support and
^

aci-ordin;^ to arranged plan. .. . . The indications of the Messiah

)f> the Old Totiunent had. produced great eSect on Jesus and

John, who wure botli hot-heads, such as destiny raises for some

j,'r».at purpose. We are in danger, therefore, of judging them
ii!i!u>.tl\-, ^specially from the great mixture of high and low, clear

nn'.l t.b>cure, in them."—P. 190.

Hut Nationalism, not content with its mastery of the

j.liilosophy, the literature, the theology, and the education,

of the age, undertook also to reform the worship of the

connnon people, by corrupting the very hymns in which they

j'rai.-ed God in the great congregation. Church digni-

t.irie-, superintendents, and com"t preachers joined in this

vandal work. The old and precious strains in which the

Church had embodied her love for the person of Christ, and her

tn!*t in Lis redemption, were despoiled of all their inspiration.

Lvt !i the mu.>ic, which had so long been the medium in which
\i\v ctonial harmonies of divine truth had found utterance in

ix'Und, was n.tt spared; the old chorals were either altered or

driven out to make way fur more " temperate " strains, or for

p;i*Huge.s borrowed from secular music. " The masses began
to sing less; and the period of coldest skepticism in Germany,
like similar conditions in other lands, was the season when the

congregations, the common people, and the children sang

lea.^t, and most drowsily."

Tlie tirst decade of the nineteenth century saw two apparent

triumphs in Germany: one, the triumph of Eationalism over

Superuaturalism in the field of thought ; the other, the

triumph of France in the field of political power. Both

victijries seemed to be assured. If any one had predicted,
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after the battle of Jena, in 1S06, that within a decade Ger-

many should have driven out the French and taken back her

ancient faith in Christ, he would Lave been held simply for a

dreamer. Yet the seeds of decay were planted, from the

beginning, both in the empire of Napoleon and in the

empire of Rationalism. Both were temporary phenomena—^-

necessary, doubtless, to the progress of humanity, but yet es-

sentially ephemeral.

In the sphere of philosophy, Fichte, beginning with Kant-
ism, passed through extreme idealism to practical realism.

The sorrows and the shame of his native land, trodden under

foot by the invader, pierced his breast. In 1807-8 he
delivered in Berlin, amid the very braying of French trumpets,

his Reden an die Deutsc/icn, (Addresses to the Germans.)

Again, in 1813, he lectured Uther den JBegriff des wahren
Kriegs, (On the Idea of a true "War.) These fiery appeals

stirred the heart of Germany, and contributed greatly to the

overthrow of Xapoleon.

This period of storm purified the atmosphere both of

philosophy and theology. In the midst of it appeared the

noblest figure (except Xeaiider's) in modern German theology.

To Schleiermachcr (born 1 TG8, died 183-1) is unquestionably

due the revival of spiritual religion^ in Germany ; and Dr.

Hurst does not fail to render him due honor. Speaking of his

Discourses on JRelirjion^ (l^*'^?) Dr. Hurst remarks that

There were multitiulcs of the educated and cultivated through-
out the land who, liaving Ijecome unfriendly to Christianity

through the persistence of the KationaHsts, were equally indis-

posed to bo satisfied with a mere ilcstructive tlieology. Some-
tliing positive was wliat they wanted ; lience tlie- great service of
Schleiermaclier in directing them to Christianity as the great sun
in the heavens, and then to the heart as the organ able to behold
the li.fjht. His hibor was inestimably vahiable. His utterances

were full of the entlnisiasm of youth, and, years later, he became
60 disatistied with the work, tliat he said it had grown strange
even to hiniM^lf. As if over-careful of his reputation, to a sub-
sequent edition lie appended large ex'iilanatory notes, in order to
harnioni/.e his recent with his Ibrmer views. It would have been
more beconiing the mature man to leave those earnest appeals
to reap their own reward, Tlie times. had changed; and the

necessity which had first called forth his appeal to the idolaters

of doubt was suUicieiit apology. Schleiermachcr wrote other

woris, of which he and his disciples were much prouder ;. but we
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, t, T 1,« pver issued one more befitting the class addressed,

aou\.t If be ever
^-^^^; X,,n,^^,:A results. Since his pen has

or lulloNved
.^\'\^,X those verv discourses have led many a

^''
'^''y^^i^ ^JTt^' y^\^^ y,,,t about hi^i, and

:^;!n;i;;; ^.l-e atThe .arm, cheerful hreside of Chr.st.an

Uh.-ri>. 227,228.

The twenty years ttat followed the publication of Schleier-

J^msLses included the .var of liberation and the

Tvcnrrow of French dominion in the political sphere
;

the

ZCment of the speculative school in philosophy, proceeding

ta Fichte through Schelling and Hegel, demonstran^ the

.»..lluwni-s of Kationalism and empiricism; and the lair

l;t.;n.. of the .^reat battle between RatiomUism and super-

^^u;.H.u, in which, as in all the strifesin which Chrishani^

1.., l.K-n .rrnvcd against infidelity, Irom the time oi Ce = .

tu.tr. now, truth has vindicated her supremacy. In all thi=

i.ri.Ki Schleiermacher is a central figure in the strife '.easily

T .-xM-minent as philosopher, theologian, and preacher.^ Lduca-

ird .mun<' the Moravians, his own religious convictions were

vr..Mund This sense of the need of personal piety was absorb-

in./- his belief in the divinity of^Christianity was supreme

lb- ^vas ut the same time, intellectually, one oi the most

hi'.hlv -iucd men of his age; and his intellectual activity has

r.;-:.;- been rivaled in any age. Uniting the keenest dialectic

I. ...."rNvith a discursive faculty and a power of imagmutioii

X\.^K n.iVut almost class him among great poets, he tound

U; a.p..nment of human knowledge alien to his tastes or

itrnxv^MMc to his capucitv. His studies ranged not merely

OUT tiiu wUmIo held of theology, but penetrated the deepest

nx'...^ of ancient as well as of modern philosophy ;
and with

tl:.-e purMiits he combined scientific philology and the

L-ht-t walks of art and taste. In each of these he was not a

mere ^tude^t, or amateur, but a master, and acknowledged as

such by those whom all the world recognizes as masters

in ihcir respective branches, lie was a man, at the same

tin.c, whose power of will, and whose moral and social

qualities commanded the reverence and the love ot ail wno

shared his intimacy. With all this his bodily frame was

feeble and delicate,' yet his royal soul so ruled and inspired it

that labors which would wear out the strongest ot other^ien,
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Beemea to sit lightly on liim, frail as his organization was.
In liis theological opinions he was, indeed, in many respects,

far away from what we hold to be the true line of Christian
belief; yet the man who, in the midst of infidels all his life,

BO strenously upheld salvation through Christ as the real and
essential central-point of the Gospel ; tlie man who, in his

dying hours, declared that his hope and his faith rested

securely on the "atoning death of Jesus Christ, his body,
and his blood "—could not but belong to the " fellowship

of the saints." , .

Attempts were made, by the so-called mediation divines, to
reconcile nationalism with orthodoxy; and this movement
received new impetus from the union of the Lutheran and
Reformed Churches of Prussia, under Frederick William III,
in 1S17. But these attempts, laudable as they were, failed one
after another; the two systems were radically antagonistic; one
or the other nmst reign supreme. This result had been already
pretty clearly discerned, when, in 1821, Schleiermacher pub-
lished his Christliche Glaule, (System of Christian Doctrine,)

a work which was the culmination of the so-called mediation-
theology, but at the same tin^e was the beginnino- of a new
era of religious thought. It demonstrated that relin-ion is an
essential thing to man, and that it is a life of the heart

independent of all pliilosopliy. But yet Schleiermacher
seized but half the trutli ; religion concerns the whole man
not merely the sensibilities ; it is the life of man, with all its

capacities of willing, thinking, imagining, as well as of sufier-

ing and feeling. What is true in religion must be true for all

men, and nmst therefore staiul the test of thought as well as

of feeling. It is the old story of the divorce of faith from
knowledge, under a new form. Dr. Ilurst, while doing ample
justice to the splendid gifts of Schleiermacher, and his o-reat

gervices to theology, does not fail to note his grave errors with
regard to inspiration, tlie Trinity, and otiicr doctrines. Never-
theless he cites with approval the words in which JSTe-

ander announced the death of Schleiermacher : " We have
just lost a man from whom will be dated a new era in the

history of theology." That era is the transition from the

negative and destructive tendency of Rationalism to the

posi|(,ive Christian theology, now in, process of reconstruction.
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One of the chief actors in tliis reconstruction was Neander,

'

tljo i!ol)lest figure in modern theology, who was himself first

hroiight to Christ by the reading of Schleiermacher's Discourses

on /}tli//ion, but whose theology far transcended that of his

jim-ter, in point of clearness, definiteness, and scriptural char-

n.-t.T, altliough it, too, bears the marks of the period of storm

and t.trife in which it was developed. But we have not space

to dwell upon his share in the work of renovation, nor upon

til.' i>rocc53 itself. It must suffice for us to say, in brief, that the

Nipreniacy of nationalism as a doctrine was overthrown by the

labors of Schlciermacher and his school. Exegetical Ration-

filisHi, however, still lived, e%'en within that school, as well as

without it. The crisis for that form of error arrived in 1S35,

with the publication oi^ Stran^&'s Life of Jesus. Two things

of Tciit nioiucut for modern Christianity were accomplished

bv that Ixiok, and by the studies to which it gave rise. First,

ifio old exegetical Rationalism (such as that of Eichhorn and

rauliis) wjis completely driven from the field of theology;

atid i^econdly, the critical study of the Gospel history was

entered upon anew, with better aims, better apparatus, and

jnore complete results than ever before. The eiibrts of the

Tubingen school to recover the ground lost after 1S35 liave

boc!! tremendous ; but even the vast scholarship and subtlo

critical faculty of Baur and his coadjutors have failed to shako

the credit of the Gospels, or to gain currency for any other

thixjry of tlio origin of Christianity, than that drawn by the

Chtirdj in all ages from the Gospels considered as an

Rutljeiitic and inspired record. The old Rationalism of Gcr-

Uiwuy has, by its own natural development, passed into

Pnntlicisni and Atheism. Here its history proper comes to an

end; and accordingly Dr. Hurst's remaining chapters on this

I>art of liis subject are occupied, more gratefully, with an

exhibition of the doctrines, labors, and prospects of the present

evangelical school of Germany, and with the practical move-

ments indicating and springing from new religious life, such as

schools, hospitals, and missions.

Our rapid sketch has sufficiently indicated our author's

method. It is substantially the same as that adopted by

Saintes in his Ilistovre cl>.i liationalisine, and by Ilagenbach in

his Kirchengcschichte d. IS vnd 19 Jahrhunderts. Both of

FouuTH Seuies, Vol. XIX.—

2
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these writers, as well as our author, trace the genesis of

German nationalism from the rigid orthodoxy of the six-

teenth and 6e%'enteenth centuries, through the career of the

Woltian philosophy, there action from both in Mysticism and

Pietism, and the influence of English and French Deism,

to the Rationalism of the eighteenth century. Dr. Hurst is

therefore in very good company. Yet we think his work
would have gained in clearness had he more nearly followed

the method of Kahnis in his German Protestantism. That
writer begins with a sketch of the history of the modern
philosophy known in Germany as the philosophy of " en-

lightenment," or " Illuminism," (so called from its fonnal

principle, namely, that clearness is the rule and criterion of

truth,) from Descartes, its so-called founder, down to its

culmination and overthrow in Kant and the subjective ideal-

ists. This philosophy gave birth to an "enlightened" the-

ology, that is, the so-called E-ationalistic theology, which is

the second topic in Kahuis's division ; while the renovation

of theology constitutes its third and concluding part. This

method not only allows, but demands, a fuller development

than Dr. Ilurst has given of the philosophical systems which

gave rise to the critical and theological Rationalism of

Germany.

Thus far we have accompanied our author only over the

field of German Rationalism, We cannot dwell at the same

length upon his excellent chapters on Holland, France, and

England, although it is perhaps in these that the merits of

liis book are most conspicuous. The chapters on Holland

are ])articularly worthy of commendation, as throwing a flood

of light upon the movement of theology in a country whose

modern literature is very little studied by the rest of the

world. In the days when Latin was the common language

of European scholarship, the names of the great Dutch pro-

fessors were household words in other lands ; but now, as few

men out of Holland read Dutch, the names of Yan Os, Capa-

dose, and Van Prinsterer come to us with all the charm of new

discoveries. Our readers could nowhere find in small compass,

•60 great an amount of information about the new theologi-

cal school of Holland, and the great controversy between

orthodoxy and Rationalism now pending in that country, as
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in Dr Hurst's fifteenth chapter. The sketch of French

Kntionalism is not so thoroughly ^vorked ont as that of Hol-

\'^^^^
• yet it gives ns a series of vivid sketches of the great

Ic'i'lors'of the modern critical school—Reville, Scherer, Renan,

ii,.a otliers—on the one hand, and of the brilliant writers of

the Evangelical school, such as rressense and Guizot, on the

otlior.
. , 1 . ^ ^

Dr. Ilurst devotes several chapters to the history ot

Kationalism in England. Here he comes upon ground more

ditlicnlt, perhaps, than any other in his book, because the

movement is chiefly one of our o\vn time, and is, in fact, still

in j)rocess of development. It is easier to describe the battles

of the last century than of the present. But the difficulties

of the t:i:^k have been largely overcome by Dr. Hurst's patient

nnd ]H.'r.-ev«?ring labors.

'Ilu' present condition of AngUcan theology is an illustration

f.f intelkH-iual repayment. Two centuries ago England gave

IK isin tn Germany,' and the latter country is now paying back the

.!.-l,t with compoimd interest. After the Revolution of 1V89, and

iho hrilli:int atfcendoncy of Napoleon Bonaparte, the French spirit

rnpidly lost its hold upon the English mind. But there nn-

inrdiaiclv arose a disposition to consult German theology and

phihrsopiiv. Enicli^^h students frequented the German universities,

fend ih.- works of the leading thinkers of Berlin, Heidelberg, and

Halle were on sale in the bookstores of London. The intimate

n-laiions of the royal family of England to Germany, together

y^vAx thi' alliance between the German States and Great Britain lor

\}\f arr.-st of French arms, increased the tendency until it assumed

itsijx.riAnco and j.ower. The fruit was first visible in the appli-

f-rttion olHirrnuui Fialionalism and philosophy to English theology.

Wh.-ii ('.^Icridu'i' came iVoiu the fatherland with a new system

vi ojtinh'us, lie fcU as proud of his good fortune as Columbus
did on laving a continent at his sovereign's feet. Ever since that

pruf'iurid thinker assume<l a fixed position, a reaction against

oriiiodoxy has been })rogressing in the Established Church.

There are reasons why the slow but effectual introductiou

of German liationalism has been taking place imperceptibly.

—

I'p. 45;j,454.

Dividing English Rationalism into three departments—philo-

sophical, literary, and critical—Dr. Hurst finds the modern

origin of the first in Samuel Taylor Coleridge. In this he

agrees with Mr. Rigg, whose Modern Anglican Theology gives

the best view of the theological philosophy of Coleridge, and

of its influence upon religious thought in England, that we
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know of.* The parentage of literary Eationalism in England
is attributed by our author to Thomas Carlyle; while the

critical Rationalism of the Essays and Bcvieics is a recent but

inevitable fruit of the seed planted by the transcendentalists

of the Coleridgean school. The culmination of this so-called

criticism has already arrived in Colcnso, of whose singular

episcopal career Dr. Hurst gives* a copious sketch. This is,

followed by a very valuable chapter on the present state

of parties in the Church of England. The Low Church still in-

cludes the larger part of the Evangelical clergy; but it has

passed its prime, and shows obvious signs of division and
decay. The High Church includes the old normal Churchman,
or Anglican as he learned in the last decade to call himself; the

Romanizing Churchman, or Puseyite; and the indifferent or

political Churchman. The Broad Church includes, first, the ac-

tive and energetic class of writers and preachers of whom Arnold
of Rugby was the type, called by Dr. Hurst the First Broad

.
Church; secondly, the avowed Rationalists of the Essays and
Jievieics, named the Second Broad Church ; and thirdly, a class

of hangers on who belong to the school by accident of place or

circumstances. The eiglitecn thousand working clergymen of

the Church of England are supposed to be distributed in the

proportion given in the following table, which Dr. Hurst makes
up from data authorized by Conybeare and Dean Stanley

:

!

Normal Type—Anp;!icnn 3,600
Esaggerated Type—Tractarian 1,000
Stiigaant Type—High and Dry 2,500

( Normol Typo—Evangelical 3,500
Low Cburch. < F.ia'.'i^erated Typo— Record ite 2,600

( Stagnant Type—Low and Hlow , 700

(Normal Tv-^io—Theoretical and Anti-Tbeoretical.. 3,100
Ex.vj-geratcd Tyf>o—Extreme Rationalists 300
Stagnant Type 700

Oar limits allow of notliing more than a glance at Dr. Hurst's

final chapters, which treat of the rise and progress of Ration-

alism in America. He finds the movement chiefly within the

sphere of Unitariani>m, in wliich its extreme positions are to be
found in Channing, nearly allied to orthodoxy, on the one
hand; and in Theodore Parker, denying that Christianity is the

absolute religion, on the other. As to the power and prev-

* The substance of this book first appeared ia a scTies of able papers furnished

by Dr, Eigg for tlie pages of this Ueviow.
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alenee of Kationalism in this country, he concludes, that while

the movement has not yet penetrated the general life of the-

ulo-v or of the people, there is yet enough of force and

viialitv in it to arrest the attention and awaken the activity

of iho" Church. Speaking of the eiforts of the Kationalists to

»!:5Vii-'0 their principles in the current Hterature of the day, and

cvt-n in books for children, lie says

:

Tln'ir predci-essors in Europe sought to make children ashamed

of lite old truths, by casting sarcasm on the strong faitli and

^•vnngflical piotv of the forefatliers. They then aimed to show

th.ii'tlie Cliurch'and theology arc altogether behind the ago, and

that Rcii-nre and art are advancing with a rapidity which must

h avo all doi^nnatism and authority^far behind. They afterward

rinriiitR-'l tlie Scriptures by the light of reason alone, and, by this

j.h.n. .L-ludcd niuUitudos of tlie young and inexperienced into the

<i.irlii(-.s an-] doubt which were never removed. This last eflbrt

rr;.iv Ih- t!»e n«'\t one to which American Rationalism will address

%i**\x. Tlic Church in this country has partaken of the pride

awakciu'd by our unexampled national prosperity; and many of

Ur nolilfst sons had weU-nigh come to the conclusion, before the

otitl.rtak of the late civil war, that she must inevitably prosper,

»iuiply because of the I'emarkable temporal blessings which God
li.i.l bvi>lily given. But without faith <tiothing can be accom-

)>!i-heil, and" three decades may be sufficient to so change the whole

:i'I«-ct of our religious life that the Church may become thoroughly

K.iliunahstic ; her sanctuaries frequented, and her posts of honor

iK«-upicd, by tlie worshipers of reason. The fidelity of the past

will ii«A bu able to meet the emergency of the present. The
Church in the wilderness was not permitted to lay up manna
in -vjvanco. Our civilization is undergoing a complete revolution.

'n.^' fivM is newly plowed by the events of the last few years,

aaJ ii bwoMK-s iho Church to scatter the seeds of truth with an
ijii»p;trin'4 hand. If this land is to be blessed with pure faith, as

v.\ p.i-t \i':ir>, a I.iitli slronLi; enough to repel every blow of skepti-

rt)»m, lo the Ciiurch, as an instrument, and not to our natural

irrowth, Khali be attribute*! this pojtular prosperity. If we would
t<-curo for future years an uncorrupted faith, tlie enaction of pure
laws, tlie introduction of the gospel into every social class, an
increased enthusiasm in missionary labors, the intense union of all

pari.^ of our country, and the united progress of piety and
ih(>olo<rical science, the duty of the present hour must be dis-

charged,—Pp. 575, 570.

We must not omit mention of tho \2i\nQ\AQ Appendix of Lit-

erature at the close of the volume, in which Dr. Ilurst gives a

copious list of modern writers on both sides of tlie Rationalistic

controvei*sy. It manifests not only the industry of the author.
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but also great accuracy and extent of information on tlie

literature of the subject. ]!^owhere else can so copious and
complete a bibliography of nationalism be found.

Our survey of Dr. Hurst's volume suffices to show that it is

a work of great value, and also that it is very timely. It treats

the history of Rationalism with a fullness and completeness

rivaled by no other English writer, and evinces industrious

and extended research and copious learning. It gives a map of

the field of free thought in the present age, showing fairly its

length and breadth, where it trenches on the domain of faith,

and where it reaches into the dark territory of unbelief. For
ordinary readers it contains all the information on the subject

they will be likely to need ; and for theological students it is

an excellent introduction and guide to the study of modern
aberrations. A few thoughts suggested by the book will

close this paper.

1. The antichristian school of modem thought is called

Eationalistic. But this does not imply that Christianity either

ignores or disparages reason. Man is a rational animal ; and
revelation presupposes reason. In fact revelation to man is

impossible if man has hot a reasoning faculty to which it can

be directed. Having this endowment of reason man must use

it. It is the greatest gift of God to man within the sphere of

nature ; as revelation is the greatest gift of God to man within

the sphere of grace. The intidel could seek no greater triumph

than the admission on the part of Christians that man must
forego his reason in order to accept revelation. To dissever

faith from reason, or to set the one over against the other

in hopeless antagonism, is really the aim of all un-Christian

philosophy. It was with no view to strengthen faith that

Hume ended his Essay on Miracles^ by saying that those

who undertake a rational defense of Christianity are " either

dangerous friends or disguised enemies ;

" adding the disin-

genuous sneer that "our most holy religion is founded on

faith, not on reason: mere reason is insuiiicient to convince

us of its veracity." It is precisely the first task of reason to

examine the evidences of the " veracity " of our religion. It

is the glory of Christianity that " the whole of its religion is a

reasonable service." After the verification of the evidences

of Christianity, reason has the further task of apprehending
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Rn«l connecting the truths given by Revelation; and this is

tht* function of theology, as a science. Mansel, who really

moans to defend Revelation, does it the greatest disservice^

in our judgment, by his assertion, that the "use of reason in

the exposition and defense of Revelation is dogmatism. He
fiirtlirr asserts, in the very spirit of philosophical skepticism,

that rcar^on is no more competent to discern the bearings and

ri'lati'.ns of spiritual truths than to sit in judgment upon the

id.'.-us of Revelation themselves. Clearly,' if this be true, the-

o!o;rv, as a science, is impossible. The fullest use and the

l!i::h^-^t culture of reason is not only compatible with the

C'iiri^iiun mode of thought, but is in fact imperatively com-

inan*]'^! by it.

J. It Is not wise, in the defense of Christian truth, to abridge

l?io dvMJiain of reason, or to stigmatize its highest exercise, if

k'pi uithin its proper domain, as Rationalism, in the bad

pKiv-^" which that word has acquired. It is as bad in policy as

in criticism, to call ISTeander, for instance, or the anthor of *

/>''/• Homo, Rationalists. The name should be applied only

to ilit»se who apply reason to the criticism of Revelation in an

uiitVicndly way and for hostile purposes. When a .young

student in a Romanist theological seminary begins to question

jiny point of dogma, say transubstantiation, his tutor or con-

fessor will promptly warn him against Rationalism. Theology

is a science; and science is the work of human reason. The

dilfcrcnoe between the Rationalist and the believer lies more

in the material upon which reason is to work, and in the

limits of its field of operation, than in any use of reason itself.

The tirtlu'dux doctrine is, that both in philosophy and theology

the Jint truths are given, and tliat reason alone could never

find them ; the Rationalist asserts that a complete system of

truth, or all the truth that man is capable of knowing, can

be found by unassisted reason. It was Ilerbert of Cherbury

who laid down the principle of the sufficiency of our natural

faculties to fonn a religion for ourselves ; and this is, really,

the fundamental principle of infidelity. One of the chief tasks

of Christian apologetics is to show that this principle is itself

irrational.

3. The immediate issue of our times is that of the Person

of Christ. All the questions of the older Deistic and Ration-
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alistic controversies, such as the integrity of the Scriptures, the

nature of inspiration, the possibility of miracles, etc., "W'ere but

preliminary skirmishes before the close grapple at the main
position of the battle-field. The Person of Christ is the very

heart and center of the Christian system ; it is fitting and ne-

cessary, therefore, that it should be the final center of the con-

flict between faith and unbelief. So long as the majestic

figure of the perfect Man, the Son of God, remains, in its

ineffable grandeur, at the head of the march of humanity, so

long is Christianity master of the intellect, as well as of the

heart of the human race. The old infidelity sought to deny the

life of Christ entirely. On the failure of this attack the plan

of the battle was changed, and instead of denying the historical

character of Christ, the Rationalists simply sought to disen-

chant it by bringhig its divine lineaments down to the ordinary

forms of nature, or throwing them back into the dusky regions

of mythology. Within the present age we have seen this

efibrt.also fail ; and now the latest aim is to explain the grand

life which could not be ignored, and cannot be degraded or

disparaged. Tlie great task of Christian theology therefore,

in our time, is to set forth the Person of Christ, historically, so

as to satisfy the intellectual as well as the moral demands of

the age. The work has been mx'11 licgun by Xeander, Ullmann,

and Lange in Germany, and by Pressense in France ; while

in England, the author of E'xe Homo has furnished a fragment-

ary and imperfect, though magnificent contribution. But
the challenge of Strauss and lienan has yet to be completely

answered, as we are sure it will be answered, by a Life of

Christ, springing from the lu^art of the Church, in which all

the demands of criticism, of history, and of faith shall be met
and harmonized.
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Art. n.—THE UNITED STxVTES AND IMETHODISM.

K<-H ci'^hteen hundred years the course of human history has

U-iW marked by many marvelous triumphs of the Christian

f.;l!li. For the hist three hundred and lifty years that faith has

lc«l the march of history among the most intellectual and

j^^wfrful nations of the world. And for the last two hundred

\rars that tame faith in this western world has been helping

to fuso heterogeneous populations, diverse in origin, habits,

H'5»tijnuntjJ, and faith, into a national unity, and to shape that

jiHtiun into a political organism which shall be expressive of

i\n' dictate of the most enlightened reason, in whatever pertains

iu justice l^etwecn men, and comprehensive of the maturest

rx-*uk« of political experiences, gathered from all lands and all

fc^n-fi, and which shall also be congenial and sympathetic with

the jma'St aspirations and sentiments of the common heart

uf inun. And the American Eepublic, although it is not now,

atid never has been, the full realization of the grand ideal of

it.-i founders, gives us larger and surer promises in these

rt>})ect8 than have ever been given before to any people,

inju-much as it professes to found an empire for the first time in

hi.-tory on the inherent freedom and dignity of the individual

man as against the clannish theory of government, such as

luis obtained in the class or despotic governments of ancient

KurujK?, the priestly-military despotisms of old Egypt and

lVi>ia, the nuble-family system of modern. Europe, and the

wretched caste system of India.

And to this good object the Christian Church has contributed

greatly. Ueing released from its unchaste alliance with the

civil power, it has with that release wrought the more power-

fully on public opinion, and thereby infused Christian senti-

ments and Christian forms into the legislation and judicial

processes of the country. Divorced from the state, its power

as a voluntary institution far transcends its power as a state

establishment. And, accordingly, it was the voluntary Church

in the form of a Christian faith in the hearts and minds of the

people, that saved for the American people their liberties and

tlieir civilization during the perilous times of colonization,

revolution, and rebellion. So that it has at length come to
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pass that the announced elements of a political philosophy are
one with, the ethics of the Bible, and tliereby the nation has
secured a lease upon its life, a stability for its political system,
and a guarantee for its prosjjcrity, commensurate however only
with its fidelity to the Christian sentiments incorporated into
its professed civil policy. Nations, like men, heretofore have
died. There came decay or death, or both of these, because
they obeyed the lust of conquest and not the love of justice •

because they have declared and enforced, under pains and
penalties, and by the oj^pressive fiction of prescriptive rights,

certain unjust inequalities among men, and so have broken the
Golden Law; because they have given themselves up to luxury,

to usurping ambition, idleness, and ignorance, those prolific

mothers of multitudinous evils, and thus have passed into a fa-

tal decline, the tendency of which is read in the modern names
of Spain, Turkey, India, and Mexico ; and the end of which is

read in those ancient memorial names of Assyria, Persia Judea
Eome. Nations need not die. They may henceforth be as

enduring as the world. Their birth may not be a feeble

weakling iniancy, nor their great age a decrepitude. The
analogy between the successive stages of the individual life

and that of a nation, answering to infancy, youth manhood
and feeble age, is suggestive of apt illustrations of chano-es in

human history, is full of philosophical truths and of scientific

conceits, can express the truth and also be distorted into error.

And this analogy, so often drawn, must not be held as even a
poetic statement of a primordial, universal, immutable law
controlling the life of all nations past, present, and to come.
National death, except by external violence, has usually been
the result of national sins ; and national life should be a per-

petuated one, never declining into decrepitude; should be with
bloom and strength attendant even in the greatest ao-e. Such a
'national life will be the sure result of national rifditeousness

and wisdom. The nation that liveth and believeth in Christ
shall not die. The American Republic came near its death
because of its individual, social, and political diver^-ence from
just and humane principles.

A branch of the Christian Church, called Methodism, which
has within a century enlarged its living membership from six

persons to upward of a million ; which began its existence m,
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thi-*. country amid the agitations of tbe revolutionary times;

uhirh uluue of all the denominations had growth and enlarge-

lui-iil during tlie trials, losses, and stormy perplexities of that

JUnolution; which, being organized nearly at the same time

vitlj the organization of the Federal Republic, has since then

J.,;.( i>:ice -with it almost step by step in its wonderful growth

in iuiinl>crj>, wealth, culture, influence, energy, and i>rospective

UM-:"uhi»--:ss, and this too without a loss of spiritual life: such a

C'hiirch may naturally be supposed to have characteristics in

>tr.-!i'; pvmi>athy with the nation, and the above census-like

^ifjiilarilies holding between them may be regarded as the out-

ward j^igtiH of the inner kinship of common principles. More-

ovtT, fin<x' this Church, exclusive of the Southern part, has

MJi.h-r it.A (vntrul or patronage over one hundred academies,

rv'ih-vM's, iind theological seminaries
;
publishes yearly about

jj:,_.»,N,t.tM.i(j cujtic-s of periodicals, besides books and tracts; has

ft utiniftT}' counted by thousands, active, earnest, and christianly

ftnjl»itioiw in tiieir work ; has a laity enterprising and successful

in Im-iness, fervent in spirit and liberal in money, of notable

rcj-ute in all the Churches for efficiency in religious work,

}"x)d lielpers of the great benevolent movements of society,

c.,H>\tcnsive with the M'orld, yet locally operative on the

iivlividual ; has an organization compact but flexible, consol-

idated by bishoprics, yet remarkably difl-'usive by its clerical

Slid lay influence and agencies ; which has done pioneer work
HijKing the masses of the people, such as no other denomination

could liave done, by bringing them to the cross, and lifting

them up by that cross into a purer and a larger life, and which is

d.iily incri'a>ing in numbers and ])0\ver by incorporating into

iu-clf the best results of human culture, and the best methods
of business enterprise ; these, and other like facts, make the

additional supposition likewise a natural one, that with such

facilities and faculties for aggressive work, with such elements

of a propagaiidist power, it will exercise no inconsiderable

influence in giving both tendency and form, both tone and

color, both impulse and balance, to the peculiar forms and

spirit of our national life, which we, in contradistinction from

those of other lands and other times, are pleased to call

American Civilization-

It should be borne in mind that American history is not the
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description of a new race of men, nor of a race appearing

suddenly on this continent, like the irruption of the Arabs into

Spain, or of the Greeks into Asia under the mad Macedonian.

Nor is it the appearance here of ideas, customs, institutions,

sciences, and laws much unlike those of Europe. Rather

American history is the account of the transplanting of

individuals and groups of men of the old races to new scenes

of action ; of men familiar with the history, the laws, the

literature, the science, and the religion of the lands whence they

came, but imbued, however, and attracted by the force of the

ideal of a fairer and freeer humanity than qould be realized

under the despotic restrictions of the fatherlands. There was

needed a new field of labor, wherein the hoarded accumulations

of over two thousand years of European civilization could be

profitably invested for the benefit of mankind
; and a new scene

of action, where could be inaugurated the new political era of

the equal rights of all, and the new ecclesiastical era of the

voluntary Church. A new continent was necessary for these

newer and more humane thoughts, this freer and fresher social

life. The new- wine must have the new bottles.

But while the early settlers fled from the shores of the old

world to escape the dead past and the oppressive present,

nevertheless they found these both again on the shores of the

new. Neither individuals nor nations can abruptly terminate

their history. They cannot make sudden and reversive changes

in the form and function of their organized life. The past

lives on into the present, and the child is father to the man.

The American nation had European and Asiatic progenitors,

and therefore partakes of their virtues and vices. Stronger

than ties of blood or birth are the bonds that bind the nations

of the world into the unity of one mankind, and so enforce a

like unity in all tlie evolutions of history. The nations of the

present are bound by the links of an historic logic to the nations

of the most remote antiquity, and accordingly Asia lives yet in

Europe, and Europe and Asia live yet in America. The
Gospel has abolished the pagan distinctions of caste and serv-

itude, declaring that henceforth there should be neither bond nor

free, and yet, in the week of prayer held one year ago through-

out Protestant Christendom, the American Church referred by

name to the servants of the family in such a way as to recall
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unplofuiantly to mind the olden times when servants were

K-rvilo lutiiily appendages to patriarclial power. It was an

u!,pii:L>i»nt reminiscence of an ancient social despotism

Ihnii-tin;; itself across two continents and nearly forty cen-

lurit* into the new land and tlie new times of a professedly

)r.i:;i:ir.:t;irian social polity. Anomalies meet us at every

luni in I'ulitics, society, and' literature. x\merican politics,

thcn-tifiilly democratic, permitted a hereditary servitude in

Itvini; connection with a phmter aristocracy, which is the lowest,

bjiH>t form an aristocracy can take. The Puritiins insist-ed

^tnitJi;ly on tlie. personal rights of property, yet, seemingly

uitliMut u compunction of conscience, robbed the Indian of his.

Tho Colonists announced the freedom of speech and of con-

»M-i.-inx', hut jvrsecuted for opinion's sake. There are laudations

. f j»<.|.n!ar kiiuulcdge, yet in some of the states there is oppo-

.!.-!i !.. public schools. Clearly we are yet in active connection

\»i!|j !))«.' U'ttcr and baser forms of the old world civilizations.

1 )..• ificvitable African is with us corrupting our language, de-

b.c>ii)g our political parties, and proving the virtues of Christian

i.'ieu as they liave rarely ever been proved before ; and testing

the loyalty of the Church to its founder's principles in such

a way as to furnish the occasion for perhaps the saddest and

•juicke.st fallinir from ixrace known in ecclesiastical annals.

'l"lie ends of the world have come confusedly and hostilely

tii-fTcilior in the meeting of the Chinese and Yankees in civil

an«i iudustrial relations on the Pacific coast. German spec-

nhitiuus and criticism infect the whole atmosphere of American

tiiought, and our writers and thinkers are in a state of pupilage

to Cicrman masters, re}>roducing their works, instead of writing

new ones from the American standpoints of doctrine, practice,

and liabit. French tastes set our fashions, and Xew York is

but a transatlantic dependency of Paris. If capricious Paris

indulges in a whim, straightway Xew York and Boston and

Philadelphia are whimsical too. English doctrines of political

economy excite tluctuatit)ns in our manufactures and com-

merce. An Italian Papacy establishes its schools, builds

cathedrals, erects and buys colleges among us, and then im-

ports the Irish priest to ])reach in the one and to teach in the

other. The Greek of the i]rolden aire of Pericles, and the Eoman
of the i)urer days of the Commonwealth, and of the semi-
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barbaric days of the empire, as well as Shakspeare and Milton,

and Newton and Faraday, still live in our schools and in our

literature. The French assumption that " all men are born

equal," yet lives in our Dechiration of Independence as words

'of matchless power. The common law of England has become

in large part our own common law. So true is it, that man-

kind, though separated by centuries and grouped into distinct

nationalities, are not disconnected fragments of humanity ; but

everywhere and always in force there are the mystic ties of a

primal oneness of blood, a oneness of heart and of mind,

organizing the whole succession of human beings into the unity

of an historical man.

Of such good and evil, old and new, tjlements, is American

civilization composed. It has elemental antagonisms ; is ex-

ceedingly diversified and complex, as an advanced civilization

must be; nevertheless it has its peculiar features and excel-

lences, making it so distinctive from all prior and contempo-

raneous civilizations, that it is worthy of giving a name to the

latest epoch of human lii>tory. And, adopting the continent-

theory of the progress of the race, we would say, that as Europe

succeeded Asia, so is America succeeding Europe, and has

accordingly named the ]»resent ej^oeh the American age, or, to

speak more humanely, tlie age of the people. And one of the

characteristics of American life we shall call for convenience

by the term Individualism, the full import of which can best be

shown by a brief comparison of the fundamental natures and

distinctions of ancient and modern society.

The social unit of ancient times was the family ; that of

modern is the indivi(hial. Ancient society was a group

of families; tliat of modern, rather a collection of individuals.

In the infancy of society a group of persons united by blood

relationship, or b}' the fiction of adoption, whereby aliens were

incorporated into the family and so entitled to all its priv-

ileges, was the source of rights and duties for the individual

members of it. " Men arc regarded and treated not as indi-

viduals, but always as membe!-s of a particular group. Every-

body is first a citizen, and then as a citizen he is a member
of his order—of an aristocracy or a democracy, of an order

of patricians or plebeians; or, in those societies which an un-

happy fete has atiiicted with a special perversion in their course
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of Jovelopment, of a caste. Next he is a member of a gens,

houM.', or clan ; and lastly lie is a member of his family, nor was

Kp ev<T regarded in himself as a distinct individual.. His

indiviiiuality \s-as swallowed np in his family."* The modern

hcrx-^iitary succession to titles and offices is a remnant of the

»r.-!-:uc and barbaric civilizations. The houses of Hapsburg,

c-f J'^.urbon, of Guelph, and others, are modern forms of the

jin.icnt notion of the family as the social unit and the source

ol* privileges and power. And at this day books are written

wl.croin Uie Percys, the Greys, the Stanleys, with twenty-

H-vi'U uther iamilies, arc formally styled " the governing families

ff KiiLrland " as though the political and social status of men

i!i..uUi bo dependent upon membership in a lamily, instead

m' ir.riulK'rrhip in the human race. It is the hateful pagan

vx<-li)'lvfne.'^->, in^tead of the humane modern and Christian

j*'l:l:ra! catholicity.

In iho United States, however, not the family, but the indi-

^idu;il u the unit of society; and the equality of the political

s'.Htii.^ of all, theoretically, is based on the inherent, natural

ntri:ts of the individual as representative of all men. But at

tlie if-anie time the family, or the social element, is not excluded
;

the individual is correlated with the social, and in this way

eoclety is on the one hand kept clear of the immobility and

tlio tyranny, such as have hardened into an oriental system of

Cii>tes, and on the other hand is saved fi*om the capricious way-

vurxhu'-^o and follies of an overweening individualism. The
Iriio N.ience of society, or sociology, must be based on the

Amcrieau doctrine of the equal natural rights of each man, in

tdi the nKxle-b of human activity; and it receives its only just

cxfHx^ition in the adaptation of each person to all others in such

relationships that his rights as a person, sole and individual,

\c\v.\\\ i)e recognized or conceded, apart from those rights and

relationships pertaining to society. And the movements that

constitute the progress of the race have this as a fundamental

law, to wit : the growth of individual obligation in place of

family dependency. And the philosophy of legal history is

said to lie in the abatement of family pretensions and enforce-

ments, and in the enlargement of individual rights and duties,*

apart from the accidents of birth or fortune. The word nation

* Maine's Ancient Law.
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preserves in a remarkable manner the ancient notion of the

family as the unity of society. All who were horn in a family

constitute it. Birth is the sole original family bond of relation-

ship; and so, as among the Ilomans a group of families formed

the house, or gens ; a group of houses formed the tribe, a group

of tribes the nation. The Jews were a nation because

descended from one man, Abraham. It is true that the legal

fiction of adoption, and the processes of legislation, and other

means, made an alien or foreigner a member of a family, and

hence of a nation ; but it did this by counting him as pos-

sessed of blood relationship, and therefore the bond-of birth was

a real or implied one in primitive society considered as a nation.

It ie against this accident of birth, and this class or clannish

monopoly conferring peculiar privileges, or entailing peculiar

detriments that Amerieaji civilization enters its active protest.

A"-ainst it is the constitutional clause forbidding those relics

of pagan and feudal barbarism, that treason shall work cor-

ruption of blood or forfeiture, except in the lifetime ofthe person

attainted • accainst it is the present effort to remove all class

and caste restrictions in regard to civil and political rights, and

ao-ainst it is the refusal to give votes to property instead of to

persons ; against it is the system of public schools, designed to

criv-e the rudiments of culture to all; against it is the facility

jfor the acquisition and distril)Ution of property, especially

of land ; against it is the nuignificent spectacle of a voluntary

Church working in love for the conversion of the world to

Christ and with an eflectiveuess unparalleled since the days

of the x\postles. For it are the individual partisan movements

looking to the permanent civil and political disability of

all persons of the colored race ; for it was the warm sympathy

and active sn})])ort given by Englishmen to the late rebels.

Ii; is the continuance of the pagan idea of the permanent dis-

qualiticatiou of parts of mankind for certain higher duties and

privile""es; and the cognate idea of the family, or a class, or a

clan as the source of rights and powers. In patriarchal times,

Abraham would have said, Do my servant no harm, for in so

doino- you tresi)iuss u])nu the rights of the family. Home would

have said, Do a Ilonian no harm, for in so doing you offend

the majesty of the state. England says. Do a Ih-iton no harm,

for in so doing you offend the majesty of the law. America.
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t**Yf Po Uio humblest citizen no harm, for in so doing you

l,;..J^^« upon tlie inalienable rights of man. And herein is

thr ^h-tin-ui^hin- and ennobling fact that lies at the basis

Jf Anirriran civilization. It is the transition from family

art-n«l«-ncv to individual rights and duties. But the family

^.t «.-;.d'idea is not set aside. On the contrary, social

»ft.l launlv dependency coexist with individual obligation

ftLd r^•^}H,n'^ibi!ity; and\vitli this relation between them, that

^,. ;oty exibU fur the individual, and not the individual for

Kpri, ly. Socictie5 and nations may die, but the individuals are

iK.tn.'rtnl, fiiwl carry with tliem into the life beyond the social

rrui!» ff'lJji^. Tliu long procession of human history, the

UU.f^ tmd Mitloringd of reformers and martyrs, are only pre-

hn;'.:*Arv t.. tho installation of a true democracy, wherein the

lr».:,vi<h;al chuii be the units of the national life, and who by

t*.. »t*!u:..ry l>arriei-s, by no prescriptive impediments, shall be

a^'-^JTx-j fruin civil rights, from political privileges, from pro-

fr-*.-;ifti ur'industrial pursuits, or social advantages. Not the

.c:r..rtlon of society only, but also, and mainly, the perfection

i.f i-idividuals, within and by help of society, is the great end

t...urird wliich the issues of history unmistakably point.

ill ri'gard to Methodism, we find one characteristic feature

cf it tu be that same strongly individualized life. As the

jM.lilicul idea of the freedom and dignity of the individual has

»tans^<d tlic national life with the seal of a higher manhood, so

ll.»r C'iiri>tiuu idea of the direct, immediate, personal relation-

tliip <..r the individual sold to God, which Methodism has so

rJi-iiriy ami jK.intedly prochdmed, has quickened the Church

i:ito ii!i\v<.:iiL'd aetiviiy in the missionary, the pulpit^ and the

tiiucutioiial labors of the last hundred years. We do not,

of c<»ur.-c, claim this Gospel truth as peculiarly Methodistic in

any (jther way than in the peculiarly decisive emphasis with

wliieh Methodism has pronounced it in its doctrines, and cherished

it in its sentiments, and cultivated it in its practical workings.

It h;is always been a distinct feature of the Christian Church,

and t-pccially so of the Apostolic and Protestant Churches. It

runs like a thread of golden light through the Gospels, placing

them in striking contrast with the corporate dependency and

relations of individuals under the pagan religions. Much ot tlie

power of the early Methodist preaching lay in the dii'ect

Fourth Series, Vol. XIX.—
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personal appeals to the sinner, as tliougli he was the only one

that had need to flee from the "vvrath to come. And when,

under the consciousness of sin, he tremblingly inquired, What
must I do to be saved? he was directed, not to the Church, nor

to the sacraments, nor to the means of grace, but to God's care

for each soul as made known in the economy of salvation, and

accordingly the words of counsel and comfort were, For thee

Christ died. To the cultivation of this individualizing feeling,

this vivid personal consciousness which enters so largely into

American life, the peculiarity in doctrines, the experience meet-

ings, the preaching, and the social life of Methodism contributed

greatly. And for evidence of this we shall specially refer to

the doctrinal standpoint in soteriology, or the relation of the

divine to the human in the scheme of redemption. This

relation of the human to the divine, or, more strictly, the part

performed by human agency in salvation, may for our purpose

,i)e classed under three distinct conceptions, namely: the

Churchly or Ceremonial ; the Necessitated, or Foreign ; and

the Personal.

The Churchly idea finds its most perfect expression in the

Papal system of religion. Salvation is received through the

Church alone. It is the depository of divine grace and blessing,

and outside of it there is no salvation. As the Jew, being a

descendant of Abraham, was on that account a member of the

Abrahamic family, and claimed peculiar rights as against the

Gentile ; and as the members of the patrician houses {gens) of

ancient Pome claimed certain exclusive honors and privileges

in virtue of their membership therein, so the Pomauist claims

special divine blessings in virtue of his membership in his

ecclesiastical communion. Maximilian, the so-called emperor

of Mexico, claimed to be within the line of succession to the

throne of Austria in virtue of hif acknowledged membership in

the royal house of Ilapsburg
; so the Pomanist expects to inherit

eternal life mainly in virtue of his recognized connection with

the Church. It is the ancient pagan istic conception of the

family or community as the source of rights and privileges, trans-

ferred to the Church. It is a species of ecclesiastical paganism

that confounds the spiritual unity of the Church with the

official, external unity of organization. With this ground view

ofthe soteriological relation of man to God, accords the Popish
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a^wtrlnc of the mass, ^vhereby the individual in purgatory is

•JkVT^! by tlic notion of the corporation to which he belonged on

\h*^ earth; m al>o tlie peculiar interpretation of the nnity and

ra!!u.licity of the Church, of ordination, and of other doctrines

an.! ct^nMnonios, as found in the Eomisli Church.

KijKlrod \vith the Churchly is the Sacramental or ceremo-

Ti!.'d idea, in wliich stress is laid on a sacrament or a ceremony

(.M ihe salvation of the soul. The Protestant Episcopal Church,

ar.d those Churches holding strictly to the Lutheran system

f.f d.K'trincs, furnish examples of this. In the former, accord-

ir>;r t<-» liiirh episcopal autliority, any one, say a Greek from

r.m'-t.intiiic.i.h', must, on application, be admitted into the

(*hMn-]> if he boliovos in the Apostolic Creed, and has been

»
,5 •I:'>-<1 !»nd cnfirmcd. Here mere doctrinal assent, (which,

fty-vTi-rtirii; to Scripture, devils may give.) and a form of cere-

m-..r»!ftl compliance, give right and title to admission to

fi'.irtii!..-n.hip in any brancli of Christ's Church, without regard

t"^ t!',!" prtvont moral or religious qualification of the individual

A|{!_viiig for admission. In agreement w^th tliis, but going

further iu the same direction, is tlie doctrine of baptismal re-

!' r;<-ration, warranted by the words of th.e Articles of Eelig-

!•'!». Acording to the Lutheran system, the person has only to

vIhco himself receptively in the means of grace, such as the

]'r,-a''hiiirr of the word, and the sacraments, and through these,

j».» the diviiu'ly appointed channels of communication, there

!•.« in H.ine my>tifal manner into the soul, faith and justi-

!^<-s!ion and rcLronoration, thereby making the almost passive

r^^'j''fnt a p:M-t;ikcr of the divine nature. Kindred with this

c-ij!Jcoption i-i the \mdue relative importance given to the sacra-

Tur-nt*. M-hich in the Lord's Supper readies out in the consub-

^tftnt^;ltional theory; and the overdrawn idea of the visible

Chiireh as an organism in which, and in virtue of its connection

with wliich, each part receives its life. Here we have the

ftrirt ooinmunal idea exchanged for the cereu:ionial. The idea

"f exclusive corporate functions has been much abated, and

t!io part performed by individuals much enlarged ; still we are

yet t(»o far ^voxw the truly apostolic teaching in regard to the

work of the individual in his own salvation. The individualism

f'f tiie American life docs not yet fully appear either in the

Churchly or Sacramental notion.
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In the Necessitated or foreign theory, or the High Calvinistie,

the salvation of any one is made dependent on the free action

of a divine selection made without reference to Imman faith

or works, or anything in the creature, as cause or condition

of the effectual calling of the individual to eternal life. The
spiritual life is solely and arhitrarily a gift of sovereign grace.

The soul is moved by a power ah extra, predetermining all its

acts. The communistic or social idea is here replaced by
that of a sovereignty, and individualism of character is only

incidentally stimulated or encouraged. The scheme lacks the

liberalism of American politics, as also the catholicity of Chris-

tianity. In logical connection with this view stand the peculiar

views of the perseverance of the saints, and of free-will. How '

little this notion accords with the individualized catholicity,

the equal-rights doctrine of our American civilization, needs

not be pointed out.

In the Methodist belief, which involves the Personal theory,

an emphasis unknown to the Calvinist, or the Lutheran, or the

Papal, is laid upon man's own free action in the work of salvation.

In the popular sentiments and professed creed of no other denom-
ination is there so much stress laid upon the individual's free co-

operative agency, personally considered, in reference to the divine

influences whereby his salvation is secured. Election is condi- -

tioned on his acceptance of the offer of divine aid and grace.

Reprobation is conditioned on his resistance to the grace and his

refusal of the aid. The Church helps him to a higher life ; but

his membership in it is not the ground cause, nor the sole occa-

sion, of his purticipancy in the divine blessings. The sacraments

help him as means of grace, and as expressions and symbols of

faith ; but if deprived of the ]^reaching of the word, of the sacra-

ments, of Church fellowship, nevertheless if he in his own free ac-

tion "hold himself receptively to the enlightening, renewing, and
sanctifying inworkings of the Holy Spirit, then he will become
holy both here and hereafter; but if he closes lus heart against

the same, he will continue in death both here and in eternitv."

This is the personal interpretation of soteriology. Stress is

laid on the j'art performed by man. Put while bringing into

prominence the idea of the individual or personal, Methodism
does not ignore by any means the social element, either in

doctrine or j)ractice. The Church is the communion of the
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«iMU, ora:iincd and established for the perfecting of the

in^.tivliml inonibers thereof. Instead of subordinating the one

\a tU' ..tiier, Methodism rather co-ordinates them. It recognizes

MXA% tui a Racial being, and that individualism pushed to an

r*:rrme of iii.-ulation is fatal to his ^veltare
;
therefore on the

,A.c l.-cu\ !t liolds last to tlic idea of a Church as an organized

<-w<:u:iunity, as a depository of blessings, and on the other it

t*4!» rroiiiinently forward the correlative idea of tlie purely

t»*fv.rml relations of the individual soul to God. "W^ith the

irv-j^l ductrine of the distinct personality of God presented

»» • i-'atiirr and Friend, there must be awakened a lively con-

*a.>o«n^-** of tlic indiviiiual relationship to him. The Saviour

iAa;'!i\ *j-'«-ially the divine care for each one individually. It

»^« ft j.rw d.K-trino then to the world, and stirred the heart as

t^:> ^-UirT nli^'ion had stirred it before or could stir it, and it

l.lit*! lijc H.ui with a sweet sense of the filial relation of the

ifc.ljt!<5ua! ^pirit to God the Father. And the Methodist

f*»;»al was attended by this intensely individualized spiritual

;..'.-, It f..>ruied a large part of the popular discourses and

• f the tiieological discussions. This Gospel individualism is

i».tli cause and effect of the "experience" of Methodists, in

uiiich not only benevolence to man and the glory of God;

j;..l o!:!y the prosperity of the Church, but also the power,

jHracc, and joy within the soul,* the rich sweet fruits of the

pirituid life consciously enjoyed, were the objects aimed at.

The huul thus thrown back upon itself, thus stimulated to

rvlip:iuUii hclf-culture, developed a strongly individualistic ele-

nu-nt ill Methodism that is only paralleled in secular matters

;ii ihu Ai.'it.Tican iicpublie. A peculiar doctrine of Methodism,

called }*erfi.*ction, is a clear outgrowth of this religious experi-

t:»co, sharply deiiniug itself under the stimulus of direct

j'orjy'jiial appeals such as have characterized Methodist preach-

ing and doctrine. After justitication, the convert is pointed to

a htate of adult growth, to a condition of spiritual strength and

{vAver over sin, whereby the law of love dominates in thought,

feeling, and action. This personal nature of the relation of the

iiuuian to the divine in the plan of redemption, involving a free-

Hill agency and individual responsibility, when contrasted

with the Churehly and Necessitated conceptions, serves in part

to explain the rapid growth, the vigorous life, the aggressive
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position, and the prospect for usefulness of tbe Metliodistic

branch of the Church of Clirist.

There is another feature peculiar to American civilization,

and to which Methodism has contributed in no small degree,

and which is expressed by the phrase, the Age of the People, 1

with which it is in entire harmony, save in a certain part
\

,of its governmental economy, wherein the laity are not in- 1

eluded as members of its legislative assemblies. Yet even here -|

their power is felt, and their iniiuencc and aid are sought, so I

that this antagonism to the genius arid drift of American
|

policy, this abnormal feature in American institutions, is more
|

in form than in spirit. Moreover, the tendency of all changes
|

in this direction is remedial of this defect, which was a ne-
|

cessity of Methodism in its early times, and alike honorable to
|

the clergy and benehciul to the people. For the clergy, deal-

ing with people who were mostly of the poorer, uneducated

classes, and their Churches widely scattered and not strong in

numbers, werp compelled to assume the office of legislators as

well as preachers, and what the circumstances of their early

mission demanded of them we do not blame them for doincr.

There is a growing consciousness, however, that this anomaly

of an oligarchic k^gishitive system in a Church thoroughly

republican in sentiment, and under republican political institu-

tions, is not the form of Church government best suited for the

work Methodism has yet to do. And Methodism, regarding

no specific form of ecclesiastical government as exclusively

of divine origin or sanction, and conceding validity to the

diversities existing in the otlier denominations, is ready to

change hers, so as to make the form suit the spirit, so soon

as it is clear that a niajority of her members are in favor

of the change.

At the threshold of modern European civilization, historians

find political power distributed among four classes : monarchs,

nobles, clergy, and burgliers or towns-people. These latter

were the free peu]tle of certain nnniicipalities or city-republics,

such as were ri.-a, Genoa, and Venice. These free cities have

had an "historical importance, inasmuch as they supply the

transition movement whereby civil policy passed into a repub-

lican form, ufter liaving i)assed through the autocratic, mo-
narchic, aj^d oligarchic epochs of political history. For, origin
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uUv. i«*> slavery or serfdom existed in these free cities. Slaves

fcjJi' t-erfa Cftcnping thither, found freedom and remunerative

ciin.lovint.nt in the manual labors and mechanic arts of the

citv. «n'l in the agricultural occupations near it. They added

tu'ilic wcaltli, thrift, and population of tliese city-republics.

I'^M fp-at ideas were involved in this European politico-social

f»'-t; uuc was the political equality of the citizens, and the

v\h<'T tii«' lionorablencss of labor; and henceforth these two

furuiatnentuUy democratic ideas were never lost, but have con-

la nutxl ati parties, and even as war powers, in the conHicts that

l»^ V inarktjd the progress of the race in the most active theaters

til" the hi>torical movements on the European and American

colli: IK" litH. The destined triumph of the doctrine of civil

r» -.ialj'.v, jiSul the dignity of productive industry, in the future

i.i\.\ j«=l;rv of the United States, is apparent to all who have

l--ij •Aatchiiig the progress and the gradual suppression of the

l^vii rvlx-'llion, which fought against these republican ideas

« Xii ^Ilut,and thell,and bayonet, and then, failing utterly in these,

\.x\ nu-.v betaken itself, in the continuance of the contest, to

\\.K' intrigues and the chances of the political arena. Civil

<*|uulity, and the honorable character of labor, have been the

biirdrii ()( the great modern movements of society in favor

of thf ma.-^es. They name the present epoch the age of the

I^Mvplo. Not the noble, not the clergy, not the burghers, but

uli thf.-c, and with these the mass of the people, in their entirety,

<X'n'tituling the source of power, and giving legitimacy to the'

fun«.!i.>ns of government, and at the same time, in harmony
with this democratic idea, asserting the divine origin of civil

{;"\<riinK'nt. In secular and in religious education, in the

broadcast ditiusion of knowledge among all classes of people,.

in ihf distribution and accumulation of wealth and comforts,,

in the renmnerations and the productiveness of labor, the-

I nitcd States are confessedly the foremost nation of the world.

And in this popular education, popular refinement and enricli-

nient, lies the coui*se of our manifest destiny, to. which God's

{jood providence has opened the way. For the toiling millions

tiiis, the genuine American civil policy, has the best words of

cla-er ever given to men.

And Methodism in its missionary work, in its itinerant

pystem, in the practical working of its economic agencies, aa
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also in peculiar features of its theology, is here in analogy and
in sympatiiy with the republic. Methodism has mightily

helped to turn the social and political forces to the elevation

of the common people. The Gospel free for all, and to be

brought to all, whether rich or poor, bond or free, educated or

unlettered, was its ruling purpose. It told the story of the

cross in school-houses, in barns, by the wayside, in prisons, in

court-houses, in market-places, in the streets and fields as well

as in the churches, wherever the people could be reached. And
our Methodist fathers preached with unwonted emphasis the

doctrine of universal redemption, just as our political fathers

proclaimed the universality of the rights of man. The poor

had the Gospel brouglit to them.

Soon after the close of the Revolutionary war, there beo-an

that mighty exodus from the old world, of uneducated, semi-

barbarous populations ; and tliis incoming population, combined
with the native one, made it an imperative duty that they

should be religiously trained in order that the republic suffer

no harm. And it is to the honor of Methodism, as it was con-

genial to its republican sentiments, that it supplied at that

early day the urgent moral needs of the emigrant and lower

native populations. A great burden of its mission was the re-

ligious training of the masses, and this it has done with such

success, that the high position yet to be accorded in history to

American civilization will be largely owing to the direct

influence of Methodism in elevating the masses of the people.

Not only the religious, but the literary culture of the people

has been, and is, the aim of Methodism in fulfilling its world-

raissjon of good to man. For proof that Methodism co-operates

with the republic in establishing the age of the people, we need
not now specially refer to the facts that an army of over thirty

thousand students are being trained in our denominational insti-

tutions, and that a cheap and popular literature is difi'used

among the people under the impulse of that denominationally

unrivaled Book Concern in New York, with its branches and
depositories elsewhere ; but we now simply refer to the signif-

icant tiict that " Wesley was the first to set the example of the

modern cheap prices for books, sustained by large sales;"

working himself and inciting others to the work of simplilying

to the popular comprehension, and of cheapening to their
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mc^n* tho learning and the science of the day. The objection

lift* iJvu made to Methodism tliat it was and is unfavorable to

rl!uratl<.nul etibrts, especially in regard to its ministry. This

t>K,ct-!ion can arise only from a misunderstanding of its spirit,

ii/|.n-fnt labors in education, and from an ignorance of the

(u. V" v( its previous history.

Murv^»ver, like the nation, Methodism heretofore has sought

c5.5.-l'.v the difusion of knowledge ;
but now, like the nation, it is

jrvparing itlclf for the accuinulatlon of knowledge. Xation-

%l\\, wo^have had much repute, at home and abroad, for

l.f:'nVit»i: t-ducation within the reach of the humblest and

l^-.n-tf Henceforth, by public aid and voluntary gifts, the

ftc.--2niu]itlion of knowledge is also the aim of the public

•h-'U/Uu The endowment and enlargement of the course of

»iiilv in o!ir institutions of learning p>oint unmistakably to the

liTT^-. s: -r fax distant, when to the American university students

«».-*}' ci'tijo from foreign lands to complete their studies, par-

t-M-ularlv in the departments of natural science, and in the the-

».n !i:;d practice of the mechanic and industrial arts, leaving,

si may be, to the old world pre-eminence in philology, in

t]H.Ti:!:itive philosophy, and textual criticism. We soon shall

divide with Europe authority in matters of physical science,

vliidi are essentially republican in their spirit and tendency.

I/'rd Derby translates Homer for the purpose, perhaps, of help-

ing to interjKJse a classical barrier, whereon the impulses of

rv'-ublicim fervor may break and waste themselves. Louis

N{4|H.!oou writes the life of Csesar to help revive the failing

•utii'-rity of monarchies, and to give a good name to the

dt>j^)t!c u.-urpiitions of individuals. Eut Agassiz labors in

jjhy-ifjil science, and his contributions thereto, difiused as

kiiowledge, become a power among the people.

The impulse and the aim of the nation for the accumulation

of knowledge tinds a sympathetic accord and a practical co-

operation in the present movements of the IMethodist Church,

by whii'h it seeks for the endowment of its colleges, in order

lliut the highest and ripest culture in science and literature,

joined with pureness and morality and soundness of faith,

ehali ibc the standard of Methodist education. Then beyond

this, to add to the existing stock of knowledge in the shape

of additions to literature and contributions to science, is a
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strong impulse moving the heart of Methodism to make its

institutions of learning equal to the work set for them to do,

which is to help in the conversion of the kingdoms of the

world into commonwealths of learning, and virtue, and pure

religion.

Ilenceforth there must be accumulation as well as diffusion

of knowledge. And in this the voluntary Church of America

is no failure, but rather a splendid and unexpected success, for

by it have been secured to men, for their comfort and happi-

ness in this life, those educational establishments, hospitals and

eleemosynary homes, which are the monuments of piety and

mercy. It has filled the land with churches, and crowded the

schools with scholars, and it will forever save this nation from

the debauchee fate that met imperial Rome.

With the ideas of a civil policy founded on the equal and

inalienable rights of all men, and of the individual as tlie social

unit, which American republicanism has permanently esta-

bhshed in history and will propogate among the nations, there

is another cognate with these, and also supplementary of them,

to wit, the idea of Toleration. In a state based on the freedom

and dio-nity of the individuals composing it, there must be

toleration. For freedom, in a society constituted out of human

nature as it now is, implies the absence of uniformity in senti-

ments, ideas, and modes of action. With the right of private

judgment, there cannot yet be agreement in opinions. Indi-

^-iduals may bo believers in monarchy, in oligarchy, in slavery,

in 6tate-relio"ious establishments, in Mormonism
;

yet their

private opinion is utterly ignored by the laws of the land,

which offer no legal barrier to positions of honor, trust, or

profit. Ilence the free press, the free pulpit, the free fonim,

and the free professions generally. The progress of this intel-

lectual libertv has been slow. But this republic offers to the

world the imposing and adinirublc spectacle of a political unity

coexisting- with the right of private judgment and the tolerance

of a consequent diversity of opinions. The American principle

is erroi"s of opinion and judgment are best corrected by truth

left free to oppuse them. This mental freedom, which, as a

practical fact, we cull toleration, is one element of priceless

value in our political system, and it distinguishes the new

world civilization from all others in the degree^ though not in
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\\it fact, of til is toleration. There are points, however, essential

t.» nalioniil unity and national life; and when opinions diverse

(r..:u ilitvc become openly and actively hostile to them, then

T.<> t.-l..THtion can be allowed. Coercive suppression must be

ctnj.lovtHl, not to destroy the right of private judgment, but

1.. r-. <xX\\\ its wrongful e.xercib^e.

Till* {>olitical toleration or liberalism has close analogy and

c*.u5it»Tj>:irt in Methodist catholicity. "Wesley boasted, and his

U..vtijii; was the devout expression of warm Christian ad-

i;iirT.tiun :
" One circumstance is quite peculiar to the people

CAjIvil Mfthodibts; that is, the terms upon which any persons

lUAv Ix} admitted into their society. They do not impose in

orxirr to llicir admir-sion any opinions whatever. Let them hold

I'trtioular t-r {.'cMcrul redemption, absolute or conditional de-

<»^^-». . . . 'lliey think and let think. One condition, and one

*-*,;v, U nvjnin;d, a real desire to save their souls. ... Is there

»nT vtiier b<>oiety in Great Britain or Ireland that is so remote

ff\.!.'i bi^'utry \ tluU is so truly of a Catholic spirit ? so ready to

ti.liiwt all serious persons without distinction." Again he says:

*'
I do not know any other religious society, either ancient or

tii-»^i<Tn, wherein such liberty of conscience is now allowed or

liiiB been allowed since the days of the apostles. Ilere is our

^;l>.>ryiiig, and a glorying peculiar to us." *

Aintrioan Methodism, however, has drawn the lines of ad-

inl«^iun into the communion of the Church somewhat more

ttriftly. A tpecitic assent to the doctrines of the Church is

K^iuircd of the clergy as a functional qualification for their

olliio; but in regard to the admission of members into the

C'liurcli, thtj n;lL':3 require that ''satisfactory assurances be

j,^ivcn by the applicants as to the correctness of their faith."

Now these " satisfactory assurances " are intended to be, not a

fonnal subscription to the articles of religion, but rather a

metlitKl of inquiry as to the applicant's soundness of faith in

llie general principles of religion, and as furnishing the

ocoa,»Iun, if need be, to correct any unsoundness of faith which

might work damage to the Christian character. A desire " to

lleo from the wratii to come " is the fundamental condition of

admission into the Methodist Church, from which members can

liot be excluded simply fur opinion's sake, while exhibiting

* Stcvens'a Ct-ntenaiy of American Methodism.
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evidences of real piety, and conforming to tlie discipline of the
Church. They can be excluded only for such " defects as ex-

clude from the kingdom of grace and glory." " They can be
tried and expelled for sowing dissension in the societies by
inveighing against their doctrines and discipline; that is, not
for their opinions, but for their moral conduct respecting their

opinions. . . . This interesting historical fact is full of signifi-

cance as an exan:iple of that distinction between indicatoinj and
oUigatory standards of theological belief which Methodism has
perhaps had the hqnor of first exemplifying among the lead-

ing Churches of the modern Christian world."* And Meth-
odism holds the most advanced position in the movement
toward religious liberty becoming the common law of the

civilized world. This Metliodistic catholicity is at one with
the political liberalism of the nation.

The American people have introduced into history the ao-e

of the people, and the people hold in their hands the des-

tinies of the future. The nation now stands just beyond the

threshold of this new age, strong in the strength of dominant
democratic ideas. It has successfully passed one fearful period

of peril, and lo, another threatens it. The perils of treason and
slavery are over, and the perils from the sudden emancipation of

millions of the dusky slaves will, we trust, also soon abate ; but
the great perils of foreign immigration are yet to come. The
old centers of exodus in Europe will, in the next ten years

send us emigrant laborers by far outstripping the proportionate

numbers they have sent before. And from other lands, whence
heretofore only stragglers came, and they few and far between
hereafter they will come by companies, sensibly swelling- the
vast immigrant tides pouring themselves eagerly into the new
country of landed homesteads, of household comforts and good
wages. From all Europe and the ocean islands they will

comu. And these new comers will not be the educated, the
refined, the religious, lovers of social order and of morality,
understanding our institutions and upholding our liberties;

but in large part rude, vicious, ignorant, slaves of the lower
passions, and fit tools for the uses of political demagogues, and
so needing moral and intellectual training to make them fit for

American citizenship. But not only from the East, but from the

* Stevens's Centenary of American Methodism.
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\Vr< t, from the seaboard and central Asia, from those oldest

!»!;!» of' human history, the incoming population will swell to

hor4<-< t)f pai^au barbarians, American civilization and popu-

!»ti«>fi »«» thin lines and scattered forces have reached the

rttriilc, nnd there tliej are halting while securing their com-

ij;!i!»u-itliuns with their eastern home, and consolidating their

fi.mf* preparatory to piishing across the Pacitic into Asia.

An'l wlicn these things have been done, then, as from overcrowd-

ed! hivfji, the Asiatic laborers will swarm into this comparative

t^amdJ^o of the laboring classes. And these pagan barbarians,

{jrtstifa-d by cc-nturies of oppression, and toil, and ignorance,

ftnd rritne, and lust, will they not put in peril our civilization

ft'^'l our liU'rties \ V>\\\. where we see the danger, there lies our

•iutv ; nnd the dutv of the Church is to supply the religious and

{r.tj-IU^'tual nci'ds of these debased and mistrained masses of

hiui'.aniiv. Nobjy has she sprung to her work, to meet the

['.t^-ini: wants of the liberated slaves in the southern states;

Rfi'i \\f\\ less nobly nor less promptly will she rise to the work in this

i.f'.v licld of labor, vast and sublime enough to excite the best

i'llV.rts of a Christian philanthropy and heroism. On Method-

i-.'M rests a solemn responsibility to do its share in civilizing

r.nd Ciiristianizing these pagans, the hundred thousand of

vli->m now with us in the West will increase to millions so soon

an iho lines of commerce are fairly established between the

I'arific and Asiatic ports. And to Methodism, in view of its

p:i->t }ii.-tt»ry, its present numbers, and its peculiar mission as a

Ciiurch, more than to any other denomination, perhaps, \\'ill

cTiK' the imperative summons of trust and duty to see to it

that the liepiiblic receive no harm from this source. In the

coming peril from tjie emigrants, the nation will lean upon the

Church fur strengtli and help; and our confident hope is, that

ti5 westward the course of civilization has taken its way around

the World, so from the seat of American civilization westward

it shall again follow the sun, blessing all lands with its light of

truth and its privileges of freedom.
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Aet. III.—ADAM CLARKE AS A PREACHER.

Preaching is God's ordinance for tlie subjugation of rebel-

lious men to his supreme authority. In this his wisdom is

manifest. He know wliat is in man, and hence the best

method of convcyinc^ instruction to 'his mind. The painter

pleases the eye, the musician charms the ear, the poet grati-

fies the imagination, the historian expands the understanding,
and the biographer moves tlie afiections. But the preaelier

unites in himself all these diversified powers. To him, the

eye, the ear, the mind, the^ imagination, and the affections are

all accessible.

Adam Clarke as a writer is extensively and favorably known
by his valuable Commentary on the Holy Scriptures, and other

able literary productions, both in the old world and the new.
As a preacher he is not so well known. Ilis writings have
been circulated and read where his living voice has not been
heard. We tliiiik he sliined pre-eminently in the pulpit, as an
embassador of Christ. AVith most of the distinguished British

preachers, for the last half century, we have been personally

acquainted. We only refer to those to whose voice we have
listened, and on whose countenance we have looked. Many
of these excelled Clarke in some of the characteristics of great

preaching. He had not the irresistibleness of Joseph Benson,
the loftiness of Richard "Watson, the logical tact of Edward
Hare, the quick perception of Jabez Bunting, the imao;ination

of Richard Treffry, the oratory of Robert Xewton, the satirical

power of James Everett, the brilliancy of Joseph Beaumont,
the elaboration of James Dixon, the sermonizing skill of John
Hannah, tlie direct force of Juhu Smith, nor the scintillation of

John W. Etheridgo. Yet Clarke possessed a larger assemblage
of the projx'rties of a great preacher than any of these eminent
men. Tliis mav not appear from his published sermons,

though many of tliese are among the best in our language ; but
they were chiefly written wlien lie was advanced in life^ at the

request of friends, for posterity, and when quietly seated in his

study, and contained matter never given in the pulpit. There
the student was transtbrmed into the preacher, and was
less critical, less formal, but lar more free, ample, fervent, and
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l^vrrfuL To give the reader a correct view of Clarke's

|:fvA^iiini;, we remark that it was:

I. K'(^rnjH>ran(ous. He never took a manuscript into the

rtj?} it ~u* read to Ids hearers. Sucli a mode of address he

ic^mrj unnatural, and calculated to defeat the great object of

irrvl.it.-. Xor did lie deliver a discourse from memory.

IV.* ho regarded as too mechanical, unfavorable to emotion,

fcf..l rv^juiriiig too great a consumption of time. He preached

itti th..!i.-^;ind fcrmons without knowing beforehand a single

•rntrsico liiat ho should utter. Study, meditation, and prayer

wr^> hi.-i only preparuliun. lie did not attempt to reduce

j.trn<-hi!ig into the rules of science, and to learn the art of it.

Ilr "r.rc remarked to a brother minister, "I bless Jesus Christ

I h,\o tnwr Uanud to preach; but through his eternal mercy

I 6>-!s tr*ti-ljt Iron) time to time by him as I need instruction.

I cA.'.tn.'. luiik^ a sermon before I go into the pulpit, therefore I

mm obhVvd to hang nakedly on the arm and wisdom of the

l*^txi. Vet, I read a good deal, write very little, and strive to

t'.vyix : but tliese things I know will be of no avail, either to

rny-^ir or the people, if they are imsealed by the Holy Ghost.

A preacher who depends on his collections, divisions, and

RTlieulations, is highly despicable in the sight of God." Again

l.e v.-roto: "Give up your endless writing of sermons, and

torturing your mind by committing so much to memory.

rn-.uh iVoni your knowledge of God, from your experimental

kn.'%urdge of divine things; from Christ dwelling in your

hcArt by fulth ; from the cloven tongue of fire which God has

•riven yon; tliea your ministry will be tenfold more blessed

iL:.:; e\cr. J.et tlio^e who can do no better deal in their

niuuldy Gibeonitish crusts, and while they are bringing forth

their u\t\ things, bring forth your things new and old; such

i)c\v tilings as give spirit to the old, and such old things as

give credit to the new."

And the following extract from one of his private letters is

worthy tiie serious consideration of all engaged in the ministry

:

"As to your making or co7nj)osui(/ sermons, I have no good

opiidou of it. Get a thorough knowledge of your subject;

understand your text in all its connection and bearings, and

then go into tlie pulpit depending on the Spirit of God to give

you power to explain and illustrate to the people those general
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and particular views which you have ah-eady taken of your

subject, and which you conscientiously believe to be correct

and according to the word of God. J3ut i^et nothing by heart

to speak there, else even your memory will contribute to keep

you in perpetual bondage. No man was ever a' successful

preacher who did not discuss his subject from his own judg-

ment and experience. The reciters of sermons may hepopidar;

but God hardly ever employs them to convert sinners, or build

np saints in their most holy laith. I do not recommend in

this case a blind reliance upon God ;
taking a text which you

do not know how to handle, and depending upon God to give

you something to say. He will not be thus employed. Go

into the pulpit with your understanding full of light, and your

heart full of God, and his Spirit will help you; and then you

will find a wonderful assemllage of ideas coming in to your

assistance ; and you will feel the benefit of the doctrine of

association, of which the reciters and memory-men can make

no use. The finest, the best, and the most impressive thoughts

are obtained in the pulpit, when the preacher entei-s it w^ith

the preparation mentioned above."

The doctor fully carried out liis own rules. In his notes on

Daniel ii, -il—io, he has given the outline of a sermon on

Nebuchadnezzar's dream. He was one hour and forty minutes

in its delivery, for the Methodist Missions, in City Koad Chapel,

London. We were present on the occasion, and to a more ex-

traordinary discourse we iievor listened. When asked how it

waspossibl-e to get through, without notes, a sermon embodying

BO much of chronology, history, geography, and divinity, he

replied, " I had the whole before me as clear as Ihe noonday

;

I felt as if I was standing on the world, not in it; it was all

spread before the eye of my mind. I saw it all, and therefore

I could describe it all ; and I felt, M-liileT was dwelling on the

power of God, and on his mercy, as revealed in Christ for the

salvation of man, as if I was taking hold of the pillars of

eternity, and on tiiem I hung the truth of God, which never

can be shaken, and his mercy which it declared, and which

can never know an end/'

When a gentleman, who liad on a certain occasion heard him

in Bristol, said, " That sermon must have cost the doctor great

labor " he replied, " It cost me just half an hour." Now, un-
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\r^ KU rn^ching 19 judged by the circumstances in which he ap-

j«aml in ihe pulpit, justice is not done to him. I knew a popular

Lt^iM ^lio, it was said, -took six months to prepare a dis-

Lsfw. Men of this class, bending the whole of their strength

V. tl-?*iroik, may liave got up as finished a discourse as Clarke

Us ^^<n^ ^'ave ; but we have known no preacher who, without

U^tj-ij written a word, could go into the pulpit on the shortest

g^,*^ and |>our forth such a torrent of important matter, and

^:\ d..ijnir«)Ut of the text, as he did. Extemporaneous preach-

S*- Km roftninly many advantages over the other modes. It

b U*.tfr calculated to arrest the attention and to enkindle the

•nft^j^thlt* of liie licarers; the speaker is then more fully pre-

^^xA \» nvi'ivc help from the Holy Spirit, to address his

*^i.ci»fw «iih greater freshness and heartiness, and to seize,

i** «!^jf Uri.frit, passing thoughts, and impressions, and occur-

*«•?»»««, -\ftor preaching one day in City Road Chapel,

J.:«*.i"*i, a ffit-nd remarked to him, "I could not but observe

vhk\ in the K-rinon you seemed suddenly to quit the subject in

L:«!5«J and tly off to a series of arguments in proof of the divinity

t4 oar l^aviour. Had you any reason for so doing ? " " Yes,"

«A«! he, *' I observed Dr. K., a celebrated Socinian, steal into

lie back part of the chapel, and after a few minutes plant his

fjfk lirnily as if he intended to hear me out. So, by God's

brJp, I tletermined to bear my testimony to the divinity of our

LfJ, trusting that he would touch his heart, and give him
ki>"t}»rr KpjKirtunity of hearing and receiving the truth."

2. f-JrjnMiitory. His first object was* fully to understand hi*

\txly iJien to give its literal sense, taking special care always-

to draw the hj)iritual meaning from the literal. He was care-

ful to explain Ixnth the things of God, and the words of God.

, iio never took a text which out of its proper connection has

no meaning ; nor a very short text, lest man should be heard
rnore than God ; nor an allegorical text, which cannot safely be
umhI to fiupport any doctrine; nor would he treat a passage in

« way that eeemed to contradict the Holy Spirit ; not handling
the word of God deceitfully ; but, by manifestation of the truth,

t"^'!um(.'iuling himself to every man's conscience in the sight

<'f God. He had a painful sense of his responsibility, which
rrtsjucntly drank up his spirit and made his soul tremble.

iilti nuinner and method were different from those of others ; he
Kounrii Series, Vol. XIX.—

i
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followed no man, and it would be difficult for any one to follow

him. He despised all artificial aid for producing effect. He
commenced the service by giving ©ut a few verses in a clear,

distinct, and full voice. After singing he offered a short

prayer, distinguished by a holy and reverential boldness, as

if he spoke, to one with whom lie was familiar. He then
uttered his text ; and in simple, yet forcible language, gave
6ome general information connected with his subject, or laid

down some general positions. He never announced his plan^

though, as he gradually unfolded it, intelligent hearers could

not fail to discover it; and this wag not done with the
formality of division and subdivision— " the three heads and
a conclusion." The whole was free and easy, as he pursued
the track which the subject seemed to suggest, and poured
forth an unbroken stream, deep, full, clear, and refreshing, and
without apparent effort. Tiiough his plan was mostly ex-

pository, yet it M-as not stiff or abrupt. He took a broad view
of the truths of the sacred volume, and showed the bearino- of
one part upon another, and tlio relations of each part to the

whole. Kot a word of importanc-e would escape his notice, or

be permitted to pass without explanation, yet all he said ap-

peared perfectly natural. His sermons were not topical, but
textual. He gave the meaning of God's word, and applied it

to the consciences of his hearers. His knowledge of Scripture

was so thorough, his discernment of things that differ so clear

his power of collecting and combining scattered parts so o-reat

that it was easy to see their connection, relation, and depend-
ence, while the greatest variety was kept up in his pulpit
addresses. When in London, a respectable Methodist, warmly
attached to the doctor, accompanied him for three years to his

preaching places
;
and on being asked by Benson whether he

had not become tired with hearing the same sermons so often

replied that he had never heard the same discourse twice
exce})t on one occasion, when it was repeated at his own re-

quest. " Well," returned the inquirer, " if you did not hear
the same text, did he not take the same subject?" "]^o not
anything beyond the broad Gospel of Jesus Christ." We may
here remark, that as there is such a loud and general call at

the present time for intellectual preacliers, that he is the most
intellectual preacher wlio gets most easily, readily, and directly
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to tlic hearts of his hearers, enlightening, convincing, and

ejibduiri'^ them to the obedience of Christ ; he who can best

exi'lain and enforce the great subjects of the glorious Gospel.

11. J*laai. Marked by great simplicity and perspicuity. He
cm{>loved no high-sounding words, gaudy metaphors, or

iK.inpoiis periods; he never adopted a word for the sake of its

music, nor was delighted Mith the rhythm of a copious

t;(«iitcnee; nevor sacriliced clearness to any prettiness or favorite

form of expression. lie rejected all embellishments which did

not make his subject more clearly apprehended and im-

pressive. There was the most perfect naturalness. He was

full of great thoughts, and impatient to utter them, without

any solicitude about the- words in which they were- conveyed.

He spoke out of the abundance of the heart; and if his

sentences were often peculiarly appropriate to the subject,

tiiey never left the impression on the hearers that they had

been sought out with labor and care. There M-as no artifice or

love of display. His style was easy and artless, and so found

a way at once to the heart. He was e^^er more concerned

about things than words, and that the meaning should strike

than that the expression should be striking. He adapted his

t^crmons to the character, capacity, and circumstances of his

hearers, and so interested them in the subject that they thought

nothing about the style. His' object was not to tickle the ears,

amuse the fancy, or excite a smile, but to move the heart, and

eave a soul from death. He could condescend to men pf low

estate ; bring do^nl lofty subjects to ordinary understandings,

and thus elevate their minds and ennoble their character. His*

learned criticisms were often understood by the unlearned.

The common people heard him gladly. Here is a proof that

he was not "hard to be understood." When in Shetland, a

p'Hjr woman, who had heard of his celebrity, went to hear him
preach. On her return home she remarked with great

simplicity, "They say that Dr. Clarke is a learned man, and I

expected to find him such ; but he is only like another man,
for I euuld understand every word he said."

•J. Instntctive. His exposition was as comprehensive as it

^va.s clear. His Oriental researches, his biblical and general

knowledge, were extensive, and to these he frequently made
excursions to present his subject in all its bearings, laying
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heaven and earth, nature and art, science and reason, under

contribution to sustain his cause. He took up the precious ore

as it lay ia its original bed ; and by such a disposition of its

several parts, and such a powerful handling of it as a whole,

compelled myriads to acknowledge its heavenly worth and

origin, and to sink and quiver under its searching power. The

Bible to him was an inexhaustible storehouse, with every part

of which he sought to be familiar; and when in the pulpit his

personal experience of the things of God, and his ample stores

of learning, were all called into requisition. He possessed a

remarkable power of selecting from his stores, almost at once,

the suitable materials for the occasion, which he poured forth

with energy and freedom. He kept the fountain full, knowing

that at his bidding it would flow; and by his commanding

genius he could give the proper measure and direction to the

streams. He was a scribe well instructed unto the kingdom

of heaven, that brought forth out of his treasure things new

and old. In every sermon he explained some doctrine, or

duty, or privilege. He felt that his commission was to turn

men from darkness to light; to enlighten those whose views

of the subject were erroneous, and to confirm and enlarge the

views of the better instructed. Ho disliked controversy, and

never took the attitude of debate ; but, as one set for the defense

of the Gospel, he would occasionally meet an objection and

satisfactorily answer it. But he delighted more in the

exhibition of truth, and would present it in aspects so attractive

as did not fail to arrest the attention and excite the admiration

of his hearers for their instruction and general improvement.

And though he brought to every subject a mind richly stored,

he carefully avoided prolixity. He knew when to stop. He
left off when he had done.

^

5. JEvanydical.. He not only taught scriptural truth, but

gave great prominence to the peculiar doctrines of Christianity.

Christ Jesus the Lord was the great subject of his ministry ; the

subject to which all other subjects refer, and with which they

are all intinuitely connected. He viewed the Saviour as the

central orb of the system, around which all the other parts

revolve, and from which they derive their beauty and bright

ness, connection and harmony, influence and energy. Christ,,

in the proper divinity of his pei-son, underivedj independent,
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nnd immutable; arrayed in all the splendors of the Godhead,

i>o>sc.<-^cd of infinite, harmonious, and glorious perfections

:

Cijri.st, in his unparalleled condescension, mysterious in-

carnation, spotless life, sacrificial death, triumphant resur-

rection, magnificent ascension, and all-prevalent intercession

:

Christ, in all the great offices which he sustains, as the infallible

prophet, the exclusive priest, the supreme legislator, the sole

mediator, and the final judge : Christ, as an all-sufficient,

willing, suitable, and general Saviouv of mankind, ready to

receive all who come unto him. This was the theme on which

he delighted to dwell. He gave to all other truths an

evangelical application. Convinced that " to man the bleed-

ing cross hath promised all," he was determined to know
nothinfr among men save Jesus Christ, and him crucified,

lie ascended Calvary, lingered around the cross, drew argu-

ments from its pain and shame, stood in tears before the

t-epulchre, explored earth, emptied heaven, and drained hell,

for motives to induce the sinner to come to the Saviour.

6- Experimental. Pie passed from the person to the work

of Christ ; and from what he had doue/b/' us to what he would

do hi us ; that all he has done for ns is in reference to what he

is to do in us ; that he died, and revived, and now liveth, that he

may dwell in our hearts, there erect his throne, establish his

kingdom, sway his scepter, defeat his enemies, plant his

graces, carry on his triumphs, until he has brought every

thought into subjection to his law. He was, quite at home on

all these subjects. Each sermon \yas the genuine language

of his heart; he spoke his own thoughts, and expressed his

own feelin<xs. He laid it down as a maxim, that the hearers

are not likely to feel unless the preacher feels. Like priest,

like people. So we preached, and so ye believed. We know
of no preacher that has. given such prominence in his ministry

to the illlmitableness of the mercy of God, the universality of re-

demption by Jesus Christ, the direct witness of the Holy Spirit

to the fact of the believer's adoption into the divine family, and
to the doctrine of entire sanctification. A sermon of his was
h><'jkcd forward to by sensible pious persons, as a rich feast.

iJie saintly AYilliam Edward Miller, on one occasion as Clarke

des<.'ended from the pulpit, stepped forward, flung his arms
around the doctors neck, wept a flood of tears, and said,
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" Bless you I you are a man of God, full of faith, and fnll of the

Holy Ghost !
" The excellent Mrs. Mortimer wrote: "I have

had some cheering views, as well as happy experiences, of the

nature and power of faith ; some valuable sermons of Mr.

Adam Clarke have helped me in this respect. He is an excel-

lent preacher, and much beloved by all who hear him."

7. Practical. He enforced Christian duties, though not so

minutely and separately as some preachers. He took care to

bIiow that the love of Christ is the mainspring of all holiness,

tiie motive and reason of all obedience. The doctrines he

preached practically, the duties he preached doctrinally. He
kept back no part of the truth, but declared the whole counsel

of God. After preaching in London, one Sabbath morning, on

the duties that should guide men of business, an eminent

merchant, who had heard the sermon, overtook him on the way
home, and observed, " Mr. Clarke, if what you have said

to-day in the pulpit be necessary between man and man, I fear

few commercial men will be saved." "I cannot help that,

sir," replied he ;
" I may not bring down the requirements of

infinite justice to suit the selfish chicanery of any set of men
whatever. It is God's law, and by it he will himself judge

man at the last day." On another occasion, when some ob-

servations were made relative to a collection for a charity, an

old gentleman, possessed of considerable property, being present,

devoutly wound up the business with, " The love of money is

the root of all eviV The doctor replied, " If you think so, you
may hand me over a few of your bags, and I will soon show you
that I can do some good with them." In the following admira-

ble observations to a brother minister, he strikingly shovrs the

object he himself kept constantly in view, and the method he
regularly adopted. " The only preaching worth anything in

God's account, and which the fire will not bum up, is that

which labors to convict and convince the sinner of his sin, to

bring him into contrition for it, to convert him from it, to lead

him to the blood of the covenant, that his conscience may be
purged from its guilt, to the Spirit of judgment and burning,

that he may be purified from its infection, and then to build

him up on his most holy faith, by causing him to pray in the

Holy Ghost, and keep himself in the love of God, looking for

the mercy of our Lord Jesus Christ unto eternal life. This is
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the system pursued by the apostles ; and it is that alone which

God will own to the conversion of sinners. I speak from the

expencnce of nearly fit'ty years in the public ministry of the

word. This is the most likely mode to produce the active

Eoul of divinity, while the body is little else than the preacher's

creed. Labor to bring sinners to God, should you by it bring
•

yourself to the grave."

S. Afectio7iate. Love to the souls of his hearers seemed to

o-Hsten in his eyes, light up his countenance, and flow from his

lips. It carried him with the force of a torrent. He travailed

in birth for them. He was willing to impart to them not the

Gospel of God only, but his own soul also. It constrained

him to brave the tempests that rage around "the naked

melancholy isles, placed far amid the northern main." He
never doubted his commission to preach the gospel to the

poor, to heal the broken-hearted, to preach deliverance to the

captives, and recovering of sight to the blind, and to set at

liberty them that are bruised. He was once preaching on the

love of God, and toward the conclusion of his discourse he

gave a sweep to hi^ arm, drawing it toward himself, as though

he had collected in it several objects of value, and then throw-

ing them, like alms, in the full bounty 'of his soul, among the

people, " Here," he said, " take the arguments among you

;

make the best of them for your salvation. I will vouch for

their solidity; I will stake my credit for intellect upon them.

Yes, if it were possible to collect them into one-, and suspend

them as you would suspend a weight on a single haiv of this

gray head, that very hair would be found to. be so firmly

fu.-tened to the throne of the all-merciful and ever-loving God,

that all the devils in hell might be defied to cut it in two."

The intelligent Mrs. Pawson, who sat for five years under

his ministry, gives this vivid description: "Brother Clarke

is an extraordinary preacher, and his learning confers

great luster on his talents ; he makes it subservient to grace.

His discourses are highly evangelical; he never loses sight of

Christ. In regard to pardon and holiness, he offers a present

salvation. His address is lively, animated, and very encour-

aging to the seekers of salvation. In respect to the un-

awakened, it may indeed be said, that he obeys that precept,

* Cry aloud ; spare not ; lift up thy voice like a trumpet.'
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His words flow spontaneously from the heart; his views

enlarge as he proceeds ; and he brings to the mind a torrent of

things new and old. While he is preaching, one can seldom

east an eye on the audience without perceiving a melting

sensation resting on them. His speech distills as the dew, and

as the small rain upon the tender herb. He generally

preaches from some part of the lesson for the day ; and on the

Sabbath morning, from the Gospel for the day;* this method
confers an abundant variety on his ministry."

We have then the evidence that he kept back nothing that

"

he thought would be profitable unto the people ; even when he

has had nobles and princes among his hearers, such as the

Duke of Kent, the father of the beloved queen of England,

and his brother, the Duke of Sussex, He preached the law to

make way for the gospel ; would pluck the blazing lightnings

and pealing thunder of Sinai, and flash and roll them among
his hearei^, throw around them the scenes of the final judg-

ment, and uncover the pit where the worm dieth not, and the

fire is not quenched, if by any means he might save them from

the bitter pains of eternal death. He made many a Felix

tremble, and many a Festus start from his seat, exclaimins:,

*' Thou art beside thyself, much learning hath made thee

mad ;

" and many an Agrippa confess, " Almost thou per-

Buadest rae to be a Christian." If genius is "impassioned

wisdom," Clarke had energies allied to it. He had a thrilling

and absorbing sense of his subject. His was often the elo-

quence ^f condensed thought in condensed expression. " How
is it," said a bishop to a player, "that your performances,

which are but pictures of tlie imagination, produce so much
more eflect than our sermons, which are all realities ? " " Be-

cause," said the player, " we represent our fictions as though

they were realities, and you preach your realities as though they

were fictions." Xot so Clarke. He was not dull, cold, statue-

like, lulling his hearers to sleep by the opiate of a passionless

monotony, but ever displayed intense devotedness, deep
earnestness, in his tones, looks, and whole manner. He felt the

weight of souls, was in earnest for their salvation, persuading,

entreating, beseeching them to be reconciled unto God. But
there was nothing harsh or avistere, boisterous or repelling in

his manner.
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He went from his closet to the sanctuary, and there getting

a renewal of his commission, he entered the pulpit with the

anthority to execute it in his heart. Everything was con-

ducted with solemnity. He avoided all fantastic attitudes,

queer noddings, absurd stoopings, ever feeling that he was in

the presence of God, and preaching for eternity ; more anxious

to win the souls of his hearers than their admiration ; to excel •

in the spirit and power of his sermon than in its mechanism, to

liave it filled with the breath of heaven, than to have it exactly

formed bone to bone. Not satisfied even with walking about

Zion, telling her towers and marking her bulwarks, he entered

her courts, and approached the fire that bm-ned on her altai-s.

9. Powerful. For half a century no preacher in England

was more popular than Adam Clarke, obtained larger con-

cremations, or secured better collections. How shall we

account for this? jSTot to anything so remarkable in his

personal appearance, though it was dignified, and his bearing

noble ; his limbs were symmetrical, chest broad, eyes small and

brilliant, forehead lofty, back over which his silver locks, in

•beautiful contrast vdih. his ruddy complexion, were thrown,

giving to the countenance additional openness. We do not

ascribe his popularity and success to any flowers of rhetoric or

witcheries of elocution. He had a ready utterance and an

extensive vocabulary ; a strong and clear voice, though a

little monotonous, and the tones of which he could not always

manage ; while his action might not, in every instance, be

considered graceful by fastidious hearers. He was blessed with

a mind naturally active and vigorous, searching and compre-

hensive, formed for investigation, capable of grappling with

difiiculties, remarkable for its patient application, and possessed

a singular ability for penetrating, arranging, and generalizing

subjects
; more adapted for analysis than synthesis. He had a

remarkable power of acquisition ; his memory was accurate

and capacious. He attended to the advice he had received

from Wesley: "Kever forget anything you have learned."

Ue never lost his relish for reading and study, and his stores

accumulated to the close. A few pedants, with not the

twentieth part of his learning, have had the boldness to affirm

that he was not a great scholar. Samuel Drew well remarked,
" Ur. Clarke is an ea<ile that in his towering flight cannot be
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. overtaken by birds of an inferior order, and must therefore be
shot." But we are not called on here to speak of his learning.

"We are viewing him as a preacher. As such, to us, he was
not surpassed. To his many other excellences we add his

great energy. This flowed from deep conviction and ardent

feeling. As he proceeded with his sermon, he condensed his

strength and became more animated ; the certainty of his own
mind, and the convinced feelings of his own heart, were shown
by the linn confidence of the tone, and a certain fullness of voice

and emphasis of manner. Ilis soul caught fire, his sensibilities

were excited, and his sympathy with his hearers could not
fail to arouse their feelings. An extraordinary influence

attended his word, which, while it enlightened the minds,
penetrated, warmed, moved, and enraptured the hearts of the

myriads who had the privilege to sit under his ministry. Let
me give one instance. In 1S25, on a Sunday morning, walk-
ing to the chapel where the doctor was about to preach, he
asked the loan of Wesley's Xotes on the ISTew Testament,
which I usually carried in my pocket. The place was crowded,
the front seats of the gallery chiefly with preachers. When
he had given out the text—" Eejoice evermore. Pray without
ceasing. In everything give thanks "—he commenced by
saying :

" I shall just read to you the notes of Mr. Wesley on
these verses

;

" which, having done, he proceeded calmly to

expound the text. As he advanced he warmed, and was as the

Bun when he goeth forth in his strength. The influence de-

scended, the congregation felt it ; were deeply moved. Many
rose from their seats. Tlie preacher said, " I feel as if I could
draw all your eouIs to Gud." Great was their rejoicinr^ Jabez
Bunting, who was in the pulpit, had to preach that evenino- in

the same chapel. I was present. lie gave his favorite sermon
founded on Kom. viii, 17, but it would not go. !No unction
seemed to attend it. He felt it, and in the middle of his

sermon abruptly uttered the exclamation, " O that I could
but have the influence and hold of you that the venerable
man had who addressed vou in the morning'

"

If the description we have given is deemed too laudatory, it

affords us pleasure to confirm it by the testimony of com-
petent witnesses. The first we adduce is that of the amiable
James Montgomery' : referring to sermons Clarke had delivered
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in Sheffield but three months prcvions to his death, be said

in ft large assembly, "Who among us does not remember,

nav, which of us can forget, those two discourses—^the simple '

cncn^y with which they were poured forth, the unction of the

Jloly One that accompanied them, and the devout feeling so^

interfused as to overpower the sense of admiration which the

learning, the love, the transcendent ability displayed in the

composition were calculated to excite?" The keen David

M'Nicoll came to this conclusion :
" The truth s^jems to be,

that God in his sovereignty accompanied the labors of this

distinguished minister with an unusual effusion of the Holy

Spirit ; for no intellectual or even moral qualities of his dis-

coui-ses, admirable as they were, will fully solve the problem

of his matchless popularity." The clear-headed James DLxon

confessed that he " got more information from Clarke's Bible

than from any other commentary ;
" and added, " He who could

acquire twenty languages, so as to be able to use them all, and

no doubt to expatiate on them wuth exquisite delight, could

not be considered as a mean man. He was well acquainted

with philosophy, logic, metaphysics, history, and politics. He
moved over all nature. As to theology, of course that became

his home. He. was a deep thinker, a powerful reasoner. He
was a giant, and there were few men his equals. When in

preaching he had finished his argument, he used to come down

upon us with tremendous force. He seemed to concentrate

the truth he had been uttering into one focus. His declamation,

in the latter part of his sermon, was overwhelming. I have

seen a congregation, in one of our large chapels, literally

subdued by the power and force of his declamation. Some

were weeping, some smiling, and some shouting for joy—all

commotion." The eloquent Joseph Beaumont wrote :
" As a

preacher, I consider Dr. Clarke to have been pre-eminently

great, and that he occupied a field of religious eloquence

altogether and exclusively his own. The whole kingdom has

acknowledged the sway of his master mind as a teacher of the

people. The truths of revelation received a coloring, and flew

forth from his skillful hands with an energy that secured the

attention, admiration, and reverence of myriads, and the actual

reception and personal belief of thousands. His manner ot

preaching was, beyond all comparison, authoritative and force-
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fill ; and no one could listen to liim without being assured

that he was as certain of the truth that he was enforcing,

as of his own existence. He spoke in the fullness of his heart,

and delivered, with the earnestness of a messenger of God,

(that which he had received from the Lord Jesus Christ."

The testimony of the sagacious James Everett is :
" Clarke

was well versed in many languages, and was well acquainted

with ancient history, sacred and profane, and chiefly that of

oriental nations, with the geography of the several countries

of the East, the Fathers, ecclesiastical writers, chronologists,

the rabbins, ancient commentators, with the physical sciences,

and had eucii skill in criticism as to lead him through the

labyrinths of the various readings of the sacred text. In the

pulpit the whole was loose, free, easy, and yet not careless : all

being poured forth like one unbroken stream, with here and

there a powerful rush, setting all around on the move ; deep,

yet simple as the clement itself, clear and refreshing, and with-

out any apparent effort."

The following comparison, from the pen of the classical

Jonathan Crowther, the intimate friend of Hichard Watson,

will interest the reader :
" Watson in science Avas a mere child

by the side of Adam Clarke ; nor had he, when compared with

the latter, much more than passed his boyhood of general

reading. Clarke, on the other hand, was immensely his inferior

for occasional magnificence, and for real elegance. There was
another advantage which Watson had, so far as the remark

concerns himself; his mighty powers generally threw the defect

of his early education into the shade, which was in a great

measure compensated by close application in after life ; while

Clarke invariably maintained on all disputed points the

character and dignity of the scholar,"

Wesley, that accurate judge of character, not long after

Clarke entered on the ministry, wrote ;
" Adam Clarke is

doubtless an extraordinary young man, and capable of doing

much good;" and in his will appointed him one of the seven

trustees of all his literary property. After he had finished the

labors of fifty years, the following is the opinion of the highest

authority in Methodism, the ministers assembled in Con-

ference. They say in their obituary of him :
" As a man, a

preacher, or a writer, we may safely place him in all these
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characters, among the great men of liis age. He was highly

distinguished by his extraordinary attainments in Oriental

literature, which appears to have been one of the most favorite

studies of his life, and by means of which he has often shed a

new and profitable light upon the sacred text. Of his writings

in general it may be confidently said, they have added largely

to the valuable literary and biblical stores of the country.

The ability and fervent zeal with which for so many years he

preached the Gospel of the grace of God to enraptured

thousands, in almost every part of the United Kingdom, will

long be remembered with the -liveliest gratitude to their

divine Kedeemer, by multitudes to whom his labors were

greatly blessed, both as to the means of their conversion, and

of their general edification. ISTo man, in any age of the

Church, was ever known for so long a period to have attracted

larger audiences; no herald of salvation ever sounded forth his

message with greater faithfulness or fervor—the fervor of love

to Christ, and to the souls of perishing sinners ; and few

ministers of the Gospel in modern times have been more
honored by the extraordinary miction of the Holy Spirit in

their ministrations. To this unction chiefly, though associated

with uncommon talents, must be attributed the wonderful

success and popularity of his discourses."

He had also a happy method of conducting the seeking soul

directly to the Saviour. Honest "William Dawson characteris-

tically remarked :
" Image to yourself Adam Clarke and

Joseph Benson in the same pulpit ; Jesus Christ in one corner

of the chapel and a penitent in another; the former presses

the penitent to go direct across the chapel and through tlie

crowd to Christ. ' JSTo, Brother Clarke,' says Benson, 'tliat

wont do ; he must not disturb tlie people in the center. Let

him go round the skirts of the congregation, and by taking the

extremity of the chapel he will be able to come at the Saviour
in that M-ay, without inconvenience to others.' Adam's is the

shorter cut; he concludes that the penitent cannot reach

Christ too soon, and that others ought to forego any little

inconvenience, either by simply rising or by stepping aside.

He has the sinner brought to Christ before Benson has got

^vell through his definitions."

10. Successful. And here we must not pass over his intimate
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and unbroken intercourse "with God. This was doubtless the

secret of his effectiveness in winning souls. His was a life

of uniform, practical, growing piety. Religion was all his

enjoyment, his hope, his trust. His peace flowed as a river,

his righteousness as the waves of the sea. His fellowship was

M-ith the Father and with his Son Jesus Christ. When
reference was made to the academical honors he received, but

which he never sought, he observed to a friend, " Learning I

love ; learned men I prize ; with the company of the great and

good I am often much delighted ; but infinitely above all

these and all other possible enjoyments, I glory in Christ, in

rae living and reigning, and fitting me for his heaven." The

venerable Henry Moore, who knew Clarke before his entrance

into the ministry, and who lived to preach his funeral sermon,

bore this testimony: "Our Connection never knew a more

blameless life than tliat of Dr. Clarke. His opponents never

dared to fix a stain either upon his moral or religious character.

He was, as Mr. "Wesley used to say, what a preacher of the

gospel should be, without stain ; or as a greater than he had

said, ' "Which of yuu convinceth me of sin ?
' His deep piety en-

abled him to pursue a straight course of honest uprightness"; to

say with the patriarch, '" Till I die, I will not remove my
integrity from me ; my righteousness I hold fast and will not

let it go; my heart shall not reproach me as long as I live."

Kothing could warp him from his purpose. No hardships

could subdue, no persecutions intimidate, no threatenings over-

awe him. He was often in perils by sea and by land. At
Guernsey he M'as surrounded, wliile preaching, by a desperate

mob with drums, horns, and various offensive weapons, throw-

ing stones and dirt. In Jersey a furious gang resolved to pull

down the house in which he was preachings. One of them
presented a pistol at him through the window opposite to the

pulpit, which twice flashed in the pan. He went out amid a

volley of stones, passed through hundreds armed with spades,

forks, and bludgeons, who were so overawed by the power
of God that' he escaped unhurt. At another time one of the

magistrates, with the drummer of a regiment, pulled him down
while at prayer, and delivered him into the hands of the mob.

The drummer attended him out of the town, beating the

" Kogue's March " on his drum, and beating the preacher fre-
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qncntly with the drum-sticks. Such were the dangers he nobly

braved in the early period of his ministry. Late in life he

wrote to a young preacher :
" I well know what you must suffer

throu'-'-h the want of the necessaries of life, and particularly

throuf-h innutritive food, and bad or no beds. I have suffered

in this way often. Ton cannot conceive how destitute we

were in many cases, about half a century ago, when I came

into the Methodist Connection. Bad beds and damp beds were

common, and innutritive food common. I have often lodged

in out-houses in the coldest weather, without fire, and with

Ecarcely enough of clothes to keep the vital spark in existence."

And yet, when worn down by excessive labors and privations,

tins was his heroic language :
" I have sometimes preached

when scarcely able to stand. But still it is not the burden of

the Lord to me. I know it to be my duty ; I feel it my priv-

ilege ; and this, through mercy, renders it my pleasure. I seem

to "have little to mind, but the one thing needful, that I may

save my own soul and those who hear me. There is scarcely a

time I preach but I feel the foundations of my feeble nature

shaken
;
yet it affords mc no uneasy reflection. My soul says,

and glory be to God can sing too

:

Happy, if with my latest breath

I may but gasp his name

;

*

Preach him to all, and cry in death,

Behold, behold the Lamb.

I have a blessed persuasion, after the tapering thread of life

is spun out, I shall see God for myself. I cannot^ I will not

doubt it. But I should if the Jesus on whose merits I have

ventured my poor soul was not infinite love. Yes, such a

Saviour becomes ineP

We marvel not that a minister to whom God had thus given

not the spirit of fear, but of power, of love, and of a sound

mind, should be extensively useful. When in Liverpool i

Clarke wrote : "Such times of refreshing from His presence
j

I never saw. Should I die to-morrow, I shall praise God to

all eternity that I have lived to the present time. The labor

is severe ; nine or ten times a week we have to preach. But

<jod carries on his own work, and this is enough. My soul

lies at his feet, lie has graciously renewed and enlarged my

commission. All is happiness and prosperity. We have a
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most blessed work; numbers are added, and multitudes are

built up in our most liolj faith." From Manchester he wrote :

*' This morning at Oldham-street the congregation was really

awful. I had the kingdom of God opened to me, and tlie

glory of the Lord filled the whole place. Toward the con-

clusion the cries were great. It was with difficulty I could

get the people to leave the chapel." From Bristol: ''I am
this instant returned from. Iving-street. The chapel crowded
—crowded 1 and God in a most especial manner enabled me
to deliver such a testimony, from 1 Thess. i, 3, as, I think, I

never before delivered. I did feel as in the eternal world,

having all things beneath me, with such expansion of mind as

the power of God alone could give." And again :
" I would

not have missed coming to this place for five hundred pounds.

I got my own soul blessed, and God blessed the people. I

felt that I was drawing the whole congregation to me closer

and closer, and pulling them away from the world to God."
When in. London he remarked :

" Such an outpouring of the
Spirit of God I never saw before. Every part of the city

seemed to partake of it." On another occasion he wrote:
" We have many who have been brought into the liberty of

the Gospel ; and the great work of salvation is deepening in

tlie souls of believers. . We preach Christ crucified, and his

power and willingness to save from all sin; and God adds
his testimony to the heart. I have long seen that we do
very little in preaching the Gospel, if we leave the root of sin
untouched. We may lop off a thousand branches, and yet
have a thousand branches to lop off; for unless the root be
destroyed, in vain do we look fur Christian life and Christian
temples." And in a sermon before the Conference in Liver-
pool in 1832, a few weeks before his death, having remarked
that when a boy he obtained the faith of assurance, he burst
forth in the most impa>sioned strain: "Yes, glory be to God I

I had got it ; and what is more, 1 still have it"

It is pleasant to dwell on such rare excellences, but we
must stop. Enough has been written to show that Adam
Clarke, as a minister, moved in an orbit peculiarly his own, and
that while on earth he was a burning and a shining light; and
having turned mauy to righteousness, he now shines in a purer
and serener region as a star of the first magnitude and splendor.
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Aet. IV.—reprobatiox.

-^ I. Definition of Reprobation.

1. Supralapsarian. Rcprobatio peremptoria est decretum Dei,

quo pro voluntate sua liberrima, ad declarationem justitiai suie

vindicantis, certos ex humano universe genere homines nee

gratia nee gloria donare, sed in peccatum libere prolabi per-

niittere et in peccatis relinquere, justeque tandem propter pec-

cata condemnare constituit.

—

Gomarus : De Rep.^ Thesis 2.

2. , Sublapsarian. Reprobatio est decretum Dei, quo ex mero
voluntatis sufe beneplacito certos homines, quos non elegit, in

inassa corruptionis relinquere, et peccata peccatis cumulantes,

atque justo judicio suo induratos, ad manifestationem glorise

justitise sua3, feternis poenis afficere statuit.

—

Heidegger : Cor-

pus Theol., lib. v, 54.

II. Proof that God has formed such a Decree. \

The proof that there exists snch a divine decree is sought

partly in the following- passages of Scripture: Jer. vi, 30;
Matt, vii, 23 ; John xvii, 9 ; Rom. ix, 22 ; 1 Peter ii, 7, 8

;

Jude 4 ; Rev. xiii, 8 ; xvii, 8 ; xx, 5 ;
partly in arguments

like the follo^-ing : (1) Si non omnes smit electi ad vitam seter-

nam turn ceteri sunt reprobati ; et prius est, ergo et posterius.*

(-) Quoscunque Christus a se repellet in judicio ultimo, ii pro-

lecto sunt ab seterno a Deo reprobati. Propositio ha3C certa

est, quia qui sunt electi, eos Christus a se non repellet (loh.

^'i, 37.) At multos Christus a se repellet in judicio ultimo.

(.Nfatt. vii, 23 ; viii, 12 ; xxv, 41.) (3) Si non omnes sunt oves,

ptd multi hirci seu ho^di qui abituri sunt ad supplicium aster-

Hum, turn sunt a Deo reprobati. At illud est, ut docet caput

xxv :Mti. Sic dicit Christus ad Juda}os, loh. x, 26. (4) Si

f-nnt aliqui, pro quibus Christus non oravit, pro quibus non est

'Uurtuus efficaciter, qui sunt ex nmndo ; tiim reprobati sunt a

l^eo. At primum est, ut Christus testatur, (loh. xvii,) ergo et

* "Mulli, ac si invidiam a Deo repellere vellent, electioncm ita fatentur, ut

ri«^K"'nt quemqiiam reprobari, sed inscito nimis et puerilitcr, quando ipsa electio

Lisi roprobatione opposita non staret. Quos prseterit, reprobat, vult excludere."

—CAM^^•: Imtitutio Christ. Rulig., 1685, 1, iii, c. ixiii, 7.

Kounxu Series, Vol. XIX.~5
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extremum. (5) Si sunt aliqui reprobati, turn reprobatio est.

Illud est, ergo et hoc. Assuraptum probant exerapla Caiini

Chami, Israailis, Esavi, Judee Iscariotoe.

—

Polanus : Syntagma

Theol. Christ., iv, 10.

III.' Why God has Eeprobated the Eepeobate.

Esau, nuUo adhuc scelere inquinatus, odio habetur. Predes-

tinationis enim fundamentum non est in operibus. Apos-

tolus non dicit, Deum rependisse Esau secundum suam

malitiam, sed diversa solutione contentus est, quod in hunc

finem excitentur reprobi, ut Dei gloria per illos illustraretur.

Deinde dicet, Deum cujus vult miserere et quera vult indurare.

Yides, ut in solum Dei arbitrium utrumque conferat ? Patio-

nem nullam habemus, nisi quoniam ita illi placet.

—

Calvix :

Inst., b. iii, c. xxii, 11.

Causa reprobationis nee fuit projvisa infidelitas, nee prsevisa

peccata, nee odium Dei ad versus reprobos, sed sola Dei evdoKia.

—^UARPius: Cursus Theol., Genev., 1620, p. 309.

Ut piu'visa sanctorum fides ac opera bona causa non

fuerunt electionis eorum, sic prfevisa impiorum infidelitas, aut

alia peccata minime fuerunt causa cur a Deo fuerunt reprobati.

Bed sicut illos elegit in Christo secundum propositum volun-

tatis sua?, sic hos reprobavit secundum idem propositum

voluntatis sua?.

—

Zanciiius : De Nat. Dei., p. 711.

Efficiens causa reprobationis principalis est Deus, impellens

beneplacituln Dei.

—

Alsted : Theol. Schol., Hanov., 1618, p. 214.

Si dccrcti rej^robationis causa efHciens csset peccatum, tum
reternum Dei decretum ab homiuibus penderet.

—

Polaxus :

Syntag. Theol., p. 1616.

Pcprobatioui.s finis duplex est, (1) principalis nempe Dei
gloria; dcnionstratiis glorite duobis modis inservit reprobatio,

ad demonstrandum Dei potentiam et suramum jus faciendi de

creaturis quod vult, ad commendandam Dei misericordiam

erga electos
; (2) salus electorum.

—

Scharpius : Ibid., p. 309.

Ut Christus causa est, non electionis, sed salutis, ita infidel-

itas causa est, non reprobationis, sed damnationis.—WOLLEBIUS

:

Christ. Theol. Compendium, Basil, 1626, p. 23.

Reprobatio non minus ac electio vel absolute consideratur

respectu unius, vel comparate et relate, respectu plurium.
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Priori eensu qujeri potest, quare Deus hunc vel ilium repro-

biirit ? ct respondetur : quia, propter pcccatum dignus fuit,

qui reprobaretur ; non quod pcccatum proprie sit causa repro-

bationis, alias omnes reprobati fuissent, qui erant pariter pec-

catores: sed, quia est conditio et qnalitas in objecto priEcedanea,

ex qua oritur in homine reprobabilitas. Posterion sensu quseri

ix»test : cur hunc potius quam ilium reprobarit, cum ambo

t's?ent ex aquo peccatores, ideoque reprobabiles ? hie pccca-

tum alle^are non potest, quia est commune utrique, et causa

nulla reddi potest pr?eter solum Dei beneplacitum, quia ita

illi libuit.—EilssEN : Turretini Compend. Theol.^ auctum et

tUu.<if/-atum, Amstel,, 1695, 1. vi, c. 17.

Finis reprebationis summus est Dei reprobantis gloria, turn

ine tnm justitire, tum potentiee turn liberrimre potestatis ; sub-

alternus respectu electorum, ut ex severitate in alios benigni-

latem Dei erga se rectius agnoscant, respectu reproborum

justa ipsorum damnatio propter peceata.

—

Altingius': Opera

Omnia, Amstel., 16S7. Jfeth.. Thcol. diduct, 39.

Causara cur Deus decrevit quosdam homines ita eligere,

alios non, e=se purum putum beneplacitum ipsius et merani

jiratiam non autem quod prtevidcrit alium quidem crediturum

in Christum, alium v. non.

—

Contraremonst. Coll. Hag., p. 58.

Dicere, Deum quosdam reprobasse propter prcevisam in-

crcdulitatem, blasphemum est in Deum cui hac ratioue jus

puum detrahitur, gloria eripitur.

—

Parjeus, in Rom.^ c. ix, v.

13, p. 841.

Finis summus reprobationis est gloria Dei, ut apostolus

dicit, Deum comparasse vasa irae ad interitum ut notam faceret

nnuido et iram et potentiam. . . . Finis suhaltennis est salus

electorum, nam Deus ideo reprobavit plurimos, ut sic pub-

licaret divitias glorice suib erga vasa inisericordice. Ideo tarn

nuiltos reprobavit, ut in electis excitaret reverentiam potentiae

«ua', et declararet magnitudinem gratiaa suae erga electos, eo

quixVet eos non reprobaverit, cum tamen potuerit. . . . Finis

"o^i'hntariiis est exitium reproborum, non per se, quatenus

t'^t exitium et malum quid, sed per accidens, quatenus est

niediura serviens illustrandce glorioe Dei et adjuvandae ealuti

electorum.

—

Alstedt, ibid., p. 219.
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IV. What Eeprobation Includes.

ReprobatioD includes two actus voluntatis divmce. These

are, according to the Supralapsarian scheme, (1) prce^rdinaiio

'peccat'i^ and (2) pT'cedamnatio jpeccatorum ; according to the

Subhipsarian view, (1) ^>rrt?^t'ri7/<?, id est^ indehitcB gratioe

negatio, and {^) pi'cedainnatio, that is, dehitce poence destlnatio.

1. SupraJapsarian Doctrine.—Duplex est reprobationis actus.

PHor est propositum deserendi quosdam homines, justitiamque

in eis declaraiidi. Hujus actus causa finalis dari potest, im-

pulsiva extra Deum dari non potest. Oritur enim ex mero

Dei beneplacito, \\v\\6 habito respectu vel boni vel mali in

creatura. Nam voluntas Dei est causa causarum. Ibi ergo

consistendum est, et extra vel ultra illam ratio non quierenda:

imo ultra nihil est. Delude omnis homo (assertore Paulo) est

ad Deum ut massa luti in manu iiguli ; et proinde Deus pro

summo jure suo vasa ad iram facit, non invenit. Non autem

faciet, sed a ipsis facta inveniet, se in seterno consilio suo

dicamus eum homines qua peccatores tantum, non qua hom-

ines praiterire justissimis, licet nobis ignotis, ratibnibus volu-

isse. Secundus actus est ordinatio ad pojuam sive justum

exitium. Ordinatio ista pro vario cogitandi modo distingui

potest in simplicem et comparatam. Ordinatio simplex est

qua iste, puta Fetrus vel Johannes, ordinatur ad poenam.

Estque ordinatio ista a justissima Dei voluntate, non tamen

excluso respectu originalis vel actualium peccatornm. Ut
enim actu damnantm* homines ob peccatum, ita decrevit Dens
eosdera damnare ob idem peccatum. Non est tamen pec-

catum decreti reprobationis causa, sed in priescientia divina

ordinis ratione antecedit, non quidem priorem ilium, sed hunc
posteriorem actum. Ordinatio comparata est qua unus non
alius, et in pari conditione iste magis quam ille ad poenam
ordinatur. Istius reprobationis comparatai causa est mera
Dei voluntas, etiam absque respectu illius peccati.

—

Perkins :

De Pr(jEde»t. et Gratia Dei.

Qui vult linem, is necessario ctiara vult media, quae ad

finem consequendum necessaria sunt. Ad patefactionem

autem misericordite et justitiiB in peccato o.ondonando et

puniendo nccessariam est peccatum.

—

Piscatorius, in Pesp.

ad Apol. Bertii.^ p. 130.

i
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Dcus ideo homini mandatum dedit, lit illud transgrederetur

homo atque ipse hoc modo occasionem nancisceretur puniendi

\Ym\m.—Ilid., p. 50.

Fateinur factum fuisse Dei consilio ac voluntate, lit Adamus

lapsus est, et iit nos omries in haiic conditionis miseriam,

qua nunc siinias irretiti, declderemus.

—

Calvix : Inst., lib. iii,

c xxi, 7.

Ad peccatum tamen, ut peccatum, quatenus ex eo gloria

Dei bonitate ipsius Dei illustranda erat, tarn electi quam

re{>robi fuerunt prseordinati.—Zanchius, de Nat. Dei, p. 722.

Deus hoc concilio condidit hominem, ut reipsa labcretur

;

quii)pe cam non nisi hac ratione pervenire potuerit ad fines

illos principales.—PiscATORius, contra Schafm., p. 29.

Dens etiam ipsum primi hominis lapsum ordinavit et fieri

decrevit, et quidem ab seterno, quemadmodum et ipsam

hominis creationem ab reterno decrevit.—D-An^^us, in Isa-

gog., p. 144.

Quanquam in peccato Adami ilhid factum est, quod ex

decreto Dei fore constitutum erat, tamen ipsum decretum Dei

non fuit Adamo cognitum, nempe Deum velle ut ipso pec-

caret.—D.ANJEUS, Ibid., p. 149.

Falsum est, Deum non habere opus peccatore ; opus eo

habet ad patefaciendam gloriam suam. Impossibile est, ut

Deus alia via ad finem sibi propositum perveniret.—PISCA-

TORius : Jiesp. ad Apol. Bertii, p. 44.

Si Deus operatus est impium ad poeriam sequitur quod

eundera etiam operatus sit ad peccatum
;

qui nisi peccatum

pnccessisset, pcenam ei juste infligere non posset.

—

Piscatorius,

ccrntm Hemming de Gratia Dei, p. 76. •

2. Infralapsarian Doctrine.—Yrimb distinguendus venit

ante omnia duplex reprobationis a-ctics ; licet enim a parte

Dei unico et simplicissimo actu peragatur, solet tamen juxta

nostrum concipiendi modum inadiequatum ad fiiciliorem rei

intclligentiara in duos dispesci a theologis, quorum prior neg-

otivus dicitur, posterior vero afiirmativus sen positivus. lUe

refertur ad prceteritionem, iste ad proidamnationem. . . .

Actus negativus duo includit, turn prcetetitionem, per quam
in aliorum electione, tum ad gloriam, tum ad gratiam, illos

negle.vit et insuper habuit, quod patet ex eventu electionis

;

tum desertionem negativam, qua ipsos in massa corrupta et sua
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miseria reliquit. ... Actus j)ositlmis. ... qui dicitur prcs-

damnatio, duo includit, destinationeui ad damnationem, per

quani sunt vasa ir^e coagraentata ad interitum, turn destinatio

ad judicia intermedia, inter qua3 priecipium est excsecatio et

induratio, quse solis d-oXXviiivoLq contingit.—F. Tdrretin :

Inst. Theol., pp. 419, 420.

lleprobationis docendi causa duo actus statuuntur: mdeb-

it« crratice negatio, qna3 prceteritio, et debitaj pcence destinatio,

qniQprcedainnaiio dicitur.—Wollebius, ihld., 23.

Eeprobationis universe natura absolvitur his partibus, quod

Deus turn ut airroKparup, absohitus dominus, puro puto arbitrio

suo disponens de iis, qui ab hac dispositione reprobi dicuntur
;

turn ut Justus judex, nemini nisi peccatori damnationem

deeernens, ad illustrandara gloriam justitice suse certos hom-

ines in comnuuii peccatorum massa jacentes, adeoque nee

ceteris deteriores, l^artim prjeteriitj partim ad exitium des-

tinavit, partim eodem decreto fini huic convenientia media

subordinavit. Pra^teriit autem in pragparatione turn glorite,

tuui gratiiw In pra^qxaratione glorias, quatenus regnum calo-

rum Bolis a patre benedictis pra^paravit. (Matt, xxv, 34, 41.)

In praq-)arationc gratia?, quatenus illos non dedit filio redi-

mendos a.'que ac cfcctos. (loh. xvii, 9 ; Matt, xiii, 11 ; xi, 26.)

—Heidegger : Carpus ThcoL, v, p. 5G.

Tleprobatio est dccretum Dei de reliuquendis certis homin-

ibus in peccato et propter peccatmn damnandis. Duplicem in

se actum includit
;
^)riVr actus est propositum Dei deserendi

quosdam et sibi relinqnendi ;
hie actus est absolutus, pendens

'

a solo et absoluto Dei arbitrio. Alter actus est propositum

daninandi propter peccata ; his actus non "est absokitus, sed

continet respectnm et conditioncm peccati.

—

Keckermann :

iSystcma Satict. Thcol.y p. 172.

Y. Means by avhich God executes this Decree.

Tlio foreordained media fini huic convenientia., mentioned

ill the last extract but one, are as follows: desertio repro-

hatorum, feparatio eorumdem a Christo et gratia redemptionis

Bive reconciliationis, omissio vocationis vol saltem vocatio

inctllcax, retentio peccatorum, excascatio, sive induratio et fLnalis

impoenitcntia.

—

Heidegger, v. 65.
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Quffi finnt executionis decreti Dei peculiaria de reprobandis

hoiiiinibus media ? Xumero itidera sena. (1) Peccatoruiu

iictualiimi iniinita soboles. (2) 'Anta^ia, iutidelitas sive alien-

otlo et separatio a Christo. (3) Desertio, sive nulla aut in-

ctHcax per verbi prcedicationem vocatio, aut ad vocationem

interna responsio. ... (4) Pertinacia, sive induratio et excse-

catio in peccatis. (5) liinc est perpetua Dei aversatio, con-

teinptus et progressio ex peccato in peccatum. (G) Tandem
justissimaeorum condemnatioinde sequitur.—BuCAXUS : Instit.

T/icol., Gen., 1609, 1. xxxvi, 39.

Qui vult alicui serio finera, is etiam vult et confert, quantum

in se est, media ad eum obtinendum necessaria, maxime si ea

omnia in manu sua liabet, et si ab eo solo pendent.

—

Turretin",

Media hujus reprobationis exequendce esse, aut potius ex tali

ai'terna reprobatione sequi, quod Deus impiis, quando in hoc

niundo nascuntur, gratiam suam, vocemque et doctrinam Evan-

gelii omnino et in totum, aut zaltem internam cordiuui illumin-

ationem et gratiam earn, per quam vocation! evangelicae
'

respondere valent, negat, eosque in naturali sua ca3catate et

duritie relinquit: imo, quod Satlianas ipsis operanti traduntur

ct in preedam dantur.

—

Zeppeeus: Instit. de Prcedest., p. 18.

Itcprobationem cousequuntm" denegatio gratire, banc pec-

cata, peceata poense'peccatorum, ad quse omnia prseordinavit

Deus reprobos ab omni seternitate.

—

Zanchius : JVat. Dei,

p. G20.

Fuit ergo hoc primum, quod de Reprobis constituit I)eu3

ab ceterno, nempc quorundam hominum ad exitium sempi-

tcrnum destinatio. Ad hoc autem ordinata fueruut ipsorum

peceata, et ad peceata desertio gratia^que ddnegatio.

—

Zanchius,
ibifl.^ p. 740.

Keprobationem tria consequuntur : privatio gratlse, peceata,

ct pceniie peccatorum.—Go:vrARUS : Dl»j)ut. de Prcedest.

Deum non tantum ad damnationem sed etiam ad causas

damnationis predestinasse quoscunque libuit, verum esse

agnosciraus.

—

Beza: De Xatura Dei, p. 417.

Damns reprobos necessitate pcccandi, eoque et pereundi ex
hac Dei ordinatione constringi, atque ita constringi, ut neque-
ant non peccare atque perlre.

—

ZLvnchius, Hid., p. 744,
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YI. What Proportion of the Human Eace were
Reprobated.

• •

Inpaxicitate credentium apparet diversitas; non communis
omnium est electio. Mundns ad suum creatorem non pertinet,

nisi quod a maledictione, ira Dei et morte seterna non multos

eripit gratia, niundum vero in suo interitu relinquit.

—

Calvin :

luHt., III., xxii, 7.

Si pauci tantuni sunt electi, turn reliqui sunt reprobati.

—

Scijarpius, p. 303.

!Mjsericordia non universalis—sed ex perditis salvare aXiquos

ex omni gente.

—

Wendelinus : Systema, p. 181.

Deus reprobavit plur'nnos^ ut sic publiearet divitias glorise

BUfc erga vasa misericordiae.

—

Alstedt, p. 219.

Infidelitas est consequons reprobationis.—TuRRETEsr, I., p.

425, Ex multis vix paucos credere.

—

Consensus Genevensis^

p. 254.

Quisque mandato Dei tcnetur credere se inter paucos lios

[electos] esse.

—

Gomarus, de PrcBdesL, thesi 8.

Scriptura aperte docet, non omnes, sed aliquos tantum esse

electos.

—

Alting : SyUah. Controv., p. 159.

Electio ex ista miscria ad salutem -particularism et pluri-

moruhi pnctoritio irnuiota, quos Deus in sua rniseria, liberrimo

Eed justissimo tamen judicio, qui voluit.

—

Turretin, torn. I,

p. 439.

Illos non vult salvari Deus, quos ne quidem verbo suo vult

vocare ad fideui et salutem. IS^am cui denegantur media, ilKs

etia'm denegari censetur finis. At innumeris denegavit verbi

pra'-oiiiiun, (pio.l solum est medium ad fidem^et salutem, ut

Eub V. T. omnibus gcntibus, sub N. vero variis adhuc populis,

quibus nunquam atl'ul.^it lux cvangelii, et qui in tenebris den-

sissimis paganismi adhuc jacent.

—

Turretin, I, 443.

Dilc'Ctio de qua agitur, (lo. iii, 16,) quum Deus dicitur, ita

dilexisse mundum etc. non potest esse universalis erga omnes
et singulos, Ee<l sprcialis erga paucos.—Turretin, I, 446.

Ast jam, pruh dulur
! intelligo, longe maximam miserorum

homiruun partaii iudignam misericordia gratiaque futuram,
pau'-lssirnospo: gratiir mea? nullum obicem obdituros.—Steph.
Vitus: ])<iUn.^io Apologia Synodi Dm^dr. et Reform. Fidei,
Cassellis, 172G, p. 230.
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YII. Repkobate Infants.

]^[ulti Biint piorum infantes, ante ullum rationis usum mori-

on tes, multeeque sunt hominum adultorum rayriades . . . et

quarnvis nullus accesserit evangelii contemptus, tamen origi-

nulis ilia peccati labes hominibus damnandis sufiecerit.

—

Per-

kins, Aiinill.^ p. 2S1.

In reprobis infantibus executio decreti Dei sic est: ubi

priinum nati sunt, ob primarii et nativi peccati reatum sibi

rclicti morientes, reprobantur in feternnm.

—

Perkins, ibid.,

p. 219."
I

Infantum qui in Christo moriuntur, antequam operari aliquid

potuerunt, diversa est ratio. Hi enim simpliciter aut serva-

buntur secundum gratiam, aut damnabuntur secundum naturam

lilii iite etc.

—

Parous, in Rom. p. 232.

Infantes morientes quomodo servetitur et damnentur.

—

Parjeus, ilid.^ Index. . I

Unde factupn est, ut tot gentes una cum liberis eorum in-
}

fantibus seternce morti involverit lapsus Ada3 absque remedio.
j

—Calvin, III, xxiii.
|

Quod proindc juste agat Deus quicquid agit, etiam indu-
|

rando et condemnando infantes, si modo hoc ipsi voluntate
;

arcana placeat.

—

Eifpertus Sixt., Necess.^ p. 80i.
j

De parvulis autem Chrisiianorum^ qui absque sacramento S

decedunt, si interrogarer, responderem, de illis spem bonam
j

habendam esse.

—

Martyr: Log. Com., p. 137.

Nee Zwinglius, nee Calvinus, nee quisquam nostrum ip- i

definite omnes infantes sine baptismo vel in utero matris, vel i

in partu, vel dum ad baptisinum gestantur decedeiites, in

c<jelo cum beatis collocant : sed de solis infantibus Ecclesiae in I

la'dere natis, si morte prieveniantur canone charitatis ita pro- \

uunciant, ex singiilari privilegio promissionis parentibus et
j

liberis factae in.fadere: Ero Deus tuus et seminis tui, salva
j

tamen electione Dei, qujie ut olim in Abrabami et Isaaci, ita !

delnceps in fidelium liberis SEepe discrimen fecit ac facit, nee
j

&<jrutandum nee sugillandum, sed adorandum. Rom. ix, 11.
\

ILtc est nostra et doctorum nostrorum constans de hac ques- ^

tione sententia.

—

Parous, de Amissione Gratice et Statu Peo- ^

cai/, contra Rellarminum, lib. vi, p. 891.

Bi decreti reprobationis causa esset peccatum, turn aut orig-
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inale aut actuale. At non originale, quia turn omnes homines

naturaliter nascentes reprobati fuissent, cum omnes peccato

originali sunt infecti. Nee actuale, quia sic nulli infantes vel

Judaiorum et Turcarum, vel in utero matris, vel paulo post

nativitatera mortui, a Deo reprobati essent. Ergo, etc.

—

Schar-

Pius : Curs. Theol. Controv.^ I.

VIII. Why God Created Eeprobates.

Ci-eatio reproborum est fructus reprobationis.

—

Festus Hoil-

Mius: Noi<B ad CaUch.^ p. 216.

Non enim pari conditione creantur omnes, sed aliis vita

jEterna, aliis damnatio teterna prajordinatur.

—

Calyin, III,

xxi, 5.

Quos ergo in vitce contumeliam et mortis exitium creavit, ut

iraj sua2 organa forent, et severitatis exerapla, eos, ut in finem

6uum perveuiant, uuncaudiendi verbi sui facultate privat, nunc

ejus praidicatione magis exccecat et obstupefacit.

—

Calvix,

III, xxiv, \%
Quondam homines a Deo opifice conditos esse ad iuteritum.

—Beza, ad Jiom. ix, 22.

Deus coustituit condere homines ad diversos fines ; nempe

alios ad fruendum salute a^terna, alios vero ad sentiendum

cruciatos a^teruos, sen ad exitium seternum.

—

Maccoyius, de

Prc&i., thesi viii.

Impios fuisse destinato creatos ut perirent.

—

Calyen* : Com.

Jiom., ix, 18.

Alios esse a Deo creatos ut perirent, videtur prima fronte

ftbsurdum, Scriptura tamen id dicit.

—

Martyr: Loci Com.,

p. 901:.

Quos Deus prajdcstinavit ad exitium sempiternum, eos etiam

creat ad exitium sempiternum
; eiis sunt ad exitium sempi-

ternum omnia ilia, quae electis ad salutem.

—

Polaxus, in

Oseam, c. xiii, 0. .

IX. Why God vorcnsAFES to Eeprobates an external

Vocation and tue Use of the Means of Grace.

Ecce voocm ad eos [reprobos] dirigit, sed ut magis obsur-

descant ; lucera acccndit, sed ut reddantur caeciores ; doctrinam

protert, sed qua magis obstupescant ; remedium adhibet sed

^ ne eanentur.

—

Calvin : Imtit., Ill, xxiv, 13.
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Xcque hoc quoque controvert! potest, qnos Deus illominatos

lion vult, illis doctrinam suam eeniginatibus involutam tradere,

jie quid indc proficiant, nisi lit in majorem liebetudinem

tradantur.

—

rbidem.

Quandoquidem isti [reprobi] anteqnam Christus ipsis prse-

dicetur, in peccatis mortui et damnationi per le2;is transgress-

ionera obnoxii erant, necesse est seqnatnr Christum ipsis pra3-

dicari ad damnationis ipsorum aggravationera. Et hcec quidem

est intentio Dei, quando reprobis Christum curat annunciari.

—DoNTECLOCKius, Cojitra Anonym., c. iii.

Electos solos a Deo trahi ad fidem per potentiam omnipo-

tcntera, cui ipsi rcsistere non possunt : Iteprobos vero contra,

etiamsi templum frequentent, verbum Dei audiant, utantar

Facramentis, etc., per h[ec tamen illuminari non posse; sed

omnia hajc media ipsis cedere aggravandce ipsorum eondem-

Jiationi, quia scilicet Deus yoluit gloriam suam per ipsorum

cxitium declarare.

—

Eevius : Acta Synodolia Dordr. Bem.y
A. 3S.

Deniqne reprobis ommia co-operantur in malum, ipsornm

reproborum vitia, etiam bona, nempe gratia Dei, et dona Spir-

itus Sancti.—2lAXcnius : De Nat. Dei, p. 644.

Eos [reprobos] ut in finem suam perveniant, nunc audiendi

verbi sui facultate privat, nunc e;]us prsedicatione magis ex-

cajcat et obstupefacit

—

Calvin, III, xxiv, 12, 24.

X. Justice and Propriety of Uxconditioxal Eeprobatiox.

Quare si qnos destinavit ac creavit ad exitiura, injustitijB

accusari non potest, duplici, nomine et jure. Primum abso-

luto dominii, deinde subordinato et relate (quod peccata

Bpectat) judicii.

—

Gomarus : Bl^j^. de Freed., thesi 27.

At cum Deus hominem ad peccatum necessitat, ut eum
propter peccatum puniat, juste agit, quia habet potestatem

hominem gubernandi ut vult.

—

Piscatorius : Ees_p. ad Dupl.

Vorstii, p. 223.

Kou modo'igitur per illam vrrcpoxjjv tantam, Deo licet creatu-

ram insontem cruciatibus addicere ratione durationis infinitis,

Pcd etiam immensis ratione magnitudinis atque atrocitatis, si

croatura eorum capax est. Quando enim jus summura tv

i~eQox^ positum est, quanta est vnegoxij, tantum jus illud eh' \ni
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esse necesse est.

—

Amyraldus : Dissert. TJieol., qnatuor. Dis-

sert., IL
Licet Deus per istam desertionem iieget homird illud sine

quo vitari non potest peccatum, non propterea peccati causal-

itas illi tribui potest; (1) quia Deus jure illam negat, nee ten-

etur gratiam illam cuiquam dare;* (2) ex ilia negatione non

sequitur potentia peccandi, quam homo habet a seipso, sed

tantum non curatio istius impotentite
; (3) Deus negat gratiam

quam nolunt ipsi accipere nee 'retinere, et quam ultro asper-

iiantm-, cum nihil minus cupiant, quam regi a Spiritu Sancto

;

(4r) non negat illam gratiam ut peccent, sed ut ob peccatum

luant.—TcRRETix, Tom. I, 420.

Etsi reprobi ad daranationem et ad causas damnationis sint

destinati, et creati ut impic vivant, et sint vasa plena fecibus

peccatorum, non tameu inde sequitur, quod absolutum repro-

bationis deeretum causa sit omnium scelerum et flagitiorum in

mundo, quia prreter scelera et flagitia reproborum in mundo
ctiam alia scelera et flagitia committuntur, nempe ab electis.

—PiscATORius: Contra Taufr.^ p. 47.

Dubitari nequit, quin Deus ab ^terno quosdam repro-

baverit. . . . Absque qua destinatione maxima hominum
pars sine ullo Dei consilio ad finem suam decurreret, incertoque

cvcntui permitterctur neque de exercenda justitia et judicio

ab ajterno quicquam Deus statuisset, quod de Deo, summo
rerum omnium domino, et bonorum ac malorum clemente

siraul atque justo diribitore cogitari sine impietate non potest.

—IIkidegger, ihid.^ V. 55.

Millies satius est et a?quius, ut omnes et singulse creaturee in

ca*lo ac in terra con fcrant ad revelandam in perditione sui

cetcrna gloriam et majestatem Dei, quam ut inserviat necatio

pulicis aut muscie ad demonstrandam omnium in mundo
hominum dignitatem.

—

Perkins: Symbol., p. 471.

XI. Conclusion.

Deeretum quidcm liorribile foteor.

—

Calvin: Inst., Ill, xxiii.

Dicimua ergo potcst.iU-m Dei in creaturus niti sola vTrEpoxv, excellentia et emi-
nentia divin;e aatur;e el dipiiUilc. Ex qua fluit, tit Deus hominem rcprobare, des-
tiiiare ad luoru-m, gratiam eilieacecn deiicgare, alienum peccatum iniputare et

propter illud puuirv, dt-nLiae ad iinpossibile obligare et affligero sine demerito
poiisit. SzVDLOVius; in Yindiciis qua^tionum aliquot difficilium et controversarum in
Theologia. Franek. cap. 12.
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Art. v.—the NEW TESTAMENT IDEA OF THE
PASTORAL OFFICE*

The New Testament Scriptures clearly teach that the true

minister of the Gospel is called to his sacred office both by

the Church and by the Holy Spirit. Various official titles are

^iven him iu the New Testament. He is called Bishop,

{V-LOKoTzoq, Phil i, 1 ; 1 Tim. iii, 2 ; Tit. i, 7 ; Acts xx, 28 ;)

Minister, {^lanovoq, T-nrjphTjq, Phil, i, 1 ; 1 Cor. iii, 5 ; 2 Cor.

iii, G; vi, 4; Acts xxvi, 16;) Preacher^ (Kr/prf, 1 Tim. ii, 7;
2 Tim. ii, 11 ;) Teacher {Ai6doKa?.og, Ephes. iv, 11 ; 1 Tim. ii, 7 ;)

Evangelist, {EvayyeXio~7]q, Acts xxi, S ; Ephes. iv, 11 ; 2 Tim.

iv, 5 ;) Servant of Jesus Christ, (Ao€'/.of l-qoov Xptarov, Rom. i, 1

;

Gal. i, 10; Phil, i, 1;) Steward of the rnysteHes of God
{Omovofiog fivoTT]pLCJv Qeov, 1 Cor. iv, 1 ; Tit. i, 7 ;) Messenger^

{A-)yeXog, Rev. i, 20; ii, 1, 8, 12, 18;) Pastor or Shepherd,

(riojjtup, John x, 11, 14, 16 ; Ephes. iv, 11.) The last title of

Pastor or Shepherd is the most fitting, as well as the most
beautiful of all : for it contains the fundamental idea' of the

pastoral office, the nature and design of which it is our pur-

pose to investigate. On the one hand, it distinguishes the

pastor from his flock, and invests him and his office witli a
certain dignity ; on the other, it shows his connection with,

and his duty toward, the flock, and his responsibility to the

great Head of the Church. But both the dignity and the duty
in the pastor are united by the tenderest and holiest bond

—

love. The true pastor does not assume the dignity of an auto-

crat, who looks upon his flock as his property, and does with it

as he pleases ; nor is his idea of duty that of a hireling or serv-

ant, who, because he is paid, mechanically performs it. He
recognizes neither the hierarchical nor the ochlocratical tend-
ency in the Church. It is contrary to the fundamental idea of
his office to consider himself the sole hierarch or lord of faith

;

or for the Church to look upon him as a hireling, with whom
she has entered into a contract that may at any time be dis-

solved. In John X, our Lord represents himself as the pat-

tern and head of all good shepherds. In this chapter the three

* For some of the thoughts in t!ie following pages we are indebted to an article

In the German, by Prof. Plitt, of Bonn.
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distinctive functions of the pastoral office are clearly discern-

ible. 1. It is said in verse 3, that he calls the sheep, and

that they hear his voice. This indicates, particularly, tfte

preaching of the word by the pastor, and, generally, the ad-

mdnistratian of his office in rehation to those who are to be

brought to a saving knowledge of the truth, and become living

members of the flock of Christ. The Apostle Paul alludes to

the same idea when he says, (2 Cor. iv, 5, G,) " For ice preach

not ourselves, but Christ Jesus the Lord, and ourselves your

servants for Jesus' sake." (See also 1 Cor. i, 5, 6 ; Col. i, 2S
;

ii, 1, 2.) 2. Again it is said, in verse 3, that the good shep-

herd calleth his own sheep by name, and 'Headeth them out ;
"

and in verse -ith, that "Ae goeth before ihern.''^ This indicates

the government, guidance, and watchful care of that portion of

the great flock entrusted to him. " The going before them "

refers more particularly to his own lioly example, which both

our Lord and the Apostle Paul make the fundamental con-

dition of his office-work. (Acts xx, 2S.) 3. Lastly, it is said

in verse 11, " TliC good shepherd giveth Jus life for the

sheepy These words are not so much a prophecy as a declar-

ation that of the pastor, in the accomplishment of his sublime

mission, nothing less is required than a sacrifice of his time

and talents, of liis life, of his all—a complete dedication of

himself to the pastoral office. This laying down his life for

the sheep, this entire self-consecration to God and the Church,

is the chief characteristic of a good shepherd. Our Lord him-

self exemplified it both by word and deed. (See John x;

Matt. XX, 20; 1 John iii, 10.)

From what has been said, wo ])crceive in what the work

of the pastor consists. It consists in nothing less than in the

establishment of a living union and communion between Christ

and sinful man. This is to be effected, 1, hy preaching or

teaching, {di6daKeiv ;) 2, by governing or guiding, (emaKonelv
;)

3, Ig ministering or setting, {dtaKovelv.) The elements of this

union between Christ and the sinner are, 1, a knowledge of

Christ; 2, following and obeying Christ; and 3, finding full

satisfaction and enjoyment in Christ. Ilence it is evident that

a proper knowledge and aj^prehension of Christ is the root and

foundation of the spiritual life of the soul—the basis of its

union with Christ. " This is life eternal, that they might know
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thcc, the only true God, and Jesus Christy whom thon hast

Font." But how shall a sinner hnmo Christ? By receiving

instruction concerning him and his salvation. But how shall

he be taught without a teacher? Hence we see that teaching

or prcachinr/ is the first, if not the chief, business of the min-

ister. This should not be lost sight of. Mere creeds and con-

fessions, however orthodox—mere rituals and ceremonies, how-

ever elevating in their tone—should never be substituted for the

preaching of the word. They are, per se, insufiicient to estab-

lish a personal and vital union between Christ and his

Cluirch. Our Lord is very explicit on this point, wlien he

says, (John xvii, 8,)
• " For I have given unto them the woeds

[not the creeds, confessions, rituals, etc.,] which thou gavest

me ; and ther/ have received them, and have Jcnown surely that

I came out from thee, and they have believed that thou didst

Eend me." Again he says, in verse 20, "Neither pray I

for these alone ; but for them also who shall believe on me
through their loords,^'' that is, through tlieir preaching. The
WORD OF God, then, is M'hat the minister should preach

;

and he should preach it in the spirit of Christ and his

apostles.

I. ^mcQ preaching or teaching is the first and most important

duty of the minister, (Matt, xxviii, 19, 20,) let us examine the

nature of preaching a little more closely. In so doing, we
shall follow the sug<z;estions of the Apostle Paul, (Tit. ii, T,)

" In all things showing thyself a pattera of good works : in

doctrine showing unconniptness, {ddiacfiSopLav,) gravity, {oen-

yori]ra^ sinceinty, (a(pdapoLav.y\ The first requirement, then, in

preaching, on the part of the minister, is unQorriq)tness of doc-

trine. This is not exactly synonymous with orthodoxy ; it

signifies something more profoundly subjective. It means more
I)articularly the internal and external attitude he assumes in

reference to the doctrines of the Bible, that is, the mode of his

^ntei^al apprehension and external presentation of the divine

truth. In presenting to the people the doctrines of Christi-

"Juty, he must demonstrate to them the soundness of his

"iHid, the incorruptibility, impartiality, and clearness of his

nuttives, by avoiding all non-essential side-issues, prejudices,

I'-nd conceits, and by treating sacred thino;s in a sacred manner.
lience we perceive that this is not so much a dogmatical as an
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ethical precept. Thus, it may easily happen that one minister

shall be dogmatically correct, and at the same time far from

being ddiacp^opog in doctrine; and another may unconsciously

entertain partially erroneous Niews, but nevertheless be a faith-

ful, honest, pure-minded minister of the word,

Next comes the aefivorT]c, the gravity or dignity of treat-

ment. This has reference to the external manner of present-

ing the divine truth. But this dignity is not to be studied as

a role. i!s^o artificial rules for the regulation of the GenvoTTjg

should be laid down ; for they may easily lead one to acquire

unnatur^il habits. The only rule that can be given, is for the

minister thoroughly to enter into, and live in the spirit of, the

sacred truths about to be delivered ; for then only will the

internal impression of the divine truth find a correspondiuo-

expression of manner, voice, attitude, etc.

Lastly comes the a6dapoia^ sincerity, which is no less an
indispensable element of preaching than " uncorruptedness and
dignity." It is honesty of mind or intention, freedom from

simulation or hypocrisy. It restrains him from preaching

what he does not believe, lie is sincere in his convictions and
beliefs, in his love for the word of God and for the Church,

and in the expression of his sentiments and feelings. The
words of Shakspeare are applicable to him :

"His words are bonds, liig oaths are oracles,

Hislove sincere, liis thoughts immaculate."

Let us still further analyze the general idea of preaching or

teaching, as connected with thp pastoral otlice. In Acts xx

20, 21, we find that it is resolved into three distinct functions:

1, the avayyi?Aeiv, the making known, declaring, announc-
ing; 2, the ^iddoKEiv, the teaching proper; 3, the dtafiap-

TvpeadaL, the personal address or exhortation, the testifying to

the truth by one's own personal experience. In Matt, iv 23
and ix, 35, it is said of Jesus, that he went about dLdaanGiv

Kai KJ]pvaoG)v, teaching and preaching; the ktjqvoocjv here
implying both the ava)'ytX>.nv and the diafiaprvpeodac, but more
particularly the former.

The jirst—t\i(i avayyEX?^iv~mean& simply to make known,
or to communicate, the revealed will of God. It is to be made
known to all incn ; even to those who do not desire or accept it.
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Tlicreby tLeir ignorance of it is dispelled, and tliej can no longer

j.Iead it as an excuse for their neglect and folly. But in con-

nection with the avayyeXXeLv^ two things are to be noticed

:

I. Nothing should le kept lack ; it should comprehend

the xohole counsel of God. The Apostle Paul, at his departure

from the Church at Ephesus, (Acts xx, 20, 27,) makes tlie fol-

•

lowing solemn declaration :
" / kept nothing hack that was

proiitable unto you.'' ... "I have not shunned to declare

utito you all the counsel of God.'''' AVe do not speak here

of those mysteries of the plan of salvation which none can

comprehend ; for it is self-evident that what the preacher does

not know or understand, he cannot make known ; what he

does not possess, he cannot give. We speak here of the danger

of being silent on points which he understands full well, and

which he ought to declare. Tliis danger of not declaring tlie

wliole counsel of God is the result of a man-fearing or man-

pleasing spirit, or of natural timidity. It is often the greatest,

when he has to preach before distinguished auditors ; nor is

there, generally, less danger in the presence of his stated con-

gregations. Tliere is always a certain class of hearers who can-

not endure heart-searching discourses, and who seem to say by
their very looks, if not by their words, " Noli me tangere.''^

If lie touches upon popular sins and fashionable errors, he is

in danger of falling into disfavor or loosing his position. But
he should not yield to such temptations ; otherwise how can he

say with the Apostle Paul, " I am pure from the blood of

all men ? " and how could he give a strict account in the day

of judgment ?

But it may here be objected, " Is it not against all Christian

courtesy and decorum to bring private affairs, of perhaps the

most delicate nature, before the public ? Are not the respect-

ive persons, by such a course, rather injured and soured

figainst than won for the divine truth ? Does not the minister

thereby injure his usefulness ? " We admit, there is a Chris-

tian sense of propriety which should always be kept sacred.

•Nothing is more reprehensible than the violation of what may
be termed the chasteuess or decorum of the pulpit. The
Apostle Paul, with his refined and delicate moral sense, was a

Juodel in this respect. But it is to be observed here, that the

preaching which "keeps back nothing that is profitable,"

I'^OLniH Series, Vol. XIX.- -6
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should be done not only ^^piiblidy,^'' but also '-'from house to

house" or privately, (Acts xx, 20.) For there are things which

should not be spoken " publicly," both out of respect to the

person or persons concerned, and to others. But they must be

said privately. Much may be said and accomplished privately^

that might not be done pullicly. And on the other hand,

much may be said publicly, if said in the proper Christian

spirit, and not after the manner of an angry, noisy declaimer,

^vhose discourse is full of acrimonious invectives.

2. The next thing to be noticed, in connection with the

dvayyiXXni', is that nothing of our own should he added to the

revealed will of God. This may be done in two ways:

(1.) Sucli additions may be made that the strait gate may
become straiter, and the narrow way narrower still. The law

may be preached with sucli rigid severity and relentlessness

that the glory of the divine grace aiid love is entirely obscured,

and thus the sinner may be driven to hopeless despair. Religion

is made to consist in the strict observance of the letter of the

law. The loving and pardoning Saviour is lost sight oiin the

inexorable Judge. This strictly legal pietism is not in harmony

with the tenor. of tlie teachings of Christ and his apostles.

(2.) Additions may be made in such a way as to make the

narrow way wider than it really is. The word of God may be

wrapped in such latitudinarian platitudes, that it no longer will

prove itself " the power of God," and " quick and powerful,

and sharper than any two-edged sword, piercing even to the

dividing asunder of soul and spirit, and .of the joints and

marrow, and is a discern er of the thoughts and intents of the

heart." Chritianity is made to consist in a" few external ob-

servances, and to be used simply as a mark of respectability.

A minister thus pampering to the vicious taste of certain people,

winking at their fashionable errors' and follies, and crying,

*' Peace ! Peace ! " where there is no peace, is regarded by

them as very popular and attractive. But such style of preach-

ing is scarcely better than an attempt to wash people with

water without making them wet. They are made to believe

that they walk in the narrow way that leads to eternal life,

whereas they walk in the broad way that leads to wretchedness

and ruin. AVhile the preaching of the law in its relentless

severity rouses and quickens the conscience and shows the need
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of a Saviour; the preaching of soft sentiraentalism, insipid

platitudes, and unrestricted latitudinarianisra, lulls it to sleep,

lecHiig content -vnth the observance of a few insipid forms.

So much for the avayyiXXeiv.

Tiie second element of the general idea of preaching is the

6t6doKeLv. This properly means teaching or imjyarting instmc-

iion. The 6i6doK£n> presupposes that the subject-matter of the

avayyi?.X£iv has at least been heard and received ; for, strictly

fpcaking, no instruction can be given in a science of vrhich

the pupil has not yet heard. But it may be asked, " What is

there yet lacking, if the subject-matter of the avajyi'k'Xziv has

been willingly received?" Just here, the erroneous opinion

is frequently entertained, that the mere preaching of the gospel

in a general way by the minister, and its acceptance by the

people, is all that is required. Hence we find so mnch ignor-

ance and confusion in regard to the doctrines of Christianity,

and so little real, thorough, and substantial religious experience.

There is a lack of expository preaching. The great truths of

the gospel are not sutiicicntly developed, explained, illustrated,

and enforced. They frequently lie hid in man's heart, like the

talent in the napkin, undeveloped and unapplied to the

individual life. Hence, too, the lack of "observino; those

tilings," which were spoken by our Lord. And yet " the ob-

eerviug of those things" is really the most important thing.

Our Lord has made it the principal end and object, toward
which all our teaching should be directed, when he says in

Matt, xxviii, 20, " Teaching them to observe all things what-
Focver I have commanded you;" and in John xiv, 21: "He
that hath my commandments, and keepcth them, he it is that

loveth me." We see, then, that the t^t"^, the having, the

possession of the commandments is one thing, and the TTjpelVj

the keeping or observing of the same, is another. The TTjpelv is

to be effected by the SidduKecv. Hence a twofold function is

>iuplied in the 6i6df7Ketv: (1.) The exposition, (2,) the ap-
VUcation, of the sacred text.

(L) Exposition has for its object the determination, develop-
n»cnt, and illustration of the precise meaning and connection
^t the text, a task far more difficult than the mere avayyEXle.iv.

'* e Ireqnently find talented and distinguished ministers, who
tinUerstand the avayyikXeiv in a masterly manner, and who pass
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through the country like a " legio fulminea^'' producing a

great sensation, and causing many to awake from tlieir sleep

of sin. The results of their labor seem always to be apparent,

and hence they become popular and distinguished. -But when
they come to the 6i6doKecv^ the thorough exposition of the

text, they are at a loss. They have no talent for it. They
can accomplish little in that department. On the other hand,'

ministers of tine expositonj ability may not become as popular,

and the results of their labor may not be as apparent, as among
the former class. And yet they really accomplish more.

While the effects of the former class are generally super-

ficial and evanescent, those of the latter are deep and lastino-.

They develop and nurture the spiritual life of the flock, in-

doctrinate them in the great trutlis of the gospel, and establish

them ill their most holy faith. Such pithy expository preach-

ing is somewhat rare in our days. It is a desideratum in the

Church. (2.) TJiC second function of the dtddoKetv is the

aj>j)licatio7i of the doctrines of Christianity to the various
conditions and relations of life. It is the practical talent. It

consists not merely in a few arbitrary, loosely-connected

practical observations, but it is the "Z><3 te falula narratur^''

or as Nathan said to David, "Thou art the man!" In this

particular many of our own ministers excel. Some of Luther's,

Schleiermacher's, and "VVhitetield's sermons furnish excellent

examples of it.

The third clement of tlie general idea of preaching is the
6uL{j.apTvpta6ai^ the testifying, the personal address and appeal,

the exhortation to accept the truth of the gospel and walk in

it. The Apostle Peter (Acts ii, 40) furnishes us an excellent

example of it. The diafiaprvpeaOat always presupposes the
dvayyt?Ji£iv and the JiSdoKsiv^ and should necessarily follow
them. It may be regarded as the sequel of the sermon,
whether delivered publicly, in a direct appeal, or privately, in the
^aatoral conversation. The objective points aimed at thereby
should be rq>tntance and faith. The preacher should ask
himself: ""What is the object of my preacliing? What do I

desire to accomplish? Is it the awakening, conversion and
sanctificatiun of my hearers ? Is it to serve the Lord and "the

Church with all humility and patience, or to serve myself?
How and by what means can I most successfully accomplish
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the work assigned me by God and the Church ? " In his

homiletical meditations he should not so much aim at being

eloquent or scholarly, or producing a sensation, as at the

awakening and conversion of his hearers.

II. Having considered that part of the pastoral office which

has for its object the calling of sitmers to repentance^ and the

instruction of the Church in the doctrines of Christianity^ let us

briefly notice that other part of it, which in the ISfew Testa-

ment is designated by the terms '"' ettlokottelv " or '' iroifiaiveiv

TO Uoifiviov^''^ " to oversee, guide, or govern the flock." This

is a spiritual function. It does not so much consist in an

external bureaucratic government, as in the performance of
]

those duties and in the use of those means which tend to
|

enhance the spiritual life of the flock and preserve them from

all evil. Therefore the Apostle Paul has delivered the follow- }

ing charge to the bishops or elders of the Church at Ephesus \

(Acts XX, 28 :)
" Take heed therefore unto yourselves, and to I

all the flock, over which the Holy Ghost hath made you over-
|

seers, (priaKo-rrovg^) to feed the Church of God, which he hath
j

purchased with his own blood," The same watchful care
|

and solicitude is manifested by our Lord, when it is said by |'

him, (Matt, ix, 3G,) " But when he saw the multitudes, he

was moved with compassion on them, because they fainted,

and were scattered abroad, as sheep having no shepherd."

Here the pastor has a true model for imitation. With com-

passionate love for the sinner he should enter upon his work.

This love for souls has its ground and origin in the love of

God toward us, and' in the knowledge of the condition of

those who are " as sheep having no shepherd." Their condition

is described, in the passage just quoted, as being "faint" and
" ecattered abroad," {eoKvXiiEvoL km ipptii\iivoL ;) oKvXXecv means
" to lacerate, fatigue, harass, exhaust, etc. This is a true de-

scription, not merely of the physical condition of the multitudes

referred to bv our Lord, but also of the condition of man in

nis natural state. He is harassed by his evil passions, per-

plexed by manifold worldly cares, and annoyed by the thou-

»^and little troubles and ills of life. They disturb the peace of

his mind and the tranquillity of his soul. Thus his moral

feasibilities become obtuse, and the sublimest truths of the

gospel fail to make a right impression upon his mind. This is
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especially tlie case when different religious (?) quacks are

experimenting upon him ; as it was done during and immedi-

ately after the days of our Lord, when the people were wearied

with an almost endless variety of traditions and regulations.

It frequently happens in our days that different views and

systems of doctrine, almost diametrically opposed to each other,

are advanced, so that those unaccustomed to severe reflection

are scarcely able to discover the real truth, and frequently be-

come disgusted with it. Indeed, no word describes their

condition better than eoKvXfievoi. Every man in his natural

state may be considered an eoKvXjievog.

The other word, ippijiatvoc, (fj'om pi-n-uv^ means " to throw
or cast down, to scatter, disperse, abandon," etc. "We know
how, in the days of our Lord; the Jews were torn by politico-

religious factions. There were the political zealots, the en-

raged patriots, and the Koman timeservers on the one hand,

and the infidel Sadduceos, the orthodox Pharisees, and ascetic

Essenes on the other. "Whither should the poor people turn

for guidance and help? Tlicre was a continued ptTrretv. And
it may with propriety be said, it is thus in our days. Human
life to day is more agitated than a century and a half ao-o. A
never-resting conflict is going on upon the political and
ecclesiastical arenas. Scarcely has the storm of one revolution

passed away, when another one is aj)proaching. Public and
private life seem almost entirely absorbed by political parties,

ecclesiastical strifes, races fur wealth and position, and by an
inordinate passion for amusements and luxuries. Moral and
religious questions are frequently agitated in the interests

of politics. We often see men, otherwise indifferent to the
Church and religion, ])lace tliemselves at the head of so-called

religious movements, in order to make political capital. The
great masses of the people, who generally have no settled
convictions or principles of their own, allow themselves to be
led and faiiatici.scd by such politico-religious demao-oo-ues.

They thus become tppififitvoL.

I3ut notwithstanding this lamentable condition of the
masses, we should not be blind to the fact that there is still

some good to be found among them. And if, Christ-like, with
compassionate love we anticipate the good in them it will

sooner or later become apparent. If approached with kindness ,
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UMtl |>a--toral solicitude, good impressions may be made upon

liicir Ijcarts, and a desire for something higher and holier •

Bwiikcned in them. Thus their prejudices may soon be over-

conic their evil habits corrected, their unholy passions sub-

dued their sins forgiven, and their souls regenerated and

fr;irictiiied by the influence of the Holy Spirit; so that they are

no K>nger tppiiifit-vot, but sheep of the fold, whose shepherd and

I'isljnp is the Lord.

lUit just here, as our Lord intimates, seems to lie the fault

for this lamentable state of afiairs among the masses ; namely,

tie leant of special pastoral care and guidance. In the time of

Clirist they had the temple, they had synagogues, schools,

priests, pharisecs, scribes, and teachers almost without number

;

and yet, so far as real spiritual care was concerned, "the

multitudes were as sheep without a shepherd." Thus it is in

our days. "We have churches, schools; missionary, Bible,

tract, and temperance societies ; bishops, preachers, teachers,

religious literature, etc. ; and yet it almost appears as if the

masses of the people were " like sheep without a shepherd."

"Why this state of things ? Is there not too much exclusiveness

j>raticed among many Churches and pastors of the ditferent

denominations ] Do they not lack, to a great extent, that

El»irit of holy love> and zeal, and of self-consecration, that

characterized Christ and his apostles ? Has not the spirit of

cajite crept into the Church ? Are there not some Churches
and ministers who seldom, if ever, go beyond the boundaries

of their local parishes in their missionary operations ? The
great masses of the people are indeed greatly to be blamed for

their gross neglect of Christ and his salvation
;
yet there are

many Churches and ministers who are equally blamable for

^not doing their w?iole duty. Let the whole Christian Church
feel a deep concern for the salvation of the masses ; let her use
all her strength and resources, which Christ has placed at her
command, for the spread of the Gospel everywhere^ and our
Lord will have no longer occasion to say, so tar as the Church
is concerned, that "the multitudes are as sheep without a
shepherd."

in. Lastly, Iret us briefly consider the third function of the

P<^'itoral ojfice, mentioned at the beginning of this article, namely,.

-

tw diaKovelv—the serving or assisting in temporal matters.
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This is a function more of a temporal than of a spiHtual

nature. It implies more particularly tlie care of the poor,

of the widows and orphans of the flock. It is evident

from the writings of St. Paul, that even after he had employed

deacons for this specific work, he still ministered to the

necessities of the saints. And history tells us, that even

during the post-apostolic time the care of the widows and

orphans, and of the poor generally, was considered an im-

portant duty of the minister or bishop. "While it lies in the

nature of his office that he should look after the temporal well-

fare of the poor of his flock, yet the minister should not be

burdened with the execution of the minute details connected

with their care and relief. This part of the work should

be done by the oflicers of his Church. More time is thus left

him to devote to their spiritual growth. By thus exercising

a watchful care over the temporal and spiritual interests of the

members of his flock, cau he be successful in leading

them to the great Shepherd and Bishop of their souls.

From what has been said, it is evident that the success of a

minister does not so much depend upon his talents as upon

hisfait/fulness. Thus the Apostle Paul says, (1 Cor. iv, 1, 2,)

"that it is required in ministers and stewards of the mysteries

of God, that they be found /taV/^W." ]^(yw,thh fait/fulness,

like faitk, has two sides

—

suhjtctive and objective. One may
be entirely correct in the ^''fdes quce creditur^'' but not in the

'^fides qua creditur ;
" and vice versa, there may be a living

'^fides qua creditur,^'' while the .
^^fides qucB creditur " may

contain some errors. Thus it is with fait/fulness in office.

Suhjective faithfulness implies not only an earnest desire to, but

an '"I "WILL " save souls. Objective faithfulness implies more. It

implies the realization of that earnest desire by constant efforts,

the carrying out of the "1 will" into inactice. The former

is the parent of the latter. Both imply orthodox teaching,

judicious governing, and impartial ministering to the tempo-

ral necessities. They im})ly a correct exposition of the doc-

trines of Christianity, a judicious application of its precepts to

the various conditions and relations of life, and a watchful care

over the temporal as well as spiritual interests of those who
shall be heirs of salvation. Such faithfulness will be rewarded

with great success. Such was the faithfulness of our Lord.
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Aet. VI.—the WESLEYAN university ; Dr. A. W.
SMITH.

.Half a century has scarcely elapsed since the Methodist

Episcopal Church commenced the movement in collegiate

education, which at this centenary moment in her history

demands so much attention.

Wesleyan Methodism from its very beginning promoted

education, and as early as 1739 John Wesley founded " Kings-

vvood School," enjoining, in the Larger Minutes, on his fellow-

laborers to "preach expressly on education." The fathers

of American Methodism adopted the same excellent rule at

the Christmas Conference in 17Si, when the Methodist Episco-

pal Church was organized.

Mr. Asbury, previous to the session of this Conference,

consulted Dr. Coke respecting the establishment of a school

for the education of the preachers' sons and orphan children,

with such others as might avail themselves of its privileges.

Dr. Coke, himself an Oxonian, preferred a coller/e, when the
|

Conference adopted his view. In the year 1785, the corner-
1

stone of a large brick building was laid at Abingdon, Md.,
'

about twenty-five miles from Baltimore, some five thousand I

dollars having been obtained for the undertaking. It is here
\

worthy of record, that Bishop Asbury became the first college
j

agent in American Methodism, going forth from the Con- I

ference after his ordination, preaching and making collections
|

for this institution ; and since then he has had many worthy
j

successors in the same educational work. This institution was
j

named " Cokesbury College," and in a short period the bishops I

published their "Plan of Education in Cokesbury College,"

being an elaborate presentation of its objects, and system of

instruction. The purpose was to educate the preachers' sons

and poor orphans, as well as to furnish " a seminary for the

children of our competent friends, where learning and religion

may go hand in hand." It was placed under the presidency

of the bishops, and to be supported by the yearly collections

of the Churches, and voluntary donations. In the curriculum

^e find embraced English, Latin, Greek, logic, rhetoric, his-

tory, geography, natural philosophy, and astronomy. HebrejVj
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French, and German were to be added "vvhen the funds

wpuld permit. This ^Yas certainly a liberal course. As the

founders wished " to have the opportunity of teaching their

pupils' young ideas how to shoot, and gradually forming

their, minds, through the divine blessing, almost from their,

inihncy, to holiness and heavenly wisdom, as well as human
learning," scholars were to be admitted at an age as early as

seven years.

The good bishops also established stringent college rules

:

among them, early rising and retiring, hard beds, as feathers

were truly esteemed unhealthy ; there was to be 710 jplai/, but

the recreations embraced walking, riding, bathing, ^vithout

doors, while within the students were allowed the business

of the carpenter, joiner, cabinet-maker, and turner for their

leisure moments. The young institution had plenty of such

regulations. We consider it a great evil for any college to

have a forward and officious body of trustees or visitors, who
assume to direct all its internal economy, ever ready and
not unwilling to "discipline" tlie faculty for thinkino- them-

eclves capable of managing the charge committed to them.

AVe have met such and found them very unpleasant " com-
mittee men." -;\ji able faculty, with few rules and large dis-

cretion, constitutes the best security for a prosperous and
•well-managed institution. In Cokesbury the bishops, with a
'-'• Cuiionittte c>f Suj'ctij^'' had both faculty and students under
their especial government. We wonder not that Asbury de-

clared himself relieved of a great bm'den when the fire took
this college from his shoulders.

lie wrute un the occurrence of this catastrophe: "Its ene-

mies may rejoice and its friends need not mourn. Would any
man give me ten thousand pounds (this sum was lost by the
accident) a year, to do and sutler again what I have done for

that house, I would not do it." In December, 1787, a little

over three quarters of a century since, the institution was in-

augurated by a " three day's meeting," Bishop Asbury deliver-

ing the lirst sermun, from a text somewhat prognostic, " O
thou man of God, there is death in the pot." Eight yeai"S

afterward, in December, 1705, the edifice was burned to the
ground. Dr. Coke, however, not discouraged, revived the
Bcheme in the " Washington College," founded at Baltimore,
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when fire soon also swept away this edifice. After this, for

some years, the Methodist Episcopal Church made no advance

in founding collegiate institutions, but schools in difierent sec-

tions of our land were established under Methodist auspices,

and some of them taught by their preachers. Such an acad-

emy was commenced about the year 1817, at New Market,

Kew Hampshire, under the patronage of the Xew England

Conference, and one in New York city, 1819, by the New
York Conference. The friends of these literary institutions,

in the year 1S20, to secure the influence of the General Con-

ference, petitioned for a change in the Discipline which would

permit the appointment of traveling preachers to take charge

of such institutions, and this alteration was then made.

This conference also adopted resolutions for denominational

education, and being the earliest on the important subject from

our highest ecclesiastical body, we may properly reproduce

them here

:

1. Resolved., That it be, and it is hereby recommended to all the

annual. conferences to establish, as soon as practicable, literary

institutious, under their own control, in such a way and manuer
as they may think proper.

2. Resolved^ That it be the special duty of the episcopacy to use
then- influence to carry the above resolution into effect, by reconi-

lut'uJing the subject to each annual conference.

Doubtless tliis report then added new impulse to the educa-

tional movements in the Methodist Episcopal Church, and its

first result was the erection of private schools under the

patronage of our own denomination. As early as the year

1817, Dr. Martin Euter had started a literary institution at

New Market, New Hampshire, which is still distinguished as

the Wilbraham. School, Massachusetts ; and in 1819 another,

in Ne^r Ygrk city, afterward transferred to "White Plains, of

which the Eev. John M. Smith, of the New York Conference,

was the principal. He was one of the earliest professors in

tlie Wesleyan University. Another such seminary was at

Mount Ariel, South Carolina ; and here, in 1821, the revered

Olin was converted, and, it would seem, the result of his en-

deavors to carry out the wishes of Methodist patrons, by intro-

ducing religious instruction and prayer among the pupils.

^'o give such a man to the Church was honor enough for that

unpretending academy.
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Our Southwest can claim the credit of foundinj^ the earliest

Methodist college. In the year 1S22, Augusta College, Ken-

tucky, was chartered, and its edifice erected, 1825 ; Madison,

in Pennsylvania, organized in 1827; the former under the

patronage of the Kentucky, and the latter, the Pittsburgh

Conference. The Rev. Henry B. Bascom, afterward bishop

of the Church South, was connected with both : with the

latter, as its presidenf. Both have ceased to exist, doubtless

for want of proper endowment and patronage. The place

of Madison' College has been successfully supplied by Alle-

ghany, inWestern Pennsylvania. Augusta College commenced,

as above said, under the patronage of the Kentucky and Ohio

Conferences, Martin Kuter, president, H. B. Bascom, J. S

Tondinson, J. P. Durbin, and Burr H. M'Cown, professors
;

all members of the Kentucky Conference except Dr. Durbin,

who belonged to the Ohio.

In the year 1824 the General Conference authorized an

academy for both sexes at Cazenovia, ]S^ew York, and during

1825 the Xcw Market was merged into the "Wilbraham, 'where

the Ilcv. "Wilbur Fisk, of precious memory, soon developed

his groat abilities as an instructor of youth. This institution

was under tlic Xew England Conference patronage. In the

Southwest, a little later, the Tennessee Conference had origi-

nated La Grange College, appointing the Eev. E,. Paine, now
bishop of the Church South, " superintendent," and the Rev.

E. D, Sims, one of its professors.

During the year 1829 the Virginia Conference projected

Randolph Macon College, As an historical fact, the writer

of this article may here add, that at that period, spending

part of liis tiuie in Petersburg, Virginia, he there introduced

into the Quarterly Conference a resolution, which was adopted,

recommending such an institution. By request he also pre-

pared a printed address on the subject, and this was extens-

ively circulated. :Mr. Olin, who had for several years filled

the chair of Belles-lettres at Franklin College, Georgia, in

the year 1^:32 accepted the presidency of Randolph Macon,
and was inaugurated i^liirch 5, 1834, and he soon acquired the
same literary intluence here as he had before in South Carolina
and Georgia. But his health being xqtj infirm, he continued
the presidency only three years, and at the commencement in
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June, 1836, he was barely able to confer tbe degrees on the

graduates. The Eev. Martin P. Parks, of the Yirginia Con-

ference, was also a professor in Pandolph Macon. He was a

cadet graduate of \yest Point, a man of marked talent and

zeal. lie afterward took orders in the Episcopal Church, and

after serving as Bishop Meade's assistant in Norfolk, Virginia,

he was called to Trinity and St. Paul's, New York, in whose

faithful service he died after a few years.

In the year 1831 the WesleyAN University at Middle-

town, Connecticut, under the patronage of the New York,

New Hampshire, and Vermont Conferences, was opened, the

able and excellent Dr. Wilbur Fisk, S. T. D., president,

with Augustus W. Smith, Eev. John Mott Smith, and Rev.

Jacob Frederick Iluber, professors. This is our oldest college,

being the first of all the attempts that proved a permanent

euccess. x\ble and successful professors in the University have

been added to the faculty since, but for our present object we
need add no later record. The buildings had been erected

and used for a military school, and becoming vacant, were

offered to the conferences. These were valued at $30,000, to

which amount, the citi;;en3 of the place added about $18,000.

With such an outfit it was not difficult for this university to

sni-pass other Methodist colleges, which although projected

earlier, had to make every preparation to commence their

educational work. After Dr. Fisk's death, the Eev. Nathan
Bangs, S.T.D., was elected president and resigned in 1842.

The Rev. Joseph Cummings was elected in 1857. Its fii'st

^'raduating class, in the year 1833, embraced six members,
and that of 18G5, thirty-Jive, and the whole number to the

eame period, nine hundred and ninety-four.

This institution was formally opened on the 21st of Sep-

tember, 1831, Dr. Fisk delivering an inaugural address. His
theme was the " Science of Education." At the next annual

commencement D. D, Whedon, having been elected the pro-

cessor of Ancient Languages, chose for the subject of his Inau-

gural, " Classical Studies." Both were didactic, eloquent dis-

courses. They lie before me. In the conclusion of the presi-

dent's address, he observed " $200,000 ouglit 7ioio to be at the

disposal of the trustees. It has been thought that ages were
iK'cossary to raise up such an institution. But in this en^-erprise
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we must make no such tardy and distant calculations '.

In the name and strength of the Lord we can do it. And we
here declare, in the presence of this audience, that we dedi-

cate to God, whose blessing and aid we implore most devoutly,

and expect most confidently, this enterprise. His are the first

fruits, and his, be it great or small, shall be the full harvest."

Abundant has been the harvest since, and Methodism now has

a most honorable place in the history of American colleges

and schools.

The educational provisions from the first year of Meth-

odism to our own times, have been productive of incal-

culable good; and could this great religious system point

the world to no other proofs of its usefulness, these alone

"would secure its claims, as one of the most remarkable

and efficient means of Christian advancement both in Eno-land

and America. All the former presidents of the Wesley-

an University, Drs. Fisk, Olin, Smith, and Bangs have
passed away to the abodes of more than earthly knowledge,

but the present excellent and learned Dr. Cummings, at its

head, is permitted to see how the little grain of mustard

Eeed planted at Middletown, has become a great tree in our

land,- spreading its useful shade and braTiches far and wide.*

Academies, colleges, with theological Seminaries, have spruno-

up so rapidly, until the ^fethodist Episcopal Church officially

reports as many as twenty-five colleges, including two the-

ological schools, witli 5,3-15 students and 158 instructors.

,
*The following summary will give some idea how much this mother of our col-

leges has accomplished during her .short existenco of little more than a quarter of

a century.

Whole number of alumni
, 1 010

" " " deco;ised 132

" " , '• stillliving 873

Number of ministers 45g
" " deceased 5g

" " living 400

Presidents of colle^jes 13
Ei-presidents

__ n

Professors of collogos 3]

Ex-professcra 26
Tutors '

3

Principals of acudemies
, 32
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$805,239 property and endowments, with 105,331 volumes in

their libraries. It has also eighty-four seminaries and acade-

mies, with 617 teachers and 17,9-15 scholars. Their property is

estimated at $1,643,000. There are two Methodist Episcopal

theological schools, with 125 students and 9 professors, one at

Concord, New Hampshire, about to be removed to the neigh-

borhood of Boston, and the other at Evanston, Illinois ; and

their property has been estimated to be worth §150,000. The
Southern division of the denomination reported, before the

late war, twelve colleges and seventeen academies, with S,000

ttudents, making an aggregate for Methodism in the United

States of 225 literary institutions, having 35,305 scholars.

This is certainly a very remarkable and favorable exhibit

of the denomination in its educational efforts. In this respect

Methodism may be properly ranked as a providential adapta-

tlou to the wants of the New "World. And wisely has the

General Conference, among other objects, proposed to com-

memorate its Centeitary by raising a permanent fund for

eJiication. Our entire national white population in the year

ISGO, numbered 26,957,171, aiid under twenty years of age

12,611,637. Hence our teachers plainly hold in their hands

great destinies of the land. In less than seventy rolling years

our population will surpass all the millions of Europe, and as

our educators have under their control a large portion of

tlie population, how vastly important their trust, what human
destinies will they control ! With such solemn responsibilities

,
-> for the moral and intellectual progress of our country, the

«- present Church jubilee should raise a monumental fund fot

education, worthy of the great occasion, to strengthen its

numerous colleges, and to aid new ones which will spring up
as the country advances.

Augustus William Smith was chosen the professor of

niathematics and astronomy in the AYesleyan University in

the year 1831. But how swiftly pass away from our earthly

t-oc'iety and scenes the beloved, the learned, with the useful

and the pious. Prof J. :M. Smith, Dr. Fisk, and Dr. Olin, all

t^wectly rest in the beautiful rural cemetery of the Wesleyan
University, while Dr. A. W. Smith sleeps in glorious hope,

^ith the departed, 'uccording to his own last request, at Caze-

novia, N. Y.
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A most intimate and beloved friend, now gone to the

heavenly rewards, most useful and able scholar, and humble

Christian, in his day and generation, it is one object of the

present article to speak of his honored life and example.

That life has been devoted to the noble cause of education,

and it well deserves a record. lie was a good and true man,

who has honored Methodism by his high reputation and

varied services to her institutions, and whose educational

influences have formed and blessed many minds and hearts of

our day.

Dr. Smith was a native of Elerkimer County, I>r. Y., and

born May 12, 1802 ; his father a respectable farmer, a man
of strong mind and influence, a leading member in the

Methodist Episcopal Church, whose friendly house was ever

the welcome home of the itinerant. Under the preparation

of the Pwcv. Dr. AVicks, Paris Hill, K Y., he entered the

freshmen class of Hamilton College, and in scholarship he had

no superiors among his classmates, graduating with the

hifrhest honors in the year 1825. lie was enfrasred im-

mediately as a teacher in the Cazenovia Seminary of the

Oneida Conference, just then established, and soon after

elected it? Principal. •

He professed faith in the Saviour while at college, and

united with the Methodist Episcopal Church, and soon dedi-

cated his talents and life to the advancement and perfecting

that extensive system of education which now is imparting

Buch glory and strength to American Methodism. While at

Cazenovia, Mr. Smith was married to Catharine Childs, the

daughter of the Hon. Perry G. Childs of that place, and his

excellent lady, with two sons and two daughters, survives him.

In all the endearing relations of husband and father he was
most happy, and we have often enjoyed the refined and
Christian friendship of his pious household.

In 1850 Hamilton College, his alma mater, conferred on

him the degree of LL.l)., and afterward the same honor was
bestowed by Putgers College, X. J., and also by a Southern

University. During the sickness and absence of Dr. Eisk

he often discharged the responsibility of president of the Wes-
leyan University with great fidelity and success, securing the

Bincere attachment of the students. "What increased the inter-
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lift nnd value of his class exercises, was his concise, clear, and

l.(.-:iutiful method a^d talent of imparting knowledge and

Hi'ii'iice. Xo one, we can imagine, could excel him in the fac-

ulty of tixin<^ the attention of the pupil to the subject before

Itiiii so that he could grasp its difficulties and understand

tlii'iu. By natural genius and patient study Dr. Smith

hccauie eminently qualified for teaching, particularly in his

own special professorship. With an exalted sense of the value

of tlie sciences he taught, and with simple and direct methods,

lie could not fail, in spite of frequent ill health, to become, as

lie did, a successful and able teacher. Scholarly and learned,

dear in perception and statement, vigilant, gentle, and gentle-

manly, he always secured affection, respect, and confidence,

IK- was everywhere unostentatious and quiet; still, in the

highest circles of education and science, among his literary

peers, his superior worth was cheerfully acknowledged.

In ISIO Dr. Smith published an " ELemcntai'y Treatise on

Ma'hanics,''^ a valuable text-book for nndergraduates, and a

second edition was issued in 1S5S. He was one of the astro-

nomical corps sent by the U. S. gov^ernment to Labrador

to make observations upon the annular eclipse of the sun, and

the well-known learned Prof. Bache at the time stated, that

Eoine of them were of great scientific value. In 1852 he was

chosen President of the AVesleyan University, the successor to

the lamented and eloquent Dr. Olin. Accustomed to the

duties of this important ofiice, he performed them with

distinguished fidelity and talent. Although not eminently

gifted as a public speaker, his words were often impressive

Jiiivi elYective. In 1S59 he received the appointment of

I'rofessor of Natural and Experimental Philosophy in the

t'nited States' Xaval Academy at Annapolis, which he re-

tained until his decease. In this national school, the last

wene of his labors, his intellectual and moral worth will long

be remembered. At his death the National Intelligciicer

contained a communication on the sorrowful occasion,

rcf.jring to his other characteristics besides those of the able

tfacher.

"xVs head of the department of natural philosophy, by
his higli attainments, and no less by his quiet energy, he

contributed largely to the efficiency of the naval academy as a

FoL-uTu Series, Yol. XIX.—

7
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scliool for educating yonng men for discharging the respons-

ible duties of naval officers.

" As an instructor lie was a model. His style and method

•were clear and luminous. Laborious in the preparation of his

lectures, he "was at all times ready to impart information. His

manner in the lecture-room was higlily attractive. He never,

by act, or word, or look disparaged the efforts or undervalued

the acquirements of his pupils. Earnest and thorough, his

perfect mastery of the branches taught, and his skill and long

expeiience, enabled him to develop the minds of those com-

mitted to his charge to an unusual degree.*

"As an associate, -his uniform courtesy, his high moral

character, his ripe judgment, and kindness of heart made him

very dear to us. ^Ve knew him not only as an officer, but as

a friend.

" In the relation of husband and father he was most happy,

and in his death we feel the loss of daily Christian example.

We realize, in soitow, tliat a noble man has been taken away,

and a favorite teacher has been transferred from the halls

*Let us here append a brief trilnite to one of the most brilliant graduates of the

Weslejaii, w hose death lias just been announced in the Southern ilethodist papers

—John' W. Bckrcs, Esq., of Woodville, Mississippi. He belonged to one of the earli-

est classes that graduated und^r Wilbur Fisk. Without a contestant, and by unani-

mous concurrence, he tool: the highest honors of his class. With singular distinct-

ness, amid a crowd of long past cvent.s, we remember the delivery of his Valedic-

tory. His slender figure acquired a pecuhar awkward dignity from its overtallness;

and his elocution, in fact, derived a specially ellective emphasis from a sHght imped-

iment. He truly and unaflictedly blended in liis character that romantic sense of

honor in whicli the Southron jiriu.'S hi:ii~'lf witli thattirm sense oTrijhl which the

Northman considers the proper base of action and character. The Faculty at

Middletown would have gladly nominated him to a Professor's chair, but a sense of

duty to tiiose whom tlie "pcouli.ir insiitutiou" of the South had placed in his hand,

compelled liira to dei.-line. He returned homo to immure himself in the conscien-

tious oflice of guarding his charge, like a faithful sercas servarum, so that he tilled

not the high destiny of lii.-? early promise. During theso past terrible years, when

civil war was howling witl\ all its horrors around his home, his fragile figure has

often fiAen before our iraavrination, and we have inquired of those who might pos-

sibly be iutbrmed what were the results to him.' Ho survived the perils of war,

peacefully to di«^ amid the srones of returning peace. Master and scholar, Smith

and BuKRrs, often a.esoclatfd in life, were in death but briefly divided. The testi-

mony of his friends is that, as a pillar in his home Church, he maintained a spotless

Christian dignity. As our eye seems to gaze into the dim past wo drop an invol-

untary tear to liis memory. Had all slaveholders been like him there would have

been no war, and shivery would have

—

stiR stood in its might!—Ed.
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of instruction, to that better home wliicli awaits those who are

faithful to their work here."

The Kev. Edward Otheman, who knew him intimately for

many years, thns expresses himself in Zion's Herald.

"The general, spontaneous expression of appreciative regret

and sorrow at the loss to society occasioned by his death, bears

pleasing evidence of the marked impression made by his pure

and dignified character and life. The closing hours of such a

life were eminently fitting and aifecting."

The Rev. Dr. Henry Bannister, another devoted friend, and

one of the earliest graduates of the departed professor, beauti-

fully remarks

:

" Dr. Smith chose the profession of a teacher as his life's

work—a work quite as free as the Christian ministry from sor-

didness in its aims, and scarcely less subject to toilsomeness,

self-denial, and sacrifice. As an educator, few, if any, could

anywhere be found superior to him. No one could excel him
in the power of holding the student to a firm and successful

grapple with the subject before him, whether in pure mathe-

matics or in physical science. His shrewd insight into the

povrers and the fidelity of the young men that came before

him, gave interest and animation to all diligent students. . . .

His words, neither too few nor too many, were always apposite,

.and of precisely that kind of force which informs sufficiently,

but educates excellently." •

Layman as he was, with a distinguished reputation as a

scholar or teacher, the Methodist Episcopal Church owes Dr.

Smith a grateful remembrance for his standing by her

durinor all the vears of her weakness in educational enter-

prises. He was ever ready and willing to render his services

to strengthen our denominational character in respectability

and influence. In his religious life he strikingly exhibited

a calmness of trust in God ; and a demeanor chastened with

exemplary" piety. Eesplendently did these heavenly virtues

shine, both at home and abroad, in a godly life and a daily

living example of Christian afiiection and urbanity.

During the last years of his earthly work, especially, he

hibored on faithfidly until his final illness, of pneumonia,

terminated somewhat suddenly in death. His brief sickness

excited no apprehension of its alarming character, until the
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last day or two. Congestion of the lungs then appearing, the

attack became swiftly fatal ; and few closing scenes of human
life have been more cheering or beautiful. At this solemn

moment none of his family were present, except Mrs. Smith

and their elder daughter, and to these he expressed the most

cheering assurances of his readiness to depart and be forever

with the Lord. On the last evening, March 21st, when the

physician informed the family of his probable death, and he

also knew this belief, closing his eyes for a few moments,

he calmly said, " The parting is not for long ; it is only like

sayicg good evening, and soon it will be good morning for

us all ;
" and afterward he added, " You all know how I have

tried to live, and wliat has been my aim in life. For myself

I have no fears for the future." The twenty-third Psalm was
repeated to him, and he joined audibly in the verse, " Though

I walk through the valley of the shadow of death-1 will fear
no ev/'l, for Thou art with w<?," and these comforting lines

consoled him in death, as they always had in life, A favorite

hymn of his, " On Jordan's stormy banks I stand," was sung,

he joining in the first stanza; and so bright and peaceful was
his countenance at the moment, that he seemed to behold his

" Fathers face " on high. In lowly and trustful assurance of

the Saviour's love, he afterward responded to those animating

lines, which have cheered so many myriads in life and while'

passing the Jordan of death,

" Rock of ages, cleft for me,

Let me hide mysc-!f in thee."

Soon alter midnight the " change came." -The chaplain
was praying, and one present kneeling says, "I looked up
and saw as it had been the face of an angel. And so he was
at rest, when exactly, no one knew, not even the kind doctor
who stood near."

Thus has disappeared from among us a noble, true, and
good man, the gentleman, the scholar, and the Christian. It

is fitting that at least this record should be made, in our hio-h-

est literary periodical, of one whose life was devoted to the
cause of higher education in the Church and nation.
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Art. VII.—foreign RELIGIOUS IXTELLIGEXCE.

PEOTESTAITTISM.
GRKAT BRITAIX.

History of the Cot.en'so case—
asothkr jcdicul decision i.v favor
OF Dr. Colen'so.—Dr. Colenso has suc-

C4x;ded in obtaining from the English

courts anotlier judgment in his favor,

tlio Master of the RoLls having decided

that the Trustees of the "' Colonial Bish-

oprics Fund^' have to pay to Dr. Colen-

so tlie arrears of his salary. The pro-

ceedings arose out of the judgment of the

Privy Council ou'tlie "Coleuso Case," in

March, 18G5. The Judicial Committee
did not indeed negative the right of Bisli-

op Colen.so to assume the Episcopal

character, or that of Bishop Gray to call

himself Metropolitan of the South Afri-

can Church ; but they denied that any
coercive jurisdiction could be exercised

by either, inasmuch as the patents which
purported to confer that jurisdiction

were nuU and void in law. They de-

clared that ' there was no power in the
Crown, by virtue of its prerogative, to

establish a metropolitan sec or province,
or to create an ecclesiastical corporation,

whose status, rights, and authority the

colony should be bound to recognize."
"It may be true that the Crown, as le-

gal head of the Church, has a right to

command the consecration of a bishop,
but it has no power to assi,gn him any
diocese, or give liim any sphere of
action,"" either within the United King-
dom, or within any colony which has
received legislative institutions, unless
by special provisions of an act of Par-
liament.

Upon the delivery of this judgment
l!L-l)op Colenso applied to tiie Trustees
of the Colonial Bishopries Fund for
the arrears of the income annually pay-
able out of that fund to the bishopric of
Natal, which had been withheld and
carried to a separate account since his
di--position in tlie previous year. TIio
tru>tL-es, on the other hand, contended
that "masmucli as Bishop Colenso was
I'ot a suffragan bishop within the prov-
ince of Capetown, he wa.s not a bishop
»t all in the sense contemplated by the
original promoters of the fund, and
Qonld receive no benefit from it.".

In giving his judgment the Master of
vie Rolls CLord Romilly} said

:

The Archbishop of Canterbury was di-

rected to consecrate a Bishop of Natal

:

he did so, and thus gave Dr. Colenso full

power as an Englisli hiishop. He (Lord
Konuliy I did not mean to say that Bish-
op Colenso could not be removed from
hjs bishopric on account of immorality or
of abandonment of the Ckristiun faith,'

but such a matter had not been raised. If

it had he miirht have been compelled to

decide it. As the case had bec-n placed
before hixu he must decide that the
prayer of thepluintiti''s bill must be grant-
ed, and that the defendants must pay the
costs. At the same time he thought the
trustees had acted properly in raising the
question, and Dr. Colenso must pay the
costs of the Attorney-General and the
personal costs of the trustees.

The important point, as regards the

doctrine of tlie Anglican Church, is tlui-t

a bishop, however much he may otYend

against the doctrines or modes of Chris-

tianity, cannot be removed without the

consent of the Crown. In the meanwhile
the Archbishop of Canterbury, at the re-

quest of the diocese of Xatal, has nomi-

nated another bishop, who will take the

title of Bishop of Maritzburg. All tlie

bishops of South Aliica will concur in

his consecration.

High Church Tendencies—Progress
OF THE " iNTERCOMltL'NION " TENDEN-
CIES

—

The Association for the Pro-
motion OF THE Unity of CiiRiSTEXDOM

—

The Eastern Church Association—
The Feeijng in Russia with Regard
to Intercommunion—The Lutheran'
Church in Iceland and the Anolican
Church—The Greek Church making
Inroads UPON Anglican Territory.—
The Anglican " Association for the Pro-

motion of tlie Unity of Christendom.''

tiie object of which is to unite the Ro-
man, Greek, and Anglican Churches, and
which is the most ultra High-Churcli
society of England, celebrated, on the

8th of September, its ninth annivers.ary.

The reli'„'iou3 worsiiip on this occasion

could hardly be distiuguislied from tiiat

used in the Roman Catholic Cliurclics.

The society has been very active, and
it seems not altogetb.er unsuccessful, f<)r

it is stated tliat the aunivcr.'^ary w;is

celebrated in " several hundred churcii-

j

es " with special ser\ice3 and sermons.

1 One of the youngest High-Church So-

i
cietiea of the English Church ia that
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called the " Ka^tern Church Association,"

and whicli confinos its en'ons tobrinsrino:

about a closer uniou between the Angli-

can and the Eastern Churches. The
first annual report of the association,

\vhicb has recently been published, con-

tains some intcrcHtinsr statements.

Thus we learn from it that negotiations

are pending for a reunion between tlie

Greek and the Armenian Cluuclics. and
.an account of their negotiations and of

the divisions between tlio two Churclies,

ft-ritten hj the Greek Metropolitan of

Chios, is given in the report. Tlie Asso-
ciation has presented a letter of Cliri.-<tian

and brotherly greeting to the Synod of

the Armenian I'atriarchate, assembled at

Constantinople for the election of a new
"Catholicos" (head of the Armenian
Clmrch) at Etschmiadziuo. The Patri-

arch of Constantinople, as President of

the Synod, received tlie letter with great

kindness and courtesy. The Association

has two hundred and eighty members,
and among its patrons are J'itiglisli,

Scotch, Colonial, American, and also tv.'o

Servian bishops.

On the feeling in Russia, with regard

to intercommunion, we receive new and
interesting information in iui address de-

livered by the Hisiiop of Moray and Koss
(of the Scotch Episcopal Ciiuicl]) to his

clergy, after his return from a special

mission to Russia. According tu the

bishop's statement the interest taken by

the Russians in the measures fur bring-

ing about a complete practical uniou

among the Episcopalian Churches of

England, America, and Russia is deep

and universal. Among tliose who ex-

pressed themselves in this way, the

bishop mentions in particular the Grand
Duke Constantiue, tlie l>roil:cr of ti.o

Emperor.
The High-Church organs arc highly

gratified tliat the new (I.utliL-raii) Cish-

op of Iceland, Dr. Piiturson, wiio was
consecrated at Copenha^rcn on tiiu ;M

of June, earnestly desired tlie as-isiunce

of an .\ngiican bisliop of England or tlie

United Slates. The Daiii.-h authorities

would not permit it, but the discussion

of tliO fpiestiou they tiiink has pavt-d tlio

way for a more favorable result at anoth-

er time.

The Scotch Episcopalians are highly

elated at the address made by tiio Arch-

bishop of Canterbury at tlie laying of iho

foundation stone of the Cathedral at lu-

vemes.s, Scotland, in October. .At the

banquet following the religious cere-

mony, the Primus of the Scottish Epis-

copal Church adverted to the fact that

what had been done that day was wholly
without precedent in Scotland. The
Scottish Church, he said, has received

the highest possible encouragement
from the kind act which the archbishop
has this day performed, recognizing in

this public way the direct and close in-

tercommimion between the great Church
of England and the Episcopal Church of
Scotland. In the course of his response
tlio archbishop said: "I rejoice to be
able to give testimony to my anxious
desire to seal the union and communion
between the Episcopal Church in Scot-

land and the Church of England. That
Episcopal Church is the only true rep-

resentative of the Church of England in

Scotland, and I think it well that it

should be \inderstood that the prelates

of the English Church pretend to exer-

cise no jurisdiction over clergymen in

Scotland." Among the other speakers
on the occasion was the Bishop of North
Carolina.

The ileference which the High-Chnrch
party are showing to the fircek Church
has led to a- curious incident. A person
has appeared in Plngland who claims to

be an Eastern bishop, the " Bishop of
Jona," and to have received authority
to ordain bishop.s, priests, and deacons
in England. The Bishop of Jona (Right
Rev. Jules Ferrehe) was originally a
Roman Catholic i>riest, who a few years
ago made a profession of Protestantism
at Damascus, and was employed there
as a missionary by the Presbyterian
Church of the North of Ireland. This
connection he has again left for the pur-
pose of joining the Greek Church. He
has rcci utly preached at a cliapul of the
Anglican Benedictines at Bristol, taking
the ground that the Eastern Church was
the only one that had never changed its

doctrines, and that it stood on a broad
and exalted platform from which it could
not descend to unite with other Churches.

'

but which was large enough to receive
all others to itself Its terms of accept-
ance, too, were easier than those of anv
other Church, for it asked only one ques-
tion, namely, whether the person wish-
ing to join it was a behever in the Ni-
ce no Creed.

One Anglican clergyman, the Rev. G.
Ouseley, makes the following curious
statement concerning his profession
of the Greek creed and the Scotch
liturgy

:
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T hiive ftViandoncd the Anglican Com-
|

liiunioii Oflic^ and the "filioquu" too,
|

Biul that fijr at least the last two years.
^

It is id^o my intention to continue in the

course I have adopted. I use the liturgy

of l>4y, nnd also tne Scotch litur^jv some-
litiie.-, and I doc-m either of these lar pref-

craMc to the defective office of the An-
piii-an Church, reformed from the ancient

(..i.cf ar.d then deformed by Peter Mar-
tyr and Martin Bucer. 1 know quite

y'l'II that by this avowal I shall most
certainly deprive myself of all hope of

tn-ferm'ent m the Anglican Church

;

lit truth is better than gain. I kuow
1 hhall fhock my friends of the ad-
tranced ritual school; but Catholic rites

are to my mind, and in the eyes of all

true ritualists, of more importance than
n slavish imitation of Koman ceremonies
«u^ prescribed by " the Conrecratiou of
iJites." My reasons for my dcliborato
course are 'these: 1. The Sign of the
Cross ; 2. The Oblation of the Sacri-
fice ; 3. The Invocation of the Holy
Spirit; and -i. Prayers for the Departed,
ore clearly and without doubt apostolic,

i«.'rii)turur, and catholic. These are
to ne found in every liturgy, without
txccjition, from apostolic tunes ; and,
t!'.' iiirh the Jesuits tried to eliminate frr^m

lia- K'.anan lituriry the invocation, there
it_ has remained in substance, and the
yVfstern Church still possesses the Sanc-
lilication of the Sacritice in common with
fill the rest of Christendom, the last

lliree centuries of the Anglican Church
noepted.

TiiE Evangelical Alll^xce. — The
Oenoral Meetin^r of the Evangelical A1-.

hauce, which was to have taken place this

vear iu ilolland, has been postponed to a
later year, owing to the fear of cholera,

wliicli. about the time v/hen the meeting
*'as to have been held, broke out in the
lHr<:e cities of Kollarid. as well as in other
<^' Mitries. The British branch of the

Aiii;mce, however, met as usual to cele-

I'rate its twentieth Annual Conference.
1 i.i- meeting took place at Bath, aiid was
Vi-ry Well attended. Among the most
totahle features of the Conference was
li"-' address of Rev. Dr. M'Cosh, who, in

I'''-'
i^pring of 1S66. visited our country

ill the service of the Alliance, and for the

»;-*>'ial purpose of eflecting the cstab-
'•^:.nicnt of an American branch. In
thii he was PuccessfuL A branch of tlie

Alliance was organized in New York,
«-iii''ra.Mng meml't-rs of all the more im-
|"-rt.(nt evangelical denominations of our
"I'li.try. Dr. M'Cosh gave a glowing
*'''i'untof his visit to the United States,
*M--h elicited a general and deep iu-

**^'st- The failure of the American

Churches, heretofore, to take an acfivo

part in the organization and the opera-

tions of the Alliance, Dr. M'Cosh at-

tributed chiefly to the existence of slav-

ery, which alienated the Churches of the

South from those of the Xorth, and he

warmly expressed his joy at the removal

of slavery in consequence of the war—

a

sentiment wliich met with the loud nnd
unanimous applause of the Conference,

for, as is well 'Known, as regards slavery,

there is no ditTcrence of opinion among
the Christians of Europe. An interesting

report was also made to the Conference

on the action of the AUiance in the cause

of religious liberty. Itwas stated that the

intercession of the Council of the Alliance

inbehalf of the persecuted Xestorians in

Persia had been a perfect success, and

that the Shah had promised to relieve

all their grievances. And not only had

a stop been put to their persecution, but

the Shah had granted a site for a new
Nestorian church, and the leading mer-

chants in Teheran had united with the

prime minister of the Persian govern-

meut, and with the representatives of

the British. French, Turkish, and Rus-

sian governments, in presenting dona-

tions toward this object. A salutary

intiuenee had also been exercised upon

the governments of Russia and Austria

in behalf of Dissenters. The obstacles

to the progress of Protestant Christianity

in Pagan and Roman Catholic countries

are still many, and the growth of Prot-

estant missions is, on that account, in

most countries slow. But the example

of Persia and other countries shows how
much proper exertions on the part of

the Protestant Churches, aided, as they

ought to be, by the moral induence of

the governments of Protestant nations,

may do toward tho removal of these

obstacles.

FRANCE.
General Synod of Evangelical

CuuHCHES.—The Biennial Synod of the

p]vangelical Free Cimrches of France

held its regular biennial session at

Nismes from October 25 to 31. This

body separated from the Reformed State

Church of France in 1848 on account of

the toleration in that Church of a large

rationalistic party. They have since

advanced steadily, and at this year'.s

General Synod about ninety meniliers

were present. Tho Rev. Dr. K. de

I'ressense, well known througlic>ut the

Protestant world as one of the ablest
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theolofiical writers of Europe, was elect-

ed President. Dele^ntes were present

from the Irish Prc^byte^iau Church, the

Free Church of Scutlanii. the Uuited
Presbyterian Churcli of Scothind, t!ie Old
Scliool i'resbyterian Church ot the United
State?, and the Vauduis Church of Italy.

The nicetinpr was regarded as a preat

success. Xisnics, the stronghold of
Protest.mtisni in Southern France, had
never before seen such a meeting in its

wulLs, and it was hoped that tiie c;niso

of orthodox Protostantlsin would be
greatly benefited by tlie meeting.

BRAZIL.

ESTABLTSII-MENT Of TtlE PrESCVTERI AV
Church i.v Brazu,— Okoanization- of
THE Presbytery of Rio de Javeiko.—
In former numbers of the Methodist
Quarterly Ri-view wo have given

the history of tlie German IVotestaac

missions in Brazil and other South
American coimtries, and the S[ireading

of Protestantism in South and Central

America in general. Tlie growth of Prot-

esttintism in these countries, chietiyowing

to the immigration of Protestants, is nuich

more rapid tliau in any Roman Catliolie

country of the Old Wurld. and th..> lime

seems rapidly to approach when the eliief

Protestant dtmominalions of tlie United

Stfrfes will be represented in all the South

American states. In fact, if we take

into consideration how radically the im-

migration of millions of Protestants must
affect tlie religious condition of ti:o,-e

countries, the hope see.^)3 not to be too

sanguine that soon many or most of tho<o

countries will become predominantly

Protestant. One of t!ie nio-; ii.i. ;•.::-

ing contributions to the hi.-itory of Prot-

estantism in Soutli America wo have

ever met witli, is an ac'-ount liy the Rev.

Mr. biuioutou, the pioneer mi-sioiuiry

of the Old Sjhoul PrL-sbyterlan Ciauvh,

of the history of the Presbyterian mis-

eion.s. The account was pre.sont'-l to

the Synod of Baltimore, wliieli, at its an-

nual meeting in Hilij. received the newlv
form:-d Presliytery of Kio do Janeiro

under its care. T!io filio'.vin_' are the

most im[>orlant points of the report:

In lSr,9 the Rev. A. G. Simonton, of

the Presbytery of C^iriisle, reached liio

de Janeiro, not kno-.vin;,' \vlieili..r it

would be pos>ib!e to pre;iea publicly to

the natives. In July, iMk), lie uxs joi'ned

by the Kev. A. S. lUackford and \vif.>, of
the Presbytery of "Woshiugtou, from

which date regular services were held in
the Eniilish language.

In December of the same year Mr.
Simonton made a journey to the prov-
ince of San Paulo. Finding thousands
of German Protestants located in col-

onies in various parts of the province,
witliont any of tlie means of grace, it

seemed that a missionary to them would
lind ail open door, into the heart of Bra-
zil. To tills work the Board of Missions
appointed the Rev. F. J. C. Schneider,
who arrived at his post in I>ecember,lSLiL
Meanwhile a native service had been

Ijegun in Rio, in addition to the English
service already mentioned. Two were
present at tlie first meeting, young men
wh0;.e acquaintance Mr. Simonton had
made by announcing gratuitous lessons
in English. One of these was our tirst

convert, and is now a deacon. The
number of attendants increased gradu-
ally, ranging from six to twenty-hve for
many mouths. At present "we fre-

quently have audiences of one hundred
and liity.

In January, 1SG2, the Lord's Supper
was celebrated for the first time, one
American and one native convert being
received as the first fruits of our mission.
Since that date the communion has been
regularly administered, and converts re-
ceived on ever}' occasion except one.
At present there are upon the roll of the
Church of Rio de Janeiro fifty-four
names, and two have been dismissed by
certi.ieate to other Churches. Of these,
all are either Portuguese or native Bra-
zilians except seven, and all have been
Received upon profession of their faith
except three.

Early in October, ISGo, a new station
was begun by the removal of Mr. Black-
ford to San Paulo, the capital of the ad-
joining province, about three hundred
miles distant from Rio de Janeiro, and
the seat of a law school, attended by
tome live hundred young men from ail
parts of the empire". There he opened
a room in his hired house, and has regu-
larly preached the Gospel with encour-
aging success. A Church organization
has been etlected, and fifteen converts
received to its communion. The num-
ber of hearers increases, and our faith
that great results will be achieved is

being contirmed. In one of his jour-
neys" Blackford made the acquaintance
of a Roiiii:,!! priest, known to be evan-
gelical m hi^ view^, and, as the result,
this man is now an ordained minister of
our Church, doing good service for the
cause of Christ.

Toward the close of 1SG.J a third
Church was organized at Brotas, in Saa
Paulo, formerly the parish of SenUor
Conceicao, the priest already mentioned.
Eleven were received at the first com-
munion, and eevun at a succeeding.
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The Presbytery of Rio dc Janeiro thus

ciui.'ists of three churches, onh" one of

vliich, the church of Rio, has elected

rulitii; elders and deacons.

Further to extend onr influence, a bi-

nv'iithlv relij^ious paper was bejrun in

November, iStU, the Imprensa Ecangel-

ioi. Of live hundred Bubscribers, the

inMJority are Roman Catholics, and,

frotn the start, the paper has been well

n!;:h self-sustaininff.

At the annual meeting of our mission

In the bey:innin5 of liTe present year,

.I:iiiuarv Irt, ISCti, we formed ourselves

Into a Presbytery, with a view to exam-
hic iind ordain Senhor Conceicao in com-
jiiiuuce with the usaLTcs of our Church.
At a (subsequent meeting, held in Rio de
Janeiro in July, George Chamberlaiu
w:i-s ordained. Inoludinir the Rev. Mr.
Pires, since arrived, the Presbytery con-
el.-t.s of six ministers.

EOMAH CATHOLICISM.
Two New Allocutioxs— The Re-

FOKMATORY MOVEMEXTS IX ITALY.

—

Tlie temporal power of tlie Pope is rap-

idly dPawiug to a close, and may possi-

bly have been fully overthrown by the
tiiiio when tlicse lines reach our readers.

Tlio occupation of Rome by the French
ceased on December 11, and no otlier

povcrnment of P^urope has the power to

iiitertl-re in the settlemeat of this ques-
tion. • On October 'JO the Pope a'.'aiu

delivered two of those violent all<x;u-

tions, to which the decline of the pnpa!
intluence is so largely due. In tlie tirst

l!io Pope deplores the persecutions of
the Church by the Itahan government,
the suppression of religious orders, the

f'-fularizatioa of the ecclesiastical prop-
erty, and the law of civil marriage. All
the?e acts he condemns, and declares to
lie null and void, and repeats the cen-
sures of the Church agafust their au-
liiors. Nevertheless he declares that
lie accords his benediction to Italy. The
I'ofK? further protests against the inva-
sion and usurpation of the Pontifical
provinces, and against the revolutionary
pn.j.-ct of making Rome tlie capital of
the new kingdom. He states that the
^-'Uiiwral power is indispensable to tl)e

ludrpeudence of the spiritual power, and
^''-'clares that he is ready even to suffer
<i''-ith for tlie maintenance of tlie sacre"!

"K'htri of the Holy See. and, if necessary,
to Seek in another country the requisite
'-•curity for the better exercise of his
op^'stolic ministry. Finallj-, the Pope
prayH that Italy rnay repent of the evils
«bo has brought upon the Church. In

the second allocution the Pope states

that tlie Russian government has violated

,tlie Concordat of 1848, and recalls the

persecutions exercised against the Arcli-

bishop of Warsaw, the suppression in

the dioceses of bishops of their legiti-

mate jurisdiction, the abolition of relig-

ious orders in Poland, the confiscation

of ecclesiastical property, all acts tend-

ing to the destruction of Catholicism in

Russia. The Pope concludes by of-

fering up a prayer that the Czar may
put an end to tlie persecution of Catho-
lics within the Russian dominions.
The Pope's allocution, on the subject

of Rome and Italy, is a very remarkable
manifesto, and pro<luced a considerable

sensation, particularly in France. The
Pari.s journals comment at length on the

document, the Dehats observing: "The
Holy Father at least cannot be reproached

on account of want of clearness. He
withdraws his benediction, which has
been misunderstood, and he replaces it

with a declaration of war."
Tlie second allocution of Pius the

Ninth, on tlie subject of the condition of

the Catholic Church in Russia, is re-

garded as an ecclesiastical attempt to

renew the Polish question, undertaken

at the instance of France and Austria.

Simultaneously witli tiie approaching
termination of the temporal power, tiie

opposition to the.e<-clesiastic-al desjxjtism

of the Pope is making remarkable prog-

ress in Italy. For several hundred
years it has not occurred that a cardinal

has gone so far in his opposition to tiio

ecclesiastical authority claimed by the

Pope, as recently has been Gone by Cardi-

nal Andrea. The Cardinal has been sus-

pended from tlie exercise of his functions

as Bisliop of Sabinn, because he is a

Liberal in politics. The Cardinal refuses

to submit to this sentence of suspension,

and in July, 1865, wrote a letter of ap-

peal to the " Pope better informed."

In this remarkable letter he reminds the

Pope that all bisliops are the brotliers

and equals {confratdli) of his Holiness.

He tells him to remember tlie bishops

are appointeil, not bymau, (that is, not

by the grace of the Apostolic See.) but

by the Holy Spirit, and that there is no
ecclesiastical dignity more snblime or

more independent than tliat of a bisliop.

He says plainly that all bishops are equal

to the Pope, so far as order by divine

institution goes, and that they arc only

inferior in jurisdiction according to the

limits laid down- by the (Ecumemcal
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Councils. He furtlier hints tliat he haa

not (as yet) been guilty of calling a

national SvdoJ to found a national

Church, separated from tlie center of the

Holy See, and he avows his conviction

that the only means of settlini< existing

difficulties is the convocation of an G-^cu-

menical Council. If as Ls likely, he is

deprived of his Cardinalato for tliis bold

spt-aking, it is almost certain that he

will throw himself unreservedly into

the arms of the refurming party, and in

Jerome Cardinal D'Andre;i, appointed
Archbishop of ililau or of Naples, we
may see the Craomer of the Italian

Church.

THE GREEK CHURCH.
IxTEiGCEi) OF France for bki.vgin'g

ABOCT A Uniox befween tue Greek
AND RovAX Catholic Cuuia'iiE.s.—

A

considerable sensation has recently been
produced in all Eumpe by a report in

the Iiid-p'.iidAiijiii Btbje, stating tiiat,

through the agency of the French gov-
ernment, negotiations liad been entered
into with the Greek orthodox Patriarch

of Constantinople to bring him to recog-

nize, witli all his co-religionists, the
supremacy of the Church of Rome, and
that the patriarcli, together with other

heads of the Greek Church in Turkey,
had been gained over for the scheme,
the conditions which he put having been
found to bo acceptable to the Pope. The
rumor appears to have caused great

emotion in Russia. The Moscow Gazette

affirms that France took the initiative

in these negotiations, conducted with
the co-operation of the other Catholic

powers, and it sees in them a direct

menace to Russian intiuence in the
East. It is, indeed, certain tliat the
patronage of Russia over the Greek
Christians would no longer have any
meaning from the moment that the
latter should enter the pale of Latin
orthodoxy, and that the iutluencoof that
power would be in great measure de-

stroyed. Subsequent reports from Tur-
key have denied the truth of tlie whole
report, but it can hardly be doubled
that French diplomacy has for years
been busy in similar attempts, though
it cannot be expected that they will

meet with great success.

Art. VIII.—FOREIGX LITERARY INTELLIGENCE.

GERMANY.
Among the largest works which have
been written against the new work of

Ee'nan is on^ from Dr. Sei^p, professor

of history at tlie University of Jluaich.

The author, a zealous Roman Calliolic,

is a man of, great learning, but too

credulous with regard to the legends

eanctioned by tlie Church of Rome, to

make his work of mueli use for' Protest-

ants. (Geschichte dcr Apostel. v(.)m To-

de J'^-'i l>i-i z'lr Ztr^t-jrunj jKru^aUnis.

Schull'hausen. 18GG.

A work from Christ. Ilofl'manu, en-

titled Progress and Decline, or History

of the A[.>osUcy, {_Furt.se/iritt tiud Rick-
schrilt. Stwttgard, vol. 1, ISCl. Vol I,

18CG.) treat-s of the growth of auti-

christiau sentiments. Tlie work is well

written, but irom an extreme standpoint.

The auiiior is very severe upon tiie

Church, to whoso corruption and decay

ho ascribes the whole re.sponsiliility for

the growth of intidelity. Tho second

volume treats of the lime from the acces-

sion of Frederick the Great to the French
Revolution. Frederick is regarded as
the agent who introduced the principles
of intidelity from the private circles of
scholars into the administration of
states. The author denies that the French
Revolution destroyed Christianity. The
apostacy from Christianity had long
preceded the" revolution, and what the
latter destroyed was only " the hypocrisy
wiiich serves God with external ges-
tures, but omits to carry out his orders."

FRANCE.
M. Yillemain has the merit to have, by

his classic work. Tableau de I'Eloquence
Chretitnnt au IVe siecle, given a new im-
pulse to the study of the Christian
writers of the ancient Churches. If
formerly tiiey were almost exclusively
read by theologians for polemic pur-
poses, M. Yillemain has sho\\ni by his

Work that many of them fully deserve
to be studied for their lasting literary

merit. France has of late furnished a
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tvi.v.ltT.ible cumber of able monopn^aplis

t-: \-.a\. i>eri(xl of the Christian Church.

A !>•«' mlditioa to this literature is a

* .r^ by Fialon ou St. Basil, one of the

f -t pVomincnt Fathers of the Greek

fi.uix-h, b<^)th as a writer and as bisiiop.

(.''.'../< hiitorique tt Itkraire s-ur Saint

^ /w..m/<. i'aris, 18615.) This work is fol-

y.-A.,l by a French translation of the

lU-i«meron of St. Basil.

A ^i:nilar work on Chrysostom has

l.x-n i)ubU3hed by Abbe Rochet. (i/«-

t-.re <k Saint Jean Chrisostcfme, Fatri-

o'rh.f t/e Constantinople. 2 vols., Paris,

A now work against the system of

IVi<itivisra has been published by Ch.

I'liiarin, {F^say Critique siir la Philoso-

y'iie T'o-^iiiive. Paris. 1866.) The work
f'-i'-i'Jts of a series of letters addressed

t.> .Mr. Littre. It is especially two
j^.iiits of this system which Mr. FeUariii

r-;:i)bats : namely, that it altogether ig-

6.>rvs the idea of God, and that it de-

t.ii.s the idea of right. Mr. Peliarin,

\»!.o i« an ardent liberal, finds that it is

a ti)!isequence of tliese two deticiencies

t-'..-ii ilif system is silent on the great

tvial questions.

Of tlie Roman Catholic bishops of

IV.i:;cc, none ranks so high as an influ-

«:.'.. il writer on the great quesiiou of

t..v iLiv as Bishop Dupanloup of Or-
«--i!ii?. Two new works from his pen on
K'iiication, each consisting of three largo

>"huiies, will therefore command gen-
«^l attention. The one treats of the

H irhcr Fducation, (Be la Haute Educa-
'. -i Inir.Uectuelle. Paris. 18GG. Tome
J. U-.-lles Lettres; Tome II, History,

l'h;l<»^phy et !Sk?ience ; Tome III, Let-
l«-.'» to Men of the World concerning the
• . !:• s which are most appropriate for

ff
t-'-^jn.) Tlie subject of the other work is

>-'iiK'ati(in in General. (Z>e I'Education.
^'-'^^*. 13GG. 3 vols. Tome I, Oh
*>!'n-aiion

; Tome II, On Authority and
K.-.j^^HL't in Education ; Tome III, The
*•'< u 'f Education.)

WAyii Porreyre. Professor of Cliurch
L^»* at the Sarbonne, has issued a new
'i"- v-'tic work on the doctrines of the
' ;-!:fvh of Rome, {Eutretiens sur VEglise

^^"^i-nte. 2 vols. Paris. 18G6.

A ^^.•coud volume has recently been
»- ;>.i-.J of the sermons of luigene Ber-
-« {Sermons. Tome II. Paris. ISCG.)
|-r«u.'r has gained the reputation of
"••,' tl,e greatest living pulpit orator
W Pfo;<;sUut France.

Ed. de Pressensti's great work on the

Life of Jesus. (Jems Christ, son Temps,

sa T'iV, son CEeuvre. Paris. 1866,) haa

appeared in a second edition. The
work has been translated into English,

German, and Dutch. Against Kenan's
work on the Apostles Pressense has pub-

lished an tssay: L'Ecole Critique et les

Apostles. Paris. 1866.

Pressense (in the Bulletin Tlieologique)

recommends a new work from L. Au-
guste Sabatier, on the Sources of tiie

Life of Jesus, (Essai sur les Sources de

la Vie de Jesus. Paris. 1S66,) as a

work of great merit, and of great prom-
ise for the future.

The influence of the theological liter-

ature of Germany npon France is great

and increasing. The Tubingen School

has able and zealous followers in Re-
viUe, who, besides a number of original

works, is publishing numerous article3

in the Revue des d^ix Mondes, and Stap,

who e.xpldins the views of tlie school in

the Revue Gennanique ; in Scberer, Co-

laui, (Professor in Strasburg,) and partly

in Reuss, (also Professor in Strasburg,)

one of the most learnc-<.l theologians in

France. On the other hand the evan-

geucal school of Germany begins like-

wise to educate in the Protestant Church-

es of France many discij)les. Pressense,

the foremost among the evangelical the-

ologians of France, whoso works against,

Renan have even elicited the praise and
admiration of tlie Cathohc bishops of

France, has been educated at the Ger-

man Universities, and botli speaks and

writes German well. Another young
theologian of the same school, F. Boni-

fas, (who has just, by a majority of the

Consistory, been elected over his Ra-

tionalistic competitor Professor of Theol-

ogy at Montauban,) lias published an
able work ou the '* Unity of the apostol-

ical Teaching." (Essai sur V Unite de. [En-
seignement Apostolique. Strasburg. 1866.)

The work is dedicated to I'rofessor

Domer. In its first part it gives a sum-
mary view of the doctrinal system of the

Apostles James, Peter, Paul, and John,

and of the author of tlie Epistle to the

Hebrews. In the second part the work
shows that tlie teachings of the apostles

were entirely harmonious, both as re-

gards the fundamental doctrines and the

details.

RUSSIA.
One of tlie most important produc-

tions of the recent literature of the
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Russian Church, the sermons of the

Metropolitan of Moscow, the Archo-
mandrite Philarete, has recentl}' been
transhited into French in tlirce tliick

volumes. We have here tlie teaching:,

dogmatical and pohtical, of the most
venerated representative of tlie Rus-
sian Church, and it is in exact ac-

cordance with all tlie works on theol-

ogy which tiie proffssors of the Greek
Ortiiodox Church have publi.slieil of

late years. Tlie Anglican admirers of

the Russian Church will find in these

volumes, not in covert language, but in

express terms, the doctrines of the real

presence, the invocation of the saints,

and of purgatory, at least if the practice

of praying for the dead be, . as logic

points out, the belief in an intermediate

slate. The only ditVerence that can be
noted in the doctrine tluis authoritatively

taught from tliat of the Roman Church,

is the procession of the Holy Ghost from
the Father alone, which is not insisted

on, and the denial of the papal suprem-

acy in favor of the czar. This last is

the only fundamental difiference between
the two Churches, but it is a difi'orence

of the widest description. The earth is

the czar's, and the czar is the privile^'ed

interpreter of the will of God. AVhat
he wills, God commands. Liberty is

the bane of mankind. It was by seek-
ing liberty that Adam felL Blessed,

then, is the authority which points out
where free action ends. The only real

freedom is the slavery of duty. All
other freedom is abusive. Thanks to
the czar, holy Russia is the ante-room
of heaven ; and while all the neighboring
states are mere sinks of iniquity, she is

the protectress of legitimate power,
order, and peace. If anarchy have not
yet invaded the entire world, it is to

her that it is due. (Vol. iii., p. 2S6.)

The czar is not only the father of his

family, the origin of all social life, he
is the way of life. He who dies for the
czar receives for his boon eternal liie in

the bosom of the Czar of czars.

Art. IX.—synopsis OF THE QUAIITERLIES, AND
OTHERS OF TIIE HIGHER PERIODICxVLS.

American Quarterly Reviews.

Amekican Presbttf,ri.\x AM) Thkological Review, October, 1806.
(New York.)—1. The Different Species of Sermons, and the Choice of a
Text. 2. Jesus Christ and Criminal Law. 3. Tlie Sandwich Islands
Mission and its Calumniators. 4. The Athanasian Creed. 5. The
Political Crisis. 6. Divine Kcvclation.

Biblical Hepektokt and PiiixcETON- Review, October, 1866. (Phil-
adelpliia.)—1. The Prcachiiii,' for the Times. 2. The Trinity in Re-
demption. 3. The Monophy.ite Churches of tlic East. 4. Forsyth's
Life of Cicero. 5. The Missionary Enteq)rise, in its Bearing upon the
Cause of Science and Learninji. 0. Ecce Homo. 7. Dr. Williams's
New Translation of the Hebrew Prophets.

EvAjsGELic.VL QrAKTERLY REVIEW, October, 18nr>. (Gettysbur"-, Pa.l—
1. The Dependence of the Church uj)on the Holy Spirit. 2. Credulity
of fnbclief. 3. Reininisrrcnccs of Deceased Lutheran INIinisters. 4.
Prof,Tes3 of the Gospel. .5. Samuel Johnson. 0. Tlic Early Historv of
Lutheranism in Illinois. 7. The Trinity. 8. The Conversion of Children.

New E>-nL.\NTiEK, October. 1866. (New Haven.)—1. The Relations of
Art to Education. 2. Contemporary Enrjlund. A Review of iMi<^ Mar-
tineau's History of En<:jland during the Peace. 3. The Political Preach-
ing of ChrU and hh Apostles. A Review of Jud-^e Black's Letter
to Eey. Alfred Nevin, D. D., on "Political PreachiS<r" 4 -^\j iiit-
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fJull's Novel, "Dr. Johns." 5. Dr. Hedge's Address to the Alumni
of Harvard. 6. President Johnson^ Tour, and his Policy.

l',st7KUfl.vMST QuA-RTERLT, Octobcr, 1866. (Boston.)—23. Liberal Edu-
cation—Its Objects and Claims. 24. Death in Adam, Life in Christ.

So. The Blind. 26. Gehenna. 27. The Church of the 3Ioravian United
lin-ihri-n. 28. The National and Ethical Bearings of the Mechanic
Art<. 29. The Philosophy of Language. 30. Leckj's History of Ra-
tionalism. 31. The Skepticism of Humility.

lliiiMoTUECA Sacra, October, ISGG. (Boston, Mass.)—1. The Origin

cf the Gospels. 2. The Ancestry and Education of the Orator
.Kx^-hines. 3. Citations from the New Testament by the Apostolic
Father:;. 4. Analysis and Simthesis both Necessary, in their Pro-
portion, to True Reasoning. 5. The System of the Four Conjugations
in Latin, a Classification of Ideas signified by their Characteristic

VoMcl^j. G. Human Responsibility as related to Divine Agency in

Conversion. 7. Professor Hermann Hupfold. 8. Theories in Regard,
to the Nature of the Will. 9. The Topography of Jerusalem.

The articles on the origin of the Gospels, by Dr. Mombert, are

tiniflv at an hour when the flimsy criticisms of Renan are flung

U[<»n the popular mind. They contain some new matter furnished

fri-m Tischendorfs investigations.

Ill the Codex Sinaiticus, lately discovered by Tischendorf, is a

<i:ti-k copy of the Epistle of Barnabas, whicli' was written about

A. I). 107. Only a Latin copy existed before. This Latin version
<

I tains the following passage: Adtendamus ergo ne forte, slcut

'•rij'tiun est^ multi vocati, pauci electi inveniaraur ; "let us take
fjfe therefore lest we be found as it is icritten., many called, few
rJiosfi)." Skeptics have questioned whether the phrase as it is

^"nU"?}, the usual formula of Scripture quotation, is genuine,

li^cliendorfs Greek copy contains it; so that Matthew is therein

'jj'.ted as canonical Scripture at the beginning of the second
^ titury.

1 i-cliondorf also shows not only that the Gospels ^yere translated
«'jto both Latin and Syriac about the middle of the second century,
^'''^ what is of striking importance, that these translations reveal
\Lir pri.'vious existence of a text-history; that is, a continued process
<'* '•••rrecting and purifying the text of tlie Gospels by comparison
*^''i r«-jeclion, requiring an anterior period of fifty years, thus again
tarrying the existence of the Gospels back to the close of the first

,

<'*':' nry. This fact demolishes the skeptical evasions, that quota-
•^''< adduced from the Fathers, apparently from ilatthew, may bo

'' 'i'V made not from iNLatthew, but from the Gospel according to
"' "*^'"''ews. It refutes, too, the notion (based upon a flilse inter-

I-''«-t--itioti of words of Papias) that Luke's Gospel originally ap-
I'^'i^ed in acrude form.
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English Eevieios.

BHTTrtn Qi:a"rterlt Review, October, 1866. (London.)—1. Maine dc
Biran. 2. Photography. 3. Notes on Waterloo. 4. The Moral View
of the Atonement. 5. Jamaica. 6. Lcs Aputres. By Renan. 7. The
New Germanic Empire.

Eors-BrRGn Review, October, 18GG. (New Tork : Reprint.)—1. Kayo's
History of the Sepoy War. 2. Varieties of History and Art. 3. Inter-

national Coinage. 4. Napoleon's Julius Ctcsar. 5. Felix Holt, the

Radical. 6. Strauss, Runan, and "Ecce Homo." 7. Froude's rieign

of Elizabeth. 8. Antique Gems. 9. The Military Growth of Prussia,

London Quarterly Review, October, 18GG, (New York: Reprint.)^-

1, Ancient Literature of France. 2. Dr. Badham and the Dutch School
of Criticism. 3. Homes without Hands. 4. Life of our Lord.
5. History of Architecture. G. Central Asia. 7. Operations of Modem

> Warfare. 8. England and her Institutions.

British and Foreign Evangelical Review, October, 18G6. (London.)

—

1. Elizabctli of Denmark, Electress of Brandenburg. 2. Greek and
Latin Hymnology. 3. Galiicanism. 4. The Three Tombs of Rome.
5. The Huguenot Refugees. G. The Recent War in its Bearings on
Popery and Protestantism. 7. Scottish Heresy Trials. 8. Life" and
Letters of F. W. Robertson, :M.A.

The sixth arliclc jiresents some striking points :

1. IxcRi-ASiNG Superiority of the Ecropean North over the South.—As a
rule, if we keep oft' the Arctic zone, where the excessive cold stunts humaa
development, the inhnljitants of tlic north are in various respects superior to thoso
of the souih. They are so, above all, iu military qualities. Not only are nor::.-:ru

soldiers physically stron^rer than those of sunnier climes, but thev are less elated

in victory, and le.-^s depressed in dL-ieat; and this equanimity stron.dy tend-i to

give them the superiority in a protracted contest. It is not unworthy of note, thai

in the late continental war, the several combatants vanquished each other iu the

order of their proximity to the north. Prussia had the superiority over Ausrria,
though the mountainous character of the latter country mi>;ht have been supposed
to counterbalanc-e the slightly mure northerly situation of Prussia. Again, Austria
completely held its own against Italy, inasmuch as in this case the races of the
north encountered one adapted to a more southerly clime. A Hindoo ciiiM can
generally walk before a Kuronr-aii infant of the same age can do more than cr-.-r-n

;

but at length the European will liavc the physical- superiority. So, aj-uin.'

a

Hindoo boy of twelve will, as a rule, stand higher "in his class than a P:uropeau of
equal age: but by the time tlio two have reached eighteen or tweutv. tho
European distances his competitor, and is not again overtaken at any future time.

A spectacle in some res[)ects analogous hps been witnessed on the great tlieater

of human history. In the infancy and youth of the world, the south had the
predominance. The paramount power was successively held by Assvria and bv
Babylon, by Persi;», by ti recce, and by Rome, the north as yet having mad')
slow progress toward civilization. But now that the world is beginning to

approach its manhood, it is bcccnning increasingly apparent that its scepter will be
Bwayed, not by soiuhcrn, but by northern hands. The lirst are becoming last,

and thf last tirst.— 1'. 753.

2 The Tukke K\(_ks.—If wo except the nations immediately bordering
CD the Mediterran^-nn, the tliree leading races of Europe have for a long
lime been the Teutonic, the Celtic, and the Sclavonic tribes. In using
the first of thesu aii|K;llatives, for convenience' sake, it is needful to add. tiiat i:s

appropriateness is mi'tt-.-r of dispute, the distinguished ethnoloirist Latham being
of opinion that tiie Teutons, wlio, in conjunction with the Cimbri, so dreadfully
defeated the Komans in the year B. C. 106, and some time later, were themselves
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complf'tciv overthrown bv Marius in two great battles, were really of the Celtic

raco. Biit whatever we may call them, whether Teutons, or Goths, or Germans,

tJ;i'v cuTistitute that well-known family of mankind, who. in oue or other of their

S^'nndinavian or German subdivisions, comprise the greater part of the populatioa

of Eii^'land, Scotland, and the north of Ireland, ;>weden, Denmark, and Norway,

Ili'I'^ind, Prussia, (with the exception of Posen.) Tpper and Lower Austria, as well

aa the minor German states and German Switzerland. When the term Celtic is

w.si'd in a widely generic sense, it is held to include not merely tlie well-known

S'liidivisioiis of that race resident within tlie British isles, but also the French,

witli the inhabitants of the French-speaking cantons of Switzerland, and the

in;ti(>rity of the Belgians. The third great race—the Sclavonic—comprises the

lliissians, the Poles, the Czechs of Bohemia, the Serbs, the Croats, the Lithuanians,

snd others.—Pp. 755, 756.

3. Teuto.vic Superioi'Jty, with k Briluakt Tuture.—The general course of

human history has shown that the Teutonic nations are more capable of holding

ihoir own in the world than those of Celtic blood ; for while the latter equal the

foriiuT in bravery, and exceed them in rapidity of movement and in fierceness of

ris'-Mtilf, they foil short in endurance; and, successful at the commencement of a

cnnipaign, they are apt to give way in a protracted contest. In this, as in

m.iiiy other characteristics, they ajiproximate to the nations of the south, and
li:ivu been thought best adapted to countries beneath the 45" parallel of north

lilitude, while their rivals tind their more appropriate place some degrees nearer

th'.' arctic circle. When Louis Xapoleon souglit to counteract the rapidly extend-

in:: influence of the great Anglo-Saxon republic in America, by setting up a

Mexican empire, he did so as the patron of what he called " the Latin race." His

meaning, probably, was, either that the Italians, the Spaniards, the Portuguese,

and the French, were originally very much akiu, or that they had been fused into

or.o nearly homogeneous people by Roman conquest. On either hypothesis, the

statements already made seem borne out. Whether the semi-Celtic French were
fro;ii the first marked, as we believe, by soutiiern characteristics, or whether these

were imparted to them during the domination of imperial Rome, in either case it

pl^iccs them on an inferior pedestal to that occupied by the Teutonic tribes, which
hv'A tlieir own against Rome at the proudest period of its history ; and, when it

l-ivune degenerate, broke in upon its realm, and snatched the scepter from its

bands. Hence ethnographers seem as one in anticipating a brDliant future for"

the Teutonic tribes.
" The views enterttftned in regard to this subject by Dr.

Gu-^tav Korabst, which may be seen in tiio notes to his ethnograpliio map of

Kuropo, are so extreme as to make him for the moment forget Christianity,

International obligation, and even ordinary humanity. Pritchard and Latham, on
thf contrary, speak with scientific caution ; but still the former considers the

iViitonic tribes as superior To the Celtic ; and the latter, in dry scientific formiUa,

U-niH the Celtic area "receding," and that of the Teutons "pre-eminently en-

t.'-a.hing."—Pp. 75G, 757.

. 4- l'UE.SE.\T Comparative Xumber of the Three Races ix Europe.—Kombst,
writing in 1843, estimated the populations of Teutonic blood, pure and mixed,
i-T Kurope at 82,700,000 ; the Celtic at 68,000,000 ; and the Sclavonic at

-j,"'jU,OuO. Or, omitting the British isles, we may say that there were in 1343
»'>"-it 02,700,000 Teuton.s, 58,000,000 of Celts, and the same number of Sclavonians
U-r-jugliout the European continent. If, when tlie Teutons attempt to reunite,

i-.ii.-T of the rival races interfere by force of arms, to prevent the union, it will

f'rx'l.ably fail; but the two rivals making common cause might be successful in
»i-<-ir endeavor.—P. 753.

•''. C^jMPARATiVE Increase of Popclatioxs.—The different races or nationalities
"^^ increa-sing at very ditferent rates, so mucli so that their relative importance
^'d l>e greatly altered in a hundred years from what we find it at present. If

"tncx' increase as slowly as it has done of late, its voice in the atfairs of Europe
*'•'

I the world will be" less and less potent with tiie lapso of time. la

I'-J',
tlie sum total of population in IVanee was 31,851,545; in 1855 it was

I'
7 81,628. There had therefore been in twenty-eight years an increase of

-.''''J,os3, that is, an annual addition of 140,3ti0. . . . The British increase is

^^ro tliau two and a half times that of France. . . . Prussia has thrice the
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proportion of tlie increase on the population of France, and nearly double the

proportion of that of Great Britain (as kept down by emiijration.) . . . Even apart

from any tenifiorary superiority of weapons on the Prussian side, and not taking

into account the probability that tlie southern German states will speedily begia

to gravitate to the northern natiouaUty, the rapid increase of population in the

newly extended kingdom will ultimately put it beyond tlie power of France taken

alone, or even aided by Belgium, to forbid its development.—Pp. 76-1-766.

6. PKOTESTAXrisM COULD NOW CoNQUER CATHOLICISM IN' War.—The transfer of

the power of Germany from Papal to Protestant hands now so much casts the

balance against Pome, that if all the Papal powers of Europe were now to

combine, they conld not bring so-called heresy into serious danger. Several timea

in the world's history they have succeeded in doing so, and in 1851, during the

period of reaction which succeeded the revolutionary outbreaks of ISiS. the great

Romish organ, the Paris Univers, if it were not misquoted in this country, com-
mended executions for heresy, and sanguinary wars against its professors, and
threatened a new crusade. Its hope, doubtless, was in a combination of the

Romish powers. . . . Now the period for a combination of the Romish powers
against Britain seems past; fur Britain and Prussia together coidd vanquish
oil Papal Europe. Add the states of America; and Protestantism could now
defeat Popery throngliont the world, either in a military' or in a naval struggle.

There can no longer be any dis[iute that the scepter of tlie world has passed from
Papal into Protestant hands. But if we advert to whnt has already been stated

in regard to the relative increase of tlie several races of Europe, it will be evident

that tlie present predominance of Protestantism will yearly advance. 1S6C, tlien,

which it is remarkable that the great majority of Protestant interpreters had long

fixed on as one frauglit with destiny to the Papacy, will be memorable in the
annals of that false faith, and of the world.—Pp. 772,773.

West.minstkr Rkview, October, 186G. (Xew York: Reprint.)— 1. The
Irish Church. 2. The Apostles. By Ernest Renan. 3. The English
and tlioir Oriu-in. 4. The Abbe Lamennais on Dante. 5. The Cana-
dian Confederation and the Reciprocity Treaty. 6. Tlio Dog: His In-

telligence. 7. Our North I'acitic Co'lonics.
'

8. The Fores't of Fout-
aincblcau.

The second article is a specimen of the broadest, vulgarest Toin-

Paincism, sharply berating Ilenan for his over faith in the gospel

history, and his attempting to till up with his putty and paint the

crevices of those very niirratives whose falsity he has antecedently

demonstrated. Renan is convicted of the folly and falsehood

of undertaking to construct history out of utterly unhistorical

data, s-o that his history is necessarily nothing more than fiction

idealized into system.

The truthfulness of the reviewer is illustrated by the following

passage.

For the sous of Zebedee, as for the Psalmist of an age long past, the earth was
a flat plane of very moderate compass, with a solid heaven separating the
waters above the tirmament from the waters beneath it, while in this concave
vault Of crystal the sun and moon moved from one side to the other, and in it tlie

Btars were fixed like jewels uh the diadem of a king. ... On the solid heaven sat

tlie Great Lord of ail, uud bowing his throne touched the mountains and made
tiiem smoke.— P. 1 Jl.

This is iu keeping with the coarse, old-fashioned infidelity, before

the art was learned, so skillfully practiced by the politpr skepticism
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of the present day, of eulogizing Jesus to death as Judas kissed

him unto death. We used to see a picture of " Jehovah the

Jewish idol," made up of an engraved combination of all the

anthropomorphic phrases found iu Hebre\v poetry, forming of

course an image as incongruous as the monster with which Horace

oj)cns his De arte poetica. Yet the man wants sense or candor

who will deny that the maintenance of a pure spiritual supreme

monotheism was the conscious mission of the Old Test/iment. "In
the beginning God," is its very first announcement ; God the

creator of the heavens and-the earth. This God had no form, but

was symbolized to Israel by the cloudy, fiery pillar. No similitude

of him appeared at Mount Sinai, and so the decalogue forbids

ail shaping of images. No shape appeared upon the ark of the

covenant in the most holy. When the temple was built God's

presence appeared only in luminous clouds ; Solomon. declared that

" the heaven of heavens could not contain " him ; and when
Pompey, after conquering Jerusalem, went behind the vail to

examine the statuary, he found with amazement—nothing. How
f;ir absolute metaphysical immensity of space and absolute divine

omnipresence was distinctly conceived by the ancient mind, is not

llie present question. Just so far at any rate as a universe was

conceived, a spiritual deity was conceived, amply competent to

embrace, pervade, and control it. Such was the literal theologic

a:>d philosophic view taken by tlie Old Testament mind ; and yet

in full consistency with this it freely dealt with anthropomorphic

phrases and conceptions, just as the most ideal of Berkleyan

philosophers, who deny all external existences, have no difficulty

of talking as staidly about "hard matter," and "solid granite" as-

the most dogmatical realist.

Jo!ruN-AL OF Sacked Literature axd Biblical Record, October, 1866,
(London.)— 1. Alternative Versions of the Psalms. 2. nermes Tris-

nien;istus. 3. The Abuse of Criticism in Relisiion. 4. Dr. Rowland
Williams and the Prophets. 5. Exegesis of Difficult Texts. 6. Pan-
theism. 7. Limitation of Inspiration. 8. The True Character of Mary
of Magdala. 9. Church of the Holy Sepulchre. 10. Eusebius of Cse-
s;irfa on the Star. IL Obituary—J.' M. Neale, D.D.

^I'is number contains a sarcastic notice of a publication by Dr.
'^ic,'g, a leading Wesleyan writer, entitled Essays for the Tunes on
^^desiasiical Subjects. Dr. Rigg in his book puts a very special

^eto upon all expectations that the Wesleyans are to come under
the covert of the archbishop's gown by any ecclesiastical reunion.

•* he notice of the journal is worthless enoijgh. Its only significance
i!*, that it furnishes some hope that the English Methodists will

i-'ouKTii Serie-s, Vol. XIX.—

8
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decline hanging on to the skirts of the oligarchy, both secular

and hierarchical, and feel the higher dignity of going to the heart

of the people. We haye had no opportunity of ocular inspection.

But to our mind's eye it would be a glorious day for English

Methodism if she ^yould rise to the fullness of her. ancient mission,

abjure all her coquetries with the high respectabilities, and intrust

her destinies with the manliood and the masses. The first outward

business is tjie overthrow of the suffrage monopoly, her second the

abolishment of the adultery between Church and State, the over-

throw of an oppressive hierarchy. These are parts of her great

mission, as imitators of the meek and lowly Jesus, as followers

in the footsteps of Wesley, to bring a glad evangel to the lowly.

Blessed will be the time when she shall so see and do. In our

great struggle witli the American oligarchy her noblest spirits, to

their honor be it proclaimed, were on our side ; in her great strug-

gle against her nation's oligarchy we should be grandly on her side.

French Reviews.

KEyuE DES Dettk ^^roNDES.

—

August 1.—2. E. de Layeleye, Popular
Instniction in the Ninctcentli Ceutury, (fourth article : Secular Schools
and Priman- Instruction in Ilolhmd.) 6. OocnuT, Nationalities, with
Sptcial llegard to the AVur in IbGG.

Auguat 15.—2. Littke, The PosilLvc Philosophy. Auguste Comte and
J. Stuart Mill. 4. Etiknne, Contemporaneous Criticism in England,
(second article : Da"i"id IMasson.)

September 1.—2. Janet, The Liljcrty of Thinking. 4. C. de Mazade,
Venice since 1848, and Italy. 5. Duvergier de Hauranne, Cuba.
7. Gregori, "War, Electric Telegraphs, and Piailroads.

Septemler 15.—1. Duchesne de Bellecourt, The War of Paraguay and
the Institutions of the La Plata States. 3. O. d'Haessoxtille' The
Koman Church and the NcLTOtiations conceniinij: the Concordat.
6. Kerathy, Mexico, and the Chances of the New Empire. 8. H.'de
Sybil, Prussia and New Germany.

OcUler 1.—4. Dctergieu de IIai-ranxe, Cuba (second article.) 5.

AuBERTiN, Michelct's History of Louis XV.
October 15.-2. EsQfiRos, Endand and English Life, (thirty-first article.)

3. DrvERGiER DE HArRANNK, Cuba, (tliird article.) 4. E. du IL\n.LT,
The French Colony in Cochin China. 5. Taillandier, New Germany.
6. Keclus, The South American Republics and their Project of
Federation.

Mr. Littre, a member of the Institut, is by far the most prominent
of the followers of Auguste Comte, and has therefore thought it

to be his duty of replying to the powerful objections made to the

system of Comte by Stuart Mill. {Auguste Comte and Positivism,

London, 1805. A reprint from the Westjninster Eeviexc.) Mill
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a(3iaires some portions of the system of Comtc, but the latter he

tliiiiks has no claim to being the founder of a positive philosophy,

but only to having made to it some valuable contributions.

Littr6 in his turn objects to Mill that he fails lo point out the

connection and hierarchy of the parts of positive philosophy, and

that herein lies the great merit of Comte. Littre reaffirms his

belief in the truth of the positive philosophy and its great mission.

With Comte and Mill, he believes that " a creed which has gained

the cultivated minds of a society is sure sooner or later, unless

crushed by force, to reach the mass of the people," and this con-

sideration consoles him about the little progress which the system

lias thus far made.

Art. XI.—quarterly BOOK-TABLE.

Religion^ Theology^ and Biblical IJMrature.

Emiyi on the Siqiernntural Origin of Christianity/, vr'ith special reference

to the Tlieories of Renan. Strauss, and the Tubinffen School. By Rev,
Geo. p. Fisiter, ^I.A., Proff-sor of Church History in Yale College.

|

12mo., pp. 58(3. New York: Chas. Scribner «fc Co.
|

The vitality of our Christian foith, and its alertness at self-defen?e, |.

are strikingly evinced in the tact that the bold assaults of Dr. ,

Ferdinand Christian Baur on the genuineness of the early Chris- ;

tian records became first broadly known to our American Church
_ |

by repeated trenchant refutations. Professor Fisher is obliged

fairly and fully to set up his man before he bgwls him down. Yet
his is no supererogatory performance. The work of Baur has fur-

nished largely the staple of the infidelity poured upon the British

and American public through the pages of the "Westminster Re-
view. And while our American thinkers are constantly hearing the

booming echoes of the profound skepticism of Germany, it is well

that the indefinite monster should be fully exhibited, and his real

dimensions placed before our eyes. " Omne ignotum pro magni-
''f'f>," saith Tacitus ; danger unknown passeth for infinite. Let
the fiery-flying serpent be fairly caught by the tail between the

fingers, and he may prove but a pitiful lightning-bug.

Professor Fisher exhibits perfect mastery of the literature of his

subject. He writes in a Style of classic purity, with great clear-

i:«Ns of both thought and expression, tending rather to a fluid dif-

'"'^enoss than to a compact demonstrative force. He excels, per-

"^ps, more in lucid exposition than in severe logic. We often feel

"»o need of an embracement of a whole argument in some concise
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portable summary, a whole in a pocketable nutshell. But the entire

work is one of the noblest, most readable, most timely and effective

contributions to our apologetic literature which has appeared at the

present day.

Near two hundred pages are first devoted to a review of the

origin of the four Gospels, in the light of the " latest criticism."

Near two hundred pages more perform the work for Baur upon

the Acts of the Apostles and the apostolic history. One hundred

further pages deal exemplary damage upon Strauss's myths and

mythicisms, including that unhappy man's latest restatement of

himself; with near a hundred pages of addendum upon the less sci-

entific performances of Kenan and Theodore Parker. The seventy

concluding pages discuss the abstract question, historical and met:

aphysical, of the possibility and reality of miracles, and the divine

personality as opposed to positivism and pantheism. These great

topics, possessing an absorbing interest at the present hour, preg-

nant Avith the history of the future, are discussed with an affluence

of learning and a power of thought well worthy the attention of

the large body of our readers whose minds are awake to the prog-

ress of religious opinion.

The parts devoted to Strauss, his mythicism and his restatement,
^

strike us as eminently destructive upon the destroyer. Strauss
^

figures as poorly in Professor Fisher's hands as Paukis docs in the {

hands of Strauss. The ])ossibiIity of the formation of myths is i

contradicted by the brevity of the allowable time, by the explicit- %

ness of the existing testimony, by the authenticity of the Gospel
|

and apostolic documents, by the rationalistic, Sadducaic, historical I

character of the gospel age. StrauSvS has collected a large amount %

of textual difficulties in detail ; his book is an arsenal of sceptical
|

weapons; but as a system and a solution his theory must fall. |

The Ciiurch at Jerusalem who had perhaps seen Jesus, and to J

whom the apostles preached, according to Professor Baur, (and the \

old Socinians,) was Eljionite.. That is, it held to the mere human- J

ity of Christ, to the commimity of goods and the merit of poverty,
|

and to the permanent retention in the Church of the Mosaic law |
and ritual. This was the simple primitive Christianity of Jesus |
and Peter. When the destruction of Jerusalem approached, this 1

Jerusalem Church took refuge in Pella and the Jordanic regions. I

When Gentiles made influx into the Church, the universal Christian |

body became divided into two great hostile camps, with Peter and \

Paul as their rci-pective lioads
; the party, namely, of primitive con-

servatives, who maintnined the continuance of circumcision Avith

all of old Mosaicism j and the party of the progressives, who M-eut
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for emancipation from the old yoke, and an enlargement into a

hroiui universal spiritual Christianity. These two parties fought

vith all the political rancor of Tammany and ]\[ozart. Of the

Kbionite, or primitive Christian party, Baur maintains that the

Clementine documents form the best existing hand-book. There

wo have tlie real essence o^ the actual religiosity of Jesus and

his immediate hearers and attendants. Four Epistles of Paul

are genuine, and are mere party documents flung out in the heat

of the strife, and are the best monuments now extant of the con-

flict. Late in the second century a compromise was attempted, and

the romauceincorporated into our canon, entitled " The Acts of the

Apostles," was published to aid in this compromise. This aid was

furnished by a fancy history, in which Peter and Paul and their re-

spective parties are described as fraternizing most amicably, and

arc both pictured as brother heroes—heroes in establishing terms

of compromise in their own day, and so authorizing compromise

for all the future. Such is the scheme of the great leader of the

celebrated "Tubingen divines." Strauss had dealt in destructive

criticism upon the Gospels; this is the completion of the process,

covering the apostolic history.

Straus sendeavors to answer the question : On the assumption

!h.it there is no supernatural, hoAV can the Gospel history be ex-

plained? Baur answers the same question in regard to the Acts

•ind the Epistles. Both together assume to explain how Chris-

tianity came into existence without any truly miraculous element.

Apjainst Baur Prof Fisher masses a large body of argument show-

ing the absolute arbitrary nature of the whole process, and main-

taining the authenticity of the book of Acts and the impugned Epis-

tles of Paul. Thus the whole process and set of processes presented

to the world by Strauss, Renan, and Baur, are prompted by and pre-

suppose one great axiom—an axiom which they scorn to prove, as

being of course a first principle which nothing but an unnoticeable

idiocy would question. That axiom is, that the order of nature

^* never interrupted. This maxim does not merely affirm that

the laws of nature are intrinsically immutable ; that is, that they

t^ntain in themselves no proviso for their own mutation ; for all

that is true and undenied. It goes further, and assumes to say
tii:it there is no power over and above the normal order, that can

'ntorpose an interruption to its process. It is to the consideration

'>> these presuppositions that Professor Fisher devotes the closing

I-irt of his volume.

Professor Fisher concedes a validity to the Paleyan argument for

theism, drawn from visible design in creation, yet affirms its deficien-
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cies with tlic incautiousness and injustice to Paley, as we think, at tlie

present day fashionable bjit not wise. " To identify omnipotence

with exceeding great power, as Paley does, is to reason loosely

and abandon the proper conception of God." Now, according to

our recollections, Paley does neither identify great power with

metaphysical oninijiotcnce, nor claim that his argument demon-

strates the metaphysical omnipotence of God. He only claims to

have demonstrated a j)ractical Avorking conclusion of God amply

adequate as a religious basis for all moral purpose. If the universe

be, as Professor Fisher says, a finite product, Paley's Deity is its

supreme and absolute master. That Deity is as omnipotent as the

Deity of our Holy Bible. That Deity is an ample deity for mir-

acle, revelation, and rehgion. All over and above this is necessary

not for religious assurance—the object for which as a defender of

revelation the professor is writing—but for the mere demands of

metaphysical thought. The astronomer affirms the law of gravita-

tion to be coextensive with the phenomenal universe; and if the

metaphysiciah pleases to question whether it extends through the

empty immensity with which the universe is surrounded, he right-

fully declines the discussion ; and so may the theologian decline a

similar challenge with regard to the divine omnipotence. The
astronomers gravitation is ample for natural philosophy ; the Paley-

an omTiii)otence is ann)lc enough for natural theology. If the

Christian philosopher accept the metaphysical challenge let it not

be as a defender of his faith, but simply an athlete upon the

metapliyslcal palestra. Paky''s deity governs the imiverse ; and

Paley can aflbrd to leave the metaphysicians to discuss about the

desert immensity outside the universe. If metaphysical thought

affinns the reign of an Absolute through an absolute immensity,

th.cn Paley can accept that absofute as identical witli his deity,

provi<led that the attributes his argunrent has proved as belonging

to God be not imp\igned. iMetaphysical thought must yield to and
harmonize with conclusions based upon fair inductions drawn from
experiential facts.

Je^ii ChrUt: his Tlmci, Life, and WorTc. Bv E. De Presse>'SE, 8vo^
131>. 5G0. Lomlou: Jackson, Wal ford, & Hodder.

The author of this work, De Pressenso, the editor of the Revue
Chretienne, is j.eriiaps the most distinguished leader of French
Evangelical Protestantism, and was perhaps the most suitable

man living to furnisli a counteraction to Kenan's romance of Jesus.

He is scarce Kenan's inferior in brilliancy of style, is more than
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\xh equal in a true sympathy and perfect mastery of his subject,

aiiJ, like l?enan, has traversed the Holy Land, not, according to

iho vahi boast of Renan to furnish a fifth and fancy Gospel, but to

acquire a true appreciation of the existing four. The work is

formally controversial in but a subordinate degree ; its main
j>iir{)ose being positive^ namely, to set forth the true image

t.f Jesus from the data furnished by the evangelical records. It

}•< a timely and a masterly performance, written with freshness and

power; and inasmuch as, according to Pressense's statement,

llcnan's book " has given us an impetus to thought, and fired the

public mind with an enthusiasm for questions which twenty years

ago would assuredly have been pronounced superannuated," we can-

not but hope that the present work will be an efficient providential

instrument in attaining the triumph of a pure Christianity in France.

The work is divisible into two parts. The first part is a

dissertation preliminary to the great biography, and the second is

the biography itself. The preliminary consists first of three

chapters upon the credibility of the supernatural, affording per-

Iiaps no great new thought, but written with great freshness and
ht'o. x\ statement of this part of the subject impressive to the

frflings is indeed legitimate and suitable; for the mental state

which rejects the supernatural is rather a temper and feeling than

a logical position. The proposition that tJiere is no siqjcrnatural^

i-T that no 77nraculm(s manifestations ever tool: 2)lace^ never has

hoen and jiever can be proved but by the assumption of itself.

It is primarily a piece of bold conjectural negative faith; as

bold a faith as any dogma of Christian theology requires ; and
bolder too, since it stands in contradiction to that primary

presentiment of our highest nature, which through all the history

'>f our race has affirmed the reality of the supernatural, and has

ui.-iuanded that manifestations of the divine should take place upon
earth. To our highest nature miracles, in their proper place and
<^'der, are antecedently probable. Our author then traces with a

vivid pencil the anterior history of Judaism subsequent to the
close of the Old Testament, in its relations to Paganism and to the
future Christianity. Nowhere have we seen this subject invested
^•th so vivid an interest. Its purpose in our author's hands is to

ui»^prove the raerely'human development of Christianity from the
c<'>!irKe of antecedent human thought, and to show its divine origin-

^•^v, both in its doctrines and in the unparalleled character
<^' Christ's own person. With a review, then, of the origin and
<-'Videiiccs of the four Gospels, refuting the criticism and logic

0^ iienan, the first part of the work closes.
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The narrative of the Lord's life, which forms the secoud part, is

purely the combination of the Gospel accounts, standing in the

light . of contemporary history, defended against the cavils of

skepticism, and illustrated with philosophic thought and beauty

of style. Some concessions there are to the spirit of skepticism,

unnecessary acknowledgements of minor mistakes on the part

of the Gospel writers, wrung from him doubtless in the heat

of the battle, but quite unacceptable to the calm firm Taith of the

American evangelical Church, Upon these we need not be

severe, but rather sustain and back this noble champion of the

gospel with indulgent allowance for the difficulties of his arduous

position. An American edition of the work, with some revisions

of the translation, and a few cautionary notes, could not fail, we

think, of producing a beneficial effect.

It is a point much pressed by Strauss, and other skeptical writers,

that it is incredible that the raising of Lazarus, if actual, should

have been left unnoticed by three of the Evangelists. To what is

said by Pressense (as well as what we have said in our com-

mentary upon the passage) let us suggest a further thought.

Neither of the three Evangelists besides John was probably

present ; and probably they were either unaware of the fact, or at

any rate of its importance in hastening the catastrophe. Mark and

Luke were of course absent. And Jesus has just emerged from

the Peraian history furnished by Luke alone, which, bearing the

most striking traits of authenticity, was not the result of the

Evano-elist's personal eye-sight, but consists apparently of doc-

umentary matter. From the whole of that Peraean history

Matthew, since he omits the whole, may have been absent, and

comin^f from Galilee after the resurrection of Lazarus, may have

joined the company of Jesus at the Passover. AVhat wonder,

therefore, that John, the sole Evangelist present, should have been

the s(Me narrator of the event ?

Both the beautiful style and tlio reverent spirit of De Pressense

are exhibited in the following passages, being the closing two

paragraphs ofjiis. work

:

At the close of this lonp: contemplalioa of the Divine model on which I have

been fraziiiir, in the earnest endeavour to reproduce sumo of its features, I foel

overwhehned with tlie sense of my powerlessness. "I would fain, Divine Son

of Mary," to use the words of one of thy noblest confessors, "feeble as I am,

have said something preat of tliee." At times I have seemed, in the brief

illumination of some blessed hour, to see tiioe in lliy Divine Majesty—thy brow

radiant with love and prief, and crowned with that spotless purity which lias

terrors only for the proud, because it is inseparable from tliy sovereis^n love. I

have seemed to see thee on the shore of the lake thou lovedst, or in the villages

-of Galilee, in the midst of that retinue of the alllicted and despised, who formed
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ihv piiard of honor in thy royal progress of mercy I But when I have sought to

Tix the holy vision, the pencil has trembled in my unskillful hands, and I have only

Won able to give a dim outline of that which had bowed me in the dust in adora-

tion before thee. What are we, to describe thy hohness ?

The distance is too great from us to thee! How can we, from the lovmess

of our common lives, rise to the inspiration of that life which was consumed by
one single thought of love, and which, from its commencement to its close, was
one offering to God and man 1 Plunged in petty vanities and mean ambition,

liow can we comprehend thine utter scorn for human glory, King crowned
with thorns I Upon us falls that word spoken in thy just indignation: "Ye are

from beneath, I am from above." Therefore it is, that for this very work itself I

crave thy forgiveness. My hope, my consolation, is that thou wilt surely

dii-perse the clouds with which, in ignorance or weakness, I may have darkened
thine adorable countenance, and manifest thyself plainly to the willing heart in

which I may have awakened a desire to know thee better.

Ecce Homo : a Surrey of the Life and Work of Jesus Ckrist. 1 2 mo., pp. 355.

Boston : Roberts Brothers. 1806.

EccE Homo! 'lie 6 dvOpuirogl Not as in our English version,

Jichold the JIan, (John xix, 5,) as a mere object of our gaze, but,

Zio the Man, standing forth as a living power in the world to

ajvaken our wonder. And in few works in this age of Christol-

ogles does the divine man stand out with so striking a delineation

as the volume we now notice. We say this in full view of the

fact that leading evangelical divines have delivered the most pro-

nounced condemnation upon the work. This condemnation arises,

we think, from a mistaken view of the author's real ptirpose. If

the work should be read as a standard of a true evangelical theol-

ogy, the condemnation is just ; but if it be read as a reply to

Strauss and Renan, demonstrating, by a somewhat new and orig-

inal method, that their Jesus-picture is a pitiful faihirc, it will be

found, we think, an invaluable and indestructible addition to our

body of Christian defenses.

For this mistake of many critics as to the object of the work, the

author himself is greatly responsible. In the first place, he has scat-

tered through his work a number of very unnecessary as well .as

^'t-Ty calumnious slurs upon the most earnest class of the professors

of the religion he is defending. And, second, he hangs out a false

K'lide-board in his very preface, announcing that his object is to

jopict a fresh study of Jesus for " those " (mark the pet phrase-
oiorry Qj.- Qy^ small dabblers in pantheism) " who feel dissatisfied

^"I'li the current conceptions of Christ." Nor is it until his fifly-

'I'cond page that it occurs to him to tell us that " the present

l^'-itise aims to show that the Christ of the Gospels is not myth-

J<^'il, by showing that the character those biographers portrayed is

'Q all its large features strikingly consistent, and at the same time
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60 peculiar as to be altogether beyond the reach of invention both

by individual genius and still more by what is called the "con-

Bciousuess of an age." Now, in our own view, this work he has

accomplished in a manner most conclusive against the criticisms of

Strauss and the romancings of Kenan. He demonstrates the exist-

ence of a reality underlying the inartistic Gospel narrations, so con-

sistent and so sublime, that the conceptions of Kenan as represent-

ations of Jesus crisp into worthlessness in the comparison. The
sound-minded thinker who has, for the time being, been seduced

into the imagination that the poetizing Frenchman has presented a

true Jesus, is very likely to be wisely ashamed of himself. Such

a reader may, indeed, not feel that the exegetical criticisms of

Strauss «re answered in detail; that belongs to another depart-

ment of investigation ; but he is satisfied that, whatever becomes

of the verbal text, the divine man whom it describes, with how-
ever imperfecta phrase, is real and is divine. Take for instance the

history of the temptation. It is narrated by the Gospel writers in the

plainest, most prosaic and fragmentary style imaginable; without

the slightest tinge of ideality. Of ideality, indeed, the writers seem
incaj<al)le. I^ut through the dim and blurred glass of their homely
text look keenly, and you will descry an idea grander than those

men, grander than that age, grander than any age, has ever pro-

duced in its kind. The apologue of the Vision of Hercules is the

nearest approach which clas.-,ic antiquity could furnish. But compare
the two in all their dimensions and qualities, and how infinitely infe-

rior is the latter! When, who, and what was the genius that furnished

the divine conception ? With a masterly hand does our author

trace in a similar way tlie great conceptions of the kingdom of
God, its King, and its Law, delineated in the Gospels, and shows
how infinitely the work is superior to the genius of the workmen.
All this is done in a style of criticism which, though it may fail

in occasional details, is marked with profoundest insight, with
most delicate discrimination, and most self-evidencing conclusive-
ness. The diction is clear, incisive, eloquent. The march of the
argument, though much may bo left in suggestive incomplete-
ness, is onward and right onward. .There are paragraphs, and
]>ages, and chapters consisting of sayings hitherto unsaid and
thinkings hitherto unthought.

Of course such an argument cannot be considered new in tho
sense tliat no germ or seed has hitherto existed of its nature.
There is a i)aragraj)h by Housseau, in which the vivid mental eye of
that philosopher catches a most clear sight of the self-evidencing

majesty of the Lord's person, and portrays it with an exquisite pen-
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oil. The superiority, out of all comparison, of the Son of Mary

over the son of Sophroniscus, (Socrates,) is asserted in words of

li:;ht. Tlie construction of such a character hy the four Evangel-

ists were a greater miracle than any ascribed to Jesus. This last

is what Rousseau asserts, and what our author at full length dem-

onstrates; and the demonstration, we say, is so complete, it so

brin<Ts the one great personal miracle right before our eyes, that the

appreciative reader can well afibrd to fling in the concession, as

boot, of all the other miracles.

The History of Christianity from tlie Birth of Christ to tTie Abolition of
Paganism in the Boman Em-pire. By Hexry Haet 3IrLMA>', Dean
of St. Paul's. Three volumes, pp. 485, 478, 507. Riverside Edition,

New York : W. J. Widdleton. 186G.

It is near thirty years since the accomplished Dean Milraan first

published this Church history, preceded by its learned and able

life of Jesus. Dr. Strauss had published his life of Jesus suffi-

ciently earlier for Milman to read and append to his life a brief

reply. The thirty years have passed ; both writers reappear; and

in what style ? ' Dr. S. appears with a reconstructed book, \nth

admission of f.iilure of eftect in the first, and with a sad loss of

temper at the loss of his labor and his argument. Dean Milman

reappears Avith all the unrufHed equanimity of an elegant Church-

man, to tell us that thirty years have furnished no call for any

material alteration in his great work. Milman furnishes a new
preface, in which he characterizes Strauss, Renan, and the Tubingen

gentry with a few masterly strokes. He has adorned his margin

^vith a few more notes ; but as for the work itself, it stands essen-

tially untouched, with a sameness that would greatly irk us did we
not well remember how brilliant the work in its sameness is, and
had not Widdleton given it a resurrection with a far more beauti-

ful body than it wore when it came, years since, from the Harper
press.

Milman characterizes Renan's book in the following terms

:

Another work has now appeared, since the present edition was printed off, moro
''•.lliaiit and popular, in a hvnguage of universal currency, and in a style in which
'••'t lanj^uaf^e displays it«elf in all its captivating: force, life, and distinctness.
*>^t I cannot but ftiink ttiis very perfection of style in some degree fatal to its

l'r>-t.jnsioti3. Tiiere are passages in which tlie vivid transparency betrays at once
^''-' p<?rplexity of . the writer, and the inconceivable icebleness of his arguments.
» t'^mnot apprehend more lasLinp effect from the light, quick, and bright hashing
^fiiilory of the Frenchman, than from the more ponderous and steadily aimed
^•"'lycTinH of the German. In one respect I had expected more from the wide and
•J"pious erudition of M. Renan. But I tind no illustration, no allusion from tho
Jt-wiah writers, which was not flimiliarto me from Lightfoot, Schcetgen, Meuschcu,
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and the great Talmudie scliolars of the last two centuries. I suspect that they

have extiausted the subject. As Uttle new can be found or could be expected

Irora the scenery and topography of Palestine, iu like manner drained to the ut-

most by so many travelers before M. Renan. Even as to the style—may an

Englishman venture to .contrast it (by no meaus in its favor) not only with the

dignity and solemnity of Pascal, but with the passionate earnestness of Rousseau

—its '"thin sentimentality" (thjs is not my own expression) reminds me more of

"Panlet Yirginie" than, I will not say of the "Pensees," but even of the "Vicaire

Savoyard." 1 cannot ilnnk that eventually the book will add to the high fame of

M. Renan. To those who see in Ciiristianity no more than a social revolution," a

natural step in human progress, the beautiful passages on the transcendant

humanity of Jesus (uuliappily not unleavened) may give satisfaction and delight: to

those to whom Christiany is a rtlljion, Jesus the author and giver of eternal life,

it will fall dead, or be a grief and an oQ'ense.

Of the elaborate abortions of Tiibingea, Milman thus speaks :

It seems to me that instead of the theory being the result of diligent and acute

investigation, the theory is first made, and then the inferences or arguments sought

out, discerned, or imagined, and wrought up with infinite skill, to establish the

foregone conclusion; at the same time with a contemptuous disregard, or utter

obtuseness to the difficulties of their own system. Their criticism will rarely

bear criticism.

The erudition, the eloquence, the judicial impartiality, the clear-

sightedness which judges of ancient events and character in the

light of tnodern thought, yet with just apprehension of the dif-

ference of ages, render Milman's history a work of rare value.

The life of Jesus, Avith which it commences, was the first attempt

in the English language to exhibit the Saviour divested of that

conventional haze which ever seemed to render it an inreality.

Its value is still unimpaired, and it is well worthy a separate

publication. The thoughtfid reader will find Church history in

Milman's hands fall of varied life. His chapters on Julian, on the

great prelates, and on Jerome, are especially attractive.

"Widdleton is publisher of the works formerly produced by
Redfield of New York and Veazie of Boston, and of the issues

of the Riverside press
;
works of standard value in the highest

style of the art,

Christ, and other Manfera : An Historical Inquiry into some of the Chief
Parallelisms and Contrasts between Christianity and the Reliirious
Systems of the Ancient World. With special Reference to Prevailing
DiiHcultics and Objections. By Cn.vuLES IIaedwick, M. A., Late Arcl>
deacon of Ely, and Cliristian Advocate in the University of Cambridge.
Two volumes pp. 3b;5, 4Gi. London and Cambridge: Macmillan & Co.
1863. On sale by Scribncr. *

Mr. Ilardwirk was a .scholar of rare erudition, talent, and industry.

lie was born iu 1621, and finished his brief laborious career in

1 860. Among his many productions were a History of the Articles

of Religion, (republished iu this country,) two volumes of Church
history, and these two volumes under our notice.
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The present work is divided into four parts. The first part,

after reviewing those tendencies of the age that demand a general

enrvey of tlie theologies of the world, traces the characteristics of

the central figure, the true religion of the Old Testament and the

Kcw. Part second presents a most complete view of the religions

of India. Part third presents an equally excellent summary of the

religions of China, America, and Oceanica. Part fourth exhibits

ihose of Egypt and Medo-Persia. ^Ye have thus before us mapped
out a clear comprehensive view, historical and analytical, of those

great stupendous systems of religious thought held in different

p'.uts of the world by the human race. The whole is brought"

down to the latest dates, exlnbiting the best results of the most

modern scholarship to 'the hour of publication. All these systems

are exhibited not only as they are and were in themselves, but

also in relation to and in comparison with Christianity. The
questions most interesting to the inquisitive thinker are boldly

j>ropounded, and thoroughly, yet most candidly, discussed in the

light of the latest information. The death of the author left it in

Fonie respects an unfinished work. Another part, argumentative

in its character, he intended to furnish, in which he purposed to

"discuss these religions as one great whole, and to determine the

place of the present argument among our Christian defenses and
evidences

; and to analyze more minutely the causes which have
ritidered heathen systems so ineffective, and which led in so many
iiistances to their rapid deterioration." The providential failure

of the author to furnish this finale is a matter of just regret.

r>ut there still is a round completeness in the work as it stands.

The entire view of the religions of the world is before us, and a

v-ork of no little value it is.

It is a work not merely to be read but studied. It should be
^ircad, mastered, and concocted into settled and primary know-
ledge. It ought to be republished under the heading of Com
l'-ir;uive Theology, and form a part of the course, if not of our
theological institutes, certainly of every theological student.

' uder the heading of Egypt, for instance, we have a very valu-
*hle discussion of the question—so vital to the validity of the
''d Testament theoloixy—how much did Moses borrow from

'•-.M't, and what the conclusions? In another part comes up the

T «>ti(m: How much did the Jews appropriate into their religion
*'"" I'erisiu and liabylon ; and how far is it true that the Messiah

J*

•'* PiMjsian idea, and Jhc New Testament a plagiary from Persism ?

<»H- lar is it clear that Monotheism was the primitive idea of the
"^^•j hou- far exclusively maintained by the Hebrew Church, how
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far stared by the Oriental systems ? What is the validity, the

excellence, the origin of the various great religions ? IIou* far

may they be considered, as Mr. Maurice views them, as so many
sublime efiorts of n\en, under inspiration of the Logos, to attain

and systematize divine trutli? How i-AX is there an absolute

religion, hold catholically in central grasp by all the thoughtful

world ? "To these and many other cognate questions, in which

deep interests are involved, and around which so much skepticism

hovers, every thoughtful Christian desiderates an answer. No-
where in our language can be found the answers so clearly,

comprehensively, boldly, and cotnpactly given as in this work of

Mr. Hardwick's. ,

Orf^9f7<9ay; its Truths and Errors. By James Freemajs Claeke. 12mo.,

pp.512. Boston : American Unitarian Association. 18G6.

Dr. Clarke's Unitarianisni is not of the most ultra stamp. He
is no blank deist or blanker i)antheist. There is something of the

gospel in his theology, something of the Christ in his religion.

He believes in the Bible, with allowances; in a trinity of threefold

manifestations ; in a Christ who is more than man ; in a super-

natural which is only a natural in the great wliole ; in an atone-

ment coming under the genus vicarious ; in possible instantaneous

conversion and regeneration; in a future punishment which is not

eternal. On all these points orthodoxy is almost right, but never

quite right, as Dr. Clarke always is. However orthodoxy draws

her line, whetlier strait or curve, Dr. Clarke at due distance draws

a strait or curve, ever parallel, never coinciding. And as Dr. Clarke

is just right, ,i\iQVQ can be no coinciding unless orthodoxy comes

right by coming to him. And yet such coinciding, we soberly

think, is of much less consequence to orthodoxy than to Dr.

Clarke.

Dr. Clarke in his first cliapter considers orthodoxy in its various

lights; as signifying the "oldest doctrine," as "the doctrine of the

majority," as "right opinion," etc. But there is one light in

which we regret that he wholly omits to view it : namely, as tJie

necessary condition to the existence of heterodoxy. When a king

once threatened his soothsayer with death the latter responded :

" Slay me, O king, but know that the stars declare that you are to sur-

vi%'e me but a single day." When Dr. Chirke has slain the mighty
life of orthodoxy, how long docs he suppose his paltering halfand-

half heterodoxy will stand the battle brunt of rampant infidelity?

In his assaults upon orthodox truth he is acting .as wisely as the

parasite, that seeks to kill the grand old trunk that sheds vitality
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into its roots. Dr. Clarke can stand against the Theodore
I'urkcrs, the Eraersons, and the Frothingharas, and the gentlemen
who doubt the propriety of calling Jesns Lord^ not by any power
in his efleminate compromise of a creed, but the powerful stay,

which his compromise so ill merits, of the sacramental host of the

Orthodox Church at his back.

Dr. Clarke's diction hardly equals in chasteness and purity what
we usually expect from his cultured class. He is not, like Peabody
and Hedge, an elegant writer. He is neither in statement nor in

logic a precise writer. As a specimen of accuracy note the follow-

ing attempt at a narrative

:

•

Tlie change [in conversion] from one state to the other is assumed to be so distinct
and mnrked that he who runs can read. One may say to another, " TF/it-re were y<y>Jb

convnkd? " just as tliey may sa}-, " Where did you go to college? " " Where were
you born?" said an f]n.;^ii3h bisliop to Somerville, the Methodist preacher. "In
Dublin and Liverpool, " he answered. "Were you born in iv:o places? " said tlie

bishop. "Art thou a master in Israel aud knowest not these things?" replied
SoniervOJe.

The true narrative runs thus :

WhUe Mr. Summerfield [in America] was lying in bed during one of his
illriesses, he was visited by two highly respectable clergymen, one of whom, com-
nii>-\Tating his early subjection to such extreme suffering in consequence of his
ministerial labors, inquired "How old are you?" To the astonishment of the
tlivino the suffering saint replied: " I was born at Preston in England in 1T93,
and lorn again at Dublin iu Ireland in 1817." The visitor expressed at once his
.«iir[>rise and curiosity at what to him was so strange a declaration. Mr. Summer-
fit;ld, no less excited, with great propriety exclaimed in the language of Jesus to
Nicodemus, 'Art thou a mJster iu Israel and knowest not these" things?' and
then related to' them the history of his own conversion. The sequel is gratifying:
The reverend gentleman, after departing, inquired of his clerical companion whether
or HOC he knew anything about this strange doctrine, and finding tliat he too was
the subject of the same happy change, set himself to obtain the like blessing, with
a sihjority and success of wliich his subsequent ministrations bore satisfactory
U'siiniony.

—

Life of John Summerjield, p. 351.

I>ij>a)urses of Redemptio-n ; as Revealed at "Sundry Times and in Divers
i^lanners," designed both as Biblical Expositions for the People, and
Hints to Theological Students of a Popular ]\[ethod of Exhibitins: the
"^Divers Relations " through Patriarchs, Prophets, Jesus, and his Apos-
tles. By Rev. Stuart RobInson, Pastor of the Second Church, Louis-
ville, and late Professor of Church Government and Pastoral Theology
at Louisville, Kentucky. 8vo., pp. 448. Is'ew York: D. Appleton~"ifc
Co. 1806.

y'cse discourses are twenty in number. They arc specimens of
bililical expositions in sermonic form, to which the author has,

through a ministry of twenty years, appropriated one of the Sab-
'•ath services. "They are not a miscellaneous collection, but a series,

"_'gic;\lly developing the gospel in the order of its successive revela-

"ons. The genninal points of these revelations are discussed in the
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popular forms of spoken language rather than in the precise style

of theolof^ical disquisition, and will, we think, be found, as the au-

.thor designed, profitable to those people who desire to know how

to read the lluly Scriptures, and students who would learn this

method of preaching.

Salvation from sin through vicarious blood INIr. Robinson finds

to be the. fimdamental thought of the theology of the entire Bible.

Its ritual expression, whether in Genesis or Revelation, is the

sacrificial lamb. Tlie mode of the successive revelations is through

a series of covenants, each having its preparatory historic record,

•and it* subsequent development in its history and accompanying

revelations, which, in turn, become preparatory to the covenant

next in order. Tiie covenant with Adam promised a universal

Redeemer. That with Noah guaranteed protection to the race,

and the line of descent in Shem. The third, made with Abraham,

not as head of the race but as representative of believers, oi'gauized

the people of God into a formal, visible Church, composed of be-

lievers and their children, under a divine charter, " an everlasting

covenant" with its sign and seal. The passover was a covenant

of the redemption of this visible body, through the shedding and

sprinkling of blood. The covenant of iNIount Sinai provided for

the wovermnent and spiritual nurture of the redeemed people.

The covenant with David, instituted when the nation was fully

possessed of the temporal part of the ancient promise, typically

set forth the Church as the eternal kingdom of David's Son.

The prophets develop the doctrine of the kingship of the

promised Redeemer over his universal kingdom; and finally the

Antitype appears, completes the revelation, effects the redemp-

tion, establishes his throne, rejects from his Church the apostates

who had first rejected liim, and ordains the gathering into it of

all nations.

The doctrine of the Church is discussed from a Presbyterian

standpoint, but it is none the less valuable on that account ; while

they who cannot trace the Church beyond the time of the Apos-

tles, or see that the children of believers have, as such, any rights

"witiiin its pale, may here find help in their investigations.

Minutes of fke Animal Conftrencc of tlie Methodht Episcopal Church fcr

the year 180«. 8vn., pj). 280. New York : Carlton & Porter.

Before tliese lines are read our Centenary year will have passed,

and its noble work be done. It has, we trust, been such a success

as our children's children will rejoice in, yet surpass. Our Gen-
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eral Conference plan, with slight exception, was most wise. Our

nianaij:in<i committee have pressed it with an energy which the

Clinrch will gratefully acknowledge. Our ministry have entered

into the spirit of the work. Our noble laity have set an example

of liberality that will, we trust, give a higher tone of beneficence

to the whole evangelical Church of our country. Meantime we

have reviewed ourself. We have retraced the faded lines of our

early story. Our Church has amazingly increased, through all her

body, in self-knowledge and self-consciousness. " But the best of

all is, God is with us." We know it by the tokens of his Spirit in

the conversion of a hundred thousand souls. Xever have we had

such a prosperity in the real work for which a Church exists—the

winning men to the cross of Christ. The mission of Methodism

is not closed ; it has just commenced.

Yet we suspect that a large share of the Church took no share

in the work. Have we not lost the invaluable secret we

lately possessed, of making every member give something? Our

class-meetings were established for this very object ; and it is to

be feared that first the object and then the class-meeting is slip-

ping through our fingers. Robert Newton once said, " So long as

we have the penny a week and the shilling a' quarter we shall go

on conquering and to conquer." Xow we have lost " the penny

a week and the shilling a quarter
; " the spontaneous regular

mite from every individual ; and a stupendous loss it is. It both

makes us depend on rich men, and makes rich men both despotic

and discontented ; despotic because they are necessary, discontented

because they are often the main, if not the only givers. Bishop

Morris has shown how large a total may result from very small

contributions by every unit of our million. Who shall restore

tlio lost art? Restore us that art by which the Church can give

laillious and not feel it but in blessed results. If our energetic

Centenary committee can inaugurate this work they will have

doubled the value of our Centenary year.

We are aware that some of our Rationalistic friends tell us that

tuch is the march of progress that Methodism has no second cen-

tury to live; the age of religious faith will, before the coming

fi.Mitury closes, have merged in "the age of reason." That is,

however, an old hereditary boast. Julian was to "conquer the

t^Julilean;" Voltaire .was to "crush the wretch;" but the Galilean

conquered Julian, and the crucified One has "crushed" Yoltaire.

l^t"- Strauss tried to criticise the "life of Jesus" out of existence;

Ijiil Jesus Christ still lives, " the same yesterday, to-day, and forever
;"

and unhappy Dr. Strauss, in spite of his late attempt at galvaniz-

FouKTii Skeies, Vol. XIX.—

9
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ing himself into a resurrection, is a dead man, and terribly fitted,

we fear, for a deeper than literary damnation. We stand, blessed

be God, on the Rock of ages, and we know who will conquek.

And as for these gentlemen's boasted progress, we would have

them bethink themselves where this glorious progress is to ter-

minate. TJtcy may say into Eationalism, enlightenment, heights

of science ; but Monsieur Comte says into Atheism and ultimate

beastliness ! Ilis progress promises that men shall in a future

age become "the unrecognizable wrecks of what had once been"

civilized beings ;
" crawling over its surface, and degenerating,

through stages of meaner and meaner vitality, back into shapeless-

ness and extinction.".* Draper holds that after the of age reason,

in which we now are, is past, the age of decrepitude and idiocy will

succeed. Herbert Spencer predicts an age of "equilibration," in

which every particle of the universe is to be perfectly immovably
still, beyond which he can see no reason for any future motion

!

Fit counterparts are these to Darwinism : one claims that man grew
from brute ; the other claims that man shall return to brute and

worse than brute. Such, gentlemen Rationalists, is the goal of

your proyrei'S ; the cheering, elevating vista of your faith; the

•ultimatum predicted by your great prophets ! John Stnart Mill is

•quoted as saying that the word neccs.nty is "a brute of a word."

And Ave say that all this is a brute of a philosophy; fit only for the

liogs—" the hogs of Epicurus's style." We thank God for that

higher nature that feels itself compelled to concentrate all its force

to pronounce such doctrine of ]>rogress accursed. We, too, have

n doctrine of progress, quite unlike this career through Rationalism

and Atheism into bestiality. We believe not in a blind nature,

but in a God who rules with infinitely wise design, and to a grand

and glorious uliiniato. We believe in the headship of the great

Redeemer, in whom man is made divine. Under His leadership

there is a "progress;"- a i>rogi-evs3 of the individual in knowledge,

holiness, and fitness for an inheritance with the saints in light ; a

progress of tlie gospel of Christ, by means of his Church, to a uni-

versal millennial triumph
; a progi-ess of the world's history under

the guidance of Providence until its consummation in the final

judgment of tlie human race by the eternal Son of God. In this

faith our fathers died—as no Rationalist ever dies—with the shout

of heavenly triumph on their lips. In this faith, brightened by

the progress of another century, we have an unfaltering trust that

jOur children will rejoice with a far more abounding joy than ours.

* ilasson, p. 106.
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TA<* .Ir/.* (^Z" f7/5 X>M<v>;j«; being a Course of Lectures, Critical and Practi-

cal, on Acts vi-viii ; and xii, 8-15. In Two Books. Book I : The Acts

«<f St. Stephen, the ProtomartjT. Book 11 : The Acts of St. Philip,

Kvanj^olist. By Edwakd ^Ietrtck Gouxburn, D.D., Prebendary of

Bt. Paul's, Chaplain to the Bishop of Oxford, and One of Her Majesty's

Chaplains in Ordinary. 18mo., pp. 408. Rivingtous, London, Oxford,

and Cambridge.

l)r. Goulburn is author of several practical treatises, founded on

M-rijilural topics, which have been republished in this country.

'Hu-v are scholarly and fresh, with a clear flow of animated style.

Tliey are wanting in the experimental depth of the puritan divines

:iti(l of our practical Methodist writers. They abound overmucli

ill a spiritual showiness and in jnous platitudes. The episode of

iho po-called seven deacons iu Acts (they are never so called in the

lKM»k itself) is rather a happy selection for treatment; and fbe treat-

rn<'tit abounds in good thoughts, but the philosophy of the subject

!» not very profoundly sounded.

We would like to know how the author would have titled the

book which tradition has named the Acts of the Apostles, But
two apostles make any figure ; Peter predominantly to the end of

'.':v' twelfth chapter, and Paul through the remainder of the book.
J 'tit under Peter's predominance the celebrated Seven, represent-

atives apparently of the Gentilely inclined element in the Church,

»'.irt forth, two of them "specially, with a brilliancy that flings the

i!'>stlcs into the shade, Stephen, the Hellenist, is iu character

»ii'l sudden fate, bold, intense, and tragic. It is his great allot-

iKait to stand at the head of the glorious army of martyrs, though
'•<•• i^-Ionged not to the goodly fellowship of the apostles. Philip sud-

'w'lly seized the prize of first bearing the gospel beyond the Judeau
^"«ils, and of sending it even to the very depths of Africa. First he
*--"^'lits upon Samaria, and the city is in an excitement of revival

^•"i joy. Next he darts down southward and intercepts, converts,

'^•i baptizes the Ethiopean grandee at the edge of Palestine on
"* route for Alexandria, thence to sail in his Xile-boat up a
'* '^us.and miles to where Candace reigns in Meroe. Snatched up
^-y tlie Spirit, Philip is found at Ashdod, whence he streaks up
*"' shore of the Mediterranean, preaching as he goes, until he
^•'''Vi.'s at Cesarea, Thirty vears after he is found at Cesarea

''" a household of four prophetess daughters. Surely this,

•"••"'-r and daughters, is decidedly a spirituel family. Nothing is

*|*-l of the wife of this vivid man, the mother of these prophetic

••'^>ltters; perhaps she was the ballast of the f^imily. But iuarti-

" ••'I l.uke is utterlv unconscious of the life and vivacity which a
^•Aicru eye detects in the figure which Philip makes.
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Morning hy Morning ; or, Daily Readings for the Family or the Closet.

By C. n. Spuugeon. 12mo., pp. 403. New York : Sheldon &
Co. 18G(J.

We believe in metcnipsycliosis when we read Spurgeon. He is

an old-fashioned Puritan, deeply impregnated with his stern

gospel in a relaxed age, hard-lieaded and difficult to kill, yet from

his plain rugged soul continually disclosing gleams of ideality in

him, which assure you that he might be " tine," nay, superiiue,

if he would. The present work, intended for occasional readings,

is marked by deep evangelic power, and by now and then a

flash of brilliancy. We give a gem or two.

Anything is botttr than the dead calm of indifference. Our souls may wisely

desire the north wind of trouble if that alone can be sanctified to the drawing
forth of tne iif-rfunic of our graces. So long as it cannot be said, "The Lord was
not in the wind,"' we will not shrink from the most wintry blast that ever blew
upon plants of grace. . . . Graces unexercised are as sweet perfumes slumbering
in the cups of the flowers: the wisdom of the great Husbandman overrules diverse

and opposite causes to produce tlie one desired result, and makes both alliictioa

and consolation draw forth tlio grateful odors of faitli, love, patience, hope,

resignation, joy, and the other fair flowers of tlie garden.—P. 01.

Give a man wealth; let his ships bring homo continually rich freights; let

the winds and waves appear to be his servants to bear his vessels across the
}K)som of the mighty deep; let his lands yield abundantly; let the weather be
propitious to his crops; let uninterrupted success attend him; let him stand
among men as a succe.-sful mercliant ; let him enjoy continued health; allow him
with braced nerve and brilliant eye to march through the world and live happily;
give him the buoyant spirit ; let iiim have the song perpetually on his lips; let his

eye be ever sparl<ling with joy—and the natural consequence of such an easy
state to any man, let him be the best Christian who ever breathed, will be
presumption. ... If God should always rock us in the cradle of prosperity;
jf we were always dandled on tlie knees of fortune; if we had not some stain

on the alabaster pillar; if tiiero were not a few clouds in the sky; if we had not
some bitter dro[is in the wine of this life, wo sliould become intoxicated with
pleasure ; we sliould drearn '• we stand ;

" and stand we should, but it would be
upon a pinnacle; like the man asleep upon the mast, each moment we should be
in jeopardy.— 1'. "0.

Living in Earnest. With Lessons and Incidents from the Lives of the
Great and Good. A IJook for Younrr Jlen. By Joseph Joknsok.
IGmo., pp. 2C4. Cincinnati :. Poe & Hitchcock, 1SG6..

The publishers of this little volume have put into a beautifid form,

sufficiently so to charm the young man whose eyes rest upon it,

into it.s perusal, some of the noblest words addressed of late years

to those whose principles are to be formed and characters moulded.
It incites us to the culture of a life of earnestness, industry, char-

ity, and i>iety, as our best and highest wisdom. With such topics

as "Living in Work," "Living Valorously; or Learning to say

Xo," " Living in Play," " Living in Ilealtii," illustrated by say-

ings and incidents in the lives of men of lofty characters and noble
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deeds, and written in an eloquent, transparent style, it will not, we

think, be easily laid down by him who has taken it up. It reminds

tis of the Country Parson and Timothy Titcomb, and yet Mr.

Johnson is quite unlike them.

We heartily wish this book could go into the hands of every

young man in the laud.

Th^ Ads of tTw Apostles. An Exegetical and Doctrinal Commentary.

By GoTTHARD Victor Lechteh, D.D., Ordinary Professor of Theolopfy

and Superintendent at Leipsic. With Homilctical Additions by the

Rev. Charles Gerok, Superintendent at Stnttgard. Translated from

the German Sec-ond Edition, with Additions by Charles F. Schoelfer, D.D.,

Professor of Theology in Lutheran Seminary, Philadelphia. 8vo.,

pp. 480. Isew York :' Scribner & Co. 1806.

The fourth volume of this great biblical work is promptly put, and

M-ili not disappoint the expectations of those who appreciate the

value of the previous two. Locliier is a leading German the-

ologian and biblical scholar; he is author of a "History of Deism,"

and has spent fifteen years upon the book of Acts as his specialty.

The homiletical matter is supplied by Gerok of Stuttgard, a lead-

ing pulpit orator of Germany, and withal a successful poet. The

translator, Dr. Scha?fter, has made valuable additions to the various

rending, to the chronological department, and to the exegesis,

ruigraentiug the last with annotations from English and American

'.'oiuraentators. The typography is, we believe, exceedingly ac-

curate.

Statistical History of the First CcntViry of American Jfethodism._ With
a Summary of the' Origin and Present' Operations of the Denominations.

Bv Ker. C. C. Goss. 16mo., pp. 188. New York : Carlton & Porter.

1867.

Mr. Goss has collected a mass of systematized statistics, designed

to give a view of the comparative growth of Methodism in our

country. It is a 7mich in little. Both as a book of condensed

hi?:tory for brief perusal, and as a manual for reference, it will be

t''Und valuable. Its errors we doubt not, if any, will be dimin-

ished in future editions, and it may perhaps serve as a nucleus for

something more complete.

^^ Xew Birth; or, the Work of the Holy Spirit. By AusTrx
'''lELrs, Professor in Andover Theological Seminary. Author of
"The Still Hour." 16mo., pp. 253. Boston: Gould & Uncoln. New
York: Sheldon & Co. 1807.

l^"". Phelps is a thinker and writer, remarkable for clearness,

I'unty, and calm quiet force. His " Still Hour " is one of the
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best little manuals of religious thought that our clay has produced.

His present work is of course adapted to the peculiarities of his

creed, and presents its doctrinal views in their best possible

practical aspects. Thoughtful minds of any creed may study his

pages with profit.

Philosojyhy, 2Ietaphyics^ and General Science.

Beeent British PTiilosopTiy : a Review, with Criticisms; Including some

Comments on Mr. Mill's Answer to Sir "\Vm. Hamilton. By David
Masson. 12mo., pp. 335. New York : D. Appleton & Co.

Mr. Masson writes metaphysics in a lively and richly-colored

style, abounding in luxuriant circumlocutions, and often attaining

a measure of flowing eloquence. His standpoint is transcendental

Pantheism. With one marked exception, which we shall soon

present, he is eminently candid and appreciative of the merits even

of thinkers whom he opposes and assumes to refute. His view of

the metaphysical discussions in England for the last thirty years is

comprohcnsivo and lucid, and worthy the study of readers well

grounded in that department of thought.

Mr. Masson, after giving a catalogue of the writers during that

period by him esteemed worthy of mention, gives us a classifica-

tion of metajihysical opinions or parties. The generic division

into Empirical (or, as he and we Avonld prefer to say. Experien-

tial) and Transcendental, gives little idea of the difl'erences and

af'reements really existing. This is merely a variance upon the

sino-le point of the origin of our ideas. There are still three great

testing topics of metapliysical thought upon which these two classes

will be found to cross each other ad libitum^ namely, Psychology,

or the analysis of tliought and mind ; Ontology, or tlie doctrine

of essence, substance, or reality ; and Cosmology, or the theory

5f the universal system. That is, there is Psychology, the science

of mind; Ontology, the science of being ; and Cosmology, the

science of the cosmos^ whether sj)iritual or material.

In Psychology, do you believe that all thought is but the trans-

cript, at first, second, third, etc. hand, of sensation ? Then you are

an experientialist. Do you believe that we have thoughts which

are no type, at any remove, of sensation? You are transcendent-

alist.

In Ontology, do rou hold with Locke, that there is a real outer

Vorld, actually suih as our senses perceive? Then you are a nat-

ural realist. Do you, with Berkeley, say that if it is by our sensa-

tions that we know the outer world, then there is no outer world,
I

I
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for our scnsntions are all we know, so that nothing but mind need

1)0 supposed to exist? Then you are an icUalist. Do you go

still fiirtlier and say, with Hume, that as we know not matter, but

only the sensation^ so we know not mind, but only the series of

thoughts, so that besides thoughts there is nothing? Then you

are a nihilist, a nothingist. Or if you are truly a realist, and,

going further than Locke, you affirm that the primary reality is

matter, and that mind results from the properties of matter, then

you are a materialistic realist. Or if, going not so far as Locke,

you say that there is an outer world, but not such a world as we
seem to know, but an unk?ioion outer, by which our sensations and

perceptions are caused ? Then you are a constructive realist. Or,

fmally, do you hold that matter and mind are manifestations of

one common substance? That is the doctrine o^ absolute identity.

So that we have in the doctrine of being these five views : Nihil-

ism, ^Materialistic Realism or Materialism, Xatural Realism, Con-

structive Realism, and Absolute Identity. In Cosmology you may
be Theist, Pantheist, xltheist.

Of the entire metaphysical era, the two great masters are Sir

"William Hamilton and John Stuart Mill. The former is a traus-

condcntalist, a natural realist, and a theist. The latter is in psy-

chology an empiricist ; in ontology, an idealist ; and in cosmology,

pcrJiaps a theist. Mr. Masson discusses their two philosophies

largely, especially the latter. Criticising Mill's late review of

Hamilton, he pronounces it a most masterly production, but by no

means leaving the transcendeutalist without ample and valid reply.

The great philosophic schism is not healed. Happily, for the occu-

pation of the metaphysical doctors would then be at an end, and

the chances for uttering a great deal of nonsense would be forever

foreclosed. :\Ir. Masson concludes that the two great opposites,

empiricism and transcendentalism, necessarily terminate in ^^ nihil-

»<'''/i, or summation in an absolute^'' that is, pantheism. One or

other of these, he is sure, is true ; and the true one in his opinion

is the latter. In our humble opinion they neither necessarily so

terminate, and neither of the two termini is true.

Mr. !Masson is generally courteous ; but there are two objects

Mpon which he seems to exercise an undue contempt : the former

w the clergy, the latter is an earnest confession of Theism. He
>'epeatodly alludes to the increasing disrespect for the clergy, and

q'lotes especially John Stuart Mill and Sir William Hamilton.

1 hiiH, the former complaining of the dearth of metaphysical thought

I" Kngland, says : "Among few, except sectarian religionists—and

^hat they are we all know—is there any interest in the great prob-
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lem of man's nature and life." And so, after having spoken re-

peatedly of Sir William Hamilton's "passionate theism," Mr.

Masson ejects the following two sentences :

Nothing is more characteristic of Sir William Hamilton than the occurrence of

such hot tlieistic phrases in his purely speculative discussions. They never occur

irreverently, and certainly never in the torni of those dispusting petitiones principii

which are so rile in the ar^'iuucntatioiis of clerical and otlier writers, "vvho in their

virulent eagerness to blaspheme an opponent whom they cannot answer, clutch at

the words Atheist and its cognates, as a street blackguard does at stones or mud.

These words seem to betray not merely discourtesy but sensi-

tiveness. If Mr. Masson, in any future publication which it seems

probable he is about to make, intends to advocate Pantheism, we
presume his clerical and other op})onents will pronounce it Panthe-

ism ; or if Atheii^m, Atheism. In either case he ought manfully to

accept the term. If those doctrines are true and just, their maiu-

tainers should not shrink at tlieir name. And as for the petitiones

principii of the clergy, we apprehend they are surpassed in that

article by their meta|)hysical brethren, and that that is one reason

why, by said metaphysician's own account, the science has nearly

died out in their hands. Professor Ferrier, for instance, published

a volume entitled Kpistemology, in which he assumes at start, as

undeniable by any one, the ahsolate identity of kj^oicing and being;

that is, of thought and substance. Ttiis was pcrhajis rather a tall

petitio principii ; but Mr. INIasson thinks that the death of Pro-

fessor Ferrier was a loss to the science. We think the fewer such

speculatists the better.

Mr. Masson falls into some wrong conclusions by confounding

the supernatural with the absolute. Ordinarily the supernatural is

antithetical to the natural, the absolute to the phenomenal. The
absolute is the imknown sub-stratum underlying the phenomenal,

while the phenomenal i> ciiiiivaleut to the apjiarent or perceptible.

But this absolute is not identical with the supernatural. By his own
acknowledgment, if tlie Spiritualistic or other apparitions are real,

though supernatural, they are still phenomenal, because cognized

by our mind. The phenomenal, therefore, is the same as the coa^niz-

able; and (dl Icing cognizable by any intelligence is phenomenal

to that intelligence. Hence to be a supernatural being is not to be

an absolute. God himself, if cognizable by any the highest intelli-

gence, is that much phenunienal ; and tlie Divine Being, being

perfectly known by him-elf, is to hiiuself phenomenal. What, then,

is the absolute other than the relatively uncognizable? And this

mar show how mistaken Mr. .Masson, with many other would-bo
• philosophers, is in identifying the Deity with a metaphysical

absolute.
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The Origin of (he Stars, and the Causes of tlieir Motions and their Light.

By Jacob' ExNis, Principal of the Scientific and Classical Institute,

Philadelphia, etc. 12mo., pp.394. New York: D. Aj^pleton & Com-
pany, 443 and 445 Broadway. 1866.

The main point of Mr, Ennis's book, as well as the object for

vhich he writes, is to set forth a discovery which he supposes

liiinself to have made. The cause of the rotary motion of the

Ftars, of their orbital motion around the sun, nay, the very

existence of 'suns, stars, satellites, and asteroids, is one and

pingular, namely, gramtation. He assumes first, though he after-

ward assumes to demonstrate, the truth of the nebula theory.

All matter primordially existed in a state of diffusion, produced by

the law of atomic revulsion throughout the universe, in a state

more subtile, by many billion times, than the gas by which our

balloons are raised, A separation took place from condensation,

produced by chemical action. Why this chemical power just then,

for the first time in eternity, commenced to exist or to act, he

does not assume to explain, but takes that commencement as the

starting point of his theory. The nebula would not break up

itito globes, for such forms could not fill space. They would break

up into cubes or some irregular form ; and of these cubes the corners

or projections would flow down upon the sides, forming many cur-

rents, and these currents would fuse into a single stream, flowing

round a growingly globular mass. Meantime the surf:^ce would be

continually sinking by contraction of the mass; a perpetual descent

would thereby be furnished for the stream, and the flow would con-

tinue forever. Gradually, by means of friction, the force of the cur-

rent on the surface would produce a rotary motion of tliC whole

mass. Thus by degrees a central sun would be formed. But the

current of the outer flow would often be too rapid for the raove-

inont of the mass ; it would shell ofl' and become a ring, which

ring would either remain a ring or become transformed into a

globe, by the same process as the first solar mass assumed that

phape... Thus the planetary shapes were formed. By an equally

ingenious train of reasoning Mr, Ennis proceeds to show that tho

f>anio power would produce both the centripetal and centrifugal

'«-'rces, and send the planets with their actual velocities through

thi'u- actual orbits.

One of the first results of condensation was combustion, and conse-

^i'H'iit flame; so that jMr. Ennis's Genesis, like that of Moses, begins

^ ith light. He believes, and professes to prove, the sun to be an m\-

Kieiise mass of flame, fed by a fuel far more unconsumable, and oi iar

greater heating and lighting power, than any substance our phmet
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possesses. lie ratifies the theory that our phvnet, too, is a globe

of fire crusted over. Thence he is able to make a transition to

geology, and rapidly trace the changes which have resulted in

our preseqt terrene condition. He accepts with all geologists at

the present day the doctrine of Sir Charles Lyell, that the earth's

present geological state has been produced by causes, forces, and

laws now'in existence and operation. He accepts, too, the doctrine

of Charles Darwin, that our present vegetable and animal natures

were also brought into existence by processes now in operation.

The simplest primordial form of animal life was the slightest

" round cell," from which, by the natural laws of variation and

conditional survivorship, the highest forms of animal life have

arisen, ultimating so far in man. Man has been upon the earth

hundreds of thousands of years. How that primordial cell first

attained form or life he omits to say. To what ultimate state of

perfection man may attain during the next billion of years he does

uot prophesy. But from the first schism in the nebula to the

present moment, creation proper, under its proper laws, has been

progressive, is still in progress, and its whole grand system is

one.

Dr. Chalmers once wrote a magnificent essay, in which, admit-

ting- that no argument for the existence of a God could be deduced

from the bare existence of matter, lie grounded the whole theistic

ar<Tument, so far as astronomy was concerned, upon what he

termed the " collocations of matter." Matter might be eternal. But

the exquisite assignment of the planets to their places in the solar

system could be accounted for on no principles of law, but demanded

and demonstrated an intelligent exertion of power. Now Mr. Ennis

claims, alas ! to have shown that these collocations have been jiro-

duccd by the law (..f gravitation. Yet though he has apparently inval-

idated Dr. Chalmers's argument for a God, Mr. Ennis is scarcely less

a reverent thoist than Dr. Chalmers himself. He writes more in

the devout sj>irit of Xewlon and Kepler than in the sullen frigidity

of Comte and Spencer. He admires and adores the wisdom and

power by which results so magniticent are produced by forces so

siniple. He admits no chance ui the process, and recognizes the

nebula itself as but a vail of the eternal behind it. He does not,

indeed, suggest the inquiry Avhether his theory of man's creation

disturbs the validity of the jNIosaic text, or requires a now inter-

pretation to be substituted for that which has perhaps been

dictated to it by the authority of the then current science. Mr.

Ennis is master of a pure clear style, and of unusual powers of

lucid exposition.
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The 2ify»Ury of the Soul: A Searcli into Man's Origrin, Xature, and Destiny.

15y S. W. FcxLOM, Royal Hanoverian Gold ]Meclalist for Art and Science.

12mo., pp. 304. London: Charles J. Street.

Our Royal Medalist, a practical excavator, is satisfied that the

fossil results hitherto attained do not furnish valid proof of the

immense antiquity of the human race. He is, nevertheless, con-

vinced that pre-adamic anthropoid races did exists and finds traces

in the Bible. Pie believes that this concession is necessary to save

Scripture and science from contradiction. The celebrated passage,

Gen. ii, 7, as he maintains, narrates not the creation of Adam, but

his transition from a lower to a higher being; from an anthropoid

to an immortal human nature. Although no linguistic scholar, he

does, by the aid of scholars, make out a better case than we had

supposed possible, though defective in points he does not imagine

;

and perhaps even a better case may be evolved tlian he makes.

Let us see. TS'e may thus literally translate the verse :*

"And God developed the man—dust of the earth—and breathed

into his nostrils the breath of lives, and the man became to a living

person."

The word chvdojjed is here used because the Hebrew verb liter-

ally and radically signifies that process by which a potter develops

a mass of clay upon his wheel into a vessel. He draws it up into

a completed shape. So God, to whom ages are moments, may have

developed a progressive being up to a complete bodily organism of

man. Dust is in the Hebrew, as in the Greek, in apposition with

Man. Dust, as the primal material, stands in antithesis with the

divine breath with which it was soon inspired. In contrast with

all .the previous animals produced by God, who drew their breath

from surrounding nature, man's vital organism is filled Avith a

breath from God's own essence. It is Ijy this that the developed

organism of man attains to his place and nature as a living person.

Living person, we say, instead of living soul, as in our version.

P^or the ]}hrase here rendered living soul is in the first chapter,

verses 21, 24, rendered living creature, and applied to the lower
orders of animals. It really indicates that vital constitutive power

* We give the Hebrew with the different versions:

Hebrew: n^^r: "pEss upy^ r:!2'^rr-^.z "isr u-'xrrrit tj^nix nin*] "rz-^'i

n^n w'c:b a~xn ^^^^ c-i^n

Seettagixt : Koi h-Xaaev 6 deoq rov avOpuTcov xoi'v una tF;^ yj/g. Kal kvEc^vGrjaev

"f To TrpoCTcj—ov avTuv rrvoT/v (uf/c Kal eyevero 6 av^o-nog eig i^'vx^v ^cjaav.

* CLGATE: Formavit igitur Doniinus Deus hominem do limo terne, et inspiravit in

fnciem ejus spiraculum viue, et factus est homo in animam viventem.
It will be seen that our version obtains the preposition before dmi from neither

the Hebrew nor the Greek, but the Latin.
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which establishes a species, whether animal or human, and forma-

tively organizes and animates the individual of a species. It surely

cannot be meant that it was by the divine breath that man became

a mere animal. By that breath he became a living soul as man

;

a person instead of an animal. An animal living soul is a living

animal ; a human living soul is a living 2^erso7i. The anthropoid

soul was animal ;»the anthropoid soul plus the divine breath was

2k liviyig person. The Hebrew M-ords for living person are pre-

ceded in the Hebrew by the preposition usually rendered to ov for.

So that, thus construed, the meaning would be, that, after God had

developed man to his completed bodily organism, it was by the divine

inbreathing that he attained to his present position as a personal

being, immortal as the breath that constitutes his nature. This

inbreathing, being from God, brings man into that perfected image

of God, (Gen, i, 2G,) by which man is fitted for paradise and

heaven, provided he fall not from his first estate. Now we cannot

be responsible for this rendering of the verse ; but if required by the

facts of nature and history, it is more consonant with the phrase-

ology of the Hebrew than any interpretation we have seen of the

first chapter of Genesis which reads it as historic prose. At any

rate it might suggest to Mr. FuUom, that if no scripture-believer

need be a Darwinian, no Darwinian need necessarily reject Moses.

New PJtysiognomy ; or, Signs of Character as Manifested througli Tem-
perament and External Forms, and especially in " the Human
Face Di\ine." By Samitel K. Wei.ls, Editor of " The Phrenological

•^ Journal and Life Illu.-trutcd.'' With more than One Thousand Illus-

trations. 12mo., pp. 7G8. New York : Fowler tt Wells. 1866.

There are minds which will ever be fixscinated with the tanta-

lizing inquiry into tlu-ir future destiny or into their present character.

Astrology with its tmnsparent baselessness will never wholly die.

Phrenology and Physiognomy, with an indefinite amount of truth

in them, will always possess believers and experiraentists. They
are ever encountering striking verifications, so mingled with falsi-

fications, explainable only by a logic that weakens all certainty in

them, that about the same proportion of acceptance and rejection

of their claims permanently exists in the public mind. They can-

not take the jtosition of a science; they will ever possess the inter-

est of a debatable and tantalizing question on a taking point,

with a temptation to experiment.

In the present volume Mr. Wells, with a very full mastery of

his subject, and in very pleasant style, takes in all the methods
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of conjecturing character from external signs. He seems to assume

that nearly every visible particle of the person, besides some of the

invisible, is a manifesto of personal traits. The work abounds with

suggestive, and often with instructive statements. Its tendency

is decidedly in favor of moral right. In its department it is of

course a standard, coming from the standard quarter.

History^ Biography^ and Topography.

A History of th-e Gip»ies: with Specimens of the Gipsy Language. By
Walter Simson. Edited, \v\\\\ Preface, Introduction, and Notes, and.

a Disquisition on the Past, Present, and Future of Gipsydom. By
Jampjs SiMsoN. 12mo., pp. 575. New York : M, Doolady. 1866.

Have we gipsies among us ? Yea, verily, if Mr. Simson is to be

believed, they swarm our country in secret legions. There is no

place on the four quarters of the globe- where some of them have

not penetrated. Even in New England a sly gipsy girl will enter

the factory as employe, will by her allurements win a young Jon-

athan to marry her, and, in due season the 'cute gentleman will find,

himself the father of a young brood of intense gipsies. The

mother will have opened to her young progeny the mystery and

the romance of its lineage, will have disclosed its birthright con-

nection with a secret brotherhood, whose profounder free-masonry is

based on blood, historically extending itself into the most dim an-

tiquity, and geofjraphically spreading over most of the earth. The

fascinations of tliis mystic tie are wonderful. Afraid or ashamed to

reveal the secret to the outside world, the young gipsy is inwardly

intensely proud of his unique nobility, and is very likely to despise

}iis alien father, who is of course glad to keep the late discovered

secret from the world. Hence, dear reader, you know not but your

next neighbor is a gipsy ; nay, if you are a swarthy genius, with a

dark, glittering eye, a restless temperament, and with intense in-

ternal jirompting toward roaming, lying, and thieving, the prob-

ability is you are yourself a gipsy.

The volume before us possesses a rare interest both from the

unique character of the subject, and from the absence of nearly any

other source of full information. It is tl>e result of observation fresh

from real life. The work of the senior Simson was commenced in

lilackwood's Magazine more than twenty years ago. Abundant
and notorious as were the gipsy tribes in Scotland, so little

iiid they been studied, and so little was their interior known, that
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the novelty of the exhibit rendered the articles exceedingly popu-

lar. Sir Walter Scott, whose interest was greatly awakened by

the subject, dissuaded the continuance of the articles, as likely to

awaken the jealousy of the gipsies, and thereby lock up the sources

of further information.

The f^ipsics first made their advent into Europe from Asia, and

probably from Ilindostan, in the fifteenth century. Their tradition

boasts that they came in splendid style, but were met with such

suspicion and hostility on the part of the peoples of Europe as to

depreciate and ruin their fortunes. Persecutions of the most cruel

character have embittered and barbarized them, so that they have

lived in scattered camps in the various parts of Christendom,

hunted and hostile, making their living by whatever unscrupulous

means, as on an enemy's grounds. Even now, in an age of a

higher Christian civilization, they do not realize the kindly feeling

of enlightened minds toward them, and view with fierce suspicion

every approach designed to draw from them the secrets of their

history, habits, laws, and language.

Of their origin it seems they can themselves give no reliable

account. Their name, gip^l', is a corruption of the word Egyptian.

Mr. Simson adopts the theory that they are the descendants of the

"mixed multitude" who are described in Exodus as departing

with Israel from Egypt, consisting mainly, as some say, of a cross-

breed of the Etrvptian and Arab ; but, as Mr. Simson prefers to

think, consisting of tlie renmant of the race of the shepherd kings

who ruled Egypt previous to the Pharaonic dynasty, by which both

they and the Israelites were enslaved together. Thence he main-

tains this "mixed multitude" went to Ilindostan, and there

acquired the language and character with which they migrated

into Europe.

It is ])robably from their language, if a knowledge of it can ever

be fully obtained, that any true insight into their history will ever

be derived. Tliat language is no mere slang or jargon, but a struct-

ural homogeneous tongue. It is spoken with varying dialects in

different countries, but with standard purity in Hungary. It is

the precious inheritance and proud peculiarity of the gipsy, which

he will he never forget and seldom reveal. The varied and skillful

maneuvers of Mr. Simson to purloin or wheedle out a small vocab-

nlar)',with the various etVects of tlie operation on the minds and action

of the gipsies, furnisli many an amusing narrative in these pages.

Not until some edncatcd gi})sy gentleman shall, in accordance with

the liberal spirit of the age, unfold tlie unwritten language of Uio

race, will its secret become history and science to the world. This
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will, we trust, in time be accomplished. The age of racial caste

is nassiiiEj away. Modern Christianity will refuse to tolerate the

itpirit of hostility and oppression based on feature, color, or lineage.

When this heart-stirring truth is fully realized the timid and sus-

picious tribes will come into faith and brotherhood, and the uni-

viTsal kingdom of God will be founded on a universally acknowl-

edged manhood.

The work of the editor is in the main well done. There is in-

deed a considerable garrulity and repetition in his " dissertation ;"

his style is often colloquial, with sometimes even a near approach,

to slang. Upon page 525 there is a paragraph of very unnecessary

rihaldry. But the general spirit of the work is eminently enlight-

ened, liberal, and humane. Ilis book is an intended first step for

the improvement of the race that forms its subject, and every

iiingnanimous spirit must wish that it may prove not the last. We
heartily commend the work to our readers as not only full of fasci-

nating details, but abounding with points of interest to the benev-

olent Christian heart. Mr. Doolady has done up the work in hand-

some style.

]Mr. Simson furnishes proof amounting to a very fair probability

that John Bunyan was a gipsy in race. The fact, if demonstrated,

would be interesting, and would by no means diminish our interest

in that wonderful man, or in this singular, we might say, wonder-
ful race.

History of tTie United States from tTie Discovery of the American Conti-
nent. By George Bancroft. Vol. ix, 8vo., pp. 506. Boston : Little,

Brown, & Co. 18G6.

While the stupendous events of a second great revolution have
been filling the world with its resoundings, the mind of our

eminent historian has been tracing the career of the Ji7-st. This

terrible second has been required in order to complete the sadly

unfinished mission of the first, and that very fact warns us to

beware lest any shortcomings at the present hour should leave the

necessity of a third. After having been familiarized with the vast

armies and magnificent movements of our late civil war, the

grandeur of our first revolutionary war scenes reduced to an

Jilmost contemptible minimum. But the end is in the beginning

;

the future is in the present ; and the outlines of the greatness of our
age existed within the littleness of our youth.

The present volume is the ninth of Mr. Bancroft's American
history, and the second of his history of the Revolutionary Avar.

It covers the events ftom the first landing of the British army on
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our shores to the surrender of Burgoyne, and the formation of our

aUiance with France, The successive retreats of Wasliington,

yielding up Long Island, New York, the Westchester section, his

crossing the Hudson into New Jersey, and his recession southward

tlirough New Jersey until his brilliant reaction upon Trenton and
Princeton, are depicted with the pencil of a master. Yet an

obscurity is left upon the whole field, arising from the total ab-

sence of maps and battle plans. The absolute omission of these

conveniences in this age of pictorials and diagrams is amazing.

Throughout the whole history the character of Washington ap-.

pears truly and almost solely great, especially great amid the

greatest emergency and crisis, great in moral grandeur, and great

even in military gaiius. The unsparing pen of the historian sadly

but calmly detnolishcs the fame of nearly every American general

—the British generals had long since been done for—save Wash-
ington alone. The treasons of Charles Lee, the Thersites of this

Iliad, are completely comic. And scarce less ludicrous are the

cases of Gates and Lincoln in the capture of Burgoyne, cowards
and dunces transformed into factitious heroes by the brave uprising

of the hardy pojudation of the north, rushing to the rescue of their

country, by the capture of the bold invader. Thus we have in our
providential history, lesson the first and lesson the second. In

both our great revolutions the Divine ruler has seen lit to illustrate

with how little great leadership a great and thoughtful people
can accomplish the largest and noblest results.

With advancing age 'Mv. Bancroft's rhetoric grows less am-
bitious, yet more accejitable. There is occasionally an over-

rhetorical phrase ; and at the conclusion of his narrative of the

death of General Frazer. there is interpolated a strain of prose
poetry, out of keeping with tlie usual texture of the style. Islv.

Bancroft delights to linger amid the groups of illustrious European
statesmen and sages, and to trace the advancing steps of intel-

lectual, ethical and political philosophy. His every paragraph is

animated with a philanthropic, liberal, and progressive spirit. And
it is most gratifying to be able to say, that if ever Mr. Bancroft
has in any degree modeled himself after the style of Gibbon, he
has never imbibed the ostentatiously skeptical spirit of that great
historian. In studying the pages of this our standard xVmerican
history, our young men will not become imbued with the anti-

christian temper. ,Mr. Bancroft's writings abound with'no frigid

allusions to the "current theulogy," "the i)oi)ular religion of the

day," so fashionable with a certain set. His liberality an'alyzes with

respect the workings of theologic thought of past Christian ages.
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A beautiful essay of his, some years since, strikingly described the

Novating effects produced upon mankind by the doctrine of the

incarnation. His glowing eulogy upon Edwards, published some-

what unsuitably in Appleton's Encyclopedia, as well as some
passages in the present volume, indicate a somewhat unexpected

sympathy with Calvinism. And what is still more unexpected,

wo tind at page 503 a sharp stroke at Arminianism which liappilv

does not hit. "A richly endowed Church always leans to

Arminianism and justification by Avorks." We had supposed

]Mr. Jjancroft too good a theologian to be imaM'are that Armini-

anism denies the doctrine of justification by works. We had sup-

posed him too well acquainted with dogmatic history, thus to

impute to Arminianism the latal taint of Pelagianism. He might

as well have imputed to xVrmiuianism the doctrine of predesti-

nation. The very mission of Arminianism was, in the striking

kmguage of our great theologian, Richard Watson, to furnish " a

body of divinity adapted to the present state of theological

literature, neither Calvinistic on the one hand nor Pelagian on the

otiier."

Cfignate with this error of our standard American history, is

worse error of our standard American dictionary. The last edition

of Webster's great lexicon furnishes the following as the third

of the five points of the Arminian creed : "That man, in order to

•xiToise true faith, must be regenerated, and renewed by the

Oj'tration of the Holy Spirit, which is the gift of God." Now
this is one of the articles of Calvinism against which the Arminians
take issue. The Arminians maintain that true faith is the ante-

cedent and the condition of regeneration. Our standard dictionary

Jiiiputes to Arminians that very Calvinian arbitrariness of the

diuiie ministration, against which they have ever j'cvolted. It is

Very singular that the historian, who seems to have made in his own
lifetime the transition from Pelagianism to Calvinism, should not
recognize that Arminianism is neither. It is quite as singular

^hat Xew Haven, which has made something like the reverse

transition, should make the same mistake.

' '• Creit Eebcllion: its Recent History, Rise, Progress, and Disastrous
''ailure. By John ilixoR Botts, of Vir^ania. The Political Life of
^H' Author Vindicated. 12mo., pp. 402. Harper »& Brothers. 186G.

-^ir. r.otts, like Senator Foote, has drawn the picture of the south-
fni oligarchy and its secession from a southern but loyal stand-
l-oiiit. Nullification, secession, the right of a state to withdraw

^"ouiiTii Series, Vol. XIX.—10
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from the rationality, he shows to be unanitnonsly denied by the

early southern statesmen, and contradicted by their universal denun-

ciations of the Hartford Convention as treasonable. The dark

Beccssion theory took its origin from the disappointed ambition of

that prince of traitors, John C. Calhoun, Avho foresaw that the

policy of freedom and immigration was transferring the power for- |

ever from the South to the North. Slavery inspired the spirit of I

insatiable domination, which could not brook this loss of su-
|

premacy, and furnished a central point for southern concentration
; |

but by depriving the South of a base of popular yeomanry, and |

preventing those industries by which war resources are produced, it
\

rendered her impotent in the hour of that very contest to which I

it prompted her. For thirty years the proud but truly feeble

oligarchy sought to " fire the southern heart ;
" and yet, even with

what the South had of a jKopU it tried in vain, and "svas forced to

adopt at last the most violent and treacherous methods to " pre-

cipitate" (that was the conspirators' word) the states into unwilling

rebellion. For this purpose, among other expedients, they divided

the Democratic party into two sections, and infatuated Charleston

illuminated her windows at the news of Lincoln's election !
" Pre-

cipitated" by these leaders, the unfortunate people, Avho at first

opposed, felt themsd>;es committed to secession and war. Almost

the whole rushed into the sad contest which had been for three

decades 'thus treacherously prepared for them ; and the result is

that the dream of domination is forever past. Overwhelmed and

prostrate, they are left with nothing, civilly, but the rights of con-

quered insurrection, subject to the authority of the government

they tried to divide, but tcifk no claim to any share in its control.

But to a humane nationality it belongs to prescribe no terms but

such as sliall excluile those leading precipitators, who victimized

the people, from all future power of mischief, and secure the future

peace and unity of the nation upon the broadest principles of uni-

versal manhood right, and state equality.

This contest between North and South is transient. The West,

the nughty West, comes bounding into exultant existence and bound-

less empire. She rises over our horizon like a young omnipotence.

The thunder tones of freedom, the deatli knell of obsolete oligarchy,

come rolling from her sky. She will soon obliterate, as with the

swelling surges of an incoming ocean, all traces of the old antith-

esis between our little eastern North and South. But in princii'I^

she is intensely one witli freedom and nationality; and North and

West arc rolling on the day when our South will be in spirit and

in institutions completely one with both. The sectional spirit
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that creates caste, that abolishes the free common, school, that

pnnpresses free discussion, that excludes immigration, that de-

ppises industry and destroys prosperity and progress, must dis-

a|>I>oar. The broad sunny plains of the south must be filled with

a free, educated, industrious, prosperous yeomanry, and freedom

iimst inaugurate the era of a new and nobler South. Unless the

pouthron is born with a twisted neck, and a face reversed and

perpetually looking backward, let him promptly and forever re-

nounce the dead, buried, and putrid past, and heroically cast for-

ward his welcoming eyes toward the new and better age.

The Decline of the French Monarchy. By Henki ^Iaktin. Translated
from the Fourth Paris Edition, by Mary L. Booth. 2 vols. 8vo. Boston

:

Walker, Fnller, & Co. 1866.

Ucnri Martin's History of France is one of the most thoroughly

conscientious works of modern times. AVhen only twenty-three

years of age Martin engaged in a scheme for publishing a com-

pilation from all the best historians of France ; but after working
at it a while he determined to write the history de novo. It be-

came the task of his life. The first edition .appeared in 1833-36,

in fifteen volumes. Its conclusion Avas only the signal for a new
labor

; beginning at the beginning, with greatly enlarged resources

f'f intellect, as well as of material, the author made a new work
of his second edition, which appeared at intervals from 1837 to

1B54 in nineteen octavo volumes. The fourth edition is now in

vhe market. The success of the. work in France has been very

JT'^tat. It is not ranked, indeed, with Thierry's masterpieces ; but
U comes next to them. The Academy of Inscriptions decreed the

Robert prize in 1844 to the tenth and eleventh volumes, which
trvated of the tear of religioji in France. The later volumes,

(xiii-xvi,) on the age of Lotiis ATK, received the second prize

f'otn the French Academy in 1851 and the first prize in 1852.

Miss Booth has been well inspired in undertaking the translation
^{^ this noble work, and we trust she will be enabled to go on to
»'* completion. She began, it appears, with the thirteenth and
lourteenth volumes of the original, containing The Age of Louis

y ' ''^
' but the publishers have not sent us that part of the work.

* '-e present issue contains the fifteenth and sixteenth volumes
1'*^ the original, -extending from the establishment of the regency
"» 17l.'> to the revolution of 1780.- It traverses, therefore, one of

'' ^^arkest periods of human history, depicting the unhappy reign
t-' the base and feeble Duke of Orleans as regent ; the beastly life
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and fatal administration of Louis XV.; the opening of the new era

in the American Revohition ; and the preparatory steps in govern-

ment, letters, philosophy, and religion, toward the great catas-

trophe in Avhich the worn-out feudal monarchy of France was

finally engulfed. The spirit of the work is everywhere elevated

and noble ; its philosophy acknowledges the hand of God in

history, and is far removed from the modern Pantheistic exclusion

of Providence ; while its description of society and its narrative

niovemetit are always graphic and spirited, as well as carefully

accurate. In the present installment of the work, Voltaire, the

Eucyclopaidists, and Rousseau occupy naturally a large space, and

are treated with discriminating skill. But the author's admiring

pity for liousseau has, we think, carried him too far in excusing

the base elements in the soul of that wonderful genius. Miss

Booth's translation is generally well done. It would be well for

her to adopt and adhere to some deiinite rule in translating proper

names, so as to avoid such discrepancies as giving in the same

sentence the "Duke du Maine," a title half French, half English;

and the "Duke of Orleans," a title all English. M.

Ireland and the Centenary of American Methodism. By Rev. "WiLLiAii

CuooK. l'2ino., pp. 2G3. London : Ilamilton, Adams, & Co. 18(36.

This is a valuable addition to the works already published in

relation to tlve Centenary of American Methodism. The writer is

a respectable Wcsleyan minister in Ireland, and the son of the

honored Kcv. William Crook, lately gone to his reward. Ills

subject is one in which he evidently is deeply interested. His

style is pcrs[>icuous, pleasing, and forceful. His materials are very

naturally arranged, and the following facts are clearly elucidated.

The Palatines were Protestants of Germany. In consequence

of the violent persecution raised against them by the Papists they

left their homes, and some hundreds of them removed to Ireland,

and settled principally in the county of Limerick in 1709. In

1749 the ^lethodist preachers proclaimed the gospel in the neigh-

borhood, and -shortly after Barbara Heck and Philip Embury
joined the society. Li 1758 Wesley held a conference in Limerick,

when Embury and William Thompson, the first president of the

British Conference, were proposed for the itinerant work. Embury
was not appointed to a circuit, .and in Xovember following he

married a relative, 3Iary Switzer. In about eighteen months they,

with Paul and Barbara Heck, and others ol' their party, emigrated
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to these shoves, arriving in l^ew York August I'/GO. After an un-

nccountable silence for six years, Embury preached the first

Methodist sermon in New York, to only five hearers, in his own
house, Barrack-street, now Park Place, October 1766. Two years

after old Jolm-street Church was opened by him fiar worship. In

ITTO he removed to Ashgrove, where he died in 1773. Ilis wife,

with Paul and Barbara Heck, then removed to Canada. We have

also an interesting chapter on Robert Strawbridge, who emigrated

from Ireland, and introduced Methodism into Maryland about

1766. There is some evidence to show that the first Methodist

class in Canada was organized at Augusta, in the house of the

widow of Embury, who had married John Lawrence, from Ireland
;

and that Lawrence Coughlan was the first who unfurled the

Methodist banner in Eastern British America. These, and other

interesting matters connected with the origin and success of

Methodism in America, and especially its indebtedness to Ireland,

r<Jceive ample justice from ]Mr. Crook's able pen. The four engrav-

ings enhance the worth of this fascinating and instructive little

volume, which we cordially recommend to our youthful readers.

It is appropriately dedicated " to the Rev. Robinson Scott, D.D.,

the first deputation from the Irish Conference to the General

Conference of the Methodist Episcopal Church of the United

States of America: as a memorial of private friendship." d.

The Great American Conflict. A History of the Great Rebellion in the

United States of xVmerica, 1800-5. Its Causes, Incidents, and Ecsults.

Intended to Exhibit especially its ]\[oral and Political Phases, with the

Drift and Pro!::jress of American Opinion respectin;^ Human Slavery

from 1776 to the Close of the War for the Union. By Horace Greeley.
Illustrated by Portraits on Steel of Generals, Statesmen, and otlier

l-ininent Men ; Views of Places of Historic Interest ; ^Maps, Diagrams of

H:ittle-field3, Xaval Actions, etc. From Official Sources. Volume IL
8vo., pp. 783. Hartford: 0..D. Case & Co.

Osving to Mr. Greeley's great mastery of the subject, derived from
^'i"^ position as a leading journalist, his work will, for the time being,

i'-sume an authority as the standard history of the great conflict.

'le has very much thrown off tlie style and feeling of a partisan

^^riter; he deals in no one-sided paragraphs; he avoids even giv-

"''4 decisive opinions, leaving simply to his array of facts the busi-

^Hss of enabling the reader to form his own opinion.

-^Ir. Greeley has very little ideality in his mind, and very little of

['tutorial descriptiveness, of glowing narration, or of impassioned

•'lotoric. He has been accustomed to deal in a spirit of high earn-

«Uie£8 with facts and principles. Ilis present work is not a model
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of vivid narrative style. Eemarkable as always for clearness and

force, his periods are careless, being often composed of a series of

mere loose-strung clauses and members, drawn out at gi-eat length.

Politics and battles form the staple. With all his humanitarian

feeling and principle Mr. Greeley pays but slight tribute to the

great Christian movements of benevolent operation. And this

leads us to add a point to what we said in our first notice in regard

to Mr. Greeley's unpardonable injustice, especially to the religions

bodies, on the subject of slavery. In vol. i, page 120, Mr. Greeley

has tho'following notable sentence: "The Methodists in the infancy

oftheir communion were gathered mainly from among the poor and

despised classes, and had much more affiliatioji %oith slaves than loith

their masters^ That is, they were mostly negroes. For if we

should say that Mr. Greeley had more aftiliation with simpletons

than with sensible men, we would certainly be understood to say

that Mr. Greeley was rather a simpleton. It is seldom he writes

60 completely like one. •

Personal Rec^yUf-ctions of Distinguished Generals. By William F. G.

SH.v^'K8. 12mo,, pp. 347. iN'ew York. 18GG,

Mr. Shanks's position as reporter for the " New York Herald "

gave him peculiar opportunities of judging our generals by personal

observation. lie possesses as a writer much vigor and pictorial pow-

er. Sherman, he thiuks, is one side of a great general and Sheridan

another ; Grant is both sides. Our war revealed few great gener-

als at the Xorth ; and, with the exception of Joe Johnston, none at

the South. Perhaps he depreciates the military genius of Lee below
the verdict of facts. It is no compliment to our generalship to

have been defeatt'd, or squarely checked, so many times, and held

at bay so long, by an opponent of no military ability.

The Conversion of t7i4 N'oiihem Nations. The Boyle Lectures for the Tear
18G5. Dflivprcd at the Cliapel Royal, Whitehall. By Chaiiles
Merivat.k, B.D., Rector of Lawford ; Chaplain to the Speaker of the

House of Cointnons. Author of " A History of the Romans under the

Empire." l'2mo., pp. 231. Now York : D. Appleton &, Co. 1SG6.

This elegant volume is the counterpart and completion of 3Ieri-

vale's ])revious work on the conversion of the Roman empire,

noticed in a former Quarterly. Both form a masterly synoptical

view of the rise and ascendancy of Christianity over Europe. Led

not so much by minute specific events as by the great current
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of the ages, we obtain a comprelieusive view of the great historic

process. The work possesses a standard value to the Christian

and the literary thinker.
» '—

A% Anwrican Family in Germany. By J. Eoss BROWEfE. Illnstrated

by the Author, 13mo., pp. 381. New York: Harper & Brothers.

lb6G.

.Mr. Ross Browne is highly ubiquitous. California, the East,

the land of Thor, and Algeria, are all localities in which he acci-

dentally happens. In this volume he dives to the center; plunges

and immerses himself in Deutschland. He is sharp of eye and nim-

ble of tongue. He is full of merry extravaganzas; sees things in

burlesque aspects, and knows how to " set the wild echoes flying
"

with syllables of rollick and riot. Folks who find a sober de-

ecription of foreign lands tiresome, may laugh and grow wise over

bis pages.

Politick
J
Laio, and General Moi'aU.

How New YotIc City is Governed. By Jajies Pabton. (Reprinted from
the North American Eeview.) 12dio., pp. 48. Boston: Ticknor &
Fields.

^^r. Parton's celebrated article in the Xorth American Review,

of which this is a republication, does but present in detail before

the mind what in the gross everybody knows. "New York city

contains within herself the elements of her own destruction, a

destruction that would soon be accomplished but for aid from

abroad. That element is an uneducated, unprincipled foreign

population, coming in annual myriads, of which the very dregs

fi'main within her bosom, almost hnmediately empowered by a
Vote to rule the city. Were the Irishman, indeed, like the negro,
a liomeless loyal Protestant, education and an established interest

^'Uh the country would here at the North have long since mado
'i'm safe and beneficial. But the i<j:norance and vice are foreisrn-

t'oni, and ever incoming and overwhelming. There are sixty
f'<oicsa7id voters lohose interests are in favor of a government by
^''^peradoes and robbers, and who vote directly for such residt,

^'^'ft to its relentless victimizcrs, property would either slowly
^^'preciate, and the city by depopulated to a desert, or rapid riot

>wiul(l reduce her to quick incendiarism and final pillage. When
^h^-' republican legislature first began to interfere, to rescue the
wty Irom its impendhig fate, Fernando Wood, then mayor, raised
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an armed rebellion which the power of the state, led by Governor

Kini;, could easily overawe ; but Wood had the greater muscular

force of the city on his side, and New York could have been as

absolutely subjected to the despot Fernando I., as ever Italian city

was to its petty duke. We all remember the terrible negro riots

in 1SG3 ; We roniemboi- that in our nation's crisis so disloyal was this

dangerous clement, that a part of our national army had to be

dispatched from the fi-ont of war, to repress rebellion in Broadway

and the Five Points. In short we have—worse than an elephant

—

a terrible iiydka on our hands ; and we must either lay him, or

snddenly or slowly he will destroy us.

Happy for New York city in the past, that the same " democ-

racv," of which this sixty thousand is the concentrated quin-

tessence, did not rule the state. To the interposition of a

republican legislature, elected by the rural districts. New Y^'ork

owes her preservation thus far. This is a precarious, even if a

legitimate source of safety. Tlic remedy, as Mr. Farton suggests,

must be established in the new state constitution to be framed by

the convention soon to be called. The methods he suggests are

an educational and direct-tax sutfrage, fewer offices to be tilled by

popular election-^, and some sort of city high court, consisting of

men of probity and property, for trying and punishing official

thieves.

The city government of Now Y'ork, including Brooklyn, is a

matter of vital interest to the entire state of New York, which is

over:~hadt)\vcd and almost overwhelmed by it. Predominantly in

her frovernmcntal character she is an Irish-Romish city, and the

very last election shows in how terrible an antagonism she stands

both in policy and in interest to the rest of the state. Y"et every

Ptatc, the entire nation, is deeply concerned in the same matter of

the growing destructive political element in the metropolitan

cities. Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago, Cincinnati, and their sisters

are all traveling tlie same downward road. Not a moment

must we defer our awaking to a consciousness of our danger.

This is a tojiic for the Church, for her laymen, her press, her

pulj'it. Tiic moral, religious, civil interests of our people are

at stake. The Citizens' Association of this city is doi^ig a noble

work. Mr. Partou reconmiends affiliated associations throughout

New York and lirooklyn. Should not our ministers and laity be

forward in such a movement?

One of the nuxt demoralizing and dangerous elements in

existence is the ati(horized and encourcKjed organization of an

Irish nationality icithi/t our 7nidst. We have a nation within our
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nation, armed and concerted, conscious of its strength, and

rclritively strong by union. How disloyal that element was in

our late struggle, how seditious its auti-war and negro riots, we
all know. That the Fenian junto attempted an invasion on a

peaceful neighboring people is bad enough ; that it m.ny turn its

iuxtilities in any other direction it chooses—to strike tlie country

perhaps some fatal blow in the next terrible crisis—is still more

dangerous. When the political party that could elect a Morrissey

to Congress sustains this organized misrule, it only acts its own
base nature; but that any repubUcan element, belonging to the

party of civilization and progress, should coquette with the

monster, is itself monstrous.

SupfTstition and Force. Essays on the "Wager of Law—the Wager of

Battle, the Ordeal—Torture. By Henry C. Lea. 8yo., pp. 407.

Philadelphia: Henry C. Lea. 1866.

The writer of this work, with an 'affluent erudition in his depart-

ment, traces several great phases of the social system through the

middle ages, and deduces, or furnishes us with the means to deduce,

the lessons and reflections they suggest. Special histories of this

kind have their value, though, by giving emphasis to particular

elements, they are apt to produce erroneous views of the history as

a whole. The two jireat institutions of battle wager and ordeal

Were based upon one assumption, namely, that we are able to call

in a divine interference in behalf of our right when we choose.

Such an assumption, unless in a system more or less supernatural,

as the Mosaic, human experience has sliown to be false.

Mr, Lea writes in a grave, clear, scholarly, and judicial style.

Though he traces some of the greatest errors which religion and

conscience, guided by false science or no science, have committed,

lie is far from denying the validity of either.

BelUs-Leitres^ Classical^ arid Philological.

Pc'ems ly Rdbert Buclanan. 12mo,, pp. 311. Boston: Roberts &
Brothers. 18G6.

^Ir. lUichanan is accepted by the age as a veritable poet. He is

t'tidowcd with a variety of powers, and flings out a variety of

^^yles. At first we thought him a Keats risen from his Italian

grave to tell the world that he could not be killed by a Quarterly
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revie-wer. Thea he is a Shelley, with his affluence of brilliant

imagery, his perfect riot in the most exquisite verbiage, his

mysticism Mithoat his pantheism, playing with language with a

rnaslery that detects new powers in an English vocabulary. Then

he tells a graphic tale in plain bald prosaic verse, more homely

and not less powerful than Crabbe. But then he is no mere

mocking-bird ; he has a throat and a gamut of his own, and plays

you all sorts of ad lihltiun variations and voluntaries.

• The volume consists of Uxdeetones, most of which are very

highly toned ; and Idyls which it is very idle to style idyls,

unless you would make an idol of the sweet Greek name that

means something quite ditferent from its present use. We like the

Undertones better than the Idyls. They play mostly upon classic

themes, and, with all his very modern spirit, Buchanan has

a deep Greeklike impregnation to him. We wish our room
permitted quoting the "Swan-song of Apollo."

We caimot dally with these poets. Ours is a prose life. They
are mostly seducing liars ; and we have as much to do with the

truth as life suffices. But for those who have time, and who are

greatly liable to waste it on matters more questionable, and who
love to be magnetized with brilliant fancies and resonant melodies,

Buchanan has a large amount of such witchcraft in him.

An IntrO'2'Xfiory Latin Ikyylc, intended as an Elementary Drill Book on
the Inflections and Principles of the Language, and as an Introduction
to the Author's Grammar, Reader, and Latin Composition. By A.
Hakkness, Professor m Brown University. New York: D. Appleton
& Co.

A Latin Render, intended as a Companion to the Author's Latin Gram-
mar. With References, Suggestions, Notes, and Vocabulary. By A.
Hakkxkss, Professor in Brown University. New York : D. Appleton
«fc Co.

"

.

The first of these books is emphatically a *' drill book," and as

such is admirably done. Its grammatical principles and par-

adigms are transferred directly, in form, language, and numbering,
from the author's grammar, which has won high praise for its

clear arrangement and i)liilosophical scholarship. This feature

will be a very great advantage to those who pass from the

Introductory to the grammar. Copious double translation ex-

ercises accomijiiny the rules and paradigms from the very first,

giving the learner an opportunity to enjoy the practice and theory
together. Tlie " suggestions " to the learner, though brief, are

valuable, and the constant references will keep the memory fresh

on principles already learned. The whole is a most judicious
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n->loction of elementary work, arranged in a way to secure for the

pujiil a thorougli foundation in the knowledge of the language.

The Latin Reader is adapted to the author's grammar. The

exercises of the first part are designed to illustrate the grammar.

The selections of the second part illustrate connected discourses.

Abundant references clear the track of all grammatical difliculties,

while the suggestions to the learner, notes, and models for parsing,

furnish needed assistance in a happy manner. Teachers will wel-

come both these books. h.

Periodicals. •

Thi Sunday-School Journal. D. Wise, D.D., Editor.

Tlicre are thousands throughout our Church who teach our

Suuday classes, but who shall teach the teachers ? Who shall

inspire, suggest, and inform the minds through our length and

breadth, that are to inspire the soul of the child ? AVe know no

man who can do it so well as D:*. Wise, and no one method of

imparting the instruction to that numerous class that are instruct-

ing all the other classes, as this noble instrument, The Sunday-

ScJiool Journal. When it first began it was a plain unpromising

looking sheet ; but as it now emerges from the press, it vies wuth

any other Sunday-school banner extant.

And how shall our young fplks be incited to engaging in the

great work of Sunday-school instruction ? We have had many a

fine enthusiast who has made the Sunday-school his noble hobby ;

utid many an intuitive adept in the art of teaching. Some have

;:oue to their reward ; more, whom we could name with honor,

are still living and in the field, and more still should be entering.

l>ut how shall the vacated places and the vacant ranks be filled ?

Of ways there is at any rate one. With his Joukxal. our faithful

editor can summon fresh successors, as father Abraham did his

tliree hundred thousand volunteers. They may not all come at

C">cc ; but the trumpet in the sumraoner's hands is perpetually

*"junding, and the volunteers will come by units and anon swell to

^lie thousands. So may one of the most pressing wants of the

^Imrch be supplied.

Our entire Sunday-school literature has, under its present

administration, been within a few years past entirely renovated.

«t acknowledges no superior either in quality, variety, or cheap-

'H'hs. A corps of writers has been carefully selected, and a
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" childhood literature " of the true caliber has been created. It

nobly meets the demands of the Church. Still our schools are most

defective : our system needs a great improving; our army, discipline

and a greater efficiency. It is matter of congratulation that so

able a lieutenant as jSIr, Vincent has been called into a field so wide

and full of fruitful labor. Tliough Methodism must never abandon

her aggressive work in the outside world, her Sunday-schools,

if rightly managed, ought to insure her reproduction of herself on

a larger scale, and with~ improved material, from generation to

generation. In the light of these facts we have no more important

periodical in the Church than our Sunday-School Journal. Every

superintendent should see that it reaches every teacher, and every

young person who should be a teacher.

Pamphlets.

The Christian Hccorder, Yo\\xmc Yl. Philadelphia: 1866.

This is the organ of the African Methodist Episcopal Church,

edited by the Rev. James Lynch, a graduate of Oberlin, a gentle-

man of eminent ability, destined, we trust, to lead a distinguished

career in the promotion of the interests of our Afric-Ameriean

brethren. Tiic pa[)er, thus ably conducted, we are sorry to note,

is not munificently sustained. In no way can this class of our
countrymen so serve their common interests as by maintaining the

reputation they have so largely of late acquired by an earnest zeal

in behalf of intellectual and moral improvement. An able periodi-

cal, nobly sustained, is one of the most efficient of all means, both
for advancing the cultiu-e and evincing that advancement to the

world. Its failure, or even want of due success, would be a catas-

trophe to their cause.

We have had occasion to remark, that during the successive

trying stages of our national crisis, of all sides and parties, the

negro is the only man who has alicai/s behaved himself well. lie

neither engaged in servile insurrection, nor "precipitated" any
secession. He bided quietly his time, only praying the Father on
high that it might speedily come; and terrible on the oppressor
has been the return shower of that ascendhig prayer. When the

war came, a number of negroes met in a room on Broadway to

agree upon olVoriug their services to the government ; but (such

was the wisdom that ruled the hour) a body of police were sent

up to disperse their meeting; and this was done, not under the
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presidency of James Buchanan, but of Abraham Lincoln! Negro

bkleil quietly his time. Ho only as a stealthy "contraband" gave

intelligence to our armies, lent relief to our wounded, and aided

our imprisoned soldiers in their escapes. But when came the

hour, then came the ma7i. He came to the battle front to give

pledge, with the blood of his manhood, for the manhood of his blood.

His tiery onset silenced for ever the cowardice that had dared to

call him a coward, while the bloody massacre of Fort Pillow has

bidden the nation to vow that, whoever shall rule the South, his

wrongs shall be righted. Other motives, of a more general and

more purely Christian philanthropy, urge the Christian North to

j)lace her treasures and her men into the work of elevating the

colored loyalty of the South. But there could be no trueness in the

heart of the North if she did not feel bound, as by a heaven-

registered oath, to see to it that a race so displaying, in the trying

hour, the highest qualities of manhood, should Vje allowed the full-

est rights of manhood ; and that so tried a loyalty in the country's

peril should be endowed with all the franchises, and with all the

means of qualifying for those franchises, that the country can

bestow.

But one sad mistake, if we understand, have we known our Meth-

odist Afric-American brethren commit. "We do not specially object

to any compliments paid by them to the Southern General Conference,

KO far as they were true. We do not presume, with our amount of

knowledge, to say how fiir the actual compliments were true. But

the bitter and caluminous onslaught the colored delegates opened

upon the ^Methodist Episcopal Church was a mistake of the most

wnfortnnate and most inexcusable kind. Such a calumny upon the

Church that has by all acknowledgement led the van for the attain-

nieut of their deliverance from slavery ! Such an offering of incense

presented to the nostrils of men who had fought a life-long battle

to perpetuate their enslavement! How have we rejoiced that our

pro-slavery politicians have not got hold of the fact. How quickly

^vould they have exclaimed, " Just as we said. These imbecile

nicffrers are completely under the thumb of. their old w'hippors.

Give ihem a vote, and they will use it at their old masters' bidding

^'gainst their enfranchisers." It was not we who surtereil from that

^lavishly-uttered calumny, but tliose who uttered it. They were

f'll^e, not so much to our reputation, as to their own color. They
^^ere untrue to their own race. Tliey abdicated the manhood that

their martyi-ed brothers had attested with their blood.

Houbtless it is true that by our Church, as by all other parts

of our community, the colored race has been wronged. But what
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is the fountain-head of all that wrong? Slaveiy. Who has

insisted that that wrong should be intense, persistent, and

accumulated in the North as well as in the South ? The slave-

power and its northern allies and abettors. Trampling on the

ilorthern. negro has been the tribute the North has paid to the

slave-holding South. Tlie northern negro has been insulted,

crushed, outlawed, because he was own brother and one with the

southern slave ; and because the oppressor of that slave required

that the North shouhl oppress the slave's brother. To break the

chain of the southern slaveholder was the first step to breaking

the rod of the northern oppressor. That chain, thank God ! we
have broken. And so we say that the colored man that stands

up before a southern assembly to belie his emancipators, is untrue

to every drop of blood in his own veins.

\Ye are well aware of the disajiprobatiou of a large share of the

African M. E. Church of that procedure. Many, and we think the

most thoughtful of that Churcli, would prefer even a union with our

Church, could it be so attained as to produce no collisions and
jealousies by injudicious contact, and so as to secure the ample aids

of the stronger Church, without overawing or checkino- the free de-

velopment of the weaker. I'erhajJS such a union (as foreshadowed

by Dr. Crary) is practicable ; and if practicable, desirable. It is not

mere color that produces any obstacle. Our southern white brethren

are ample proof that (at any rate where one color is enslaved,) the

utmost personal familiarity and the closest personal contact can be

the normal rule. The southern defenders of slavery have often

described in sentimental style the intimate and tender relation

between master and slave. Master has been nursed in negro

arms, and has been fondled and waited upon, all his days, by
colored domestics. Xay, he has been the parent, perhaps, of a

numerous dusky progeny. It is only at contact with the free
colored man, as fellow-minister, or fellow-voter, or fellow-leo-islator,

that he feels shocked as by an electric battery ! But with us North-
erners it is only the transient absence of that culture, for which
the means have liccn denied them, which renders entire organic

association, a matter of time. Did sufficient reasons require a

well qualified Afric-American bislioj* to be elected, and preside in

turn over our CciK-ral Conterenee, who would object Irom mere
color alone? A few years ago the objection, in obedience to

southern infliient-ts, would have been very unanimous. A few
years hence, we tni.st, it will be wondered that such objection

could ever have existed.
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Caifer7nrt/ Pictorial Album. Being Contributions of the Early History

of ^Methodism in the State of Maryland. By George C. M. Roberts,
M. D., D.D. Quarto, cloth and gold, pp. 30. -Baltimore: J. W.
Woods. 1866.

Pr. Uobevts has here furnished the only centenary pictorial which

svould appear well upon the parlor table. Most of the special

,

groups we have yet scon would give to our posterity tlie notion

that either the fine arts or the human face were npt quite developed

in our day. The selections for engraving are out of the routine

of bishops and other officials. We have indeed Asbury in

his episcopal young manhood, the plain but noble face of

Asbury's mother, the live looking young Strawbridge, with

his embowered log chapel, and the house of his death and

funeral, and his forest grave. Then we have Henry Willis's grave,

and the right noble face and form of Mrs. Willis. Historical

*' Old Light-Street " is present in a variety of lights, followed by
the powerful personality of the elder Dr. Roberts. We thank our

Maryland friends for these fresh illustrations of their ancient

classic Methodist grounds. Lovers of our history in every quarter

of the Church should be sure not tp overlook this special

souvenir.

Iliscellajieous.

The Draytons and tTie Davenants. A Story of the Civil TTars. By the

Author of the " Schonbcrg-Cotta Faniilv," etc., etc. 12mo., pp. •-09.

New York: M. W. Dodd. 1866.

The Erewefs Famih/. Bv 3Irs. Ellis, Author of" "Women of Eng'and."
12mo., pp. 325. New York : M. AV. Dodd. 18G6.

Pa.'isagts in the Life of the Faire Gospeller, Mistress Anne Askew. Re-

counted by ye unworthie pen of Nicholas ^Ioldwarp, B.A., and now
first set forth by the Author of " ]\Iary Powell." New York : 31. W.
Dodd. 1866. .

*

The Brouningi: A Tale of the Great Rtbellion. , By J. G. Fuller,
Author of '• The Grahams," etc. 12mo., pp. 310. New York : M. "W.

Dodd. 1866.

The above four volumes, moral fictions connected with the history

of England or America, are the productions of authors eminent

and excellent in this department of literature, and appear in Mr.

Dodd's best style. »

Drofi of WaUr from Many Fountains. By MmA Eldkidge. 24mo.,

pp. 21(5. New York: Foster & Pahucr. 1867.
The ^f,'thodi.'^t Almanac far the Ytar of our L-yrd 1867. Being the

Ninety-first Year ofAmerican Independence, and the Hundred and first

of American Methodism. 12mo., pp. 53. New York: Carlton &
Porter.

The Sanctuary: A Story of the Civil War. By George "Ward Nichols,
Autiior of "The Story of the Great March." With Illustrations.

12mo., pp. 286. New York: Harper & Brothers. 1866.
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Art. L—mDIA.
That immense triangle stretcliing from the Himmalavas to

Cape Coraorin, a distance of nineteen hundred miles, and from

the Hindoo Coosh on the Avest to the borders of Burmah on

tlio east, a distance of fifteen hnndred, is, in many respects,

the grandest peninsula on eai'th. It has an area of 1,44»3,576

Mpiarc miles, and is much larger than France, Great Britain,

Austria, Germany, Portugal, Spain, Denmark, Greece, Swit-

/.orland, Holland, Belgium, Italy, Turkey, Prussia, and the

Ionian Eepublic, united.

It is divided by the Vindhya mountains into Hindustan and

tlie Deccan, each of which has a table-land and plains. The
tuble-land of the former is supported on the south by the Yin-

dhya range, and on the north by a lower one in the Bundlecund,

.-I'.ping gradually into the basin of the Ganges. The table-

l-'tnd of the Deccan, fifteen hundred feet above the sea level, is

•''Jpported on the north by the Yindhya, and on the other three

^ides by the Ghauts, which run round the peninsula near the

''•ast, leaving low plains between their bases and the sea. The
^»erbuddah river forms the dividing line between the two table-

land.s
; the Warda marks the southern boundary of a woody

'r:\ct whicli is peopled by aboriginal tribes; the Godavery
'•'•''Vs through a valley that might supply the world with sugar;
'^"> Indus makes an Egypt in the northwest. Eastward of

''''•^ stream, and westward of the Aravalli chain, lies a desert.

>vuh liere and there an oasis. Between the Himmalaya and

y^inru Series, Yol. XIX.—11
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the Yindhya ranges is the plane of the Ganges, with the Pun-

jab at its head and Bengal at its foot, the latter of which seems

to be the united gift of the Ganges and the Burrampootra.

This great peninsula is walled in on the north by the snowy

range of the Himnialaya, and protected both on tlie east and

west by mountain chains ; and although it has gates alike on

the east, tlie northwest, and the west, through which the Atf-

ghan, the Tartar, and the Persian invasions have at different

periods poured upon the phiins below, yet with the instruments

and science of modern warfare these passes may readily be

guarded.

Off its southern extremity lies the fragrant island of Ceylon,

sustaining the same relation to India that Sicily does to Italy.

Tliis fair land, extending from the eighth parallel of north

latitude to the thirty-sixth, furnishes almost every vegetable,

animal, and mineral product. Cereals abound in the plains,

gems in the mountains, spices in the breeze ; tea in Assam,

coffee ill the Nilgherry Hills, indigo in Bengal, and opium

and jute in the basin of the Ganges. As to cotton and sugar,

they are both indigenous to India, which, under improved

methods of cultivation and of intercommunication, and a wise

goverjiment, could stock the markets of the world with both

commodities.

Although the mamifadures oi India, through want of proper

encouragement, have decliued, yet its muslins and works in the

precious metals are still unrivaled, as well for their texture as

their beauty.

The pmvilotion of India is thus estimated :

. British territory in India 131,990,901 -

Native " " 48.376,247

Frouch and Portuguese 517,149

Total ; 180,884,297

Dwell for a moment upon these figures. Suppose Providence

take India from Great Britain, and, as a compensation, give

her all the rest of Asia, the Chinese empire alone excepted.

AVould she gain or lose as to tlie number of her subjects? Let

us sec. Arabia, with its celebrated deserts and mountains, and

famed cities and unconquered tribes, contains eight millions.

Asiatic Turkey, land of the Bible, the primitive seat of civili-
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zation, tlie scene of great victories and seat of great monarchies,

ton millions; Georgia, two; Persia, nine; AfFghanistan, sbc;

JJceloochistan, one ; Independent Tartary, seven ; Siberia,

ftretehing from sea to sea, three; Farther India, including"

liunnah, the kingdom of Siam, the empire of Anam. Cochin

China, and Malacca, twenty millions; the Japan empire,

thirty. Add these together, and you have not much more
than half the population of India. Set down now, in addition,

Tiiibct, and Chinese Tartary, and Corea, and all other parts of

tiie Chinese empire except China proper, say thirty-four mill-

ions, and you have one hundred and thirty millions. Xext
throw in Borneo, Sumatra, Java, the Phillipine Isles, Celebes,

Spice Islands, Floris, Timor— all Malaysia
; next Australia,

Now Guinea, New Zealand, Yan Dieman's Land, Louisiade,

Xow Britain—all Australasia ; then the Satidwich Islands, So-

ciety Islands, the Ladrone Islands—all Polynesia ; in line,

<.)ccanica, one whole quarter of the globe, and you only raise

the number to one hundred and tifty-six millions; still thirty-

Jviir millions short of the population of India.

Take another view. The Barbary States, Belud ul Gered,

I^irypt, Nubia, Abyssinia, -Sahara. Soudan, Eastern Africa,

^^ extern Africa, Ethiopia, and the African Islands, all contain,

.'iccording to our books generally, but sixty-two millions. To
'lio population of Africa add that of Greenland, Iceland, Brit-

>*!i America, Russian America, Mexico, the United States,

Coiitral America, the West Indies, Bermudas, Brazil, Argent-

ine Republic, New Grenada, Peru, Bolivia, Yenezuela, Pata-

'-"in'a, Equador, Chili, Guiana, Uraguay, Paraguay, and the

^ -ilkland Islands, in fine, the whole continent of America,
"S'-'venty millions in all, and you have only one hundred and
-iirty millions, more than fifty millions short of the population
'"'' India. Add to the people of both these continents those of

' '^'oanica, and you raise the number to onlv one hundred and
ity-fuur millions, thirty millions less than India.

A his people are of difterent origins, customs, and faiths, and
*l<ak various languages, not less than twenty-nine, twenty-
''!ir of them derived from the Sanscrit, and five from other

•"""COS. They have much knowledge, and a wonderful historv.

'•''Jias astronomy dates fifteen centuries before Christ, and
•'"g ere the mind of the Mediterranean awoke. Her trigo-
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nometrv "was a thousand years in advance of that of Europe,

Her logic and philosophy preceded and inspired those of

Greece. The fascinating Pantheism which Germany elaborates,

and England servilely echoes, and Emerson discourses as if it

were a new discovery, has been proclaimed for two or three

thousand years among a people to enlighten whose darkened

minds Berlin and London and Boston send missionaries, and

many a dirty devotee expounds it more adroitly, ay, and elo-

quently too, than' either.

The intellect of India is still the speculative mind of the

East, sustaining the same relation to Asia that Greece does to

ancient Europe, and Germany to modern. The Hindoos, a

people of Causasian origin, and of Indo-Germanic family,

entering India through the Hindoo Coosh, three thousand years

ago, and gradually spreading over the country, enslaving. or

driving to the southern mountains the aboriginal inhabitants,

introduced Brahminism. This is a magnificent polytheism,

systematic in form, with power to modify science, mould art,

inspire literature, shape social life, sustain civil government,

identify itself witli nationality, and appeal to the strongest

feelings of the native character, reverence for tlie past. It5

hymns of devotion and formulas of worship, the Yedas, four

in number, are older than the Psalms of David, strongly ijn-

bued with patriarchal theology, deemed eternal,- -and supposed

to have been written in the language of the gods. The Shas-

tras, six in number, contain some scientific treatises, and a cos-

mosronv m manv respects remindinrr us of the book of Genesis,

though it divides eternity, and gives us eras of millions oi

years. It has a theology resting upon' the triad Brama.

Yishnu, and Shiva.

The language in which the sacred books are written (Sanscrit i

is of unfathomable antiquity, and, according to Sir AVilliam

Jones, more perfect than the Greek, more copious than tlie

Latin, and more excellently refined than either ; and, in tlie

judgment of the learned, capable of expressing every move-

ment of the human will, every form of human thought, an''

every wave of human passion, with unsurpassed clearness, ele-

gance, and tbrce.

The deities of Hindooism are generally worshiped in shap*^-

in which they are supposccf to have become incarnate. 1^'^'
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IH-piilar theology is founded upon the code of Menu and the

I'uranas. The latter, eighteen in number, is a collection of

1,-u'fnds concerning the gods, who many, Cjuarrel, sin, and suf-

fer, and are thirty millions strong.

There is a striking resemblance between the earlier mythol-

,,^'V of India and that of ancient Egyi)t, Greece, and PiOme.

Thus Braraa corresponds to the Ammon of the Egyptians, the

Zt-us of the Greeks, the Jupiter of the Komans ; Saraswati to

tlio Neith of Egypt, the Athena of Greece,* the Minerva of

Rome; Cama to Cupid; Chrishna with the Gopias dancing

around him, to Apollo and the Muses ; Eama to the Osiris of

I!'_'vpt and the Bacchus of Greece. Shiva in India becomes

Tvpho in "Egypt, and Pluto in Greece ; while the Isa of the

lir>t land is the Isis of the second, and the Diana of the third.

Transmigration is modilied in the west into Tartarus and the

fhadesof Elysium, and absorption into the Deity into ascent to

the gods. Both the East and the West believed that man had

;» prior existence, and they taught the doctrine of purification

by punishment ; but the Greeks, too busy with this world,

l".-tponed purgatory to the next; while the Hindoos preferred

torture on this side the grave to Pluto and his fires on the

"tliCT. The gods and myths of India were probably the orig-

!!ials of which those of the classic West were the copies. The

'atter are now known only to song, the former still live in the

Jaith of the people. The types of Osiris and Bacchus, of Isis

and Diana, are still worshiped under the shade of mango
^Tuves, and the descendant of the original bull Apis may be

•'on in every Hindoo city, and under the shadow of every

temple of Shiva. Whether Indian mythology is older or not,

't is superior to the European. While the Grecian gods be-

t-uiiie incarnate for purposes of lust, prejudice, or passion, those

t'l India come in flesh for purposes of benevolence. Is Yishnu
* ^idi? it is to rescue truth from a demon, or humanity from
'^'0 deluge. Is he a tortoise? It is to sustain the earth when
•idcing ill the ocean. Is he a boar \ It is to draw forth upon
•'"^ tusks the land that had been submerc2;ed. Is he a lion,

""r.^ting from the marble column ? It is to save a pious son

'''Mu the hands of a blasphemimr monarch. Is he a dwarf?
it la to serve the gods. Is he a warrior? It is to destroy

"rpressors. Does he become Pam ? It is to overcome lia-
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vanna and liberate Cevlon. Does he appear as Krishnu ? It 13

to Blay niOTisters and demons, and abound in benefactions. Is

he a Bhudda? It is to counteract perverted power. In bis

future incarnation, Ivalki, he is to come on a white horse to

restore pure religion, punish the impenitent, and bring back

the golden age.

The substance of these mythologies is the same, whether

modified by the gloomy mind of India, the heavy one of

Egypt, the cheerful one of Greece, or the stately and steady

one of Rome ; and this substance is evidently of higher anti-

quity than any, a primitive revelation. The existence of God,

the garden of Eden, the fall of man, a future state, an incarna-

tion, a possibility of reunion with God, the certainty iDf punish-

ment, and the doctrine of substitution, may be traced through

them all, but perverted and obscured. The Supreme Being is

often exhibited without attributes, the void. Depravity is

from the evil nature of matter; the future state is substituted

by trausnn'gration ; and pardon and purification are sought by
ceremonies, contemplation, self-torture, and presents to priests.

The ancient mythologies are the solid gold of truth beaten into

flimsy tinsel and moulded by a depraved imagination into forjus

which dazzle and bewilder, but are no longer capable of being

the current coin of the moral universe or bearino- the imao-c of

its Maker.

This history of Indian idolatry, and indeed of all, shows

that when men forsake revelation their minds grow darker and

darker. There is an awful descent from the Yedas to the

Institutes of Menu, and a still greater from these to the

Puranas.

The greater permanence of Indian religion is due, in great

measure, to the fact that while the spiritual ideas of Greece and

Eome assumed the fascinating but perishable forms of statuary

and painting, those of India took the enduring form of books.

The original volumes, however, being in a language unknown
to the common people, are, so far as they are concerned, dead.

The living and degenerated foith has defiled the whole liter-

ature of the land. I once asked why native ladies were not

educated. The answer was, " There is no literature in the

language fit for a lady to read." The common thoughts and

conversation of the people are defiled. You could not repeat
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ill a Christian land the language of the children in their sports

or quarrels, without mantling the cheek of every woman and
provoking the hootiugs of every man that heard you.

The apostle Paul meant what he said when, speaking of the

converted heathen, he cried, " And such were some of you, but

ye are washed." The heathen need washing, not merely their

feet and hands, but their mouths. Nor is this surprising when
we consider their god and myths, or even their temples. It is

creditable to the modesty of Indian women that they visit the

temples at night, and pay their devotions to the chief object of

tlicir worship in silence and darkness. How they pass the

streets without blushing it is difilcult to tell, for the public

places are made odious by the objects of adoration set up

within them. Behold the steps of descent. Beginning with

the true God, they advanced to the triad, then multiplied their

avatars, finally worshiped things inanimate, till now the waters,

the sun, the monkey, even sometimes the gaspipes and tele-

graph poles, are worshiped, and the gods of the country are

more numerous than the men, while the objects most adored

are those that are most disgusting. Thus their mind and con-

science is defiled, and, as in ancient Ephesus, " the Gentiles

walk in the vanity of their mind, having the understanding

darkened, being alienated from the life of God, throngli the

ignorance that is in them, because of the blindness of their

heart; who, being past feeling, have given themselves over

unto lasciviousness, to work all unclean ness with greediness."

Tlieir general conduct is what we might expect, according to

the spirit that now worketh in the children of disobedience.

They have indeed a standard of morality, falling below v.liich

one is condemned, for "when the Gentiles do by nature the

things contained in the law, these, having not the law, are a

law unto themselves." Indeed, without this no business could

he carried on, and no community exist. Hence, when the

dhooly bearer receives his charge he takes the same care of it

that a Christian would. But beyond the outward act it is to

ixj feared the morality of Hindoos rarely goes. Little do they

^eel love to God or to man, or the spirit which the angels ex-

pressed at the birth of Jesus.

Ihe institutions of Ilindooism illustrate its character.

I*rominent amonor these is caste. The code of Menu divides
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society into four castes, the priest, the soldier, the husbandman,

and the servant. The first was said to proceed from the

mouth of Brama, the second from his arms, the third from his

thighs, and the fourth from his feet. These have almost dis-

appeared except the tirs't. The Brahmins, from ten to twelve

millions, still, by monopoly of knowledge, maintain their posi-

tion at the head of the social edifice, beneath which there are

now numerous castes, varying from sixty to a hundred and

Beventy, according to locality.

IIow a system so utterly at war with fundamental political

and gospel principles could prevail for two thousand five hund-

red years is amazing, unless you consider that it is rooted in

the popular religion, is deemed the divine order, and confers

immunities on the lower castes in proportion to their descent

in the social scale. The Bralnnin is in perpetual danger of

losing caste, for if he but touch a mater's button he is defiled. 2

The tenacity with which caste is held is wonderful. AFakeer,
|

on being imprisoned, determined to starve himself to death, I

and die with a curse upon the magistrate upon his lips. When i

he was nearly gone, the jailor read to him an order that he |

should when a corpse, be wrapped in an ox-hide, carried out 1

by men of low caste, and buried in the earth ; he immediately

said '' Give me food, or I lose my caste." At Jyepore, in

Raipootana, a bazar that could not be cleared with police or

artillery was at once cleared by some sweepers with brooms.

Sir John Lawrence, who attributes the Sepoy rebellion to the

greased cartridges, related to me this story : On a field of bat-

tle an ofticer and a Sepoy lay side by side, wounded and suffer-

in"-, in the hut sun. All day the Indian said nothing but

" "Water ! water !" Toward night a woman came with a skin

of water. The Englishman drank and was refreshed. The

Sepoy asked the woman of what caste she was, and being

informed that she was of low caste, he turned away his parched

lips. The ollicer remonstrated, " You and I only are present.

I pledge my honor as a soldier never to mention it. Drink,

and vou may live; refuse, and you die." "Xo," said he,

" better die than lose my caste." If the Sepoy were a Brahmin,

we may cease to wonder when we reflect that, according to the

code of Menu, whatever exurts in the universe is all in eftect,

though not in form, the wealth of the Brahmin, since he is
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entitled to it by bis primogeniture and eminence in rank. To

liini knowledge is sbut up, for the sacred books are too holy to

be studied by any but a Brahmin, or even to be read by a

Soodra. He who mentions a Brahmin with contumely should

have an iron style, ten fingers long, thrust red hot into his

mouth.

Some, perliaps, may tell us that something exactly like

this exists in this country, and that if we substitute a cer-

tain word for Brahmin, and a certain other for Soodra, we shall

find here an unwritten code of the same spirit as that of Menu.

I am aware that customs and feelings akin to caste may be

found in the Christian world, as when a man is compelled to

follow the trade of his father, or a people are doomed to inferi-

ority in consequence of their color. But mark the difference

:

these things are i/i defiance of Chridianity

.

Kindred to caste is slavery, which has existed from time

immemorial in India, and which, despite British law, exists

there to this day, and to such an extent that tliere is scarcely a

rajah or wealthy native family that has not its slaves. * Mark,

this is in accordance with the native religion ; but where it ex-

ists in Christian lands it is contrary to conscience and faith,

and destined, with the cultivation of the one and the progress

i.>f the other, to utter extermination. Suttee, the burning of

the woman upon the funeral pile, was often done against her

own remonstrance, and by means of her own children binding

her to the flames. Infanticide is still practiced by the Rajpoots

and Catties, in order to avoid the expense of marrying their

daughters, and it is authorized by the sacrifices to the river god

^iunga.

More terrible still is the practice of Thuggee—a system of

hereditary murder, carried on by a fraternity spread all over

India, having secret signs and a peculiar dialect, who are

taught from boyhood to look upon murder by the noose as

tlieir callino;. We have bands of robbers, counterfeiters, mur-

uerers, in Christian lands ; but note the difference. The Thug is

feligionsly inducted by his spiritual guide ; he uses an instru-

^lent consecrated by religious solemnities. He worships Kali, a

murderous goddess, who has given him the privilege of killing

hi^ fellow-beings for a livelihood, to whom after every murder
"e makes an oflerini:: of silver and of suirar, whose wrath ho
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would incur if he failed, when the omens were favorable, to

suffocate the victim, and whose name is so venerable with the

people that the native rulers are afraid to deal with her

murderers. Similar to this is the system of Dekoitee, practiced

religiously by a set of robber castes.

These are legitimate moral results of Brahmanism. I need

not speak of polygamy, nor of the degradation of woman, nor

of the monasticism and devoteeism so prevalent. The priests

are often celibates and mendicants. The fakeers are numer-

ous. Some holding their hands clenched until the nails pass

through the skin, others suspending themselves by hooks, others

rolling themselves across the country, measuring hundreds of

miles with their bodies. I have seen the devotee on the banks

of the Ganges, almost nude, covered with ashes, occupying a

constrained position, with his joints apparently in a state

of anchylosis, yet receiving the adoration of the people. A
missionary had traveled all day in the beautiful valley of

the Xabuddah, charmed with the mountain and the stream,

when toward night he came across a devotee who had been

occupying a cave fur forty years, worshiping a god that he had

made with his own hands out of cow-duno-.

The priests profess to worship not the idol, but God in the

idol, as they pay homage to the queen in the person of the

viceroy. They, however, seem to have no knowledge of

the Inlinite Being, who, they say, is incomprehensible to finite

minds, and to whom, in all India, there is neither priest nor

temple. The philosopliers are generally pantheists„and teach

cither that both mutter and spirit are manifestations of Brahm,
or that Brahm is the uiily existence, and creation an illusion, or

that matter is eternal, and Brahm, uniting himself with it,

giviis it life. Eacli system confounds God and tlie creature,

and destroys all moral distinctions. The Yedants when asked

who is God will generally point to themselves. They allege

that if men lie or murder, it is not they, but God in them, that

is chargeable. The common people do not reason much, but

bow credulously betbre the idol.

India gave birth to another idolatrous system. Buddhism,
which originated with Sakya Mooni six hundred years before

Christ. It is full of absurdities and false phiiosophy. 'It

teaches the doctrine of transmigration, embraces no idea offer-
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givcness, asserts that punishment follows transgression as the

cart wheel follows the ox, enjoins the building of monasteries

and temples, and the making and worshiping of gods, which

deeds will elevate us to pleasant spheres where we may eat

fruits and gather flowers reared by the hands of angels. It is,

however, atheistic, and teaches that all things end in anni-

hilation. Rejecting caste, it provoked the opposition of Brah-

rainism, and after a long and fearful conflict it was driven out

of India. It took refuge, however, in the island of Ceylon, the

slopes of the Himalayas and the table-land beyond, gradually

spread along the eastern shores of the Bay of Bengal, and

finally took root in Cliina and Japan. It is now the faith

of three hundred millions of the human race. It is seen in

India now in a modified form called Jainism, which embraces

caste. The number of Buddhists under the British government

nmst be many millions, as the people of British Burmah, I

Ceylon, and Teunasserim are chiefly of that faith. Another
|

great heresy, Mohammedism, has also a strong hold in India.
|

The false prophet had scarcely been in his grave fifty years,
\

before the Arabian cavalry was reined up on the banks of the
|

Chenaub. Mahmoud of Ghuznee conquered Guzerat and the \

Punjab ; Arabs and iibyssiuians formed settlements upon the j

coast ; Tamerlane sacked Delhi, and his descendants founded

the Mohammedan dynasty of the great Mogul, Persian and

Affghan invasions of Mussulmans from the west, and of Tartars

from the north, have also been seen, and rarely rolled back,

from the Indian plains.

Of Mohammedism we need say but little. The Koran bor-

rows facts and principles from the Bible, but incorporates with

them fables and 'errors. It admits the truth that there is one

God, but perverts it by representing him as equally the author

of sin and lioliness ; it teaches a gloomy fatalism, and puts the

lladees or traditions before the Koran. Its moral code is cruel

and bloody, and allows both slavery and polygamy ; its worship

consists of external ceremonies ; it is without any plan of pro-

pitiation or pardon, and it holds out to the believer a paradise

of carnal delights. The results of the system are terrible. I

expected to find the Mohammedans more upright than the

Pagans, inasmuch as their creed is better ; but I was assured

ty credible testimony that they are more profligate, licentious,
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and cruel than their heathen neighbors, and they have intro-

duced forms of sin into India too shameless to be named,

though they are alhided to in St. Paul's Epistle to tlie Ro-

mans, and described in some of the Grecian and Italian classics. •

The Mussulman population of India is probably twenty-seven

millions ; among these, all the sects of that laith, Shiis, Sun-

nies, and AVahabees. In the shadow of these colossal forms

of error you find various otl'shoots, such as the Sikh faith, and

among the aboriginal inhabitants, idolaters who have not yet

abandoned human sacrifices.

When mankind were dispersed, the most populous and

enterprising tribes moved eastward ; thither was the path of

empire. On the Eupliratcs, or beyond, arose the Assyrian,

Babylonian, and other great kingdoms, and even before they

arose the children of Xoah had probably founded on the banks

of the Iloang IIo the great empire of China. Arts and arms

seemed to be the inheritance of Shem and Ham, and to find

their first theaters in Asia or Africa. After a time the tents of

Japhcth began to grow powerful, and the scepter of the world

to be transferred to the basin of the Mediterranean.

When our Lord ascended and gave gifts to men, he taught

his disciple^ that his empire was universal, and, sending them
forth into all the world, he exhibited to them in millennial

vision the Xorth, the South, the East, and the West sittinc^

down together in the kingdom of God. They obeyed his

command. AVhile some went north, others south, and others

west, a few penetrated the denser and darker popnlations of the

East. But upon the sun-worshipers of Persia, and the philo-

sophic pagans of India and China, they seem to have made
little or no impression. Turn to the map of the countries

traveled l>y the ai)0.-tles, as the historian has traced it, and you
will observe that it dues not extend eastward of the Orontes.

AVestward from Calvary has been the march of Christianity,

through Asia Minor, around the ^gean, over the classic soil

of Greece and Macedonia, and the peninsula of Italy, and still

westward thnuigh Spain, Gaul, Scandinavia, Great Britain,

and still westward over North and South America.

Account for it as wo. may, the East has stubbornly rejected

the word of life. Neither the idolatrous systems of classic

Eome and Greece, which had no Bible, nor the rude supersti-
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tion5 of Gaul and Goth, and Celt and Briton, whose divinities

were local, nor the fetishism of Africa, nor the spirit-worship

of aboriginal America, has presented such formidable obstacles

to the religion of Clirist as are foimd in the lands of the East.

There stand Braliminism, Buddhism, Mohammedism, sys-

tems in which philosophy and snperstition, priestcraft and king-

craft, have combined their powers to rule the human mind, and

which stand like moral Himmalayas, shutting a large majority

of the human race from the light of the Sun of righteousness.

Although in the days of John the Eevelator the eastern

nations contained the bulk of mankind, as they have done ever

eince, yet they are not once named in the Apocalypse.

The reason is apparent. The Bible gives no account of

nations but as they are connected with the Church ; and God,

foreseeing that the peoples of the East would resist the truth

luitil they were finally put into the power and under the tute-

lage of Clu'istian rulers, saw also that their history, so far as

connected with the history of redemption, would be a part of

that of the western powers. Gud governs nations as we govern

men. He uses moral means first, then physical. He will give

to liis Church the heritage of the heathen, if not by mercy,

then by power. When he set up his king upon his holy hill

of Zion, he declared the decree, and threatened to break those

iiations to pieces that disregarded it. "When the Jews cruci-

fied Messiah, destruction fell alike upon their city, temple, and

nation. So Boman emperors went down one after another

until a Christian ascended the imperial throne. God bare

long with the lands of the East, but he lias at length taken

tliem in hand.

Kussiau guns upon the banks of the Amoor, English and

French at the gates of Pekin, have broken down the walls

>vhich so lono; barred China from the rest of the world. The
tiiunders of artillery have also opened the way through the

t-'inpire of Japan, not only for commerce, but for science and

'"eligion. By being brought within the range of cannon, xius-

tralia and the islands of the sea have been brought within the

^iijge of truth. But the most remarkable instance in which
God has broken nations like a potter's vessel, is India, that

l.iiid in wliich, as a focal point, the three colossal systems of

•^bgious error converge and radiate.
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Kothing in history more M'onderful than that a clerk in a

factory should win one of the largest empires in the world; that

a trading corporation should for so many years hold and ac-

quire territory as did the East India Company; that, having

failed to accomplish its purposes, it was overthrown hy one of

tlie bloodiest revohitions the world has ever seen ; that such a

rcvohition should be put down by a little island nine thousand

miles distant ; that it shoukl prove to be the grandest step in

India's progress ; and tliat one iiundred and eighty millions of

Pagans should be easily and safely governed by eighty thou-

sand Christian sabers. This is the Lord's doings, and it is

marvelous in our eyes. None the less so because wicked men
have accomplished tlic work, often from bad motives, and by

iinjustitiable means. God knows how to use bad men, and

overrule bad motives and deplorable events, for the welfare

of the world. Among angels, progress doubtless is through

reason, and by the path of peace ; but, owing to the perversity

of man, natio7ial preservation and progress are by violence.

"What prevented Asiatic despotism from overspreading Europe?

"What prevented ancient Eome from becoming Punic? What
saved medieval Germany and Gaul from becoming Moham-
medan? What prevented the United States from being the

great slave empire, and the propagandist of despotism in its

worst form? Arms. The elements of our civilization—Greek

culture, Poman law, Christian morals, Protestant faith, and po-

litical freedom—were all both procured and preserved by steel.

"What wonder, then, if God break down with a rod of iron

those des[>otisms which for three thousand years have doomed
tlie East tu superstition, sluggishness, idolatry, and corruption,

and prepare the peoples for a baptism of water by a baptism

of blood.

AVill the ascendancy of the British in India be permanent?
Yes. How came they to put down the rebellion ? The people

were divided. The masses, long oppressed, cared nothing for

the issue. Had they simply retired from their villages to the

interior, carrying their elfects with them, the British army
must have starved to death by the roadside. But it was well

supplied. Ik^sides this division between the ruler and the

ruled, there wci-u others.* The Bengali hates the Madrassee,

both despise the natives of Bombay, all three look with jealousy
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iM.ori the hardier race of the northwest provinces, while the

t^ikhs and Ghoorkas have little respect for any of the rest, or

thev for them. Then there are religious divisions. Moham-

medans and Brahmins can never unite. Though they joined

in the mutiny with the watchword, "Two faiths in one saddle,"

tho I)i-ahmin soon perceived that the back seat was for hira.

The Mohammedans themselves are divided into Sunnites, Shi-

itcs, and AVahabees; and the Hindoos into nearly two hundred

castes, and eighty-four thousand sects, whose interests are

diverse. The intelligent rajahs perceive the advantages of

Knglish rule, and shudder at the anarchy and conflicts that

would ensue from its overthrow. Meanwhile, while the natives

are disarmed, the British have a controlling army and full pos-

tession of all the strongholds of the country, and are strength-

ened by perhaps twenty-live tliousand European residents, and

a hundred thousand Eurasians.

'W'^hat will this power effect ? Judge by what it has already

effected. It has reduced anarchy to order, given law, estab-

liilied justice, protected the land from invasion, and prevented

it from being ravaged by intestine wars. It has suppressed

enttee and dekoitee, forbidden human sacrifices, re}:)res5ed

infanticide, and made slavery illegal. It has woven a network

of telegraphs around the empire from Galle to Peshawur, and

from Peshawur to Ilangoon. It has established a regular sys-

tem of postage for letters, papers, and books, at low charges

and uniform rates. It has improved old roads and made new
ones ; sent steamers up tlie principal streams ; constructed a

canal nine hundred miles long, and will probably soon construct

others in the valleys of the Molianuddy, the Kistna, and the

Godavery. It has commenced a system of railways embracing
fihi.iiit five thousand miles of trunk lines, at a cost of nearly three

thoiLsand millions of dollars, wliich, when completed, will unite

tiJe extremes of the peninsula, open hitherto inaccessible tracts,

5ind bring all parts close to each other and to the civilized

World. Already the steam horse traverses the Gangetic valley

ironi Calcutta to Delhi, crosses the peninsula from ALadras to

the western shore, and prances from Bombay to Nagpore.
It has steadily increased the trade of the country, which

hetore the days of Clive could be conveyed in a single Yene-
lian frigate, until it now reaches nearly live hundred millions
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of dollars annually. It has raised the revenues of the govern-

ment to two hundred and fifteen millions. It has given India

the newspaper, that great educator, so that there are twenty-

eight newspapers published weekly in Bengal, (three of them in

English, by the natives,) thirty native presses in Madras, and I

knu^^• not how many in Bombay and Ceylon, and twenty-five

presses among the missions alone. It has established schools

in all parts of the land, in wdiich those sciences are taught that

undermine the prevailing systems of superstition and error.

It has made the English language classical in the country, and

by this means it is furnishing the native mind with the rich

and Christian stores of which that noble tongue is the medium.

It has protected missionaries of Christ and their converts.

Since the mutiny eight or ten new missionary societies have

entered India, bringing large additions to its evangelizing

forces, so that in 1802, according to Dr. MuUins, there were in

British India, including Burmah and Ceylon, 31 societies, work-

ing in 3SG stations and 2,307 out-stations; 541 missionaries;

ISO native missionaries ; 1,770 catcchists ; 1,542 native churches;

49,CSS communicants ; 213,182 native Christians ; 48,390 ver-

nacular day-schools; 23,903 boys in Anglo-vernacular schools;

39,017 girls in day and boarding schools, showing an increase

of over forty thousand Christians in ten years. Meanwhile the

Bible has been translated into fourteen different languages of

India, and circulated to the extent of 1,034,940 copies, and

other Christian publications to that of 10,000,000.

Look, then, at this great peninsula, linked to the continent

and the world by its languages, commerce, and religions:

source of the false faiths which together ensnare six hundred

millions of the human race, and the stronghold of a delusion

that blinds a hnndrcd and eighty millions more. This great

moral pest-house, this Babel of devils, God has put into the

power of one of the most enlightened Christian nations on

earth. There arc mure Mohammedans under Victoria's scep-

ter than under any other on earth. The Sultan has but twenty-

one millions ; she has twenty-five millions at least. There arc

more heathen under the same Christian queen than under any

Bovereign except the emperor of China. And this mass is all

through and through, and more and more, subjected to Chris-

tian influences. The telegraphs are so many ganglia in a
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f'reat nervous system, diffusing new sensations ; the railways

Rro so many iron arteries, pumping Christian blood through

tlio native veins ; the newspapers are so many digestive powers,

preparing healthful moral food ; the schools are so many
batteries, thundering at the crumbling battlements of error

;

the missions are so many brains, thinking new and better

thoughts.*

Jvnowledge must be diffused through the earth. We know
two things more, namely, that our religion can withstand mod-

ern science and make it tributary to itself, and that no other

religion can ; for every other faith has linked its science with

its doctrines, so that they must both fall together. As to take

Paris is to take France, and to take Sebastopol is to shake

Russia to the Arctic seas, and to take Eichmond is to shake

out the rebels of the United States from the Potomac to the

liio Grande, so to Christiaidze India, owing to its key position

in heathendom, is to shake out the idols from the face of the

whole earth. Intellectual and moral power has both rights and

responsibilities, and it is destined to rule the earth under the

providence of God. Should Christian nations do for China what
England has done for India, would not the people be wiser, better,

happier ? would not the boundaries of science, philosophy, and
true religion be enlarged, and all the best interests of the world

l>e promoted ? Should the decrepit empire of the Sultan perish,

and Great Britain receive Egypt and the Barbary States, France

Asia Minor, and Kussia European Turkey, who does not see

liuit peoples long oppressed and darkened would be delivered,

t-nlightened, raised to a higher and nobler civilization, brought

"»'u> more intimate communion with mankind, and made to

contribute immensely more to the wealth, the wisdom, and the

Worth of the world? They may do wrongs which may justify

'Wjierior nations in exercising power over them; and if they

P^'e to them governments better adapted to their condition,

^5i'l fitted to secure the protection of all their interests, let us

•^'"1 them Godspeed.
" e have entered upon a grand era. The Almighty is shak-

|f^g tiie nations preparatory to giving them to his Son. The
•^^i-'o both of prophecy and providence converge at a point

The annual expenditure for missions is $1,400,000, and the expenditure of the

*f''**rnmeut for schools about the same.

l-'ouRTii Series, Vol. XIX.—12
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which our feet are rapidly approaching. The child is in his

cradle who may see a Joshua leading India into her spiritual

Canaan. As the first thousand years brought the translation

of Enoch, and the second the Flood, and the third the reign

of David, and the fourth the Messiah, and the fifth the Eefor-

mation, so the sixth may bring the Millennium.

Art. II.—FAIRBAIRN ON PROPHECY.

Prophecy viewed in Respect to its Pistinctive J^atiire, its Special

P\inction^ and Interpretation. By Patrick Fairbairx, D. D.,

Prof. Theol. in Free Chtu-ch College, Aberdeen. Edinburgh;

T. tfe T. Clark. 185G. Xcw York: Carlton & Porter. 1806.

The common belief of the world has borne witness to the in-

trinsic probability of a supernatural revelation. The cre-

dentials of such probability are placed in prescience and

power, manifested to men in the from of prophecy and

miracle.

The nature of prophecy, with which only we are concerned

in this article, involves sotnetliing more than the prediction of

events. This is its chief apologetic element, that from which
|

is derived strong evidence on which rests the proof, in one

form, that God has spoken in a supernatural way to mankind.

But pro])hccy in its larger sense supposes any message from

God, whether a prediction of coming events, a disclosure of an

important truth, or the inculcation of an imperative duty.

The jtroper conception of the true prophet is, that he is inspired

of God to receive and utter the message delivered to him; but

the mode of his inspiration is limited by the character of the

subject connnunicated, and by what is required for the most

effective iin})ression on the minds of those to whom the com
municatiou is made. These general remarks define a common
ground on which evangelical writers on prophecy stand. The

best works accessible to English readers on prophecy have

been written by John Smith, of Cambridge, Davison, and

Fairbairn. Excellent articles by Ilengstenburg in Kitto's Cy-

clopedia, and by ^[eyrick in Smith's Bible Dictionary, occupy
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t!ic same gronnd essentially ; as does also Lee in his valuable

work on inspiration. Writers in " Aids to Faith," and in

"Jleplies to Essays and Reviews," follow in the same track.

All these run out their own lines of thought on the subject,

ouch favoring some points of thought with greater amplitude

uf discussion than others, but all beanng to the one conclusion

of a divine commission to the prophet, to communicate a super-

natural revelation of the higher truths of God's kingdom, as

well as the future acts of God's providence.

The republication of Fairbairn's excellent treatise has brought

the Christian public under a debt of gratitude to Carlton and

Torter, the publishers. This work lacks the pithy conciseness

of some other works, and is perhaps not quite happy in some of

its interpretations; but with these abatements it is the best,

because the most judicious on the whole, and the most scien-

titically complete, of any work on prophecy in the English

lunguage. The author's caution is observed almost always in

the right places, and always with due reasons stated ; nor is he

often offensively conservative in respect to the points on which

lii^ theological school is apt to bring the rigors of its creed

—

!'V5 so, indeed, in this than in his previous work, "The
Typology of the Scriptures." In respect to the absoluteness

of prophecy Ilengsteuberg is unqualifiedly positive ; but Fair-

hairn makes concessions as creditable to his sound judgment as

thoy are accordant with truth. There is a conditional element in

many of the prophecies. For admitting this truth, he was
held to account somewhat severely by a Calvinistic journal of

his country, which he silenced by the fairness and the gravity

•-'niis reply.

The scope of this treatise is a wide one. The first part in-

^t-^tigates principles on the elementary question ; the second

f^'oertains the apologetic value of prophecy, by applying the

I-rmciples to the classiticd groups of Bible predictions. Little

^f no exception can be taken to anything advanced in the

i-t'mentarv investicration, bv those who hold to the ireneral

^low of prophecy presented in our opening remarks. But this

'- the question in dispute in these times, especially the prc-

'I'-'-tive element. I^ot to speak of the gross Bationalism of the

i^}'>
there is a class besides, sliding off from the evangelical

^»ew of prophecy, who, though they do not squarely antagonize
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-^th it, yet do not feel firm footing upon it as valid evidence

of the truth of revelation. It was fitting the author should

give a thorough discussion to this part of the subject. He has

done this with calmness and on the question's own merits—not

as meeting a foe in the case. We shall linger upon this more
than upon the other branch of the treatise, because, if tlie

question of predictive prophecy be proved, it is not essential

that the application of it in that branch should of necessity be

arbitrary, as we fear it may be in some of the author's inter-

pretations, though, where the matter of time, and place, and
number in prophecy is so uncertain, the author may be right,

and we may be justly chary of criticism upon the specific

application of his principles in given cases, We shall dwell

on this with a little more fullness in its proper place. Mean-
while the contested state of the primary question demands
attention.

All the varying modes of assault or objection against the

phenomena of prophecy in the Old Testament may for present

convenience be generalized into two classes. Fii-st, that of a

ruthless and undistinguishing criticism, which makes utter

slaughter of all that is supernatural in the Old T-estaraent, and
which by force of its own position is shut up to the seeing of

no God, or at least but an impersonal one, in the universe; and

second, the class Avhich includes all those who hold to a low-

inspiration of the Old Testament, or only such an inspiration

here and tJiere as supposes, not exactly a predictive power in

the prophet, but elevated instruction simply, or if predictive in

any degree, not so intended as a credential for the subjects

uttered, but as a quality incidental to the main design of

prophecy, that of reproof, encouragement, and edification.

With the first of these classes, of course, no good comes of

standing in issue on such a subject. The virtual rejection

of Deity is an absolute refusal to argue any question of divine

interference for men. However unwilling this class may be to

be called atheists or pantheists, their position makes them
such, and to this result the true course of logic holds them re-

sponsible without escape or compromise.

But with the second class the question comes into fair issue,

whether the prophet of the Old Testament was a man inspired

of God to stand between him and men as the revealer of his
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communication?, among which were facts and events that were

to have their accomplishment in years or ages to come. They
ti.-nally do not deny the question entirely, but evade it, by

eliminating all that is divinely predictive in it, and by gauging

their prophet as a man of elevated genius simply, receiving ex-

alted exhilaration at times by forces from without, natural as well

as spiritual, and occasionally raised to a sublime sagacity or

clairvoyance, by which he can luckily hit upon what is to come
to pass in the future. It is true a divine spirit is admitted

to work upon the prophet in the production of unsurpassable

poetic conception, but much in the same way as the same
Fpirit wrought upon Homer and Yirgil, Shakspeare and

Milton. Grave truths, important instruction, imperative duties,

were thus inculcated. By word and symbolic art, prophecy,

in this sense of it, implied all the, religious, moral, and intel-

lectual agencies brought to bear vitally on the popular mind
and conscience, its whole intent being to train the people to a

reverence of Jehovah and his law, with both civil and religious

ends in view to them as a theocratic nation. The manner of

prophecy was ordinarily by vision and ecstacy, in strict keep-

ing with Oriental temperament ; for the frenzy and extrav-

agance manifested in it are familiar facts in the mental physi-

ology of the Eastern races to the present time. The whole

body of prophecy was interfused by a divine spirit or influence,

and it would naturally follow, from the form of thought which
the history and character of Moses had given to Hebrew mind,

that an ideal chief man or deliverer, an anointed one, should

prepossess the encouraging 'forecastings of the prophet; 'but it

1^ idle to raise these much higher than vagirc hopes and sur-

Jnises. The same spirit makes prophets of statesmen, tills

humanity with longings and aspirations, invests the lower
creation with attributes of prophecy, and utters its mystic
\viiil)ols over the face and within the depths of nature evcry-

^^'here, all which finds an interpreter only occasionally, like

»\ 'n-dsworth, like Keble, like Tennyson, and so forth. Too
much defining and specification is inadmissible in prophecy.
^ ne spirit that prophecies in men is not specific ; to be so it

'"»st be mundane, not heavenly and transcendental. For this

»e.ijon, the Book of Daniel must be ruled out; the second and
"'G twenty-second psalms, and a portion of Zcchariah, must bo
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recast ; and the last tweiitj-seven chapters of Isaiah must he
assigned to a different writer and to a later age. The neces-

sities of theor}^ demand such a disposal of tliose passao-es, and a
similar one of others not referred to here, and if le^'it-

imate criticism will not eflect it, it must be distorted till it

will. '

This, in substance, is a true explication, we think, of
prophecy as held by a school of theological ideas now quite
prevalent in the Church of England, and among liberalists in

this country and elsewhere. An average of views here is

attempted only to be struck, from a scale of statements ranginc;

upward from extravagant laxness of view toward a near
approach to orthodox views of prophecy. ^M^ore than this we
are not called on to do, to represent a general class which is

governed, in its ideas of prophecy and revelation in general,

apparently more by an internal sense of religiousness natural
to men, than by the letter of the word, which declares that
"prophecy came not in old time by the will of man, but
holy men of God spake as they were moved by the Holv
Ghost."

Let us now incjuire into the Scripture view of prophecv.
Looking at the contents of prophecy in the Scriptures, we
find that, while prediction runs through it more or less, it is

not a series of mere predictions. It is a continued strain of
moral doctrine—confirmed and enforced here and there by
prediction—founded upon a knowledge of God, his attributes,

his will, with a sense of the personal and responsible relation

of man to him. It treats of the laws, the supreme dominion,
the univei-sal providence, the majesty, the spiritual being and
holiness of God, and the duties which press on man related to

such a being—duties of faith and worship and obedience toward
God, and duties of justice and mercy and love toward man.
There is not a sentiment in opposition to these original prin-
ciples of piety and morals on all the pages of Old Testament
prophecy. And in this regard the oracle.s, the manticisms, and
the pagan wisdom of all the heathen ages, stand nowhere in fa-

vorable comparison with it. Omit from the contents of proph-
ecy, for a time, all consideration of the predictive element, and
attend only to the pure theology they contain, and what efiect

of profound conviction and moral wonder takes place in the
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Ecrious and candid mind. The skeptical reader himself will

lliid the suspicion fastening on his mind that the teachers of so

excellent and virtuous a discipline of life, the expositors of so

rational a theology, are not to be set down as vain pretenders

to inspiration and communication with the omniscient One, un-

k-ss a parallel to this can be found among other diviners and

saijes, and be explainable, when found, on natural principles.

And the proper, unresisted effect on him will be like to that

described by St. Paul :
" If therefore the whole Church be come

together into one place, and all its teachers prophesy, and

there come in one that believeth not, or one unlearned, he is

convinced of all, he is judged of all. And thus the secrets

of his heart are made manifest ; and so falling down on his

face he will worship God, and report that God is in you

of a truth." This is a sample of the effect which prophecy,

considered only as a body of moral doctrines, is properly

adequate to exercise on the candid unbeliever. In comparison

^vith all contemporary pagan devices, let prophecy be tried

by this test. There can be no doubt as to the result.

Add now the prescience of future events. The moral

authority of prophecy, without this, is seen, a priori^ to be

Butticient to prove the supernatural mission of the Old Testa-

ment prophet. But add the predictive power to this authority.

It may belong to it. There is an antecedent presumption in

its favor, and none against it. Creatures related to an infinite

moral governor, with understandings weak and halting, with

v>'<ints so great, and moral requirements upon them so heavy,

niake a just demand for light and revelation, and the demand
i= met. God does reveal his law. He has comn'iissioned some
to be the bearers of it to men, fitting them by his inspiration

t'j make known his will. And if his will in the present, why
^ot in the future ? There is nothing more irrational in the

one than in the other. Indeed, the soul, the reason, cries for

Jt
; the exigences of moral government on earth at times must

have been at a dead lock -svithuut it.

l-)o tlie Scripture terms prop)}Let^ seer, vioi of God, men of
''''' Spirit, and the like, imply a function of revealing acts

«jI Providence in the future i The word prophet is from

"k^'^'XTTiq of the Septuagint, and answers to tt^23 nali, in the

•Ucbrew, an announcer of divine oracles, a prop)het, commonly
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applied to a true and divine prophet, Deut. xxxiv, 10 ; meta-

phorically, a messenger^ sent by God with revelations, Jere-

miah XV, 19 ; also a rnaii of God., a pious one, one belonging

to God in the high sense of being in close communication with

him, Gen. xx, 7. Many other similar applications of the

word are given by Fiirst and Gcscnius. The verb from

which it is derived in the Kiphal and Ilithpael, in which

forms alone it is used, denotes a condition of ecstasy and frenzy

in its several uses, the highest phases of prophetic influence

;

and its derivation ndhi is most ofteii applied to prophets who
apparently showed the greatest degree of inspiration. Hence

the term admits the highest function of prophecy, that of

foretelling events, as well as impressive instruction.

Two other words were predicated of the prophet: r;5i^"i,

roeJi., sec/', replaced in great part by a later word, ntri^ choseh,

with the same meaning. These terms, according to the views

of llavcrnieh and Dr. Lee, denoted a less official prophetic

character, yet they are affirmed of Isaiah, especially the latter

word, which shows them capable of expressing sometimes the

highest function of prophecy.

Gc^enins (in Thc>aurus, under i^-^n:) defines the prophet as

God's legate who of his owii motion speaks nothing, but only

as divinely acted upon, and who, among his ntteYnnca, futura

praJicthaf, predicted things future. This great lexicographer,

following his liberal inclinations, would perhaps have been a

reluctant witness for such a meaning ; so that the full weight

of well-considered philological reasons comes as possibly a

more impartial and authoritative voucher for this high sense

ofprupht'cy.

"While the designation " man of God " implied intimate

communion with God, commission from God, etc., the word
"seer," and the phrase " man of the Spirit," (n-n.) referred prob-

ably to the mode of the prophetic influence, as well as to its

miraculous cliaractcr. The usual but not universal mode was

by dreams and visions. In Numbers xii, G-S, we have the

following discrimination of God's method of acting on his

prophets :
•* Hear now my words : If there be a prophet among

you, I the Lord will make myself known unto him in a vision,

and I will ^peak unto him in a dream. ATy servant Moses is not

BO, who is faithful in all his house. With him will I speak
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mouth to mouth, even apparently, and not in dark speeelies;

und the similitude of the Lord shall he behold." This doubt-

le?d completely sums up the different ways in which the rev-

C'hitious of God were made to man, namely, by vision, dream,

and direct declaration and manifestation. The last of these

Would seem to be the highest and most distinguished—imply-

in -• the highest state of psycliological fitness for holding com-

muuications with God; and Moses and Jesus exemplitied tlie

prophetic function in this state. And in this state it is prob-

able the prophet had knowledge of the full import of the

oracles he uttered. But did those who prophesied in " dreams "

and in "visions" have such knowledge ? In some cases j)er-

bups not, and possibly not in any case beyond the first and

local meaning of those p)rophecies which were pregnant of a

higher and a typical meaning to be unfolded in the future. It

must be remembered that the "seer " was in this state not by

his own will, that he was a passive speaker for God, that he

littered only what v\'as revealed to him to say, and that to know
the meaning of wliat he said depended on God's pleasure to

luake it known to him. All is miracle. And connected with

these points are the hardest problems of prophecy. The

perplexing Cjuestion of "double sense" comes in here; u[ion

vliich less of reproach would have been cast if right-minded

interpreters had heeded less the overawing dicta of Ration-

nlists, and had more wisely discriminated as to M-hat was

excessive, and what was judicious and essential, in the system

of the old expositors.

But upon this we shall soon touch again. That which re-

f'llted from the prophetic state was miraculous. It came not
l>y man. His own genius originated nothing of it, but served

fuuply as the channel through which it passed directly from
^od. The style and diction of prophecy partook, of course, of

peculiarities which the mind of tlie seer imparted. But the

^oiitents of prophecy were God's, not the seer's, except when
^J^'d should reveal them to his consciousness, which would
<^i.X'ur when the lesson of the prophecy was to be enforced im-

''Htjiutely. AVlien also the mind of the seer in this state was
fUHed to a prescience of events future, the same would occur
>' the instant proclamation of events were conmianded. It is

Conceivable, indeed, that God might have revealed all meanings,
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present and remote ; but this is not essential to the predictive

character of prophecy, for prediction, in whatever way ren-

dered, is both possible and probable, and its validity in no wise

to be denied, unless atheism be true, unless there be no personal

God, and no moral government nor overruling Providence.

It is easy to see the relation between the state into which

the seer was raised, and the character of his oracles. The

latter, a natural consequence of the former, were figurative,

fragmentary, and vague, because often abstracted from the

relations of tinie, and sometimes possibly also of place. Against

this character of the divine predictions, objections have been

brought, perhaps the most serious objections that ever have

been or can be raised against any feature of the prophecies.

The predictions, as a scries, pointed to the mission, divine char-

acter, kingdom, and ultimate universal dominion of the Mes-

Biah. xVnd it is claimed by objectors that the policy of revela-

tion on these subjects is a presumption against the high doctrinal

interpretation of the Messiah commonly given to these predic-

tions; that a definite, full, and plain account in prose of so

important a suljoct would have gained the convictions of the

world far bettt?r. To these Ilengstenburg and others have in

effect replied, that God knows best his own mode of most

efiecti\ely addressing a gainsaying, revolted province of his

creation ; that men are not forced to believe, and wicked men

would not believe, with a ]-)lainer account before them, while

good men will believe without it; that a plainer revelation

would but give greater advantage to the rebellious hosts

" a^rainst Jehovah and his Anointed ;'' and that, for a whole-

some discipline of the faitli of men, not a few of the prophecies

relating to the Messiah were intended to be of growing appli-

cation, with some portions to be understood only on their com-

plete fulfillment.

This la.-t consideration is of great moment. It takes in the

problems ^yi the doulU sense of prophecy, of tho types, and of the

deei>er meanings of Scripture. Let us consider each of these.

but in tlie inverse order here stated. The Eationalist thenry

of the literal and single sense of Scripture reduces the Bil)le to

a hunuin atlair
;
yet its intluence, conjoined with an intiuencc

entirely the opposite, that of an excessive and puerile use, b\

unscientific hands, of the deeper meanings, types, etc., ot Scrip-
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tare, has contributed to so serious a caution in the modem
improved system of interpretation, as to emasculate the Bible

of much of the strength of its evangelical character. Limits

tJjuuId be set to our Scripture conceptions by definitions that

will stand under all trials, if possible; but when terms are

defined so closely as, in their application, to pare away some
essential doctrinal thought, such a scientific system of interpret-

alion, so called, may justly be considered, we think, a little

overdone—too great a concession to Eationallsts of a possible

peril to our '' more sure word of prpphecy," Are we far enou'^h

advanced into the ages, as a race, to have so full a development
of the truth stored in the Scriptures as justly to apply, at this

time, square and compass, line and plummet, and crucible tests, i

to every part thereof? If not, the times of this ignorance God
may now wink at, but soon he will command all men every- i

where to repent in these respects.
|

For prophecy sweeps over all the tracts of time. And it

must not be forgotten that God could so impregnate -it with
j

meanings that it should require all the ages for the expanding !

mind of the race to comprehend those meanings. Ko fair- ^

minded man can gainsay tlie presumption that he did so
|

impregnate some of them. Bacon so thought when he said, ]

" Bivine prophecies, being of the nature of their Author, with
j

vhom a thousand years are but as one day, are therefore not
j

fulfilled punctually at once, but have springing and germinant
j

accomplishment, though -the height or fullness of them may
|

refer to some one age." Even De Wette, in his later and more I

orthodox days, admitted so much of this as to say that " the
j

fiitn-e Old Testament is a great prophecy, a great type of llim
j

^ho was to come, and has come. Who can deny that the holy
^'trs of the Old Testament saw in spirit the advent of Christ

;

'*JHg before he came, and in prophetic anticipations, sometimes I

^^re, sometimes less clear, descried the new doctrine \ " This
»^'huission of the deeper meanings of Scripture up to the time {

^''Christ, is a virtual admission also that they exist and will
\

^-•^''•^t in some of the prophecies to the end of the world. I

^

If the Old Testament, as a body of doctrinal hints couched
|

"» Us history, its poetry, and its institutions, is but an adum- i

_

ration of what the new dispensation develops, there is within
a vast amount of what are called deeper meanings, which is ,
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beyond the power of being fully understood, except as time, and
light spiritual and providential, shall make them plain. Such
of these meanings as have already transpired reveal no special

law by which others can be completely unlocked in advance of

their fulfillment. Laws applying to parables in the Xew Test-

ament will apply to the same in the Old Testament. So of

allegories, symbols, and fulfilled predictions.. The exodus of

Israel, though but an historic fact, apparently plain enough on
its face, was to the prophet Ilosea an event of deeper import,

and arose to the character of a ty^^e in Matt, ii, 15. This, and
doubtless many Old Testament historic incidents, were pro-

phetic events. That the Psalms are full of these deep doc-

trines, which come to be apprehended in the course of ages, is

generally admitted. Devout minds were always refreshed and
Btrengthcned hy these incomparable lyrics, and the more pro-

found their reverence of God, their love for his sanctuary, their

sympathy with all his plans of providence, the deeper their

spiritual discernment entered into the underlying significance

of many of the jjsalms which so depict, in each of them, some
trait, some lineament in the character or reign of the coming
Redeemer. The event of his coming has disclosed the second,

tenth, sixteenth, twenty-second, foiiy-fifth, seventy-second, and
the one hundred and tenth—at least these—as clearly referring

to some feature, act, or condition relating to him. How far

the original uttcrors of these deep, grand truths were permitted
themselves to apprehend them, of course cannot be known. It

would seem that the sacred elevation of their souls in their in-

spired condition should have afforded at least a refreshing glimpse
of these truths, if no mure

; but such things are beyondour pres-

ent knowledge. There is not the positive evidence we desire

tliat even :i[oses, at Exod. iii, 15, caught a view of the doctrine
of the rc5nrrcetion,which Christ declared, Matt, xxii, 31, as found
in the words, '*I am the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac,

and the God of Jacob. God is not the God of the dead, but of

the living/' etc. AVe mourn this lack of evidence
;
yet, despite

of it, the fir^t prophetic promise to Adam may have conveyed
to him a hint of tlic resurrection ; the tree of life in Eden may
have fitted his mind fur its reception, and the thought that the

spoiler, death, should some time be conquered, may have become
deeper among the patriarchs and prophets of the old dispcnsa-
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tion till in Christ's time it was a settled article of Hebrew

belief. This being so, there was a peculiar poignancy in the

Saviours rebuke to Sadducean obtuseness on this doctrine

:

*• Ye do err, not knowing the Scriptures, nor the power of God."

From these indefinite deeper meanings of Scripture we pass

to Tvpes. These have an eminent place in the department of

Prophecy. Fairbairn has not discussed these in the volume

befure us, but in a former work he has elaborated the subject

to an unprecedented extent. In opposition to the school of

ilarsh, followed by Moses Stuart and others in this country,

whose canon is, " So much of the Old Testament is to be

accounted typical as the JSew Testament affirms to be so, and

no riiore^'' Faii'bairn justly claims, we think, that a greater

fullness of typical matter must exist in the Old Testament

than this canon allows, Mdiether so designated in the Xew Test-

ament or not : for the reason that the whole Old Testament

system has its larger setting forth, its fuller development, in the

Xew ; that each part of this system is correlated to each suc-

cessive part, the patriarchal to the ritualististic, and this to

the prophetic, the relation of successive rise and advancement
in each, so that, as a whole, with the divine law as its central

principle, it is well designated by the Apostle Paul as " our

schoolmaster to bring us to Christ." A relation so formed, and

eubsisting to such an extent, between Old and K'ew Testament
things, clearly implies that Christ and the salvation he brings

to the world were the ultimate objects toward which all the

previous training of the Old Testament Church was tending
and struggling ; the great antitypes, respecting which the whole

1
revious system of appointed resemblances and "shadows were

t^t-signed to give instruction. A true notion of a type is, thus, that
!l is not only a resemblance between things, institutions, and per-

f^'Us—or oflices and functions which persons perform—and the

<^''jects which answer to them in the Kew Testament, but that it

•* an appointed resemblance, and so partakes of the character of
pruphccy. And it is unsafe to say how many of these there
^iJay be in the Old Testament system. Vastly more, doubtless,
than are designated in the iS'ew Testament ; though a judicious
'candling of types in interpretation requires us to go practically
'''l tar beyond the quoted, or the really obvious, examples of
^^ Testament bearing on the new dispensation. The sub-
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jective feeling of the devout interpreter may warrant liim to

appropriate a large body of passages as possibly and prob-

ably having such bearing ; and if they show the true marks

which characterize a type, otherwise than a Xew Testament

rise or reference, we see no harm in their adoption as such.

Such marks seem to us considerately presented by Fairbairn in

his work on Typology.

But we touched the subject of types on account of their

prophetic character. Many of them are introduced by the

phrase, Iva 7TX7]p60ij, that might le fulfilled, which denotes

purpose, not a mere correspondence to a fact so that was ful-

filled, that is, so that events were moulded and adapted to corre-

spond to something stated in an ancient book, as the Rationalists

force the expression to mean ; for this would require us to

believe that the Divine Being himself has contrived certain

events, not that his will should thereby be accomplished, but

that they might agree with a so-called prophecy. When this

expression is affirmed of any event which Christ is said to

have brouirht about, this mcaninir of it makes him to do the

same absurd tiling. Rather, the expression evidently means
their preordained fulfillment of a fact denoted by an ancient

event, or thing, to which the fact in question, at some or

more points, has a preiigured likeness. And the truth of

the fulfillment is bound up with the prophetic truth of the

ancient i\\xi predicting it. We would not, with Alford, Meyer,

and others, press this absolute telic force of the particle Iva

everywhere. Ellicott, in his comment on Ephesians i, 17, and

Winer in his Grammar, admit, as an exception, the weakened
force of the particle in some cases. But in the case before us,

•wherever Iva tt^.tjikjO-q is used in the Kew Testament to express

the idea of fultillnient of what had been predicted by formal

proj^hecy or type, it carries its full meaning of purpose that

such prophecy or type is or shall be fulfilled by the event under

con>ideration. And why not, since the prediction and its ful-

fillment constitute God's unbroken system in the Bible of

instruction, di~ci[>line, and providence to fit the race for the

completion of his mediatorial scheme? Prediction and fulfill-

ment over and over a:,^ain, as a method of traininfr to the race,

are necessary to unify all parts of this vast sclieme; but from

Adam to the la^^t born of the world He infriusres on no one's
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froeJom in carrying out each preordained plan ; he only over-

rules and shapes whatever result is projected from each one's

frt'f, unconstrained action within this scheme.

Tlie order of thought in the Xew Testament narrative and

di.-cussions does not require the prescriptive formula, 'iva nh]p(l)Qr\

fitr all typical references; but all have, nevertheless, the same

predictive element. For if the philological argument in Iva

tccures this element to the few to which this formula is appro-

priate, by fair inference the few give character to the whole.

And the sacred penmen of the ISTew Testament were, by the

Holy Spirit, raised to such an appreciation of the deeper mean-

inj:^s of the more than six hundred quotations from the Old

Testament, cited as formal prophecies, and types, and proofs,

und enforcements, that they all may be regarded as more or

less of a prophetic character, with an upward gradation of

deeper meanings, types, and formal prediction.

But is there a double sense to any formal prophecy ? Fair-

bairn and some other modern writere think not, and treat the

question as settled. But to all minds it is not settled. For

prophecy seems so framed in some of its ]3redictions as to bear

a .'cnse directed to two objects. We will enumerate at least

tiifee: those relating to the establishment of the kingdom of

I'nvid, to the restoration from the Captivity, and to the dissolu-

tion of the Jewish polity. Let all others be left out of account,

U'cause of the greater uncertainty of the question in their case.

Davison is, perhaps, the most searching, yet the most cautious

&'-lvocate of this question. The double sense of prophecy, he
^ay>, (Discourses on Prophecy, p. l-il,) "is not the convenient

^»'itude of two unconnected senses, wide of each other, and
giving room to a fallacious ambiguity ; but the combination of

^•'•o related, analogous, and harmonizing, though disparate

subjects, each clear and definite in itself; implying a twofold
truth in the prescience, and creating an aggravated difficulty,

-nd thereby an accumulated proof, in the completion. For a

^^3.-e \n point: to justify the predictions concerning the king-

''"!u of David in their double force, it must be shown of them
-'•'it they hold in each of their relations, and in each were
• '•unlled. So that a double sense of prophecy, in its true idea,

'* ft check upon tlie pretenses of a vague and unappropriated
I'J^'diction, rather than a door to admit them." " But this is
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not all. For if the prediction distribute its sense into two

remote branches or systems of the divine economy ;
if it show-

not only what is to take place in distant times, but describe

also different modes of God's appointment, though holding a

certain and intelligible resemblance to each other; such pre-

diction becomes not only more convincing in the argument,

but more instructive in the doctrine, because it expresses the

correspondence of God's dispensations in their points of argu-

ment, as Tvell as his foreknowledge." He then proceeds to

offer a test of the validity and the rectitude of " double sense,"

to show when it may with safety, and should with reason, be

admitted. The test is, that the subjects ascribed to the pro-

phecy may, each in its main import, challenge, an equal right

to be recognized as belonging to such prophecy, each being, at

the same time, alike and equally concerned in exhibiting its

drift. When each subject can assert its own claim in this

manner, and when other reasonable conditions are observed as

to the kno^vn general tone and tendency of the whole volume

of prophecy, then the principle of a twofold application is

clear, and the prophecy is doubly authentic.

There are few prophecies, it must be confessed, which will

entirely bear this test. But we believe it will apply safely and

soundly to at least the three already mentioned. For we do

not see it to be material that both subjects in these prophecies

should be equally coextensive in the scope of their import and

circumstances, or in that of their fulfillment. The temporal

realm of the first David is of course not equal in extent and

power to the spiritual realm of the great Son of David. Tlie

tcn:iporal deliverance from the Captivity, and the great spiritual

restoration, are indeed " disparate subjects ;
" and so are the

destruction of the Jewish polity and the world's last judgment;

but as these pairs of subjects assert a divided application in

their respective prophecies, as to their main import, that

wherein the intent of their prediction lay, namely, that both

should be alike fulrilled, no further likeness is needed to give

authority to ''double sense."

This, if we rightly understand Fairbairn in his Typology,

vol. i, p. 130 seq.^ may in a degree meet objections raised by

him against the arguments and test of Davison. His endeavor

seems to be to resolve this class of prophecies into Types ; all
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proper enough, if thereby the subject of Types be not overdone.

On so grave a (^estion the motive of all, of course, is truth,

r.nJ EUC'h a ptresentation of prophecy, in all its phases, as -shall

do for it the greatest apologetic service. For this last named
object it does seem that " double sense," if legitimately sus-

l.u'ncd and restricted, ministers strength to evidence. The

nioiiumental prophecies, named above, seem so obvious and

dotinite in their signatures, that unbelief cannot effectually

tucounter them.

Thus much on the elementary relations of prophecy. For

want of space some important relations have been left un-

touched. The drift of thought has been toward what, in the

li;;ht both of propriety and necessity, prior to all complex con-

fcidcrations, the character of prophecy should be, an inspired

luiraculous character, containing in an eminent degree the

]>redictive element, and so constituting the basis of irrefragable

evidence that the whole divine record is indisputably from God.

The main body of Fairbairn on Prophecy is devoted to show-

ing the value of prophecy on the ground of this character, as

an impregnable defense against the assaults of unbelievers.

This apologetic value is evinced from the bearing of prophecy

Ml the Jewish people, on the Messiah, on the first destruction

of Jerusalem, and on the states and kingdoms in adjacency and

contact with the people of Israel. The unfulfilled prophecies

fel-o are extensively treated, relating to the future of the Jewish

I*eople and of the Christian Church. On these there is room for

considerable diflerences of opinion, on account of the difterence

ofcanons for interpreting unfulfilled predictions. "We pass these

"!ih the remark that the author's discussions throughout are

^'•11 of the richest suo-gestions and instruction, whether his con-

'-'ii.-ions in every case can or cannot be accepted. His instinct

•'vr judiciousness seldom, if ever, forsakes him. And if one

''•I*' liappen not to agree with a particular interpretation here
*^id there, a special stress upon this or that fact in a prediction,

'^ ^nll not so happen because the author is either rash or capri-

<'.ou>; but for reasons just stated, in respect to which men of
''itjady excellent judgment may differ, in such an uncertain field

^* t-l>at of unfulfilled prophecy.
''1 his presentation of prophecies fulfilled, he has arranged

'-e facts in a manner to subject the unbeliever to the most
^'OLHTH Series, Vol. XIX.—13
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awkward shifts, if he does not concede to prediction its own
miraculous origin. Moabite, Tjrian, and Jew are summoned

;

Edom, Babylon, and Egypt are appealed to ; and the testimony

borne to the truth of prediction—prediction which only precise

knowledge of the eternal future can cause to be uttered—seals

the character of prophecy forever beyond the power of tin;

cavilcr to give it serious harm.

Profounder interest and attention are due to this branch of

evidence to the truth of our holy religion. These, of late

years, in comparison with its co-ordinate branch, miracles, ii

has lacked. Less palpable, because it has not yet traveled the

whole tract of the future, as it requires, to enlarge the domain

of its facts, and thereby to deepen its power, it has suffered

loss from neglect, and the effect of sucJi loss is not duly felt.

Miracle is the chief point of assault in these days, and con-

sequently the evidence most studied and guarded. But pro-

phecy is also miracle; with only, or at least chiefly, the sig-

nature of predic.tion as its differentia, which sufHces to make

it a department by itself; and the study of this branch 'u

therefore, in effect, the study of both. So that the divinity vi

its trntlis and morals, the philosophy of its inspiration, the

sublime conceptions it utters, all added to its character a-

miracle, give it a high claim to the profoundest interest an J

study of every devout thinker.

Akt. hi.—:\[ETII0DISM in CANADA.

The Hhfonj of Mtfhodism i)& Canada. By G. F. Playteh.

Toronto : Anson Green. 18G2.

Minutts of Conference of the Wesleyan Methodist Church /'i

Canada, 1824-G6.

Christian Guardian. Toronto: 1829-66. , ^
The Union Considered. By Kev.Tiios. Webster. Hamilton. ISj^

Wesle>/an Methodism in Upper Canada. A Sermon by Egekton

Rtekson". Toronto. 183 7.

Canada was discovered and possessed by the French i"

1534:, and ceded to the British crown in 1763, at wlii^--

time it. had a population of G0,000, exclusive of Indians. 1''-"

•western part of the province was an almost unbroken wilder-
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•.(--, the only settlers being a few French emigrants, who bad

! «-.it«.'d themselves in the vicinity of the forts and trading

j».-.ts, and along the shores of the bays and lakes from Mon-

'.rv.il to Detroit. >

.Inst before the " Eevolutionary AYar," the attention of the

^- .vt-rnnieut M'as directed to the opening up and settlement of

•4 !uit is now "Western Canada ; and some thousands of families

f.-.'Mi the then "American provinces," who preferred a mo-

: ircliical form of government to the uncertainties of a new
r« j.ublie, abandoned their homes and sought an asylum in the

viiidcrness of the Xorth. They were received with marked
attention by the governjnent, and, in addition to large grants

• f hmd, such other assistance was afibrded them as their des-

Muto circumstances rendered necessary. These, with the fam-

: ics of some disbanded soldiers, and a few emigrants from

iirituin, gave to the western province, in 17S3, a population of

r;','t more than twelve thousand.

The progress of "U'estern Canada is to be dated from 1T91,

"''l.eii, by an act of the British Parliament, it was separated
:." 'la Lower Canada. "With a constitution as liberal as could be

• 'ircd, and whicli leaves nothing to be coveted from other

i'ltricSj aspirit of self-reliance and energy has been infused

'•to the minds of its people ; the tide of emigration has flowed
*

* its shores ; its vast forests have been thrown into market for

'•>i; and possession; its natural resources have become every

? ir more valuable ; while the chano-es that have taken place

' liic government have fostered a spirit of independence and
['itriotism which has secured all the concomitants of eivili-

-•'-
;v'ii, and the establishment of those purifying and elevating

•-•'-titutions which pertain only to Christian communities. In
•''Higence, industry, and morality, the inhabitants ofW^estern
^^^ada will not suffer in any comparison : while the elastic

^^'Join of its society, the unbounded fields open to its enter-

• "''? Its unrivaled, and successful school system, and the
'-lice of much of that unmitigated poverty which belongs
"•der countries, render it a most inviting home.

^

^ii.'thodism was introduced into the province in 1791, and
"' itad much to do in moulding the minds of the people, and

•
' i'-'^iring them for the success they have achieved. As a
"fi^tian organization it had been in operation for about half
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a century before its influence was felt to any appreciable ext-.M

in Canada. In the United States it had been exertiu'i- i;.

influence and gathering its trophies for twenty-five years, ai, 1

for seven years had existed as the Methodist Episcopal Chart, ':

in America, when, early in the year 1791, AVilliara Loscc, a

member of the Xew York Conference, visited Canada, and I..!

.

the foundation of the Methodist Church. Previous to this, a:;

oflacer of a cavalry regiment. Major J^J'eal, had preached wi;';

acceptance on the Niagara frontier, and most likely had forniLi

a society. In the Bay of Quinte country a pious youno- niar,.

a Mr. Lyon, a school teacher, was made useful in the cor.-

Tersion of many persons, as was ako Mr. James M'Carty, :i

man of attractive manners and sweet spirit, whose 'testimo:':-.-

for the truth exposed him to great persecution. Ben;^'

brought before some magistrates, he was sentenced to baiii-;.-

ment from the country, and, as some suppose, was either k::

to starve upon one of the uninliabited islands in the St. Law-
rence, or drowned in its waters.

The Ptev. William Losec was the first regidar Method;-:

minister who vi.-ited Canada. He was appointed by the ^'c
York Conference at the request of some settlers in the tov
ships on the Bay of Quinte. From Lake Champlain, wht?re :.

. had been stationed the previous year, he made his way to u.-

St. Lawrence. Crossing at St. Pegis, he preached in the raril•^^

settlements of refugees on the north bank of the river, till I-

arrived at Adolphustown, where, on Sunday, the 20th Februa;;.

1T91, the first class was formed at the residence of Mr. F;. ^

Ilufi; on ^vhose farm the first Methodist church was r.'.-

erccted the following year. Losee was appointed the sect :• -

year to Canada, which is now called Kingston Circuit, and ;•

placed with Lynn, Hartford, and other Xew England tuw:.

Tinder the supervision of Jesse Lee. The next year the couikt
j

was divided into two circuits : Darius Dunham was appoint' \

to Kingston, now called Cataraqui ; and William Losee to '•

'

new circuit called Oswcgatchic, embracing several town-i.^; •
\

on the north side of the St. Lawrence, east of Kingston, sctt^

principally by refugees. These circuits were associated ^\'•
:^

Albany and Saratoga, under the care of Freeborn Garrett---

As Dunham was an elder, it was decided, before the breti;:^'

separated, to hold a quarterly meeting. Accordingly on S;\t.-'
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k\x\ the 9th September, 1792, the first Church business

:ai'rtin<^ was held ; and the following day, Sunday, the first

facramcntal service and love-feast. Doubtless it was a high

i\s\- to tlie Methodists of the Bay of Quinte country. The year

clt'^^ed with accessions to the Church. The success of early

Mfthodism in Canada is seen in the fact, that at the close of its

t;r>t decade it had five circuits, eleven ministers, and eleven

l.-nidred and fifty-nine members. At the close of its second

doi-ade it rises to the number of twelve circuits, with eighteen

tiiinitters, and two thousand seven hundi-ed and ninety-tvro

•members. The whole of the frontier, from Quebec to

Windsor, was supplied with the ministrations of the word.

I These were days of extensive revivals, of divine visitation,

•A powerful conversions, the days of men whose names in some

f nnilies and neighborhoods are as " ointment poured forth
;

"

I'iUiham, "Wooster, Keeler, Bangs, Coleman, Coates, and others;

i.ames

'*' Sacred beyond heroic fame."

With a population of only seventy-seven thousand, and the

'< !tlements in some instances' sixty miles apart, the success

'. these men was amazing. Often the preacher, in going to his

i I! 'Ointments, had his choice between encamping in the woods
; r the'night or sleeping in an Indian hut; almost boundless

I -'Ti^ts were traversed, with no other indication for direction

'••;an a blazed tree ; and when the settler's shanty was reached

'•cre was often nothing but the meanest fare, rarely the luxury
'

'
a bed. Yet these men performed prodigies of labor; they

**ain rivers, forded creeks, plodded tiirough swamps, encoun-
]'H-d snow and rain, heat and cold ; amid pain* and weariness,

>.'ingt'r and almost nakedness, they did the work of evanfrelists.

*..i-y were men of breadth of soul—large sympathies, fine

••^ .ings. Alas, many of them broke down in their work, and
' "'-r enduring scorn, derision, and contempt, went early to

'-•ir reward.

^ he years of the war, known as the " American "War," were

'O' disastrous years to the progress of Methodism in Canada.
'*".v of the ministers being American citizens, left the

» '"^inee, and only those of Canadian or British birth remained
;

"' *''^'y found it exceedingly dithciilt to command a congrc-
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gation, preaching frequently to none but women and cliildren.

The Upper Canadian work was well supplied by Ryan, Ilhodcr;,

"Whitehead, Adams, and Prindle, assisted by the stafl' of

preachers who had located or retired from the general work
;

but Lower Canada was almost abandoned. At the Genesee

Conference in 1815 the number of members returned is one

thousand seven hundred and sixty-five, showing a loss during

the war of one thousand and twenty-seven. As. soon as peace

was restored the jn-eachers returned to the province, and labored

with the same zeal and fervor as before ; but the strong political

feeling and strife greatly obstructed the progress of the work.

In 1818 the Genesee Conference was held in Canada, in Eliza-

bethtown, then a })art of the Augusta circuit; at v.diich sixty-

six preachers, including the twenty-two in the Canadian work,

convened under the superintendency of Bishop George. At

this Conference a remarkable revival of relisrion commenced,
which affected the whole work, especially the country border-

ing on the Bay of Quinte and on the Niagara frontier, resulting

in an increase to the Church of over one thousand five hundred

members. Yet these were " troublous times." Methodism was

treated by many with ridicule and scorn, its ministers were

regarded as pulitical spies, some of whom fell victims to

magisterial persecution. As Dr. Eyerson observed in a sermon

preached nearly thirty years ago:

Up to a very recent period ]\[ethodism has been regarded by
many leading- magistrates and other civil officers thron'ghout tlic

province, and by the most prominent members of the executive, a>

dangerous to the supremacy of Britisli power, and the corabincl
infltienco of men of wcaltli and learning, together with the civil

government itself, i'rom the representative of the king, (with but

few^ exceptions,) down to tlie church sexton, has been arrayo'l

against the progress of ilethodi'sm, and bent, as far as the spiri*-

of the age wouUl pci-mit, upon its extermination.

Yet it prospered, and maintained its influence upon the com-

munity. At that time there were twenty-eight Methodi-^

ministers, and sixteen ministers of the Church of Englan«l ;

and the relative influence of the Churches may be gathercl

from the fact, that, in a population of one hundred and twenty

thousand, the communicants of the Church of England num-

bered three hundred and twenty-eight, while thecommimicant^
of the Methodist Church numbered five thousand five hundred
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and fiftj-seven ; from which we may also see why it was

thought necessary by the ruling party of the day to obstruct

its progress. The Methodist ministers, from the time they

came to the province, had performed the rite of marriage when
applied to, much to the satisfaction and convenience of the

people. This privilege was now denied to them, and an old

statute of George the Second was put in force, causing great

inconvenience and annoyance to all not of the Church of En-

gland. From this time that political contest commenced,

which grew in strength from year to year, till equal civil and
• religious rights were secured to all classes, irrespective of creed.

Another difficulty, which presented itself at this time, arose

out of the appointment of ministers by the English Conference

to stations in Lower Canada occupied by ministers of the

American Conference. Prom 1S03 till the time of the war,

the cities and other parts of Eastern Canada were regularly

supplied by ministers from the United States.* In 1815 the

English Conference appointed two ministers to that pronnce.

Bishop Asbury objected to such a course, and the matter was

referred to the General Conference of ISIG, when, by invita-

tion, the Eevs. Messrs. Bennett and Black, the representatives

of the English Conference, were present. XotwithstaiiVling

• the decision of the Conference was adverse to the action of

the European missionaries, they not only remained in Lower

Canada, but, upon tlie invitati.on of parties in Upper Canada,

made aggrescions upon the peaceful societies in that province.

The subject came before the General Conference of 1S20, by

petition from some of the circuits in Canada, complaining of

tile interference of- 4:he Englisli missionaries, and praying that

the ministry which had been so fully owned and blessed of

God might be continued to tliem ; while others, tired of agita-

tion, yet favorable to the American ministers, petitioned for an

iadependent Canadian Conference, as the only means of remov-

ing the objections of a political character, which wore contin-

ually uro;ed against them to their great disadvantage. The
C<_»iiterence assured the people that they would not forsake

^l^eui, and appointed the Rev. Jolm Emory, of Baltiniure, a

rcj)rosentative to the English' Conference, with power to settle

^''*- matter in dispute ; and at the same time authorized the

hishops, with the consent of the Genesee Conference, to which
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the preachers in Canada belonged, to organize a Conference

in Canada if necessary. When the matter was laid before the

British Conference, they, with great magnanimity, admitted

that their conduct had been altogether wrong, and blamed
themselves that they had not obtained more accurate informa-

tion, and generously acceded to the wishes of the American
Conference. So the matter was amicably settled, the En-
glish occuppng the Lower Province, except the rough coun-

try on the Ottawa, the Upper Province being supplied as

formerly.

Between the General Conference of 1S20 and that of 1824,

the Canadian Church participated in the discussions at that

time common among both preachers and people on the subject

of " Church Government," and for some cause or other neither

of the presiding elders in tlie Canadian work were elected

delegates to the General Conference of 1S24. This had a most
disastrous effect upon Henry Ryan. He had been a repre-

sentative at previous Conferences, and for years had been
a conq.icuous man in the body to which he belonged. He
had traversed the wliolc length of the province during the war,
had withst(X»d the encroachments of the European mission-

aries, and liad performed more M-ork tlian any other minister
in Can;ida. He could not well bear to be set aside, and at

once began that system of agitation which ultimately severed
him from the Church f)r which -he had labored and sutiered

.so much. A conventitm was called for the " purpose of seek-

ing a separation from the Church in the States," and Eyan
and a local preacher wei-e appointed delegates to the General
Confereufo to secure tliat ul)jeet. Ryan .and his co-dele-

gate were refused a scat in that body, and properly so. This
action of the Confereiu-e surprised no one less' than Ryan, for

no one understood the question of rights in that body better
than he. Xevertheless, the sulgect of the separation of the
Can;Mli;in societies and preachers wtis duW considered, and the
Conference decided :

*

'*1. That there shall be a Canadian Conference under our
Bnperintendency, bounded by the boundary line of Upper
Canada.

" 2. That a circular shall be addressed to our preachers and
members within the bonnds of the Canada Conference, ex-
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pressive of our zeal for their prosperity, and urging the impor-

tance of their maintaining union among themselves."

Eut this did not satisfy Ryan. An independent Church was

what he professed to want. The whole of his district was

greatly agitated. Public meetings were held, and a determina-

tion expressed to take an independent position, • At this junc-

ture Bishops George and Hedding came into the province
"

with Xathan Bangs, and in preacliing, and explaining the

true position of affairs, succeeded in alhiying the fears of the

Church, and producing acquiescence in the action of the Gen-

eral Conference. ,

The first Canadian Conference was held in the village of

Holloiocll, now the town of Pictoa, Prince Edward County,

on the 25th of August, 1824, Bishops George and Hedding
presiding. The Conference, consisted of thirty preachers, with

a membership of six thousand one hundred and fifty. Of those

who composed the first Conference, and of those who were

then received on trial, there are a few who yet linger in the

ranks of the superannuated ; but not one is now found in the

regular work. At this Conference a strong desire was mani-

fested for a separate and independent position, and a memorial

was presented to the bishops, to be laid before the Annual Con-

ferences, stating the reasons for the separation. They say " that

the state of the country required it ; that the insulated and
extended situation of the societies from the general superin-

tendency, and the jealousies recently awakened by the Govern-

.

ment, rendered it expedient." But the reason that weighed
the most with them is given in the last paragraph of the

niemorial

:

To us it appears expedient that the societies here should become
a Church, separate from the body ui the United States, in order to se-

cure privileges which are of importance for the prosperity of religion
here. At present we are not permitted to perform the rights of mar-
riage to our members ; nor indeed have we any legal security for
cue of our numerous chapels in this province; and we have been
assured that in our present relation we must not expect any exten-
sion of privileges. Though we cannot assure ourselves of such udvant-
aecs by becoming a se{)arate body, yet we can apply for those privi-

'^'k'C's with more co'nfidence; and we think we have reason to hope,
i.iat wiien petitions shall l>e presented to tlie government from an
iijclcpendent Church in this country, our privileges will be granted
''Dd our property secured.
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These, brethren, are the reasons which have been presented to

our minds, and which appear to us of weight and moment in flxvor

of a separation, and in order to preserve the body of Methodists

in this country from tlie most disastrous of all events—that of

division aftiong ourselves.

An address was also sent to the societies informing them of

the action of tlie Conference.

AVitli this method of fettling the difficulties that had arisen,

Eyan exj^ressed satisfaction and acquiescence ; but his course

had been so flagrant that he was removed from his "position as

presiding elder and appointed to the Grand River mission.

This was more than* he could brook, although great lenity and

consideration was extended toward him in view of the services

h.e had rendered tlie Church
;
yet dissatisfaction returned ; he

had lost the chance of ruling, and lost it for ever.

About the year 1S22 a most interesting work commenced
among the Indians at the Grand Iliver, which soon spread to

the other Indian tribes in various sections of the province.

Many were converted, and from a state of vice, wretchedness,

and degradation, were brouglit to habits of industry, order, and

religion. Schools were established among them, and the mis-

sionaries wore clieered in their toil by the marked improve-

ment of the tribes. At the Conference of 1S24 a missionary

society was formed, auxiliary to the Missionary Society of the

M. E. Church ;
several branch societies being already in ex-ist-

ence, from which -one hundred and four dollars was received

as the contribution of the year.

In 1791, when the " Constitutional act " separated Upper
from Lower Canada, a provision was made for the support of a

Protestant clergy, by setting apart one seventh of the land, and
rescrdng the proceeds for their benefit, the management of

the " nvvtri'(\«," as they were commonly called, being vested

in the executive of the province. In 1819, under the auspices

of the Earl Bathurst, an exclusive and bigoted Churchman,
tliese ''reserves" were placed under the control and management
of a cor{)<)ration of the clergy of the Church of England, under
the direction of the Bishop of Quebec. A dispute having
arisen between the House of Assembly and the Executive in

reference to these lands, the country and the Assembly were
taken- by- surprise to find them transferred from the exec-

utive to such a corporation. The general election of 1321:
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resulted in the return to Parliament of a majority of members

known as Eeformers, whose platform was "equal rights and

privileges to all classes." The Methodists, now a powerful body

in the province, and smarting under the disahihties forced

upon them, and the harsh and severe treatment they had

received, gave this party theu- hearty support. The Methodist
.

political creed of that day was short,.easily understood, reason-

able, and righteous

:

1. That all Christian Churches should be put upon the same foot-

ing as the Church of England iu respect to rights of property and

all other civil privileges.

2. That the Church of the minority of the population ought not

to be established with exclusive or particular privileges.**

3. That no exclusive system of education should be established

iu the. province, but that all classes. of the population should be

equally countenanced and assisted in the promotion of education.

The position ofparties was by no means improved by the acces-

sion to the irresponsible executive, of the leader of the State

Church party, the Hon, and Rev. John Strachair, D.D., then

Archdeacon ofYork, now Bisliop of Toronto, who soon after pro-

voked the opposition of the Methodists by a most unmerited and

uncalled for attack upon their ministers. In a sermon preached

on the occasion of the death of Bishop Mountain, he had

charged upon Methodist ministers that they were " idle, igno-

rant, and republican in their sentiments." The sermon was

reviewed in the " Colonial Advocate," a paper published in the

interest of the Liberal party, by a young preacher who had just

been taken on trial, and who was yet to act a prominent part in

the future history of his country, and of the Church of which

he was a member, the Eev. Egerton Ilyerson, now Dr. Eyerson,

General Superintendent of Education in Canada West. The

controversy was kept up for many mouths, the public generally

awarding the victory to the " Methodist preacher." The oppo-

6itio:i to the ruling party grew stronger, and the foul slander

v^'as trampled under foot as unworthy -of those who ihade it,

and of the cause in behalf of which it was made. But the

storm became furious when, two years later, the same archdeacon

drew up a chart and letter descriptive of the religious state of

Upper Canada, whicli, being forwarded to the Home Govern-

ment, was laid before the ITouse of Commons, and by them

ordered to be printed. Copies of this document soon found
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their way to Canada, and steps were taken to induce the House

of Assembly to investigate the statement made in the commu-
nications of Dr. Strachan, and the misrepresentation of the

principles of other denominations, especially the Methodists.

The doctor states in his letter

:

The teachers of the ditrorent denomination?, with the exception
of the two ministers of the Church of Scotland, four Conc^regation-

alists, and a respectable English missionary who presides over a

Wcsleyan Methodist meeting at Kingston, _are for the most part
from the United States, wliere they gather their knowledge and
form their sentiments. Indeed, the Methodist teach.ers are subject

to the orders of the Conference of the United States of America
;

and it is niaiyfest that the Colonial Government neither has, n9r
can have any other control over them, or prevent them from grad-

ually 'rendering a large portion of the population, by their influ-

ence and instructions, hostile to our institutions, both civil and
religious, than by increasing the number of the Establislied Clergy.

A select committee was appointed by theHouce. Some fifty

witnesses were examined—legislators, magistrates, and others

—all of whom bore strong testimony to the moral and political

integrity, zeal, and usefulness of the men who had been so

grossly misrepresented. In their lleport the Committee say :

The insinuations in the letter against the Methodist clergymen
the committee have noticed with peculiar regret. To the disinter-

ested and indefatigable exertions of these pious men, this prov-
ince owes much. At an early period of its history, when it was
thudy settled, and its iuliabitants were scattered through the
wilderness, and destitute of all other means of religious instruction,

these ministers of the gospel, animated by Christian zeal and
benevolence, at the sacritice of liealth and interest and comfort,
carriL'd among tlie ]ipoplc the blessings aiul consolations and sanc-
tions of our holy reliiziou. Their influence and instruction, far

from having (as is re[)rescnted in the letter) a tendency hostile to
our institutions, have been conducive, in a degree which cannot
easily be estimated, to the reformation of their hearers from licen-^

tiou.?ness, and the difl'usion of correct morals, the foundation of all

sound lowlty and social. order. There is no reason to beheve
that, as a body, they have failed to inculcate, by precept and ex-
ample, as a Christian duty, an attachment to the sovereign, and a
cheerful and conscientious obedience to the laws of tho'country.
IMore than thirty-flve years have elapsed since they commenced
ihelr labors in the colonies. In that time the {trovincc has passed
through a war which put to the proof the loyalty of the people.
If their influence and insUHictions have the tendency mentioned,
theeflects by this time must be manifest; yet no one doubts that
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the Metbodists are as loyal as any of his Majesty's subjects. And
the very fact that, while their clergymen are dependent for their

support upon the voluntary contributions of their people, the
* number of their members has increased so as to be now, in the

opinion of almost all the witnesses, greater than that of the mem-
bers of any other denomination in this provhice, is a complete

refutation of any suspicion that their inHuence and instructions

have such a tendency ; for it would be a ^ross slander on the

loyalty of tlie people to suppose that they would countenance and

listen with complacency to those whose influence was exerted for I

, such base purposes.

The House of Assembly ordered a copy of the Keport, with
|

the accompanying evidence and charts, to be transmitted to the
j

Imperial Government, and adopted an address to the king
|

on the subject, in which it is said

:

"

j

. We humbly beg leave to assure your Majesty that the insinu- i

ations in the letter" a^^ainst the Methodist preachers m this prov-
|

ince do much injustice to a body of pious and deserving men,
j

who justly enjoy the confidence, and are the 'sj>iritual instructors I

of a large portion of your Majesty's subjects in this province.
j

We are convinced that the tendency of their influence and in- i

struction is not hostile, to our institutions, but, on the contrary, is
|

eminently favorable to religion and morality ;
and their labors

j

are calculated to make their people better men and better subjects, |

and have already produced in this province the happiest eflects.
j

' Such astatement, at such a time, was not only highly lion- i

orable to those vrho made it, but was appreciated by the Meth- 1

odists, and it greatly confirmed them in their opposition to the

State Church party. For a number of years the contention

was fierce and uncompromising. The High Church party, not

Bucceeding in their attempts to prevent the progress of liberal

principles by public discussion, now tried to promote a schism

in the Methodist Church. The Indians, who had been cared

for by them, and among whom they had been useful, were now

tampered with by tlie archdeacon and others in authority

;

they were told that no aid could be given to them while they

were under the teaching and care of the Methodists. Henry

Ryan appeared on the stage again as an agitator, stimulated

by some great loyalists, such as Dr. Strachan, Willson of Went-

"Worth, and some government ofilcials. Kyan professed to

desire a separation from the Church in the United States, and

the establishment of a Colonial Church, which he had the

means of knowing would bo obtained shortly in a constitu-
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tional way. Whatever of bitterness there might have been in

tlie Hi;:;h Church opposition, it couki not compare with the

violent abuse and invective with which Ryan assailed preachers

and people, especially the bishops ; but, finding that the great

body of tlie people had no sympathy with him, he withdrew

from the Church, and formed a party known as the " Canadian

Wesleyan Methodist Church."

In Lower Canada the work had been regularly supplied by

the English Conference from 1S15, and now numbered nine

ministers and over eighteen hundred members. Such was the

state of the countr}' and such the position of the Church when
the General Conference sat in Pittsburgh, in May, 182S. In

that body the Canadian Conference was represented by Eevs.

"W. Chamberlain, B. Slater, S. Belton, TTm. Eyerson, and John
Ryerson, The question of the separation of the Canada Con-

ference came up for settlement, when the General Conference,

nnderstanding the position of the Canadian Church as set forth

in the memorial to the annual conferences, consented to the

separation by a large majority, if not \maniraously, and made
provision for the maintenance of the work among the Indians

and new settlers by recommending an annual grant from the

mission fund, (a liberality which is approbated, and which it

is refreshing to remember,) and provided also for the ordina-

tion of a general superintendent.

The Canada Conference assembled in Switzer's Church,

Earnesttown, on the 2d day of October, 1828, Bishop Iled-

ding presiding. The Committee to wh6m. the subject of inde-

pendence was referred reported favorably of the General Con-

ference action, which report was adopted, and it was resolved :

. 1. That it is expedient and necessary, and that the Canada Con-
ference of tlie Methodist Episcopal Church do now ori^anize itself

into an independent Methodist Episcopal Church in Canada.
2. That wo adopt tlie present discipline of the Methodist Epis-

copal Church :is the basis of our constitution and discipline,

except such alterations as may appear necessary from our local

circuTustaaces.

As there was and had been a good deal of agitation on the

subject of " lay delegation," in order to secure the interests

of the laity against encroachment, and to produce as great a

unanimity as possible, a restrictive rule was passed by the Con-

ference giving u veto power to the quarterly meetings in ccr-
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taiji cases, "which was thought then to be an endowment of

power much greater and more effective than mere circuit rep-

resentation in the Conference.

Upon the appointment of Rev. "W". Case as general superin-

tendent, Bishop lledding left the chair, after giving some

suitable advice and counsel to the Conference. Thus closed

the connection with the Methodist Episcopal Church in the

United States, a connection wliich had been maintained for

thirtj-seven years, and had been of vast benefit to the Province,

for a more self-denying, zealous, and brave class of men are

not to be found than were the " rank and tile " of the men who
planted Methodism in Canada, and stood by it till it could

stand alone ; and although manifold charges have been made
against them, yet are they an ancestry of whicli the Church in

Canada at this day is not ashamed. «

The Methodist Episcopal Church in Canada, now fully

organized, was an independent Colonial Chnrch, free from

foreign influence and control, and numbered thirty-nine minis-

ters, ei'ght thousand seven hundred and sixty meml^ers, and

nine hundred and fifty Indians, Shortly after its independent

organization, the act securing to all religious bodies the right

to hold property for religions purposes was passed by the

Assembly, which was followed by tlio act securing to all min-

isters the right to solemnize marriage. In 1829 the " Christian

Guardian" was first issued, under the editorial supervision of Rev.

Egerton Ryerson, and was not only hailed as an ally to the

cause of reform, but it soon rose to the first rank of Canadian

journals. Methodism was now in a state of general prosperity.

It had secured to itself a leading position, and had, to a great

extent, the control of the mind of the country.

Efforts continued to be made for an equitable appropriation

of the clergy reserves, in which all classes might impai'tially

and equally participate. Petitions to the king and the Impe-
rial Parliament, as well as to the Provincial Legislature, were
luinierously signed and frequently forwarded—solemnly and
indignantly protesting against tlie establishment of any State

Cliurch in the province. In 1831 the Episcopal clergy ad-

dressed a memorial to the king.on the subject of the " reserves,"

t^^ntaining some reflections upon the Methodist ministers, which
'ed the latter to memorialize the king, for which they were
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reprimanded bj Sir John Colborne. A parliamentary docu-

ment, referring to this matter, has the following :

The explicit and distinct representation on the subject of the

I^Iethodist Conference, in their address to His Majesty, cannot be

forgotten ; inasmuch as it produced a most oflensive reply from

Sir'John Colborne, which caused much excitement and dissatisfac-

tion at the time ;
and inasmuch as the observations contained

in the address on the subject of applying public funds to the sup-

port of religious bodies or teachers, and of appropriaungthe clergy

reserves to purposes of general interest, were distinguished with

wisdom and truth.

In 1S31 the Eevs. George Kyerson and Peter Jones visited

England in the interest of the Missionary Society, and had an
^

interview with the Wesleyan Missionary secretaries in London

in reference to the missions in Canada. The following year

the ]^ev. K. Alder was sent to Canada as the representative

agent of tlie English Wesleyan Missionary committee, with a

view to the appointment of missionaries among the British

emigrants in various parts of the province, and to complete

arraVigements for the payment of a certain amount of money

annually by the Canadian Government to the English Wes-

leyan Missionary Society, As soon as the intentions of the

London Committee in reference to missions were communi-

cated by Mr. Alder to the Canadian mission board, they at

once, in a letter to the English missionary secretaries, depre-

cated the establishment of rival interests, and stated at length

the evils likely to arise from the existence of two bodies of

Methodists, of its infringement on the hitherto acknowledged

principle that " the Wesleyan Methodists are one body througli-

out the world," and the desirableness of uniting the means and

energies of the two connections to promote the religious im-

provement of the aboriginal tribes and the new settlements ot

the country. They also recommended to the Conference the

propriety and desirableness of such a coalition with the En-

glish Conference as would secure this object. xVt the Conference

in August, 1S32, to which tile agent of the Wesleyan mission-

ary committee had been invited, the recommendation of the

Canadian mission board was concurred in, and a series of reso-

lutions, declaring the importajice and desirability of a union

between the English and Canadian Conferences, was adopted by

the Conference, and the Rev. Egerton Ryerson was sent to
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England as its representative. The " Union " was finally consum-

mated in October, 1S33, and the united Church assumed die

name of " The AVeslejan Methodist Chm-ch in British Xorth

America," which was subsequently changed to that of the

"Wesleyan Methodist Church in Canada."

By the articles agreed upon, the e})iscopacy was superseded

by an annual presidency, the annual conference became the

supreme legislative body, and in other respects the discipline

of the Church was made to harmonize with the English plan
;

the British Conference appointing the president and taking-

charge of the missions. By this contract a control was given

to the British Conference that took away the independence of

tlie Canadian body, and forced it into a position which exposed

its motives to imputation and attack, and involved it in years

of trouble.

The changes which took place in the government of the

Church resulted in a secession, and led to the organization of

tlie present '• Methodist Episcopal Church in Canada." A great

deal of litigation followed, involving both parties in expense
;

and although the "Wesleyans" finally succeeded in gaining

possession of the property, yet the lawsuits were of great ad-

vantage to the " Episcopals." Public sympathy was awakened

in their behalf, which contributed much to their prosperity

during the first years of their history ; and if they liave failed

to establish their claims to be the original "Methodist Epis-

copal Church in Canada," either in the courts of law in this

Country or before the Conferences of the Methodist Episcopal

Church in the United States, it is because facts are against

tliem.

The " Union " happening at a time when the public mind
was much agitated on the subject of state grants to religious

hodies, and the Conference having taken such a prominent

position in opposition to such grants, neither the country nor the

Church were prepared for such a course as it had now entered

iipon. It was evident that other counsels were prevailing than

"lose which guided the body in the years previous to the union.

A lie continued agitation growing out of the determined oppo-

•^'tiou of the executive to the popular will, as expressed in

1 ai'liament, the feeling of dissatisfaction and growing discon-

tent everywhere apparent, and which culminated in the rebel-

Founxii Seeiks, Vol. XIX.~14
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|

lion, wrouglit injuriously upon the Church. With the govern-
I

ment grant to the missions came loss of public confidence, loss
|

of friends, loss of means, secession of members, strife, and con- |

tention. After six years of toil, trouble, and conflict, the I

returns to the Conference of 1839 are five hundred and eighty- |

six members less than when the Union was consummated, al- ]

though during the six years previous there had been an acces-
|

sion of over seven tliousand.
|

The intermcddhng of the authorities of the British Con- |

ference with tlie local afiairs of the province was most unfor- |

tunate and disastrous to the quiet of the Church. The doctrine |

of passive obedience was not likely to be indorsed by a com- |

muuity accustomed to unshackled freedom of opinion ;
and tlie |

attempted interference with the right of private judgment in |

pohtical matters, and the right to express that judgment by
|

petition,' appeal, or remonstrance when necessity arises, was j

very properly resented by the great body of both ministers and

people. The Canadian people were not prepared to submit

quietly to the dictum of those who knew nothing of the former

history of the country, and, finding themselves in conflict with

its free thought, could neither apprehend nor appreciate that

loyalty which, v/hile it is true to the throne and constitution,

can give a determined opposition to an executive or an ad-

ministrator of the government when their course is unconsti-

tutional, or adverse to the interests of the country. Political

difficulties increased. The establishment of the '-fifty-seven

rectories," followed as it was by civil war and bloodshed ;
the

attempt of the State Church party to confound reform with |

rebellion, and so turn the circumstances of the country to their '

own advantage ; the discussions on the union of the prov-

inces, and the subject of re-ponsible government ; the jealousy,

bitterness, and extreme sensitiveness of parties, should have

been a sutlicieut caution to the agents of the English Con-

ference against any interference with the local afl'airs of the

colony, or in any way seeming to ally themselves with a party

whose whole history in the province, up to that time, evinced

two things—a determination to oppose the progress of Alethod-

ism, and to establish a dominant Church in the country, with

all the ap[>aratus usually found associated therewith. 13y this

interference they found themselves arrayed against the great
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nuijoritj of the Church. So long as the " Christian Guardian "

was the organ of their views, as it was for several years after

the union, thev were content ; but when in 1838 it advocated

the settlement of the " reserves," according to the well under-

stood wishes of the people, exception was taken to its course,

and a letter w-as addressed by the missionary secretaries at

London to the lieutenant-governor of Upper Canada, " relative

to the position of the Methodists of Upper Canada as to

certain ecclesiastical questions," the import of which W"a3, that

the interests of the Canadian Church were not to be consulted

at all, that the officials at London were only to be dealt with.

This was a bold and officious interference with the rights and

interests of the membership of the Church, and an ignoring of

the rights and authority of the Canada Conference. When
the letter was published it received the reprobation it deserved

;

but the governor acted upon the letter, and when the " clergy

reserve " bill was under consideration, in March, 1839, he con-

sulted with the agents of the English Conference, and in the

}>rovisions of the bill the Canadian body was completely set

aside, no mention being made of them. This state of things

justified the Conference at its next session in resolving, " that,

in order to prevent such counter representations under any
j

apparently official sanction being made to the government, i

and in order to secure the proper representation and guardian-
j

thip of the views and rights of the Church in Canada, the
|

question of the "clergy reserves" be referred to the 13ook

Committee." And although Mr. Alder came from London

iipon a special Church Establishment mission, yet so strong

and unanimous did he find the feeling of the country against

both the letter and the interference of the London authorities,

that he never introduced the subject at all. The Conference

appointed the Rev. E. Ryerson to proceed to England '* to

advocate and maintain their just rights and interests before

Her Majesty's government and the Imperial Parliament in

respect to the " clergy reserves."

Shortly after the opening of the Conference Seminary,

flailed the Upper Canada Academy, the Rev. E. Ryerson

^'i.-'ited En^-land, and succeeded in procuring a royal charter

^f incorporation for tlie institution, and royal instructions to

(Governor Head to grant, out of the unappropriated revenues
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of the crown, £4,100 sterling for its benefit. This grant to the

academy led to a difficulty with the governor, and furnished

anothe/ opportunity for a fresh attack upon the Methodist

Church. AVhen Lord Sydenham assumed the government

of the province, application was made to him for further aid

to the seminary, which led to a correspondence on the pari

of the representative of the Canadian Conference, in which the

financial relation of the two Conferences was brought under

the notice of his lordship, who did not hesitate to say that

monevs intended for the benefit of the Canadian Church should

be pakl to the Church in the colony. A desperate eftbrt was

now made by :Mr. Alder, and those with whom he acted, to

secure the absolute supremacy over everything Canadian, so

far as Wesleyan ^^lethodism was concerned. In April, ISiO, a

manifesto, containing a series of resolutions, was sent to the

Conference by a part of the London Committee, containing

some crave charges against the Eev. E. Eyerson, based upon

the letters he had wrilten to the governor
;
and threatening,

that if the Conference supported Mr. Kyerson in his course

they should recommend the British Conference to dissolve the

union. Accordingly, at the ensiling session of the Couference

in June, after three days spent in discussion, y^x. Eyerson was

sustained by a majority of fifty-nine to eight. Xot only so, but

the Conference denied' the right of tlie London Committee to

interfere with the Canada Conference in the management of

its own aftairs, and declared "that for that committee to

accuse and condemn a member of the Canadian Conference,

and then enjoin upon them to carry their sentence into execu-

tion, was an anomalous and alarming precedent.'' They stated

that the Eev. E. Eyerson was their agent, that it was his duty

to confer with the governor, and they sent a delegation

to England to settle all matters in dispute, and to prevent

collision.

The Eevs. AVilliara and Egerton Eyerson proceeded to

Enf^land as the representatives of the Canada Conference, but

the" agents of the London committee arrived some eight days

before them, and the matter was settled before the Canadian

delegates were heard. Instead of bemg heard before the

BritTsh- Conference, as they had every right to expect, the

sessions of that body were considerably advanced before they
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hftd an opportunity of presenting either tlie address or the

resolutions of the Canada Conference, and even then the case

was referred to a committee, whose report was read and

adopted on the last day of the session. The report reaffirmed

the assumption of power, and the decisions formerly made by

the committee ; required that the " Christian Guardian should

advocate and maintain it is the duty of civil governments to

employ their influence and a portion of their resources for the

support of the Christian religion ;
" that Mi*. Ryerson and his

Upper Canadian brethren should advocate the right of the

London Missionary Committee to the government grant, even

if its payment should be transferred to the " clergy reserve "

' fund ; further, that they could not be identified with any body

over whose public proceedings they had not an efficient

direction ; and the report recommended the appointment:, of a

committee, which should prepare a detail of the points upon

which full satisfaction will be required of the Conference of

Upper Canada.

The Canada Conference bowed its head as it recollected the

concessions it had made for the sake of peace and unity ;
but

it was not yet prepared to go upon its knees and surrender

ever^i:hino-. It had seen manv a dark hour ; this was the•,'0 I
'

darkest. The delegates returned home ; a special Conference

assembled in Toronto, at which resolutions were passed

repudiating the action of the British Conference, declaring

that the claims they put forth are contrary to the letter and

spirit of the articles of 1833 ; that the avowed dissolution of

the union on the ground of the non-compliance of the dele-

gation ^vitll requirements and assumptions unauthorized l)y the

articles of union was a plain and lamentable violation of

solemnly ratified obligations, both to the Conference and the

Wesleyan Church in Canada,"

Thus abruptly ended a union which, whatever may have

Wn the intentions of its authors, had brought to the Church
nothing but loss, except the experience of chastisement. The
Canada Conference had conceded one point after another till

tliere was little left worth conceding, yet it would not surren-

der the control of the body, politically and otherwise, to an

irresponsible executive at London. They had sufiered too

^uuch at the hands of the State Church party to become the



*i»
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advocates of Church establishments, which, indeed, could hard-

ly have been expected by those who required it of them. " The

Union" as Dr. Bunting declared, "had been a mistake ;" more,

it had been an injury—an injury to the Conference, to the

Church, and to the country ; and if the body of ministers had any

thing to answer for, it was the readiness with which they sought

to conciliate the 'London committee at the expense sometimes

of their own consistency. Satisfied now with tlieir own integrity

of purpose, they threw themselves upon God and their country,

and awaited the time when better counsel should prevail.

The work of division soon commenced. A number of minis-

ters, favorable to tlie London assumption, seceded from the Con-

ference, and formed the party known as the " British Wesleyans."

The a'T-ents of the British Conference seized and occupied sev-

eral .mission stations, some of v.-hich had been supplied by the

Canadian Conference years before the union. Xor was the reg-

ular work exempt from their encroachments. Division and

strife, deran<];ement and discontent, was the result.

The ConfiTcncc was supported in its action by the liberal

party both in tlic Cliurcli and in the country, and during the

six years tliat followed the secession of the British Conference

and the estal)lishment of rival societies, the Canadian Ghureli

was successful beyond expectation. Its membership increased

over six thousand, and a corresponding prosperity is observa-

ble in it.s finances.

Various offers were made by the Canadian Conference to

the British Conference to leave the matter in dispute to an

impartial arbitration, bat witliout any effect. In 1816 some

circumstances ai)i)cared to favor a furtlier attempt to reconcile

the two bodies. In Canada many of those subjects which had

caused irritation and discord had been settled. The union of tlic

provinces in IS-iO had produced many changes ; the great ques-

tion of " responsible government " had received its solution,

and the agitation on the " rt-^vrm^s " had subsided. At the

same time a great change had taken place in the views ot

many members of the British Conference in reference to the

" establishment,"" as seen in the moral support given to the

Free Church of kScotland. In this year also the "Evangelical

Alliance" was formed, having for its object, among other things,

to discourage envyings, strifes, and divisions. The Revs.
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Anson Green and John Ryerson were appointed representa-

tives to the Evangelical Alliance, and also representatives to

the British Conference, to propose a plan for the settlement of \

the difficulties that existed between the two Conferences. At i

the meeting of the Conference a large committee was appoint-

ed, to whom the whole matter was referred, and after a lon^- !

and prayerful deliberation the basis of a new arrangement
was agreed upon ; which, having received the approval of the

Executive of the Canadian Conference, was sanctioned by the

quarterly meetings, as provided for by the Discipline, and
accepted and confirmed by the Conference in lS-i7.

|

The articles which form the general basis of union do not
|

difl'er materially in principle from those- of 1833. Perhaps
j

they arc a little more exacting. The British Conference
\

appoints tlie president and the co-delegate on the nomination |

of the Canadian body, while all the acts and doings of the

latter body must be sent to the British Conference for their
]

sanction bcfur(f they are of force. The difficulty of the gov- I

ernment grant was settled by a joint application to the Impe- 1

rial and Colonial authorities, that it might be paid to the \

treasurers of the Wesleyan Missionary Society in England, a \

thousand pounds sterling having been secured to the Canadian
|

Conference as an annual grant for its mission work, and six

hundred pounds sterling to its Contingent Fund. This arrange-
|

ment has been faithfully adhered to for now nearly twenty I

years, although in a financial point of view it is considered
|

that the English Missionary Society are great gainers by
|

the contract. The large amount of commutation money I

received from tlie Canadian government upon the settlement

of the "reserve" question, with the amount of "arrearages"

received in 1847, would at least be equal to the amount of

outlay ; and further, it should l)e noted that it is considered by
many as rather humiliating to a body of over five hundred
niinisters, that their acts must be submitted to a Conference
four thousand miles distant, which can know but little of the

colony or its wants ; and equally so that the nomination of

the chief officer must be confirmed by the same authority.

The magnanimity of the English Conference will one day per-

ceive that the position of inferiority in which the Canadian
•^dy is placed is not conducive to its usefulness, nor compatible
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•with the dignity which Christ has conferred upon his Church.

Its true position is that of an independent colonial Church

organization—a position M'hich would give it greater influence

and breadth, and command more respect.

At the reunion in 1847 there were in the "Canadian

Church" 21.740 members, in the "British Wesleyan " 3,032,

and on the Indian missions 1,095 ; total, 25,876. At the

Conference of 18GG the numbers were as follows : Ministers,

628 ; members, 56,759 ; Sunday-schools, 749 ;
teachers, 6,340

;

scholars, 45,000 ; churches and other preaching places, 1,843,

In 1861 the census gave the number of adherents as 244,384.

In 1854, by an arrangement with the British Conference, the

Lower Canada district and the Hudson's Bay Territory were in-

cluded witliin the boundaries of the Canadian work ;
now extend-

ing from the Atlantic in the cast to the Pacific in the west, and

from the St. Lawrence and the lakes to the Arctic Ocean.
|

Its mission work is extensive, embracing not only the J

Indian tribes, and the wliite settlers in the Sparsely settled -^

townsliips, but also missions among the Fi'cnch and German
speaking population ; in the Hudson's Bay coimtry, and

British Cohimbia ; involving an annual outlay of sixty thousand

dollars. Its University at Cobourg, under the able presidency

of Dr. S. S. Xellis, is doing a good work in giving a liberal

and professional education to hundreds of the youth of the

Church and of the country. Possessing the confidence of the

people, the ministers are in general well and comfortably

supported; while the connectional funds for the support of the

superannuated preachers and other purposes, to the extent of

nearly twenty thousand dollars, are generously furnished.

Of the other ^lethodist bodies in Canada, "The Methodist

Episcopal Church" is the largest. It has three Annual Con-

ferences, two bishops, about two hundred ministers, and twenty

thousand members ;' and its relative influence may be seen

in the fact that in 1861 it had 74,142 adherents. It has a col-

legi:ite institution under its control, and a periodical, and in

some secti<)ns of the country it has large societies.

"The New Connection Methodist Church " assumed its

present position about 1840, l)y a union of the Church- founded

by Henry Ryan in 1829, and the New Coimection Methodist

Church in England. It has US ministers and 8,000 members

;
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in 1S61 it had 29,492 adherents. It also has a periodical

and a theological institution,

"The Primitive Methodists " are very nnmerous in some

places, and have abont the same .number of members as the

Kew Connection, with seventy ministers.

The latter bodies admit laymen to the Conference : the Xew
Connection, in equal numbers ; the " Primitives," in the pro-

portion of two layiiien to one minister. From this brief sum-

mary it will be seen that Methodism has made rapid proc^a-ess

in Canada since 1791. At the present time there cannot be less

than nine hundred Methodist ministers, with eighty-seven thou-

sand members, and over three hundred and sixty-seven thousand

adherents ; and tlie prospects are that the success of the future

will be equal to the achievements of the past.

Akt. IV.—EDUCATIONAL QUALIFICATIONS FOR THE-

IMINISTRY.

On the question whether or not a thorough classical and

theological education should be made a cojidition of admission

to the Christian ministry, we must answer in the negative,

and M'ill proceed to give our reasons.

"VYe suppose it will be admitted by thoughtful people gener-

ally, that it ought to be the aim of the Christian Church as

speedily as possible to convert the wliole world, and to train

those converted as thoroughly as the means at her disposal

V'ill enable her to do. This being admitted, it will follow that

tlie Church must not hesitate to use all the available material

in her possession for the accomplishment of these ends. She
"will naturally send out as ministers the men who can win and
train others. This was the case at the first planting of Chris-

tianity. The case of the apostles, indeed, was exceptional.

Tliey were inspired, and endowed with miraculous gifts. But
^^e know from the New Testament, that wherever they

f^tablished Churches they also ordained ministers, who became
the pastors of the several ilocks thus gathered. Indeed, so

general was the office of teaching and other forms of ecclesi-
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astical ministration in the early Chiircb, that I^eander and

other high authorities totally deny the existence of a distinct

clerical order among the primitive Christians, insisting upon

what they call the universal priesthood, or the equal right

of all believers to minister in the congregation. "VYe cannot

quite agree ^vith this view; but it is still clear that, all the .

available talent was both cheerfully offered and cordially

accepted, and it seems quite probable, from the allusions in the

New Testament, that no other period of the Church has pos-

sessed so large a pro])ortion. of ministers as the age of the

apostles.

It may be said in reply, that the miraculous gifts at that

time in the Church qualified many to preach who without

such fifts would have been whollv unfitted for it. We admit

that tlie first flush of pentecostal life in the young Church was

very intense ; it doubtless carried the whole body of genuine

believers up to a high pitch of zeal, and joy, and love, and was

crowned with more or less of miraculous energy. But we have

no evidence that any except the apostles were favored with an in-

fallible inspiration, or that in their stifdies or their preaching

they h;iil any other aid or inspiration than is now accessible to a

foithful and devout pastor. We read that Apollos, an eloquent

preacher, and mighty in the Scriptures, preached when he

had gone no furtlier in theology than the baptism of John, and

that in gaining further knowledge he was assisted, not by

miraculous inspiration, but by the instruction of Aquila and

Friscilla, persons who had not themselves been long acquainted

with the way of life. The aim of the early Church, therefore, I

was to spread itself as soon as possible throughout the world, i

and to use for this purpose, as a preacher, every convert who J

could successfully aid in the work. 1

The spirit and aim of the early Church in seeking to convert \

the world as soon -as possible, and in using all its available I

forces to that end, ought to give the keyTUote to its successors

of all ages. Xow, without looking at the intervening ages, let

us question our own times. Are the several denominations iu

our own country, for instance, at work according to this idea I

Take for illustration the Churches, excepting our own, best

kno-RTi am<jng us—the Episcopal, the Baptist, and the Presby-

. terian—are they making rapid progress ? Are they employing
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in preaching the gospel all the available talent at their com-

mand ? The answer is, that the Presbyterians especially are

employing almost exclusively graduates of colleges and semi-

naries. And the result is, that only the so-called better classes

of the people are reached ; the masses are untouched by them.

The same is true of the Episcopalians, ^^hy is this? Is it

because the schools of tl;ese Churches do not work fast enough 1

to meet the demand for the poor and ignorant, as w^ell as for

the rich and intelligent ? Or is it because the educated preacher, i

turned out to seek a Church, follows his instincts as a scholar
\

and a cultivated gentleman, and seeks to locate his new enter- I

prise in the best neighborhood, and to gather in the class with i

whom he is in close sympathy \ And do the better class of
|

people seek the scholar-pastor as he does them ? We answer
j

that all these reasons operate. The schools of these Churches
|

do not supply more preachers than will meet the demand |

among the better classes ; and these educated preachers natu- i

rally, and, as we believe, innocently, prefer to cast the lot of their
|

life among people of their own sort. The result, as far as I

these denominations are concerned, is, that there are no preach- I

ers lel\ for the poor and ignorant ; they perish for lack of '

knowledge. Xo man cares for their souls. Xow is there not

among these denominations a large number of gifted Christians,

not educated in the classical and technical sense, who might

become ministers among the masses ? Do they not by their

restrictive policy compel a large amount of Christian zeal,

knowledge, and eloquence to 4ie dormant, which might be

given to the work of the ministry ?

But it will perhaps be objected, that these remarks imply a

reproach against educated ministers, as though we charged

them either with being unfitted by their culture for minister-

iug to the poor and ignorant, or unwilling to condescend to

such a work. "VVe mean no reproach. Educated Christian

ministers are still men. And although it will happen in the

history of the Church that now and then a scholar of high

<^rder, like John ^Yesley, will devote himself exclusively to the

poor and degraded, the ittle will be the other way; like will

ft'ek its like ; culture and retinement, even in a minister, will

gravitate toward culture and refinement, together with the

^Vfcalth which they generally imply. If we say this is not true,
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we at once strip of their Cliristianity nearly the whole ministry

of the other Churches, whose service is given almost ex-
\

clusively to the so-called better classes. The' truth is, that

every Christian is as much bound to make sacrifices as

the Christian minister, and the minister is as much at liberty

to enjoy a comfortable ]iarish as a Christian farmer is to enjoy

his rich and fruitful lands.

We do not, therefore, assert that high culture inmjyacitaies

a man for the work of the ministry among the humbler and

ignorant classes ; but we do hold that it unadapts him for such

a work. There are indi\'idual instances of noble self-sacrifice

in this respect, but in the majority of cases, by a law of nature

which contravenes no law of grace, the minister of high

culture will work among the upper circles. "We do not say

that his Christian culture has dampened in the least his human
sympathy for tlie ignorant. On the contrary, his views of the

brotherliood of humanity become clearer, and broader, and

tenderer. But while high culture does this for him, it also

puts him in a higher plaiie of thought ; it makes him abstract

in his modes of discourse, it gives him a horror of coarse

manners and coarse speech, of dirty houses, and of coarse and

filthy clothing. In a vrord, while it broadens his theory

of human rights, and extends its embrace to take in tlie race,

it works in him a social transformation, an aesthetic taste,

which shrinks from and repels the coarseness and ignorance

of the lower classes. Knowledge is power, but in itself has no

moral character ; and one of it* results is, irrespective of moral

or religious condition, to draw its possessor away from tlie

society of the ignorant, into that which is like itself. And
when we find individual instances of the contrary, the rule

is only made more obvious and striking by such exceptions.

To add to the force of these remarks, we need only point to

the almost total separation in society between the humbler

and upper classes. jN'ay, the very word class determines, so

far, the question, and shows how completely they are apart.

ISkox does this hold only among those who make no profession

of religion, and confess themselves worldlings. It is quite as

true in the sphere of religion as elsewhere. To say nothing

of our having churches, and indeed whole denominations,

especially for the rich, look at the social intercourse pf ChriE-
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tians. Does the brother in tlie splendid mansion iu\-ite the

brother from the narrow court to his party ? By no means.

Christians, like othei's, come together by classes. This is true

even of our most pious and benevolent people. And "who

sliall say that this is "WTong? Is it not true upon the very

face of things, that ignorance and coarseness, brouglit face to

face in the same parlor with culture and elegance, would

make intercourse awkward and painful to one party, and

shocking and disgusting to the other ? And can that which is

so natural in the laitv, be whollv wantino; in the relations be-

tween the laity and the ministry?

The ready answer to all this, I know, will be, that the

minister's work with his people is official, and that he can do

liis duty to the coarse and ignorant without seeking among
them his society. AVe will be reminded that we have among
us many ignorant people now, whom we visit pastorally, while

we seek society among the refined of our flocks. And this is

both true and right, although we hear many a sneer and taunt

about visits to the rich and neglect of the poor. The social

element in the ministry, as in the laity, must have its pab-

ulum. We should perish without appropriate and congenial

social intercourse. We must have friends who sympathize

with our tastes, else life is drudgery, and the unrelaxed bow
^vill break.

But is not this the most powerful argument for our view?

It seems to us it is. It is an admission that it is only the tie

''f Christian official obligation that binds us to a certain class

;

that for the purposes of social life we find nothing in them.

Boes not this speak in favor of a class of mirn'sters who shall

be in social sympathy with them ?

Indeed, precisely here is to be looked for a large part of the

power of the early ^Methodist preachei's, both in England and

"» this country. There were among them striking men, men
<jf great individuality and eloquence ; but the body of them,

^'•'ho did of course the bulk of the work, were plain, and only

remarkable for their piety. In their tastes they were with the

very humblest classes of the people. They found their society

^ Well as their work among the humblest ; they never dreamed
^^ a social isolation from the poor. Even those who by

t^conomy of time and labor acquired a measure of culture, made
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such achievements after their social habits had become com-

pletely fixed.

This remark holds also of the apostles of Christ. Although

they were inspired and miraculously aided, these aids came to

them not in scholastic isolation, in the midst of the cultured

society of a college, training them to a repulsion of the coarse-

ness of humble life ; but in the very midst of their poverty,

while they were breathing the social and private life of their

humble peers. These aids were gifts rather than culture, and

were put, so to speak, whole into them, without changing their

social or intellectual state. They were plain men before their

endowments, and so they were after. They spoke and wrote

bad Greek before the day of Pentecost, and so they did

after it.

But besides the natural tendency of educated ministers to

find their place among tlie upper classes, there is a question

of proportion and fitness not to be overlooked, A thorough

scholar is not required to teach a primary school ; the alphabet

and tlie multiplication table are not obliged to be taught by

Greek and mathematical scholars. To employ such scholars

in these first ste})3' of learning would be out of all proportion,

and at the same time make very dull work for the teachers.

To teach these first elements it will sulfice to have an instructor

of niucli humbler ]u-eteusions, one who may have an interest

in such matters, and whose work would not involve a useless

waste. So, too, we conceive it to be in teaching religion to

the ignorant classes. Deeply pious men, gifted, strong-minded,

the felloM's of the people to be served, no better educated than

John Xelson, or llohirt Strawbridge, or Philip Embury, but

flaming with the love of God, and feeling divinely commissioned

to preaf'li, will not be too ujilearned for the masses, are in near

and loving sym]>athy with them
; they have the people's modes

of thinking, the peoi)Ie's phraseology and their proverbs, and

in the i^rugress of their ministry they will acquire considerable

theological lore with which to carry forward the training of

those whom they bring to Christ.

The error of the Churches in calling none but educated

men into their iniuistry is not committed by worldly men in

filling up the ranks of the secular professions. jN'otwithstand- i

ing the great antiquity of the profession of medicine, the med- ;
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icrtl colleo-es do not ask the student whether or not he has

graduated at another college; they simply wish to know

whether he understands medicine ; that is, whether he knows •

what he is about to profess. The courts which make lawyers

ask no questions, before admitting to the bar, about the oppor-

tunities of candidates ; they only prove them as to their knowl-

edge of law. There is no prying into antecedents and pro-

cesses; results are looked at exclusively. The question is, Does

the candidate know enough of medicine or law to be trusted •

with the practice ? and multitudes in both of these professions

rise to eminence without either Latin or Greek, to say nothing

at all of the whole college course.

ISTor is there sufficient reason for applying a different rule to

candidates for the gospel ministry. Valuable as is a regular

classical and theological training, much as it must enhance the

power of a minister in the community generally, there is no .

more reason why he should not succeed without a classical

education, than why a lawyer or a physician should not. Let

him be examined as to whether he has an intelligent view of

the divine things to be taught, and whether he has the power

eftectively to communicate what he knows, and then, with or

wuhout culture in the technical sense, let him preach. The

Churches around us, while they act occasionally upon tliis

just theory, generally ignore it, and hence they have no minis-

try for the masses, and no masses to whom to minister. Tliis

judgment applies less to the Baptists than to either the Episco-

palians or Presbyterians. The result is, that they have come
next to ourselves in gathering the masses, and among the col-

ored people of the South are, perhaps, as strong as we are.

"VVe come now to the discussion of the question in its relations

to our own Church, that is, to make a special application of

these principles to the Methodist Episcopal Church. "We
need hardly say that when Methodism began, whether in this

fountry or in England, it had a double mission before it. It

^'aii called to save the ignorant and besotted masses outside of all

Churches, and simultaneously to reanimate the dead forms and
|

dead souls within them. But her first work was with the de-
j

«>anched and ignorant multitudes outside. The Churches at the
j

'*<'giuuing would not hear. Even Wesley and his educated com-
j

I'oers were excluded from their edifices, much more his lay help-
j
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ers. Ill no respect was early Methodism more truly apostolic

than in the fact that the great body of her preachers were

from the common people, converted in a few days at once into

Christians and preachers; called from sm and from common
employments to holiness and the ministry. True, Wesley

himself was educated, but how many of his coadjutors were

his peers in this respect ? Xot ten in all
;
perhaps not si\ who

gave themselves up to the new form of evangelisDi. Quite a

large number approved, but almost none itinerated. They pre-

ferred their glebes, their salaries, and the comforts of home and

social life. Now, as before, not many wise or mighty were

called. The great upheaval and rejuvenation was to come

from the masses ; the masses were to be first stirred, and then

were to furnish the men by whom the reformation should be

eflccted. And just so sure as plain men, innocent of literature

in any high sense, became successful ministers among the

masses, leading them to Christ by thousands, and taking good

and fiiithful oversight of their renewed souls in the days of

Mr. Wesley, just so sure will similar men be adapted to the

same work among the masses in the future.

The Methodist ministry thus formed and gradually improved,

but still always li}' a large majority composed of uneducated

men, bave carried on their system of evangelism, trained their

Churches and clergy, and brought their benevolent enterprises

to a pitch of success unerpialed by any other Church in the

land. Other denominations may have a higher social position,

more of individual wealth, more of culture, but in aggregate

power we are inferior to none.

Xow, such an organization as ours, to outsiders intricate as

the rigging of a great ship to a mere landsman, so full of

movement, constantly changing its ministers from place to

place, whirling a half dozen bishops over the taee of the civil-

ized world every four years, running vast printing establish-

ments, and sending out various ecclesiastical opinions in a mul-

titude of books and newspapers—such an organization would

seem to be especially liable to change ; indeed, it is thought i)y

many to be on the eve of great changes at the present moment.

It will be profitable, therefore, to get a just view of the present

position of the Church, that existing tacts may reveal existing

wants.
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AVe stand before the world, then, at this moment a million of

members, -vdth some rich people among us, a very large number

of people in middling circumstances, and not few of the poor.

"We have a considerat)le number of colleges, generally not well

endowed, two theological schools, and a few very fine churches,

with a great many plain ones. AVe have a strong hold

upon "the masses of the people, no doubt because, unlike the

other Churches around us, our Church arose from the masses,

and our preachers, being of the people, were led to adopt

methods of preaching, building, and working, agreeable and

attractive to the people. Xo Protestant Church can for one

moment vie with us in popular favor. Wc have innumerable

free churches scattered through our cities, filled with the stm^dy

M'orking people, presenting an aspect wholly without parallel

ill other denominations. Our colleges, theological schools, and

academies, are yielding to our ministry a small per centum of

thoroughly trained classical scholars, mingled with some quite

well trained by their own private efforts, and a still larger

number who, without Greek or Latin, are good plain preachers

and laborious pastors.

A\"ith this mingling of college and non-college, of classical

and unclassical, of the commonalty and the fashion, w6 find

opposite tendencies in the Church. It is a standing complaint

that as our members grow rich, as they mount to refinement

and luxury, and enter what is called •*' society," we are in dan-

t'cr of losing them. If the parents who have made the fortunes

abide with us, the children soon drop off, and with the infirm-

ity of the old people our hold upon the family ends. This is

iiu account of hundreds and hundreds of fajuilies. This,

indeed, is very ungracious, but still very natural. Wealth and
culture and foshion have thrown the young people into

" society " whose Church relations are wfth other denominations
•'^ud not being religious, or having allowed fashion and show
'•> darken the divine life within them, they conform their

'^'ligious to their social relations. AVe ourselves are acquaint-
'^1 with almost innumerable cases of just this sort.

I>ut while we are thus losing the rich and refined at one end,

^'"e we holding our own with the masses at the other? AV'e

^t-nly believe we are not. We do not mean that the poor, like

»he rich, are leaving us for other communions ; but while the

FouETu Series, Vol. XIX.—15
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fortunes of our poorer people are improving, and they are

tendiii'^ upward into a more respectable status, we are not fill-

inn- the places they vacate with fresh recruits from the lower

classes. We do not make, as we formerly did, an aggressive

war upon the masses. "We are in advance of other Churches

in this respect, but far behind our former selves. We are

therefore losing at both ends of the line. We do not seem to

be able to hold our own people when they become rich, nor to

attack and conquer the wild crowd as our fathers did.

Now, what is the philosophy of this double trouble, and

what the cure? As to our loss of power with the masses, the

facts seem to be these : The ministry is growing with us, as well

as wdth otlier Churches, into a profession. Our young men,

even when they are genuinely pious, begin to feel that in

getting ready to preach they are fitting themselves for a call-

ing in life in which they may 7na'ke themselves useful and

respected. When they enter the ministry they expect to find,

for the most part, a station neat and complete, all ready for

occupancy, and as soon as they are in Conference they are can-

didates for better places, in many cases using their friends to

procure them calls, not to rougher and harder, but to higher posi-

tions. Thus there is a perpetual struggle away from the rough

border between the Church and the rude and vicious masses of

the world, and up toward respectable places. And although

many of the aspirants are doomed to disappointment, their

disappointment takes the shape of discontent, and so far eviscer-

ates them of Christian enterprise. In any case, the masses,

for whom no one cares, are left further and further behind.

The philosophy of losses among the rich is even more

obvious. lie that reads may run. If fashion and culture, the

fruits of wealth, take our young people of prominent families

into other Churches which contain most of the fashionable

world, there are somethings in our own Church that naturally

aid in the>e losses. Among these may be named the narrow-

ness which objects to handsome churches, and which condemns

organs and fine music. But the chief evil, over which the

Church might have easy control, is the frequent change ot

pastors. As men become cultured and refined, they feel more

and more inclined to have a pastor of whom they can make a

permanent friend and counselor, and they shrink from bring-
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\\vr their families into close relations with any and every man
whom the Conference may please to send. It is disagreeable

to have it so, and yet manj' of us have felt sore embarrassment

from this source. This system of change keeps up its pon-

derous roll, until hearts grow utterly callous to all pastoral

relations. It is the duty of the Churcli member to accept with

equal cordiality all who are sent ; but the heart feels that, how-

ever excellent the law which removes an influential and

beloved pastor, it violates another law, that, namely, which

weaves its sweet threads around the relation of pastor and

flock. But painful as this is, it might be endured by the

parents, who may be sturdy Methodists. With the young

people, however, it is quite different. With the pleasures and

gayeties of fashionable society soliciting them away, they have

no restraining tie in a faithful pastor whom they have long

kno^^Ti and respected. One after another has come and gone,

until they have come to think of them as a sort of spiritual

vagrants, with whom it is not worth while to become
acquainted, and whose presence in the Church, instead of re-

taining them, is au ai'gument for leaving it.

Kow what is the ]-eraedy for this twofold evil ? "Whatever

it may be it must meet the demand at both ends. It must
not seek to save the rich at the expense of the masses, and it

ought not to hold or 'regain the masses in a way to drive

ofl" those who occupy the more favored positions in society.

It should be broad enough to cover the whole ground. We
niust be a whole Church, able to go out into the waste places

and hunt and capture wild humanity, and at the same time to

niove gracefully and attractively in splendid temples and
among pealing organs. It cannot be, as it seems to us, that a

classical and theological education would meet both ends of this

twofold demand. We want more and more thoroughly edu-

cated clerg}-men. Let the colleges and biblical institutes

^"ork might and main to furnish tliem. The demand is not
likely to be met in the next hundred years. But ifwe attempt
to make a thorough education a sine qua non to the ministry,

^6 at once give up for clerical purposes a vast amount of

available talent, to say the least, full as useful in certain

t-l'Iieres as the best scholars, and still fiiil to retain the wealthy,

"^^bo are now deserting us. The rich and cultured, as we have
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seen, are not leaving us because our best Clmrches are not

supplied -with good preaching, but because there is nothing

permanent in our ministry to retain them. They want to be

allied to a pastor who is, or wlio may become, a power in the

community ; to whom they may look up as counselor and

friend and guide. And altho\igh there are many short terms

of service among the clergy of other Churches, it is not so by

rule, as it is with us. The rule with them, on the contrary, is

to stay as long as may be agreeable to both parties.

We may therefore multiply educated ministers as rapidly as

possible, excluding all others from our Conferences, and still

make a very slight advance, if any, toward strengthening our

hold upon the higher classes. They stand off or leave us

because our miiiistry is impermanent, unknown, and hence

not powers in the community; because they lack social status

and influence, the very things they themselves are seeking.

Another effect of making a thorough education a prerequisite

to the ministry among us, especially while the pastoral term con-

tinues limited, wuuld be first of all, and for all time, an utterly

insufficient suppl}- of ministers. Having been somewhat
familiar with coHcges, and intimate witli young men in

process of edut-atiun, we give it as our belief, founded upon
considerable data, that educated young men, even when genu-

inely devout, shrink from the prospect of the frequent changes

of the itinerancy. Trained in college to liberal and enlarged

thought, and lifted above the sectarian prejudices in which
they may have grown up, in many cases they conclude that

the doctrinal dilVercnces between our own Church and others

are not of very great importance, that theycan do the work
of tlie ministry quite as well in another Church as in om-s,

and thus escape the itinerancy as at present worked. Here is

to bo found the secret of our obtaining from so large a number
of ]\[ethodist colleges so small a percentum of ministers. Be-

sides those who leave our colleges for other Churches, many
who start to be trained for the ministry, havhig too much pride

of consistency to unite with another connnunion, renoimce the

thought of preaching, and adopt some other calling, induced

to such a course purely by their di-ead of the changes of the

itinerancy. But even could the idea of filling the ranks

of the ministry x'xclusively with graduates of colleges succeed,
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eucli is the inevitable tendency of cultiure to settle itself, to

have its fine library and its literary circle about it, and to

become an acknowledged power in the community, and such

would be its disgust of frequent and arbitrary change, that the

itinerancy, in our opinion, would not survive the success of the

scheme so much as a half dozen years.

As to the effect of the collegiate and seminary test upon

tlie fate of the masses, we need scarcely discuss it. Under

such a system the Church could not get half a supply of

ministers, in w^hich case it would be. the -poor who would suffer.

Or if, for arfrument's sake, we make the admission that the

supply of educated ministers would be abundant, the itin-

erancy would cease. A clergy made up wholly of educated

men "would inevitably follow the instincts of culture, and_

establish, like the Churches about us, a settled ministry. In

that case the condition of the masses would be hopeless, for

they cannot, as things now look, be reached, except by some

such system of evangelism as our itinerancy. They will not

of themselves seek the kin2;dom of lieaven ; thev must be

sought, not by a sporadic home mission here and there, but by
a broad and vital system like our o^vn, throwing the sweep

of its seine around a continent, and bringing to tlie gospel

landing bad and good, little and big.

If, then, the test of collegiate and theological education,

applied to our ministry, will not remedy our trouble at either

extreme, if it will not of itself detain the deserting culture,

and promises no increased aggression upon the masses, what is

to be done? where is relief to be looked for? AVe answer

solemnly, and in the fear of God, that the first thing to be

done is to see to the substantial security of the itinerancy

;

"^^'ith it alone can we carry our mission beyond that ofotlier

Churches, and be the Church of the masses. If we had only,

or even mainly, the rich and high to look after, our task would
1^0 simple

; we would only need to stop our itinerancy, and

quicken and multiply our educational labors. But we have
two widely diverse interests to combine in our system : we
I'Uist do this, and not leave the other undone. As to our work
liuiong the masses, we need no change in our laws. We are

<July called upon to remember the rock whence we were hewn
;

'We must take lessons of our early successes ; we must repeat
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early Metliodism as to ministerial qualifications and calling

;

we must remember tliat tlie imbruted masses are substantially

now what they ^vere a hundred years ago, and that, now as

then, a converted and deeply earnest man who knows the

heart and language of the people, who has read his Bible and

a few religious biographies, will speak with the power of our

fotliers, with the power of the apostles, using perhaps as bad

English as they did Greek, but turning their fellows from

darkness to light as did Peter and John, and as did John Kel-

son and Beujamin xVbbott.

Is it not manifest that our growing weakness with the

masses results from the distance which we are beginning to

throw between our ministers and them '? Can any other

reason possibly be assigned for it ? We are as honest as we
ever were, but we naturally follow our sympathies and go

after our own sort of people. If a rude young man is converted

and burns to preach, before he does it you would take him

out of his original element, and break the powerful tie which

bound him to his fellows. Our view is, that the masses need

such men, substantially in the rough, whose sturdy sense

shall gather practical Christian lore as their labors proceed,

and who shall never know that they have a profession. Fresh

out of mines, out of shops, from farms, let them rush, carrying

the new life to their lost fellows. In the Conference, aud

while they are working, do all that is possible to train them.

Have circuits in the country and in the suburbs of the cities,

where their rude sermons may be licked into shapes of fire by

frequent repetition, and let the itinerancy be constantly bring-

ing in at the same door new material, so as always to keep

up the vital sympathy between the Church and the lower forms

of human life.

If we have lust power with the masses, the English "Wesleyaus

have lost still more signally in the same direction, and pre-

cisely because they have gone further astray than we have on

the vital point in question. They do not require a collegiatL;

education of their candidates, but they aim to put them all

through a theological training. The result is, that they have

isolated themselves from the masses from whom they sprung.

The great grandsons of the miners and cobblers no longer

preach to the progeny of their ancestors. The neglected
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classes, however, have happily Mleu into the hands of the

Primitives, who fui-nish, along with some highly gifted preach-

ers, a gi'eat many just such as Mr. AVesley first sent out. And
while the "Wesleyans are grieving and blushing over thinned

numbers, the Primitives are rapidly waxing. So much for our

relation to the evangelization of the masses. For them we
must go back.

Put how may we remedy the other and opposite evil ? How
shall we hold our richer and more cultivated members, who
are so rapidly gliding out of our communion. AYe must

remember that they too are ours, and that, although we might

be able to spare them^ yet they cannot so well spare us. As
we have seen, what they want, and what our Church wants to

make it effective among their class, is greater permanence in

the ministry. The way to meet this obvious and urgent

demand is not to overthrow the itinerancy, but to liberate it,

to enlarge its powers. Let the restriction upon the appointing

power, requiring a pastor's removal at the end of three years,

be done away, and let every man be removed only when it

will manifestly promote the weliare of the Church. Tlie result

of course will be, tliat the able men who can sustain their 1

Churches, and become influential in their several communities, I

for good, who can take hold of all the great interests of city
|

and country, and shape them for God and man, will remain a
|

longer time, while those of less culture and less power naist
\

remove oftener. \

If it be objected that this would produce castes in our
|

ministry, we answer, not in any offensive sense, and not in a
f

worse sense than the present rule. We now have a class
|

of men who are kept on circuits all their lives, another class I

that never get a first rate station, while another class are moved !

round and round to the best places. This produces grumbling,
j

sind may sometimes be unjust, but it is a necessity of our I

present method. Under the change which we have indicated I

It might be said that there would be a more permanent and ;

a nioving ministry. We answer, precisely so; that is what is
j

^vunted to meet the urgent demand of the times ; but then all
j

^\'ould be under the same law, subject to the changing power .

j

at the end of every year, and the aim would be the rational $

one of moving no minister merely for moving's sake, but_only
|
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Mati AU Liimortal ; or, tlie Xature and Destination of Man, as

tanglit by Reason and Revelation. By Rev, D. W. Claek,

P.D., one of the Bishops of the M. E. Chnrch. Cincinnati

:

Poe & Hitchcock.

The ImviortaUty of the Soul, considered in the Light of the

Holy Scriptnrcs, etc. By Rev. Hira^i Mattisox, D. D. Phil-

adelphia: Pcrkinpine ct ITpj-gins.

Tlie Resicrr'iftion of the DeaJ, considered in the Light of History,

Philosophy, and Divine Re\ elation. By Rev. Hiram Mattisox,

D.D. I'liiladelphia : l*erkinpine Sc Higgins.

"What is man, of whom so nnieli-is affirmed and denied ? Is

he the creature of an hour? Is this body his all, the living

principle within being only an accessory ; or is not this

corporeity itself the essence of life, the fonndation of all being?

In the answering of these and kindred questions skeptics

resort to all sources which seem to offer a chance of success in

the great debate; and, just a< in apostolic and succeeding ages,

BO now, the defenders of the faith, nothing loth, follow them to
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as often as might be best for the work. Meantime every man
in the ranks would have a chance to find the niche for which

he might be fitted, and to remain as long as w^ould be best for

him and for the people. The restriction upon the appoint-
'

ing power did not exist in the early days of Mr. Asbury,
j

and the General Conference enacted it much against his will. i;

Its removal, therefore, would only be a return to our first
|

position. I

In conclusion, we frankly confess that we see no other plan
|

of saving, at once, the itinerancy, the cultured membership,
|

and the masses. This plan will keep our roots do^vn among 1

thcpeoj^le, ever vitalizing them with new sap. It will retain
|

our wealth among us, make our colleges thrive as a consequence, |

and bring us multitudes of educated young men, who cannot 1

become Methodist preachers while the itinerancy keeps its
|

present form. •

|
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tlieir own chosen battle-ground and tliere engage them. TJn-

behevers resort to philosophy, and render a reason for their

unbelief; and our respondents, in the above volumes, claim

their reasoning to be unsatisfactory, and one of them boldly

asserts that philosophy has failed to solve "the problem

of life." ,

It is claimed that the soul is material, and that man has only

one nature ; that that nature is the result of certain combi-

nations of matter, or a " function " of " matter ;
" that it is the

action of "force," a mere vague something having no head, and

no power to inspire or control it. Our authors reply, that the

quahties of mind and matter are different; that they do not

belong to or inhere with each other ; that their properties are

quite distinct from each other, and tliat the possession of them
can in no case be reversed. Bishop Clark in his work devotes

four chapters to an exhaustive discussion of these points. His

first position, expressed in the words " Man, then, is an em-

bodied spirit," (]j. 20,) is the key to his argument. In har-

mony therewith, his first effort is to prove that man has a

double nature. Quoting Genesis i, 26, he says :

"' This certainly-

moans something more than that man was made an xiirrujht . . .

animal xoalking on two fett.'''' And in the analysis of the

question of organism, and the atomic theory, as presented by

materialists, he seeks to prove by facts in the history of indi-

viduals, and fiicts brought to light by scientific research, the

unsatisfactory character of any doctrine which does not admit

the immortality of the soul. Substantially the same issues are

niet by Dr. Mattison, but in a way peculiar to himself The
f'->lIowing extract includes much of his argument as against

materialism

:

The properties of matter and spirit respectively, are essential

fiiaracteristics of the respective essences to which they belong.
Copper cannot be iron, because it has not the peculiar properties

Jj'
iron, and has a set of distins^uishing properties of its own ; and

iron cannot be copper for the same reason. So of matter and
^]'o-lt ; matter cannot be spirit because it exhibits none of the
iroperties of spirit, and lias its own distinguishing properties; and
""I'^'it cannot be matter, because it has none of the properties
*>^ matter, and has an assemblage of distinguishing attributes of
it.s own.

—

Immortality^ p. IG.

If the doctrine of the materialists were true, then there must
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needs be a harmony of proportion in the developments of

body a,nd mind, and the giant in flesh would be a giant

in intellect, and the dwarfish be reduced in the same ratio

toward idiocy. Yet, unfortunately for the theories of the

skeptics, the facts are against them. Every observer of thino-s •

sees a thousand illustrations of this. Is Howard any the

less a general because of the loss of an arm, or was Watts
any the less a poet because of deformity and sickness, or

Milton any other than the author of "Paradise Lost" be-

cause of his blindness? And these instances illustrate in some
of its phases the truth of the principle pervading all others;

for on every hand are its evidences. The body sleeps; is

bound by cataleptic chains; its animation is suspended by
accident ; but meantime the mind %vings its way in mirac-

ulous flights after the unseen and immortal. The bodily

functions are in a thousand modes diseased, but the mind
retains its freshness and vigor. Death creeps on with steady

tread ; but though tlie body fails, the soul reveals new strenoth,

and waits impatiently, pluming itself for immortal flig-lits.

.Bodily adversity, mutilations, come. One has no hands, but

possesses an artist's inspiration
; and he compels the feet to

fill tlieir manual olHcc, and delicatply trace on canvas the out-

lines of liis soul's imaginings. Another is blind, but compels

the flugerpoints, sore and bloody, to trace on the raised page

the glorious doctrines of the Gospel. So in multitudinous

ways and instances the something that is within controls

motion, begets all action, judges of impressions on all the

senses; and under all conceivable disadvantages exhibits such

energy and force as unmistakably fixes its claim to an existence

at once separate and innnaterial.

But do nut men die? Are not we all soon to taste of the

Rame cup which has been pressed to the lips of past gen-

erations i Xo one doubts the sad truth ; but there is an in-

finite ditfL-rence between death as the infidel views it, and the

better i<lca of the Christian, "The nature of death" is tlie

capti-'U t»f a chapter in Dr. Mattison's first volume, in

which, by the statements of Scripture, by argument and

illustration, he sets forth the true character of that which

every Cliri.-tian believes to be the necessary, though sorrow-

ful " gate to endless life."
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Death will sever tbe mystic tie that binds the spirit to a material

boclv, and these t\so essentially difieront natures will part company
till the resurrection morning.—P. 52,

In this argument, and the character of death as presented,

• the infidel is met on the one hand ; and on the other, those

wlio hold an immortality of existence to be contingent on a

Christian life on earth. Says Dr. Mattison

:

But our immortal existence is not made dependent upon the

reception or rejection of salvation through his name. We sliall

exist forever, whether in happiness through faith in Christ and a

holy life, or in misery tlirough a life of sin and the rejection

of offered mercy through him the only Saviour.—Pp. 129, 130.

Dr. Mattison finds arguments for our immortality in nature.

Things which are very mysterious in themselves, attract but

little attention as we become familiar with them. So, with

the knowledge God has given us of the future, the rising and

setting of the sun, the changes of the moon, the variations of the

seasons, with their results, give us intimations of our destiny.

Prom the lowest forms of animal life are gradations, always

tending upward, and finding their culmination in man. Each

and all of these are perfectly adapted to their several cii*cum-

ftances and conditions, their bodies showing a degree of

strength and capability suited to the course of their lives ; but

the body of man has in itself the testimony of the presence

of a higher nature. We infer the character of the occupant

from the character of the house ; and doing so, in this body,

confessedly " infinitely superior " in its character over all

others, in this " antetypal existence," are the evidences of a

being for whose existence and development eternity is a

necessity.

In the bosom of every man, and perhaps most of all in the

good and wise, desii'es spring up unbidden, for the accomplish-

ment of some unreached end, for the realization of some high

and noble experiences. And let the restilts of a life work be

ever so grand, the same yearnings exist. So, a Xewton, after

tilectiug what no other human intellect ever had, after discov-

eruig great truths that have served to bless men, yet found
^'at he was only opening up grander fields of knowledge, and
"kens himself to a boy playing on the shore, while the great
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ocean lay undiscovered before him. So a Herscliell, after mak-

ino- discoveries and reaching results in his favorite science

•which in themselves were amazing, yet panted, np to the last

hour of mortal life, to press on in his sublime work
;
and both

of them doubtless, in common with thousands of lesser note,

lav down to die with a consciousness tluit their work was only

just begun. The same is true of the holy desires of the serv-

ants of God in the work to which they give their Hves.

If man he not immortal ; if there be no future state in wliich

these fliculties may expoud to their full maturity ; if the vast ocean

of truth is never to be crossed or surveyed, and the unfathomable

mines of knowledge to vcinain forever unexplored, why was he

endowed with such caimcities and desires—capacities that can

never be tilled up, and desires that can never be satisfied in this

state of existence.— Clark^ p. IIG.

Both authors find strong argument for the immortality of

the soul in the lives and experience of men. jSTot the least

of these is found in the fact that, after the body has passed its

meridian of strength, the mind " presses onward as if spurning

all impediments, and continues her progressive march for

years," The cases of Dryden, Newton, Clarke, "Wesley, and

others are cited, who exhibited unabated powers of intellect

lon^ after the period ordinarily fixed for their decay. Bishop

Clark refers to cases where, notwithstanding the brain has been

to a great extent destroyed, the suflerers retained full conscious-

ness; and gives the testimony of eminent surgeons to the

eflect that " every part of the brain has been found to be de-

stroyed or disorganized in one instance or another, while yet

the individuals have not been deprived of mind, or even

affected in their intellectual powers;" and Dr. Mattison

eloquently remarks, "And so of the entire body. It is not the

soul or any part of it, and rnay waste and be dissolved without

the extinction of that other and higher nature, which is spiritual,

indestructible, ajid immortal."

—

Immortalitij, p, 224,

The indications referred to above, as being given by the

powers of the soul, grow in importance as we note theiu

closely, and especially so, when viewed in connection with

their moral bearing. Memory is one of these faculties ; the

exhibitions of its power are marvelous commonly, and more so

still in extraordinary cases. What its limits have been or arc,
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Low definite its grasp, how wide its rauge, wlio can tell ? The
eh'ghtest incident suflices to call up the circumstances and

events of past years. Xo idea is obliterated, nothing forgotten.

Under the pressure of great exigencies it calls up volumes of

words, acts, and experiences in a moment. Give it the

occasion, and languages unused and unthought of are recalled
;

words casually uttered are, after the lapse of years, rehearsed,

tliough they are spoken in an unknown tongue. Even disease

serves at times to awaken its powers to an extent unknown
before, and unfeit afterward, it may be, during life. "While

these things show that the past is indelibly fixed on the mind,

they likewise indicate that, when a little more latitude shall be

given it will reach out to an immeasurable extent, and help

to make up the measure of our imniortal experiences.

Copious illustrations bearing upon this point are given in

each of the works under notice. The reader will be well re-

paid by the perusal of chapter 15 of Mattison on Immortality;

also chapter 1-1 of Bishop Clark's work.

So, too, the conscience in its workings goes to show that

it does not exist for the present alone. Wliy it should be

at all, and why it should possess the characteristics it does, unless

it be closely allied to a future full of the results and consequences

of the present, it seems impossible to conceive. In the light

of the Holy Ghost, given to all, it approves and disapproves,

Jipplauds and condemns ; though seared over for long years, it

will be heard on the fii;st opportunity. As men go down to

the grave, and even during active life, it brings peace to some,

and unutterable sorrow and horror to others. AV"ould this be

I'racticable if there M'ere no liereafter I Could the soul be

guilty of so great a folly, or the Divine Being of so great an
•ii-'t of cruelty, if there was no basis for the peace of the one
^lass, and no cause for the pain of the other 'I

Very naturally, when dealing with the question under dis-

cussion in the light of moral considerations, our authors seek
*o make special application of the arguments they bring to the

hearts of their readers. aSTeither of them is content to canvass
'he subject in a metaphysical style alone. The immortality
tiiey contend for is t(» be shared in by those for whom they
^'•rite

; and so, while Dr. Mattisun may have succeeded in writ-

"'b so as that " no one ^vould suspect from their [the chapters,]
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form and style that tlieir author was a clergyman," he has not

succeeded in writing without leaving on his pages the strong

imi)re53 of his evidently dee^p desire to save men.

Thus for attention has been given only to the question of

the soul's immortality ; it remains for us to notice the other

great doctrine treated in these works, namely, that of the

resurrection of the body. "Whether it would be possible, with-

out the aid of revelation, to draw arguments from the analogies

of nature looking to the establishment of this doctrine, may or

may not be a question ; it is very certain that with this aid

such arguments abound, and to what use they may be put no

one has more fully shown than the mighty Apostle of the

Gentiles. As presented by him, they suggest to us this much
at least : that while tliere may be much of mystery attaching

to the doctrine, yet that results are constantly being produced

in nature equally inexplicable and scarcely less wonderful.

The change from day to night, and from night to day again,

is symbolic of that which is to be experienced by our body.

Death is the night of the body ; we lay down in its sleep, to wake

again at the sound of the trumpet on the dawn of the coming day

of eternity. It is the winter of our bodies, in which, bound

by tlie frosts of decay, they wait the s])ring-time of the resur-

rection morning. Our flesh is for us the seed ; destined to be

sown, and so disappear for a while ; but from which, and

out of its corruption, comes the incorruption of a bodily im-

mortality. AYe are now physically in our chrysalis state,

but ere long shall burst the bonds of the sleep of death to

emeri::e on the idains of everlastino; life. Bnt thouo-h there

is room enough for argument growing out of these and

other analogies, the doctrine is pre-eminently one of scriptural

origin. If there is any lack in human reasoning on the matter,

it is abundantly supplied by Ilim who is master of all things

and all worlds.

And both authors act upon this idea. The Bible is to them
an armory, from whence they draw argument, illustration, and

ftict in support of the great doctrine which they advocate.

Bishop Clark's j)ages show a quiet, yet exultant confidence in

the truth he seeks to present in this light. With Dr. Mattison

the case is diflerent. He is an advocate ; hence he must over-

come the obstacles thrown in his way by any or all who oppose
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his cause. He starts out with the statement, " That there is, or

is to he a resurrection, \ve all agree ; but in vjhat that resur-

rection consists, and ivhen and how it shall be accomplished,

we are not agreed," and asks, " How shall we arrive at the

truth ? " The volume on " The Eesurrection of the Body " is

liis answer. But the key to that answer is given in this brief

eentence :
" All that constitutes and properly belongs to the

body at the hour of death, and is essential to its corporeal

identity and integrity, will be raised again to life, and will go

to constitute the resurrection body."

In the support of this faith he proceeds to array the belief

of the early Jews, as it is set forth by writers inspired and
uninspired. Like Bishop Clark, he holds that the resurrection

of Christ is the pledge of ours, and like him, does not fail to use

that glorious fact to advantage. The faith of the early Church
is shown by reference to the writings of some of their number,
and various other sources of information, and the chapter

closes thus : •

From the tombs in which tlieir ashes slumber ; from the
accusations of their euomies ; from the records of their religious
synods and councils ; and the written vindications of the faith

Avhich tliey liave lett beiiind tliem, but one voice arises ; and that

is that whether right or wrong, philosophical or unphilosophical,
visionary or scriptural, they believed in a literal resurrection of the
FLLSU, BONE rc")K BONE, AND itUSCLE FOK MUSCLE !

The measure of importance he attaches to scriptural testi-

mony in the case, is seen by the fact that five chapters in the

volume are devoted specially to its consideration, and the

cftdrt to prove it consistent with " the current creed of the

Church for eighteen centuries."

It is not to be supposed that a doctrine of stich vital

importance to the whole system of Christianity' wotdd be
accepted without criticism, more than that the word of God itself

^^'iould so escape. Indeed, denials and objections sprang up
at the very beginning of the Christian era, and served to
^'=^11 out the inspired vindications of it by the apostles. In
^ ''ul's day men were found who taught that the resurrection
^^"'^ already past, and he met them by tlatly contradicting
^t;ir theories.

It is strange indeed, that after the complete vindication of
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the doctrine given us in the First Epistle to the Corinthians, tlio

selfsame errors should find advocates in modern times. Yet

it is happy for the Church now, that, though we have
_ no

inspired penman to refute the sophistries of errorists, we iiave

" defenders of the foitli," readj to uphold the same banner.

The Bible teaches us of one general resurrection. Men tell us

that we are to expect multiplied and " spiritual " resurrections.

The Bible declares that the resurrection shall be at the last

great day ; but the reasoning of Prof. Bush and others of his

class reads such a day out of existence or prospect ; while it is

altogether in contradiction of the unalterable facts therein set

forth, and among which those connected with the resurrection

of Christ arc not the least. With other theorists the idea

prevails, that of these mortal bodies an undiscovered germ
survives the shock of dissolution, too minute even for " our

conception," and that serves as a starting point of a new
creation. There may be some ingenuity in this theory, but while

it obviates none of the supposed difficulties in the case, it sug-

gests many ; for if it be true, there can be no resurrection of

the " body,'' as the Scriptures teach. Death, long supposed to

be the destroyer of our bodies, fails of its mark, and leaves the

beginning of a new body, unaffected and unto"uched; and this

theory, too, is in contradiction of all the teachings growing out

of the resurrection of our Lord, and lacks all harmony with

the analogies of the Bible. So we understand Dr. Mattison

to hold, for after citing such Scripture declarations as " In my
flesh shall I see God,'' " This corruptible shall put on incor-

ruption," etc., as in contrast with the theory just noticed,

he says

:

Kg ingenuity of inter] )retation can divest such language of its

bearing npon the question at issue. Despite all criticism and
})lulosoi)liy, •falsuly so-called, all such passages point to the grave
where the body rests, untl teach beyond all cavil that the idea of a

new body constnioted of elements that constituted no part of the

former body, concedes more to the half-taught philosophy n"d
skepticism of the limes, than it does to the oft-repeated and une-

quivocal declarations of the word of Go .1.

—

Resurrection, pp. 20S, 0.

It is doubtless true '• that we have not as yet attained to the

knowledge of those high philosophical principles employed

in bringing about the resurrection of the dead." There is room

for the exercise of a Christian faith in dcalinc: with the matter;
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yet, wliile we must admit that there are difficulties connected

with the doctrine, tliej are not of such a sort as to require

(luy departure from the plain teachings of Scripture, or to over-

tlu'ow the hopes of mankind. The promise of the resurrection

comes to us from the only source wliich could give it wciglit,

mid that source is dii-hic j and though human reason shoukl not

Euccecd in unraveling this mystery, reason in no wise proves that

God has excited liopes in our hearts by the utterance of de-

chirations which he never purposed to fulfill.

And yet, while we accept the Scripture doctrine without any

qualification, and fondly hope for the day when our own bodies

{•hall be raised, it is in no wise impossible for us to see that all

that is essential to their identity may be preserved, while even

tlie supposed dithculties in the case be allowed to exist. The
]>rocess of waste and decay may go on, the accidents and mis-

ii^ips of flood and field, aiid the mutilations consequent upon

thcni, may occur, and the man remain the same; for "that

only is his which the conscious spirit still pervades and con-

trols.'' Let all of this be raised and go to constitute the

resurrection body, and tlie case is fully met and every wish

rcilized. "What its character may be cannot now be fully

understood. It will be a body, not a spirit, or shadow. It is

^own a " natural body," it is raised a " spiritual body," re-

h.eved from corruption and clothed with immortality. It is

''euwn in weakness," it is " raised in power ;" just as the soul

^hall expand in the possession of unending lite, so shall the

I'ower of the body expand in its capability. Such change will

'^ail^tlcss occur as will relieve it from the sonsuousness of

^:irlh, and the spiritual body be clad with all the attributes

liceded to fill up the apostolic idea. And so it is easy to per-

^<-'ive how eye and ear, voice and sense, hand and -tongue, shall

"Huister to the grand whole of an immortal existence. A body
'•'-it shall be indestructible, knowing neither hunger nor

^'•tufiiiess
; with no physical defect to mar its beauty. And into

'"> inheritance no distinctions of race, color, or circumstance

»-.all enter, for every follower of the Lamb shall participate.

The only dark feature in the doctrine of the resurrection,

'^ni] doubtless the cause of many of the objections against it,

'> III the terrible prospect it spreads out before those who shall

'•'^iro ill the " resurrection of danmation." " Certain it is that

1"'ouj;tu Series, Vol. XIX.—16
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they shall be food for ' the worm that dieth not.' Whatever

may be tlie nature of that body, we know it shall die no more.

As the virtue and self-denial of the pure, foreshadow the

character and qualities of their redeemed bodies, so the

marks of vice once loved and followed on earth must cleave

to the lost mau through all the future.'' " This universal

and unbending law of divine retribution comprehends, in the

wide amplitude of its range; the broadest and latest results in

the lifetime of an immortal nature." * But it is a painful

subject, and we pass it by with the prayer that we and all

may be preserved from so dreadful a fate.

Growing out of the substance of the works under notice,

each of the authors discusses questions suggested by the

main subject. Bishop Clark devotes sixty-six pages, or about

one seventh of his book, to the subject of " the recognition

of friends in heaven." Dr. Mattison devotes to it, specifically,

one paragraph in the volume on " The Resurrection of the

Body." , The bishop evidently treats the subject co7i amove.

"We can hardly resist the impression that some friends, very

dear to his heart, have passed over the flood, so fondly does he

linger over each phase of the question. We may regret it or

be glad of it, lait the fact is undeniable, that to a very large

extent the hopes of Christian people turn on this point. How
it incites them to perseverance in the Christian way ; how
it inspires the song of the poet and the tongue of the preacher

;

how largely it enters into funeral discourses; how it melts

to tears the people of God as they talk of this prospect! The
ground cuvered by the arguments of Bishop Clark on this

point may be briefly stated. It is assumed that reason aflbrds

ground for ex]>ecting it, because the yearnings of our hearts

cannot othersvise be satistied ; that tlie communion of saints

in heaven without it is impossible
; that much of the knowl-

edge acquired in this lile would otherwise be lost ; that it is

necessary to the unraveling of the mysteries of this life. Also,

that the teachings of the Scripture justify the expectation

;

for, is not Jesus to be recognized as He "' that was slain?"

and v.-ere not the souls '' under the altar " known ? Were

not Moses and Aaron "gathered unto their people," and did

not the rich man and Lazarus recognize 6acli other, and does

* Bishop Clark; "Man All Immortal," p. 302.
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not the apostle rejoice in the prospect of being presented with

his brethren ? Tlie universality of this faith is in support of its

truth. Ileathens engrafted it in their systems of • religion
;

Cln-istian teachers in all ages, from Cjprian down, have insisted

on it, and it has ever afforded to their flocks very much of

comfort in the dying hour.

Objections occur : changes, it is said, are to be wrought in us

ere the expected morning dawns, of such a sort as to make

a bodily resurrection impossible. But though change occurs,

the indindual remains tlie same. How many illustrations in

point are afforded in this life. If Moses and Elias Avere recog-

nized by the disciples after the lapse of ages, why may not we re-

cognize those whom we have loved on earth ? It is objected, that

if this doctrine be true, heaven must have q.\\ alloy of pain, fur

some of its inhabitants will miss the friends they cherished, and

who have not gained a home with the blessed. But if we
deny the doctrine, docs .it relieve the case? Better the

certainty that assures us of a part, than uncertainty concerning

all. We are to reach a higher level of beino; in the. life to

come than we occupy here. Brought into the intimate fellow-

ship with God which must ensue on our reaching the home of

his saints, we shall sliare more' fully his view of sin and

sinners, and may find in the punishment of the lost a new
Eource of praise. Out of belief in this doctrine, influences

salutary and precious must come ; it will aid us in forming the

friendships of this life, and elevate and ennoble such as are

formed
; will lead us to throw a mantle of charity around the

course of others, and to seek for ourselves a^ condition of

religious life, where no roots of bitterness afl'ect our relation to

our fellows, while it gilds the passage through the grave

^vith blessed hopes of a renewal of the holy associations of this

life in the other world.

Other points incidental to the main cpiestion are canvassed.

Br. Mattison gives two ycry interesting chapters on the mil-

ciinium, its order and accompaniments, and Bishop Clark one

<^hapter on heaven, while both add such practical remarks at

the close, as well as scattered through the pages of their Ijooks,

^•^ fully prove that the writing has been a source of " heart

<-"ulture " to the one, and excited powerfully the hopes and de-

^""t's so eloquently 'ex2)ressed by the other.
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The reader, as he passes over the pages of Dr. Mattison's

volumes, will scarcely be able to suppress a smile at the

doctor's t'laim to writing a work of a '' non-coutroversiar'

character. The headings of his chapters, the style of argument,

the ground traversed, are all controversial. How can he avoid

it ? He proposes to make plain to the common reader the

grand doctrine of a future life. But nearly every step of the

ground has been traversed by the advocates of error; and
the doctor has too mucli courage, and too much confidence in

the truth, to evade the objections of an antagonist. So his

volumes bristle \\\i\\ sharp, hard arguments, clothed in such

phraseology as enchain the mind, and fringed with such elo-

quence as will draw tears from " eyes unused to weep."

"\Ye have sought in these lines to give a digest of the subject-

matter of the bool^s, rather than to criticise them, following, in

doing so, the di:^position of the heart, though with full consent

of the mind. To assume that nothing is written in either

work which is 0})en to criticism would be foolish, yet the same
might be said of any book.

The works bear the stamp of the individuality of the

authors. Just as they differ in their physiognomy, so do they

in the style of their Meriting ;. the one possessing the sharpness

of eye and contraction of brow which might be looked for in a

theological veteran
;

the other, the calm and placid look

v/hich we unconsciously associate with the writer of the pages

of "Man all Immortal." The one deals M'ith the questions

considered objectively, the other subjectively. Of a difi'erent

cast of mind, both work well for the same cause, Xo error

escapes the searching glance, the keen sarcasm, the ready

reply, the home thrust, of the one ; while the other bears out

in the character of liis work his own statement, that its orerm

was a series of lectures to students, whose heads and hearts he

so earnestly sought to cultivate in the knowledge and love

of the truth. Concerning each of the volumes we join heartily

in the prayer written by Dr. ilattison in his first preface, that

they " may cheer' and encourage the Christian, establish the

wavering, console the bereft and sorrowing, convince the

unbeliever, awaken the thoughtless and unconcerned, and

bring sinners to God."
'

•
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4j,t. VI.—the original penalty of the law.

Erroneous views of the physical and moral condition of man
when first created, liave ever been tlie fruitful source of falla-

cious conclusions respecting the scheme of redemption, and

the destiny of the race. We cannot proceed nnderstandingly

in an investigation. of the Original Penalty of the Law, with-

out first ascertaining, as nearlj- as possible, the real status of

Adam, as a physical and moral being, at the time he was

placed on trial in the "garden of delights," under the law of

his Maker as the rule of his life.

Was Adam created intrinsically immortal ? Was he then, as

.now, subject to mortality and death; or was he exempt from

evil, and endowed with immortality? Extreme theories upon

this' question, such as belong to Pelagianism and Universalism

on the one hand, or arise from high-toned Calvinism on the

other, have given shape and tone to nearly all our discussions

of this subject, and strongly tinged the theology of the Churches

Fince the Tveformation. Evidently, an original examination of

the doctrines involved in this inquiry is much needed ; and he

who will give us the searchino- analvsis, from a Methodisticstand-

l>oint, and point out the nature of the first probation, with its

hearing on the doctrines of Sin, Redemption, and Retribution,

bringing to his task the requisite penetration and independence

^'f thought, with patience and skill to set forth the truths

^vliich haN'x? as yet been but partially developed, and arrange

'heui logically into a system harmonizing with Methodistic

':iith, will not only contribute toward the establishment of a

ijroatly improved denominational literature, but will subserve

^lio interests of Christianity itself, by showing that whatever
•litUculty may not be entirely removed, can be located where
'* !=ound evangelism can afford to let it remain. The effort of

Mr. Watson, in his Theological Institutes, to inaintain the idea

'''Jit the original penalty included a threefold death—that is,

'^ bodily^ spiritual, and eternal death—though somewhat plau-

^^li'lo, and much followed in our pulpits, is by no means satis-

i.ictory. The genius of our ablest writer on systematic divinity

^^':'s unable to overcome the difficulties with which that notion
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was incumbered. Nor will tlie careful student fail to detect,

in that part of the Institutes which treats of the effects of the

first transgression, a want of that clearness and consistency

which usually characterize the distinguished author, and which

are so conspicuous in his discussions of moral government,

redemption, and other questions connected with the Unitarian

and Calvinistic controversies. His great object was to prove

the actual corruption of liuman nature by the sin of Adam, in

opposition to the teaching of Dr. Taylor, and to correct the

impression then prevalent, that Methodism was less distinct in

its utterances on this point than Calvinisnu He therefore

aimed his arguments against Pelagian and Socinian representa-

tions of human nature from a Calvinistic standpoint, and

quoted approvingly from Calvinistic authors. Hence we find

him using the Calvinistic phraseology, and leaning strongly

toward the doctrine of the imputation of Adam's sin to his

posterity, to the extent of involving them in liahility to eternal

'punishment for that ^//i, guarding only against the imputation

of the act of disobedience. This leniency toward Calvinistic

notions of the imputation of sin, led him to pass slightly over

matters of vital importance, and to treat as incidental that

which contained the very soul of the great issue before him.

Adam Immortal only by Use of Froyided Means-
Mortal BY Exclusion from Them.

Mr. "Watson, however, distinctly repudiated and successfully

controverted the Socinian notion, now a prominent feature of

Universalism, that Adam was created mortal, and would have

died had lie not sinned ; but we are left in doubt as to whetlier

be regarded him as intrinsically immortal, and therefore incapa-

ble of death, in his first estate, or whether he considered his phys-

ical constitution as frail and naturally tending to dis'solution. so

that liis continued exemption from death was to be by some

special provision of his Maker, on the condition of his continued

innocency. Upofi this point he says : '"Whether Adam, as to hi^

body, became mortal by positive infliction^ or by being excluded

from the means of warding ofi" disease and mortality, which were

provided in the tree of life, is a speculative point, which has ti"

important theological bearing." There is, doubtless, something'

speculative in this, but it is not so clear that it is without ini-
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|H:>rtant theological bearing. If Adam was, by bis original

situation, immortal as to his body, he was incapable of death

without a miraculous change in his physical nature ; and if

liis nature was changed by a miracle of divine power, so as to

make death possible to him, he became mortal by "positive

infliction
;

" and the penalty of the law, which is supposed to

include bodily death, required a miracle in order to its actual

enforcement. But if this "positive infliction"" did not occur,

then Adam, as to his body, was not by nature immortal ; and

if he was not, his bodily death was only the result of the change

in his relation and condition, and as to his offspring^ mortality

need not he considered as part of the original p>€nalty of the

law, their only penalty consisting in their being excluded from

the preventives of death. With all deference to the author of

the Institutes, it is suggested that the nature of the penalty of

tlie law, as affected by the nature of Adam's physical constitu-

tion, is a matter of some importance, especially as it will be

conceded that -what thepenalty of the law originally vms, it is

now, and ever loill remain. If it involved tlie dissolution of

the body, as a necessarj^ part of the requirement of divine jus-

tice, in its application to the first man and the first sin, it m.ay,

in its final infliction upon the impenitent, after the resurrection

and the judgment, carry along loith it the same result, as

necessary to the completion of " the second deatli.""

Pelagian Yiew of Oeigixal "Xatural Mortality"
False.

But why do Pelagians, Socinians, and Universalists insist

that Adam was created mortal, and, even bef<,)re tlio fall, nat-

urally dying, as we know his posterity to be? This is not

^vitliout a reason—their systems demand it. Having denied
the divinity of Christ, and vicarious atonement, it becomes*

nnportant to tliem to diminish the magnitude of human guilt

;

t<J make out that sin is a very small matter, not deserving
"inch attention as an element in the moral system of the uni-

^"t'lve, and that it neither required eternal punishment nor a

L^ivine Bedeemer to save from its ultimate consequences. As-
suming that sin originated in the physical constitution of man
a.-^ (Tud made it, they argue that the destruction of the body by
^eath will aftord exemption from sin, and that separation from
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the animal organism is all the expiation the soul needs.

Against this easy method of setting aside the necessity of the

atonement, both Calvinistic and Arminian writers have con-

tended with eminent success ; bnt in their eagerness to over-

throv.- the heresy of the opposers of hereditary depravity and

vicarious atonement, they have undervalued the importance of

gaining strictly tenable ground in relation to the nature of

Adam and the penalty of the law.

M-ajnt's Unconditioxal " Xatural Mortality " not
Proved by Science.

The advocates of the " natural mortality " of man appeal to

science and natural history for the proof of their doctrine, and

then labor to interpret the Scripture in harmony with their

notions. Not intending in this paper to follow them in their

arguments, it may, nevertheless, be well to notice some of the

questions they propound, and to suggest the appropriate

answers. A popular writer upon that side proceeds on this

wise :
" Was animal death produced by sin ? We find that

certain animals are carnivorous, with teeth and stomachs to

consume iiesh—animal food. AVhat did they eat in Eden?
If no life was destroyed, how did they subsist? Is it said they

were herbivorous ? Where is the proofs Besides, how aljsurd

that man's sin changed tlie form of the teeth and stomachs of

60 large a portion of the creation. But even this bare assump-

tion does not relieve the diiiiculty, for every leaf cropped by a

rabbit or a deer, every spire of grass consumed by a cow or a

bullock, every drop of water, sustains countless forms of ani-

malculine litb, all of which are destroyed when the grass, the

leaves, and the water are consumed. So then, admitting that

all creatures that were obliged to eat were graminivorous or

"herbivorous, and we must admit that not only vegetable but

animal lives were destroyed by millions every day." This

relates to the theory tliat all kinds of death were caused by

the sin of Adam
; and to those who believe the death of

beasts, birds, and insects was caused by man's disobedience,

the ditiieulty may be left. We believe no such thing, and

make no further answer. This writer- also appeals to geology

to ])rove that countless millions of creatures lived and died in

earth, and air, and sea, long ages before the stratum which we
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occupy was created ; and then speaks of man as follows :
" Man

possessed teeth and stomach in Eden, and he used them on ' all

the trees of the garden,' If he was not subject to decay, and

not liable to death, why did he consume food ? Why was he

gifted with the same organs he now emj)loys ? They are now
used to put off the day of death awhile. They never had any

other purpose." It may be conceded that the organization of

animals, and certain facts developed in the science of geology,

favor the supposition tliat death reigned in the animal and

vegetable kingdoms prior to the sin of xVdam ; but this ])rove3

nothing in regard to mail. Xo attempt is made to prove that

any human being died before the first sin was committed, and

any argument short of this falls short of the issue.

*

True Doctrine— xVdam's Immortality not Intrinsic

BUT Conditional.

iSTor need we assume, as some have done, and as the argu-

ments of our opponents suppose we must, that Adam's body was

positively immortal, in order to hold consistently that his death

was privatively caused by sin. There is « difference hetween a

stuie ofexemptionfrom death hj the specialfavor ofHeaven^ and
hy special provisions^ and one of positive inherent immor-

tality. Tlie latter would have been incompatible with the pro-

bationary character of the life in Eden. It would imply such im-

munity from ill, and such security against the mutations of time,

as belong only to a state of confirmed holiness. This was not

Adam's condition. lie was not yet confirmed in holiness

;

neither was his immortality of hody confirmed. It is sufficient

to hold that the constitution of his body, with -respect to im-

Jnortality, corresponded with the condition of his soul with

respect to holiness. As he was free from sin, and on trial for

^ i^tate of confirmed holiness, so was his body exempt from the

reigning power of death, and on probation for confirmed im-

luortality. He was not intrinsically incapable of death without
a miraculous change of his nature; nor was dissolution a neces-

sity of his being. Though physically capable of it, death had
"o claim upon him. All God's purposes respecting him could

have been accomplished without it. Had he kept the law of

"'^ probation, and walked with God during the period of trial,

he would have pleased God, as Enoch afterward did, and might
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have obtaiued as honorable a transfer from earth to lieaven.

And yet, as before said, he must have been capable of death. He
was organized under the general laws of animal economy. He
needed and received nourishment by the appropriation of suit-

able food. Death was cot so far from him that he could not die

without a miracle ; nor was it so near to him that he could not es-

cape it by obedience. Divine Providence was his security against

the destroyer, and ample provision was within his reach to coun-

teract all tendency to weariness,weakness, or death.

'Another asks, " If Adam was immortal in his entire nature,

how could he die? If one immortal being could sin and die,

why not another ? Why may not the saints in heaven sin and

die again ? " It is doubtless true that a being who is immor-
tal iifhis entire nature is not capable of dying

;
yet if God should

threaten such a being with death, or even with annihilation,

in case of disobedience, it is not to be doubted that he could

accomplish the threatened punishment by miraculously cliang-

ing the nature of the offender; for who shall limit the Holy
One? But if Adam's immortality was not positive, but only

possible, being not yet confirmed, no miracle was required in

his case to enforce the penalty, and no miraculous intervention

reduced him to mortality. He was a physical being, and as

Buch was subject to specitic laws of life and health, the perpe-

tuitj of his vigor depending on his conformity thereto, as the

continuance and confirmation of his holiness depended on his

obedience to God. Had he continued to obey the laws of his

being and probation, he might have increased in strength and

advanced in viilue until he became invulnerable to the assaults

of temptation. Then, conlirmed in holiness and immortality,

apostasy and death would have been impossible to him, and

God would have taken him to heaven. Kor is there any ab-

surdity in the idea that God furnished him food in Eden, with i

which to ward oti" all approach of decay, so long as he main-
|

tained his holiness. There is no Scripture that precludes it,
|

and the supposition is neither unreasonable nor improl'ablo. \

God appoints many things to be done by means and second
|

causes that lie might accomplish without them. The saints
|

in heaven may not sin and die, because their holiness is con-
|

firmed and their probation past. But even they, fur aught we
|

know, may preserve their immortal vigor and blessedness by |
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tlie iise of appropriate spiritual nourisliment. We read of

"an2;els' food ;
" and it may be that the fruit of the tree of life

"in the midst of the paradise of God, and the river of the water

of life, proceeding from beneath the throne of God and of the

Lamb, symbolize the exhaustless provisions of Infinite Benevo-

lence for the perpetual invigoration of immortal natures. The

ani;;el3 that visited Abraham and Lot consumed food, and so

did our Saviour after his resurrection from tlie dead. These

instances, in which immortal beings received nourishment,

though extraordinary, are suggestive of the possibility that part

of the pleasure of the saved will be found in partaking of

heavenly blessings in a way best represented to us by eating

and drinking, " They shall hunger no more, neither thirst any

more, . , for the Lamb which is in the midst of the throne

shall feed them, and shall lead them unto living fountains of

waters."

The first announcement to Adam that 'he should retmm to

dust, shows that his dissolution was caused by sin. "And
unto Adam God said, Because thou hast hearkened unto the

voice of thy wife, and hast eaten of the tree of which I com-

manded thee, saying. Thou shalt not eat of it : cursed is the

ground for thy sake ; in sorrow shalt thou eat of it all the

days of thy life ; thorns and thistles sliall it bring forth to

thee, and thou shalt eat the herb of the field ; in the sweat of

thy face shalt thou eat bread, till thou return unto tiie ground
;

for out of it wast tliou taken : for dust thou art, and unto dust

shalt thou return." Why was the ground cursed for man's

Bake? Why must Adam live in sorrow and eat- by labor?

Why must he return to the ground out of which he was taken i

Because he ate of the forbidden fruit. No other reason is

given. " Sin entered into the world, and death by sin." " By
man came death."

The account of Adam's expulsion from Eden corroborates

this view. It is clearly intimated that in the garden he had

ficcess to means for warding off decay, and of perpetuating his

existence in the flc^h. • But now lie was doomed to return to

dust, and he must go out from Eden, lest he prevent tliat doom.

And the Lord God said. Behold, the man is become as one of

^^s, to know good and evil, and now lest he put forth his hand,

and take also of the tree of life, and eat, and live for ever

;
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therefore the Lord God sent him forth from the garden of Eden,

to till the ground from whence he was taken." Clearly he

was removed from the tree to prevent his immortality.

Adam and Eve were now sinners, and subject to mortality.

They were sentenced to dissolution, and went forth from the

scenes of their former delights, that the dreaded doom might;

not be iirecludod. Already must the death-chill have shivered

about their hearts, as they cast a last look upon the tree of life,

now guarded by the flaming sword. Yet were they not without

hope. Blending with the sterner tones of justice, they had
heard the voice of mercy, saving, " The seed of the woman shall

bruise the serpent's head." This was the first note of redemp-

tion. Indirect as was the promise, it darted one ray of light

athwart the gloom. Like one star in the firmament overspread

with clouds, it lit up their pathway with fiiith and hope, and

sanctified their labor, and sorrow, and death.

The Origixal Penalty never Fulfilled, " but Pre-
vented BY A iS^EW Probation.

But, waiving further argument, and assuming that bodily

death was caused by siti, the cpiestion arises, TTas this death the

penalty intended in the language of God to Adam, "Li the

day thou eatcst thereof, thou shalt surely die?" JSTo little ob-

scurity has gathered around this point hy supjyosing it necessary

to interpret the penalty of the laio hy the facts developed in

the suhsequcnt history of the first offenders. At first thought

this would seem to be the ])roper course, but a little reflection

will show its impropriety. The reason is, the facts devel-

oped in their suhscquent history did not result from a literal

execution of the penalty. Had the ])enalty met with

no interruption in its course, the history of Adam and Eve,

after the transgression, would have been diflerent from their

actual history. Had justice seized the culpi'its, and o-ranted no

respite from the rigid demands of the law, their actual experi-

ence would have revealed unmistakably the nature of the pen-

alty ;
but this was not the case. The penalty was not literally

executed. "When they fell, •' they found justice hand in hand

with mercy." Mercy instituted a 7ieiu prol>atir.n,h\ which life

was set befure them as the gift of God, through " the Seed of the

woman." This new trial, of necessity involved the suspension
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of -the penalty already incurred. Then, the penalty being

suspended, as the first result of the redemptive scheme, to

make way for the new trial and the operations of grace, it is

manifestly improper to interpret the penalty by the facts that

followed its suspension. Into this error almost all Calvinistic

writers have fallen, and Methodist theologians have not es-

caped it.

The Obigixal Penalty, therefore, n'ot Identical with
THE Actual Results.

Those who explain the original penalty of tlic first oflenders,

tell us that the death threatened was three-fold

—

spiritual,

temporal, ?i.i\d. eternal : that they died spiritually the day they

sinned; became mortal ; and exposed themselves to eternal

death. This statement agrees with what we know of the state

of the first sinners after the fall, and expresses the condition of

their posterity as probationers, but that it explains the original

penalty, seems far from the truth. jVIen are mortal, dead in

sins, and exposed to eternal death, and yet not in a penal con-

dition, but under gracious influences, and within reach of salva-

tion. So Adam's after condition was not strictly penal but

probational. On the day of trausgression he forfeited all the

life he possessed, as well as all he had in prospect ; but justice

did not enforce the forfeiture, in the form, or to the full extent

of his desert. In some sense he died the day he sinned, for sin

separated him from the source of life and holiness, and left

him morally dead ; but grace interposed with quickening

power to begin the development of a new life, immediately

after the fall ; so that while his holiness was lost, and his

ability to transmit to his posterity an uncorrupted moral con-

fetitution was destroyed, he was not left to the unmitigated

Working of the deserved penalty. Moreover, the description of

the penalty, that represents him as simply exposing himself to

eternal death, is unsatisfactory, in that it implies that there

^^'as no exposure to that penalty during the first probation

;

whereas it is more reasonable to suppose his exposure to the

^^'hole penalty corresponded with his liability to sin. This

language also implies that the first sin did not really incur

eternal death, but only endangered the transgressors, making

the infliction of this part of the penalty to depend on some
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• after contingeucj. Is it not better to say that in this regard

the penalty was indivisible ? When tlie first sinners incurred

part, thej incurred the whole of it ; and if they were afterward I

found with eternal death suspended on conditions, its actual %

infliction depending on their conduct subsequent to the first

sin, that is to be accounted for, not as showing the nature of

the orignal penalty, but as resulting from the advent of the

remedial scheme, which suspended the penalty already incur-

red, and raised them to the privileges of a new probation. • We
must not overlook this new probation. If we do, we
shall fail to mark correctly the transition from the cove-

nant of works to the covenant of grace, and be unable
to account for the penalty of the law being suspended on con-

ditions to be" performed by those who had once incurred its

entire force. It is as a fallen being, and yet embraced in the

covenant of redemption, and enjoying the probational advant-

ages therein secured, that Adam is the representative of human
nature.

The Origixal Penalty Death or Sbiple Destruction
OF Life.

What, then. Was the penalty of the first sin ? We cannot

learn it from the experience of Adam, for he never experienced

that penalty; nor can we learn it from the punishment of his

posterity, for they are born under the gracious covenant, and

secured against the penalty of original transgression. It is,

therefore, to all mankind an unexecuted penalty, and can only

be learned from the language in which it was expressed. It

is all comprised in the word death.

This word, in the Scriptures, is used witk some latitude and

variety of a])plication
; but its radical meaning is never disre-

garded. There are no qualifying terms applied to it in the

33ible. Adjectives nuiy be applied to life, because life is a

positive something, having a real existence ; but death lias

no positive exigence, and no qualities to be expressed by sucli

terms. In theology, adjectives applied to death cannot well bo

dispensed with, but it is evident that they can only have a rela-

tive meaning. It is sometimes said that death is the opposite

of life, as silence is the reverse of sound, and rest the reverse

of motion ;' but this fails to give the force of the word. Death
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is not only the opposite of life, but the destruction of life.

That which never lived cannot die. There may be an exist-

t'lK'C in a state the reverse of life, without death. The mere

ftb.-ence of life does not imply death, unless in case of sonietliing

which once lived. The radica,l idea of the word death is the

destruction of life. Then the natui-e of death must be determ-

ined by the nature of the life destroyed. The destruction of

vci,'ctable life is vegetable death ; the destruction of animal life

is animal death ; and the destruction of spiritual life is spirit-

ual death. The distinction sometimes made between spiritual

and eternal death is a distinction without a difference ; for the

latter has no different quality from the former, as it destroys

no different life, and is onl}' a continuation of the former, the

inevitable result of being left unsaved. All death is eternal in

the nature of things. Tliis is implied in the fact that it is

the destruction, and not the mere suspension, of life. It must

be so, unless there is something in it that will destroy itself,

and bring back the life it took away. But having only a nega-

tive existence, it can have no such power. Stripped of the

trappings of fancy, which lively imaginations have gathered

around it, death appears without form, attribute, quality, or

being. It is an effect, and not an agent. Ileuce, if death once

occur, whether in the vegetable, animal, or spiritual kingdom,
it will reign forever unless arrested by divine power in the pro-

duction of a new life. In this way will the resurrection of the

body come to pass, and not by the natural termination of the

dominion of death. So the spul, dead in trespasses and sins,

must escape tlie power of spiritual death, not by the natural

expiration of death, but by the quickening power of the Iluly

Ghost. Death never ends of itself. It therefore follows that

the death incurred by the first sin was not of temporary char-

actor, whether we understand it of the body, or the soul, or both.

It was, in its nature, a finality; and if it did not prove such in

lact, that was owing to the intervention of mercy in the re-

demptive system, with remedial agencies for bringing man out
^t his fall. By this intervention the penalty was stayed ; and
but for this, the offenders must have died, in the full sense of

the word, in the day they sinned. So Adam must have under-
stood it. lie evidently looked for a sudden death by the judg-

I'Jcnt of Heaven, and the penalty enforced w^ould have realized
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his saddest fears. lie liad a soul and a body, each endowed
with a lil'e peculiar to its nature. By keeping the law of his

probation, his holiness and immortality would have been con-

firmed. But by sin all was forfeited. The death incurred

would have destroyed the life of his soul and body, and thereby

cut olf all prospective life. It niip;ht not have destroyed his
j

being, as we can conceive of the soul existing without its pecul- \

iar life, which we deem allied to, if not identical with, lioliness
;

but it would have deprived him of all that is expressed in tlic

phrase " eternal life."

Those who explain the penalty by the after condition of

Adam, and hold to a threefold death—spiritual, temporal, and

eternal—deline the first to be a separation of the soul from God,

resulting in loss of spiritual life
; the second, a separation of

the soul from the body ; and the third, the eternal punishment

of soul and body together in the future world. We shall not

fault these definitions
; but if all this was included in the

original penalty, it is plain that it never could have been

executed upon the first sinners, if they had been left un-

redeemed. Corporeal death would have separated the body

from the soul, and consigned it to the dust ; then., how could

the soul and body have been united again, in order to sufter

eternal punishment together in the future world, without "a

resurrection? But we know of no resurrection without the

resurrection of Christ ; and to suppose that God attached a

penalty to his law, the literal execution of which required a

resurrection, is carrying speculation a little too far. From this

difliculty there is no escape, except by abandoning the idea of

a threefold death as the penalty.

Phraseology of the Primal Sentence.

Another serious ditHculty is encountered in the expi-ession,

" In the day thou catest thereof thou shalt surely die." The
eftorts made to harmonize this language with the idea that the

penalty was executed on Adam, and yet that he lived to

propagate his species, are numerous and familiar. Some say

the ** day " was a thousand years long ; others tell us the

ofienders became mortal, which was equivalent to death; and

others still resort to the marginal reading, " dying, thou shalt

die," and suppose they find evidence that the sinners were to
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tlie in one sense the day they sinned, and in some other sense

at some other time. The assumption tliat the day was a

thousand years, is gratuitous ; the idea that they became

mortal, in any sense equivalent to death, or. so as to justify

tljc assertion that the threatening -was fulfilled, is far-fetched,

uiK-upported, and unsatisfactory ; and the resort to the mar-

ginal reading affords no relief. H "
<^b'^"o \\:s.ow shalt die," de-

noted two deaths, spiritual and temporal, or one of the soul

und one of the body, both should have occurred in the day of

transgression ; and even this view gives no account of the

third death, and leaves no room for it. And if " dying thou

shalt die '' indicated a gradual process of dying, wliich was to

be consummated in actual dissolution, both the process and the

consummation should liave been completed within the day, in

order to meet the force of the language. But all this is un-

necessary, and will be seen to be out of place when the re-

demptive work is rightly brought into view. The better way
is to assume that, in view of the provisional redemption,

tlirough '' the Seed of the woman," God repented him of the

evil he thought to bring upon them, and arrested the penalty

l)efore its execution, leaving u])on them only the consequences

of their disobedience. The penalty was a judicial intliction

i.'f death that would have ended the probational history of the

transgressors, and prevented the development of creation in

tie positive existence of a conscious offspring. But God pur-

I»osed that the race should not terminate with the fii'st pair,

and provided a ransom ; so that when man fell, he found,

i:istead of the literal execution of the penalty, an arm of mercy
iiitL-rposing to arrest the stroke of justice. * Bedcmption was
not an after-thought brought in upon man's apostasy, but a

'.rovision" in hand, ready for the emergency; and, as an

existing provision, it availed, at the needed moment, to rescue

^•'C fallen pair, and to secure a new trial upon terms adapted
'' their fallen condition. Then why attempt to find the pen-

'^hy enforced within " the day " at all ?

i EMPORAL Evil a Consequence, not the Penalty, of Sin.

This view induces the necessity of distinguishing between
'•'<-' ptyiaJty and the conseqxience of sin. The law of the state

'"fi/ids the use of ardent spirits, under the penalty of imprison-

loLirni Series, Vol, XIX.—17
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ment. In violation of law a man drinbs to excess. The con-

sequence is intoxication, with its ills and incidents, bnt the

penalty is imprisonment. That only is penal which the law

affixes to the crime as punishment. A. father forbids his child

putting his hand into the fii-e, on pain of correction with the

rod. The child disobeys, and thrusts his hand into the fire

;

the consequence is, the hand is burned, but the penalty is not

the burn, but the correction with the rod. Thus the con-

sequences of Adam's sin, in the shape of a blinded understand-
^

ing, perverse will, and corrupted passions, with actual subjec-

tion to mortality, by reason of his separation from the tree of

life, remained upon him, and became the heritage of his

posterity ; but the 'penalty^ the direct infliction of death, by

the judgment of God, in the day -of transgression, was arrested

by the timely advent of the covenant of redemption. Hence,

death, as it entered into the world by sin, and passed upon all

men, comes not upon the race as a penalty for Adam's sin,

but as a coxseqcence, allowed in view of the remedial and

compensating provisions of grace. Hence, also, the pain,

privation, wearine>s, labor, and sorrow, to which the first sin-

ners w'ere subjected, in consequence of sin, are not to be

regarded as pai-ts ol' the original penalty, but as elements

of the new probation, evil in themselves, but capable of yielding

spiritual profit, under the influence of gracious manifestations.

And as those evils were to Adam, so are they to his posterity.

" Adam begat a son in his o^m likeness." He transmitted to

tliat son a body tending to dissolution, and a soul naturally

void of spiritual life. "We have borne the image of the

earthy." Thus bodily death and moral depravity were

entailed upon the race by the invariable law of propagation.

Adam's sin allccted all the human family, not by the im-

putation of his guilt, for that would have been false and

wicked ; not as a penalty for his offense, for that would have

been unju>t and cruel ; but simply as the result of their natural

descent from him.

Under a rigorous administration of the first covenant, Adani

would have had no oftspring. The penalty executed would

have cut him off without posterity. Calvinistic writers never

appreciate tins fact. Their views of the imputation of Adani'=

sin, and of the penalty of the law as implying a threefuUl
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death, including the future punishment of soul and body

tcether, lead them to the assumption that God could have

j)(>nnitted a fallen progeny to be brought into existence, so

rehited to Adam and the first sin, as to be justly liable to

everlasting malediction on account of that sin. This assump-

tion is the foundation of the Calvinian doctrine of election.

How often we hear it said, that God could have left the vrhole

race to suffer the entire penalty of the lavr ! And how glibly

men argue, that, if God could have left all to the misery of

their previous state, that is, to eternal punishment for Adam's

sin, or for personal ofienses unavoidably growing out of that

fin, he could leave part to perish, and do them no wrong by

saving others ! But the underlying assumption is unsound.

It has no support in the Scriptures, is contrary to all our

conceptions of the character of God, repugnant to every

souse of justice, and is a conception worthy the darkest night

that ever settled on the Church. In the language of Mr.

Fletcher :
" As we only sinned seminally in Adam, if God had

not intended our redemption, his goodness would have engaged

liim to destroy us seminally, by ^crushing the capital QfTender

v.-ho contained us all ; so there would have been a just pro-

portion between the sin and the punishment ; for as we sinned

in Adam without the least consciousness of guilt, so in him

we should have been punished without the least consciousness

of pain."

Xo Imputation of Six, nor Eternal Death therefor.

Upon this point Mr. Watson leans too strongly toward

Calvinism. lie admits the ''imputation*' of the "legal

result" of Adam's sin to his posterity, and allows that "legal

^'>ult" to extend to bodily, spiritual, and eternal death, and

•I'-fines the last death to be " separation from God, and endless

banishment from his glory in a future state." He defends this

''"ctrine of "imputation" by formal argument, in the follow-

i-'g paragraph

:

The justice of this is objected to, a point which will be iminedi-

^'<'ly considered; but it is now sutHcient to say, that if the making
^'|«' tlosecudants of Atlam liable to eternal death, because of his

•'tU'iise, be unjust, the iutiiction of temporal death is so also; the

"'"':itioti of the punishment making no ditference in the suuplo

'I'to^tion of justice. If puui^lnnent. whether of loss or of pain, bo
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unjust, its measure and duration may be a greater ©r a less injust-

ice; but it is unjust in every degree. If, then, we only contliu'

the hurt we receive from Adam to bodily death ; if this legal

result of his transgression only be imputed to us, and we are so

constituted sinners as to become liable to it, we are in precisely

the same difficulty, as to the equity of the ])roceeding, as when
that legal result is extended furthei*. The only way out of thi-

dilemma is that adopted by Dr. Taylor, to consider death not as a

punishment, but as a blessing, which involves the absurdity of

making Deity threaten a benefit as a.penalty for au otiense, which
sufficiently refutes the notion.

This looks very inucli like an acceptance of the strong ground

of the Calvinists, and writers of that school—Dr. Itice, for

instance, in his " God sovereign, and Man free "—have used it

to great advantage. But Mr. Vratson, in the next paragraph,

denies sympathy with tlie high Calvinistic view, and softens

his doctrine of the imputatio]i of the entire legal result of

Adam's sin to his posterity, by considering it in connection

witli the '• evangelical provision of mercy wdiich w'as concur-

rent with it." lie must not, therefore, be considered the

defender of the doctrine that God could justly make the de-

scendauts of Adam liable tQ eternal death on account of his

sin, nutwitlistanding his strong leaning in that direction, in

the passage above quoted. Elsewhere, when joining issue

with Calvinism, he argues clearly, that but for redemption the

posterity of Adain could not have been brought into existence.

Having adoi>ted the idea of a threefold death, as the original

penalty of the law, and having attempted to ex})lain that

penalty by the occurrences in the history of Adam, as if the

execution of it had actually taken place according to the

literal announcement, it was natural for him to be betrayed

into the inconsi.-tency of occupying Calvinistic ground in

controversy witli Socinianism. AVe may readily comprehend

how a perverted moral constitution and mortal body, as the

consequences of Adam's sin, could be entailed on liis oifspring,

born under the ])rovisions of grace, and freed from all im-

putation of guilt and punislnnent for that sin
; btit we cannot

sjee any way in which the descendants of Adam could be made

liable to eternal death, because of his otiense, without involving

a principle that would justify the actual infliction of that

penalty upon them, or any portion of them, regardless of their

personal conduct. For these admissible consequences there i-
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an antidote and corapensation ; but for eternal death there

is nothing of the kind conceivable. It is therefore better to

avoid the Calvinistic phraseology altogether, than to admit

even the " imputation of legal results," to an extent that will

allow the possible damnation of any for the sin of Adam.
And this becomes imperative, Avhen it is rightly considered

thiit it was by the "concurrent provisions of grace" that the

whole posterity of Adam were rescued from seminal death,

and placed upon probationary grounds. To them the heritage

of depravity and death is not in punishment for Adam's sin
;

f(.r, however clear it may be that the original penalty included

death to the body and soul of the responsible offenders, it must

not be forgotten that the anticipated atonement secured the

race against personal liability to punishment for any but

jtersonal sins. Then, if that security was valid, whatever form

uf death or evil we inherit, and is to us unavoidable, is an

element of oui* probation, and cannot be regarded as penal.

Ours is not a penal condition ; for this is not tlie world of

retribution. "We are not under a rigid administration of law,

but under grace.

Calvinists, witli their high notions of divine prerogative and

the imputation of Adam's guilt, may consistently hold moral

*le[>i-avity and temporal death to be penal inllictions for

original sin, and deem it an act of grace that any are saved

tVoin eternal perdition, on the same account ; but those who
Itdieve the conscious being of the race on earth results from a

gracious intervention that contravened tlie penalty of the first

"in, can admit no such ideas. Universalists, also, witli their

\ie\vs of present retribution, and imperfect ideas-of probation,

niay find in the announcement to Adam of a life of toil,

I'rivation, sorrow, and weariness, an actutd punishment for

lisobedience ; but all who believe in a "judgment ta come,"
*» the time of rewards and punishments, will look to the

I'lture for the infliction of the penalty upon the guilty, and
i"' .:j:ird the toil, pain, sorrow, and death entailed upon- Adam
'*'id liis offspring, as the substituted probational arrangement

"*'the new covenant, based upon the sacrifice and triumph of
" the Seed of the woman."

-^'or need we, as Mr. AYatson supposed, in denying that tlie

''••;ith of the body is a j)enal infliction for Adam's sin, go to
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the opposite extreme, and pronounce it a benefit. Whatever

Dr. Taylor may have thought, or Avhatever others may still

think, in regai'd to death as a necessary result of our formati^'ii

in the flesh, we ascribe it to sin, and find nothing remedial in

it. "VVe place it on a level with a perverted moral nature.

But then there is a remedial scheme, whose development was

concurrent with the entailment of death, by the operation

of which the penalty was arrested, and the new probation se-

cured, and we are born so related to Adam as to inlierit from

him tlie evil of depravity and death, and so related to Christ as

to derive from him the benefit of grace and life. Therefore

death is neither penal nor remedial; for it is not the mere

thing of dying that renders it a blessing or a ciir^e. '• The

sting of death is sin." Considered apart from redemption, it

is evil and only evil, as the result of sin; but connected as it

is with o-face, in the ultimate workinirs of the remedial agen-

eies of the gospel, it may assiune the full character of a blessing.

"Precious in the sight of the Lord is the death of his saints."

This view solves the case of infants, and will vindicate the

administration which entails death upon those who cannot,

by any act of their own, either incur or avert a penalty, as

no other hypothesis can do. .They are not subjects of law,

and therefore are liable to no penalty, in the proper accepta-

tion of that word ; but they are related to Adam, and inherit

the evil of that relation, finding compensation in their relation

to Christ and redemption through him. A law witli an un-

conditional penalty wuuld bo an anomaly in government; but

there is no conditionality in the entailment of death upon the

posterity of Adam. Death, being but the culmination of the

evil of our physical conditie^n, is no more penal than is the

sorrow, pain, and sicknes-. which precede its advent. All

these are incidents of our mortality ; evil in themselves, flowing

from th*e fountiiin of original sin, yet capable of " working for

us a far more exceeding and eternal weight of glory," through

tlie redeeming and sanctifying grace of our Lord Jesus Christ.

The doctrine herein imperfectly set forth, exhibits the sov-

ereignty, holiness, and justice of God, so as not to obscure the

milder beams of goodness and mercy. It secures to God the

glory of the salvation of all who are saved, and leaves the c«^"-

demned without excuse. It shows guilty Adam and Eve
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Bnatelied.from impending death, and spared to propagate their

species as a fallen race, while justice and mercy shine with

equal radiance, in surrounding them with the helps and hopes

of a better covenant. Avoiding the revolting idea that God

could impute guilt to those who had no guilt, or punish sin in

those who had no sin, it preserves the federal character of

Adam, and accounts for the entailment of depravity and death

upon the race, in harmony with the strictest conceptions of

moral government and individual responsibility.

Aet. Vn.—the METHODIST BOOK COXCERN.

This establishment has become a matter of public interest.

Being peculiar in its origin and policy, it has been the subject

of various criticisms. Many, of other denominations, have re-

garded it with admiration, and sought to emulate its methods

and success. It has enjoyed, to a large extent, the confidence

and patronage of the people "tn whose interest it was estab-

lished, but not as fully, perhaps, as has been imagined. Ilaving

always been conservative, radicals of every class have' assailed

it as inimical to their objects, often to its disadvantage. Some

have criticised its operations from personal prejudice, while

others have done so from hearty good-will, designing to pro-

mote its prosperity. All these things indicate that fuller and

more . correct information is desirable. This is our apology

for the present writing.

The Book Concern is the natural result of maasures adopted

by ^[r. Wesley at an early period in his public career. Under-

taking a great and dithcult work, with few to assist him, he

availed himself of the press to a remarkable degree. Begin-

ning with tracts, he advanced to pamphlets, and from pam-

phlets to books, until he had swe])t over the whole field of

tiiought embraced in his compreliensive scheme of usefulness,

and become a prominent publisher of religious works. His

means of sale were peculiar, like his whole plan of operations.

lie relied on himself and his co-laborers. Those who desired

to preach under his direction, he pledged to the sale of his

Wks and tracts, as he pledged them to strictly ministerial
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duties. Thus all his preacliers became colportenrs, and were

examined from .time to time witli regard to this part of their

duty. " Take care," said he to them, " that every society he

duly siip})lied* with books. O why is not this regarded I " To
Mr. liichard liodda, one of his helpers, he wrote, "You are

found to be remarkably diligent in spreading the books ; let

DO man rob you of this glory. If you can spread the Magazine

it will do good, the letters therein are the marrow of Christi-

anity." To place his motives beyond suspicion, he consecrated

all the jM'ofits that might accrue to the cause of God and the

benefit of his growing societies. Under this arrangement his

first missionaries to this country introduced the books wherever

they went. But as the work advanced it became necessary to

have other books. This, together with the trouble and expense

of obtaining supplies from England, led to the issue of various

works under individual responsibility, which created some alarm

for the unity of the Churcli. To meet the acknowledged de-

mands of the cause, the Conference of 1789 appointed Rev. John
Dickins editor and agent, under the title of Book Steward.

He was also stationed in the only church of the denomination

in the eity of Philadelphia. Being furnished with no capital

to commence the business, he loaned the Concern six hundred

dollars of liis own money, and proceeded to republish j\Ir.

"Wesley's edition of "Thomas a Kempis," a manual of piety,

celebrated for its excellence through Christian Europe.

The same year he issued the Methodist Discipline, Saints'

Everlasting Rest, and the first volume of the Arminian Mag-
azine. In 1790 portions of Fletcher's Checks and another

volume of the Magazine appeared. Tims he continued the

Bole manager of the business until 1797, wlien the Conference,

to assist him and doubly guard its press against any possible

impurity, appointed a book cummittee to determine what should

be published. Two years after, Mr. Dickins was called to

Ills reward, himented by all who knew him, having successfully

laid the foundations of an institution which was to be second

to no otlier of the kind in the world.' The same year the Rev.

Ezekiel Cooi^er was appointed to fill the vacancy. Under his

skillful management the business continued to prosper. In
'

1801 it was removed to tlie city of Xew York, and liev. John

AVilson was ajtpointed Assistant Editor and Book Steward.
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Four years later Mr. Cooper resigned, leaving the Concern

worth about forty-jive thousand dollars, the net earnings of

nineteen years. Mr. "Wilson succeeded him, with Kev. Daniel

Ilitt as assistant. This year the agents were iirst released

from the responsibilities of the pastorate, and left to give their

entire attention to the business, preaching only as they might

feel disposed. Mr. Wilson is said to have been an estimable

man, a faithful minister, and a skillful agent. He conducted

the business faithfully until ISIO, when he also died, leaving the

Concern in the hands of Mr. Hitt. The General Conference

of 1S12 appointed hun principal, and Thomas Ware assistant

;

but the business failed to succeed as it had done, not for the

want of fidelity in the agents, so much as skill and harmony.'

In 1S16 both were left out, and Joshua Soule and Thomas Mason
succeeded them, and by wise management and indomitable en-

ergy saved the Concern from sinking under its embarrassments.

Four years after, Mr. Soule was elected bishop, and Rev.

Xathan Bangs was appointed to succeed him, with Rev.

Thomas Mason as assistant. • The Concern was still heavily in

debt. Its books were scattered through the country, in the

hands of presiding elders and preachers, under a commission

arrangement adopted by the General Conference some years

before, and the returns were slow and uncertain. The agents

saw that something must be done to vitalize the whole system,

and immediately brought out several works for which there

was a loud call, embracing Benson's Commentary and a new
revision of the Hynm Book. Both being re-elected in 1S20,

they, two yeai-s after, rented the basement of the Wesleyan

•Seminary in Crosby-street, and commenced doing their own
binding. This proved so great a convenience, that Mr. Bangs
'ii'-d his assistant, Rev. John Emory, who succeeded ]\Ir. Mason
lu 1S24-, purchased the seminary building, and commenced
doing their own printing in September of that year. It was
during 'this administration that Dr. Clarke's Commentary
"*^as issued, and the unfortunate system of sending out books

'^'U commission was abolished. This was a great relief to the

Concern, and gave new life to the business. On the 0th of

September, 1826, the first numbei*of the Christian Advocate

'nude its appearance, and at once became a power for good
^0 the Church. The General Conference of 1S2S appointed
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Mr. Bangs its editor, and editor of Sunday-school books, wliich

had then become a necessity ; Eev. John Emory, principal

editor and book agent, with Rev. Beverly "Waugh, his assist-

ant. It was dm-hig this term that Wesley's and Fletcher's

works were published, and the magazine installed as the

Methodist Magazine and Quarterly liemew. The business so

increased that more room was needed, and five lots were pur-

chased on Mulberry-street, and buildings commenced, where

the Concern is now located. Mr. Emory having been elected

bishop in 1S32, Mr. "VVaugli was appointed principal agent

;

Eev. 't. Mason, assistant ; Mr. Bangs, editor of the Magazine

and Quarterly Ecviev), and of general books ; Bev. John B.

Durbin, editor of the Christian Advocate, and Sunday-school

books and tracts, and Bev. Timothy Merritt, his assistant. In

September, 1833, the front building on Mulberry- street was

completed, and the whole business removed to its present

quarters. Every thing went on prosperously until February

18, 1836, when tlie buildings and stock were consumed by fire,

involving a loss oi two hundred and fifty thousand, dollars.

This was a heavy blow, little part of the insurance being

collectable, on account of the bankruptcy of most of the com-

panies, occasioned by a recent heavy fire in the lower part of

the city. But it excited much sympathy. Meetings were

held on this account in various places, and contributions were

made to the amount of SS9,90-i 98. This sum, with what was

due the Concern, and the amount received from the insurance

companies, enabled the agents to commence anew, with a capi-

tal, all told, of 8'281,(!50 74. Mr. Waugh being elected bishop

in 183G, Mr. ]Mason was elected agent; Bev. George Lane,

assistant ; Bev. Samuel Luckey, general editor ; and Bev, John

A. Collins, his assistant. The same agents were re-elected an

1840, with Bev. George Beck, editor of the Quarterly lieview,

and general books and tracts ; Dr. Thomas E. Bond, editor of

the Chridiaa Advocate and Sunday-school books, with Bev.

George Coles for his assistant. Of the ofiicers of the Concern

since that time nothing need be said, as they and their services

are well known to most who will read this sketch. Sutficc it

to say, that the business ha« prospered under all of them, with

little interruption, except in connection with the Southern

secession of 1844, from which it has happily recovered, as will
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liereafter be seen. Mistakes have no doubt been made, but it

eliould be recorded to the honor of all concerued, that not a

dolKar has been lost by the defalcation of its managers from

the commencement of the business. That secession was soon

followed by lawsuits against the agents at Xew York and
Cincinnati, and resulted in the di^^sion of tlie proi)erty under

an order of the com't, in violation of a principle of law which

liad been held sacred both in England and in this country up

to that time. But the South and slavery were supreme in those

days, and the courts were too willing to do them homage. So

tlie decree was passed, and the,.property delivered, but to little

advantage to its claimants, as it was soon scattered and lost.

The Concern has at present four depositories, for which the

agents are responsible : one in Boston, Massachusetts, one in

Buffalo, Xew York, one in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, and one

in San Francisco, California, all doing a good business. It has

a valuable store .in San Francisco, free from debt, wdiich

accommodates its business, and that of the California Christian

Advocate, with ample grounds for enlargement, and has recently

purchased another in Pittsburgh, which it will soon occupy.

It publishes a large number of books, embracing Bibles, Com-
mentaries, Hymn and Music books, with o\qt jiftecn hundred,

Ijouud books for Sunday-school libraries, besides Catechisms,

Question books, and numerous other requisites, embracing

nearly one thousand Tracts. It publishes also six periodicals

;

namely, tlie Christian Advocate, Quarterly Review, Sunday-

School Advocate, Sunday-School Journal, Good Kews, and the

2iorthern Christian Advocate, at Auburn, Xew York. The
tales have gi-adually advanced, as will appear from the follow-

ing quadrennial reports

:

Sales in 4 years. Increase in 4 years.

Reported ifay, IS 52 $653,190 7S $105,968 14

" '• 1856 1,000,734 13 347,543 40

," IS60 1,175,867 29 175,133 11

" " 1864 1,507,873 18 332,005 89

During the last three years the sales have been as follows:

lu 1864 $519,488 70

In 1865 017,077 80

In 1866 675,513 19

Total $1,812,079 69

or, $304,200 51 more tluin in i\\e four years last preceding.
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The Western Book Concern was commenced at Cincinnati,

Ohio, in 1820, as a branch of the parent establishment, under

the immediate agency of Rev. Martin Enter. This was neces-

sitated by the expense and slowness of transportation, and the
'

state of the currency. Mr. Rater served the usual term of

eight years, when tlie Rev. Charles Ilolliday was elected his

successor. In 1S32 Rev. John F. "Wright became his assistant.

Four years after, Mr. Alright was elected principal, and Rev.

Le Roy Swormstedt, assistant. In IS-iO they were both re-

elected. In 1844 Mr. Swormstedt was elected principal, which

office he held sixteen years, with Rev. J. T. Mitchell and Rev.

J. H. Power, assistants, four years each, and Rev. Adam Poe,

eight years. Being entirely disabled by age and infirmities,

Le was succeeded, in ISGO, by Mr. Poe, with Rev. Luke Hitch-

cock for assistant, who continue to manage the business with

fidelity and success.

From a mere depository and a branch, this establishment

has grown into a regular publishing house, having its branches

or depositories at Chicago, St. Louis, and Detroit, and publish-

ing three weekly papers in English, and one in German ; one

montlily, the Ladies' lieposiiorij ; and tlie Sunday-School Bell,

in German ; all having a large circulation. They also publish

a considerable list of books in English and otlier languages.

Its business is nearly equal to that of the parent Concern, and

will probably exceed it in a few years, as the population of the

great West shall increase. It owns real estate at Cincinnati,

Chicago, and St. Louis, equal to its necessities, estimated at

§126,130 99; does its own stereotyping, printing, and binding;

and re])orts a net capital of s402,939 30, all of which has

grown out of the profits of the business, except $105,103 56,

M-hich it received from the parent Concern in the early part of

its history, besides S92,926 61, which it paid the Church
South, as before stated, and 870,779 88 paid toward general

Church expenses. Its growth will bo further indicated by tlie

following schedule of its sales, gathered from its quadrennial

and annual reports:

Sales in 4 years. Increase in i years.

Reported, May, 1S56 $877,214 63

" *' I860 1,127,351 00 $250,636 32

" " 1864 1,287,694 36 150,843 36
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Its sales since the last report have been as -follows

:

In 1SG4 $533,853 36

^
la 1865 618,735 30

In 1866
'

628,453 76

Total $1,781,047 42

or, $493,353 06 more than in the /owr last preceding years.

To complete this outline we need to mention, 1. That, in

addition to these publishing houses and depositories, there are

several other establishments located at central points, and con-

ducted on private account, which keep a general supply of our

works, furnishing ample facilities for their purchase in all parts

of the country. 2. That the General Conference publishes

ihnc other weekly papers by committees ; namely, the Pacific

Chnstian Advocate, at Portland, Oregon ; the California,

Christian Advocate^ at San Francisco, California'; and the

Pittshurgh Christian Advocate, at Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.

For the management of these papers the agents at Xew \ ork

and Cincinnati are not responsible. The last named lias been

self-sustaining for many years; the others are. improving in

circulation, and will no doubt become so. All of them are do-

ing a good work for the country and the Church, and could

not well be spared. The editors are appointed by the General

Conference; and the publishing connnittees by the Annual

Conference, or Conferences, in whose interests they are severally

published. 3. Zion''s Herald, a respectable and useful paper,

])ublished at Boston, Massachusetts, is not owned by the Gen-

eral Conference, yet it is at least semi-oflicial, that body having

Jiuthorlzed the bishops to appoint a traveling preacher to edit

it. It was issued two years before the Christia?i Advocate,

when there was no official paper ; was offered to the General

Conference in IS-IS, when in the flood-tide of its prosperity;

is sustained by six Annual Conferences ; advertises Book
Hoora and other general Church interests gratuitously ; is en-

tirely loyal ; and works in perfect harmony with our oflicial

I'apers. Its profits are regarded by tlie association publishing

Jt as belonging to the Church, and not as their personal prop-

^'^U' ; and dividends were made several years to the Conferences

patronizino; it.

1" roni this brief historical sketch it appears that the Concern,
it» all its parts, is strictly a ministerial affair. It was com-
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meiiced by the tmveliiig preachers, exchisively on their own
responsibility. They borrowed its first money, and paid it out

of their own funds. They have borne its losses, and appropri-

ated its profits according to their own judgment and published

policy. They have sued, and been sued at law, and have been

otherwise acknowledged by the courts as its veritable pro-

prietors. And they arc bound by their repeated pledges to

the patronizing public to retain tlieir present connectiuii with

it, and carrj- out the Christian and benevolent objects by which

its patronage has been stimulated and secured. These pledges

have given the ownership something of the nature of a trust,

and trusts are not transferable. Thus it was, and is, and must
|

be, tlie property of the traveling preachers, to be held and used
|

for ever for the purposes originally contemplated, and repeat-
.|

edly declared by their action in General Conference assembled.
^

It follows, therefore, that ministers who become traveling
J

preachers in any of the Annual Conferences, by that act, be- 1

come pirtncrs to the Coiicern, and are entitled to all the priv-
|

ileges, and are. charged with all the responsibilities, of every
|

other member. Thev consecrate themselves to the enterprise i

as really as they do to the itinerant ministry, or to any other \

prudential arrangement of the Church. It is not optional with \

them to fa^'or it or not ; they are its owners and 7nanagrrs, and i

are pledged by solemn contract to every other member and to
|

the whole Church, to commend it, and give personal attention \

to the circulation of its publications, and the collection of its I

claims. Xot to do so is to neglect duty. To disparage it,
J

and co-operate in measures to circumscribe its business and in- \

fluence, is to betray a sacred trust voluntarily assumed, except
J

where they are first denied the right guaranteed to them by the

compact, which very rarely occurs. If this is not so, then the

pledges of our ministers to the Conferences which receive them

are a sitlemn fan-c Xot in this })articular only, but in every

other, for they are all given under the same sanctions.

Its object is ecpially manifest. It is not to make money, but

to do good. This needs to be distinctly understood, for the

reason that business men generally judge of its success by the

.amount of its projits. It has been re[)roachfully said, that it

the capital of the Concern were put to interest it would yield

more profit than all its business, which has often been true, but
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not discreditable to its managers. Indeed, to have published

only what promised a liberal profit, and sold it at the usual

market price, and thus accumulated an immense fund, would

liave been to pervert its designs, and entail upon the ministry

the just condemnation of the world. This intended %lur is

therefore a compliment, especially when we consider the mag-

nitude of the business done, and the amount of religious read-

ing that has been pushed out into all parts of the country.

Many of its issues have been published at a loss, while others

have done little better ; and yet they have succeeded as well as

was anticipated. They were put to press because they w^ere

needed and would do good, and not in any expectation of

profits. No outside publisher could have been induced to pub-

lish them at all, and especially at the prices at wliicli they

liave been sold. And much of its pi-escnt business is of this

class. Take, for instance, the Journals of the General Confer-

ences, and the Minutes of Annual Conferences. They are in-

dispensable to our bishops and other ministers, and are pub-

lished at a very heavy loss. The same is true of many of our

Sunday-school and tract works, which come in competition

with various benevolent publishing establishments that profess

to sell at cost, and often to our certain knowledge sell below

cost, and pay expenses and losses out of public collections

taken by their agents in the Cliurches which patronize them.

Much of our capital is invested in stock of this kind. "Were

the Agents to advance the price to a paying point, their cus-

tomers would go elsewhere for their supplies, tliough they

might expose themselves and their children to the influence of

fontiments they do not entirely approve. Besides, a vast

amount of business is done in the way of advertising for Con-

ferences and benevolent and educational institutions, for which
no charge is made, because they are parts of our grand system of

doing good. This is the natural result of the ohjeds contem-

plated, and it is right. We mention the fiict -merely to show
the unreasonableness of the demand ^ov profits.

TJic methods of the business are also peculiar, and need
explanation. The circumstances under which it was com-
menced required them. Public sentiment was opposed to the

^vhule [Methodist movement. There were few works in print

that were adapted to the emergency, and fewer publishers who
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were disposed to invest tlieir capital in the production of more.

If anytliiug was to be done, it must be undertaken by those

who Imd " a mind for the work." The people were few and

scattered. They knew nothing of the business, and were in no

condition to undertake it. The preachers, who went every-

where preacliing the word and caHing sinners to repentance,

felt tlie need of books and tracts to aid them in their work of

reforming public opinions and practice, Tliey knew better

than others ichat was necessary, and how to produce it. And,

as divinely appointed teachers, it was their business to furnish

it, and then to give it the widest and most discriminating cir-

culation. Thus they were in a sense compelled to become

publishers and booksellers—colporteurs. And, that they might

not personally lose by the operatiou, it was agreed among thcm-

• selves tliat tiicy should be regarded as dealers, and receive the

books on credit at the wliolesale price. This was wise and busi-

ness-like. It enabled them to enjoy the personal benefit of

the books in their studies, and then to use them in evangelizing

the people. The arrangement still prevails, and is carried out

with considerable efH(;iency in some places. If all would

appreciate its importance to themselves and the objects of

their ministry, it v.-()uld be regarded with more favor. The

]")Owcr of books and tracts is too well established to be suecess-

fitlly questioned. We seldom hear a Christian experience re-

lated.which docs not make creditable mention of tlie printed

page. This is a sulHcient justification of the policy. If Paul

became " all things to all men that he might by all means

save some," jM-eachers should not be ashamed to sell and circu-

late bk'oks M-liic'li So c>i'tcn prove the power of.God to the salva-

tion of many. If reasons exist why they should not do it per-

sonally, they can at least reconmiend suital)le books and papers,

and enlist others to do it.

But the plan, however eftective when adopted with s|>irlt and

energy, is a perfect defeat to the business wliere neglected.

No bookseller will keep our works on sale so long as preachers

can |>urchase a single book at about the same price that he has

to pay in laying in a full stock. He naturally concludes that

the people will patronize their pastor. If the present incum-

bent does not su])]>ly them his successor will do so, and there-

fore he avoids this class of stock as unsalable. This is the
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reason why Methodist books are not found on the shelves of

L'encral booksellers by the side of those of other denominations,

go loudly complained of by some preachers, to the discredit of

piibHshers. The fault is not in the publishers, but in the

j>reachei"s, who accept tlie privileges secured to them by our

sv::tom, but neglect the duties in consideration of which those

privileges were granted. If the agents were to refuse them the

credit and discount they claim, and give it only to dealers, they

would not be likely to improve their reputation for enterprise.

Tlie two systems, like itinerancy and the settled ministry, can-

not M'ork efficiently together. If the Agents rely upon the

jrreachers, the booksellers will reject tlieir books. If they will

eecure the aid of the booksellers, they must withdraw or greatly

reduce the privileges of the preachers.

These positions are sustained by facts. To test the matter

the Agents put their books, several years ago, into the " trade

caks,^^ the common resort of dealers, and they were uniformly

l>nrchased by their regular customers, not by the trade gener-

ally. This was conclusive. It has been tested by another

method. The Agents publish a class of works for Sabbath-

t-chools, with regard to M'hich preachers have no peculiar priv-

ileges, but which they sell to dealers at a moderate discount.

These books meet with no ditiiculty in reaching the general

market. Were they to be put at a price that would justify a

little larger discount they would go everywhere ; but in view

of the demand of our people for " cheap booJcs,''^ they are kept

below the market price.

Looking at the subject in all its aspects, we have no doubt

that our old and well-tried plan is the best for us. If faithfully

carried out by the preachers, only as our altered circumstances

I'crmit, it will bring the books to the people for whom they

we especially published, at the lowest price, and introduce them,

to others with whom they associate.

A business involving so many owners, scattered over our

^vidcly extended country, is necessarily attended with many
^'J'-culties. Though surrendered to the control of a few for

^lic time being, its seven thousand proprietors naturall}'- feel

that they have a right to advise them in relation to its managc-
"•'-'"t, and that their opinions ought to be respected. For the

fame reasons they feel that they may justly remonstrate when
I'ouirrir Seiues, Vol. XIX.—IS
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their Agents come short of, or go beyond what they deem expe-

dient. %\\i not agreeing at all among themselves, they offer fo

many conflicting opinions that they compel the Agents to fol-

low their o\sti judgment, though it may chance to be in con-

flict with the convictions of wise and good men, who ardently

desire the prosperity of the cause. This sometimes gives

offense, and produces criticisms not very creditable to the

Agents or to the Concern.

. Partners naturally feel, too, that they are entitled to more

indulgence than others, and ought not to be holden as strictly

to business principles in the matter of payment. If not grati-

fied in these notions, they are liable to become alienated, and

give their patronage to competing establishments. Agents

have alwavs found it necessary to be very careful at these

points. But it would be giving them too much credit to say

that they have not often given offense. Yet it should be ob-

Berved that in most cases no offense would have been taken

had the transaction occurred in dealing with an independent

house.

The fact that so many of the partners are authors, is another

source of embarrassment. They feel that they are entitled to

special consideration, and sometimes fail to appreciate the m>>-

tives of editors and agents in deciding adversely to their

wishes. This has, no doubt, been the real source of some

severe animadversions, which have been credited to superior

wisdom and enterprise.* Could the facts be understood, the

damage would not be serious ; but to divulge them would be

regarded as adding insult to injury. Hence little attempt at

reply has been made, and the Concern has been left to vindi-

cate its managers by its unexampled success.

Other embarrassments arise from differences of opini"n

among the parties in interest. Hardly a month passes in wliu--'

some if/irojinari/ improvement is not urged through the paper.-,

as required by the times, and indispensable to the honor and

success of tlie cause. The projects and methods of otl^-r

houses are quoted with laudation, and smart sapngs abou^

^^oldfo'jijisia:' "the ruts of the fathers," and '' sheeiyhindlng,

* An officer in aootlier similar institution once remarked to the writer, ^^'^'^''^

committee rejected nine in every ten manuscripts offered, and generally crea---'

nine enemies to their business.
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often grace the columns of friends, who, if they were to become

acquainted with all tJie facts involved, would be the first to

oj'j»o?e their own projects. Cases have actually occurred in

which good brethren have defended both sides of the same

ijuestion ! And others would feel obliged to do so were they

to take the trouble to inform themselves more fully. But this

is nothing strange or new, and there is no remedy for it. The
^c^t of men sometimes hastily form opinions, and as hastily

express them, and they will do so ; but time and better inform-

ation are great reformers, and M-ill sooner or later win the field.

But notwithstanding these and many other difficulties which

have attended the business, the progress of the Concern has

l)cen regular and creditable. The fircpf 1836 gave it a severe

shock, but it soon rallied, and acquired more than its former

strength. The division of the Church by slavery took ofl:*

nbout one third of its customers, and one half of its real capi-

tal
; but a few years repaired the damage. It has been heavily

taxed to support periodicals in new fields on the frontiers,

which its Agents did not start and do not control, and to pay
tlic general expenses of the Church ; but it has never failed to

ri'-jiond at sight to every lawful demand. It has witnessed

tlie rise and fall of strong and enterprising publishers, with

whom its agents and editors have been ingloriously compared,

^vithout faltering for a moment. It has competed with a vari-

ety of other similar establishments, both denominational and

p*-'neral, and yet has never asked a collection of the Churches,

ari'l never received one except in connection with the fire be-

^••re mentioned. It has passed the financial panics of the

i^^t fifty years, before which the mighty have fallen, without
t/ie slightest interruption or danger. In the crisis of 1857,

^v'len every bank but one, and nearly every publishing house in

the city ofXew York suspended payment, it had gold in its vaults

^'> Jneet every demand, besides loaning the Missionary Society

'"ore than thirty thousand dollars. Its credit has been equal
'•> every emergency, no hanh even asking or receiving an iu-

<''>r!ier to its paper. It is the largest religious publishing house
I'l the world, and sends forth tens of thousands of volumes that

[M'i'*-'i^r to the purchasing public as the issues of other denom-
''^tions. 1 et it has always heen entirely managed hy lyreachers.
'^ut we shall not do justice to the subject without giving
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fuller details with regard to its financial success. "With such a

beginning and policy, and with so many disabilities, competi-

tors, and disasters, it would have done well had it paid its

expenses and reached its present status without performing

gratuitous service or making dividends.

It will be remembered that it was started in 17S9, under the

agency of a preacher stationed in Philadelphia, and on a bor-

rowed capital of six hundred dollars. With intervals of

depression it continued to prosper until the disastrous fire of

1836, and it paid out large sums from year to year to meet

general Church expenses, and aid the superannuated preachers.

It is obvious that it adhered closely to its religious and benevo-

lent objects, regarding^ the question oi j^i'ofAs as of secondary

consideration. Hence the injustice of comparing it with pri-

vate establishments, which are conducted with special reference

to financial gain, and are not restricted to any particular class

of works. The points of analogy are so few, that such a com-

parison is unfair. It should be made, if at all, between the

Concern and other establishments engaged in a similar work.

Making proper allowance for the legacies, donations, subscrip-

tions, and collections received by others, with the view of

cheapening their publications, and pushing them into circula-

tion, such a comparison would aiibrd little occasion for morti-

fication. But leaving others to do their own work in their own

way, let us examine the facts, and see what the Methodist

Book Concern has a.(:hlcvQd financially.

The exhibit dated March 31, 1836, which was prepared for

the approaching General Conference, in less than one month

after the fire, states the amount that had been paid out during

the preceding four years as follows :

Dividends to Annual Conferences $-13,400 00

Paid to the Bishops 10,450 00

Paid on the expenses of delegates to the General Conference 4,8G6 00

Total $63,716 00

This exhibit, taken in connection with other facts already

given, and the policy of the Church with regard to the apprc»-

priation of the profits, and what we are about to say of tlio

capital on hand, proves that the Concern had been conducted

with efficiency down to that time. The same exhibit furnishes

the following inventory of all that remained after the fire :
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Lots on Mulberry-street $12,215 00

Remains of recent Building 3,500 00

Stock on hand, embracing Books, Presses, Paper, etc 19,104 66

Pue on Notes, deducting about 7 J per cent, for losses 44,155 79

Due on Book Account, considered good 48,383 31

Cash and Drafts on hand, less donations for rebuilding 23,849 82

Horse and Cart 100 00

Due on Policies thought to be collectable 10,000 00

Stock at Depository at New Orleans, reckoned at probable value. . .

.

34,803 37

Total $196,716 95

Less Debts owed by the Concern 5,061 19

Total $191,655 76

Contributed toward Rebuildmg (see Exhibit dated Jan. 1, 1840) 89,994 98

Total Capital $281,650 74

This is the sum of all the assets of the Concern at that time.

And it should be said that the stock and accounts were reck-

oned at a much higher estimate than they ought to have been,

as -will be seen by the deduction of only seven and a half per

cent, from the notes, which had been accumulating for many
years. But we will let it stand as it is, and make our calcula-

tions on this basis.

The present Capital of the Concern, (see Exhibit, dated Nov. 31,

186G,) embracing Real and Personal Property at all points, cou-

...nected with the Concern at New York $555,359 42

Deduct the Capital found m 1836, as above 281,650 74

And we have a balance of profits in Capital of $273,708 6S

Between 1836 and 1860 the Concern paid in dividends to the Annual

Conferences 305,457 00

To the Church South, as per Settlement 231,048 51

" " " interest on Bond ' 33,214 02

Cost of Church Suit 9,559 19

Araount transferred to the Cincinnati Branch, by order of General

Conference ua 1840 '. . . 105,103 56

Expenses of Delegates to General Conference, and other bills ordered

by that body 20,085 72

Paid in the Purchase and Support of Embarrassed Local Papers, so

far as ascertained 27,117 31

Paid Bishops' Salaries and Traveling Expenses .- 180,328 23

Total from 1836 to 18C0 $1,186,222 22

Paid between 1860 and 1864, as follows:

To the Publishing Committee of the Pacific Christian Advocate $6,000 00

To the Publishing Committee of the Califurnia Christian Advocate.

.

4,000 00
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Paid on account of Expenses of Delegates to the General Conference

oflSGO ^2,418 13

To the Committee on Ritual, and Sundry other Expenses ordered to

be paid by General Cc;uference \,i%\ 1

1

Paid Dividends to tlie Conferences 19,600 00

Paid on account of Salaries and Traveling Expenses of the Bishops

and to the Widows of Bishops 46,186^

Total $1,265,831 Id

Paid out from Jan. 1, 1S6-1, to Nov. 31, 1866, as follows:

Dividends to the Conferences $20,800 00

On the Pacific and California Advocates * 6,000 00

Sundry Expenses ordered to be paid by the General Conference 958 32

On the Salaries and Traveling Expenses of the Bishops and to the

"Widows of Bishops b^,\l'^ 92

Total $1,352,154 99

Thus it appears that the Concern, starting anew Marcli 31,

1836, with a mixed and uncertain capital, estimated at

$281,050 74, has made, in thirty-one years, $1,352,754 99,

of which 6273,708 68, has been added to its capital, and

$1,079,046 31, has been paid out in dividends and Church

expenses. In otlier words, that it has added more than ninety-

seven per cent, to its capital, and paid outside of its business

more than thrte hundred and eighty-three per cent, in dividends,

etc., making an average profit per annum of $43,637 25, or a

fraction less than sixteen per cent, on its capital.

These figures relate to the Concern at IS^ew York alone. By

addino- what has been made at Cincinnati, we shall see the

affrregate profits of the business at both places, as follows

:

Profits at New York $1,352,754 99

Present Capital at Cincinnati (see Exhibit, dated Nov.

30, 1866) $402,939 30

Less Capital furnished by New York 105,103 56

Total profits in Capital $297,835 74

Paid to the ChurcU .South ' 92,926 61

Paid toward Bishops' Salaries, etc., and General Con-

ference Exp^.-nsf3 70,779 88
461,542 23

Making a grand toUd of profits in both places of $1,814,297 --

But this .showing, gratifying as it is, does not do full justice

to the officers of the Concerns, 1. Because the stock with which

they commenced in 1S36 was overestimated, as before stated.
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2. Because the Concern formerly charged most that it paid to

bishops, etc., directly to the expenses of the business, which it is

now difficult to collect with accuracy. 3. Because the publica-

tions and business experiments which have proved most disas-

trous to the finances, were ordered by the General Conferences.

But waiving all these considerations, and others still more

important which we deem it inexpedient to name, we ask,

AVhat publishing house has been more successful? There are

few that were in the book business in 1836 who have notfailed^

or at least suspended, since that time. How many are there

to-day worth one half the Concern has made and paid out in

dividends ? How many can boast of so much as the profits of

the Concern for a single year ? Suppose the most successful of

them had been drawn upon annually for dividends, and been

obliged to pay over at once nearly one half of its capital, as

this establishment did to the Church South, what would have

been the result ? If private parties have succeeded, it has been

by turning their profits into their business, whereas the Book

Concern has had to turn its profits away from its business.

Suppose the Concern had retained its profits, and saved at least

one hundred and fifty thousand dollars interest it has been

obliged to pay on borrowed money, and invested them at legal

interest, and thus kept them and their proceeds accumulating,

what would have been the value of it to-day? We have not

found time to make the calculation, nor have we deemed it

necessary. But we insist that the few who take it upon them-

selves to write or speak disparagingly of the management of the

business, are bound in all fairness to do it, and state the result.

These showings will no doubt elicit the inquiry which has

often been made by leading publishers and others, to wit

:

"How has all this been done?" We shall not attempt to

answer the question fully, as it would require more space than

is allotted to us, and lead to developments which expediency

^vould forbid. Still a few suggestions on the subject may be

profitable. We answer, then, 1. The Agents formerly obtained

better prices, both in regard to the cost of production and the

charge for similar books published by others. They could do

^, as their issues were mostly of a denominational character,

and met with little competition from any source. 2. The sales

ot many of their publications have been very large, some of
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them reaching to several hundred thousand copies. A book

at our present prices, of which we can only sell three or four

thousand copies, is not financially worth publishing ; while, if

we could sell twenty, forty, or sixty thousand, it would pay a

handsome profit. 3. The Concern has been managed with

remarJcahle economy. Its Agents and editors, like its employees

generally, have worked for a mere living compensation,

which would hardly pay the carriage expenses of the owners

of other establishments of half its magnitude. Then they have

done the vjhole business of stereotyping, printing, binding, and

selling, thus producing and circulating their issues at the low-

est possible expense. They have done it, too, on Mulberry-

Btreet, in the substantial, not showy, but cheap and economical

buildings belonging to the Concern, where books can be made,

and j)aj}ers issued, at as little expense as in any other part of

the city. They might have retailed more books in a better

location, and in a more costly store, and this might have been

to the honor of the Church
; but the cost would have exceeded

the gain, a? publishers well know that the retail trade amounts

to but little to them anywhere. Had they spread out, accord-

ing to public and private advices, which have been free and

abundant, and removed the whole establishment to Broadway,

tliis article had not been written, and the Concern would have

been erroanino; under a debt which neither we nor our children

could bear. But let not these remarks be construed as

against progress, or the improvement of our accommodations.

We go for progress, but can never consent to sacrifice safety

and economy for show. This has ruined too many already in

all kinds of business, and will ruin others. Had the Concern

retained its profits, it might have been on Broadway, or in any

other desirable location, and in splendid huildings, and been

out of debt. But other interests, which have flourished under

its fostering care, might have suftered. The policy of the

Church in this respect has undoubtedly been wise. Circum-

stances may require it to be modified so as to leave the busi-

ness to take care of itself only, but at the present there are

serious objections to such a course. We should much prefer

that God would influence some rich man or men, who feel con-

cerned for the honor of the Church, to furnish suitable build-

ings in the right place, for the accommodation of our publish-
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ing, Missionary, Sunday-school, Tract, and other general inter-

ests. And this is by no means impossible, or even improbable.

If this hope should fail, it would be better that these desirable

accommodations should be secured in some other way, and let

the old arrangement be maintained. Something will probably

be done in iJie matter before long.

Leaving the past, let us briefly glance at the future. The
Concern never had more or stronger competitors than now.

Each Cliristian denomination has its publishing house, its

books, papers, etc. Many of them depend largely on collec-

tions and donations to furnish buildings, apparatus, and the

expenses of its officers. Still, with our facilities, we have little

to fear from this source. The Agents will be obliged to sell

many of their issues at cost, and even less than cost, or bo

blamed and forsaken by many of their customers. But this

can be endured if the partners, the traveling preachers, will

patronize the business as tliey may and ought to do. But it

every conference or two is going to publish a local paper, and

tlie proprietors of the Concern are to use their influence to dis-

parage it and divert its natural patrons to the support of sepa-

rate and independent establishments, as some are doing, there

is just cause of alarm. If it were young and weak they would

not do it. They forget that no house can stand, however

strong, if divided against itself. Every dollar diverted sub-

tracts just so much from tlie grand total. One dollar or one

man, however, would not make much perceptible diflerencc
;

but bad examples are contagious, and especially when winked

at by those who should reprove them. Ko other institution

of the Church could succeed under this dividing policy. The
general and annual conferences, bishops, and secretaries would
fend forth one united remonstrance against it, if it were to be

adopted with regard to the Missionary or any other of our

benevolent societies. But here ministers can form alliances,

i*sue their manifestoes, and send out their counter publications,

and ofl'er high inducements to partners to betray their volun-

tarily assumed trusts, and yet they are petted and favored
and accommodated and honored in their own conferences, and
^('Icorned in others, as though their course was legitimate and

.

^iiir, and in good faith. Aiul their coadjutors defend them by
glittering generalities about the '''freedom, of the press, ^'' '^fair
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corii'petition^^ and " cheap pajpers^^ as tliough our Agents and

editors were opposed to these things. They are not opposed

to them. They only insist that partners^ who enjoy equal

privileges with their associates, should redeem their pledges,

and not give their influence against the business. They believe,

too, that to make the competition defended at all fair and hon-

orable, the independent publishers should pay their full propor-

tion of the general expenses charged to the Book Concern, and

limit their special efforts to obtain patronage within reasonable

geographical boundaries. As the case now stands, the Book
Concern pays all the taxes and expenses, and is limited, so far

as special efforts are concerned, to a small territory around its

place of business, not occupied by other official papers, while

these competitors pay nothing, and assume to make a clean

sweep over the entire continent. They send forth their tempt-

ing offers with little concern as to how much ofiicial papers

may suffer, provided they succeed, while official publishers feel

obliged to confine all such efforts within their own patronizing

territory. This is one reason why the Agents cannot adopt

the methods of private papers in canvassing for subscribers.

"\V^e have deemed it proper to state these things thus plainly

for the benefit of all parties in interest. Should the pulley

which lias given the Book Concern such remarkable success be

maintained by its proper owners and managers, it has a bright

future before it. If it is to be repudiated, and every man is to

be at liberty to resume his personal right to do as he pleases,

without disturbing his relations to the Ji?rn, we see little ground

to hope. If these innovations are right and proper, there are

many who would like to share in the profits of them. ^Ve

Lope that our honored bishops, who are the authorized

expoundei-s of the Dlsci])llne during the intervals of the Gen-

eral Conference, will place the matter in its proper light

before the conferences, and in their addresses and sermons on

the economy of the Church, which they so highly approve and

60 often commend to public consideration. AVe are amazed at

the assumptions of some of our copartners. Suppose the com-

pany was made up of six men instead of six thousatid, all

equally committed t<) work for its success, and two should em-

ploy all their talents and influence to get up or carry ibrward

competing establishments on private account, would that be
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fair and honest ? Such conduct would not be tolerated for a

day. No honorable man would risk his reputation in defending

it. Is not the principle the same in the present case ? "We

have no doubt of it, and believe that it is generally so regarded.

Our danger lies in the few who repudiate their obligations.

A business so complicated, embracing so many branches of

trade and manufacture, conducted by so many parties, scattered

?o widely over the country, requires great unity of action and

financial care. It has evidently been guided thus far by a

good Providence. May its future be equally influential for

jrood, and creditable to the whole Church.

Art. YIII.—FOP.EIGN RELIGIOUS IXTELLIGENCE.

PEOTESTAUTISM.
^ GREAT BRITAIN.

The Colbxso Case—Electiox of a
Sltcessor to Colexso.— In the last

number of the "Meiliodist Quarterly

Review " we contiuued the history of

tiie Colensocaso until the decisioa given
iu his favor, in October, by tlie Master
of ilie Rolls, (Lord RomilJy,) who decided

tliat the trustees of the Colonial Bishop-
ric's Fund were obliged to pay to Dr.

Colenso the arrears of his salary, which
Ihey had deemed tliemselves authorized
to cut off. About the same time, when
this decision was rendered iu his favor,

the clergy and laity of Natal took the
I^^t step for completely severing all

tuunoction between themselves and
tii'-ir excommunicated bishop. On Oc-
toljcr 15 a meeting was convened to

Cfj.'isider the replies sent by the Convo-
cation of Canterbury to the queries for-

^arded through the Metropolitan of

Capetown, in 18C5, from the Church
^^ Natal, and, in accordance with the

«»'lvice tendered, to elect a new bishop
I'-T the diocese. Fourteen clergymen
"nd about fifty communicants were
present. The two clerical supporters of

•-^jlenso were present, but not allowed
*'> vote. A letter was read from the
'^i^'hop of Capetown, urging the clergy
*!"1 laity of the diocese of Natal to elect

" iH'w bishop ; and as regard.s the mode
t-f election, giving this advice : " The

clergy elect, communicants assent.

They alone have to do with the matter.

All communicants have a right, I ap-

prehend, according to tho customs of

the primitive Church, to express their

assent if they so will." The Bishop of

Grahamstown wrote " to express his

general concurrence in the views, as to

the election of a bishop, contained in the

Metropolitan's letter." The discussions

extended over two days. The final re-

sult was that the clergy present were
evenly divided, seven voting for the

edection of the Rev. William Butler,

vicar of Wantage, (of tlie diocese of Ox-
ford,) as bishop, and seven voting

against such election, holding such a

course to be illegal, and ojiposed to tho

advice of convocation. The dean who
presided gave his casting vote in favor

of the election. Twenty-eight laymen
also voted for it. The dean then pro-

nounced that the Rev. William Butler

had been duly elected. The supporters

of Coleuso made great efforts to keep up
an organized resistance. Tho congre-

gation of tit. John's Church, Pinetown,

held a meeting, repudiated the election

of a new bishop, ejected their incum-
bent, the Rev. James Walton, for the

part he had taken iu it, and then called

upon Dr. Coleuso to appoint a new min-

ister. On tlie oUth of October another

meeting of supporters of Colenso was
hold at the cathedral of tho diocese, at

which a protest was moved by the Co-
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lonial Secretary, seconded by the Secre-

tary for Native A flairs, and unanimously
agreed to. The protest declared that

the clergy and laity concerned in this

election had, by that act of legislation,

renounced the Queen's supremacy, and
forfeited their membership of the Church
of England. Dr. Colenso, on his part,

contended that all persons taking part

in conventicles or private meetings to

consult on any matter or course im-

peaching the doctrine of the Church of

England, or of the Book of Common
Prayer, were ipse facto excommunicated
in terms of the 75th canon of the

Church, and that the dean and his sup-

porters were tlierefore excommunicated
by their own act in electing a bishop

•without the Queen's authority. The
English government had previously in-

structed the officers of the Crown to ob-

serve a strict ncutrahty in the contro-

versy.

The Ritcaijstic Controversy.—If

there was ever any danger to the ]*]stab-

lished Church of England involved in

the Colenso controvers}', it may now be
regarded as averted, as Colenso is not
supported by any party of numerical
importance. The '' Kitiialistic contro-

versy," on the other hand, is likely to

become of greater importance. The in-

terest taken in it by the Church is pro-

foimd and uuiversal, and the opinion is

gaining ground among all the different

parties, that this controversy will prove

a most dangerous wedge into both the

imity and the prerogatives of the Estab-

lished Church. The "Kitualists," who
continue to display the most extraordi-

nary activity, have wisely concluded to

conform for the present to the decisions

of the Convocation of Canterbury and of

the eminent jurists employed by them,

both of which have been referred to

in former numbers of the " ilethodist

Quarterly Review." At a recent meet-
ing of the " P^ugliih Cliurch Union,"
the central society of the English Ritu-

alists, the following resolutions, which
fidly detiuo the present position of the

Ritualists, were adopted

:

1. That inasmuch as the opiniona o^
the counsel consulted by the English
Church Union are uuaniniou»ly in favor
of the legality of the Eueharistic vest-

ments, and tliiit a majority have pro-
nounced for the hi'.viuhiesd of the two
altar lights and thu wafer bread ; while,
a3 to the mixed chalice, the majority are

not adverse to it, but rather the contrary,

the Union is bound to defend their use
if it shall be questioned in the ecclesbs-
tical courts.

2. That the opinions of counsel being
unanhuously adverse to the lawfulness
of " censing persons and things in the
course of the service," the Unioli cannot
undertake to defend this practice, unless
further information shall warrant counsel
in advisin;; tliat such practice is lawful.
But that, inasmuch as the Lower House
of Convocation of Canterbury have re-
ported to the Upi^:>er House not unfavor-
ably of the burning of incense, ' for the
twofold purpose of sweet fumigation and
of serving as an expressive symbol,' the
Union is pre^iared, if necessary, to defend
such a mode of using it as may substan-
tially agree witix the report of Convoca-
tion, especially as the majority of the le-

gal opinions obtauied by the Union do
not conflict therewith.

3. That, having regard to the general
custom of using very frequently and very
variously hymns, anthems, and the like,

in connection with the different services
of the Church, and considering the fact
that Convocation has not objected to the
custom, it appears to the Union that
attempts to deprive Churchmen of the
liberty which this precedent affords
ought to be resisted by the Union, if

necessity should arise ; though the Union
must be understood to reserve to itself a
discretion as to the mode and nature of
the hymnody used, before it could under-
take their defense.

Dr. Pusey, who was prevented from
being present at this meeting, expressed
in a letter his continuing sympathy with
the views of the party. Among thosa

who were present was the newly con-

secrated bishop of Dimedin, in Australia.

The new bishop of the important see of

Calcutta is likewise reported to be a de-

cided ritualist. But none of all the An-
glican bisiiops is so outspoken in his

advocacy of the objects pf the ritualistic

party as the Bishop of Sahsbury, who,
in recent replies to protests against rit-

ualistic innovations, fully identifies him-

self with the party.

From a recent work on the diocese of

London it appears that some of the ritu-

alistic practices have been introduced

into about one third of the churches, the

total number of which is five hundred

and fifty-eight. Eueharistic vestments

are used in twelve, incense is used in

six, and colored stoles are worn by tho

clergy in three churches, where the eu-

eharistic vestments have not yet been

adopted. At ninety-four churciies the

services are fully choral, at sixty-six

partly so. Of the choirs eighty-three
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are said to be surpliced, nearly one sixth

of the whole, and Gregorian music is

eiclusively used at thirty-nine. Serv-

ices are held on saints' days at one

hundred and sixty-nine churches, nearly

one tliird ; while at ninety of these, or

in the proportion of one sixth, there is

also daily service.

EOMAN CATHOLICISM.
contocation" of a.\ assembly of

Roman- Catholic Bishops at Rome—
Separation of Crurch axd State vs.

Italy—Highly liiPORTAXT Manifesto
OF THE Prime Minister, Ricasoll—
The Pope has addressed an invitation to

the bishops of the Catholic vrorld, to as-

semble iu Rome in June, 1SG7, to cele-

brate the eighteenth centenary of the

martyrdom of the apostles Peter and
Paul, and the canonization of several

martjTS, confessors, and virgins. The
pontifical letter of invitation, bearing

date the Sth of December, is signed by
the Cardinal Prefect of the Sacred Con-

gregation of the Council. The meeting
may become one of great importance, not

60 much as a mere gathering of bisliops

for the purposes pointed out in the pon-

tifical letter, as on account of a formal

declaration on the relation of the Roman
Cathohc Church to the State governments,

and on the abolition of the " temporal

power," which the assembly of bishops,

it is generally expected, will be desired

and induced b)' the Pope to make.
The evacuation of Rome by the French

virtually consummates the abolition of

the temporal power of the papacy. Al-

though there was no immediate out-

break of a revolution, and altliough the

Italian government makes the utmgst
efforts for effecting a peaceable solution

of the Roman question, it is not doubted
that the immense majority of the Roman
people are ready to shake off the papal

yoke and unite themselves with Italy.

The temporal power of the popes has

been so closely connected with the State

Cburch system in Roman Catholic coun-
tries, that its abolition cannot fail to be

Eoon followed by a radical change in the

relations between the Roman Church
and the state government. Public opin-

ion has long been preparing for such a
cliange. The liberal party in the Roman
Catholic countries of Europe, no less than
in the Protestant, is in favor of separa-
tion between Church and State, and look
more or less upon the American system
*s a inodeL It is a curious circumstance

that iu this important transformation

Italy should take the lead. It is the

Italian prime minister. Baron Ricasoli,

to whom belongs the honor of being the

first among the leading statesmen of

Europe to have unreservedly recom-
mended the introduction of the Ameri-
can plan. The Italian goverument has,

for several years, given notice that it in-

tended to rearrange the relations of the

Church with the State, on the basis of

entire independence. These views were
more fully developed iu a circular ad-

dressed by Ricasoli to the bishops who
had been exiled, and who had petitioned

for permission to returu to their dioceses.

The Italian government had granted this

liberty even before it was asked; and
in communicating the decision of his

government to the bishops, Ricasoli took

occasion to annoirace that his govern-

ment was determined to introduce rehg-

ious liberty as it exists in the United

States.

THE EASTEEN CHTJECHES.
Review of the Greek and other

Eastern Churches dfring the Year
1S6G— Intercommunion with Angli-

can Churches.— The most important

event in the recent history of the Greek
and other Eastern Cluirches, is the in-

creasing interest in establishing closer

connections with the Anglican Churches

of Europe and America. Tliis increase

of interest is, in particular, reported

from Russia. In the last number of the

"Methodist Quarterly Review" we re-

ferred to the account given by the Scot-

tish Bishop of Moray and Ross of his

visit in Russia, during which he found

tlie liveliest interest iu the progress of

intercommunion taken by the Russian

bishops and clergy, and by the members
of tlie imperial family. The Rev. George

Williams, of England, one of the most

ardent champions of the cause of inter-

communion, who has lately been travel-

ing in the East, writes on this subject to

the Eastern Church Association in En-
gland :

The Bishop of Xazareth was perhaps
the most hearty in his sympathy of all

with whom I conversed, and he repeated
more than once, " Your project is the sal-

vation of the world ; it is nothing short

of that ! " The Bishop oi ilount 'fabor, a

most devout man, was deeplv interested

iu the idea of reunion, and it is a comfort

to think that praytrs are continually as-

cending from Tabor's lonely peak for the

good success of our work. ' The Bishops
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of Horns and Hamah were also warm in

their approval, anJ the last bishop whom
I saw, namely, the successor of St. Poly-
carp at Smyrna, expressed himself most
strongly in favor of intercommunion.

In December, 186G, the Patriarch of
" Constantinople was deposed from his

office by the Turkish government, at tlio

urgent request of a large number of tho

most influential Greeks. The patriarch

had made many enemies by excommuni-
cating and imprisoning tlie editor of a

Greek paper in Constantinople, wlio had
been advocating a religious reform.

Owing to the great e.xcitement against

him, he gave in his resignation, but at

tho same time induced the Porte not to

accept it. As the e.teitement, however,
continued to inorca'^e, he was finally

forced to abdicate his office. Tlie Turk-
ish government, witli which the patri-

arch had always been on the best terms,

gave him a monthly pension of five thou-

sand piastres.

The long struggle between the gov-

ernment of the Dannbian Principalities

and the Greek Synod of Constantinople

terminated, in 1SC6, in the formal recog-

nition of tlie entire independence of tlio

Cliurch of tlie Priuci[ialities ijy the pa-

triarch of Constanlin()[ile and his Synoi
The Church in the Ionian Islands at

the close of the year still held out against

being incorporated wiili the Clmrch of

the kingdom of Greece.

The Russian government, at the be-

ginning of the year 18G7, gave its con-

sent to the establishment of a society for

the spread of the •'orthodox" relifriou

amough eathens,i[ussulmaiis,and Buddii-

ists in tlieir territory. Tho operations

of the society will be directed in the first

instance to the conversion of the pagan
tribes in the Altai and Trans-lJalkal

country, and tho coumoracting of Mus-
sulman and Bnddliist propaganda in

those parts. The Caucasus, being as-

signed to the latjors of a s[iecial society

of the kind, is excluili'd from the sphere

of the present one. Xew churches were,

in 18GG, erected with tlio aid of tlie Rus-
sian government in Taslikcut and Kho-
jent, two large cities in that part of In-

dependent Tartary whicli has recently

been annexed to Ktissia. A new Greek
Church will, in tlio cnui-^e of th.o pres-

ent year, be put up in tlie city of New
York.

It is a curious circumstance, that the

Greek Churcii has of late begun to gain

some converts in the countries of West-

em Europe. The best known of these

converts is Abbe Guettee, the author of

a "Plistory of the Church of France,"

(the largest work on the subject.) a

"History of the Jesuits," (three vols.,)

a refutation of Renan's Vie de Jesus, and
many other works. Abbe Guettee, while

a Roman Catholic priest, had decidedly

Gallican views, and all his works liad,

on that account, been censured by Rome.
Six years ago he founded, in conjunction

with tho Rev. Archpriest Wa.=silieff,

titular head of the Russo-Greek Cluirch

in France, and especially attached to the

Russian Church in Paris, a weekly pub-

lication, entitled V Union Christienne, and
having for its object the union of the

non-Roman Churches holding the doc-

trine of apostolical succession. His lat-

est work, undertaking to prove a schis-

matic character in the papacy, was pub-

lished in 18G6, and translated at once

into English * and Russian.

Another work in defense of the doc-

trines of the Greek Church was publish-

ed in England by the Rev. J. J. Over-

beck, likely formerly a member of tho

Roman Catholic communion.
A very interesting movement has re-

cently sprung up in the Armenian Church
of Turkey, the origin of whicli may be

traced to the faithful labors of the Ameri-
can missionaries. It is well known that

many years ago the American mission-

aries in Turkey succeeded in organizing

a Protestant Armenian Church, winch
now numbers from ten to twelve thou-

sand members. But it seems that be-

sides those wiio formally withdrew from

the old Armenian Church, and organi;'.ed

themselves into a Protestant community,

there were many others, especially in

tlie large cities, who were influenced by

the preaching of the Protestant mission-

aries, although they deemed it prefera-

ble to remain in the old Cliurch, and to

hibor for a Protestant reformation, rather

than to build up an independent Protest-

ant Church. Tliis sentiment has shown
itself in such partial reforms as the re-

moval of alL, or all but one, of the pic-

tures in the churches ; in giving free

circulation to the Scriptures, and such

opposition to saint and imago worship

as was manifested last year in Smyrna,

when the images put into the church by

the bishop were destroyed by the peo-

* The Papacij; iU IlUtoric Orioi'i «'"'

Prim itite RehUiong with the Kasi-ern < 'h u.rchfK.

AVith an Introdutiou of Bishop A. C. Coxc. anJ

a Birv-raphical Sketch of the Author. Now
Tort, l&OT.
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pie. In many places, too, ecclesiastica

have been found who were bold enough
to preach simple evangelical truth.

Several years ago the friends of reform

organized themselves into a distinct

party, calling themselves " The En-
lightened." The first move of the party

was for a change of the external organ-

ization of the Church, and in this they
were successful. They prevailed upon
the Turkish government to deprive the

patriarch of his civil power, vesting it in

a committee of laymen, and to give to

the Armenians a constitution drawn up
in tliis sense.

More recently the reform party has

made a determined effort in favor of a

religious reformation. A self-constituted

committee has for months been engaged
in preparing a reformed prayer-book.

This book, which, at the close of last

year, was in press, is based upon the

old Armenian prayer-book ; but it is

thoroughly evangelical, and the prayers

are in the modern language. It is in-

tended to introduce this prayer-book
into the Armenian churches wherever
it can be done ; but if it cannot be done,

the reformers will cease attending the

churches, and hold meetings by them-
selves. It is claimed by those who are

well acquainted with the people, that in

some parishes nine tenths of the popu-
lation would favor the introduction of

the new prayer-book ; but the patri-

arch, it is expected, will use his wliole

influence against it, and prevent its in-

troduction.

Among the Nestorians the mission-

aries of tiie American Board continue to

be successful. According to tlie annual
report of the American Board of Com-
missioners for Foreign Missions for the

year 1S66, there were five hundred and
Beventy-seven persons in Church com-
munion. There are now seventy-six

places of stated preaching, with an av-

erage attendance of two tiiousand five

hundred and fifty-nine. Tlie number of

native helpers in connection with the

mission is one hundred and eleven.

Thirty-eight students, fourteen of tliem

from the mountain districts, have been
in attendance at the male seminary, and
thirty-six at the female. The moral and
religious condition of tlie people is most
satisfactory. Late intelligence from tlie

mission gives, however, occasion to fear

an interference with tiie Protestant mis-

sions by the English High Church party.

Advantage is taken of some dissatis-

faction on the part of a few of the mount-
ain helpers. Some of them had gone to

be ordained by Bishop Gobat of Jerusa-
lem. As the Protestant missionaries
have not organized Churches separate
from the old Xestorian Church, and as
all the native Protestant preachers re-

ceive ordination from the hands of the
Nestorian bishop.s, the Protestant Nes-
torians are peculiarly liable t(j be drawn
away. Their poverty exposes them to

the temptation to accept the larger sal-

aries which are offered, and to secure
other pecuniary assistance. Tlio legal'

position of the Nestorians in Persia was
greatly improved in 18G6, consequent
upon the Enghsh intervention in their

behalf When, in a village near Ooro-
miah, the Protestant Nestorians were
ejected by the Roman Caiholic party

from a church which the former had
long occupied, the representative of Pm-
glaud in Persia set on foot a subscrip-

tion to build the ejected Protestants a

now church of their own, and this list

the Shah himself headed with one hund-
red pounds. The Shall, also, as a fur-

ther mark of his favor, appointed Gen-
eral Gcliangir Khan, an American gen-

tleman of distinguished merit, to repre-

sent the interests of the community.
The Copts of Egypt are greatly bene-

fited by the missionary and educational

labors of the United Presbyterian Cliurch

of the United States. The schools estab-

lished by this denomination in Egypt
are attended by a large number of Coptic

children.

The general condition of the Eastern

Churches is likely to be greatly improved

by the important political changes in

Russia and Turkey. In Rur-sia serfdom

has been abolished, and popular instruc-

tion is making satisfactory progress,

while at the same time the introduction

of a representative form of government
adds to the education of the adult. The
Viceroy of Egypt, in Xovember, ISGG,

assembled the first Egyptian Parliament,

among the members of which were sev-

eral native Christians, (Copts.) The
Turkish government has otficially de-

clared its intention to convoke an assem-

bly of representatives of the religious

donoiiiinations of the empire, in order to

secure more etfectually to all the enjoy-

ment of equal rights.
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Art. IX.—foreign LITERARY INTELLIGEXCE.

GERMANY.
Ukder the suporintendcnce and with

the pecuniary support of the Imperial

Academy of Vienna, the publication of

a new critical edition of the works of the

Fathers of the Latin Churcli lias been be-

gun, which will bo welcomed everywhere

by friends of theological literature as

meeting a deeply felt want in our theo-

logical literature. The large collection

-published by Abbe Migne is not only too

expensive, but also so devoid of critical

accuracy and taste, as to make it almost

worthless from the standpoint of literary

criticism. The first volume of the new
collection, containing tlie works of Sui-

pitius Scverus, has just been published

by Dr. Carl Halm, vrho has gained a

bigli reputation as editor of several of

the Latin classics. [Corpus Scriptoruvi

Ucclesiaaticorum Lutinnrum. Vol. L Sulp.

Severi Libri qui Srip'^r.mnt. Vienna,

1SG7.) The editor has carefully examined
the mnnuscriptsof the P^uropcau libraries,

and gives, together with a thorougiilj'

revised te.xt, a criticd commeutarj-. The
ne.xt volumes will contain the works
of Minutius Felix, Firmicus Maternus,

Lactantius, TertuUianu.s. llieronyuius,

(Letters and Polemical Writings,) Au-
gustinus, {Di Cu'ita'.e Dti) A prospect-

us, ginng fuller tletails of this collective

work, can be gratuitously obtained

through every German bookseller.

Of the Church History of Alzog the

eighth edition has recently been pub-

lished, {Kircften'jeschkhte. Freiburg,

1SG7. 2 vols.) This is by far the best

compend of Cimrch historj' from a Ro-
man Catholic point of view, and its com-
pleteness of literary references gives to

it a general value. The same author

has recently published a manual of pa-

trology. [Grundriss d&r Pat'ologie. Frei-

burg, 1867.)

Dr. Brischar (continuator ofthe Church
History of Count StoUberg, of a work on
the History of the Council of Trent, etc.,)

has begun a work on the " Catholic Pul-

pit Orators of the Three Last Centuries,"

the first volume of which has just been

published. {Die Kathol. Kanzelredner seit

den drei letzten Jahrhunderten. Schafl-

hausen. Vol. i. 1867.)

The literature on slavery has received

two interesting contributions from Ger-

many, the one from Dr. Wiskemann,
professor at the gymnasium of Hersfeld,

in Hesse-Cassel, the other from C. Godel,

a prominent clergyman of the Reformed
Church of Switzerland. The former (jD(>

Sdaverei. Leyden, 18GG) is a prize

essay, crowned by the Hague Society

for the Defense of Christianity. It gives

a commentary to every passage of th.e

Bible referring to slavery, refutes the

arguments which have been oflered by
the champions of slavery, and, in con-

clusion, examines the conditions of tlie

entire disappearance of the evil. The
latter (Sdoverei nnd Emancipation dtr

sthvsarzen Basse in den Vereini'jt-.n Staa-

ten von Kordamerica. Zurich. 1S6G) is

a comprehensive outline of the liistory

of slavery in the United States, witli a

full account of the present condition of

the freedraen. Both books are favora-

bly reviewed by the German press, and

especially the latter, which is ])ublished

by the "Zurich Committee for the sup-

port of the Fref?dmen," is generally re-

commended as the best German source

of information on the slavery question,

and the condition of the fireedmen.

Aet. X.—synopsis of the quarterlies, and others of
THE HIGHER PERIODICALS.

Amei^can Quarterly lieviews.

American Pkesbytekian ai^jd Theologica-l Review. January, 1SG7.—
1. Extemporaneous Preaching. 2. The Presulent and Congress. 3.

The Greetings of Paul. 4. Rev. Thomas Brainerd, D.D. 5. Notes on

Difficult Passages of Scripture. 6. A Lecture on Parish Preaching.
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7. Origin and Growth of Episcopacy. 8. New Testament Annotations.

9. The Kuria in the Second Epistle of John.

B.vPTisT Quarterly, January, 1867. (Philadelphia.)—1. Introduction.

2. Professional Power. 3. Plato and Platouism. 4. Sermons and Life

of Eev, F. W. Robertson. 5. Tischendorf on the Date of the Four
Gospels. 6. New England Ecclesiastical Legislation. 7. Is there a
Science of History ?

BrBMOTiTECA Sacra, January, 1867. (Boston.)— 1. The Twofold Funda-
mental Law of Rhythm and Accentuation ; or, the Relation of the
Rhythmical to the Logical Principle of the Melody of Human Speech.

2. The Divine and Human Natures in Christ. 3. The Art of Conversa-
tion. 4. The Province of Imagination in Sacred Oratory. 5. The
Topography of Jerusaleiu. 6. The Atonement in the Light of Con-
science. 7. Conscience, its Relations and Office. 8. Biblical Notes.

CoxGREGATiox.VL QUARTERLY, January, 1867. (Boston.)—1. Erastus
Fairbanks. 2. Puritanism. 3. Address at the Laying of the Comer-
Stone of the First Cougregationalist Church, Wasliington, D. C, Oct.

4, 1866, 4. The Arrangement of Sabbath Services. 5. "Winthrop
Church, Charlestown, Mass. 6. CongTegational Necrology.

CoN'GREGATioxAL REVIEW, January, 1867. (Boston.)—1. The Rationale
of Imputation. 2. Percival's Life and Letters. 3. The Name and the

Number of the Beast. 4. The Resurrection of Christ, 5. The Logical
Connections of Sabelliauism. 6. The Legacy of the Early Church to

Future Generations. 7. Pulpit Oratory. 8. Theology in Politics, an
Analytical Illustration. 9. The Praying, v^ith the Anointing, that Saves
the Sick ; an exegesi«. 10. Short Sermons.

Freewill Baptist Quarterly, January, 1867. (Dover, N. H.)— 1. Life

of Ptoses. 2. Free Commuuion. 3. Tending toward a Brotherhood,
18G6. 4. The Claims of Foreign Missions upon the Churches. 5. Ex-
position of 1 Cor. XV, 28. 0. Eccc Homo. 7. Our "Work in Cities

—

The Chicago Church. 8. The Sin against the Holy Spirit.

New E^•GL.\^-DER, Januaiy, 1867. (New Haven.^—1. The Temporal
Power of the Pope. 2. The Value of Linguistic Science to Ethnology.
3. The Late Insurrection in Jamaica. 4. United States Sanitary Com-
mission. 5. Divorce. Part I.—Divorce among the Hebrews, Greeks,
and Romans. 6. A Roman Philosopher.—A Review of an Article on
" Conversion •' in the '" Catholic World." 7. Southern Regeneration.

CxnTERSALisT QUARTERLY, January, 1867. (Boston.)—1. When were
our Gospels Written. 2, Death and Glory. 3. Pulpit Preparation.
4. Growth and Progress. 5. The Scenes in Eden not a Fall of Man,
B. Unity of Faith. 7. Rcnan's Apostles.

BoDTHERN Review, January, 1867.— 1. The Education of the "World.
2. The American Viri Romre. 3. The Legal Status of the Southern
States. 4. Craftsmen's Associations in France, o. The Daughters of
-De Neslc. 6. Mental Physiology. 7. Eari Stanhope's Life of Pitt.
8. The Imprisonment of Da\'is.

* he Southern Review appears the most imposing Quarterly pub-
''^hed in the country, not even excepting the North American.
it'* able editor, Dr. Albert Taylor Bledsoe, is flivorably known to

^'ir readers as the author of a woik of standard value, the The-
^'^icy. It Mill be a gratifying token for the South, and we trust

l-'ouRTH Series, Vol. XIX.—19
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for the country, if so magnificent a periodical can be successfully

maintained. Its objects are thus stated by the editors :

We desire this Review to represent the South, not as a party, but as a people.

Politics, however, in the highest sense of the word—as gathered from the teach-

ings of history and philosophy—will not be excluded from its pages. The causes

and consequences of the late war, and the various questions to which it has given

rise, will, from time to time, be temperately discussed ; not with the view of

awakening acrimonious or vindictive feeling, but of drawing profit from the expe-

rience of the past.

The first article, by the editor himself, is a comprehensive view of

the doctrine of human progress. The article on Mental Physiol-

ogy furnishes the best views that science aflbrds of the blending of

mind with matter in the constitution of man. There are two his-

torical articles, written Avith a fresh and attractive pen. The arti-

cle on the Legal Status of the Southern States is a cool, clear dis-

quisition, written in an eminently judicial spirit. Delicate as is

the subject, there is not an incautious word from beginning to end.

With its doctrines we cannot of course agree. Its law of treason

is such as no government ever held or practiced. The eighth

article, touching The Imprisonment of Davis, must, we think, have

been inserted by the editor without due examination. It violates

at start the announced purpose of the work, that national ques-

tions should be " temperately discussed."
,

English lieviews.

Chbistian REiTEMnKAKCER, January, 18G7. (London.)— 1. Medioeval

Latin Poetry. 2. AVorks of Edward Irving. 3. The Holy Roman
Empire. 4. "The Church and the AVorld. 5. The Papal Temporalities

—Dr. Newman. C. The York Congress and the Church in 18G6.

EDrs-BUKGH Review, January, 18G7. (New York: Reprint.)—!. Foreigu

Policy of Sir John Lawrence. 2. Adam Ferguson. 3. The Private

Business of Parliament. 4. llawlinson's Ancient ^lonarchics. 5. Jlod-

em Glass Painting. G, Tenant Compensation in Ireland. 7. Earlv

English Texts. 8. Meteoric Showers, 9. Position and Prospects of

Parties.

Journal of Sacked Literatvbe and Biblicax, Recokd, January,

1807. (I^ondon.)—1. Tne Historical Characters of the Gospels Tested

by an Examination of their Contents. 2. Karen Traditions and Opin-

ions. 3. "Tlic Coming One," a Meditation. 4. "Elias who was to

Come." 5. Difiicult Passages in Job. 6. Hymns of the Abyssinian

Church, and Prayers. 7. Remarks on the " Eir-enicon." 8. CandleuKi.^

Day, a Mystery.' 9. Two Epistles of Mar Jacob, Bishop of Edcssa.

Syriac Text.

London- Quarterly Review, January, 1867. (New York : Reprint.)—

1. Charles Lamb and some of his Companions. 2. The Cholera Con-

ference. 3. Books of Fiction for Children. 4. Crime in the State t'j

New York. 5. The Week's Republic in Palermo, ISOG, 6. Game aiui
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Game Laws. 7. Ultra-Ritualism. 8. Yankee Humor. 9. English De-
mocracy and Irish Fenianism.

WKSTirrxsTER Review, January-, 1867. OSTew York: Reprint.)—1. The
Battle of Sadova, and Military Organization. 2. The Ethics of Aris-

totle. 3. The Ladies' Petition. 4. Winckelman. 5. Irish University

Education. 6. Edmund Spenser. 7. Social Reform in England.

8. Reform and Reformers.

Bkitish Quarterly Review, January, 1800. (London.) — 1. Fronde's

Reign of Elizabeth. 2. The Chinese Classics. 3. Ritualism : Past and
Present. 4. Shakspeare in Domestic Life. 5. Archbishop "Whately.

6. George Eliot. 7. The United States since the War. 8. Bishop Cot-

ton—In Memoriam. 9. Reform.

" Genesis and its Authorship," by Mr. Quarry, (noticed in our

Book Table,) is thus characterized

:

Mr. Quarry has, we think, done more to demonstrate the independence of science

and revealed religion—their sufficiency to their own purposes and their own inde-

feasible rights—than any recent author with whom we are acquainted. The tirst

dissertation is occupied with the import of the introductory chapters of the Bouk
of Genesis ; and after showing the unsatisfactory nature of many recent attempts

to harmonize the six days' creation with geological science, the author developus,

with much learning, a stream of opinion adverse to thu literal acceptation, anterior

not only to geological, but even to astronomical discovery, and traceable back even

to Old Testament times. The quotations from Calmet, Burnet, Stillingtleet, Henry
More, Lord Bacon, the venerable Bede, St. Augustine, Origen, Ireuteus, Josephus,

Aquila, ' show that long before geology, or even modern astronomy, presented the

ditiicultics that of late years have perplexed believers, and afforded a fancied tri-

umph to the infidel, there were those who saw abundant difficulties in the way of

a hteral acceptation of the Mosaic statements, who could yet be profound believers

in the divine inspiration of Holy Scripture and of this part in particular.''

The hint which Mr. Quarry Uikes from some of these " burning and shining lights
''

in the Church of Christ is, that the conception of time, and the mention of success-

ive days, are natural and unpressive hieroglyphs to denote a 'principh of classinca-

tion for all created things, which are thus in six great categories declared to be the

product of the creative Word. A grand triad of elements is tRus presented as

having issued front the word and thought of the Almighty: (1.) Light, with its

correlative heat. (2.) Water in its aerial and liquid form. (3.) The solid earth.

These apxo-L, or oroix^ia of the universe, the inspired writer proceeds to people,

as it were, with their appropriate occupants. The element of light becomes occu-

pied by the heavenly luminaries, and afterward in order, the water, air, and earth

are respectively peopled with fishes and fowls, with vegetable, animal, and human
life. It would be impossible here to expound fully the argtiment which handles

the various difCculties that readily suggest themselves to such an haterpretation,

but which, while it steers clear of all Newtonian or nebular theories, geological

formations, organic remains, development hypotlieses, and laws of natural selection,

makes it abundantly evident that a statement which should be conformed to the

absolute truth of nature, or to any particular stage of subsequent scientific discov-

ery, was not to be expected, and would not be likely to answer any usefid purpose

;

while such a comprehensive classification as that given in the sacred record would
bo admirably designed to counteract idolatrous teudencies, and incoutrovertibly to

establish the prime truth on which all revealed religion turns. Such a classifica-

tion of the universe can never be superseded, and will always be ready with its

Sublime lessons to the science of every successive age.

Agiiin, with great abilit)-, Mr. Quarry enumerates, in the description of Faradise
find tlm Fall, various elements of an obviously allegorical character. He would
not deprive the narrative of its historical truth; nor would he transform it into a

^ytli, cir an apolotrue ; but he calls attention to the abimdant evidence of the myst;-

^ or hieroglyphic dress in which an historical fact of infinite importance is robed.

A hundred pages are subsequently devoted to the offspring of fallen man, and to
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remarks on some of the subsequent narratives. Much valuable comment, careful

exegesis, and skillful reply to modem skeptical treatment of the Book of Genesis,

characterize this portion of the work. Without indorsing the conclusions of this

dissertation, we strongly commend them to the consideration of biblical scholars.

German Reviews.

Zeitschrift Fim Historiscite Theologie. (Journal of Historical
Theology.) Second Number, 1SG7.—1. Dr. G. Kapp, The Christian-

jzation of BoLemia. 2. Kom.ER. Documents Eelative to the History of
Reformation iii Ilesse. 3. Linder, Dr. Peter Megerly, a Contribution
to the History of the Controversies between Lutherans and German
Eeformed in the Seventeenth Century. 4. Pressel, Elector Ludwig of
the Palatinate and the Formula of Concord.

Dorpater Zeitschrift fuk Theologie USD KiRCHE. (Dorpat Journal
for Theolog-y and Church.)— 1. Oetes-ger, The Importance of Schopen-
hauer's Philosophy for Chmtian Apologetics. 2. Volck, The latest

Results of Egy])tology \yith Regai d to the Holy Scriptui-es. 3. Nerles'G,
The Biblical Meaning of -ponpL^sLv and iK?.(r/€tv. 4. Confession before
the Lord's Supper. 5. Oeti^-ger, The First "Protestantentag,"' (General
Assembly of the Protestant Association.) 6. Proceedings of the Pro-
incial Diets of Esthonia and Courland.

The Philosopby of Schopenhauer, to which we have repeatedly

had occaision to call attention in former numbers of the Hethodist

Quarterhj ]ltvkv\ continues to engage the attention of the Ger-

man scholars. To tlie numerous works on his philosophy and life

which have appeared before, several have been added during the

past few years, the most important of which are a monograph by
R. Haym, {Arthin- SchojKnhauer. Berlin, 18G4,) and an essay in

a work on modern German Philosophy, by Dr. O. Liebman, {Kant
unci die Epigoncn. Stuttgardt, 18G5-.) The great ability of

Schopenhauer, from a merely literary point of view, is now gener-

ally acknowledged, and every one is surprised that his works were
for thirty years so entirely ignored by the writers on and the

teachers of philosophy. His case in this respect, it is said, can

only be compared with that of Spinoza. At the same time the

fundamental views of Schopenhauer, which approach nearer the

nihilistic mythology of Buddhism than any other system of modern
philosophy, are too paradoxical to find many followers who are will-

ing to subscribe to all the tenets of their master. In the first article

of the Dorpat journal. Professor Oetinger undertakes to examine
the system of Schopenhauer from a Christian point of view. He
fully acknowledges the high position of Schopenhauer as a thinker,

and maintains that his works contain many gems which Christians

can value ; also many great truths and many half truths. On the

other hand he shows which are the fundamental errors of the

system, which, as a whole, is pointed to as another warning exam-
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pie "'svbither man, without belief in tlie living, trinitarian God,

must go astray—into the horrid abyss of nihilisna."

The second article in this same theological journal is of great

interest for students of the Old Testament. It states briefly and

comprehensively the chief points of an article by the well-known

Egyptologist, Ileinrich Brugsch, entitled, "Moses and the Monu-

ments," (in this work: Aus clem Orient. Berlin, 18G4,) and un-

dertaking to show the complete harmony between the Holy Scrip-

tures and the trustworthy information which thus far has been

obtained from the Egyptian monuments.

Sttjdien uxd Keitiken. (Essays and Reviews.) Second Number, 18G7.
—1. ScHLOTTMAN, The Bridal Train of the Song of Songs. 2. Ja-
COBSON, On the Meaning of Vocation and Justification. 3. Romang,
Justification by Faith. 4. Galad, Remarks on Gal. iii, 20. 5. Hol-
LEXBEEG, Correction of some Statements of Theodore of Mopsuestia.

—

Reviews of Frank's History of Protestant Theology, by Tholuck; of
Renter's History of Alexander HI., by Vogel; of Keim's, The Christ of

History, by Barman; of Roth's Gymnasia! Pajdegogics, by Hollenberg.

French Hemcws.
REVTrt: DES Deux IMondes.—November 1.— 1. Ch. de Remtsat, The
Liberal Paily and the European Movement. 3. Aiii'ERE, Roman Life

at the Time of Augustus. 4. Leox Feek, Burmah and the Burmans.
5. Savenet, Modern Physics, and ^Modern Ideas on the Unity of Natural
Phenomena. 7. Retuaud, The Political Economy of the Workingmcn.

Navemher 15.—2. The Naval Combat of Lissa and the Iron-clad Navy.
3. Savexet, Modern Physies, and Modem Ideas on the Unity of Nat-
ural Phenomena. 5. Du Haelley, The Chinese Abroad. 6. Cabo,
Metaphysics and Positive Science.

December 1.

—

Esqtjiros, England and English Life, (thirty-second article.)

2. Count d'Haussonwille, Tlie Roman Court and the First Consul
before the Coronation of the Emperor. 5. Blerzt, The English Colo-
nies of Malaria, 7. j^Ianade, Italy and Rome before the Convention of
September 15.

Dcceiiihi' 15.— 1. Duvekgier de IlArRAiorE, President Johnson and the
American Congress. 2. E. de Laveleye, A. "Wierz, a Contemporane-
ous Belgian Painter. 3. S. R. TAn.LAXDiER, Studies on New Germany.
5. SAVE^-EY, Modem Physics, and ]\Iodem Ideas on the Unity of Natural
Phenomena.

•--•

Aet. XI.—quarterly BOOK-TABLE.

Religion^ Theology^ and Biblical Literature.

Genesis arui its Authyrship. Two Dissertations. I. On the Import of the
Introductory Chapters of the Book of Genesis. H. On the Use of tlie

Names of God in the Book of Genesis, and on the Unity of its Author-
ship. By JoiTN Quarry, A. ]\I, 8vo. London and Edinburgh : Wm.
Williams «S; Norgate. 1806.

The object of Mr. Quarry's learned and able Avork is not so much
to reconcile Moses and science by any particular theory, as to re-
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move, once for all, all issue between them. He would establish

•with new force the maxiai that theology and science, being made

each to cover their own legitimate ground, can have no collision.

He professedly accomplishes his object by a somewhat thorough-

going process. He first, adopting Mr. Rorison's theory of the

Mosaic creation, (tioticed by us in a former Quarterly,) denies all

historical or sciL-ntilic purpose in the first chapter of Genesis. Xot

content with this, he next proceeds to the second and third chap-

ters, and while he denies their historical validity, he still firmly

maintains tlieir tlieological truth. Taken as literal history, he

affirms that there is irreconcilable contradiction between the first

and second chapters. And he therefore removes them both into

the region of symbol or parabolic narrative. While fully embrac-

ing the doctrine of the fall, he entirely rejects the biblical narra-

tive as a literal account of the fiicts of the fall. The fourth chapter,

embracing the narrative of Cain, " which carries on the names

Adam, Eve, and Eden, from the preceding chapters," is dimly

semi-historical ; and history proper commences wath the genealogy

in chapter fifth.

What is remarkable, our readers will find, by consulting our

Synopsis of Quarterlies, that Mr. Quarry's book is not only uncon-

demned by the most orthodox Christian periodicals of England,

such as the disstntcrs' "IJritish Quarterly Review," and the Scot-

tisli Presbyterian organ, "The British and Foreign Evangelical

Review," but commended by them to the favorable attention of

the public. From this we infer that the late developments of

science and of scientific theory, including the doctrines of Darwin,

and the probable proofs of the high antiquity of the human race,

derived from fossil and linguistic discoveries, are so broadly aflect-

ing the public mind as to call, with apparent imperativeness, for a

fundamental recon>i(hTatinii of the whole ground. Thus much, at

least, is certain, that the literal historical character of the early

chapters of Genesis can, in the interests of evangelic truth and in a

reverent spirit, be thoroughly questioned and decisively rejected,

without atlecting the questioner's character for orthodoxy.

We indicated in a former Quarteily our decided though not irre-

versible ap{>roval of Mr. Rorison's exposition of the Mosaic crea-

tion. Tlie analysis of the interior structure of the chapter itself,

clearly demonstrates to our view that it is constructed on other

than scientific principles. All the ingenious theories by which it

has been forced to agree with science, are purely unscientific

dreams. The six days are divisible into two sets of three; the

former set presents the receptacles, and the latter set the occupants.
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The number seven symbolizes (as we have shown in our Comment-

ary on Luke x, 13) God's development of creation. Its sublime

imao-ery and majestic rhythm entitled it to be styled the Psalm of

Creation. And we heartily repeat a former thought of our own,

not as a fact but as a favorite faucy, that it may have been com-

posed by Adam, and chanted in the Church of the patriarchal ages.

We see not the slightest objection to the theory tliat Genesis is

largely composed of pre-existing documents, arranged and adjusted

by Moses, imder divine direction. What is gained in point of

authenticity or value by denying all previous record, and throwing

Moses entirely on oral tradition, we cannot understand. It is ab-

surd to suppose that a traditional narrative becomes less authentic

by being transferred from the oral to the written. On the con-

trary, there is something gratifying in the thought that in the

Pentateuch we read not only the writings of Moses, but those, per-

haps, of Adam, of Scth, of Enoch, forming the growing Bible of

the primitive Church of the early race. We can thence easily

understand how these golden fragments, being few and far be-

tween, and covering vast ages, were very incomplete even in

Moses's hands. The description of Paradise, with its four mysti-

cal rivers, we would here suggest, if the document be antediluvian,

would suit no region now existing; so that the search for the

rivers of Paradise, at the present day, is perhaps as wise as the

hunt for the golden Eldorado.

The second and third chapters have such an interior compkte-

ness as to suggest the idea of being one single document. This

view is confirmed by the fact that, whereas, in the first cliapter

the divine name is uniformly God, in these two chapters it is

with equal uniformity, save in a single explicable case. Lord God,

Jehovah-Elohim. The whole narrative, it must be confessed, pos-

sesses an eminently symbolic look. The whole scene seems ideal,

and the transactions apparently belong to an air-hung region.

Yet the scenes and events look not half so mythical as the ideal

pictures of some geological long past era, the carboniferous age,

for instance, with its splendors of vegetable glory, or its animal?

of fantastic shape and habits. We intimated in our last Quarterly

that Gen. ii, T, may be susceptible of an interpretation by which

Darwin need not reject Moses. But if Mr. Quarry's Hebrew

criticism is correct, 18-20 affirms that man was created before the

animal races, contradictory to the first chapter ; and by 'his view

the buildhig of Adam's rib into the person of Eve is forever a

myth. And the whole chapter of the fall is not a narrative, but

eimply a symbolical picture of the degradation of the human race
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below its moral ideal. This is purchasing immunity from collision

with science at a very high price. Without impugning the ortho-

doxy of the man who, with a conservative purpose, offers the

price, we imagine that the security can be obtained at a cheaper

expense.

We have nowhere seen a thorougli discussion of the real value

of the Hebrew naxes occurring in the first few chapters of Gen-

esis. Most of these names had a significant import. They are,

indeed, not so mucli names as appellatives. Some of these names

or appellatives were given at birth ; their import being intended

by the parent, and founded on some parental idea or expectation.

Eve named her first-boru Cain^ that is, Gain, because she had

gained a man, a Jehovah. As if disgusted with her mistake, she

calls her second, Al)el, Vanity. And after her second was slain,

she calls her third, Seth, Substitute. Such are the signiticant birth-

names. But then there is another set of appellatives, not birth-

names, but post-names, given, or taken, later in life, in allusion to

some fact or quality. So most of the posterity of Cain are named.

Jaba], the itinerant, is so called because he was the first of Xomads.
Tubal-Cain is by signification a brass or iron-smith. Now, the

primitive language was not Hebrew; and, as far as we can judge,

we have simply the Hebrew translation of the original appellative.

We know not the names of any of tliese primitive worthies. Each
one conies to us masquerading under an alias.

But what is of special importance, most eminent among these

substitutes for names, is the word Ad/iam, Adam, or 3Ian. This

word can scarce in any case be considered a proper name. The
first man of Genesis is called simply Man, or the Man. So Tacitus,

singularly enough, tolls us that the ancient Germans held that the

first of mortals was called Man?ius. It is well for the Hebrew
scholar to note how variously this one word is rendered by our

translators, in the first six chapters of Genesis, in accordance with

their theory of interpretation. In Gen. i, 26, Zei us rnal:e Adham,
man, the word signifies race, or the archetypal man. In chapter ii, 7,

Adham is doubtfully either the race or the individual. Through
the succeeding verses our translators render Adham by inan, un-

til they get to verse 19, when it suddenly becomes Adam. And
yet in verse 23, Isha, which is as much a proper name as Adham,
is rendered woman; yet 'woman with a capital, as if woman were

a proper name. At the very next verse, 24, Adam sinks again

from a proper into a common noun, 7nan. Thus alternately and

somewhat arbitrarily the term is made to wear two imports. In

chapter v, 1, 2, the word Adham is both singular and plural, both
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male and female. In chapter vi, 1, Adham becomes plural, and

Bi'mities lineage: When Adham began to inxdtiply on the face of

the earthy and daughters xi:ere born unto them. From all whic?i it

is clear that the name of the first man is to us wholly unknown,

if name he had. No other name in the Bible passes through any-

thing like such varied Protean shapes. Who knows, therefore, if

the Adham throvgh the firstfee chapters of Genesis designates the

game individual? "We know that the Adha7n of the sixth chapter

is not individually the Adham of the second. Are we sure that

the Adham of chapter ii, 7, is individually as well as lineally the

game as the Adham of chapter third ? Is it certain that the ^Id-

ham of the fourth chapter is individually the Adhcan of the third?

^lay not consecutive history commence at the fifth chapter, and

the genealogy of that chapter be simply fastened to the lineal stock,

by giving the lineal name, Adham^ to its first progenitor? Or

may not the name of this head of the genealogy have, from its

eminence and significance, reverted back and been given to the

whole anterior line? Adham., man, thereby becomes simply a

lineage word, designating variously either the prehistoric ]Messi-

anic line, (including the entire congenital race of which that line is

the central nucleus,) or some individual in it, a continuous person-

ality, like Pharaoh or Ca?sar, connecting Christ (according to the

chronology given by Luke) with the AdJcam who was the So7i of

God. We know that the genealogies given by the Evangelists

leave large and no doubt systematic omissions. From the fact

that both the leading genealogies in Genesis include precisely ten

generations, we have reason to suspect that, like Matthew's gene-

alogy, they are systematically trimmed down, and simply intended

to serve as lineal guide-posts through the historic and prehistoric

ages. "Who is to certify that the antediluvian and ante-x\brahamic

genealogies have not been condensed in the same .manner as the

post-Abrahamic?"* Yet very probably of this first genealogy in

the fifth chapter, the main blank is at the beginyiing ; and the

commencement after the blank is indicated by the typical name

Adham. If this view should stand investigation, (and we do not

Kay that it will,) all issue against scriptural chronology derived

from ethnology, philology, fossil discovery, or "natural selection,"

i^ at an end. |

• See our notice of "Pentateuch Vindicated," by Professor Green, of Priuccton,

Iq ft former Quarterly.

t And tlien, though the phirahty of origins of the human race is unprovided for

in t'.ie sacred text, yet even Agassiz, perhaps, with his polygenetic theory, need

^ot reject Moses. He might hold the Adham of chapter ii, 7 to be the oril^nal
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Similar phenomena characterize the naming of the woman. It

seems to be a peculiarity of the primitive writer to narrate a pro-

cess of naming^ to identify an object to our notice. Thus, chapter

i, 6, he identifies darkness as night, and light as day, by telling us

that God so called them. And in chapter v, 3, " called their name
Man," means they were truly man. And so when, chapter ii, 23,

man calls his new consort, IsJia, the sacred writer means to say

that she truly was woman. And so after the fall, chapter iii, 20,

in prospect of a future progeny, the writer makes Adam's naming
her Eve, Chanah, Life, to merely identify woman as the maternal

life of the race. So "Man embraced his consort Life," chapter

iv, 1. This word Ghavah may be merely the Hebrew translation

of some unknown appellative, which may or may not have ever

"been a true proper name. And how far the births from so generic

a parentage are individual and historical, may hereafter be matter

for as fundamental reconsideration as the Mosaic cosmogony hai^

elicited.

Assuming, against Mr. Quarry, the second and third chapters to

be a literal history of the primordial Adham, chapter iv, 1-24, (in

which the divine name becomes Jehovah exclusively,) seems to

bring us to a later age, when a murderer fears a multitude of

progrenitor of the Me?sianic line, the predecessor in origin, the federal hearl, and
the type, in his flillen estate, of the progenitors of every other human race. The
unity of the species would then be not of lineage but of nature; not congenital

but transcendental. There would be "one blood" but not one ancestor. The
Messianic line would be the priestly vicarious line for all, as Christ would be the

priestly vicarious atonement for all. We pretend not to say how this view would

meet the demand of various scripture texts. We throw out the thought, but offer

not ourself for its defense. Our object is not to show believers in Moses how
they may become Darwinians or polygenists, but to show Darwinians and poly-

genists how they may be believers in Moses.

One thought more is necessary to the completion of this view. The mere physi-

cist may hold to both the Darwinian and the Agassizian theories. He may hold,

that is, with Darwin, that huuianity is developed from the lowest forms of sentient

nature; and he may hold, with Agassiz, that it comes into independent existence

in diQerent localities and ages of the earth. Man is then both developed and

polygenetic. Such a physicist, in order to see himself consistent with Moses and

Paul, may hold that Geu. ii, 7, describes the instauration of Adam by the power of

the divine breath \n the image of God, in the type of the future Incarnate; he may
hold that, as probationary federal head, the Edenic Adam was the type in which all

developments into humanity would have been by the divine breath, through tljo

favor of the future Incarnate, inaugurated, had Adham not fallen; and he may

hold that the fallen federal head became the actual type for all, until a better Ad^u"

"restore us and regain the blissful seat." Surely a route to the cross of Cbri--t

ehould be opened from every clime and every form of prevalent human thought

where possible.
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avengers, (v. 14,) and when it would seem that cities are founded,

(v. 17.) The anticipatory fragment, chapter iv, 24-26, coincides

with chapter v, 3-6 ; and indicates (in the form of the two mater-

nal utterances, verses 1 and 25,) that as Cain was born of the cen-

tral Messianic Adhamic stock, yet diverged into an apostate line,

and Abel was slain cliildless, so a better line of the stock, through

Seth, became the true Messianic.

The second, third, and fourth chapters, then, we might consider, not

myth, nor allegory, with Mr, Quarry, but literal fact, with un-

known names ; history, not indeed in close consecutive train, but

in precious fragments—significant historic pictures, illustrative

sketches in the Messianic lineage. Thus the Old Testament is the

preparatory to Christ.

In chapter fifth we have a new and elohlstic document ; namely,

the Messianic genealogy, beginning with the father of Seth, a per-

sonal Adam. So the writer, perhaps Xoah, in the first sentence,

declares ; in the second sentence he pauses to recapitulate the di-

vine origin of the lineal stock; and then, verse 3, he commences
the pedigree, to terminate with the father of the race renewed.

"While in chapter sixth the Hebrew word for man or men, occurring

nine times in the first seven verses, is, with a single exception, this

same Adham. The English reader would perhaps best realize the

case by reading the word Man through tlie entire six chapters.

And it may turn out a most important point, not hitherto noted,

that while the first and third sentences of chapter five designate the

individual Adam heading the genealogy, the intervening sentence,

as we might construe it, describes the Adham as lineage or species

;

namely, as primitively created, as plural, and of both sexes. The
first sentence is, strictly speaking, the title of the Genealogical

Table, in the possession apparently of the family of Noah. The
second sentence introduces the genealogy, by distinguishing be-

tween the personal Adam, whose appellative commences it, and the

antecedent Adhamic lineage, of which he is the terminal link, and
from which he emerges, as commencing link of a new historic

chain. He is a link in both chains, being included as one with the

continuous Adham in chapter iv, 25, as he is individual head of

the historic pedigree here. The Adam of verse 3 is the personal

Adam of verse 1, individually; he is identical with lineal Adam of
verse 2, genetically. Verse 2 tells how the Adam of verse 3 came
^y his lineal appellation, and assures us that he is in the right

Adauiic line from the creation.

Finally, against construing the second and third chapters as

literal individual history, Mr. Quarry urges the strong anthropo-
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morphic coloring. The Lord God makes man, chapter ii, 7, as a

potter would a vessel ; he puts him into a garden, and then puts

him to sleep into a wife-forming operation ; he takes a walk in the

garden at evening; he makes clothes for the naked pair. Does

not all that point, we reply, to the great fact that the Jehovah-

Elohira of this wonderful narrative was the divine Second Adam
in personal form, tcntlerly cherishing the infant though full-formed

first Adam ? So Christ is the Jehovah of the Old Testament, and

would have become incarnate, perhaps, had man never fallen.

CTiarles "Wesley Seen in his Finer and Less Familiar Poems. S4mo., pp.
398. New York : Hurd & Houghton. 1857.

The great Head of the Church seemed to mean a wonderful relig-

ious movement when he gave to Methodism such an organizer as

John "Wesley, sucli a preacher as Whitefield, and such a hymnist

as Charles "Wesley. That Methodism has not proved imworthy
these illustrious names, is clear from the magnanimity with which

she has held them aloft when the world flouted them with scorn,

until, after the close of a century, they shine unquestioned stars in

the firmament. We smiled, therefore, when Mr. Bird, in his able

and eloquent articles on Charles Wesley, rebuked the Methodists

for not having done justice to his fame by the publication of a

complete edition of all his works. The performance of such a

work woulil by no moans necessarily increase his reputation. The
choicest of his productions have doubtless been selected, and noth-

ing would be gained to him or the world by a mass of inferiorities

presented to tlie world because they w^ere his. Yet our thanks are

due ]\[r. Bird for his enthusiastic and effective labors. The articles

to which \vc have referred, and the volume before us, are beautiful

tributes to the genius of Wesley.

The pieces are classified into Autobiographic, Occasional, Doc-
trinal and Tolemic, Scriptural and General. His poem on the

Horrible Decree has no rare j)oetic merit, but expresses with great

force a doctrine which the Calvinistic formulas and authorities

abundantly express." A contemporary religious hebdomadal, the

Kcw York A'cdft'jdist, deprecates the publication of this piece as

reviving the bitter personalities of " Tojjlady and Wesley." The
unwise critic would have spoken more truly had he said of Top-

lady aya/'/ist Wtsky. In that great controversy Wesley and

Fletcher did expose the horrors of "the horrible decree," of pre-

destination itself, as was right ; but the ribaldries, the burlesques,

the slanders, tlie invectives upon persons, came from the Calvinistic
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siJo alone. Never were polemics more pure from personalities

than those of "Wesley and Fletcher, and that, too, in spite of the

most scandalous provocations. The triumph of Christian truth

was cro^Tied with the still higher triumph of Christian temper.

There is one of Charles "Wesley's hymns upon which Mr. Bird

lias passed a scathing condemnation, which Dr. Floy censured, and

which has been rejected from the late editions of our hymn books,

which we take this occasion firmly to defend and honor. The

liymn,
"Ah lovely appearance of death,"

IS rarely excelled for originality, solemnity, and pathos by the

genius of Charles Wesley. It was in the earlier American collec-

tion ; it was specially associated with one of the most simple and

touching melodies with which our early Methodist music abounded

;

and to our own memory it is hallowed as often heard in our boy-

hood from sainted lips.

The objection to this hymn is that it most absurdly attempts to

find a corpse an attractive object, and attempts to awaken feelings

iu which nobody can or should sympathize. "We can recall but

one instance of a poet besides Charles Wesley who finds poetic

beauty in a corpse, and that is Lord Byron. The passage is one

of the earlier paragraphs of his Giaour, in which he compai'es the

present beauty of Greece to the beauty of a corpse. In his note

to the passage he makes the following remark: "I trust that few

of my readers have ever had an opportunity of witnessing what is

here attempted in description ; but those who have will probably

retain a painful remembrance of that singular beauty which per-

vades, with a few exceptions, the features of the dead a few

hours, and but for a few hours, after ' the spirit is not there.'

"

He u'ho hath bent him o'er the dead
Ere the first day of death is fled,

The first dark day of nothingness,

The last of danger and distress,

(Before Decay's eflacing fingers

Have swept the hne where beauty lingers,)

And marked the mild angelic air,

The rapture of repose tliat's there,

The fij:ed j-ct tender traits that streak

The languor of the placid clieck,

And—but for that sad shrouded eye,

That fires not, wins not, weeps not now,
And but for that chill, changeless brow,
"Where cold obstruction's apathy
Appals tlie gazing mourner's heart.

As if to him it could impart

The doom he dreads, yet dwells upon

;

Yes, but for these, and these alone,
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I

Somo moments, ay, one treacherous hour,

He still might doubt the tyrant's power;

So fiiir, so calm, so softly sealed,

The first, last look by death revealed 1

Such is the aspect of this shore
;

'Tis Greece, but living Greece no more I

So coldly sweet, so deadly fair.

We start, for soul is wanting there.

Hers is the loveliuess in death,

That parts not quite with parting breath
;

But beauty with that fearful bloom.

That hue which haunts it to the tomb.

Expression's last receding ray,

A gilded halo hovering round decay,

The farewell beam of feeling past away 1

Spark of that tiame, perchance of heavenly birth,

"VVhich gleams, but warms no more its cherished earth

!

Now that is one of the most beautiful passages of modern poetry,

and all its effect is derived from the visible beauty of a dead body.

It is, liowever, inferior to the hymn of Wesley, in that the beauty de-

lineated is purely estlietical, whereas Wesley describes an inexpressi-

ble moral and divine beauty, connected with repose from the toils,

sorrows, and sins of life, and the hush of the spirit to its eternal and

ineffable repo^^e. The corpse lying in marble beauty before him is

the sweet and solemn symbol of the glorious emancipation of the

sons of God. We quote from memory, for our critical editors, no

thanks to them, have ejected the lines from the book.

" Ah lovely appearance of death !

"What sight upou earth is so fair?

Not aU the gay pageants tliat breathe

Can with a dead body compare.
With solemn delight I survey
The corpse when the spirit has fled,

In love with the beautifid clay.

And longing to lie in its stead.

" How blest is ovir brother bereft

Of all that could burden his m.ind;

How liappy the soul that has left •

This wearisome body behind.

Of evil incaj table thou.

Whose relics with en^'v I see;

No longer in misery now.
No longer a sinner like me," etc.

If you deny that to be poetry of great pathos and power, you

ought to have every feather plucked out of your wings, Mr. Bird.

Jfotes, Critical and Explanatory^ on the Boole of GencHs. By M. TV. Ja-

cobus. 2 vols, rimo., pp. 304, 250. New York : Carter & Brothers. 1SC5.

We have more than once noted how little has been done by the

biblical scholar.s of our country in the field of exposition upon the

Old Testament, and especially upon Genesis. Single books ot the

Old Testament, as Daniel, Job, Psalms, and Isaiah, have been ably
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treated by different scholars. The New Testament has been over-

laden with commentaries. But since the labors of Bush, the Pen-

tateuch has been without a commentator. Perhaps the fact that

Gfnesis is a battle-ground between science and revelation has fright-

ened our biblical heroes from the field. But the defenders of God's

word should be men. Where the battle is hottest the rally should

be thickest. But the contest has been hitherto waged not in the

way of commentary, but of discussions, review articles, and other

monograms.

We therefore welcome this effort by Professor Jacobus, a pop-

ular biblical exposition upon the first of the Mosaic books, pub-

lished, we suppose, with the purpose of prosecuting an Old Testa-

ment commentary. The work is so well begun that we trust it

will be completed. It is clear, scholarly, popular, evangelical, and

conservative. It brings commentary down to the latest results.

The author thinks it necessary now and then to fling in a streak

of superfluous Calvinism, over which an appropriate black Hne

might be drawn without damage to text or commentary. Other-

wise it may be safely and unqualifiedly commended to students,

families, and Bible-classes.

In his excellent introduction Professor Jacobus enumerates the

diflerent theories for interpreting the cosmogony of Moses, and

then adopts the theory of a reconstruction of creation during the

great week, after a period of chaos. This is matter of opinion.

But at step after step there is to our eye a sad mal-adjustraent.

The theory is not suited to the text, and no forced interpretations

can marry what God hath not joined. We have more than once inti-

mated the individual opinion, that the INIosaic cosmogony is unhistor-

ical, rhythmical, symbolical. Our view Professor Jacobus mentions

to pronounce it summarily " a shift" for the "avoidance of difficul-

ties," and says that his own is the theory of Augustine. To speak

truly, Professor Jacobus must precisely exchange these statements.

His" theory is truly a shift first invented by Dr. Chalmers, about

fifty years ago, and expanded by later inventors, for the pro-

fessed purpose of avoiding the difficulties just then appearing from

geology. On the contrary, it was the theory of Augustine, as

Mr. Quarry shows, that the entire cosmos was created in all its

details in a moment, and that the six days of Moses are simply

the unfoldings to our view of those details in six various depart-

nients of nature. The days were subjective rather than ob-

jective, being so many modes or phases of mental view. The

fiix days, according to Augustine, were six repetitions of the one

<Jay. And in this view he coincided with Basil, Origen, Jerome,
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and Gregory Nazianzen. It was the doctrine of many of the
doctors of the old Jewish Church. And their opinions were
uo shift for the avoidance of difficulties, but were formed before
geology existed, and independently of any collision with physical
science. Our traditional and scientific constructions of this chap-
ter are Japhetic interpretations of a Shemitic text.

We cannot coincide with Professor Jacobus in the assumj^tion
quoted from Keil, in his preface, that there are any laws of excfresis

which require a disregard of the facts of science. Surrounding
science certainly forms one of the data, and an important one too,

for attaining a true exegesis. Every court allows related physical
facts to influence the interpretation of a legal document, as, for

instance, of a will. If the facts are thus, the document means this;

if the facts are so^ the document means that. And if Professor
Jacobus would but note it, his own interpretation is not the old
ante-geological interpretation of Dr. Thomas Scott, but an innova-
tion actually cousecpient upon modern science, and framed,
however unsuccessfully, to meet it. And surely in a docu-
ment like the earlier parts of Genesis, covering with a slender
historical outline the area of ages, it may well be supposed that
adjacent facts should aid to guide us to a true understanding of the

words. Yet we fully coincide with Mr. Quarry that it is of great
importance, as well as a just principle, that science and the Scrip-
ture text should stand without the pale of issue. How can we
suppose that it was God's purpose to teach us, through Moses, the
internal structure of the earth ? It is the business of revelation to

aid the regeneration of our souls ; science is simply the results of
the investigations of nature. It is a painful thing, and a dangerous
thing, that those interpretations upon which we stake the veracity
of Scripture are constantly trembling under the shock of some
fresh announcement from the fields of geology, from the records of
ethnology, from the deductions of physiological research. Scrip-

ture veracity is thus tlie sport of newspaper paragraphs ; and inter-

preters are chasing after every fresh phase of science to match it

with some fresh theory of interpretation. Several of Mr. Jacobus's
interpretations are i)ropped by certain one-sided scientific opinions,
and others, touching both the creation and the deluge, are based
upon results which next year may falsify.

The Life of Jesus. According to his Original Biographers. With Notes.
By Edmc-nd KiRKE. 12mo., pp. 297. Boston: Lee & Shepard. 1867.

Mr. Kirke in this little volume brings his rare powers to the task

of presenting, in the words of the EvangeUsts blended into a
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single text in the form of a monotessaron, the true Jesus, divested

of that inreality to the mind produced by the plurality of authors,

by antiquated translations, and by the arbitrary laceration into

chapters and verses. We have before the mind's eye almost a new
Jesus

;
yet, in truth, the former brought out into clearer light and

more palpable reality. Mr. Kirke had performed the work for his

own private use, for the attainment of the true idea, and he tells us

in a style of unaffected modesty that it was the advice of a friendly

clergyman which drew it into publication. It is accompanied with

a few excellent notes, not specifically practical, but elucidatory,

from sacred geography, history, or criticism, derived from a course

of illustrative reading. It needed a map or two, and then we
could very heartily recommend it to every man who wishes to

study Jesus, not in Renau, Ecce Homo, ISTeander, or Milmau, but

in his original eye-witnesses.

On page sixty-one Mr. Kirke gives us what is esteemed the

latest and most satisfactory definition of a miracle. It is " the

action of a higher law upon a lower one, by which the lower is for

the time neutralized and suspended. Thus, whenever we lift a

hand, we overcome the law of gravity, that is, our will suspends for

the time the natural action of matter." Now we simply avail our-

selves of this statement of the explanation of miracle, to take issue

with it, and furnish what to our own mind is the true one. Mr.

Kirke's statement overlooks the difference between ^law of nature
and a process under a law; the former is never suspended or neu-

tralized ; the latter is often suspended, or rather interrupted and

modified.

Suppose a feather descends by gravitation until it alights upon
the surface of a tin roof. A process is interrupted, namely, of the

feather's descent to the earth under the law of gravitation ; but

the law itself continues in full force, confining the feather upon the

roof. The law of gravitation does not require that the feather

shall go to the earth through the impenetrable roof. The law is

completely fulfilled by the feather's lying on its surface. Every
Jaw of nature in the existing conditions is fulfilled, and none inter-

r^I'ted, suspended, nullified, or overcome. Then suppose a wind
hlows the feather horizontally from the roof, and it falls to the

i.'i"oand. A process under law, namely, of the feather's repose

l^pon the roof, is interrupted ; but still no law is suspended. The
interruption is produced by the incoming of a new antecedent, the

horizontal force of the wind. Two processes, then, namely, of

frravitation and horizontal force, take place under two different

•aws, modify each other, and result in an intermediate course of

Fourth Sekies, Vol. XIX.—20





Meditatvms on the Actual Stnte of ChristianitT/, and on the Attach whu^>

are now being made upon it. By M. GcizoT. 12mo., pp. 367. London:

John Slurray. 18GG.

The appearance of a publication by Guizot is a noticeable event m

the prog^-ess of European thought, more especially when it is cue

of a scries put forth upon one of the highest topics of human re-

flection. It will be remembered that he has projected a seru^l

work in four successive volumes. lie was to furnish, first, nicil-

itations upon the subject-matter of Christianity ; secondly, a historj

•of the various phases through which Christianity has passed;
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things in the movements of the feather, but no law is suspended or |

neutralized. The feather is under the complete operation of all the
|

law, both of gravitation and lateral force, belonging to the condi- I

tions of the case. A process is modified, interrupted, deflected, ]

but no law suspended. A

If a little stream of water is flowing down an inclined sur- %

face, and Mr. Kirke, interposing his hand, deflects the stream into \

a new direction, a process is interrupted, but no law is suspended. %

So if Christ, by a Avord of power, changed the direction of the A

.wind, and arrested the storm, a process, a certain procedure of the
|

wind, was interrupted and modified, but no law was suspended. 3

If he changed the current of the human blood, and so arrested a I

disease, a process was modified, but no law suspended. The inter-
j

position of Christ's power was simply the introduction of a new ante- j

cedent or cause by which the process was interrupted and changed. '

That new antecedent acted under laws. For there are laws of |

the divine nature as well as of finite nature ; laws of mind as well i

as laws of matter ; laws of will as well as laws of intellect. When
|

Mr. Kirke lifts his hand he does not " overcome a law of gravity,"
|

he simply interrupts and clianges a process under that law, namely, i

of inert repose of his hand. Ilis soul acted in accordance with law \

in willing the lift of the hand. And so in the whole process, law
j

was always fulfilled, and never suspended. What, then, is a
|

miracle ?
\

A miracle is the interruption of a process under natural law by the 1

interposition of some higher power ; meaning by higher power, a
^

power above the forces known by experience to form the system ot
J

our mimdane nature. I

Jesus, by his miracles, suspended no law. He only interrupted
J

and modified processes by interpolating, from above, a new ante- ,

cedent, changing the course which we experientially know tb:r„ \

things would have taken without his interference. J
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third, tlie present state and pfospects of Christianity ; and fourth,

the future destiny of our holy religion, and the means and methods

bv which it is to attain a moral control over the human race. For

reasons satisfactory to himself our author has changed the order

of these publications, and has made the third the second; so that

the present volume is a review of the actual state of Christianity,

and its struggle with opposing powers.

To many readers it will appear a defect that the area of his

review is limited almost exclusively to France alone. And as

France with him is the world, and Paris is France, so in reviewing

Paris he esteems himself as reviewing the Christianity of Christen-

dom. This, on the whole, may be no disadvantage to the Ameri-

can reader. "With us, from community of language, England is

loo much the entire world. It may be well to acquaint ourselves,

through the light afforded by Guizot, with the world of thought

and intellectual progress as represented by the French mind.

Of the present volume more than one half is entitled, "The
Awakening of Christianity in France," and traces the history of

French religious thought from the establishment of Christianity in

France after the Revolution down to the present hour. The prin-

cipal characters in succession are Napoleon, Chateaubriand, De
I'onald, De Maistre, Abbe de la ^Mennais, and Lacordaire, among
the Catholics. The Protestant history he traces through Haldaue,

Mark "Wilks, Gaussen, Malan, Merle D'Aubiguo, Vinet, and the

Monods. The revivers of evangelical Christianity are made to pass

j,'i'nerally under the name of Methodists, honoring and honored by
ttie name.

Their zeal was employed in a very circumscribed sphere ; beyond it their names
^'.re unknown, and unknown they have remained. What spectators, what read-
ff. what public knew at that time, or know even at tliis moment, what manner
<'. men they were, or what their deeds—those men wiio called themselves Xeff,
^iX. Pyt, Gonthier, Audebez, Conk, AV'ilks, Haldane ? But who. I would ask. in
^'i time of Tacitus and of Pliny, knew wliat manner of men they were, and wliat
tlie deeds of Peter, Paul, John, Matthew, Phihp—the unknown di.sciples of the
il'i'^ter, unknown himself, who had overcome the world ? jN'otoriety is not essen-
*^al to influence; and in the sphere of the soul, as in the order of nature, fountains
•'« not the less abundant because their springs are hidden in obscurity. The
|-''ristian missionaries of our time did not trouble themselves to lessen thatobscur-
'•>'• To literary celebrity they had no pretension, nor did they seek the triumph
^- any political idea, of any specific system of organization, of any favorite plan in
*'':'-h their personal vanitj' was interested ; the salvation of hiunan souls was
'-'^•ir only passion and their only object.

Having thus traced the condition of Christianity in the first half
^f tlie volume, Guizot brings under review the opposing forces,

^ijcse are Spiritualism, Rationalism, Positivism, Pantheism, Mate-
''^Usm, Skepticism, and finally Impiety, Recklessness, and Perplexity
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as the results. To each of these he assigns its fatal defect and

injury. These chapters abound with beautiful remarks, expressed

in most transparent style, both in Guizot's own words and in quo-

tations from the master minds of France. Perhaps there is a sense

of incompleteness arising from the necessary brevity of treating so

rapidly so many stupendous topics. Still to us the book is re-

plete with the most unflagging interest. ,

The Writings of the Apostolic Fathers. Translated by Dr. Roberts, Dr.

DoNAXDSON, and F. Crojxbie. Svc, pp. 506. Edinburgh: T. ifc T.

The Writings of Justin lf<trti/r and Athenagaras. Translated by Rev.

Clark. 18G7. [On sale by Scribner, Welford, & Co., New York.]

Makctjs Dodds, A.m., Rev. Geokge Reith, A.M., and Rev. B. P. Pr.^t-

TEN. 8vo., pp. 465. Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark. 1867. New York:
Scribner, Wellbrd, & Co.

"We have received from ^Ir. Scribner a prospectus of the Ante-

Nicene Christian Library, announcing the publication, by the

Clarks of Edinburgh, of the entire works of the Christian writers

previous to the Council of Nice. When we reflect upon the char-

acter and position of these writings, we are not only gratified at

the announcement of this enterprise, but are amazed that it has

never before been undertaken. To the Church at large, no litera-

ture since the canon was closed is so important. Whatever de-

fects may characterize these productions, they are the basis of

the historical evidences of Christianity. Xor can any fair mind

study their pages without feeling that besides the proofs of the

authenticity of the New Testament documents, here furnished, wc

have complete demonstration that the substance of true evangelical

Christianity, as contained in the New Testament, took existence

and start from the age of Christ. If Matthew's Gospel be but a

bundle of traditions, or John's Gospel but a manifesto from the

elders of Ephesus, still the religion of the New Testament is a

great tangible fact; it is contained in substance and spirit in this

ante-Nicene library, and took its rise at the assigned age and from

the person Christ. We are to make allowance in reading for the

rudeness of their age. We are not to look for infallibility. We
must expect in each one, perhaps, some specialty of error, sonio

individualism of doctrine. Eliminate these, and we have in these

Christian remains sources of knowledge, interest, and edification,

perfectly unique in character, pre-eminent "aids to faith," and

guides to catholic doctrine.

Complaints have often been made of the defectiveness of the

translations issued by the Clarks, but the high character of tin*

present translators is pledge for the excellence of their work. Th*-'
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work of Dr. Roberts on the Gospels, and of Dr. Donaldson on

patristic literature, have attained a high mark in the estimation of

Christian scholars.

The two volumes before us embrace the very earliest remains of

the post-apostolic Church. They follow next upon the closed

canon. The next volume will include the works of Tatian, The-

ophilus of Antioch, Hermias, and the rest of the Apologists. The
entire Library will amount to Seve>'teex Volumes. It will of

course include the writings of the more brilliant age of Christian

literature, of Irenaeus, Origen, Clement of Alexandria, TertuUiau,

and Lactantius.

Scribner, "VYelford, tfc Co., we will say for the information of

those who wish to obtain these publications, have made arrange-

ment for furnishing them to x\merican purchasers at the price of

four volumes for fourteen dollars. The person desiring to so pur-

chase should send his name as subscriber to this firm, directing

how the volumes shall be sent, by mail or otherwise.

The Book of Proterhs, in an Amended Version. With an Introduction and
Explanatory Notes. By Joseph MuEXiicnER, D.D. 12mo., pi^. 2G5.

Gambler, Ohio : Western Episcopalian Office. 1866.

Biblical critics are beginning to give greater attention than for-

merly in this country to the elucidation of the Old Testament.

Hitherto the greater amount of such labors has, perhaps very

properly, been expended on the New Testament. But the time has

come for a more thorough exposition and critical review of the

older portions of the sacred record. America must not leave this

rich and important field of research wholly to foreign laborers.

She has demands and needs of her own, which can only be fully

met by the provident care and toil of her own sons. Her ministry

and intelligent laity, her seminaries of learning, Sunday-schools, and

Bible-classes have their peculiar wants, not so well understood
nor cared for by foreigners, and which native expositors alone can

^'tU supply. We therefore hail every respectable attempt in this

direction with pleasure and a hearty welcome. The work of Dr.

Muenscher on the ])Ook of Proverbs is a valuable contribution to
the biblical literature of our country. The Introduction, of about
iiliy pages, gives, first, a well-written sketch of the life and char-

acter of Solomon ; and, secondly, an essay on his writings. In this

18 discussed briefly the canonicity of the books ascribed to Solo-

mon, and some peculiarities of their contents and style. The sub-

J<-'Ct of proverbial writing in general receives attention, and the

proverbs of Solomon in particular. Here we have also, what is
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Tery useful to tlie ordinary reader, some illustrations of the char-

acteristics of Hebrew poetry.

The amended version of the text departs slightly from the com-
mon English version ; it being the translator's aim, as he avows,
to deviate from it no llirther than perspicuity and fidelity to tlie

original seemed to require. The version is thrown into parallel 1

lines corresponding to the original. The translation is a good one
; \

and a good translation is frequently the best exposition. The notes (

exhibit care, skill, sober judgment, extensive reading and consulta- .

tion of authorities—versions, lexicons, and previous annotators. |

They are sufficiently full for the object of the work, and the style \

is plain and perspicuous. In his foot-notes he frequently gives us \

the benefit of the researches of previous translators and critics. \

The mechanical execution of the work is not in the best style of
|

the art, and it is somewhat marred by errors in the Hebrew quota- I

tions—a thing, however, difficult to avoid, except by the abundant
care of the most experienced compositors and proof-readers, i^.

Sermons Try the late Alexander M'' CUlland, D.I). Edited by Richard W.
DiCKDsSON, D.D. 12mo., pp. 424. New York : Carter & Brothers. 1867.

Dr. M'Clelland was ordained as pastor, in 1815, of the Eutgers-

street Presbyterian Church, New York, which he served with

great ability seven years, when he was elected Professor of Rhet-

oric, Logic, and ]Mctapliysics in Dickinson College. In 1829 he was

elected Professor at Xew Brunswick, N. J., where he remained

until his death, in 1SG4. In his day his originality and piquancy,

bordering on eccentricity, acquired a brilliant popularity. His

great powers justified tlie early expectation of his friends, that he

"would produce monumental proofs of their greatness, which should

long survive him, wliich he never fulfilled. In his zenith tlie an-

nouncement that he was to preach always secured an overflowing

house. But he grew reluctant to allow the annunciation of his

name, declined to give his public performances to the press, and,

with the exception of a ii^w publications not much above the

dignity of pamphlets, this volume seems to be his only public

memento.

From both the well written memoir by Air, Dickinson, and the

sermons themselves, we seem to get a clear idea of the man. It

was wayward in him to draw so dense a lantern shade around the

blaze of his genius. We have heard, on good authority, that he

nsed to say that, had he to begin life over again, he would preler

to be a Methodist preacher ; and we decidedly believe that wo
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should have turned a much larger " net result " out of him. His

sermons, vrithout being eccentric or meretricious, are unique,

fresh, buoyant, pointed, biblical, evangelical. He knew how to

avoid the routine track without deserting the legitimate field of

pulpit truth. Few volumes of sermon literature have been pub-

lished at this day more attractive to the reader, and remunerative

in the perusal. There should have been more where these came

from.

The Parable of the Prodigal Son. "With Notes by James Hamh^ton
D.D., F.L.S. ; and Illustrations by He>tby Courtenay Selous. 12mo.,

pp. 196. New York : Carter & Brothers. 18G7.

Dr. Hamilton comes forth in the above work in all the fullness of

his great powers of thought and language. The volume presents

a richly " pictured page," both from the eloquence of the writer

and the hand of the artist. The only drawback seems to be, that

Dr. Hamilton's style is so high-wrought that it is liable to be read

rather for its eloquence than for its practical value. The sinner

loses his sense of sin in pleasure at the vividness of its description.

PhilosopJiy, Metaphysics., and General Science.

TM Stars and the Angels. 12mo., pp. 357. Philadelphia: "William S.

&. Alfred ]Martien. 1866. [On sale by N. Tibbals, Nassau-street, New
York.]

Under this somewhat enigmatical title we have an ingenious essay

at bridging over the distance between religion and modern science,

designed to aid us in thinking the conceptions of both in harmony.

Under the title Stars are discussed the nature of surrounding

Worlds, their possible inhabitaijts, the compatibility of their exist-

ence with the incarnation and atonement, and the reconciliation

between geology and Moses. His theory of Mosaic interpretation

is essentially the theory of Prof Guyot, assuming the nebular

hypothesis and a firmamental separation, by which the earth is in-

dividualized and wrought into final form.

Under the title Angels, forming the second part of the work,

W'e have a discussion of the personal nature of the subjects of the

divine government, angelic, demoniac, human. Man, the image
of God, the form of the incarnate, he supposes to be the type of

both angelic and demoniac personalities. Angels have spiritual

bodies in human form, like the human form in its glorified

etate. Satan and the demons once had bodies ; but sinning and
falling like Adam, like Adam they died, and hence, as disembodied
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spirits, have an earuest appetite to "possess" a body, eveu of a

swine, if no other were eligible. In proof that angels have bodies,

he quotes the various angelic appearances, where almost uniformly

the angels are called men, and being wingless are sometimes mis-

taken for men.

Man is triune in nature, being body, soul, and spirit. Soul has

its residence in the ganglionic nervous system, by which the un-

conscious or non-voluntary functions are performed, as, digestion,

circulation, heart-beating, and organic assimilation. Spirit resides

in the cerebro-spinal system, by which sensation, volition, and

thonght are transacted. Demoniac possession and Mesmerism he

explains by supposing that one living agent obtains command of

the nervous spirit of another. Spirit, he supposes, in its highest

nature, to be "force," using the word in accordance with the latest

scientific developments in regard to the indestructibility and trans-

mutability oiforce. At death he maintains that all saints become,

not disembodied spirits, but really arc united to the glorious body
of Jesus. The resurrection is not the reorganization, particle for

particle, of the body that died ; but an investment with a body
that shall be. These points are illustrated with much skill, in an

entertaining style, and a good degree of erudition. It is well

worthy of perusal for a large number of incidental suggestions,

even by those who may not embrace all his conclusions. We note

a few points.

1. He makes the true distinction between the devil and the

demons, the former never in the original being plural, but meaning

the Satanic chief, or possibly, in some cases, the infernal genus.

But his theory that the devil and the demons have died, and never

appear in personal form, is hardly compatible with the book of

Job, or with the history of our Saviour's temptation. 2. If, as the

best theologians agree, the Angel-Jehovah, so offen apparent in the

Old Testament, be Christ-Jehovah, his apparent body must have

been an investiture assumed for the occasion. If so, so may that

of all the other appearing angels, and the proof that they are per-

manently embodied beings is lost. 3. A resurrection which is not

a reorganization of the body that dies, identical in substance, is not

a resurrection, but a new creation. 4. A distinction between the

soul and sj)irit is, we believe, legitimate, but not by our author

correctly made. Soul is not confined solely to the non-voluntary,

spontaneous functions of the corporeal system. It includes, we

would rather say, all that belong to a mere animal^ namely, ap-

petites, sen>^aiions, perceptions. Spirit is the transcendental over-

lay; the int>iition by wliich the absolute, the universal, the neces-
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eary, the ethical, the beautiful, the holy, are thought. These are the

upper chambers ofour nature. "While brutes have germs of conscious-

ness, combination, and ratiocination, of these higher thoughts no

lower species has the slightest element of capability. These, over-

lying and overspreading our natui-e, invest our being with a dignity

out of all comparison with the inferior orders of intelligence.

History^ Biography, and Topography.

Th^ Open Polar Sm. A Narrative of a Voyage of Discovery toward the

North Pole in the Schooner " United States." By Dr. J. J. Hayes.
8vo., pp. 454. New York : Hurd & Houghton, 1867.

Dr. Hayes was acting surgeon in the expedition commanded by
Dr. Kane, and has manifested an ambition and enterprise worthy

his pupilage under so great a master. After having formed hLs

purpose of prosecuting the enterprise of northei'n exploration, his

first necessity was to remove from the public mind the discoui-age-

ments arising from the results hitherto attained. By writings, by
lectures, and by personal ap])eals, he at length obtained, by the

liberality of an association of wealthy gentlemen, a compact and

soUd schooner, with all necessary supplies ; and having selected 3

corps of hardy companions, he left Boston harbor in July, 18G0.

He bent his course for Davis's Straits, and, touching on the coast

of Greenland, took in a supply of dogs, and reinforced his troop

with a few hardy Greenlanders. Thence he steered through Baf-

fin's Bay till it narrowed into Smith's Sound, where he was arrested

by misfortunes and disasters, and obliged to enjoy the luxuries of

an Arctic winter. The point where he wintered on the northwest

shore of Greenland he named Port Foulke. In the spring he

ekirted along the north coast of Greenland, on the shore of Smith's

Sound, and at length, crossing the sound, set foot upon Grinnell's

Land, the northernmost coast hitherto known. Grinnell's Land
lies in the fork where Smith's Sound branches into Hayes's Sound
and Kennedy's Channel. Dr. Hayes pressed his onward way amid

disasters and defeats, the exhaustion of his dogs, and the deaths of

his men, until he at last retained but a single available comrade.

These two men, Hayes and Knorr, continued their route until

at last they stood upon the northeast shore of Grinnell's Land,
Siud, with the rapture of Closes prospecting the promised land from

the top of Pisgah, took one earnest view of the ojieu Polar Sea.

There they suspended the stars and stripes, hung by a whiplash

fastened to two clitls, and left a record secured in a small glass

Vial, which was brought for the purpose, announcing the fact of
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their discovery to all future comers wlio shall have the curiosity

to visit the spot. Dr. Hayes exulted in the fact of having pro-

jected discovery beyond the track of any human predecessor, and

rejoiced in the assurance that he grasped the " great and notable

thing " which had inspired the " zeal of sturdy Frobisher," and

had achieved the " hope of matchless Parry."

But a transient glance upon the Polar Sea was all that was pos-

sible. He retraced his steps to Port Foi;lke, at which point ho

believes it is the true policy, in any future enterprise of discovery,

to plant a small provisional colony. Then he is fully convinced

that a summer voyage can easily be taken through an open and

unobstructed channel to the broad Polar Sea, and without doubt to

the very North Pole itself.

Dr. Hayes retraced his course to his native shore, and landed in

Boston, and walking up State-street the first newspaper he ob-

tained, bringing the news of the battle of Ball's Bluff, revealed to

him the appalling fact that his country was involved in all the hor-

rors of the most terrible of civil wars. He forthwith offered him-

self to the President for the service of his country in the hour of

her trying need. He has availed himself of the return of peace to

prepare his record for the public eye. The scientific results are to

be published under the patronage of the Smithsonian Institute, and

the present volume is his personal narrative for the popular eye.

Dr. Hayes writes in a fresh, flowing, natural, buoyant style. He
is one of the most cheery and inspiriting of traveling companions.

He is endowed with warm affections for his associates and subor-

dinates, and takes a tender interest in their fate. He has the en-

thusiasm of a true genius for science and discovery, and seems to

have exhibited all the tact of a skillful commander. We earnestly

trust that the publication of his volumes will awaken fresh interest

in tlie subject of northern exploration, and that a new equipment

may enable him, furnished with all the results of his past experi-

ence, to hang the American flag on the summit of the North Pole.

The open Polar Sea is truly a nearly circular ocean, nearly two
thousand miles in diameter, with a vast ice girdle for its circum-

ference. Until lately it was generally supposed that the fur-

ther from the tropics the more absolute was the reign of frost, and

that consequently the arctic circle was crowned with a stupendous

scab of intensest ice-rock. Against this result the Author of nature

has provided a preventive in the Gulf Stream, which brings the

warm waters of the tropics into the northern circle. The tempera-

ture of the Artie Sea allows no freezing but on the surface, ami even

then the icing of the surface is prevented by the agitation of the
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arctic breezes. But in the sheltered spots, and on the shores, the ice

maintains its hold, and the frozen girdle perpetually hems the sea.

The volume is done up by Hurd and Houghton in the splendid

style of the Riverside press. It is illustrated by three beautiful

maps, and a large number of fine engravings.

JEitory of the Christian Church. By Pinxip Schaff, D.D. Vols. 2 and 3.

8vo., pp. 1037. New York : Charles Scribner. 1SG7.

The present two volumes extend from Constantine to Gregory the

Great. They include one of the most important periods of the

history of the Church. We pass in review the Trinitarian, the

Origenistic, the Christological, and Anthropological controversies,

in which the mind of the Church analyzed with a profound sagac-

ity the explicit import of her own doctrines, and bequeathed either

established conclusions, or luminous discussions to aid us in deduc-

ing our own conclusions. Our readers know, from many articles

appearing in our pages, how clear, ultimate, and profound is Dr.

Schaff's treatment of the topics ecclesiastical history presents.

Doctrinally, it is rarely that our Methodist theologians will find

occasion to differ from him. The biographical portraitures of the

eminent lights of these Christian ages are done with a master's

pencil. The true life of the Church is made to animate her history.

We may confidently trust that Dr. Schaft' is presenting to the

American Church a complete ecclesiastical history superior, on

the whole, to any in the language. We deal in brief generalities,

because we expect a full review, from an amply competent hand,

for the pages of our Quarterly.

Politics, Laio^ and General Morals.

Speeches and Addresses Delivered in the Congress of the United States, end oa
several Public Occasions. By Hexry Winter Davis, of Maryland,
Preceded by a Sketch of his Life, Public Services, and Character, being
an Oration by Hon. J. A. J. Cresswell, United States Senator from
Maryland. 8vo., pp. 596. New York : Harper & Brothers. 1867.

Senator Creswell has performed a noble duty in erecting this monu-
ment to the genius, patriotism, and manly integrity of Henry
Winter Davis, Maryland's noblest son. This noble man was a son

of an Episcopal clergyman, a graduate first of Kenyon College,

and afterward of the University of Virginia. " My mother," says

he, " was a lady of graceful and simple manners, fair complexion,

blue eyes, and auburn hair, with a rich, exquisite voice, that thrills

luy memory with the echo of its vanished music. She was highly

educated for her day, when Annapolis was the focus of intellect
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and fashion for Maryland, and its fruits shone through her conver-

sation, and colored and completed her natural eloquence, which

my father used to say would have made her an orator if it had not

been flung away upon a woman. She was the incarnation of all

that was Christian in life and hope, in charity and thought, ready

for every good work, herself the example of all she taught."

The earliest moral intuitions of Mr. Davis, condemning the sur-

rounding institution of slavery with deep earnestness, were pro-

phetic of his future career, and, underlying his great talents, were

the basis of his true greatness. He came to the great questions of

the day with something more than a politician's eye, and hence he

was far-seeing and prescient, leading the timid party of freedom

with the bold and manly tread of absolute principle. Hence he

rebuked with just and scathing syllables the inefficiency of Mr.

Lincoln's administration, and with the great body of most highly-

toned advocates of freedom and justice, would have preferred some-

thing better than his re-election. The closing pages of the pres-

ent volume demonstrate that Mr. Davis, before his decease, firmly

stood at the point at which the party of freedom and nationality

have at last nearly attained—the absolute necessity of suffrage for

all for the safety of all.

Long will the Maryland of the future revere the memory of her

Henry Winter Davis. Prolific as her bosom has been of copper-

heads, traitors, and assassins, who have crimsoned her capital with

the blood of her nation's defenders, and sought to bathe it with

the blood of her nation's president, pregnant as she has proved

with Tancys, ]\Iarshal Kanos, and Swanns, she will still proudly

claim that she redeems herself with her Davis and her Creswell, to

be succeeded, we trust, by a long line of noble followers, champions

for their country, and advocates of human right.

BcIles-LettreSj Classical^ and Philological.

Studies in EnrjJhh ; or, Glimpses of the Inner Life of our Language. By
M. SrrELK De Vf.rk, LL.D., Professor of Modern Languages in the Uni-
versity of Virginia. l'2nio., pp. 3G0. New York : Charles Scribner &
Co. 1867.

It was one of the tokens of the practical modernized genius of

Thomas Jetlerson, that in founding the University of Virginia he

placed the Anglo-Saxon and English language in its curriculum.

It was a proof of wise discrimination in the curators to place Pro-

fessor De Vere in that chair. The present volume is the result of

a ripe scholarship, and will produce its effect in redeeming the im-
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portant branch it teaches from its present great yet diminishing
neglect. Our want of space prevents our more than recommending
it to the attention of scholarly men.

Periodicals.

The Charleston Advocate. A. Webster, Editor ; B. F. RAiroOLPn, T. W.
Lewis, Assistant Editors.

We hail the advent of another star of freedom in the southern
firmament. There is nothing so assures the triumph of truth and
righteousness as the multiplication of unsliackled organs of thought.

'

Slavery could never have lived but by the suppression of free
j

utterance. The human auction block and the free press could not
'

stand side by side. For a while the block conquered the machine. I

But it was a suicidal conquest with a terrible reverse. There is
j

an eloquent passage in cue of John Philpott Curran's speeches,
j

vividly depicting the value of a free press, for even the most des-
j

potic ruler, as a bold utterer of truths he would never otherwise I

hear, which are nevertheless essential to the safety of his throne. 1

Flattery surrounds him with an atmosphere of pleasing but fatal i

falsehood, bewildered by which he leaps the precipice of ruin. So 1

the late slaveholdership formed a system of fatal fallacies which it
|

allowed no free press or free speech to contradict. First, slavery
;

was a subject that must not be touched ; next, it was a blcssiug I

that must be extended ; next, the right of a state to secede was
|

absolute ; next, one southerner could whip ten northerners ; and all
|

these fallacies became axioms, because no one was allowed to con-

tradict them. Their terrible explosion has passed, and on the ground

they once occupied a free press is taking its victorious stand.

With that free press, aided by the free school and the free Church, 1

freedom and righteousness are sure of a perfect prevalence. And i

so we hail the omen of a Christian Advocate in the city of Charles-

ton. The turbulent hotbed of proslaveryism, nullification, and

secession—the scene where the Calhouns, the Rhetts, and the

Keitts raved and rioted—is now receiving due lessons in loyalty,

liberty, and peace. Terrible is the governmental force by which
this result has been secured ; but where the insurgent powers of

evil are fierce and rampant, beneficent is even the temporary des-

potism that brings them to order.

The reconstruction measures finally adopted by Congress,

though not precisely what we should have chosen, will be ap-

proved by the loyal North that carried the nation through the Avar

in triumph. Its two main points are, 1. The enfranchisement of
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the colored South ; and, 2, The disfranchisement of about three

per cent, of the insurgents against the national government.

In the first we exult, as the consummation of our thirty years' war
against human bondage. We entertain no sympathy with the grief

of the white southerner in feeling himself terribly wronged because

men are endowed with their rights, and raised to the possession of

their manhood. We laugh at the oppressor "who screeches out

ojypressioyi ! because his victim is rescued from his fetter and his

"whip. And the world laughs with us. The southerner who howls
because the bondsman is wrenched from his clench, is the laughing-

stock of Christendom, Wherever there are hearts that beat high

for freedom, wherever there are people aspiring to the franchises of

manhood, there prayers and sympathies have been earnest for the

victories of our Republic, and their sanction has been hearty for

making that victory, by any exertion of power, the victory of suf-

fering manhood. Our triumph has been a universal argument for

man's capacity for freedom. It has awakened the masses of England
to strike boldly for their riglits, and their battle song is not '-Mary-

land, my Maryland," but " John Brown," and the 3Iarsellaise hymn.
As for the second point, we should have preferred universal

amnesty. And nothing but a sense of uusafety prevented its

adoption. The bloody riot at Memphis, the Xew Orleans massa-

cre, the frequent announcement by southern politicians and church-

men that the frecduion were destined to extermination, the unani-

mous reports of our military commanders that the spirit of blood

and insurrection was rife in- tlie old dominant class, have all con-

spired to confirni the purpose of the loyal nation to carry its

measures through with a firm, decisive hand. When the danger-

ous crisis is past, wlien the new order of things is firmly settled,

and the normal current has resumed its tranquil flow, the military

will be withdrawn, and the disfranchised class will doubtless

gradually recover its ancient endowment. That military arrange-

ment is properly a war measure, for whatever Andrew Johnson
may have done, the northern people had never as yet fixed any

adjustment of the terms of peace. And such had been the Presi-

dent's mismanagement, that the people have been at last obliged to

secure the adjustnient they required by military force.

The beneficial fruit of this severe but decisive action, we trust,

will be the earlier restoration of peace and business operations.

The earlier southern trade will resume her channels, agriculture

will furnish her fruits, and manufactures will start their wheels.

Time, reform, and the lessons of the past, will restore a better than

the old Union.
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Pamphlets.

The PhilosopTiy of MctTwdi^m. A Centeuary Discourse delivered before

tbe Genesee Annual Conference, in Lockport, N. Y., October 5, 1S66.

By J. B. Wextworth, D.D. Published by order of the Conference.

IGmo., pp. 90. New York : Carlton & Porter. 1SC6.

A iVesli and original train of tliought in vigorous stjle.

The Immortality of Character. A Sermon. By Rev. J. Emory Round.
Brookljn. 1867.

The Idms and Fedlngs Necessary to Nat'mial Greatness. A Sermon de-

livered before the Executive and Legislative Departments of the Gov-

ernment of Massachusetts, at the Annual Election, Wednesday, January

2, 1867. By Hekry White Wakren. Boston : Wright & Porter. 1S67.

Dr. Warren gives to his honorable audience fundamental truths

in his own clear and trenchant phrase.

Miscellaneous.

The Marl-et Assistant : containing a Brief Description of ever\' Article of

Human Food sold iil the Public :Market^ of the Cities of Xew York,

Boston, Philadelphia, and Brooklyn, including the various Domestic and

Wild Animals, Poulti-v, Game, Fish, Vegetables, Fruits, etc., with many
curious Incidents and' Anecdotes. By Thomas F. De Voe, Author of

" The Market Book," etc. 12mo., pp. 465. New York : Hurd & Houghton.

If any critic should imagine that the present volume possesses

scarcely sufficient dignity of subject for our grave Quarterly to

notice, he shows evidence of not being posted up in the most mod-

ern pliilosophy. The latest announcements from our savans seems

to be that brain is all there is of mind, and that the old duplication

ofman into mind and matter is obsolete. Brains, then, being the

only mind there is, and brains being organized victual, it is plain

that your intellect is purchased at the market, carved at the table,

and swallowed through your gullet. The volume deals therefore

with pure, solid intellect. But with shame we confess our inability

to pronoimce magisterially on the merit of a M'ork dealing with so

high a theme. We recommend to all persons, therefore, who are

accustomed to eat, or who possess brains, to examine and decide

for themselves, premising that the exterior style of the work is

worthy the house that issues it.

A Sequel to Ministering Children. By IMaria LomSA Charlesworth.

Author of "Ministering Children," "England's Yeomen," " Sunday Aft-

ernoons in the Nursery," etc. 12mo., pp. 428. New York :
Robert

Caitcr <k Brothers, 1807.

The great popularity of Mrs. Charlesworth's first work will com-

mand a large acceptance of this sequel. Sequels seldom equal

their antecedents ; and even when intrinsically equal, they scarce

can reproduce the first sensation. We commend this attempt at

such an achievement to a fair hearing.
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Father Ckment. A Roman Catholic Story. By the author of "The De-
cision," " Profession is not Principle," etc. 12mo., pp. 246, iSI^ew

York : Carter & Brothers. 1867.

Venetian Life. By W. D. ITowell. Second edition. 12mo., pp. 401.

New York: Hurd & Houghton. 1867.

Beco-nh of Five Years. By Grace Greexwood, author of "History of

Mv Pets," "Recollections of My Childhood," "Merry England," etc.

12mo., pp. 222. Boston : Ticknor & Fields. 1867.

Curfew Chimes; or, Thoughts for Life's Eventide. By J. R. Macduff,
D.D., author of " Morning and Night Watches," " Memories of Bethany,"
etc. Second edition. lUmo., pp. 71. 18(J7.

The Great Pilot and his Lrs-'^om. By the Rev. Richard Newton, D.D.,

author of "Rills from the Fountains of Life," "The Best Things," etc,

12mo., pp. 309. New York : Carter & Brothers. 1867,

The Stary of Martin Luther. Edited by Miss Whately, 12mo., pp,
354. New York: Carter & Brothers. 1807.

Ttco MarruTQCs. By the author of "John Halifax, Gentleman," " Christian's

Mistake," etc. 12mo., ])p. 301. New York : Harper «fc Brothers.

Fred'srich the Great niid his Court. An Historical Romance. By L. Muhl-
BACii, author of " Joseph 11. and his Court." Translated from the Ger-

man by Mrs. CiiAi'-MAN C^olemajst and her Daughters. 12mo., pp, 434,

New York: D. Appleton 6c Co. 1866.

Annals of a Quiet NeigMx-rhood. By George Mac Donald, M.A, 12mo,,

pp. 311. New York: Harper &, Brothers.

The Villnrje on the CIiff. By ISIiss Tblvckeray, author of "Tlie Story of

Elizabeth." 8vo., pp. 104. Haqjer & Brothers.

The Tent on the Beach, and other Poems. By John Greenleaf Whit-
tier. IGmo., pp. 172. Boston: Ticknor & Fields. 18G7.

Letters to a Schcd-Boy. By his Father. 12mo., pp. 208. New York:
Carlton ct Porter.

The Good Beport. Morning and Evening Lessons for Lent. By Alice B.

Hayek. 12mo., pp. 318. New York: D. Appleton & Co. 18G7.

Scrij'ture Baptism Bftndcd^ and Anabaptist Notions Proved to he Anti-

scriptural Nifvcltii's. By Rev. John Levington. 12mo., pj). 242.

Chicago: Poe A; Hitchcock. 1866.

Heligions Poems. By Harriet Beeciter Stoave. With Illustrations.

18mo., pp. 107, Boston : Ticknor & Fields. 1867..

Walking in. the Light. Bv D.\niel Dana Buck, D.D. 16mo., pp. 104.

Cincinnati: Poe ct Hitciicoek. 1867.

The Satifactory Portion. I?y Rev. A. C. George. 16mo., pp. 107. Cin-

cinnati : Poe c\; Hitchcock. 1867.

Two vahuible volumes on practical piety from able pens.

Cakltox Sc Porte u are issuing very valuable additions to our

Sunday-school literature, among which are the following:

What is a Child? or. The Properties and Laws of Child-Nature stated

and illustrated. By William H. Groser, B.Sc, F.G.S. 16mo., pp. 63.

TJie Art of Seruring Attention in a Sunday-School Class. By Joshua
Fitch, il..\.., Principal of Normal College, British and J''oreign School

Society. From the ].,ondon Edition. lOmo., pj). 44.

Two Years vi'h Jc.-<its. First Year : Historic Outline. Journeys, and Miracles.

Prepared for Scliolars of the Third Grade, By J. H.Vincent. 16mo,,pp.64,
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Aet. I.—scripture INSPIRATION".

The Inspiratio7i of Holy Scrij^ture: its Nature and Proof.

Eiglit Discourses preached before the University of Dublin.

By \YiLLiA5r Lee, A. M., Fello^^ and Tutor of Trinity College.

New York : Carter & Brothers.

Essays and JReviews. New York : Appletons.

Replies to Essays and Eevieics. New York: Appletons.

Aids to Eaith: a Series of Theological Essays. Appletons.

A Collection of Tlieological Essays from Various Authors, with

an Introduction by Geo. R. Noyes, D. D., Prof, of Sacred Lit-

erature in Harvard University. Boston : Walker, Wise, & Co.

Commentary on Mattheio and Mark. By William Nast, D. D.

Cincinnati: Poe Sc Hitchcock.

The Greek Testament, with Notes by De.vn Altoed. New York

:

Harper tt Brothers.

The Spirit of the Hebrew Poetry. By Isaac Taylok. New
York : Rudd & Carleton.

Tilt Radical ; a Monthly Magazine devoted to Religion. Boston.

Essays. By Ralph Waldo Emerson. Ticknor «fe Fields.

The inspiration of the Scriptures is the corner-stone of Chris-

tian doctrine. Without it the forms of true faith would crum-

ble and disappear, for they could have no ground for their

support. .Appeals to consciousness, or tradition, or any other

triljunal, would be instantly met by counter appeals to difierent

declarations of consciousness and tradition, and the mind
^ould drift powerless among the contending ice-fioats of

ninnan imagination, feeling, and opinion.

FounxH Series, Vol. XIX.—21
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An inquiry, therefore, into the ground and character of this

inspiration, is one of the most important topics that can address

the mind of man. Two branches this inquiry naturally

assumes :

I. Considerations, aj>}^iori, in favor of inspiration.

II. Its real nature and degree.

First. What grounds liave "sve for considering inspiration

necessary in any divine system of faith ?

The basis of all truth is twofold: that revealed to the con-

sciousness, and that revealed to the senses. Nature, in the

earth and the universe, is a reality, undisturbed by the unreal-

ism of Berkeley and Schaupenhauer. The eye, and other

organs of communication between the soul and its dwelling-

place, transmit convictions of the reality of the objects they

recognize, as positive, as unanswerable, as those which arise

from the central depths of the spirit's own being. They speak

of that wliich they do know, and the soul unhesitatingly

receives their testimony.

On the other hand, the spirit of man testifieth to itself. In

its own secret and intercommunion it asserts certain things

as true. Its own e:^istence, independent of, and superior

to, the body, is perhaps the most central of these spiritual

truths. It is the vital point. AVere it not for that, the soul

would be swallowed up by the body. We should have no

selfhood, no spiritual sense, no moral nor conscious nature.

It is probable that such is the fact in respect to the spirit

of the beast that goeth downward. It is not a self-discerning

spirit. It looks to the body as the center of its life, works

blindly the will of the bodily appetites, and is absorbed by the

fleshly nature. It rises not into the realm of conscious being,

and is not, therefore, reasoning, moral, immortal. Born with

the body, it obeys its behests as faithfully as the waves

the moon.

Who ever saw a beast, even the most intelliscent, seek to

restrain its appetite from gratification ? It will adopt every

means, on the contrary, to secure its indulgence, as the choked

river among the hills will wind in every manner to find an outlet.

And if the appetite is unsatisfied, so far from repressing it,

through every tie of duty, love, or obedience, of parental or lili:d

instinct, it will break, even as the same obstructed river madly
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tears its path through rij^ening fields, through homes of culture

and afi'ection, regardless alike of happiness and of life, so that

it may obej the domination of its own imperious nature and

reach the haven of its desires.

These lower creatures, then, lack this spiritual counselor

against the pressure of instinct, this reviser and represser of

brutality. Their spirits are jackals to the beastly lion of the

body. Man, on the contrary, has a soul that declares to him
the reality of its own existence ; its relations to the body, in

which it condescends to abide for a little season, as its guide,

companion, and master; its relations to the past and future, to

the visible and invisible, to the temporal and eternal, to himself,

his fellow-creatures, and, far above all, and infinitely above the

possibility of brute spirit, to God—creator, preserver, deliverer.

Beyond this highest height there is a higher height the soul

of man attains. jSTot alone does it discover God. It converses

with him. The intimacy of Adam and his Creator, broken off

by sin, is renewed in Christ. His Spirit itself beareth witness

with our spirits. The soul sees, hears, talks with God. The
only possible meaning of prayer is this communion. It would

be mockery and insanity did not God and the human soul

tlien meet and converse together.

The fact, therefore, of the soul's existence and movements is

as well founded as that of the existence of the material uni-

verse. It knows its own workings as certainly as it does that

of the body it inhabits. It sees God with the same clearness

and assurance that it sees the earth and sky.

Kow Christianity being the work of the same God who
created the soul and the body, the material earth and the

spiritual heavens, it is establislicd on precisely the same founda-

tions that these rest upon. It has an earthly body, it has a

spiritual body. Eeing designed for man, it is especially

adapted to his twofold nature. It has an inward and an
outward being : a body and a soul.

'Spiritus intus alit, totamqiie infusa per artua

Mens agitat molem, et magno se corpore miscet."

Its chief revelation is, however, directly to the heart and the

Jnind, without any connection with outward media. Without
reading a book, or hearing a voice, or seeing a form, the peni-

tent soul may draw nigh unto God ; may be conscious of his
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justifying grace, of a peace that passeth even its own under-

standing, of a joy in communion that is inexpressible in its

tenderness and glory.

This inward expression of Christianity surpasses the out-

ward as greatly as spirit excels matter. It is the profound, the

indestructible life of Christianity. Its outward forms may
be suppressed by persecution, its written word may be hidden-

from the eyes of the believer in the vail of an unknown tongue,

or by the power of hostile rulers. Yet spirit will blend with

Spirit, the creature converse with the Creator, and Christianity

still live, a fountain sealed but not dried up ; a fountain, fresh,

sweet, eternally upspringing, and ready, when the seal is

broken, to break forth in channels, and make the earth where

it flows a paradise. Christianity, therefore, in its ultimate

solution and central vitality, like prayer, is

" Tbo soul's sincere desiro,

TJiteTed ox unexpressed

;

The motion of a hidden fire

That trembles in the breast."

But God lias not chosen to confine himself to this mode of

manifestation, lie has provided this gospel a body as it hath

pleased him. He hath put his religion into a form apprehen-

sible by the out-looking faculties of the soul ; a form that

stands among other visible works of man and of God as clear,

authoritative, and divine as the mountains among the man-

made cities that crouch at their feet, or as the ocean around

the man-driven ships that rock on its waves. It is thus

ordained of Gud that if man dare deny tliQ existence of His

works he must, with the same breath, deny those of his own

hands.

The same law rules in the higher realm of grace. Whoever

shall deny the divinity of Christianity in its revealed forms,

by the very force of his own nature is compelled, if rational

and consistent, to deny the corresponding but infinitely inferior

revelations oi' his own inward spiritual life.

In two ways the ideas of man permanently seek ex-pressiou

:

in urganizatiou and in language. These are almost simulta-

neous in origin and development. His thoughts that breathe

must be embodied in words that burn ; a seemingly more, but

really less intense expression of the inexpressible. They niu=t
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none the less take on tlie form of action. They must organize

societies around their focus, or rather develop such organisms

from this vital center. They must blossom into customs, habits,

buildings, institutions, every form of outward beauty and effi-

ciency. Thus the idea of the divine right of kings has found

expression in books, palaces, pomp, and power. Thus the

coimter idea of the divine rights of man is becoming clothed

upon with language, law, arms, and nationality.

Even so Christianity has a twofold expression of its ineffable

fullness and vitality. It takes the shape of worship and of

word ; of Church or kingdom ; and of language or literature.

It puts on the goodly apparel of vestments. It flowers into the

highest art of the painter and sculptor. It bursts forth in the

wondrous majesty of architecture ; in the tabernacle, in the

temple, in the sublimer beauty of the cathedral. These are its

outermost forms of worship. The inner and finer wrappings of

this spirit are the bowed head, the lifted voice, the unspotted

life, the active service of love.

Antichrist seeks to organize mankind into sects and con-

stituencies. Christ organizes his disciples into a congregation

or Church, which shall ofl'set this mighty power of numbers.

lie calls this company, " the pillar and ground of tlie truth.*'

Not the truth itself—that is spiritual, and cannot be aflected

by mimbers—but its supporters and revealers. They represent

its numerical or voting power. They are the popular tests of

the divinity of the gospel. The suffrages of the race, without

regard to color or condition, shall thus declare the sovereignty

of Christ against that of Satan. Even if many of these voters

are themselves bad men, utterly destitute of inward and real

Christianity, like many wicked supporters of political truth,

they acknowledge thus the truth of the gospel, whose renewing

power they personally refuse. Thus many of the popes and

their subjects, as well as the irreligious portion of Protestant

communities, support the claims of Christ against idolatry and

.
infidelity.

But while this general suffrage may concede his kingly

rights, they cannot be truly said to be the body of the Christian

Boul. Only the true Church can be the true outgrowtli. And
only when this mass of individual adherents becomes thoroughly

transformed by the power of the endless life within, will the
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Cbnrcli be the all-prevailing, all-perfect form and likeness of

the indwelling God, the Holy Ghost.

But the Church is not its only outward revelation. Man-

kind are aftected by numbers ; they are yet more by ideas.

The Chm-ch, like the State, must be inspired and uplifted by

thought. These ideas must take the form of language. They

must enunciate law, sing praises, and mould themselves into

biography and history. These revelations the Gospel makes

of itself, and their combined form it calls the book—the word,

the letter of God. Thus, when Satan might appeal to his

multitude of svor&hipers for proof of his kingliness, Christ ap-

peals to his as a superior proof of superior claims. When the

enemy sets forth his falsehoods in the form of argument, creed,

song, and story, his divine adversary is ready with this counter

statement, argument, life, and law. lie not only enters the

forum and the hustings, he enters the schools and the libraries.

If man dares to deny, as how often he has, the ability and act

of divine composition, he will thus, by the same word, deny his

own. For God's book was written and published ages before

the lirst of his. The very book in which he may attempt to

deny the possibility of a divine writing, proves the impossibility

of his own ; for all his powers of thought and of expression, his

faculty of writing and printing, are from God himself, who

can as easily do for his own ends of infinite greatness what he

allows man to do for his objects of infinitesimal triviality.

Thus the foundation of God standeth sure by the veryifeeces-

sity he has laid upon his enemies to build their own structures

on the same foundations.

The Bible is therefuru the second essential expression of

Christianity. It is the body of Christian truth ; the outer in-

tellectual form of the inner life ; the testimony to the world of

that experience which every renewed nature receives directly

from God. It is as essential to our present existence as is the

body to our earthly existence. As the soul cannot act, nay,

cannot remain in this world, without a body, no more can

Christianity be a power in the earth and among men without

an outer oracle. The sinful soul doth not discern the things

of the Spirit. The world that lieth in the wicked one would

deny and despise the testimonies of sanctified ones. Hence

God enters their own arena, conforms to their own ways ot
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procedure, puts his polling booth alongside of theirs—his print-

in"- press, his school, his poetry, oratory, logic, philosophy, his

lieroes and heroines, his histories, constitutions, communities.

Therefore it becomes absolutely necessary that He should

\vrite a book. In it should he set forth such thoughts and

facts as he may deem it desirable that man should know. As
the author seeks to impress his convictions upon the reader,

and does not accept the latter as a partner in his work, either

as to the suggestion of topic or treatment, so the Author of this

Book does not take counsel with his readers as to what or how
he shall ^vrite, but is solely anxious to enlighten them with his

o^vn opinions expressed in his own way.

In his book we thus find him communicating directly with

man. He gives him that most interesting of all histories to a

human being, his genealogy. He adds that hardly less fasci-

natiug knowledi]!:e, the origin of tlie home he inhabits. AVhat

man desires not to know his fii'st ancestor, and the first home-

stead of his family ? How powerful is this passion even for the

few generations through which but few can trace their stream

of being. Had we not the Bible, the pages of Ilesiod and

Apollodorus, as well as the custom of all heathen rulers to

ascribe their origin to their gods, show how great would be our

curiosity, and how absurd the conclusions of our scrutiny.

Beginning with these most alluring subjects to the human
mind, it instantly shows the divinity of its authorship by rising

from the sphere of mere earthly science and family pride, into

the relations of those souls to their Maker. " Let us make
man in Our image. In the image of God made He him."

It as instantly gives the absolute equality of every individual,

despite all natural or enforced distinctions, in its next word

:

" Male and female created He them." From the high position

as the children of God, he proceeds to show how they fell,

and how they were rescued from its immediate consequences;

introducing in this narrative the two great agencies, unseen

and superior to man, that are concerned in his history ; intro-

ducing also the mode by which the Divine deliverer shall rescue

man through the interposition of Himself. Thus was set forth

in the opening cliapters the seven most important facts that

nian could need or wish to know : his origin, his birthplace,

his dependence on God, liis independence of his fellow, his
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adversary, his fall, his Saviour. These three chapters introduce

the volume. They are the proem of the epic, or the first

chorus of the drama, which give a s}Tiopsis of the whole work.

No matter how many years the Author may be in completing

his work ; no matter how many volumes it may ultimately in-

clude, they are all summed up in this introductory chapter.

Thus Gibbon declared a purpose, in the first page of his history,

that it took him twelve years to complete, and that covered

thirteen centuries of time. Thus Adam Clarke began a task

in 1T94 that he did not fully finish in nearly forty years.

Thus Bancroft and Herbert Spencer are engaged yet on intel-

lectual works which their prefatory chapters lay out, and which

have already absorbed nearly forty years of the life of the for-

mer,* and may yet a longer portion of that of the latter, ere they

can say as did Gibbon, ''I may now congratulate my deliver-

ance from a long and laborious service." If a creature whose

limit of labor rarely reaches half a century may thus grapple

•with undertakings which demand a quarter, or a half, or even

all of that time to complete, is it not eminently easy for the

Author of the Book, whose goings forth are from eternity, to

occupy two or more thousands of years in elaborating the plan

he sets forth in his introductory chapter?

That elaboration will include the history of this redemption

as it discloses itself in the lives of individuals, of families, of

nations, as it contends with opposing powers of error, ^ it

exhibits itself in superhuman and supernatural events, or

moulds itself into systems of worship and a code of laws. It

will include nlso such truths respecting the nature and destiny

of man, on and beyond the earth, the unseen worlds of spirits,

good and evil, the nature and operations of Deity beyond the

reach of human knowledge, as may be deemed by the Author

essential to the perfect unfolding of his plan. In its style it

will be likely to include all the varieties of composition that

attract the attention or exhibit the capacity of man. The his-

toric, the dialectic, the proverbial, the lyric, the narrational, the

dramatic—whatever mode of expressing thought or feeling is

"within the scope of the human mind, that mode will find its

best illustration in the Book of God ; for he is the source of its

* In 1834 bis first volume was published, "the result," we are told, evea then,

"of along matured purpose."
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capacity in man, and therefore can, as well as must, exhibit

its fullness in his own word.

"We might adduce, as an additional proof of this necessity, the

f-ict that all false systems of any degree of development have

embodied their claims and laws in language. God's enemy

has written his book. The Yedas of the Brahmans are among

the most ancient of these heretical compositions. The Hermes
Trismegistus professes to be the utterances of Egyptian gods.

•' The Bana," which means " The Word," is the title of the

sacred writings of the Buddhists. Teutonic idolatry had its

Bible. Greece had her Oracles, the authority of whose most

carefully worded responses exceeded that of any of her Peri-

cles or Alexanders. The Sybilline books ruled the Romans,

the only power whose sovereignty they acknowledged. So

Mohammed, when he would organize his ambition into a sect,

is compelled to write a Koran ; and modern heresies, however

refined and debasing, are constrained to take the form of words.

Error becomes supernaturally natural in Emerson's exquisite

Bentences, where every word is weighed like diamond dust in

the balances of expression. It becomes visionary in Sweden-
borg, intolerably verbose in Jackson Davis, and coarsely bar-

baric in Joe Smith. But, whatever name it assumes, it is ever

compelled to manifest itself in a book.

A still higher proof could be drawn from that profoundest

of all revelations, the nature of God himself. But as that

revelation is disclosed only in his Book, it can hardly be con-

sidered an d pi'iorl consideration. Yet, asip confirmation of

those proofs which nature, man, and both true and false re-

ligions advance, it may, perhaps, rightfully appear in this con-

nection. The expression which the invisible God employs to

convey to the creature the fact of his own manifestations is the

Logos, or "Word. The very essence of his nature and express

image of his person is the AVord. The full significance of this

statement, no creature, however exalted, can ever understand.

But that it means to convey to our minds the fact that God
reveals himself in an outer form, to which he assigns this most
significant name, cannot be denied. Though it does not aflect

his eternal tripersonality, yet his manifestation of himself is thus
Eot forth in the words his own Spirit employs, an unanswerable

coufij'ination of the law that obtains in all lesser bein^. The
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invisible God, invisible to liis highest angels no less than to his

lowest creatures, invisible by the constitution of his own being,

bringeth himself, in the person of his Son, into the world, " and

when he bringeth forth his only-begotten, he saith, Let all the

angels of God worship hira." This eternal Son is styled, The
"Word. This declaration has yet farther and most important

bearings on the subject ; but for the present we limit its import

to the point we are considering, and we deduce from the

necessity that God himself should reveal himself in a visible

form, the highest expression and the most unanswerable proof,

that all his works, made in his image, must be subject to this

law. As Christ is the manifestation of the infinite God, so,

though in an infinitely less degree, do nature and man body

forth the inner and unseen higher nature and higher man.

So do the Church and the Bible show forth the divinity that

dwells witliin them.

But these considerations are only the portal to the truth,

the foundations of the temple that must be erected. It is not

BO much a prophecy, dumb or distinct, of the need and natural-

ness of an inspired volume, that creates controversy among men.

' It is thefact that such a volume exists, claiming such an origin,

with authority correspondent, which has always, and will more

and more awaken the animosity of the foes of truth, and compel

divisions even among its friends. It is most natural that such

a result should happen. A work so lofty in its claims, so essen-

tial to the success of the Gospel, will of course be disputed

as to its authorship and authority. It wall be assailed by every

•weapon of logic or rhetoric, of malice and ridicule. It will be

undermined by fiattery or by subtlety. The difierences of its

various copies will be multiplied and magnified. Its scientific

statements will be opposed professedly in the interests of science.

Its doctrines will be eviscerated, or declared unworthy of

enlightened ages. Its ethics and politics, philosophy and

poetry, facts and figures, will all, by feeble friends or foul foes,

become the subjects of solemn or sarcastic assault.

Chief of these attacks in frequency and persistency will bo

that which denies its authorship. This is the seat of its strength.

If it can be driven from this ; if it can be made to share it with

human works, if it can be shown by any array of difiiculties

that the doctrine is untenable, the deed is done. The "Word of
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God becomes a word of man, and its especial, supreme, sole

anthoritj among all other writings instantly and forever ends.

This subject is, therefore, most essential to our religion.

They stand or fall together. Tliis every enemy, if not every

ally, sees. Let us gather around this Book, blackened with

the smoke of a million battles, yet unmarred by their assaults,

and strengthen ourselves with the divine power that eternally

dwells within it.

"We shall feel as we enter upon the examination, that no brief

essay can compass its fullness. To explore its lengths and

breadths and depths and heights would require ages and

capacities such as belong not to time and man. It is like at-

tempting to explore the realm of nature with our little mind,

in our little moment, i^ay, it is more foolish. For the Bible,

if it be what it must be, according to its claims, is far fuller of

divinity than nature. It has far profounder truths, far wider

relations, far greater facts, far stranger mysteries. The great

Echolars of nature bow reverently before her multitudinous mar-

vels. They confess that they discern but parts of her ways, and

Bay with their inspired predecessor in this field, who rightly

recognizes nature as a revelation of God, " The thunder of His

power who can understand !
" They declare they are but lucky

children finding a few pearls on the shore of the illimitable,

unfathomable sea. They modestly refuse to sit in judgment

on its central realities. What know they of life? "Why and

how it assumes so many forms ? What is the substance of the

worlds ? What is the as-e of the earth ? "\Yhat of the inhab-

itableness of the stars? What is matter? what, spirit? Some
of these they attempt approximatively to ans^^^er. Of some,

and by far the most and greatest, they exclaim, "We are of

yesterday, and know nothing !

"

And yet some of these same scholars, so humbly prostrate

before nature, presume to ignore or domineer over the Word of

God. Like all idolaters, they worship the creature more than

the Creator ; they M-orship the one and despise the Other. Its

statements they do not regard as worthy of their attention.

Their inquiries are not to be afl;ected by its assertions. Xo
reverence makes them uncover their feet or head as they ap-

proach its sacred pages. They treat it with the coldest neglect,

with the haughtiest disdain.
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Thus thej demean themselves toward what ? A far sublimer
work and word of God than that they so faithfully revere.

The Bible, if it be what it claims, is the higher complement of

the book of creation. It is the spiritual as that is the material

revelation of God. It is far more abundant than the latter in

obstacles to its complete subjugation to the human compre-
hension, far more rewardable to its faithful students in knowl-
edge and wisdom. It is higher than the heights above, deeper
than the depths beneath. It dwells upon the workings of God
in his spiritual universe, his creation and government of souls,

not worlds; his treatment of souls fallen and unfallen ; his

operations to save the lost, without weakening the foundations

on which the sinless can abide humble and holy. "What is the

subsidence or elevation of continents, the age of Xiao-ara or

Amazon, the number of genera or species of fishes, the mutual
relation and interdependence of the animal races, from mollusc

to man—what are such inquiries beside the themes of revelation?

But as this field is utterly inexplorable, let us confine our-

selves to that which is the center of the whole investigation,

without whicli the mighty fabric, like

" The great globe itself,

Yea, all which it inherit, shall dissolve,

And, like an unsubstantial fabric faded,

• Leave not a rack behind."

Second. In what sense, and to what degree, are the Scriptures

inspired ? There are many shades of belief on this subject, but

they can all be reduced to tln-ee

:

1. The Bible is inspired in nature, precisely like every book
of man.

2. It is divinely inspired, but rather as a supervision of

human minds to keep them from error, than as the express

utterance of the mind of God.

3. It is directly and entirely written by God, these penmen
being co-wurkers, but sub-workers, with him.
Two others might be included—that which denies inspiration

altogether, and that which confers the extremest inspiration

upon some parts, and the supervisional on the rest of the book.

But the first of these denies it entirely, and can therefore be

hardly said to be a doctrine of inspiration ; while the second,

as it grants the highest order of inspiration to a portion, and
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that portion, also, the Gospels, about which the battle rages

ittost violently, is embraced in its difficulties, and must stand

or tall with it.

I. The first of these theories is the ruling dogma of the

lieterodoxy of to-day. It is stoutly advocated by the leaders of

all outside faiths, pantheistic, rational, or "spiritual," so called.

Every school of skepticism cleaves to this opinion. Emerson

and Parker are one in this theory, and one in sympathy and

substance with Jowett, Davidson, Williams, Colenso, and such

apostate doctors of the English Church.

Inspiration, they declare, is the common gift to every mind.

All have it in a larger or less degree, according to their

capacity ; but some may have more of it than any of the

bibliographers. The Hebrew writers wei"e some of them in the

highest order of mind, some of them in inferior ranks ; but all

were inspired no more and no less than those of their own
capacity in other lands, and lines of thought. Shakspeare and

David, Plato and Isaiah, Homer and Job, are as constitutionally

identical as Shakspeare and Homer and Plato are, apart from

their Hebraist kinsmen. These writers are one in nature and

afflatus with all other geniuses, Phidias, Eaphael, Cicero, Cesar.

The difference between them is that other men of might have

their genius directed to lower ends—art, war, poetry, statesman-

Bhip, in a word, the humanities, while that of the Hebrews was

turned toward religion and God. It is only the difference

between a glass sweeping the horizon and the same glass turned

to the upper heavens; a difference of elevation, not of nature.

The eye is still human, still unchanged, still imperfect ; but it

is the only medium of communication between the outer world

and the soul. ^N"© different light streams in upon that soul

from the celestial than the terrestrial objects. At least, the

light has no transmuting powder over the organ of vision. There

^as no extraordinary occupation of the Bible-writing minds by
the Divine Spirit ; no sights nor utterance that they could not

attain by the natural expansion of their own powers under the

atllatus of the high and holy ideas which they were evolving.

In this sphere too they were on the same level -with other

^eers of moral and religious truth in all climes and acres,

i^uddha, Confucius, Zoroaster, Socrates, Anaxagoras, Epictetus,

Orpheus, Seneca, Swedenborg, and themselves, are all one with
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Moses, Ezekiel, Paul, and John. Mr. Emerson, the greatest

and most consistent writer of this school, beside whom Straus's

Kenan, Parker, and Colenso are but pigmies in genius and in

daring, calls them and their works all by one name.
He clearly considers himself as belonging to the same school,

•and expects that his brilliant oracularisms on the highest topics

of God and man will rank with Job and Solomon, Isaiah and
John. He seeks diligently for bits of wisdom in Hafiz, Saadi, 1

the Purana, and the Shastas. He sweeps their muddy streams .|

with his clear, cold, patient eye, and gathers every diamond, |
however defective and however imbedded in Serbonian mud,

|
and puts them beside the words of Jesus as though they were of I

like origin and authority. I*^ay, more ; he presumes to consider I

himself as the superior of them all, Jesus included, on the =|

theory that a man who masters another is indeed his master.
f

If by hard studying one can understand Plato, then is he the
\

superior of Plato. This theory is set forth with sharp-drawn
.|

distinctness in his essay on History, but is condensed into its ^

opening motto

:

*|

"I am the owner of the sphere, %
The seven stars, and the solar year; J
Of Ca:-sar's hand and Plato's brain, i

Of Lord Christ's heart and Sliakspere's strain," i

The man who could write that last line -without remorse, is 1

a fit representative of a theory which places the Bible in its I

authorship on the same level as all other books. i

Behind the mystagogue walk all the less capacious minds ?

that adopt this dogma as their own. Maurice, Powell, Will-
j

iams, Jowett, in the English Church, Parker, Frothinghaai, J

Noyes, in Anierican pulpits, have grasped at tliis theory mure
;

or less boldly as the remover of the difficulties that block their
|

path. Maurice declares that " the inspiration of the Scriptures \

is generically and essentially like that of poets, and the quick- 1

ening and informing spirit to which all good men ascribe their j

own enlightenment."^ Baden Powell says, there is no "fuun- I

dation in the Gospels or Epistles for any of the higher or sujx-T-
|

natural views of inspiration."'! The Evangelists and ai>urtle3
|

do not " anywhere lead us to suppose that they were free from
|

* See Aids to Faith, p. 344. f Essays and Reviews, pp. 379, 3S0.
|
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error and infirmity." * Jowett says :
" ISTor for any of the

IjK'licr or supernatural views of inspiration is there any founda-

tiun in the Gospels and Epistles. There is no appearance in

tlieir writings that the Evangelists or apostles had any inward

gift, or were subject to any power external to them, difl'erent

from that of the preaching or teaching which they daily exer-

cised ; nor do they anywhere lead us to suppose that they were

free from error or infirmity.f

"

"Williams, fellow of King's College, Cambridge, "protests

against that un-s^nse exaggeration which makes the entire Bible

ft transcript of the Divine Omniscience;":}: and warns his

hearers not to " ascribe infallibility to men of like passions with

ourselves," § and not " to sever, as they did not sever, theii* in-

ppiration from that of the congregation at large."
\

The American pupils of this master go much farther in

their statements. Mr. Frothingham, one of'the latest and most

pronounced of this school, puts the Bible on precisely the same

footing as other books, though he confesses his position is

''''fundamentally opposed to the faith of Christendom." % x\nd

while denouncing in almost passionate terms any especial rev-

erence for the Book, or especial distinction above its fellows,

he follows the path of his leader in his view of its inspiration.

"As for inspiration, instead of being denied it is more em-

phatically and comprehensively affirmed, for it is held to be-

long to all writings of high spiritual character; nay, far more
than that, it is held to be an attribute of all creative intellect

in its moods of moral elevation." ** Well may he conclude his

dissertation by the declaration that he " reads the Bible as any

otlierbook; criticises it; judges it; but expects no superhuman
wisdom from it, and will not call it the Word of God, or the

hook in wi»«jh the words of God are especially written." \\
We need quote no farther testimony as to the opinions of

tliis class of thinkers, ISTor need we present any argument
against them, save one, and that Mr. Frothingham frankly

confesses. It is " fundamentally opposed to the faith of Chris-

U-ndom." It sprang not from that faith. It will as certainly

* Essays and Reviews, pp. 379, 380. f Ibid.

\ Noyes'a Essay?, pp. 133, 145. See also same volume, by the same, "The
''Spirit and the Letter; or, the Truth and the Book." § Ibid.

|!
Ibid.

\ The "Radical," August, 186G, p. 449. ** Ibid., p. 454. \\ Ibid., p. 498.
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etifle it, if it is inhaled by it, as azote destroys the life that in-

spires it. It is at instinctive and utter variance with our cen-

tral thought: the union, correlation, and identification of the

Christian experience and the Christian record, of the letter

and the spirit, of the AVord and the work of God. To this

touchstone it is brought, and one trial proves its falsity. What
need have we of further testimony ? Put upon your specimen

a drop of acid and it instantly loses its luster. It is enough.

The gold is naught but pyrites. No need of smelter and

crucible and other subtler tests. Cast it out. So this theory

never feeds a hungry soul ; never gratifies a holy taste ; never

cultivates a true faith, or a perfect character. It is enough. It

is proved by its effect. Ko man can embrace it that does not

instantly or gradually reject every fundamental doctrine of that

Book. One can believe this of Homer and yet relish his im-

agination, and not distrust his statements, so far as they are

historical, geographical, or illustrative of the habits of his

times. He can believe it of Shakspeare and not become skep-

tical of his highest ideas. So one can of the moralists and

philo50})hers of the world— Socrates, Aristotle, Xenophon,

Plutarch, Quintilian. It does not destroy their veracity to

consider them thoughtful students of the great problems of

human nature and destiny. But let one extend this theory

over the Bible, and it not only ceases to be a separate, it ceases

to be an equal book. Like all in highest seats, if it falls, it

plunges far below the lowest seats. It ceases to have their

confidence and then their respect. Mr. Emerson daintily sets

the gems of Persia and India in his pictures of silver. He
never sets there a scripture verse. Though once its professed

teacher, he has totally forgotten its lore. He paraphrases

Psalm cxxxix, and calls it " Brahma." He takes pride in con-

ferring honor on the pagan guesses at truth, and pouring con-

tempt on the elder and clearer Hebrew utterers of the same

and greater truth. Barely can a word eulogistic of the Bible

be found in his writings. Rarely a word laudatory of Christ,

except as a man of deep and tender sentiments. He repre-

sents the class. All with unequal step follow hard after him.

Most less serenely tread the Arctic Sea. They waver, they

shrink. They look back like Lucifer on the divine plains

they are abandoning with some twinges of remorse, with part-
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in" benedictions to the happy field.^. Thoj still praise its

pathos or poetry, after they scorn its veracity and authority.

Tliev btrive to carry witli them the peace that the earlier and

better doctrine imparted, but strive in vain. Their writings

evince their feelings. Colenso confesses his distress. So does

Struu.-s. They feci thnt the Scriptures are leaving the;ii. It

holds no communion with such flatterers. It sees through

their unbelief, and covers itself from their eyes. Then they

plunge into all manner of disbelief concerning it. The book

ceases to be respected. It is buiieted, spit upon, scoirged,

sawn asunder. Its statements are denied, its professions de-

spised, its doctrines set at naught. Does it declare a systematic

order of creation through six periods of time ? They treut its

declaration with su})erciliuusness. Does it describe a deluge

that covered the habitable earth, and submerged all the liuman

race but one family ? They gravely charge its records with

falsehood. Does it give a sober synoi)sis of the enslavement,

emancipation, and nationalizing of the Hebrew people? They

seek to pick innumerable liaws in the narrative, and to reduce

the whole to a not cunningly devised fable. They go farther.

Its doctrines thoy especially reject. Does the Lible teaeli tlie

fact of a vicarious saci'iiico as the Imsis of man's regeneration ?

How they scorn the doctrine, and nickname it " the sacriiicial

theology." Does it declare man's depravity and destruction

without the grace of God in Christ? They scout it as a brain-

sick fancy. Does it assert a future state of rewards and ])un-

ishments, based on our earthly and voluntary relation to Chi-ist?

Thi.'V deny alike our prol'ationarv condition, our dependence

on Christ for salvation after death, and the existence of eter-

nally separated states in that future v/orld. In fact, every vital

doctrine of the "Word of God falls to the ground when the

especial inspiration of the Scriptures is rejected. All that

iindces it actually valuable to the human soul as a revealer of

Its condition, the cause, the consequences, and the cure, is

sticeringly or soberly rejected. They have robbed the salt of

Jt'^ savor, and they have nothing left wherewith to season it.

^hey therefore readily cast it out and tread it under impudent
or (Mreless feet. ' True, they })rofes3 to admire some of its say-

1'':j's and some of its eharacters. Tiiey call Isaiah '* the most

J'l^l'ired of men." They admire the grandeur of the lievela-

l'"»>ui:Tn SKr:i!:s, Von. XIX.—22
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tor, but it is as tlicy would a comely face. Tliej reject tlie

thoughts of these admirable writers, and pre-eminently despise
'

their gifts and their gospel. Some of them are especially pro-

fuse in adulations of Him they have betrayed ; they are prostrate I

in admiration before an idol their own hands hiive iindeified i

and mutilated. For all this profession and prostration is accom- 1

panied with a denial of his most avowed and most solemn claims,
|

and with unbelief in his most frequent and most important ut-
|

terances. Their Bible is not only " Hamlet," with Hamlet I

left out. It is Hamlet with Hamlet denied ever to have existed. |

While the weaker infidel still clings to a godless Bible aud I

an undeified Christ, their leaders carry their reasoning to its I

legitimate conclusions. They treat the Bible as The London
^

Quarterly says Strauss should have treated it, after his fancied
j

destruction of its authenticity. It is to them '" a closed book i

for evermore." They have turned from " the reproachful record J

of their greatest delusion." Thus we have seen Emerson, and
|

Thoreau, and the American skeptic boldly discard the shrine
|

from which they have exj^elled the God. Thus will all follow
|

them who dare to follow the like views of inspiration to their
|

natural necessary result. • J
This fate, as wc have seen, does not overtake any other woi'k 1

thus relegated to a human origin. Wc do not disbelieve the
\

geography of the Odyssey because we fail to believe with the

early Greeks in its inspiration. We do not deny the leading

doctrines of Plato because we refuse to call him divine. How
happens it that tliis distinction awaits the Bible alone? Be-

cause we take away its foundation. Its infallible and exclusive

inspiration is the only basis on whicli its authority or inlluenc-e jj

can stand. It can share its honors with no other book, even as |
its author, the divine Logos, can share his with no other goJ. J

The Pantlieon must be his all in all, or not at all. So the
|

Bible stands in the library. It alone must be worshiped. It 1

only is divnie. It falls and Christ falls with it, if it dare t.i
j

share its throne with that of man, however pure and perfect I'C
|

his genius and his strain.
|

To this objection against this theory no others need be addvl 1

It is not necessary thrice to slay the slain. If it extracts froiu
|

the Bible its whole power, denies its statements and doctrine.-.
|

and makes it a careless work for friendly or unfriendly stu'iy
J
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or neglect, tlie question in debate is concluded. Whoever goes

thus far, if consistent, will go farther. He will and ought to

cease to studj or use it as a text-book, or even to respect such

a farrago of nonsense and lies. Better fur preach from Homer

or Shakspeare, for they make far less pretensions, and far less

claims upon our credulity.

The ground out of which this theory springs is plausible,

though shallow. It ignores sin and guilt, a fall and redemp-

tion, and puts every soul ah origine and inseparably €7i rapport

with its Maker. It catches at those better influences which

arise in every mind, through the gift of Christ, who is the Light

that lighteth every man that cometh into the world, and asserts

that these gleams of conscience, these flashes of the eye of

God, are the natural, universal, and eternal property of every

soul. It steadily refuses to recognize the natural proclivity of

the soul to evil, the undertow^ that controls the current of our

being, and therefore refuses to discover any need of an atone-

ment and an Atoner. They need no guide through life, no

light from heaven above the brightness of this natural, inward

sun, no staff in death, no Daysman at the judgment, no Pre-

server through eternity. Pure naturalism is the sole and ali-

sufiicient law. Such a thing is in most violent antagonism

with Christian faith. Both cannot live in the same soul, cannot

endure eternally in the same universe. If entertained, the only

result will be the evisceration of Christianity from its believer.

Spiritualist, pantheist, fatalist, rationalist, radical, liberal, he

may call himself, but not Christian. It can never be adopted

by the Cluirch, unless it first ceases to be the Church of Christ.

The other two theories are both esteemed orthodox, and are

advocated by separate schools of evangelical thinkers. Between

them, however, there is much to choose. And we shall seek

to show that the oldest wine is in this case the best; that it,

with all its difficulties, tlie better satisfies the conditions of the

problem, and that the ol)jections which lie against it, lie with

equal force against its weaker brother; while the latter points

and tempts to the outer sea of infidelity, which we have just

been exploring.

The two views may be expressed in two words : the Super-

visional, and the A^erbal. The former considers the Bible writers

to have been superintended, so as to be preserved from error,
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•while allowed a less or larger degree of freedom in the selection

of facts and in their expression. The latter believes every word

to have been spoken under the inbreathing or impulse of the

Holy Ghust. The advocates of the former theory sometimes

Avrongfully call it tlio dynamical,"^ as if in contrast with the

true \iew, wJiieh they mistakenly term the mechanical. They
also assume for it tlie title of plenaryj-f a designation that has

long been adopted by verbal inspirationists as their own.

II. 1. Our first objection to this theory is that it originated

in opposition to the higher view of infiiUible verbal inspiration,

and not to that of a latitudinarian character. Its chief advo-

cates have much more warmly assailed the former than they

have the latter.

That it took its rise from an unwillingness to embrace the

higher doctrine, is evident from the concessions of its chief sup-

porters. Culeridge was the fountainhead whence it sprang.

* Lc-c, [Inspiration of tlio Scriptures, page 33,] after describing quite correctly

the verbal tlieory, erring, iiowever, in saying '' it practically ignores the human ele-

ment," which it no more does than the true doctrine of Christ practically ignores

the human element in his Person, adds, this "has of late years been termed tlio

mechanical theory of inspiration." As he describes the dynamical theory, it will

be found to not essentially ditler from this: '-The dynamic theory of inspiration

implies such a divine influence as employs man's faculties according to their natural

laws. }Aan is not considered in any sense the cause or originator of the revelation,

of which God alone is the source, but human agency is regarded as the condition

under which the revelation becomes' known to others."—Page 39. He elsewhere

rejects the theory "that the subject-matter alone proceeded from the Holy Spirit,

while its language was left to the unaided choice of its writers" as '-a fantastic

notion."—Page 45 ; see also pages 87, 187, and 190. Yet he docs not always adliere

to tliis positi'in; as when lie speaks of the prophet "embodying in suitable lan-

guage the ideas supernaturally infused into his soul."—Page l&G. Tiie truth is,

verbal inspiration is much more dynamical than the supervisional. for it demands
the activity of the whole mind of God and the man in its composition; not an

ovcrseership merely.

\ Less carei'ul is Alford. After properly defining verbal inspiration, [it is as

Lee says, "a consistent intelligible theory,"] he adds: "Plenary inspiration con-

sists in the fullness of the influence of tlie Holy Spirit especially raising and en-

abling for the work. The men were full of the Holy Ghost. The books are tlio

pouring out of that fullness through the men, the conservation of that treasure in

earthen vessels, in a manner which di.-tinguishes them from all otiier writers in the

world, and their work from all other work. The treasure is ours," [here is the fatal

concession.] "oi- it ordy can be, in the imperfections of human speech, in the limita-

tions of human, thowjht, in the variety incident at first to individual character, and

then to manifold transcription and the lap.se of ages."—Prologomena of Greek Test.,

page 21. He tluis gives the Bible original as well as subseipieat imperfe'jtion.

buch inspiration is as far from plenary as it is from verbal
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Though it has had advocates in previous ages, and not a few

saintly names in its roll, yet it dates its present origin and

power to this astute but erratic thinker. Thus, Mr, Browne, in

his Essay on Inspiration,* says, " One of the first among our-

selves to put forth a bold theory of inspiration was Coleridge.

He brings many reasons against a rigid mechanical theory,"

[such he entitles the verbal theory,] " against a belief that the

Bible is simply the voice of God/s Holy Sjjirit^ uttered through

difierent organs and instruments ; but he does not fix any limit;

he does not say how far he admits divine teaching or inspira-

tion to extend, nor does he apparently draw' any lino of dis-

tinction between the inspiration of holy men of old and the

spiritual and providential direction of enlightened men of every

age and nation." Thus it will be seen that he was the father,

in modern religious literature, of both theories of inspiration, the

non-verbal and non-especial. The latter has been carried to its le-

gitimate results by Emerson and his school. The former is still

held as the true doctrine by scholars of undoubted orthodoxy.f

Lee evidently seeks to occupy a middle ground between the

supervisionist and the verbalist. His own theory needs but

little modification to make it utter the exact truth. He de-

clares that it is his object "to establish all that the supporters of

verbal inspiration desire to maintain : namely, the infallible

certainty, the indisputable authority, the perfect and entire

truthfulness of all and every the parts of Holy Scripture."

Yet he earnestly denies " that each word and phrase to be

found in the Bible had been infused by the Holy Ghost into

* Aids to Faitb, pp. 3-i2-3-14-.

f It may be said that Seraler is the founder of this school rather than Coleridge, as

their vieu-s are not dissimilar. Coleridge says, " Whatever _/2?j(Z-s me brings "uith it

an irresistible evidence of its having proceeded from the Holy Spirit." And then

denies that all of the Bible thus " finds " him, and that what does not is inspired.

Seniler saj-s, " Whatever I find in Scripture profitable for doctrine and for reproof

to me, that is theopneustic, or must be referred by me to God ihe author;" but he

adds that he will not dispute witli any one who maintains the inspiration of otlier

books of Scripture which he finds of no use to himself. (Reply to Essays and

Reviews, p. 413.)

But that the German was not the founder of this scliool is seen from the fact

that it has had no special advocates in Germany, except Tholuck, who refers to

Coleridge as one of his chief authorities and not to Semier. He says, " We cannot

forbear inserting here the words of a jirofound writer who has become an intellect-

ual polar star to many inquiring minds in P^ngland and America, I mean Samuel

Taylor Coleridge." (Xoyes's Tlieol. Essays, p. 07.)
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the minds of the sacred writers." lie repeatedly opposes all

such views, and with fjir more vigor than he exhibits in eon-

fronting the statements of Coleridge or Morell.*

Other writers arc less careful in their treatment of this

theory and its supporters. Dr. Kast, one of the first of Chris-

tian scholars, speaks thus positively :
" The theory of M'hat is

called verbal inspiration, far from being essential to the divine

authority of the Gospel records, is, indeed, as we shall further

show, the only ground on which an objection can be brought

against their claim of being authentic and authoritative records

of a divine revelation ; and though this theory of verbal in-

spiration has been received as if it were tantamount to plenary

inspiration, it rests on no Scripture authority, and is supported

by no historical testimony, if we except a few ambiguous meta-

phoi'S of the Fathers." t lie thus presents his theory as being

chiefly valuable because it is opposed to the more extreme view

of equally ardent and able Christian scholars. Dean Alford,

whom also he quotes, in his prolegomena makes an equally

vigorous assault on verbal inspiration. " Much might be said,"

he says, "of the a prion unworthiness of such a theory. . . .

I do not hesitate to say, that being thus applied," [to the Gos-

pels,] "its effects will be to destroy the credibility of our Evan-

gelists.":}: He then proceeds to quote an example which we

What ilr. Morell's views are may be seen in this extract: "Imperfections

both in moral and religions ideas are mixed up with all their" [the Hebrew]
"sacred writings. Christianity consists not in propositions. Why should we be

perpetuaUy craving after a stiff, literal, verbal infalhbility '?" To the middle of

these jiiirasos Dr. Lee objects; not to tlie first or last. His objection goes much

further tlian his tiicor}', if cun.sislcutly elucidated, would allow. It is a happy illus-

tration of the true theory. "Few indeed," he says, "will be found to deny that

Christianity consists in propositions; as few, perhaps, as would allege that an

electric current consists in Iho formulas by which Gauss or Faraday have expressed

its lav\'s. The knowlrjge, however, of what Christianity is, as well as the laws of

electricity, vimt, be communicated by propositions; and it is not more unnatural

that the Christian sliould 'crave' for an assurance that God's revelation has come

to him unclouded by human error, than that the student in the exact sciences

should 'crave' for j^eifuct accuracy in the structure of the forraului by which the

philosopher from whom he derives his information has expressed the secrets ol

nature."—Pages H.'i, 14t, Note. What is perfect accuracy in a formula but verbal

infallibiUty in revelation? It should be noticed bow carefully he refrains from

opposing the ciiief assault on verbal infallibility. For further proof of the hiosc-

ness of Mr. Morell's views, consult Aids to Faith, pages 345, 346. They are con-

genital with Maurice, Stmler, Coleridge, and Frothiugham.

\ Xast's Comm., I'rolegom., p. 137. \ Prologom. Greek Test., p. 20.
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Bliall consider hereafter. Enongli for our present jjurpose if

we see that he is more anxious to demolish the stronghold than

to drive back the enemy.

Tholuck writes his essay on this side of the question solely in

answer to Professor Gaussen, whose positions he criticizes from
the beginning to the end of his article. His essay is properly

placed by Air. JSToyes among those opposed to tlie essential doc-

trines of the Church and the Word of God.

2. This theory has never awakened the opposition of the ene-

mies of the faith. Bitter are their denunciations of verbal

inspiration. In it they see the force that ever confronts their

own. The lower regions of super visional inspiration never
awaken their fear or hate. Their clear eye sees that its posi-

tions can never stand if the central doctrine fall, that it is so

inconsistent with the nature of mind, and so ready to concede
\\\ii jpredominance of the human element, with all its infirmities,

in portions, if not all, of the Word of God, that it can never
compel a skeptical philosopher to acknowledge its soundness
nor prevent his overthrow of the central truth. For he may
M-ell say, "If you declare that errors have been allowed by the

sacred penman, you have conceded the main point of defense.

The attempt to protect your position by asserting that the

Spirit kept them from essential error, will not avail for defense.

Who is to be the judge of essential error ? Who is to decide

M-here the existing error stands? One may locate it in one spot,

another in another; one may extend it largely, the other limit

it carefully. What is the final court of appeal ?" The skeptic

accepts the concession, and presses haughtily forward to the

destruction of its entire divinity, despising the porters who
have thus unwisely surrendered bim the keys. The result

which Alford declares to follow the theory of verbal inspira-

tion follows this theory: "Its eflTect is to destroy the credi-

bility" of the Bible. Its advocates, if hard pressed by our
adversaries, which, fortunately for them, they are not, (why
ehould they be ?) would have to do as they say the advocates
of the ipsissimal theory do :

" while broadly asserted, it is in

detail abandoned." Tliey cannot agree on " some one manu-
script which carries the weight of 'supcrvisional ' inspiration,
or some text whose authority shall be undoubted." No two
<J^ this school can conic as near to<rether as all of the more
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orthodox school, much less can they win the outer heretics to

their view. With whatever carefulness they seek to guard

their treasure, and we concede their conscientious zeal in tliis

matter, when they are asked which is the true sermon on the

mount,which the true inscription on the cross,which the true story

of the resurrection, they lose all power of discernment, and can

only say, " Suhstantial truth is found in all, and error," which

they call. unsubstantial, "exists there also." AYith such argu-

ments how can they contend with the enemies at the gate 1

They are properly despised and neglected, or else absorbed by

the gainsayers.*

3. This theory cuts the nerves of minute study for the har-

monizing of the AVord. It is as fatal to sound scholarship as to

sound doctrine. That scholars and theologians advocate it is no

proof of its real effects. They bring with them to their investi-

gation, not this theory, but the old, the divine feeling of its

* It is a uoticeable. we may say a remarkable, fact that both of these schools

agree almost exi'tetly in their language concerning the condition of the Gospel wri-

ters. Thus Alford says :
" This treasure is ours, as it only can be ours, in the im-

perfection of human speech." P^lliot, in "Aids to Faith," says: "We may admit

therein the existence of such incompleteness, such limitations, and such imperfec-

tions as belong even to the highest forms of purely truthful human testimony."

Nast says :
" Plenary" (by which he means full oversight, not full dictation) " inspi-

ration ... is not iuconsistent even with inaccuracies " [the italics are his own]
" in matters which all agree in regarding as wholly unimportant." Who the " all

"

are we are not told. The "Methodist Quarterly Review," vol. i, p. 269, says:

" As their infallibility " [the sacred writers'] " is not essential to the authority of

the Bible as a system of religious instruction, may we not presume that in tlieso

things human infirmity was permitted to err?" This essay also claims that

"Jesus was doubtless capable of mistakes," a logical analogy, but which most

would shrink from saying. How much do these difler from Jowett and others in

their declaration that the writers do not " anywhere lead us to suppose that they

were free from error or infirmittjV (See page 20.) That is, in their writings. In

themselves, as men, all grant it. How nearly identical is it with Frothingham's

statement of his professor's course with it? "Discrepancies in the history ho

regretfully allowed. Weaknesses in argument, impertinences in illustration, noj^

Siquiturs in deduction, slips in allusion, etc., ho discerned, noted, and felt no call to

apologize for and annul." True, the orthodox doctors protest against any annulling

of its authority, because of these " imperfections," but they protest in vain. Thc-y

are caught in their unwise concession. The ground gives way beneath their foot.

They have nothing wherewith to answer. In the words, far more more than iu

the works, of God

"One step broken, the great scale's destroyed.

"Whatever link you strike.

Tenth or ten-thousandth, breaks the chain alike."
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entire and perfect sacredness, its entire and perfect divinity.

They worship at its shrine, they seek to know its full meaning,

its intended and real, if hidden harmony, Tliey are orthodoxiu

spite of their outer creed, by the inward culture of the soul in

the elder and superior truth. The founders of error are usually

nearer the truth tlian their disciples. " It takes time to develop

lo-'ical principles." Semler was much more orthodox than his

pupils. Channing is far nearer the truth than his two chief

children, Parker and Emerson. Ballou had orthodox views of

the nature of the atonement, and only separated from the truth

as to its extent. His Cliurch to-day deny botli. Locke was the

father of Hume and Paine. So these Christian scholars who

have imbibed this error will tind that those who follow them

will inevitably separate themselves farther from the truth.

They vrill use their concessions as the lever to force the Bible

from its divine foundation. They will dwell upon acknowl-

edged " iuacem'acies " as furnishing " illustrations of the con-

ditions and characteristics of human testimony," and will say,

must say, this theory does not difier radically from that of the

"Westminster Review, concisely stated by Mr. Frothingham

:

"What is true in the Bible is to be accepted, because true ;
and

what is untrue, as untrue is to be discarded : the errors arc to

he correct-cd, and the constituent elements are themselves to be

Bubjected to analysis." *

This result their disciples will assuredly reach. They will

advance in the path that is thus sought to be cast up between

the ecrijDtural theory and tlie skeptical, not toward the former,

but the latter. The error is not two generations old. It has

hardly won its position. If it attains any influence it will

inevitably breed yet greater heresy. Sin bringeth forth death.

It will destroy accurate and minute schoLarship, and make the

Bible a subject of only general consideration, and then of no

consideration whatever,

4. This theory has no foundation in the nature of the human
mind. It is impossible to conceive of a supervisional direction

Hi any human production that shall preserve it from substantial

error, and shall yet give full scope to the original faculties of

the individual penman. If Kapoleon wishes to issue an edict,

lie does not say to his clerk, " This is the substance of what I

* The Radical, vol. i, p. 454.
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wish to say
;
put it in your language." He is as particular

about the expression as about the idea. They are inseparable.

The inventor does not say to his apprentice, "Here is my
thought, put it in a model of your own ;" nor does the sculptor

thus speak to his pupil. Idea and form, though not identical,

are inseparable. God cannot supervise his book in any partial

or plenary manner, and then allow the men who wrote it to say

their thoughts in their way, or his thoughts in their way. It

is contrary to the laws of mind. If he wrote it, he wrote it ;
if

they wrote it, they wrote it ; if, as is true, both wrote it, both

wrote it. There may be a mysterious, miraculous union of the two

natures; for that we have the highest analogy. There can be

DO supervisional arrangement which does not substantially, and,

to the ultimate confession of every thoughtful mind, perfectly

remove God from any actual authorship. This argument,

which will be considered more fully in its positive instead of

this negative furm, brings us to the point whence we started.

5. Our whole argument for inspiration is based primarily on

the necessity laid upon God to appear in this form among men.

If he only superintends human \\Titers, he docs not actually

reveal himself lie is only present in the book as he was in

Abraham, Moses, and David, not as he was in the prophecies

of Isaiah, or the person of Christ, All considerations that

demand a book of God demand that it be his directly, not

indirectly ; his personally, not episcopally. The lowest theory

of inspiration, in one respect, is in advance of this dogma, for

tliat grants the Bible direct origin from God, though it denies

to it any superior, or, at least, supreme degree of this afflatus.

It has a groundwork in the reason of man, and can therefore

be rationally stated, defended, or opposed. This is without

any basis in. reason or faith, and is alike rejected of both.

C. The object for which this theory is assumed is not thereby

attained. It is adopted to avoid difficulties that attend the

higher doctrine, " Statements of the same event cannot be

reconciled," it is said. There is no remedy for these diffei'-

ences, in verbal inspiration. Our only refuge is to admit dit-

ferenccs, but deny fallibility. It is an ostrich way of escape

from the pursuers. It avails naught. Who cares fur our pre-

tense of intaliibility after we have granted irreconcilability?

The rationalist would smile scornfully at such a defense. ^^ ^
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have given him all lie asts ; he will allow us to still call our-

PL'lvfS unconqnered.

If the writers are supervisionally preserved from error, then

must their records be equally correct. There is but one sermon

on the mount. The two reports must be reconciled. There is

l)ut one true narrative of the birth or death of Christ. The
four reporters must be made to agree. All error here is " sub-

etantial." If the Holy Ghost supervised, ho should have made
Luke and Matthew agree verbally, if it is necessary that sncb

an agreement should obtain in verbal inspiration.

For these reasons, therefore, we are constrained to reject this

theory of inspiration. It is a modem theory, having no formal

existence till within a centu)-y. It is stated honestly, and by

devout men, to guard tlie sacred Scriptures from assault, but

actually turns all its guns against the defenders, not the oppos-

ci*3 of the word. It has no strength against the foes, and is

only embarrassing to the friends of the gospel. It weakens the

passion and the power of exact scholarship in what Bengel calls

" the native force of the words " {rutiiva verhomr/i vis) of Scrip-

ture. It breeds legitimately and irresistibly the very indiiier-

encc and infidelity that it professes to detest, and that many of

its advocates do most heartily detest. It has no foundation in

the declarations of the Bible itself, nor in the constitution of

the human mind. It actually removes God from the author-

ehip of his word, and gives the Bible less of a real theopneustic,

or God-breathing character, than the most violent forms of

infidelity allow.

ilany problems are unsolved and insoluble on any theory.

None are solved by the supervisional that cannot be as easily

explained on the higher ground ; while no concessions, in the

latter case, surrender the whole truth to the doubter, as we see

is frequently and legitimately done by those who occupy a

lower and less fortified position. "We shall show hereafter that

tliis theory answers no end that the other does not better an-

swer. It removes no difficulties, and hence ought never to

have been originated.

We have dwelt upon this theory at some length, to the real

niterruption of our argument, because it is peculiarly an En-
."lish, and so an American theory. "While Semler may have

suggested the thought to Coleridge, which is the basal idea of
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his " Confessions," the German is not the originator of the

theory which some evangelical divines have made their own.^

German heresy has taken the form of Emerson, German ortho-

doxy has not taken that of Tholnck.f Or if it has followed

him, its opinions liave not given his theory its present preva-

lence. It is the rather an English vis 7nedia, an attempt on

the part of that ever middle-traveling mind to avoid the ex-

tremes of faith and nnfaith. Hence its chief advocates are of

that nation. Isaac Taylor partly concedes it.+ Browne, Ar-

nold, Lee, Stanley, Westcott, Alford are among its partial or

earnest advocates; while American scholai-s have followed in

their path, and divines of all sects have advocated the dogma,

and look askance on Gaussen and the truth. We have quoted

only one of the American authors, partly because he is perhaps

the clearest in his statement of this view, and partly because

his works are accessible to all our readers. That he does not

stand alone may be seen in this Quarterly, in an article to

which we have referred, written by one of our first thinkers

and representatives.

We turn from these views of utter and of partial error to the

truth, simple, indostructable. We shall endeavor to show that

the reasons which require any Bible, require that it should

be verbally inspired
; that the nature of language and thought

make the same demand
; that the instincts of man's nature

can be satistied with no less; that the character of its compo-

sition proves it ; that the Church in all ages has adopted this

as its only doctrine ; that the Scriptures themselves afiirui

it; that no more diflicultics attend it than accompany tl;o

lower theory, for it overcomes all the obstacles which that

attempts to remove, and is strong to resist attacks upon the

Word of God with a strength which its rival never possesses

;

and that wisest advocates of a special inspiration are con-

strained to take refuge in this doctrine when they would set

forth the truth in its simplest and most enduring form.

* "A freeer treatment of this question, nnmcly, the limitation of inspiration to

the subject-matter, has from the tirst, alone: with individual advocates of a nioro

rigid view, found place in the English Church."—Tholuck: Noyes's, Essays, p.
^''•

See also Leo on Warburton, pp. 142, 143. Doddridge yielded partially to iH

influeuco.

f Hurst ou Rationalism, pp. 200, 202. J Spirit of Hebrew Poetry, pp. 342, 344.
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Akt. II.—the SANSCRIT LANGUAGE.

It 13 nearly a hundred years since, under the splendid though

often gnilty administration of Warren Hastings, India came

to l>e an active partner in the affairs of the modern world.

It was supposed to have amassed within itself an inexhaustible

material wealth, and thither, as to a newly opened storehouse

which ages had been filling, were turned the steps of adventurers

in commerce and politics. With these went also, in various

capacities, scholars and men of letters. One of these, !Mr.

Ilalhed, employing his leisure in curious observation, was

{istonished to find, in his own words, " a language of the most

venerable and unfathomable antiquity now shut up in the libra-

ries of the Brahmans, and appropriated solely to the records of

religion, closely resembling the Latin and Greek in its ground-

M'ork. its monosyllables, its numerals, and such appellations as

would be discriminated on the immediate dawn of civilization."

Tullownig Ilalhed, as the pioneer who first undertook the

grammatical study of the language, was Sir William Jones, a

poet of high excellence, and widely conversant in Asiatic litera-

ture. Many an Englishman in those years returned to display

bis wealth gained in India ; but Sir William Jones and his co-

laborers surprised and enriched the learned world by bringing

out an entire language and literature.

Separate as India had ever been from the life of the West-

ern world, only vague rumors, dating chiefly from the visit of

Alexander, and containing little real information, had reached

the classic nations. These rumors, though exaggerated into the

marvelous, produced no lasting impression, and India had for

centuries been, in European eyes, merely as many other lands,

Jivailable and remunerative to the eutei-prises of commerce,

"\\*ith a fabulous repute for inexhaustible stores of ancient

treasure. Now, however, the announcement that a language
nad been found, having marked affinity Avith the classic

tongues, and a development in some respects higher than any
other, a language apparently traceable to the earliest utter-

ftJices of the infant world, aroused in many minds a passion

lor investigation. A graceful translation of the tender and

^"uitiful poem of the Sakuntala by Sir William Jones, much
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admired and commended by Goethe, then mler in the poetic

world, awakened lively hopes that riches of poetry, philosopliv,

and eloquence were now to be added to the known literarv

treasures of the race. Men of genius and learning, from En-

gland, France, and Germany, devoted themselves to the studv

of the new language, as astronomere to the observation of a

new planet. Manuscripts were brought to Europe in larL^e

numbers, and three generations of students have employed

their energies in this direction. About seven hundred works

have been written in exposition and illustration, and at this

time the Sanscrit literature is better known in Europe than it

has been known in India for the last two thousand years.

"What was inert and useless on its native soil, has, since its

transportation, become a vital and important element in philu-

lological science.

We propose to give some outline of the Sanscrit and its

literature, and then to venture an inquiry of the practicability

and advantage of its introduction as a study into our higher

institutions of learning.

The science of comparative philology has developed the

history of our race in many directions far beyond any written 1

records. Like the kindred science of geology, it is unable to
j

supply exact dates, yet is perfectly trustworthy in its general I

deductions. A people is traced by its language to its original I

dwelling-]>lace. Ly its linguistic afHnities and developments,
|

its relation to other peoples, and its relative time of migration \

from the common home, are ascertained. In this way tl.e s

races of Europe—Celtic, Hellenic, Slavic, Teutonic—are shown 1

to have had their common origin among the highlands of Con-
J

tral Asia. Thence, by successive waves of emigration, they re-

moved westward before the dates of their written histories. ^ car

the Asiatic home, ])robably the last to leave it, remained two

of the kindred tribes, the Persians and the Aryans. The latter

made their way down the rivers to the southward, and drivin-'

out the aborigines, possibly eastward, occupied the gre;'.'

peninsula. The Persians gained the higher lands to t;.'-

west, and in time gave their kindred a name suggested ly

the efiects of '•' more indulgent skies," Handu, or Swarthy. :>'i''

called their country " Ilandu-stan," " Swart-land." By tli^-

name they are known to most other nations, but they cab
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tbi'inselves "Arya." Having remained at liome while others

departed, and having then removed but a short and easy dis-

tance they may be presumed to have carried with them a

lar<'e portion of the primitive speech
;
and, as they had few

transitions and revulsions in their subsequent history, so their

lan^-uao-e met afterward with few important modifications.

This language, called afterward the Sanscrita, or the Perfect,

and believed by themselves to be of divine origin, is not, indeed,

the parent, but the eldest sister of the Persian and Em-opean

toncues, and bears many marks of being but one remove from

that developed by the party, sometimes called the Japhetic,

that went northeastward from the dispersion at Babel.

The character of the Sanscrit, in view of its affinity with

other languages, is peculiarly interesting. In euphony it has

probably "no equal. The transition from word to word, and

even from syllable to syllable, is made perfectly soft and

musical ; and thus made agreeable to the ear, it is represented

to the eye with perfect accuracy by nearly sixty characters,

which unite in writing with a beauty like that with which they

blend and harmonize in sound. This euphonic precision

causes to the learner greater initial difficulty, but it at length

becomes an unfailing source of pleasure. The long com-

binations, which look so unwieldy, become as brief musical

reciiativoSy compared with which the brief, dislocated utter-

ances of our western tongues seem abrupt and choppmg.

The accentuation also is peculiar. But when the eye and ear

have become familiarized to the novel work, a sense of the

beautiful continually arises, both from the euphony and the

orthography. The*^ Deva-nagari alphabet is inferior in cal-

ligraphy to the Arabic only. Equally distinguished is the

Sanscrit for its facility of derivation and composition.
^

All

the apparent synonyms, " identities with shades of differ-

ence," which our English draws from other languages, this is

able to form within itself. Only the Greek can in this respect

be compared with it. A " dhatu," or root, gives forth a long

series of derivatives by means of affixes more palpably signif-

icant than those of the Greek, while, as many (especially

Donaldson in the New Cratylus) have shown, the affixes of

the Greek require comparison with those of the Sanscrit, to

which they are closely allied, for their illustration and com-
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prelieiision. These roots are often, and in ^vords of most fre-

quent usage, simply identical with those of European lan-

guages. We find our English " father," " mother," " son,"

" daughter," '' cow," " path," and very many others, the same
in Sanscrit. Perhaps the pastoral life of our common ancestors

is shown by the fact that " daughter " in this early, almost

primitive tongue, means " milk-maid."

In etymology the Sanscrit so far surpasses all others, tliat

their systems seem to be only mutilations of its own. Its three

genders, three numbers, and eight cases cause the declined

word to represent in itself a large variety of relations. The
development of verbal forms is perhaps not equal to that of

the Greek; but here again the peculiar effect and meaning

of the Greek terminations can be realized only by comparison

with those of the Sanscrit. This laniiuafre makes etymoloirv

in some sense a substitute for syntax. Its facility in forming

compounds, by which the adjuncts are easily moulded into one

euphonious word with their subject, (which also adds greatly

to the poetic power of the language,) makes formal spitactical

arrangements less necessary. Thus, " chatuspari" means "a
man who is beaten by four others ;

" " unmattaganga " means

"a place where the Ganges is furious." Sometimes these

compounds are interesting, not merely as syntactical contriv-

ances, but associations of ideas. Thus " naka," " heaven," is

made of "na" and '' ka," (KUKog,) meaning "no sin." "Xa-
ktam," " night," " na " and " ktam," " no walking." Thus
many of our familiar words are found to embody definite com-

pounds, which may be resolved into simpler ideas.

The littTHture of the Sanscrit is remarkabk for its copious-

ness and its antiquity. Of about twelve thousand works now
known to exist, few are less than two thousand years old, and

many are very much older. The remote source from which

all this literature takes its rise is the Veda. " Yeda " means

knowledge. But to understand this term we must ao-aiu refer

to the origin of the Aryan race. From the Central Asian

home nearly all the kindred tribes pushed, as with an in-

Btinciive impulse, to the northwest. Passing the gates of the

Caucasus int<) Europe, the}' became energetic and practical

nations. Fur twenty-five centuries they have been the fore-

most actors in the history of the world. They have perfected
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art, have subdued nature, aud have spread their influence and

j)olicj over most of the globe. To Europe we must look for

the dramatic and historic glory of the Aryan men. The

ilindoo, after all his brethren had departed westward, made

his way slowly, as if against some natural law, to the south

and east, crossing the Iliinalayas, and finding his home along

the valleys of the Indian rivers. In this rich, self-satisfying

land, shut by natural barriers, he was secluded from the rest

of the world. Strabo remarks that no great conqueror from

the west but the fabled Bacchus, and Hercules, and, later,

Alexander, ever assailed India, nor did an Indian army ever

invade another land. The result of this quiet seclusion, which,

though interrupted, was not destroyed by certain internal

struggles, (the chief of which, celebrated in the Maha-bharata,

that is, Magnum Indicum s. c. Bellum, resulted in the overthrow

of the warrior race,) was that the Ilindoo mind, uninterested

in enterprises of war and commerce, in art and politics, turned

to contemplation within itself. Here it toiled with a quiet in-

dustry like the coral in the Indian seas. Its highest efibrt was

the grasping of the idea of an eternal self. Its highest religious

ilight was to realize the bond which connected the personal

self (atman) with this Eternal Self, (Paramatman.) This bond

is obscured by material creation and this world's aiiairs, as the

Bun is obscured by mists and vapors, which, however, are

unsubstantial and delusive. Our present life is a " pretyahava,''

a birth after a previous death, a death by separation from the

t^elf-existent, to Avhich that we call death is a restoration.

Therefore the wisest temper in this life was a yearning after

death. The Ilindoo, directly the opposite of his Greek kins-

man, turned away from the useful and the beautiful, from

outward activities and interests, and contemplated an eternity

of thought and rest. He was the most perfect man, who was
niost abstracted from practical affairs, and in retirement gave
himself to calm meditation. A Brahman once traveled west-

^^:ird as far as Athens. He found men with whom nature aud
the alfairs of the present life were everything. Perplexed,

l>t;rhaps disgusted, at the gay and busy dash of the atheistic

^vorkl around him, he resolved to give a lesson of a better
^'•'ly. He burned himself on his own fmieral pile at Athens,
^I'd the Greeks, astonished rather than instructed, inscribed

PoLUTu Sekies, Vol. XIX.—23
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upon the tomb of the lone traveler, that he had sought im-

mortality after the old custom of the Indians. Such were tlie

Hindoos as found by Alexander : a nation of philosophers,

whose inward life had absorbed all their practical faculties,

and who, devoted to religious and metaphysical ideas, were

neither able nor desirous to obtain a place in history.

The germ of this temper of mind is found in the Yeda

—

that body of sacred poetiy embodying doctrines, hymns, and

rules of sacrifice, whose origin is previous to all history. The
legend of the Yeda is this : Brahman, the self-existing element,

burns with a desire to create, and, from the heat, sweat exudes

at the pores of his or its body. He sees in this water his o^vn

shadow, lalls in love with it, and produces Atharvan, lord of

creation. This one produces twenty classes of poets, whose

poems are the Atharvana Yeda. Brahman then creates three

gods : x\.gni, (fire,) for the earth
; Yayu, (wind,) for the sky ; and

Aditya, (sun,) for the heavens. From Agni then comes the

Eig-Yeda; from Yayu the Yagur-Yeda ; and from Aditya

the Sam a-Yeda. The Yedas came from the Kishis, to whom
they were first delivered, to ten Mandalas, or select families,

for preservation and transmission. The first Yeda is for the

general use of all Brahmaus—the descendants of the Eishis;

the others are for the use of the three orders of priests.

Some of these Yedic hymns are really beautiful, and seem to

present tlie tlioughts of a simple, pious people. One, addres.-^ed

to Yanma, {pvpavoc;^ "Lord of all, of heaven and earth,'' is a

litany whose strains of penitent thought and faith we cannot

despise.

" However we break tliy laws from day to day, men as we are,

O god Yaruna, do not deliver us unto death, nor to the blow of

the furious, nor to the anger of the spiteful." " If I go alon u'

trembliijg, hko a cloud driven by the wind, have mercy, Almighty,
have mercy. Through want of strength, thou strong and laight

god, I have gone to the wrong shore: have mercy, Almighty, ha\o
mercy. Wlienevcr, O Yaruna, we men commit an offense' before

the heavenly host ; whenever we break thy law through thought-

lessness, have mercy, Almighty, have mercy."

These expressions, taken from a large number of similar

ones, show the presence of moral truths in the Yedic hymns.

Here we see a belief in God, a perception of the dilferenco

between good and evil, a conviction of divine hatred toward
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sin, and tliat there is some element of guilt even in our

infirmities; also, that while moral laws are eternal, "He
is merciful even to him who hath committed sin." There is a

manifest propensity to worship fire. The glow of the rising

gun, and the bursting of flame out of darkness, were always

impressive upon the Aryan mind. Agni, god of fire, is called

messenger from earth to heaven. " Thy appearance is fair to

behold, thou bright-faced Agni, when like gold thou shiuest

at hand ; thy brightness comes like the lightning of heaven
;

thou showest splendor like the bright sun."

Although many gods are named in the Yeda, yet each is

always addressed as possessing the attributes of all ; as if he

wei-e, in fact, the only Divine Being. "They call him Indra,

Mitra, Yaruna, Agni." " That which is One, the wise call in

many ways." It would seem that while the attributes of God

had become reckoned as gods, the idea of One in whom all

inhered had not yet died away. In process of time the phe- .

nomena of nature assume, as in Greece, the character of divine

beings. Thus " Ushas," the Dawn, daughter of "' Dyaus," the

Sky, corresponds to the classic Aurora. A hymn is found, in

which some man, who in the far ages watched the ever glori-

ous rising of the morn, speaks out the awe and gladness of his

heart in language like that used by many a poet since :
" She

brought light by striking down darkness." " She rose up,

spreading lar and wide, and moving toward every one. She

grew in brightness, wearing her brilliant garment. The

mother of the morning clouds, (lit. cows,) the leader of the

days, she shone forth, gold-colored, lovely to behold." Tliese

simple thoughts, uttered in great variety of rhythm, with

every word expressive, are very charming.

The Yedic cosmogony is impressive. A hymn, of which

there are two metrical versions in English, is wonderfully bold

and sublime. It refers to an epoch previous to all existence.

"Kothing that is, was then." "Even what is not, did not

then exist." Being had neither positive nor negative side.

" What was it that covered what ? " A Grecism ! What was

the covering, and what the covered 1 " Was water the chaos

that swallowed all? There was no death, therefore there

was nothing deathless." Can a negative exist without a posi-

tive ? " There was no space, no life, no time, no solar torch by
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u'liich liioniing miglit Lave been told from eveiiiug." " That
One (the Self-existent) breathed breathless by itself. It enjoy-

ed more tlian mere existence, yet its life -svas not depend-

ent on anything else, as our life is dependent on the air ^ye

breathe. It breathed breathless." '• Darkness there was as

of ocean Avithout llglit."' Here "by the shore of the Absolute,

which has no shore," breathing and heaying within itself, with-

out a star, creation begins. " Then first came loye upon it, the

bond between things created and uncreated. A ray of lio'ht

enters. AYho, indeed, knows? The gods were later than its

forming, therefore who knows whence it came? The All-

beholder in the heayens ? or not even He ? " This is a

poem most striking in conception, in logic, and in language.

The.-e specimens illustrate the best style of thought in the

Yedas. Our authorities agree that they must have been com-
posed earlier tlum ]>. C. 1200. The Bralimans claim tliat they
have no hunuin author, and they feel the deepest pain at the

inquiries of European scholars into their dates and authorship.

They call tliem '> Sriti," "Revealed," and all other Avritings

" Smriti," " Recollected." The Yedic hymns existed many
centuries before any trace of the art of writing appears amouir
the Hindous. Tliey were, like the Homeric poems, kept in

memory by constant recitation, and thus comes to our view an
important element in Hindoo society. The Brahmans appear
from the first as an intellectual and highly cultivated class

among the Aryans. Tliey were the reputed descendants of
those Eishis to whom tlie Yeda was given, and they hold their

position by u conceded divine appointment until this day.
During the A'edic^ period, under the title of " puropitas,"' they
had a controlling influence over matters not merely of religion

and philosophy, but of M'ar and government. AVhen the Yedic
Btream ceased to flow, they set themselves carefully to gather
into Sanhitas, or collections, the wealth of the productive ages.

These Sanhitas are the classified Yedas, as distinct from'the
Vtda in its broadest sense. After this was a period of general
conimfiU and exposition. These comments and explanatory es-

saysJjeing fur the use of the Brahmans, are called Brahmanas.
AVe now arrive at an interesting period in the history of an

intellectual i-eople. It is the period of the art preseiwative of

arts, when, production having ceased, literature became an
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objective art, like the period of Masora in Hebrew literature,

or the Alexandrine in Greek. Rules are formed, crrammar

and rhetoric appear, and the labor of Aristarchns and Longi-

nus begins. This, in Sanscrit literature, is called the period

of Sutras or rules. The writings regarded unquestionably

divine now cease, and the Sutras are of confessedly human
origin, yet they rest upon the Yeda as a basis. A native

writer says that what is recollected implies something previ-

ously kno^VTi, and that came by revelation. From this relation

of the two departments of Sanscrit literature, the revealed and
the recollected, arises the Erahminical idea of heresy. Tlie

authority of the Yeda must be admitted. On this point ortho-

doxy allows no evasion or hesitation ; but this is a matter of

acknowledgment of authority, not at all of agreement in

interpretation.

There are six schools or systems, differing on points of vital

importance, yet all reputed orthodox because admitting the

authority of the Yeda. Xo matter how wild a doctrine may
be, if by anv straining or twisting it can be brour»-ht into liar-

mony with any sense of any text of the Yeda, " imprimatur,"
it is ortliodox. Heresy thus consists only in denying tlio doc-

trine of the A'eda. But if any Yedic teaching is perfectly

intelligible, it is the supremacy of the Brahmans. Their out-

ranking of the Warrior or Princely caste—the Kshatrya

—

dates from the pre-histoiic periods. In the earliest times, far

before written records, the Brahman walked before the kiu'-^.

and accomitcd himself superior to him. Many verses of tlic

Yeda set forth the wisdom and prosperity of the civil ruler

who obeys the Brahman. Certainly there is in the annals of
raankind no other instance of a class of men maintaining for

more than three thousand years an almost uninterrupted
supremacy over their countrymen. Thus the Brahmanic
authority becomes the practical test of heresy. ISTo matter
^vhat one denies, so long as he acknowledges tliat. jSTo matter
what he acknowledges so long as he denies that. The cele-

brated heresy of Buddha is a complete illustration of this

matter. He—his full title is Buddha Sakya Muni—lived
about 500 B. C. He was a Kshatri, one of the nobility of the
land. Though he entered the Brahmanic caste, he uttered no
doctrine but such as may be found in other commentators, yet
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he opposed with all his might the assumptions of the Brali-

mans. Ilis followers say that he acknowledged the Yeda as

first given to the Rishis, but denied the Brahmanic comments.

He certainly invaded the territory of the Brahmanic caste, and

opposed their exclusive privileges. In so doing he was de-

clared to have attacked the divine authority on which they

rested, and was pronounced a heretic.

How uniform is tlie hierarchical temper in all ages and in all

systems! The Brahman, tlie Pharisee, and the Pope, are tolerant

or intolerant upon the same ground, the confession or denial of

mithority. That covers all other points. Buddhists and Brah-

manists stand to each other in much the same relation in which

the early Protestants stood to the Romanists, alike in so many
things as to be peculiarly bitter in their actual diiferenccs.

The etiect of Buddha's teaching could have been produced

only in ari age of mental elasticity, near to the golden age

of the Indian mind. Though addressed only to tliose classes

who suffered most from Brahmanical pretensions, yet the

intellectual freedom which it announced was welcome to many,

and the result was after a while the complete temporary over-

throw of BrahmoTiisra. In breaking up the tyranny of an

exclusive system, and giving a larger freedom of ideas to an

extensive and cultivated society, Buddhism had a moral value,

and may be regarded as a step toward Christianity. In

following times a reaction took place. Brahmanism recovered

its footing, Buddliisin was driven out, and to-day it has on

Indian soil not one devotee
;
yet it is the most prevalent relig-

ion in the world. In Eastern Asia, more than three hundred

millions of people, some of the lowest of om* race in morals,

hold it the true system of faith and worship. Intrenched as

it is, only Christianity can contend witli it. The conliiet

begun by Dr. Judson in Burmah is continued at many points,

not to be abandoned until the nations under its influence, as

under the shadow of death, shall be fully brought to a better

light and life.

The period in which Buddhism was developed is, as we liave

already stated, that of Sutras, " Strings," " Lines of Doctrine,"

composed lor the preservation and transmission of the A^eda.

The traditional text of the Veda is called Sakha, a word aUo

used to mean what we would call partial editions of the same
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text. The Yedic labor is closely subdivided. The men
devoted to the oral recitation of the Sakha, are called Charana.

The various Charanas collected into a Brahmanic communitv,

form a Paiishad. Thus a Parishad resembles a European

University, in which the Veda should be the grand study, the

Charanas the separate faculties or departments, and the Sak-

has the specific authorities or text-books. A complete Parishad

consists of twenty-one Brahmans ; but three or four in a village,

devoted to law, philosopliy, theology, and keeping the fire of

sacrifice, may form a Parishad.

The learning and preservation of the Veda being thus pro-

vided for, the work itself was divided into six elements, upon

which its significance depends. These, called Vedaugas, or

members of the Veda, are, pronunciation, meter, grammar,

etymology, astronomy, and the ceremonial. To most minds

the Sutra system is interesting as a device for the preservation

of literary works, perhaps previously to the art of writing,

most certainly independently of it. The Homeric poems,

brief, compared with the Vedic, vital and glowmg with

thoughts warmly sympathetic with those of the minds to

which they were committed, were orally preserved for about

three hundred years. The Vedic have been kept for two

thousand years, and at this day, with all facilities for printing,

the Brahman clings to his oral recitations to preserve his

Bacrcd inheritance. This is good evidence not only of

industry, as we shall see, but of a wise and natural division

of labor.

The Sutras of pronunciation suggest, that at a very early

day the Pracrit or spoken dialect began to difier from the

sacred language. The euphonic laws of the Sanscrit are very

copious, showing great delicacy of ear ; and to have transmitted

the euphonies of the language unimpaired for so many gener-

ations must have required the most careful attention.

The Sutras of meter illustrate the importance attached to

the poetic form of the Veda. The earliest and most easily

preserved monuments of literature are usually poetical. The
meters of the Veda present very great variety and intricacy.

The Sutras of grammar and etymology would both be includ-

ed in our term grammar. For practical purposes the treatises

of the native irrammarians are cumbrous and fanciful. A
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Brahman of to-day miglit learn his sacred tongue from the

grammar of Prof. Williams, or of several who can be named,

far better than from any method of his own countrymen. Yet

it is to be remarked, that just before Aristotle developed in the

Greek those ideas of general grammar on which we base the

modem science, and to which we even owe its term.-^^ from

which, too, the systems of Arabian and Jewish grammarians

were manifestly taken, the Hindoos had of themselves devel-

oped a grammatical science. The Greeks seized lai.guage as

something objective, and treated it with philosophical accu-

racy, and hence the grasp of their system is sufficient and

practicable for all languages, but they were slow in recognizing

linguistic facts ; only as late as Aristarchus do we hud six

parts of speech acknowledged. But with the Hindoos, fond

of subjective contemplation, language, which indeed seems to

contain in itself tlie germ of all sciences, early became a matter

of wonder and meditation. The Goddess of Speech is in the

Yeda far more important and powerful than the ]\Iu3es invoked

by Homer. The songs of the Bishis contained truths on

which all human welfare for all ages depended. It was there-

fore natural that the highest attention be paid to the vehicle

by which tliose truths were conveyed. So thought was early

turned, not only toward accuracy of pronunciation, but to the

nature of language, and the organization of its elements.

The earliest authors give full recognition to the facts of speech.

The distinctions of nouns, verbs, prepositions, and particles, of

numbers and cases, are quite scientiiically stated. Ivatyayani,

who wrote before the time of Plato, discusses nouns, verbs,

derivatives, and compounds, more copiously and satisfactorily

than the Cratylus. An extensive and curious discussion

between two large schools, as to whether all nouns were de-

rived from verbs, is ably rehearsed by Yaska, who decides that

no general law can be proved, but that the derivation of each

word is simply a matter of fact and history. There compara-

tive philology is, even at this day, compelled to leave the

question.

The tlfth Ycdanga is devoted to the rules concerning sacri-

fice. Its Sutras are the most complete and copious of all,

being daily of practical value in the Brahmanic ritual. It

has little to interest the general reader.
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From the Sutras of the sixth Yedanga, we learn that a

Sacred Calendar ^vas early established, the moon being, as in

most other countries, the measuring luminarj. The intercal-

ary month was recognized. The astronomical tables, to which

the attention of the learned was called by Bailly, the value

of which was perhaps overestimated, are no part of this Ve-

danga.

The sentences in these Sutras are brief and abrupt, " closely

twisted like a rope," like those of an algebraic formula. Tliey

give only the skeletons of the elements above indicated, and

all these depend for their explanation upon the commentaries.

They need elucidation to the learner as much as the multipli-

cation table to the ijro in arithmetic. Commentaries abound,

and commentaries npon commentaries.

All these the Brahmans learn by heart, and invariably from

oral recitation. The process of learning is extended over most

of a lifetime. A Brahman seldom presumes to attempt more
than one subject. He spends day after day and year after

year under the guidance of his Guru, or teacher, learning a

little daily, and constantly repeating, as a part of his daily

devotions, from his former lessons, until he becomes in liis

turn a teacher. He is allowed to learn from tlie mouth of

his Guru, and is cursed if he learn from written copies.

" Those who write the Yedas, they shall go to hell," says the

Mahabharata. Kumarila, a great authority, declares the

knowledge of the truth worthless if it has been obtained from

writing. Every Brahman learns for twelve years from the

h'ps of his teacher. If he does not wisli to marry, this time

is lengthened to forty-eight years, all spent in hearing and

rehearsing the ancient Yedic literature and its commentaries.

Uow important in their view must be that to which such

toil is given ! and how vast the capacity of the human memory
"v^'hen put to its severest efforts ! This known fact makes
clear what is noticed by the Greek writers. Megasthenes says

that the Indians had no written laws, but administered justice

from memory. Nearchus tells us that the laws of the Indians

^vere not put in writing. Yet they used letters for roadside

inscriptions. This non-use of writing for literary purposes

t^conis to have perplexed the Greeks, who, as far as they knew
the Indians, certainly respected them as an intellectual people.
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"We have, in thus giving an outline of the Yeda and tlie

literature developed from it, indicated all that is of value in

the Sanscrit language. Before the Christian era—the usual

date of the Sakuntala—the fountain had ceased to flow. The

Sanscrit ceased to be a living tongue, and vras known only by

its gigantic and well-preserved remains. To trace in later

times the feebler workings of the Hindoo mind, after the old

faith and its inspirings were lost in stupidities and depravities,

is beyond the design of this paper.

We have spoken of the exclusive and aboriginal develop-

ment of the Hindoo mind. It is possible that at one time it

came in contact with Jewish civilization, and that at a very

interesting epoch. The point of destination of Solomon's

fleets, the rich and distant Ophir, has been a matter of perpet-

nal conjecture. The words employed in Hebrew to designate

two characteristic objects of import, " apes and peacocks," are

of foreign, and apparently of Sanscrit, origin. At that time

the intellect of India was in the rare state of development when

a large and susceptible mind, like that of the Jewish king,

would most readily receive impressions from it. The golden

ao-e of Israel seems to coincide with the golden age of Yedie

thought. We know, too, that Solomon alone, of the Jewish

kino^, appreciated foreign civilization and invited foreign influ-

ences. We can thus far say, that the transfer of some intel-

lectual impression along the track of commerce to the cosmo-

politan mind of Solomon, is at least possible. If, now, we look

Btill further, we find ascribed to Solomon two works whose

tone and character stand in marked distinctness from all other

Hebrew wTitings. We refer to Ecclesiastes and Canticles.

The one, that profound and comprehensive essay in which the

problem of human life is contemplated from every side, and

its elements of sadness, delusion, and evanescence so vividly

portrayed, must have been written on the soil of Palestine, per-

haps not by Solomon. Yet it has a wonderfully Brahmnnic

tone, as if its key-note had been given by those Indian sages,

who, above all others, were wont to turn from the frail and

fading present to " rest and expatiate in a life to come."

The Canticles, that drama in which the virtuous steadine-s

of devoted love is so tenderly represented, shows still more ot

the non-Jewish, still more of the tone afterward exhibited m
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the Sakuntala. We dismiss this discussion, perliaps to resume

it elsewhere, with the remark that it is quite probable that we

here find a positive, though unconscious, influence from India

over the Jewish mind.

The introduction of the Sanscrit as a study into the institu-

tions of this country is a question of practical interest. Our

students must now learn it abroad ; at least we know of but

one American professorship of the language. Our collegiate

courses are crowded, and our collegiate Faculties are continu-

ally perplexed to get into the curriculum some fair representa-

tion of the various branches of knowledge upon which the

intellectual activity of our day is emjjloyed. Yet it is true of

studies, as "Webster once said of the legal profession, " There

is always room enough in the upper story." If a new candi-

date can show sufficient claim, it should be admitted, whatever

may be the competition. We believe that the Sanscrit should

be introduced into some one of our Methodist colleges as a post-

graduate study, or into some one of our theological schools.

\\(i would urge this, not for the sake of any literary treasures

which it is known to contain, but solely for its linguistic and

l)hilological value.

The first class of persons who would profit by a course of

instruction in Sanscrit, is composed of professional teachei-s of

the classics. With these the writer is in sympathy. " Et ego

'pidorP In spite of some small-voiced utilitarianism, we are a

numerous class. Nearly five hundi-ed are teaching Latin and

Greek in schools under Methodist patronage. They have little

popular sympathy, and little opportunity for fame or fortune.

They must find their chief solace and satisfaction in their work,

and no satisfaction is ampler than that from a conscious mas-

tery over our subject-matter. A habit of referring Greek and

Latin words to their older home in the roots of the Sanscrit,

and of tracing the terminations to that vigorous and elastic

tongue in which all are significant, makes the routine of the

recitation room instructive and entertaining to the instructor.

He finds himself lifted from the dullness of the drill, which long

ago lost its novelty, " from these low grounds where sorrows

dwell," to a lively, edifying, self-sustaining exercise, by which
his own mind is continually expanded and illuminated.

The slow melting of the high Sanscrit glacier keeps the
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Greek and Latin ou tlie lower slope constantly fresli and
verdant.

So numerous are our teachers of classics, and so much is

their work tending to become a profession for a life, that it

may be expected that the college which shall first have facili-

ties for acquiring the Sanscrit, will draw to itself a respectable

number of graduates who will be desirous of a thorough pro-

fessional preparation. The founding of a Sanscrit chair in any
of our colleges, now so clearly desirable, not to say necessary,

is worthy the attention of any large-minded patron who wOuld
give an impulse and a dignity to the cause of classical learning

in our Methodist literary institutions. His name would be
associated with a noble effort to put our classical and philo-

logical studies on a level with those of Europe.

The other class whom the establishment of a Sanscrit course

in some of our theological schools might benefit, is composed
of those who intend to become missionaries in India. The
number of such may be expected to increase in subsecpient

years. As we have said, the Sanscrit is better understood,
certainly better taught, in Berlin, Oxford, and Hertford, than in

India. At this latter place it is learned by those who enter the

Indian civil service. The Sanscrit, though not now spoken,

is the basis of all the actual native tongues. He who has at-

tained it may be said to have learned half of almost every
vernacular in India

; while he who is ignorant of it can never
possess a perfect and critical understanding of any, though lie

may acquire a practical use of them. All abstract ideas are

given in the Indian tongues by Sanscrit terms, and scarcely a

sentence can be expressed with beauty and energy \^-ithout its

aid. It gives the foreigner a powerful prestige upon the native

mind, if he can read and quote the Yeda in its pure original

language. The only question can be, whether a Sanscrit ba5i^

can be better laid in the training of a missionary here or upon
the Indian soil. The example of the East India Company, in

training its cadets at Hertford, is in favor of having Sanscrit

tauglit at home. So practical a question admits of an eariy

decision. It would surely give a look of broad and noble ]nir-

pose to any of our theological schools, if it could be furnislitd

with facilities for expounding that language, lield sacred us

the vehicle of faith and revelation by religions whose votaries
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are more numerous, and wliosc rites and formulas are more
ancient than those of any other upon earth, with wliich Chris-

tianity is to Jiave its sternest, grandest pre-millennial battle.

The study of Sanscrit is difficult, but facilities for it are

rapidly increasing. The best grammar for an Englisli student

is probably that of Prof. Williams, of Hertford ; but ^lax

Muller, Professor at Oxford, who is second to none as a San-

ecrit scholar, is about to publish an Elementary Grammar and

Cbrestomathy, by which it is expected that the initial obstacles

will be greatly reduced.

Art. m.—the GREEK CHURCH IN ITS RELATION TO
THE PROTESTANT.

[SECOND ARTICLE.]

In the arrangement of doctrines the early Christian Church

pursued the logical order, placing first in the system the doc-

trine concerning God, or Theology. To this she was pressed

by an external, as well as an internal (or j^hilosopliic) neces-

sity. This accomplished, she turned her attention, ^vith more

or less vigor, to the doctrine concerning Man, or Anthropology.

On the subject of anthropology in the first, second, and third

centuries we shall find a greater degree of unanimity, greater

clearness of statement, and evidences of more profound inve^^ti-

gation than are generally accorded to the Fathers.

In this investigation the first question properly relates to the

soul : Whence is it ?

This question received tln*ee answers, only two of which

gained much support. 1. The soul is pre-existent, and from

its pre-existent state is brought into union with the body.

2. The soul is propagated with the body. 3. The soul is cre-

ated and immediately united with the body.

These were severally styled the theory of pre-existence, of

traduction, and of creation. The first theory was held by
Origen of Alexandria, and by Numentius and Prudentius, and

i"ecently revived by the author of "" The Conflict of Ages ;" but

^vas then, as it is now, almost universally discarded.

The second theory was first distinctly stated by TertuUian,
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and after'svard accejited by Gregory the Great, and Augustine, 1

and Luther, and Edwards, and Samuel Hopkins. |

Gerhard says, (Hagenbacli, ii, § 116,) "Animas eorum,
|

qui ex Adamo et era progeniti fuissent, non creatas, neque I

etiam generatas, sed propagatas fuisse." And Hollaz declares

:

|

"Anima humana hodie non immediate creatur, sed mediante
j

semine foecundo a parentibus gencratur et in liberos tradi-
|

citur." Again lie says, The human soul is propagated by |

traduction. I

The third theory, that the body, not the soul, is propagated \

from Adam, while a new soul is created at every human birth,
|

was licld by the Greek Fathers generally, by Jerome and Leo
-J

the Great, by Hilary of Pictavium, by the schoolmen of the 1

Middle Ages, by Calvin, Beza, Bellarmine, Peter Martyr, J

etc., etc. I
. . . . 1

Indeed Augustine himself would not object to Creationism, ^

if the problem of sin could be solved by it consistently with |

his opinion of the transmission of Adam's sin. This, Angus- i

tine held, logically involves (as Tertullian had perceived before |

him) the transmission of the sinning soul. (Shedd's History of -'

Christian Doctrine, ii, 10.)

The Council of Constance, 540 A. D., ordained : 'H hKArima ]

roii; Oeioig trro^th' Xoyoig (pdoKei ttjv -ipyx^jv Gvvd7]fj,iovQyi]0i'ivac ro) I

oojjtarr Koi ov to fuv rrporfpov, to de vOTipov^ KaTo, tt]v '^piyh'ovg i

(ppevo^/MtSsiav. (See Mansi, ix, p. 39G.) Beza rejects Traduci- 1

anism in these emphatic words: Doctrina de animaj traduce

mihi per absurda videtur. Jerome declares Creationism the

orthodox doctrine, (T^'jnst. ad Pammachium, 397;) and Leo the

Great styles it the doctrine of the Church. (Ep. 15, ad Turrib.)

*' Speaking generally, the theory of Creationism was the domi-

nant one in the Eastern Church, and found advocates in the

Western." (Shedd, ii, p. 11.) " The Scriptures," says Augus-

tine, "give no decisive settlement of the question at issue be-

tween Creationism and Traducianism. Admitting original sin

as guilt, we may deduce Traducianism after the manner ot

Gregory the Great; or, holding the doctrine of Traducianism,

we may deduce the doctrine of original sin and guilt.

The next important inquiry is, AVhat is the moral conditioTi

of the individual at birth?

The Traducianist will not be troubled in harmonizing his
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theory with the doctrine of original sin, as guilt. It logically

involves it, as we have just seen. But we confine ourselves

now to the answer given by the advocates of Creationism, as

this is, though not with perfect unanimity, the theory of the

Greek Fathers. Platon in his " Orthodox Instruction," quoted

by Masson, p. 44, says, '* Man spiritually dead, receives through

the operations of grace, spiritual life. For this reason, the

Spirit, as the bestower of grace, is called the Lord and Giver

of Life." According to the author of " A History of Christian

Doctrine," ii, 19, "The soul as newl}' created (and it is newly

created in every individual instance according to the creationist)

cannot be anything but a pure and perfect soul. It cannot be

tainted with evil of any kind." The advocates of both theories

agree in locating sin in the soul, hence we should not expect

Creationists to admit the doctrine of original sin as guilt. At
the same time it is proper to remark that the theory of Pela-

gius, which rejected the doctrine of original sin in any defini-

tion of it, was condemned by the Eastern as well as by the

AN'^estern Church.

The Fathers of the Alexandrine School-—the two Gregories,

the two Cyrils, Athanasius and Basil—admitted universal cor-

ruption inlierited from Adam, which they called original sin,

but which they did not consider culpable, imposing upon in-

fants a universal tendency to actual sin, but not imparting

guilt. With this coincided the doctrine of the School of An-
tioch—Chrysostom, Theodoret, and Theodore of Mopsuestia

—

that the human race by their physical descent from Adam
had inherited, not sin as guilt, but corruption, evil which

carried with it a universal tendency to sin. Chrysostom would

allow that corruption and mortality are transmissible from

parent to child, from Adam to the race, but that sin and guilt

are not thus transmissible. This became the general doctrine

of the Eastern Church. Indeed, up to the opening of the

fifth century, the Church, both East and West, generally held

the doctrine of an inherited corruption as distinguished from
an inherited guilt. (Shedd, ii, 39.) According to the same
authority, this general type of doctrine, under new forms and
names, has perpetuated itself in the Eastern Church down to

the present time. In the light of these statements and defini-

tions we perceive the import of the Longer (Russian) Catechism
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in reply to the question, "Why did not the first man, only, die

and not all, as now?" Answer: "Because all have come of

Adam since his infection by sin, and all sin in themselves."

As from an infected source there naturally flows an infected

stream, so from a father infected with sin, and consequently

mortal, there uaturaHy proceeds a posterity infected like him
with sin, and like him mortal." Creationism does not »llow

that tlie soul is propagated from Adam, but is newly created.

But all else, as it is propagated, or flows from this infected

stream, is itself infected and corrupt. There is, in the lan-

guage of the Greek Fathers, original sin, but not guilt; inher-

ited corruption, but not culpability. As Chrysostom taught,

corrupt mortal Adam begets corrupt mortal offspring. '• How
is this spoken of in the Holy Scriptures?" the Longer Cate-

chism inquires. The answer is (Rom. v, 12): "By one man
sin entered into the world, and death by sin ; and so death

passed upon all men, for that all have sinned." And so, pre-

cisely, answers Chrysostom M'ith this explanation: "Xo one

owes auythiug to justice until he first becomes a sinner for

In'mself. "What then is the meaning of the word dfiaproAoi, in

the phrase 'were made sinners?' It seems to me to denote

liability to sutforing and death." This explanation of Chry-

sostom is perfectly consistent with his theory of Creationism,

which does nut allow that the voluntary part, the human soul,

is derived from Adam. But as there was not anionc: the carlv

Greek Fathers complete unanimity in this view and its logical

consequences, (tor example, Gregory of I^yssa advocated Tra-

duciaui-m,) ?u there is some diversity among the modern Givek

Ch^i^tians: Phihiret, fur exanq)le, speaks of" "evil desires, or

the first eflbrts of the will to sin, as a sin meriting God's

wrath ;' intimating, perhaps, the doctrine of original sin as

guilt ; while I'laton and Stourdza have been said to lean toward
Traducianism.

Of the throe theories, then, that fallen Adam transmitted to

his pusterity, 1, inherited sin and guilt, 2, inherited corrup-

tion unly, M-ith a universal tendency to sin, 3, merely a bad

examjile, the second is the general doctrine of the Greek
Church. Greek theologians of a later period, like John
Damascene of the eighth century, followed by Nicholas of

Methonc and others, admitted "a deterioration of the moral
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power of man, but retained the earlier notions concerning

human liberty."

John of Damascus taught that the effect of the fall brought

man into a physical state of labor and trial, subjecting him to

pain, dissolution, and death ; and left him morally despoiled of

divine grace, and deprived of confidence toward God : yvfjvG)6elg

TT/f ^apcTog Kol T7/V Trpog Oebv TrappTjoiav d~eK Svoaiievog.—De Fide

Orthodoxa, Lib. iii, c. 1.

The Confession of Dositheus (1672 A. D.) Art. YI, declares

:

*'"\Ve believe that the first man created by God fell, in paradise,

. . . and thence flowed in succession original sin, so that no

one is born according to the flesh who does not bear this bur-

den, and does not feel its fruits [efteets] in this life. But the

fruits which we call sin, which take place by a wicked choice,

are against the divine will and not of nature, for many, like

John the Harbinger and the Virgin Mary, were not thus

tempted." Again, " As no one can be saved without holy

baptism, John iii, 5, it is essentially necessary also for infants,

because they also are subject to original sin."

"We are now prepared to advance one step farther, and in-

quire : What is the theory of the Greek Church in regard to

the human will since the Fall ? This question does nut relate

to the primeval condition of the will, for all admit, even

Augustine, that anterior to the Fall the human will was free

toward srood and evil. The Lousier Catechism asserts : God
of his goodness at the creation of man gave him a will natur-

ally disposed to love God, but still free; and man used this

freedom for evil. The Council of Bethlehem, (1G72 A. D.,) in

the fourteenth article of the Ultimatum sent to the English

bishops, speaking of man since the Fall, explicitly declares,

'"that he has the same nature in which he was created, and the

energy of that nature, which is free "svill living and acting, so

that by nature he can choose and do good, and avoid and hate

t--vil. ... In the third article, from which we have already

quoted, in regard to predestination or fore-ordination, founded

on foreknowledge, the freedom of the will is distinctly recog-

nized, and the using of that free v\-ill well or ill is designated

as the ground of the divine approval or condemnation. Pro-

ceeding to explain the use of the free will, it speaks of inceptive

grace bestowed upon all, but " which does not benefit those not

FouiiTH Series, Vol. XIX.—2i
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willing to obey it, but those willing." Whereas, "those who
are not willing to obey . . . but who abuse the free will which

they received from God for the purpose of willingly performing

what was good, are given up to everlasting condemnation."

Again, whatever God does for us " does not take away the act

of willing or not willing to obey." Much more of like import

might be quoted from the same article. Some passages in the

Longer Catechism seem to clash with this statement of the

Greek patriarchs ; for example, " !Man cannot really do good

works, unless he receive, through l\iith in Jesus Christ, spiritual

Btrength." But the general doctrine is that this gift is condi-

tioned upon the acceptance or rejection of the free will.

Again, on " The Duty of Parish Priests," speaking of the

petition, " Thy will be done," it is said we are directed to ask

our heavenly Father that he would put into our hearts the de-

sire and the power to do his will. But by the general doctrine

this gift again is conditioned upon our willingness to receive it.

There is really no collision. The existence of a free will is

quite different from the question whether a free will surrounded

by corruption and mortality can, unaided, do all that God de-

sires of us. Keeping the two distinct, and ascertaining the

theory of the Greek tJicologians in regard to the former, we

shall be prepared fur their solution of the latter. There are

apparent exceptions to the theory of a free will. Michael,

Metropolitan of St. Petersburgh and Xovogorod, in his sermon

on Eph. ii, 8, 9, says that "a carnal man not only cannot ^o

what is good, he cannot even will it." And Philaret, the

Metropolitan of Moscow, asserts that man in his natural, cor-

rupt state has liberty in choice of natural, civil, and moral

good ; but fur spiritual and saving operations he has no free will

and power. However, he appends this remark, that the law is

designed to reveal to man his weakness, that he,m.iiy uncondi-

tionally give himself up to grace ; implying that all turns

finally upon the decisive act of the free will. But all tlie-c

statements may be readily harraonixed with the Greek theory

of the existence of a free will, which yet needs the inceptive

grace of God to withstand the surrounding influences of cor-

ruption, the artifices of Satan, and the allurements of the

world, and which is free in accepting or rejecting this grace.

This theory accords with the view of Chrysostom, already
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referred to, that tlie will is an attribute of the soul which is not

derived fronri Adam, but directly from God himself, and therefore

is not vitiated or deprived of its freedom by the sin of Adam.
Ilageubach, i, § lOS, states that '' the doctrine of the free-

dom of the will was distinctly maintained by tlie Greek

Church," and cites especially Gregory of Nazianzum, (to whom
Augustine appealed in preference to all others,) Athanasius,

Cyril of Jerusalem, Gregory of iSTyssa, Ephraim the Syrian,

Basil the Great, and Chrysostom, who insisted, most of all,

upon the liberty of man, and his moral self-determination, and

these are especial authorities in the Greek Church at the pres-

ent day. In the second and third centm-ies both the Eastern

and the Western Churches were strongly emphatic in asserting

the doctrine of human freedom, (Sliedd, ii, b. iv, c. ii.) And
eays Justin Martyi', " Unless we suppose that man has it in his

power to choose the good and refuse the evil, no one can be

accountable for any action whatever." ^1 might quote from

Clement and Origen, from Theophilus and Irenoeus, in illustra-

tion of this same view of free will. The same doctrine was

reasserted by John of Damascus in the eighth century, as well

as by the other Greek theologians down to Xicholas of Me-

tlione, (see Ullman, 1. c, p. 8G.) On this doctrine there is

indeed a general agreement among the earlier and later fathers

of the Greek Church, (Hag., i, 157.) Says Clement of Alex-

andria: "Man, like every other spiritual being, can never lose

the power of arbitrary (free, unnecessitated) choice." So

Orio-en teaches that " the human will sustains a like relation

to moral good and moral evil ;" that is, the will in itself is free

toward one or the other. At the same time this consists readily

with the fact of vicious surroundings which allure and entice to

sin, the will acting freely and responsibly.

What now is the doctrine of the Greek Church in regard to

the work of regeneration ? Is it monergistic or synergistic,

effected by a co-operative, or by a single agency?

Even those Greek Fathers who insisted most strongly upon

human freedom, like Clement of Alexandria, strictly inculcated

the necessity of gracious assistance in the work of regeneration

:

God co-operates with those souls that are willing. As the

physician furnishes health to that body which syuerglzes

toward health, (by a recuperative energy of its own,) so God
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furnishes eternal salvation to those M^ho synergize toward the

knowledr^^e and obedience of the truth." Herein Clement un-

questionably teaches tliat this work is efiected only as man
turns receptively toward the proffered aid. The agency im-

plied is clearly synergistic. John i, 12, and similar passages,

are cited as iUustrative of this view :
" As many as received

him to them gave he power to become the sons of God." This

is no less definitely stated by Justin Martyr, (x^pol., i, 10:)

" God only persuades and draws us gently in our regeneration

by co-operating freely with those rational powers which he has

bestowed upon us." And Origen taught that the human will

is the ultimate efficient, and accordingly receives the divine ap-

proval or condemnation. Hence the divine appeal :
" "Whoso-

ever will, let him come. I called, and ye refused. I would

have gathered you . . . but ye would not," etc. The state-

ment of Chrysostom accords with this view :
" If man, upon his

side, works toward Iij?liness, God's grace will come in to succor

and strengthen him." Commenting on the passage, Rom.

X, IG, " It is not of him that willeth. nor of him that runneth,

but of God that showeth mercy," Chrysostom says this indi-

cates that the whole power is not of man. Assisting grace is

needed from above.

But these citations of the Greek Fathers may be summed up

in one general statement by one whose testimony in this direc-

tion is unquestionably impartial :
" Until the opening of the

fifth century the Church, both east and west, not only held tlie

doctrine of an iidierited corruption as distinguished from an

inherited guilt, but also held the doctrine of synergistic regen-

eration, (Shedd. ii, 107.)

Afterward, as is well known, the monergism of Augustine

prevailed in the west, till in the middle ages it was in turn

superseded by Semi-Pelagianism, which taught, like Eastern

Orthodoxy, inherited corruption and Synergistic Kegeneration.

Since the Reformation the Greek and Latin theories may be

recognized under the modern Protestant names, but with his-

toric identity.

The later position of the Greek Church on this position is

stated fully and clearly by the Synod of Bethlehem, A. !>•

1072, whicli statement was republished by the Synod of Kussia

in 1S3S A. D,
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Article III declares, "We understand the use of the free will

thus: 'That divine and enlightening grace, which also we call

inceptive, bj the divine goodness affords light to all in dark-

ness who are disposed to obey it , . . but those who are not

willing to obey and consent to this grace, and who for this

reason do not do what God wishes us to perform, and by the

artifices of Satan abuse the free will which they received from
God for the purpose of willingly performing what was good,

are given up to everlasting condemnation."

"God alone is the cause of salvation accordinor to the eulioht-

ening grace which he gives previous to the supposed works
. . . but this does not take away the act of willing to obey
him."

Here again the human will is regarded as the final efiieient,

acting freely and responsibly, and so receiving approbation if

accepting, condemnation if rejecting. In this position the

Greek patriarchs unquestionably agree -u^th the Greek Fathers

hke Justin Martyr and Cyprian, who taught that the benefits of

redemption are secm-ed by the merits of the Divine Eedeemer,
but that they are to be appropriated by a free act of the

human agent.

We pass now to consider the doctrine of Redemption as held

by the Greek Church. This, in its various relations, is a ques-

tion of vital importance in this discussion, and must evermore

be regarded by Protestants with intense interest. To guide us

we have some explicit declarations made by authority, and

approved by modern synodical councils.

Ai-ticle YIII of the Confession of the Patriarch Dositheus,

approved by the Synod of Bethlehem, declares :
" We believe

that our Lord Jesus Christ became the only Mediator, and

gave himself up as a ransom for all, to make by his own blood

a reconciliation between God and man ; and that he, having

care of his own, [people,] is the advocate and the propitiation

for our sins."

In reference to Christ's sufferings and death, the Shorter

Russian Catechism declares :
" AVe believe that he endured all

this, [namely, sin and death,] not for himself, being wholly

innueeut and sinless, but for us; that is, he endured all the

penalties due to all the sins of men, and death itself, in order

to deliver us from sin and death."
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The Longer Catechism, after asserting that Christ's sacrifice

of himself was voluntary, and confirming it by reference to I

John X, 17, IS, affirms that by his death on the cross Christ i

delivered us from sin, the curse, and death, citing proofs from 1

Scripture. Of deliverance from sin, Eph. i, 7; of deliverance I

from the curse, Gal. iii, 13 ; of deliverance from death, Ileb.
j

ii, 14, 15. Then, with discrimination, it answers the question, ^^

" How does the death of Jesus Christ upon the cross deliver us |

from sin, the curse, and death? Christ is the secC'nd Adam,
the new Almighty Head of men, whom he unites to himself

through faith. His voluntary suftering and death on the cross

for us being of infinite value and merit as the death of one

sinless, God and man in one person, is both a perfect satisfac- |

tion to the justice of God which hath condemned us to death 1

for sin, and a iund of infinite merit, which has obtained him 3

the right, without prejudice to justice, to give us sinners pardon I

of our sins, and grace to have victory over sin and death." I

The authorities just quoted arc ex]:)licit in teaching the uni-
|

versality of the atonement. The Confession of Dositheus, |

Article YHI, declares that our Lord Jesus Christ gave himself I

a ransom for all. The Longer Catecliism proposes this ques-
]

tion :
'' Was it iV-r us all, strictly speaking, that Jesus Christ 1

Buftered ? " and answers thus :
" For his part he ofiered him-

|
self as a sacrifice strictly for all, and obtained for all grace 1

and salvation ; but this benefits only those of us who for their 'i

parts, of their own free will, have fellowship in his sufferings,
|

being made conformable unto his death. Phil, iii, 10." I

" The Dut}' of Parish Priests " directs them to teach that it

is clearly shown in the Scriptures that God willeth not the

death of the sinner, but is willing to save all, even every one,

citing 1 Tim. ii, 4 ; Ezek. xxxiii, 11,

Philaret, ^[etroi>olitan of Moscow, and Professor of Divinity

in the Spiritual Academy, states in his " Comparison of Doc-
trines," Art. Xll: ''The sufterings and death of Christ are an

abundant satisfaction for the sins of the whole world. Eph. v.

25-27." Lpon this point, so far as I have observed, there is

imanimity in the Greek Church.
That the atonement is the ground of salvation, and that faith

IS a means of justification, is distinctly taught ; but upon the

question, Whether faith in Christ is the only means of justiti-
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cation, tliere is a variety of utterances. Yet this, among Prot-

estants, is the recognized test of evangelicity. It was a prin-

ciple with Luther to be tolerant toward ceremonies, but to

insist upon this confession, that sin is pardoned on account of

God's Son, and that man receives this blessing through faith.

D'Aubigne asserts that the Church had fallen because the great

doctrine of Justification by Faith had been lost. Whenever

this fundamental truth shall be restored, all the errors and

devices which have usurped its place will be banished.

The ultimatum of the Synod of Bethlehem, Art. IX, declares

:

"We believe that no one is saved without faith. By faith we
mean the most correct opinion we»,have concerning God and

divine things, which working by love, that is to say, by the

divine commandments, justifies us before Christ ; and without

this it is impossible to please God." Art. XIII has been

adduced as contradicting this :
" We believe that man is not

justified through faith alone, but through faith working by

love, that is to say, by faith and works. . . . But we under-

stand works not as witnesses, confirming our calling, but as

fruits in themselves, through which faith becomes effectual,

and being in themselves worthy by the divine promise,"

etc., etc.

The Longer Catechism, after declaring that the atonement

can benefit only those who, of their own free will, have fellow-

ship in the sufferings and death of Christ, inquires, " llow can

we have fellowship in the sufferings and death of Jesus Christ \
"

The reply is :
" We have fellowship in the sufferings and death

of Jesus Christ through a lively faith, through the sacraments

in which is contained and sealed the virtue of his sufferings

and death ; and, lastly, through the crucifixion of our flesh with

its affections and lusts.'' Gal. ii, 19, 20 ; Rom. vi, 3 ; 1 Cor. xi,

26; Gal. V, 24.

Here are two specific and important exceptions to the evan-

gelical doctrine of Justification by Faith only, opening at once

to all the excesses of sacramental eflicacy and meritorious pen-

ance. Here sacraments and good works are placed on a level

with faith in saving eflicacy, for they, equally with faith, bring

us into saving relations to Christ. This is radically diflercnt

from the evangelical doctrine, that by true faith we have fel-

lowship with our Lord Jesus Christ, and through his merits are
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pardoned and justified, and henceforth, with the new life of

faith, bring forth fruits unto righteousness, and the end ever-

lasting life.

I pause here to give a single illustration of the legitimate

and evil consequences to which this heretical theory leads,

reserving the privilege of recurring to this point again. " The
Duty of Parish Priests," Art. XIY, chap. 3, ordains that any

person, by whose negligence a child dies unbaptized, is, by
canon 68 of the xsomocanon, to be withheld from the communion
for three years, and must do penance by two hundred prostra-

tions daily, and fast the Monday, Wednesday, and Friday in

every week. Art. XVIII directs that children baptized in

infancy, upon growing up are to be taught, among other

things, that in baptism "they received remission of their sins;

that they put on the new man ; that the white robe given

them at their baptism signified the innocence with which they

were then endued," etc.

Again the catechism inquires: "Is not faith alone enough for

a Christian, without love and good works?" The reply is:

" Xo ; for faith without love and good works is inactive and
dead, and so cannot lead to eternal life."

Yet it is proper to remark that we meet with occasioiial

expressions of better promise in some works of partial authority,

and from some individuals of apparently evangelical tenden-

cies. Philarct, for example, in his " Comparison of Doctrines,"

Art, XIII, says :
" Grace justifies through the power of the

merits of Jesus Christ, which a man receives by living faith.

Good works are the fruits of faith and grace, and therefore

they do not constitute in man any kind of personal merit.

Rom. iii, 23-28 ; Luke xvii, 10." A remark made upon this

article by the author explains the declaration of the apostle

James, " That by works is faith made perfect," thus :
" The

apostle shows justification in faith and works like the life in

the root and fruit of the tree ; so faith represents the root of

justification. . . . The present difierence of opinion between
the Eastern and AV'estern [that is, the Latin] Churches on this

point refers more to the abstract principle than to active Chris-

tianity, because they are both agreed as to the obligation to

good works
; but those who find merit in their good works

stand on })harisaical ground." A similar sentiment is found in
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the Liturgy of St. Basil, (i^eale, ii, 567,) in the prayer of the

priests, " who are thought worthy by thee to serve at thy

holy altar, not according to our righteousness, for we have

done nothing good upon earth, but according to thy mercies,"

etc. And even " The Duty of Parish Priests " enjoins that

they direct the penitent, who asks mercy of God, to have before

}ns eyes Jesus Christ crucified, and trust only to his merits for

the remission of sin ; that they exhort the sick to cling with all

his heart to Christ alone ; that they present to the dying those

texts which assure us that the sinner who repenteth is justified

solely by God's grace, through lively and saving faith, and by

none other thing whatever, citing Rom. iii, 2i, 25 ; Ephes, ii,

8, 9 ; 1 John i, 7 ; Ileb. x, 19 ; that they teach that lively and

saving faith is essential to proper communion, and necessary in

prayer; that confession without foith in Christ, which in the

strictest and most proper sense means trust in Christ's merits,

is no less dead than a body without a soul, for example, the

confession of Judas, " How indeed," it asks, '" should not iaith

be necessary to repentance when it has such virtue that of

itself it brings peace to the troubled sinner, and frees him en-

tirely from condemnation to torment ? Pom. v, 1 ; viii, 1."

I might quote in this connection from the sermons of the

eloquent Greek, Enconomus, the leader of the Iligh Church

party in Greece, delivered in Russia, 1833, and published in

Berlin ; or from those of the celebrated Russian, Proeopovitcli.

But however interesting and encouraging may be the statements

of individuals and inferior authorities, they are, to say the least,

quite inconclusive.

Another article of faith relates to the Church.' The l!s^icene

Constantinopolitan Creed contains doctrines that are deemed

essential by eastern orthodoxy. These are great spiritual truths,

the objects not of sight, but of faith ; they are therefore prop-

erly introduced by the phrase, I believe. The ninth article of

this creed is stated thus :
" I believe in one holy Catholic and

Apostolic Church."

This indicates a spiritual conception of the true Church, of

w-hich Christ is the Head ; which is sanctified by the same
p'piritual bajitism, and united by saving faith to its divine Head,
and thus holds real but invisible fellowship. It also suggests

a careful and constant discrimination between the invisible
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Church and the visible. This discrimination and tliis spirit-

uality of conception are characteristic of the Protestant idea of

the Church, manifest in German, Helvetic, Gallic, and Angli-

can confessions from Luther to Wesley. The Protestant dis-

tinction between the invisible and the visible Church is applied

to the real and apparent here in time. The Greek, on the

contrary, seems to di^-egard this distinction, and to assign to

the invisible Church only those believers who have departed

this life, and to the visible all those who remain. The Longer

Catechism remarks on the ninth article :
" We believe that the

Church is invisible so far as she is partially in heaven, and con-

tains all those who have departed hence in true faith and

holiness."

This visible Church, then, is one. What is it, and who are

its members ? Art. IX of the Confession of Dositheus replies :

" We believe that all the faithful, and only they, are membeis

of the Catholic Church, that is to say, those who without

douj.iting profess the unblemished faith of om* Saviour Jesus

Christ, (as shown by Christ himself and the apostles, and the

Holy Oecumenical Councils,) although some of them may be

guilty of manifold sins." While Art. X asserts: "We believe

that the so-called, or rather which is the Holy Catholic and

Apostolic Church in which we have been taught to believe,

contains all the faithful in Christ who manifestly up to this

time and now, being in their earthly pilgrimage, have not

departed to their [heavenly] country."

We do not say that the orthodox Greek would formally

assume that his is the only Christian Church, and condemn all

others ; but the theoretical probabilities are certainly threaten-

ing, and I know not that any practical proofs to the contrary

have been furnished.

" How does it agree with the unity of the Church," asks

the Longer Catechism on tlie ninth article, " that there are

many sej>arate and independent Churches, as those of Jerusa-

lem, Antioch, Alexandria, Constantinople, Russia?" Ans.

" These are particular Churches or parts of the one Catholic

Church. The unity is expressed outward by unity of creed,

and by communion in prayer and sacraments." These are the

Bacraments, the liturgy, and the creed unquestionably of the

orthodox Greek Church, so that the answer as well as the
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question ignores anj other Christian Church, and comports

precisely "vvith tlie most exclusive interpretation of the stand-

ards already quoted. But to proceed. What is the essential

to Church organization ? Art. X. of the Confession of Do-

sitheus replies that the episcopal office is necessary to the

Ciiurch, and without him [a bishop] no Church can exist, nor

can any one be called or be a Christian. . . , "We consider him

as necessaiy to the Church as breath is to a man, and as the

gun is to the world. . . . He rejects from the Church as hea-

then and publicans those who disobey, and subjects heretics to

excommunication and a curse." Terms more signiiicant of

exclusiveness could not easily be found. The practice wonld

need to be far more liberal tlian the creed to relieve the " Or-

thodox Church " of this charge. But to be more explicit still,

the Longer Catechism inqnires :
" If the Catholic Church con-

tains all true believers in the world, must we not acknowledge

it to be necessary for salvation that every believer should

belong to her? "' The reply is : "Exactly so, since Jesus Christ,

in the words of St. Paul, is the Head of the Church, and he is

the Saviour of the body ; it follows that to have part in his

salvation we must necessarily be membei-s of his body, that is,

of the Catholic Church." According to this view, as has been

aptly said by another in a somewhat similar connection, indi-

viduals come to Christ through tlie Church ; while in the l*rot-

estant view they come to the Church through Christ." This

suggests another vicious principle in this High Church theory,

namely, the episcopal or priestly medium of grace, or, in rela-

tion to man, the episcopal control of grace. Says the Confession

of Dositheus, Art. X :
" He, the bishop, as a successor of the

apostles ... by the fullest energy of the consecrating spirit, is

the source of all the mysteries of the Catholic Church, through

which [mysteries] we obtain salvation."

Logically and directly related to this is the vicious notion of

sacramental efficacy, as the same article declares :
" Christ is

joined to us through the sacred mysteries of which the bishop

is the first author and consecrator through the Spirit." An
illustration in point is furnished by the Longer Catechism

:

" The Apostle Peter writes that baptism saveth ns after the

figure of the ark of Noah. All who were saved from the

general deluge were saved only in the ark, so all who obtain
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cvfiia?tinf^ balvation, obtain it only in the one Catholic

Chun-h.""

Thib is taught in " The Duty of Parish Priests," where they

lu-o (.lirected to instruct those bapti^:ed in childhood that they

then received remission of their sins ; while neglecting to bap-

tize a dying child is a crime to be punished by severe penance,,

us already specilied.

Tlie same external visible idea of the Church is manifest in

tlic Greek interpretation of the term apostolic in the ninth

article of the creed. The Greek Church appropriates to her-

self this attribute of the true Church, as well as those just

named, because she claims to have " from the apostles, without

break or change, both her doctrine and the succession of tlie

gifts of the Holy Ghost through the laying on of consecrated

liands.'" The same claim is asserted by the Confession of Do-

sitheus. Art. X. Precisely how this is proved does not appear.

The task is quietly shirked by the catechism. The Confession

makes a nish attempt to establish the claim, partly by argu-

ment, jiartly by history; yet it completes neither line of evi-

dence, as if it doubted the decisiveness of each, and hoped that

t\v<.» inconclusive proofs might be accepted as equivalent to one

dciniuistrution. To this succession (so forciljly maintained)

atlaclics tJic iidicritance of apostolic office and authority. Al-

tliuugli the Greek llierarchy does not rise to the arrogant

lifiglit of the papacy, yet it certainly is not remarkable for

lUi.Klcsty. The high priest (for so he is called in the standards)

claims to be the source of the sacred mysteries and gifts ; that

lie alone can con.secrate the holy oil, and ordain all other orders

and grades in tiie Church, and, in the first and higher sense,

bind and loose, and that his decisions are well received by

God.

The chief divisions of the Greek Church, like those of Con-

Btantinople, Alexandria, and Jerusalem, are under the author-

ity of patriarchs ; or, like those of Russia and Greece, are

governed by synods. Then follow in succession metropolitans,

archbishops, bishops, priests, and deacons, constituting three

orders in the ministry. To this system the " Orthodox Church
"

clings with desperate zeal. When, a few years since, the pres-

ence of the ]*resbyterian mission in Greece was thought to

endanger tlie safety of the Greek llierarchy, suspicion was
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cast upon some of the priests as favoring the new policy. In

consequence a defense of the three orders was published.

Banibas and Pharmakades replied, and the latter maintained

tliat the primitive form was not hierarchal but democratic.

But the attempt at reform was fruitless. Still Greece has

gained somethiug ecclesiastically through her civil revolution.

In her new constitution she has ordained her independence of

the Constantinopolitan Patriarchate. So Pussia relieved her-

self of ecclesiastical dependence bv tlie imperial demand of

Peter the Great. It is evident, then, that the government of

the Greek Church is not centralized ]ike that of the papal, but

is shared by several equal independent agencies, and that it is

not immutable in form, since in some pjrovinces it is patri-

archal, in others synodical. These several governing agencies,

convoked in one general assembly, constitute an (Ecumenical

Council, whose authority extends over the whole Church, and

is at once supreme and univei"sal. But, unlike the vaulting

ambition of the papacy, it does not presume to stretch beyond

the Church. !Xeither patriarch nor synod nor council has ever

affected temporal sovereignty or superiority over civil rulers.

One ecclesiastical vice, however, attaches to cecumenical

councils which we cannot too strongly reprobate : the assump-

tion of infallibility. This is by no means a merely nominal

claim, timidly preferred. On the contrary, it is asserted with

authority and openly admitted by the Church, The Confes-

sion of Dositheus, Art, XIII, declares that as the primitive

Church was taught by the Holy Spirit through the apostles and

prophets, so now the Church is taught indeed by the life-giving

Spirit, but by means of the holy Fathers and teachers, of whom
the oecumenical holy synods are considered the rule. We also

confess without doubt, as true and certain, that it is impossible

for the Catholic Church to err or wander at all, or ever to

choose falsehood instead of truth. For the all-holy Spirit ever

operating through the holy Fathers and rulers faithfully minis-

tering, frees the Church from errors of every kind whatsoever."

This at once exalts the council (the fathers and rulers) to an

equality with the apostles in inspiration and authority ; and

l>recisely comports with, and verities what I have already

^liown in regard to her rule of faith and practice, that the

niddern Greek Church accepts tradition as not inferior to Scrip-
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tare. This tradition has been and will be augmenting. Who
can conjecture the limit of its unfolding, or its possible accn-

mnlation of errors and corruptions ? Already it has vitiated

the standard of doctrine which is thefoi-Tnative principle of the

Church. Already it has destroyed her evangelicity, by cor-

rupting her material principle—the doctrine of faith ; and bus

falsified her govej^ning principle by the assumption of infalli-

bility. But more than this. It has multiplied her sacrament>,

and surcharged them with saving efficacy; introduced tran-

Bubstantiation into the communion
;
produced baptismal re-

generation, Mariolatry, the invocation of saints, the worship of

pictures, auricular confession and penance, priestly absolution

and prayers for the dead. This w^ill appear as we proceed.

I need pause but a moment to speak of the division of the

clerg}- into higher and lower; and the lower clergy into sacred

and secular, or black and white. The former only are eligible

to promotion. The latter are restricted to parochial duties.

These are required to be married before entering upon their

profession. On the death of his wife a secular priest may
qualify hiniself for promotion by renouncing matrimony and
entering a monastic institution. Tlie liigher clergy—bishops,

archbisliops, metropolitans, and patriarchs, are selected from

among the monks. The monks consist of priests and laity;

the latter attend to worldly affairs, the former to religious

duties. The monastic institution is rather lay than clerical,

and is not, as in the papal Church, a gigantic enginery of the

pricatliood, yielding a special support to the papacy; neither

do like throngs of mendicant monks infest the Greek Church.
Stourdza tells us that the monastic system is founded on the

vicarious principle, the monks sacrificing themselves for the

good of others: L'Institutiou des ordres monastiques n'est

Jondee que sur Tidee fondamentale d'une expiation voluntaire

d'lui innocent pour le coupable.

The bi^iiops are regarded as " holocausts smoking on the high

places—practicing celibacy in order to perfect the holiness ot"

the sacrifice." Thus while the Greek Church dogmatically

discards the doctrine of human supererogation she practically

inculcates it. The principle is as false as the practice is fatal.

Though the monastic system of the East has never been in-

vested with the splendor and importance attached to it in the
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"West, yet %ve readily see that it is encouraged by tlie comfort-

able independence whicli it commands, by the sanctity which

attends it, by the opportunity for seclusion and study, and by

the hypocrisy and fanaticism of devotees. With one or two

exceptions the converts adopt the same rule—the rule of St.

Basil. This uniformity, Stourdza zealously declares, has pre-

served the Greek Church from the multiplied evils of the Latin,

prominent among wliich is the lieformation ! Her reverence

for the past and her dread of reform conspire to beget in the

Greek Church suspicion and dislike of Protestantism. Fear of

disturbance toward her ecclesiastical repose of centuries, and

her undisputed sway over the conscience and creed of her com-

municants, has hitherto repelled her from the advances of

Protestant progress. Her movements have been retrograde.

The Kiceno-Constantinopolitan Council, which she especially

delights to honor, recognized the supremacy of the Scriptures

as the final arbiter of dispute. The Greek Church has since

officially declared that tradition is of equal authority. The
Kiceno-Constantinopolitan creed, which every Protestant cor-

dially accepts, she has disfigured with appendages till its iden-

tity can scarcely be recognized. She has increased the nuinljcr

and nature of the sacraments till their original simplicity and

significance are quite Icfst, and primitive spiritual worship has

shared a similar fate. The two divinely authorized sacraments

have been increased to seven, so that instead of Baptism and

the Lord's Supper the Greek Church has ordained the Eu-

charist, Baptism, Chrism, Confession or Penance, Orders, jSIatri-

niony, and L^nction.

That Transubstantiation is the doctrine of the modern Greek

Church cannot be reasonably questioned, Not indeed until

the fourteenth century, as we are told, (Mosh., 321,) was the

term introduced by Innocent III. And not until the Council

of Bethlehem did the Greek Church allow the use of the word

fi^rovGco)GLg to signify the change wrought, by consecration, in

the eucharistic elements. Xow Stourdza asserts the dogma of

the Eeal Presence under the transformed elements of bread

and wine, as that of his Church, with some expression of aston-

ishment that any doubt can exist respecting its truth. The

words of the Oriental Confession are even more explicit

:

" When the priest consecrates the elements (gifts) the very
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substance of the bread and of the •u-ine is transformed into tlie

substance of the true body and blood of Christ." In the Lit-

urgy of St. Clirjsostom, so commonly employed in the com-

munion service, the ceremony is called an oblation or sacrijicc

;

and the prayer made by the deacon on receiving the sacrament

contains these words :
" I believe that this is thy most pure

body indeed, and that this is thy holy blood indeed."

If it be objected that these are private opinions, not authori-

tative, we reply that authorized proofs are abundant. The
Longer Catechism asks, "What is the communion?" and

answers, " The connnunion is a sacrament in which the be-

liever, under the forms of bread and wine, partakes of the very

body and blood of Christ to everlasting life." And again

:

" The word Transubstantiation defines not the manner of the

change, but the fact that the bread really, truly, and substan-

tially becomes the very true body of the Lord, and the wine the

very blood of the Lord." And this forms the chief and most
essential part of the religious service. ••' The Duty of Parish

Priests" enjoins, in regard to the Holy Communion, that be-

fore administering it the priest duly instruct them that wish to

communicate that, " This, the body and blood of Christ, is not

only in name what it is called, but also verily and indeed is

his body and his blood under the forms of bread and 'wine."

Upon this point proofs might be multiplied ; but already is the

conclusion inevitable.

My plan involved a review of the lyractice of the Greek
Church in regard to Baptism, Confession, Penance, AVorship of

Pictures, Fasts and Feasts, Honoring Saints, praying for them
and through them, Mariolatry, Exorcism, Prayer for the Dead,

Absolution for the Dead, etc., etc. But such a review would

necessarily be of considerable length, and therefore we dismiss

it with the single remark, that the practice is more obnoxious

than is the taith of " Eastern orthodoxy" to criticism.

Are there, then, no alleviating considerations, and no hopefid

indications in the principles and policy of the Greek Church \

In ju-evious articles we have recognized and specified many

;

and no one who has read those articles will suspect us of hostile

prejudice toward, the Greek Church. As we have shown, in

comparison with the Latin Church she has much advantage.

In discarding all temporal jurisdiction she occupies Protestant
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rruund. In her general toleration she is well-nigh Protestant.

And in her immntable hostility to the Papacy she presents a

stron"- and steady connterpoise to Poman Catholic ambition.

At the close of this discussion we meet this practical ques-

tion : Is an immediate Protestant union with the Greek Church

desirable ? 'Bj no means, we repl}-. Until she shall have elimi-

nated the fiction of an infallible tradition from an equality with

the Scriptures as her rule of faith and practice, we would with-

draw and reject every proposal of union. Until she shall have

amended her formal confessions and authorized standards in

harmony with the word of God, we would withhold and reject

•every proposal of union. Until she shall have reformed in

faith and practice in obedience to the divine rule, we would

withhold and reject every proposal of union.

aet. IV.—chronology of the old testament.

The chronology of the Old Testament is rendered uncertain,

diiefly on account of a diversity of readings in the original He-

brow text, and in the Septuagint. According to the Hebrew,

the deluge occurred in the year of the world 1G56 ; according

to the Septuagint, in 2242. According to the Hebrew, Abra-

ham was born in the year of the world 200S ; according to the

Septuagint, in the year 3334. According to the Hebrew, our

Saviour was born in the year of the world 4000 or thereabouts

;

according to tlie Septuagint, in the year 5426.

These differences in chronology are the result, not of acci-

dent, but of design. This is evident from the veiy nature of

them. Either the Masorites designedly lessened the chronology

of the Old Testament, after the Septuagint translation was

made, or the Septuagint translators, or some of their copyists,

have designedly lengthened this chronology beyond that of the

original Hebrew text.

The differences between the Hebrew and the Septuagint

occur chiefly in the ages of the patriarchs, and they are in this

^\'ise : The Septuairint makes the life of the patriarch, at the

hirth of his genealogical son, one hundred years longer than

the Hebrew. And then it makes his life, subsequent to the

FouKTu Series, Vol. XIX.—25
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son's birth, one hundred years shorter than the Hebrew
; so

that the whole life of the patriarch, in both copies, is the same.

Thus the Hebrew makes Adam 130 years old at the birth of

Seth ; but the Septuagint makes him 230. The Hebrew makes

Seth 105 years old at the birth of Enos ; the Septuagint 205.

The Hebrew makes Enos 90 years old at the birth of Cainan
;

the Septuagint 190. The Hebrew makes Cainan TO years old

at the birth of Mahalaleel ; the Septuagint 11Q. And so, with

few exceptions, the different accounts proceed ; the Septuagint

adding one hundred years to the life of the patriarch, at the

time of the birth of his genealogical son, almost to the time of

Abraham. Meanwhile, one hundred years are taken from the-

age of the patriarch after the birth of his son, leaving his

whole life, in both copies, the same. iTow it is obvious that

alterations such as these could never have been made accident-

ally. AVhichever copy may have been changed, the change

must have been effected with design.

Which of these copies, then, is to be preferred? Which
account is to be accepted as the true chronology of the Bible ?

In favor of the Septuagint chronology it is urged that it

agrees, in general, with that of Josephus. And as Joscphus

was acquainted with both the Hebrew and Greek, and had

both copies before him at the time of writing his history, it is

to be presumed that both, at that time, were what the Septua-

gint now is. But this argument, though plausible, is far from

being conclusive. It is true that the chronology of Josephus,

60 far as recorded in his Antiquities, (Book i, chap. 3,) agrees

nearly, though not entirely, with that of the Septuagint ; but

Ernesti and Michaelis both tell us that this passage in Josephus

has been altered, to make it agree with the Seventy, by tran-

scribers who had been accustomed to read the Scriptures only

in the Greek version. And we have this evidence that what

these critics tell us is true, that Josephus, in another place,

where he has escaped the hands of false correctors, makes the

time which elapsed between the creation and the deluge ahnuit

the same as that of the Hebrew. He says that the building
|

of Solomon's temple was commenced in the year of the world
|

3102, and 1440 years after the deluge. (Antiq., B. viii, c. 3.)
|

Now if we take 1440 from 3102, the remainder will be 1CG2,

the number of years between the creation and the deluge. But
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tliis differs only six years from the chronology of the Hebrew,

which makes the time between the creation and the deluge to

be 1056 years. But if Josephns wrote this latter passage, upon

which no suspicion of alteration has ever fallen, the presump-

\ tion is that the former statement is not from his pen, but must

have been made by some of his transcribers.

In short, the chronology of Josephus, as it now stands in his

history, is, in many points, inconsistent with itself In the

language of Dr. Hales, " His dates have been miserably man-

gled and perverted, frequently by accident, and frequently by

design." Tiie younger Spanheim, too, in his Chronologia

Sacra^ devotes a whole chapter to the errors, anachronisms,

and inconsistencies of Josephus, the most of which he attributes

to the mistakes of transcribers, or the hypotheses of inter-

preters ; and concludes with representing the recovery of his

genuine computations as a matter of great hazard and difficulty.

But if all this be true, it is not much in favor of the Septuagint

chronology that Josephus, in one of the passages above referred

to, is in accordance with it.

It is urged again in favor of the Septuagint chronology that

it was accepted by most of the early Christian fathers. That

this statement is true there can be no doubt ; and for the very

good reason that most of the Christian fathers used the Sep-

tuagint version of the Old Testament, and nothing else. They
had never looked into a Hebrew Bible, and had no knowledge

of the language. They were familiar with the Septuagint

chronology, and quoted it, and quoted one from another. No
wonder, then, that they agreed witli the Septuagint.

AVe say that this is true of most of the early Chi'istian fathers,

but not of them all. Origen, the most learned biblical scholar

of the third century, and Jerome of the fourth, both of whom
were well acquainted with the Hebrew language, dissent from

the chronology of the Septuagint. The latter agrees almost

entirely with the chronology of the Hebrew, as settled by
Archbishop Usher.

It is uro;ed vet airain in favor of the Septuao-int chronolo£rv

tliat the Hebrew does not atl'ord suthcient time for connected

t'vcuts, and cannot be made to harmonize with the chronologies

<-'f the Chinese, the Egyptians, and the Clialdeans. This ob-

jection can lie only against the period following the deluge.
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The term of 1G5G years, \vlnch the Hebrew allows between the

creation and the clelnge, was long enough surely to account for

all the events occurring between these two great epochs. And
if we look at the subject considerately we shall find that the

Hebrew chronology, after the deluge, furnishes ample time and

opportunity for all connected events.

It has been confidently m-ged that the pyramids, and per-

haps some other structures in Egypt, could not have been built,

according to the Hebrew chronology, after the deluge. And
perhaps they were not. What objection to the supposition

that the pyramids were built before the deluge? There can

be no doubt that Egypt was inhabited before tlie deluge, very

densely inhabited. These huge structures may have been

built in those long ages, and may have resisted, like the great

mountains, the engulfing waters.'^-

Dr. Hales insists that it is impossible to account for the pop-

ulousness of the countries in wliich Abraham dwelt ; as Meso-

potamia, Canaan, and Egypt, on supposition tliat he lived only

from five to six hundred years after the flood. But th« sacred

history plainly intimates that these countries were not very

thickly settled at that period. "Wiien Abraham went iiiti>

Canaan tlie country seems to have been generally open to him.

"Its population," says Dr. Stanley, " was then tliiuly scattered

over its broken surface. Here and there a wandering shep-

herd may have l)een seen driving his sheep over the mountains.

The smoke of some kind of worship, now extinct for ages, was

going up from altars of rough stones.^t In Egypt, too, Abra-

ham found com])aratively a small people. So late as the birth

of Moses, Pliaroah assigned it as a reason for oppressing the Is-

raelites, that they " are more and mightier than we." (Exod. i, 0.)

Tiiere is yet another event in the history of Abraham wliicii

ehows that the people of the surrounding countries were, in

his time, few and weak. Four kings camo.. out of the ea>t.

among wliom were the kings of Eiai;ti and Shinar, or what

was afterward Persia and Chaldea, and wasted the land et

Canaan and the adjacent countries, and then attacked and car-

* Bcrosus speaks expressly of ten generations who lived in Clialdea before ti-^'

flood, the precise number given in Genesis. Ho enumerates, in order, the kui-"*

who reigned in those times, and mentions ten. from Alorus, the first, to Xisustiiru.-,

in whose reign the deluge came. See Eawlinson's Evidences, p. 274.

f Lectures on the Hibtory of the Jewish Church, p. 29.
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ried captive tbe people of Sodom, Gomorrah, and tlie neighbor-

in" cities. How powerful these victorious kings were, and

the kings whom they conquered, we may learn from the fact

tliat Abraham, assisted by a few of his friends and his liouse-

hold servants, pursued after them, overcame them, and brought

back all the goods and captives which they had carried away.

(Genesis xiv.) In short, there can be no doubt tliat from

live to six hundred years was time enough for all the people

to be born and to live of whom we have any account in the

days of Abraham. ISTew England has been settled less than

two hundred and fifty years, and yet its native population has

almost filled the land, and has contributed not a little to fill

other lands. "We may see from what has taken place here

amono- ourselves that the five hundred years and more which

intervened between the deluge and the death of Abraham was

time enouo-h for the countries where he dwelt to become settled,

at least to the extent in which he found them.

But we are told that the chronology of our Hebrew Bibles

can never be reconciled Avith that of the Chinese, the Egyp-

tians, and the Chaldeans. We have heard too much of the

pretended antiquity of these nations to be greatly moved by an

olijection of this nature. The Chinese are an ancient people
;

as ancient, perhaps, as any now existing on the globe. But

"that their empire dates back to a period before the flood is as

extravagant," says ~Mv. Gutzlafl", " as any of the mythological

stories of the Greeks or Hindoos.'" They have no reliable

liistory before the time of Confucius, which was only 550 years

bcfurc Christ. All preceding this is fabulous and uncertain.

The Bible lays the foundation of the Chaldean empire in the

times of Asshur and Kimvod, from one to two hundred years

lifter the flood. No other history traces it further back than

this, or so far by several hundred years.

Peleg was born, according to our Hebrew Bibles, about one

hundred years after the flood, and lived through the next 240

voars. In his time, we are told, " the earth was divided." It

if' computed that the Chinese empire may have commenced in

'dx>ut the hundredth year of Peleg, and the Egyptian at nearly

^^'e 6ame time. This would give about three hundred and twen-

ty-seven years to tlie death of Abraham for the founding and

t^tablishing of these kingdoms ; arid we know, from what has
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taken place in our own country, that a great many things may
he clone and great changes accomplished in three hundred

and twenty-seven years.*

On the whole, the arguments which have been urged in

favor of the Septuagint Chronology seem to ns to have little

weight, and we feel inclined to rest in the accuracy of our

Hebrew Bibles.

Whether the chronology of the Hebrew was altered by the

Seventy or by succeeding copyists we pretend not to say. It

is well known, however, that these translators had a great

desire to stand well Avith their heathen neighbors, and that, in

some instances, they did not scruple to vary their translation,

having this object in view. This is specially true of the trans-

lator of the Pentateuch. "Being anxious," says J. D. Mi-

chaelis, " to render his author agreeable not only to Jews, but

to foreigners, he sometimes puts forced meanings upon word?,

and, with still greater audacity, absolutely corrupts the read-

ing. For, lest the Egyptian philosophers should draw some-

thing from the sacred writers in support of their own errors.

or to the discredit of the Jews, he sometimes substitutes hi.-

own sentiments for those of Moses ; sometimes changes the

text, and makes it conform to Eg}'ptian history, and also alters

whatever might be likely to ofiend foreigners by its improba-

bility. Kow he who has once or twice corrected when he

should have translated the original text, may well be sus-

pected, in other instances, of doing the same." The particular

motive of the translator in chano-ino- the Hebrew chronology

(if he did change it) may have been to increase the age of the

world, and of his own people, and thus render them more

respectable in the eyes of the Egyptians.

Those who altered the Hebrew chronology seem to have

done it in accommodation to certain Ju/potheses which they

had adopted, but which have no foundation in truth. One oJ

these was, that in the antediluvian age, when men lived almost

a thousand years, they were not capable of having children

until they were at least one hundred and fifty years oM-

People at that period, it was thought, were a loug while ni

coming to niaturity, as much longer than we, in proportion, a-

* On tins wiiolo subject of auciont heathen chronology, see Aids to Fait-^-.

pp. 290-20S.

I
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tlieir entire age was longer than ours. They were children till

they were more than a hundred years old, and as such were

incapable of procreation. That such an idea prevailed ex-

tensively among the Greeks, and with some of the Christian

fathers, we have the fullest proof. In accommodation to this

hypothesis it was natm-al that the Seventy, or those who copied

from them, should add a hundred years to the lives of the

patriarchs previous to the birth of their firstborn sons. In

most cases they must do this in order to make the patriarch

of a suitable age to have children at all. But the hypothesis

before us is a mere assumption. It is entirely without proof,

or so much as probability. What reason have we to think

that human natm-e before the flood was not essentially the

same as now, and that men did not come to he men^ and to

have families, as early in life as at the present time ? Follow-

ing down the history of the patriarchs to a later period we find

this hypothesis contradicted by facts. The children of Jacob

married young, much younger than at this day would be

deemed advisable. Dinah could not have been more than

sixteen years old when her hand was sought by Shechem,

(Gen. xxxiv, -i ;) Benjamin was not more than twenty-five

when he went into Egypt with his father, yet he took with

him no less than ten sons. (Gen. xlvi, 21.)

Another groundless assumption, ha\'ing an influence in the

Bame direction, was, that the son mentioned in the genealogy

was uniformly the firstborn ; but of this the Scriptures furnish

no proof. In one instance they expressly contradict it. Seth,

whose name is in the genealogy, was far from being the first-

born of Adam. And the supposition is in itself improbable

that for fifteen successive generations the firstborn should uni-

formly be a son, and a son that lived to some hundreds of

years.

Another Jewish hypothesis, which led to the lengthening of

their chronology, was, that the Messiah could not come until

the world had stood at least five thousand years. These must

be five thousand years before the Messiah. During the sixth

millenary his kingdom would be advancing in the earth, while

the seventh would be a season of rest and peace. But, accord-

ing to the Hebrew predictions and chronologies, the Messiali

would come in about the four thousandth year of the world,
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and tMs -would be a thousand years too soon. Hence the

chronology of the Old Testament must he lengthened. And
the mode of lengthening it was that adopted by the Seventy,

or their transcribers, as before explained.

Still another Jewish hypothesis, which led to the lengthen-

ing of their chronology, vras, that the first six thousand years

of the world would be equally divided in the days of Pelcg,

whose name signifies division, and, accordingly, the first three

thousand years were supposed to end with the one hundred

and thirtieth year of Peleg's life. The lengthening of the

chronology, as we find it in the Septuagiut, would not alone

accomplish tliis purpose, and so the name of a new and fic-

titious patriarch, the second Cainan, is thrust in between Ar-

phaxad and Selah, and a generation of one hundred and thirty

years is given to him. This second Cainan is admitted on all

hands to be a fictitious character. His name does not occur

in the Hebrew, nor in our translation. (Gen, xi, 12.) And if

the Seventy, or their transcribers, would thrust him in to carry

out an hypothesis, the presumption is that they would not

hesitate to make all other needful alterations,*

The evidence, so fiir as manuscripts and versions are con-

cerned, is decidedly in favor of the Hebrew chronology. In-

deed almost no important evidence of this kind can be urged

in favor of the Seventy. For although the ancient Latin and

Coptic versions, and not a few of the Greek fathers, agree with

the Septuagiut, they are none of them independent supporters

and witnesses, but merely copyists. They copied from one

another, and from the Scptuagint, and of course might be

expected to agree with it.

In favor of the Hebrew chronology we have, in the first

place, the Targums of Oukelos and of Jerusalem. These are

Chaldee paraphrases upon the Pentateuch, written, both of

them, before the comino" of Christ. Tlie Tarrrum of Onkelos

is the most esteemed. This is so short and simple that it can

hardly be suspected of corruption. The Targum of Jerusalem

* This second Cainan was entirely unknown to Philo, Joseplius, Euscbiu-s, ami

Theophilus of Antioch. It shows the obsequiousness with which many of tliu

Christian fathers followed the Septuagint, that they foisted the second Cainan into

the genealogy of Luke, (chap, iii, 3G.) It is noi at all hkely that Luke ever placed

it there.
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is less reliable, but both agree with tlie chronology of our

Hebrew Bible. xVnd the same may be said of tJie old Syriac

version, and of two Arabic versions. Jerome, in the fourth

century after Christ, found in the Hebrew the same readings

that we now have, and from it he corrected the Yulgate or

Latin translation.

Besides the Septuagint, there were three other ancient Greek

translations of the Old Testament, namely, those of Aquila, of

Theodotian, and of Symmachus. Bcspecting the two lirst, we
have no information touching the question before us ; but the

version of Symmachus is known to agree with the Hebrew.
TJie old Samaritan Pentateuch, as it now stands, agrees in

part with the Hebrew, in part with the Septuagint, and in

part it differs from both. But if we may believe the testimony

of Jerome, the Samaritan chronology in his day agreed entii'ely

with that of the Hebrew, in which case it must have been

altered since.*

It may be urged, finally, against the Septuagint chronology,

that it contradicts, in an important point, the narrative of

Moses. It makes Methuselah to live several years after the

flood. According to the Septuagint Methuselah was one

hundred and sixty-seven years old when he begat Lamech,
and Lamech was one hundred and eighty-eight years old

when he begat Xoah, and ]S[oah was six hundred years old

when the flood came. Putting these numbers together, 107,

ISS, 600, we have 955 years as the age of Methuselah at the

time of the flood. But the Septuagint agrees with the Hebrew
that the whole age of Methuselah was nine hundred and sixty-

nine years. Of course he must have lived fourteen years after

the flood.

t

According to the Hebrew, Methuselah died in the very year

of the flood, whether by old age, or by sickness, or by the

deluge of waters, we are not informed. Lamech, the father of

Koah, died five years earlier. Xone of the patriarchs, whose
iiames are mentioned in the narrative, are represented in the

Ilclirew as living beyond the flood. All, with the exception
of Xoah and his family, had passed away.

* See Jerome's Questions oa Genesis chap. v.

\ There is some diversity of reading in the Septuagint in regard to the above
numbers. We have given what is supposed to be the true reading.
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Having expressed our preference for the Hebrew chronol-

ogy above that of the Septuagint, and assigned our reasons for

it, we would repeat the statement that, according to the

Hebrew, the flood came in the year of the world 1656.

Abraham was born three hundred and iifty-two years later, in

the year of the world 200S. We have no contemporary history

as yet with which to compare and rectify our dates.

Mizraim, a son of Ham, migrated into Eg^-pt, and founded

a kingdom there about two hundred years after the flood. He
is supposed to be the Menes of Egyptian history. Some two
hundred and fifty years later Abraham went into Egypt, and
found a Pharaoh on the throne. Ample time had now been

furnished for a kingdom to be established, and for the people

to become somewhat numerous. Within about two hundred
and sixteen years Jacob goes into Egypt to meet his lost son

Joseph. He finds a rich and powerful kingdom under the

rule of a monarch who goes by the common name of Pharaoh.

Here the children of Israel remained about two hundred and
fifteen years, making four huudi'ed and thirty years in all since

Abraham came to sojourn in the land of Canaan. (Gal. iii, IT.)

And now they are led out of Egypt under the direction of

Moses, and Pharaoh their persecutor is destroyed.

The question may be asked, whether we can identify the

Pharaohs with whom Abraham and his descendants came in

contact, with any of the Egyptian kings whose names are

given in the catalogues of profane historians? My own im-

pression is, that this cannot be done with any degree of cer-

tainty. The slightest inspection shows that these old cata-

logues are very unreliable. Several of them are little more
than bare lists of names, commencing at no fixed, assignable

period, and not agreeing with themselves or with one another.

There is naught in them to contradict the history or the clu'O-

nology of Moses, nor is there anything to enable one to say

with confidence, "This is the king who entertained Abraham,
and that the king who promoted Joseph, and that the king

who was drowned in the Eed Sea." Hence we find that tlio~c

Christian writers, from Euseblus downward, who have under-

taken to harmonize the Mosaic and Egyptian chronologies,

and to identify the Pharaohs of Scripture with the kings of

Manetho and others, have difiered continuously and variously.
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ITardlj any two of them agree together. The reason is, and

we repeat the declaration, there are no existing catalogues of

the ancient kings of Egypt which are at all reliable. What

may yet be discovered among the monuments and catacombs

of that mysterious land we pretend not to say. "We have no

fear of any discoveries to contradict the Bible.

After the time of Moses the Israelites had no historical con-

nection with the Egyptians for a long period. The next that

we hear of them is in the time of Solomon. He married a

daughter of Pharoah, king of Egypt, and carried on a com-

merce with him in horses and chariots and in linen yarn. In

the reign of Eehoboam, the son of Solomon, Shishak, king of

Egj-pt, came up against him, and conquered him, and carried

away all the treasures of his house. This Shishak, or She-

shonk, was the first king of Manetho's twenty-second dynasty

;

but his name is not mentioned in the other catalogues. His

tomb was opened by ChampoUion, who found in it a pictorial

representation of his victory over the Jews. This event occm-red

in the year 970 before Christ, or five hundred and twenty

years after the exode from Egypt.

From this time we frequently hear of the interference of the

kings of Egypt, as also of the kings of Syria, Assyria, and

Babylon, with the affah-s of the Israelites, until at length

Jerusalem is taken, the temple is destroyed, and both Israel

and Judah are carried into captivity. Solomon's temple was

destroyed in the year 538 before Christ, when it had stood

four hundi'ed and seventeen years.

After this we find the children of Israel subject, first, to the

Babylonians, secondly, to the Medo-Persians, and thirdly, to

Alexander and his successors, the kings of Syria and Egypt.

From these they were delivered by the Maccabees, and lived

for a time under their own native princes, subject to the watch

and care of the Ilomans. At length they fell under the power

of Herod, who was set over them by the Eomans, and reigned

as a tributary king. It is needless to trace their clu-ouology

through this long, dark period, as it is easily reckoned, and

harmonizes perfectly with all that we know of the history of

the surrounding nations.

Xear the close of the reign of Herod the great Ligld of the

world appeared. Our Saviour was born, according to Arch-
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bishop Usher, in the year of the world 4001. But this, we
know, was three or four years too late. Christ was born cer-

tainly before the death of Herod. And Ilerod died in the

year of Rome 740-50, some three or four years earlier tlian

the commencement of our vulgar era.

Again, according to Luke, (chap, iii, 42,) our Saviour was

thirty years old in the fifteenth year of the reign of Tiberius

Cesar. But this would bring the birth of CJirist in the year

of Rome 749, as before.

Om- Christian era was established by Dionysius Exiguus, a

monk of Rome, about the year 532, and established too late by
three or four years. The probability is (for we do not pretend

to absolute certainty) that Christ was born in the year of the

world 4000, and consequently that wo are living in the year of

our Lord 1871.

Art. v.—the BRAH:\I0-SAJ\IAJH.

I. Its History.

The Brahmo-Samajh is a Theistic society of Hindoos, aiming

at a thorough reformation of popular Hindooism. It was

founded in 182S by Rajah Ram Mohan Roy, the most

interesting character that modern India presents. The
Brahmos claim him as their head, and are proud of pointing

to him as occupying the same position in Brahmoism that

Christ, in their opinion, occupies in Christianity. A brief

sketch of this remarkable man is properly connected with the

history of the Brahmo-Samajh.

Ram Mohaii Roy was born at Burdwan, Bengal, in the

year 1774. He was a Brahmin by caste, and his father

was a wealthy and respectable man—more liberal-minded

than his people generally at that day. As the son grew

up it became manifest that he had a mind of no common
order, and this increased the desire of his father, who
doted on him, to give him the very highest education obtain-

able. When thoroughly instructed in his own language he

began the study of Persian, that he might acquire whatever

of knowledge and literature that language contained. He was

sent to Patna, a city distinguished as a seat of Mohammedan
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learning, where Le had tlie best teachers of the times, and an

opportunity which he enthusiastically improved, of studying

not only Persian but also Arabic. Although then but a lad,

he became quite familiar with Persian and Arabic literature,

and found attraction in the sublime doctrine of an infinite God,

supremo and alone, and felt the unfavorable contrast between

this and the teachings of his own sacred books. A radical

bent was doubtless o;iven to his reliirious career at Patna.

From this place he went to Benares—a city sacred to his own
people—to complete his studies in Sanscrit amid the superior

advontages there afiorded. Here, to his complete satislaction,

lie delved in Sanscrit lore, and threaded the labyrinths

of Hindoo philosophy
;
only, however, to become convinced

that all above the Vcdas and TJimnishads—the most ancient

books—was mere human rubbish, full of legends, fables, and

stupid fiction. In the Yedct^^ liowever, and their theological

commentaries, the Upanishads, he supposed that he had found

solid ground. He was overjoyed to find that these did not

contain any allusion to Kam Krishna, Ganesh, Kali, and a

host of other revengeful, licentious, and filthy divinities. Thus,

from the teachings of the Koran and of his own ancient sacred

books, he rested in the belief of one infinite holy God.

At the age of fifteen years he returned to his home, the

pride of his unsuspecting father, to begin the most remarkable

moral and intellectual movement of modern India. He was
saddened at the blindness and deep degradation, moral and
niental, that wrapped his people in a mantle of night, and
determined to do something to break the spell that bound
them.

In his sixteenth year he issued a book boldly challenging

the correctness of modern Hindooism. This at once aroused

against him the indignation and persecution of bigoted Brah-

lains, and he was driven from his home. He wandered ex-

tensively through India, and even passed over into Thibet,

busy all the while examining and comparing religious systems.

After four years he returned, at the request of his father—who
uad followed him with an anxious and afifectionate heart—but
tJidy to renew his conflict with the Brahmins. He continued
these efibrta for years, slowly gathering about him a few
converts.
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Meanwhile, liaviiig thoroughly acquired English, he aUo
studied Greek, that he might read the Xew Testament in the

original. He Avas enraptured with the teachings of Christ aiul

his apostles, and cheerfully acknowledged that nothing in the

Yedas would compare with them. He published in Bengalee,

and also in English, a book called " The Precepts of Jesus tiic

Guide to Happiness." In 1828 he gave the movement he had

set on foot a regular organization under the name of the

Brahm-Sahha, or Society of the Worshipers of God. A creed

was partially formed, and times of meeting, with a routine of

religious service, appointed.

In 1830 }iam Mohan Koy was chosen by the king of Delhi

as his embassador in London. Here he identified himself, as it

seems, witli the Unitarian Christians, while still clinp-injr to tlie

Yedas; and here, in 1833, he died, a man as remarkable for

the ingenuous liberality of his mind, as for the genius that

marked liis whole career. "With him originated the interesting

movement called ]>rahmoism, likely to affect very radically

and extensively for good or evil the destinies of India. The
real belief of Ham Mohan Roy is to this day matter of C[uery

and doubt. Perhaps an attempt to define his faitb clearly

would be doing more for him than he ever did for hini-elf.

Por the Mohammedans, as authority accepted by himself, he

quoted the Koran—so of the Holy Scriptures for Christians,

and of the Vedas and Shastras for Hindoos. This he did from

the belief tliat ins])iration is a gift enjoyed, in greater or less

degree, by all the race. Tlie estimate he placed on Christ

is still a quc.itiuu with Christians and educated Hindoos wlio

were acquainted with his opinions. He seems at least to ha\ e

given him the supreme place among men. "A day may soon

arrive," said he, " when every one will regard the precepts

of Jesus as tlie sole guide to peace and happiness." After his

death it was claimed by some persons in England that Knia

Mohan Roy was a Unitarian or Soeinian. This called forth. ;i

letter from Bisliop Luscombe of Paris, in which he mentions

a long conversation had with him regarding his belief in tlio

Trinity. '* He assured me," wrote the bishop, '' that the fir.-:t

chapter according to St. John was sufiicient to convince h:iM

of the divinity of Jesus Christ ; and 'even the first verse,' said he,

'says enough on the subject to confirm me in my adhesion to
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this doctrine ;' whereupon he quoted to mc the passage in

Greek." Nevertheless, from statements made at other times,

tlie faith of this singular man is left in doubt.

In 1S28, before Earn Mohan Eoy went to England, he

organized, as "we have seen, what was called the Brahm-Sabha

or Lrahmo-Samajh. On his death in 1S33 a few aljle men
from among his followers took up the work of reformation,

chief among whom was Baboo Debendronatli Tagore, a man
of ability, and who then really became the head of the move-

ment about which a considerable number of converts rallied.

A few years after the death of Bam Mohan Roy the refor-

mation he had set on foot declined in interest; but in 18-39 the

impulse he had given the native mind burst forth anew. The
old Brahm-Sabha was supplemented by another organization

under the name of the Taltwahodhini Sahha, a kind of

missionary society for the Brahm-Sabha. From this time the

society assumed an aggressive attitude, and efforts were made
to propagate more largely the new faith. A press was set to

work, schools were opened, and branch societies established

in several places. In IS-io an event occurred which affected

radically the character of the Brahmo-Samajh.

Earn Mohan Eoy had taught that the Yedas are a reliable

revelation. But from some cause a suspicion was excited in

the mind of Debeudronath Tagore that all was not right even

in the Yedas, and accordingly he sent four pundits (religious

teachers) to Benares to ascertain carefully what were the real

teachings of the Yedas. For two years they closely studied

tlieir meaning, then returned to Calcutta witli the result of an

investigation fatal to A'edantism. It was with no little sm'prise

that the Brahmists found that they had been resting on a

defective foundation. They found that the Yedas contain

untenable dogmas, and from that time they swung olf more
completely to natural religion—acknowledging as their only

certain guide pure intuition and the light of nature—and
claiming to rest in Theism. A book called the Brahm-Dharma,
(tlie theistic religion,) being compilations from the Hindoo
scriptures, was published in 1S51. It contains the creed of the

Brahmists, as they were called at that time, and is their '" con-

fession of faith." It has not, however, been satisfactory to all,

uut has been the cause of some stormy dissensions among
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Erabmists. More recently this Indian Eationalitm or T]iei>ni

has been called JBrahmoism and its adherents Brahmos. The
society is always no^v called the BrahmoSamajh—" Samajb "

meaning a society or assembly.

11. PpvESext Condition of the BRAniro-SAMA.jn.

"What, then, are the Brahmos ? what are they doing ? and what

are their prospects ?

As has been seen in the development so fiirof the movement
called Brahraoism, there have been two marked stages. TVJien

first the Hindoo mind, through this peculiar revelation, began

to awake from the night of depraved ignorance and blighting

superstition that had brooded on it like a n:iig]ity incubus for

twenty-tive centuries, as if loth to leave entirely the vast temple

of error so long its home, it rested for a time in Yedanti^ui.

Down through the fungous growth of ages stratum after stratum

was cut away,, until below all, in the clear and apparently

divine utterances of the ancient Vedas, a secure and infallible

foundation ^vas supposed to be found. The Ted as became for

a time a certain guide, Ycdaniism is a vague idealism. It is

claimed that it is monotheistic, and that it does not teach

idolatry and the system of caste. But restless intellect, so

recently unchained, would exert itself, and even the A'edas

were scrutinized so closely and frankly that Yedantism went

to the wall. Thus cut Ic'sc from the authority of a writtt-n

revelation, it was thought that no more reliable guide could be

found than the voice of intuition and the teachings of natural

reliii'ion. Tlieism, or th.e =cci»nd stage of this development, has

been reached. Tiic Bralnnus profess now to rest in pure

Tlieism, and to affiliate closely with the Francis Kewman
school of England, and the Theodore Parker school of America.

Their creed— if Theism may be said to have a creed—embraces

the following cardinal points

:

1. There exists one eternal supreme God, infinite in all his

attrilmtes, good and mercit'ul.

2. llo is spirit, hunce without form.

3. From his M-orship and service alone can happiness be

enjoyed here and hereafter.

4. The v,\.rship of God consists in acts of devotion and

praise, and his service in the practice of virtue.
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5. The sonl is liable to transmigration until thoroughly

purified, and prepared for the region of eternal blessedness.

6. The only true revelation is pure intuition, by which the

thoughtful and virtuously disposed can discover truth and the

path of duty.

These items include the main points in the belief of the

Brahmos ; but of course there must be a multiplicity of opinions

on minor points of faith, at least among men who profess to

be guided by the vague and shadowy light of intuition and

nature. Besides these general enunciations of the principles

of their belief, tlie Samajh has a covenant to which its members
subscribe, containing a list of rules for daily life and conduct.

These are concerned chiefly with the worship of God, the

general practice of virtue, and efforts for the propagation

of Brahmoism. The main points on which the Samajh insists

are a renunciation of idolatry and polytheism ; the abolition

of caste, polygamy, and infant marriages ; female education,

the introduction of women into society, and purity of morals.

The difficulty of rapid and abrupt changes is recognized, and

considerable latitude given to questions of expediency. But

just on this point, in 1865, a pretty complete schism occurred

in the Samajh. A progressive party became of the opinion

that certain rules of practice and forms of worship were not

consistent with the doctrines of Brahmoism, and demanded a

change. Others, whose intuitions, somehow, were not so clear,

and for whom nature shed a diflerent light, wished to conserve

the old position and forms. The contention has not yet

become so shai-p as to part the Samajh entirely asunder, but

has resulted in two parties in it, giving us a pointed comment

on the clear light of natm-e and intuition, and another proof

of the wisdom of God in granting us a written and author-

itative revelation. One of these parties is called the con-

eervative, and the other the progressive party, and they are

uiakincr efforts at reconstruction.

A word on the form of worship adopted by the Brahmos
may not be devoid of interest. In their writings they speak

of themselves as a Church, using much of the ecclesiastical

phraseology current among Christians. Each society gives its

place of worship, or the assembly itself, a name, after the

manner of Christian Churches. There is in Calcutta an

Fourth Seriks, Vol. XIX.—26
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I
assembly of females called the Brahmica Samajh. Females i

riOT\'", in some instances, worship in the same assembly with 1

men, but have secluded seats. The Brahmos meet in halls or
'?

chapels appointed for the purpose, and remain seated during
|

service, which is considerably modeled after the forms of
\

Christian worship. It consists of recitative prayers and praises i

from a printed ritual or book of worship. Sermons are read
\

and extempore prayei-s ofiered. The service is interspersed
|

with singing and chanting, accompanied by an instrument, ^

generally a harmonium. After all intuition and the light i

of nature have done for the Brahmos, their awkward aping
\

of Christians is badly concealed. The entire number of
|

Brahmos at present is not known, but they number many 1

thousands, and are of all grades, from the fast youth who 1

laughs at the stupidity of his old Hindoo father, and eats
|

beef" in the Calcutta saloons, to the timid Kicodemuses, who I

come to their teachers by night. There are now fifty-four |
Samajhes or assemblies throughout India

; of these fifty are in |
Bengal, which at present contains the native brain of India. J

The Calcutta Samajh, the oldest, has held its thirty-sixtli J

anniversary. More than half tlie samajhes have been esta- V
blished in the last ten years, and shovv' that the society has more \

than doubled in less than one third of the time it has existed, i

It has eight theological schools for regular instruction in '^

Brahmoism, and is also taking up the work of purely secular

education. The Calcutta College was founded by the leading 1

members of the samajh in Calcutta, The society has conducted
|

in its interests for the inculcation of Theism seven what they j

would call religious papers. Besides these are four more strictly

secular and political papers, conducted by Brahrao editors, and

containing a decided BrahmJc element. Two of them, " llie

Indian Mirror''^ and '''' National Pajjer^'' are published in

English. The society's press in Calcutta has issued a number
of books and tracts, both in Benn-alee and Euirlish. Brahmoisiu \

has no system of ordination by which a ministry is regularly |

set apart for the propagation of this fiiith, and the edification \

of believers. Yet there are now at least eicrht men activclv \

engaged as missionaries, giving their whole time to the work
j

of spreading this Indian Theism among their countrymen.
|

* The cow i3 sacred to the Hindoos, and to eat its flesh is a mortal sin.
|

I
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Such, then, is the state of Brahmoism at the present time, with

its fifty-four samajhes or congregations scattered from Lahore

in the Punjaub to Madras in the south—with its press and

literature and periodicals, with its schools and missionaries.

And there is pm-pose and nnitj in this movement. In

October, 1SC4, a Eepreseutative Council was organized in Cal-

cutta, with a view to uniting all the samajhes in unity of plan,

action, and sympathy. This meets annually, and is intended

to have a representative from each congregation. The aggress-

ive character of the movement is seen in efibrts to send forth

and maintain a regular staff of missionaries, among whom
there is a show of piety and disinterested devotion to a definite

aim. The following is from the leader of the Calcutta

Samajli. Speaking of their missionaries, ho says

:

Humble, and not trusting in their own, but in the Lord's
strength, these itinerant missionaries have gone about in dif-

ferent directions, preaching the saving truths of Brahmo-Dharmo,
and through divine mercy success has invariably crowned their

labors. May the Brahmo-Samajh live to fulfill her grand mission,
and may her missionaries, by precept and example, by self-denial

and martyr heroism, prove instrumental, under God's guidance,
in dehvering India from the curse of idolatry, and blessing its

teeming population with light and life.

Missionaries, in their expectation of the final triumph of

Christianity in India, can hardly excell the calm confidence

of these men. Another Brahmo writes thus

:

When we find society is progressing, and men in general are
marching onwanl, and the Brahmo missionaries are vpwrking with
their head and heart, doubt not a time is fast approaching
when Brahmo religion—the pure heaven-born religion—will be
tlie prevailing religion of the world, and establish union and
brotherhood among all the nations of the earth, severing asunder
the shackles of su[»erstition and sectarianism.

A few extracts from the literature and journalism of the

men who propose to convert India and the world may serve
to illustrate tlie stage of their English and thinking. Nations,
it is said, have, just as individuals, a mental growth from
childhood to manhood. Almost all India is yet in mere
mental childhood. In Bengal the mental life of the nation
tas reached the state of boyhood, with here and there an
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individual case of something like real manhood. Generally,

however, we have even here only the boyish sophomoric
aping of big thonghts and philosophic ideas that often

amusingly mark the transition from boyhood to manhood.
Js'ote the not altogether unsuccessful grasping after the phil- f

osophical in the following

:

Idolatry is not the peculiar institution of our country. In
one shape or other it has existed in every country. It is, so to say,
tlie logical condition of the development of man's religious con-
sciousness. Knowledge begins in the concrete—the abstract is

only reached after a process of generalization. The infant hardly
knows man from the beast; and when it begins to know this dis-

tinction it is from the features of its parents, of its nurse, or of
those near it. As it grows up it recognizes its species distinctly,

and advancing still further in life, it^forms at last the abstract
conception of the soul.

Some one, aspiring to give to the world something after

the style of Solomon, runs on thus in a little aphoristic book

called "True Faith:"

Faith is singular, and moves in its own ways, which are past
finding out.

Geography cannot find its latitude and longitude ; nor can arith-

metic compute its age, nor history portray its true life.

Philosophy hideth its face in shame, after vainly exerting to

ascertain its why and wherefore.

Verily its actions are unintelligible to the world, and its life is a

deep mystery.

Another benevolent^minded Brahmo throws open his chari-

table heart for native Christians thus

:

It is, however, not to be denied, that a few are really charmed
with the beauty of Christianity, and convinced of its truth. They
take its shelter because they fondly hope it can meet their

spiritual demands and give them salvation. The outward sur-

roundings of Christianity are so vivid, captivating, and popular,
so full of imagination and gossip, and the indwelling truths glitter

now and then with such a benirrnant ray, that some who have
recently learned to disbeheve in llindooism are delighted to dis-

cover such an easy staircase to the kingdom of heaven. To sutii

great pity is due.

A zealous Brahmo gave vent to the pious prophetic rapture

of his soul thus

:
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It is evident, from revolutionary movements and eveiy-day
occurrences, that the last day of existing religions is at hand. It

is our highest gratification to prognosticate, that after such a long
time we "vvill be m a position to take leave of all false religions, and
hail Brahmoism as the harbinger of the world's real greatness and
happiness. . . . The bishops and all other divines may join to-

gether to make common cause to put it down; still Brahmoism
will not be checked. It will daily, and I hope hourly, grow amid
all the terrors, perils, and trials ; and the Brahmo missionaries will
always be forward in inculcating the saviug truths of pure Theism,
and propounding schemes for its rapid advancement, and will
ever persevere in doing so till the last drop of blood runs through
their veins.

There is Boiuething to be admired in the tone of the sturdy

purpose that finds expression here, and we may well hope
that it is something more than awkward verbal aping, and
that it may yet find vent in a nobler cause.'^

One more example is given, which is evidently the utterance

of a full-grown man. It is from perhaps the best Brahmo
mind in India,

The cutivated tastes of educated natives cannot long submit
to the hundred and one pernicious institutions of the country,

which are at once a scandal to their reason, a shame to their

nationality, and a bar to all material and spiritual advancement.
And hence it is, that for some time past there has been a ceaseless

and irresistible struggle to shake oft* all abuses and corruj)tions

which are oftensive to the educated mind. The abolition of suttee

and infanticide, the establishment of the Brahmo-Samajh, the

legalization of widow remarriage, the founding of girls' schools,

and the present agitation against the multitudinous evils of polyg-
amy, are among the most significant and cheering results of that

struggle, and constitute the splendid trojihies which western
education has directly or indirectly achieved in this country
within the short space of thirty-six years. Well may we exidt

amid this bi'ight scene of reform and 2->i"0gress, and sincerely grate-

ful must we feel to those earnest-minded natives and Europeans
who, by wise counsel and philanthropic action, have brought it

about : and all honor to those who are laboring to advance still

further the cause of India's civilization, and realize that great futui-e

that awaits her.

These samples may serve in some degree to show the state

and culture of the native mind engaged in this reform. An
interesting query is,

* The natives of India are eadlj wanting in independent manly vigor generally.
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III. What Light does it thkow on the Problem of
THE Evangelization of India?

We can here enter into but a meager consideration of a few

ideas suggested by observation, and the nature of the Brahmo-
Samajh reform.

1. Strictly speaking this whole movement is one of reason

rather than of religion. In other words, it is more the result

of intellect revivified and aroused to its true and normal

action, so that of necessity and by compulsion it divests itself

of old forms of belief, and of a dwarfed and unnatural exist-

ence. It is this, rather than the result of moi-al and religious

impulses in some way put in motion. The philosophj'' of the

movement may be thus briefly stated : . The diffusion of know-

ledge rendered untenable old incorrect ideas and forms of

belief. The spread of true mental light of necessity dispelled

the error and darkness of minds with which it came in contact.

The medicinal or curative influence of true knowledge and -I

science restored mind to its normal laws of reason and belief,
\

and rendered it incapable of a diseased form of action, and \

of retaining its erroneous form of belief Let the mental vision
j

be beclouded with the films of ignorance, the growth of 1

centuries—let the mental retina be paralyzed by a thousand
\

superstitions and errors—and men will be seen as trees walking. 1

But cut away the films from that vision, and let meUow floods
;^

of healing light play upon that retina, and men will be seen as ;

men, and trees as trees. It is not easy to trace the process by -

which the Hindoo mind was overgrown by such a superstratum

of error ; ho^v it suffered itself to become paralyzed by such

astonishing and puerile credulity. The fact we have before us,

and with evidence that formerly a remarkable degree of

scientific and religious light was enjoyed. In the Brahmo-

Samajh we have an example of what true knowledge can

do in restoring helpless intellect. The scales gradually fell

from the mind of an intelligent youth as he moved about,

inspired with a thirst for knowledge wherever it might be

found. It is not difficult for us to discover how he received the

first awakening impulse. Right manfully did he strive to

impart the liglit he had received to those around him, and

when he fell the torch was taken up and borne forward b}' ^
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worthy successor. He still lives, though stricken in years, to

behold with admiration the movement of a neM' life in the

corpse of Hindooism. Still, it is rather an intellectual move-

ment, lacking the ardor and moral enthusiasm that naturally

belongs to a religions reformation. Indeed, as a so-called

Theistic movement it could hardly be otlierwise. There is

nothing in mere Theism to inspire religious fervor, such as

fills the true Christian's heart. Nothing short of a definite

written revelation can inspire this. For enfeebled, alienated

humanity, nothing short of the incarnation—God manifest in

the flesh—can do this. All else falls short of bridging the

vast gulf that separates fallen man from God, and leaves him
to wander in the cold mental realms of speculation and

conjecture.

2. But thus much we liave learned from Brahmoism : Hin-

dooism cannot stand before the spread of correct knowledge.

To the friends of education in India this is an encourasrino; and

significant fact. Where a correct knowledge of liistory

and natural science is acquired with logical habits of thought,

popular Hindooism becomes perfectly untenable. Education

has proved itself a Hercules tliat could burst the gyves which

bound the Indian Prometheus to his gloomy rock, where for

long weary centuries the vulture of idolatry and superstition

had devoured his vitals. Looking simply at what enlightened

education has done in Bengal, we may know that, strongly

intrenched as Hindooism has proved itself to be, even in

education we have the key to its position. Already its flank

has been successfully turned. To use another figure, we know

where Samson may be afliicted, and we should improve the

lesson well.

There need be no fear here of elevating human agencies and

influences in importance over the divine power of the Gospel.

God works, and manifests his wonderful providence and power

through just such agencies. True Christianity marvelously

spread throughout the Boman empire apparently without the

aid of an educational establishment. Yet it should be borne in

mind that schools of philosophy had done for Ephesus, and

Corinth, and Bome, just what enlightened education is doing

for India. Hindooism would in the end yield to enlightenment,

even if Christianity did not enter the arena. If the Church
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and niissiODaries do their duty, it will enter when and

Nvhcrever in God's providence a breach is made.

The Iirahmo reform, as a result of enlightened education,

throws some light on the probable fate of Mohammedanism.

Generally Mohammedanism is considered as promising less

tucce^s to Evangelism than Hindooism. There is something so

subtle in its error, something so plausible in its pretensions,

f-uch an admixture and semblance of truth in the system, that

it seems much less vulnerable than Ilindooism, .Xo wonder

that one long and well acquainted with Mohammedanism sug-

gests its probable origin in diabolic inspiration. Still a careful

consideration of the question leads to the conclusion that the

proud, specious dogmatism of Islam must yield to the logic of

enlightened education. Its unscientific assertions—or rather,

its o]>positlon to science, and its illogical teachings—render it,

equally with Ilindooism, untenable to enlightened minds. It

i.*; impossible that a system the error of which, after all, is so

palpable and transparent, will not fall when a good degree of

enlightenment is brought to bear upon it. How can well-

iufvTnied minds cling to a professed revelation which contains

Fta'cments nnd ideas directly opposed to correct science ;
which

ftatenitnts are not simply an adaptation of figm-e and language

to the apjiurent condition of things or language that may be

harmonized with the developments of science, but fiat dogmatic

contradiction of the known condition of things ?

According to the Koran, the sun sets in a spring of black

mud, which Dhulkarnain (supposed to be Alexander) saw, who
also visited the place where the sun rises. The earth is repre-

t^cntcd as llat, and the mountains are placed upon it as great

weights to keep it steady. Meteors are fiery stones hurled

at stealthy devils climbing up the sky to pry into the secrets

of heaven. An enlightened mind can hardly fail to detect the

work of an ignorant impostor in all this. Again, the Koran

with the whole system of Islam is absurdly illogical. It

demands belief without evidence, and stamps a spirit of inquiry

or investigation as base infidelity. It holds, with Christianity,

that religion has been given to the world in dispensations ris-

ing by each addition in spirituality and higher, clearer morality ;

and yet, while claiming that in this way Christianity has been

eaperseded by Mohammedanism, just as Judaism was super-
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Bcded bj Christianity, fails to see that Mohammedanism
would roll the race back into a materiality and ritualism far

below Christianity, and but little above Judaism, while its

morality sadly lacks the purity and elevation of either. Fur-

tlier, it speaks of one revelation or communication abrogatino-

another, and yet fails to see the absurdity of an earlier com-
munication abrogating a later, as is the predicament in some
instances in the Koran, as taught and understood. We are

also presented wath the inconsistency of one moral pHnciiAd
abrogating another : of the Koran admitting on the one hand
the divine authority of the New Testament, and yet on the

other hand controverting its history and doctrines; and that,

too, when the uucorrupted preservation of the New Testament
is unchallenged ! These palpable fallacies, together with the
" earthly, sensual, and devilish " spirit of Islamism, must in the

end betray its real origin to enlightened minds. If nothing

^Q^ at least a rational reform must set in against it, as is now
the case against Hindooism. The fact may be noted that

India is the only place where anything like a true liberal edu-

cation is being brought to bear generally upon j\Iohammedans.

In Turkey, and all the states dependent on the Sublime Porte,

the dogmas of Islamism, with the Koran and commentaries on
it, form the chief part of the system of education. As it seems
impossible for intellect, duly enlightened and drilled into a

logical appreciation of historical and general evidence, to rest

in anything so grossly illogical as Mohammedanism, we may
yet see the first great effective breach made in it on the soil

of India. Already enough is seen in the movement called

Brahmoism to show the importance of education in connec-

tion with Evangelism. Nothing narrow should characterize

views and efforts in the great work of overthrowing Hindooism
and Islamism. The work is destructive as well as construct-

ive. "We must tear down before we can build. Among sim-

ple aboriginal tribes in some parts of India missionaries

entered upon what seemed to be unoccupied ground, and built

lip with wonderful success, because they were spared much
heavy labor in the way of demolition. Hindooism and
Mohammedanism are grim old castles, strong in the accumu-
lated fortifications of centuries, and they must be breached and
beaten down before the work of construction can successfully
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take place. If in God's providence education shows itself to

be an effective battery in demolishing the strongholds of the

enemy, it should be well manned and worked with vigor.

4. Regardmg the future of the Brahmo-Samajh, it is difficult

to di\4ne much. It is not to be a harmonious movement, for

already it is sadly divided on prudential questions. From its

very boasted intuitional foundation it must be subject to

frequent and continual schisms. However, the real danger

that this reform has for Evangelism is not to be despised.

Silently but surely the sapping and mining processes of edu-

cation are causing popular llindooism to tumble ; but it would
be a sad victory, if, as the process goes on in the country,

a Rationalism or Deism worse than ever cursed Germany
and France, should follow in its wake. This just now seems

to be the danger. Brahmoism is Rationalism and Deism
struggling with Christianity over the ruins of Hindooism for

the mastery of India. Ultimate victory cannot be doubtful for

Christianity, but the delay of triumph for some generations

would be a result much to be deplored. By anticipating

danger here, effort should be made to avert what it threatens.

Every Indian missionary must familiarize himself with the

deistic, rationalistic, and neo-religious questions of the day

which apparently are to repeat themselves in India. The
deadliest battles of Indian Evangelism may be fought on this

ground, ijducation and enhghtenment are inevitable. So

much the more reason why missionaries should educate

vigorously, imparting education with gospel truth in it, and

striving to institute a counter revolution—one that will, by tlie

Divine blessing, thorouglily checkmate this Indian Theism, and

give to the people the blessing of sanctified enlightenment

and Chi'istianity.
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Aet. YL—mGNE'S RO]\IAN CATHOLIC PUBLISHING
HOUSE.

Bihliotheque Universelle du Clerge et des LoAques Instruits. (Cir-

cular.) Paris, Migne, 1367.

Jacques-Paul AIigne was born on tlic 25th of October,

ISOO, at St. Flour, a village of the department of Cantal, in

the heart of France. He was early destined for the Chiirch

;

and after pursuing his theological studies at the seminary of

Orleans, he was ordained priest in ISSi. In 1825 he was ap-

pointed cure of Puiseaux, in the department of Loiret. He
had some difficulties in this charge with his diocesan, Bishop

Beauregard ; but what tlie trouble was is not stated in the au-

thority ^ from which we derive this brief biographical introduc-

tion. The fruit of it was, however, that he resigned his post.

In 1833 he came to Paris and determined to devote himself to

literature, but always in the service of the Poman Catholic

Church. His first essay was the establishment of a newspaper,

VJJnivers Beligieux, which afterward became the JJnivers, so

celebrated as the organ of Ultramontanism, under the able but

unscrupulous editorship of that warlike son of tlie Church,

Mens. Yeuillot. "Wliile in the Abbe Migne's hands, the journal

Bought to avoid the strife of parties which raged so bitterly

within the bosom of the Apostolical (I) Church of France, and to

be simply and purely a " Catholic " journal, {cathoUque avani

tout.) The Abbe's industry was indefatigable; and his devotion

to his task is shown by the number of articles signed L. M. in

the old volumes of the journal. But newspaper work was not

the Abbe's mission. He found his place and proper work in

1836, when he opened a printing office, on a small scale, in a

suburb of Paris, (Petit-]\rontrouge.) Thirty years have passed,

and now the " Book Concern " is one of the most vast, and at

the same time one of the most complete establishments for the

manufacture of books in the world. One of the recent cata-

logues concludes ^nth the following notice :

If you desire to see in operation all the arts and processes of

typography, you are invited to visit the Catholic Workshops at

Petit-Montrouge. Type-founding, stereotyping, printing, binding,

Vapereau, Dictiounaire des Contemporains, pp. 1215.
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are all going on at once within the walls of the establishment, and
on a scale which is not rivaled by the Imperial Printing-office. In
all the processes where it can be utilized, steam-power is employed.
Our capacity of production is so enormous that we can turn out
two thousand quarto volumes every twenty-four hours. A monk
of the middle ages could not copy in three years the number of
pages printed in this establishment in one minute.

That this account is not exaggerated will appear from the

statements given in the course of this article.

The latest catalogue issued by the Abbe Migne is now before

us ; and it affords, within itself, not only material for forming

a judgment of the great task achieved by the industry and

skill of a single man, and that man a priest, in a sphere of

business quite foreign, one would think, to his education and

habits, but also an insight into the means by which this great

success has been accomplished. The very external appearance

of the catalogue is a characteristic indication. It is a dingy

pamphlet of forty pages, printed on coarse paper, with small

ty|)e, crowding a vast amount of matter into a small space. A
single number of Longman's or llivington's monthly announce-

ments would cost more money, we should judge, to get up. It

opens with the Abbe's " Profession of Faith," prefaced with the

naive remark that those who think they are better Romanists

than the author may "make a better confession if they can;

the pages of La Verite (a journal issued by the Abbe) are open

to receive it !" This " profession " begins with a declaration that

all the publications of the Ateliers Catholiques are submitted to

the judgment of the Holy See. " I approve what the Pope ap-

proves ; I condemn what he condemns : I recognize in the Holy

See my master, my teacher, and my judge : my feeble learning is

eclipsed by its science, as the light of a torch is outshone by the

sun at noonday. . . . The Church of Kome is my mother ;
her

name is ever on my lips ; I rejoice in her triumphs and grieve

with her griefs. She is the queen of all Churches ; how much
more the sovereign of a poor priest !

" The Church of Eomc is

for the Abbe, the head of the mystical body of Catholicism

;

the center of unity ; the source of all law ; the interpreter of the

truth ; the rule of justice and the oracle of morals ; the arbircr

of controversies ; the infallible guardian of the sacred deposit

of the faith. All these heads are enlarged upon in the " Pro-

fession," which concludes with the following apostrophe

:
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O Holy Roman Catholic Church ! so essential art thou to man-
kind, that if God had not founded thee, man must have organized

thee, for the government and guidance of the intellectual and
moral world. 3Iy printiug-oflice, I trust, will reproduce, before

my labors are ended, all the oracles to which thou hast given birth

from the Ascension of thy Divine Spouse until the present time

;

and thus present, for the wonder of men, the inexhaustible riches

of thy wisdom, prudence, and holiness. May my tongue cleave

to the roof of my mouth if I ever publish a word to thy injury.

. . . Thou knowest my heart and my purposes, that they are pure.

I am nothing, and can do nothing of myself; wisdom, science,

strength, must come to me from on high. I have no other aims

than the glory of God, of the Virgin, and of thee, O Holy Church
;

and the good, of the clergy and the people, without honor or

earthly recompense for myself.

O Holy Roman Catholic Church ! ray labors began through

thee ; I continue thoni, and hope to end them through thee

;

that 1 may rest in thee ; aided by the grace of God and sustained

by the Immaculate Mother of the Saviour. May the clergy second

my endeavors, so that I may courageously bring to an end my
great publications, namely, the Sacred Books ; the Fathers ; the

Councils; the Bullarium; the Theology; the Apologetics; the

Sacred Eloquence; the Church History; the Canon Law; the

Liturgies, etc., and then the world will see me, in spite of persecu-

tions, jealousies, and rash judgments, at last reproduce, at a loio

2'>nr-e, all the great works of Catholicism without exception.

Our readers will notice bow simply and naturally the Abb6

glides into a telling '" advertisement," at the very close of liis

devotional apostrophe to Mother Clmrch and the A^irgin Mary,

It is clear that he was a born merchant. He would have made

Lis fortime in any trade by sheer dint of advertising skill.

The most important part of tlie docmnent, in a literary point

of view, is a special prospectus of sixteen pages, addressed to

the Roman Catholic clergy and to " the educated laity," in

^vlnch an account is given, somewhat in detail, of the chief

publications of the Concern. A catalogue of two hundred

compact pages is promised, to contain minute accounts

of all the publications, with a thousand Episcopal letters of

commendation. But from the statements in the small cata-

logue before us, as well as from personal inspection of many of

Abbe Migne's publications, we proceed to give our readers

Bome account of them.

First, and most important, is the " Complete Course of the

Greek and Latin Fathers." This immense collection includes

all the Fathers, Doctors, and Ecclesiastical writers, from the
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apostolical age down to tlie time of Innocent III., (A. D. 1210,)

for the Latin writers, and for the Greeks, down to the time of

the Council of Florence, (A. D. 1439.) The Abbe's prospectus

asserts that in this collection the best editions have been fol-

lowed, and that great pains have been taken in collating the

various editions, and in many cases also in comparing them
with the manuscripts.

Ample indexes are given, both alphabetical and analytical,

amounting in all to no less than two hundred and forty tables
;

" so arranged that not only the scholar, but the ordinary reader,

can discern what he wants among the treasures of patristic

erudition." The good Abbe, with his usual skill in advertis-

ing, further a?inounces that " this edition is preferable to any

other, in view of its paper and printing, its convenience of

form, the integrity of the texts, the great cheapness of the

work, and the vast advantage of having in one collection,

completely indexed and chronologically arranged, the works

of all the Church writers, including the smallest fragments,

heretofore scattered through multitudinous books and manu-

scripts, very difficult, and in some cases impossible, to obtain."

The Latin Fathers fill, with the indexes, two hundred and

twenty-two volumes, imperial octavo. The Greek writers

(with Latin versions) take up one hundred and sixty-seven

volumes of the same size. The Latin version of the Greek

Fathers is also published separately in eighty-four volumes.

The greatest marvel, perhaps, of this vast undertaking, is the

cheapness of tlie books. The Latin Fathers are sold, (when

the whole set is taken,) in paper covers, at iive francs (one

dollar in gold) the volume; the Greek Fathers, with the Latin

version, at eight francs, ($1 60 gold ;) the Latin versions, alone,

at five francs again. If the volumes arc bound in half sheep,

an additional charge of thirty-five cents a volume is made.

"When it is remembered that the books are all in imperial

octavo, (called in French usage quarto,) their extraordinary

cheapness will be at once recognized.

For purposes of reference, there can be no question that

this is the most convenient series of the Fathers and Ecclesias-

tical writers ever published. Complaints arc made of many
of the vt.lumc-s, (and justly,) that sutHcient care has not been

taken with tlie editing, in spite of Abbe Migne's advertise-
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nient; and it is further charged, that, in some cases, the old

literary policy of the Church of Rome, of modifying, omit-

ting, and even garbling, for polemical purposes, has been fol-

lowed by Migne. For the study of special authors there are,

certainly, editions to be had more accurate and trustworthy

than Migne's ; and no student who desires to be thorough in

critical study would ever be satisfied without comparison of

various editions. But with all drawbacks, the fact remains

that the Oursus Completus PatrologioB is an indispensable

necessity to every large theological library. How many copies

of the whole series have been sold in this country we do not

know. There is a copy in the library of Dickinson College

;

and one has been ordered for the Drew Theological Seminary.

To the list of the Fathers in this catalogue, the Abbe Migne
appends a characteristic bit of exhortation to his clerical

brethren. The Fathers and Doctors, he tells them, constitute

the chain of Catholic tradition, and the most important treasure

of the Church next to the Scriptures ; all the schools of the-

ology commend the study of the Fathers; all writers on the-

ology recommend them ; and, finally, no professor or preacher

can be eminent who does not place his lectures or sermons

upon the solid foundation of the Fathers, as well as of the

Scriptures. After tliis preamble, which every good priest will

of course admit, the skillful advertisino- exhortation comes in

:

Is there any complete edition of the Fathers but ours ? Is there

^"y> gi"^'i"g ^11 the authors, complete as to substance, uniform in

size and form, correct as to text, cheap as to price? Can any
priest now say, honestly, that the Fathers are hard to obtain or

dear to buy ? Is it not clear, then, that the priest who does not

possess thera is lacking, either in Christian intelligence, or in

practical faith ?

The following touch is inimitable

:

Even to have this complete edition of the Fathers ranged on
your library shelves will exalt you in the eyes of all who see it

there. They will admire you for preferring to invest your savings
in tins way, rather than in the public funds or in other investments,
to many of which the clergy devote themselves with a zeal ill-

heeoming their sacred profession, subjecting themselves to all the
agitations of mind which attend the possession of property whose
value is perpetually Ihictuating.

The next great work in the list is a " Complete Course of

Commentaries on the Scriptures," in Latin, comprised in
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twenty-eight imperial octavo volumes, and sold at twentj-eiglit

dollars, in paper covers. The Yulgate is given, with a French
translation facing it ; and all the greatest commentators of the

Roman Church are included in the series. "We have not per-

Bonally examined this series, and cannot therefore speak criti-

cally of it ; but Migne asserts that no commentary is inserted

in it which did not unite in its favor the voices of the chief

bishops and theologians of the Eoman Church in Europe, all

of whom were consulted as to its publication. A biography

of each author is given. Parallel with the series of comment-
aries is the " Complete Course of Theology," also in twenty-

eight volumes, of the same size and price, and edited in the

same way. The authors who, by common consent, have treated

any special branch of theology with pre-eminent skill, are chosen

in that branch ; so that the collection, while it constitutes an

entire and complete system of Eoman theology, gives what
are supposed to be the best treatises extant on each subdivision.

The Abbe's genius for advertising finds play again with reference

to these two courses. " Whoever possesses them may say to him-

self, Xo matter what commentaries or treatises of theology are

published, I care not, for I have the very best on my shelves

;

and I may devote myself wholly to the study of them, without

need, on the one hand, of buying other authors at random, and

wdthout risk, on the other, of remaining ignorant on any im-

portant point in Scripture or theology. How many times,

before the publication of these two series, would the poor pastor

be heard to say, ' O, if I could gather together the great writers

on the Scriptures and on theology, with what zeal and fruit

would I devote myself to study them.' "Well, then, what was

once a dream is now a reality. You need no longer say, 'The

good books are beyond the deep, or on the heights, who shall

fetch them ?
' but rather say, ' They are nigh unto you.' If you

do not get them, the fault is your own. sa^erdotes, aticnd'de.''

The fourth series of publications consists of the " Demon-
strations Evangelifpies," a collection of writers on the Evidences

of Christianity. We deem it worth while to give, in a note,

the whole title of this vast repository of Apologies fur Chris-

tianity.''^ It will be seen that the list contains not merely the

Demonstrations Evangeliques. De Tertullien, Origene, Eusehe, S. Augustiii,

Montaigne, Bacon, Grotius, Descartes,. Riclieliou, Arnauld, de Choiseul-du-I'leesirf-
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names of the ancicut apologists, and tiiose of the Eoman
Catholic Church, but also those of all the principal Protestant

writers on the evidences of Christianity. The word inUgrale-

rnent in the title of the work is not strictly correct, as those

pa>5ages in Protestant writers which impugn the Eonian
Church or iis J'jetrines, are generally cunitied. Tiie collection,

nevertheless, is a very valuable one for the history of Apologet-

ics. The series is preceded by an introductory volume, by
the Abbe Chassay, entitled '' Preparation Evangelique," and
aiming, like its celebrated namesake, the Pra^paratio Evano-clica

of Eusebius, to defend Christianity by citing the judgments

of its opponents. Chassay is one of the be^t-informed of the

coterie of writers whom Migne has druwji about him ; and this

voluuie attests his ample reading, and also the shrewdness of

liis nnderstanding. Its citations are confined almost wholly

to writers of the present age, theological and scientiiic ; and
they are all made to contribute, in some way, to the general

design of the book. These remarks will hardly applv to

the concluding \olume of the series, by the same author, in

which lie furnishes what he calls the " Inhdel Catechism,'' in

which ho citL'S the modei-ii PatioiiHlists and unbelievers, from

liousseau to Strauss and Feuerbach, as involuntary witnesses

for Christianity. One of its heads is '•Protestantism," which

is thus made a l.iranch of Pationalism ; and is satisfactorily

demolislied, according to M. Chassay, by his citations from its

own writers.

Praslin. Pasca!. Pe-isson. Xicole. Bcvle, Lo.-?uet, Bourdaloiie, Locke, Laini,

ti.iMivt, }.Ici';;'-.r.ii.c!.e. Lvil'.y, J-L-i'vaitz. La iiiuyt-ro, i"tuelou,= Lluct, Clarke,

•Duguet, Stanhope, Bavle. Leclere, rlu Pin, Jacquelot, Tillotson, de Haller, Slicrlock',

Le Moiiie. Pope. Leland. Racine, Massillon, Ditton, DorLara, d'Aguessc-au, de

Pi'iigiiac, Sauiiu. EuiTiC-r, 'W'arburtou, Toiirn-juiine, Buutk-y, Littleton, Pabricius,

Adiiison, de Beriil~, Jean Jacques Rousseau. Para du Phanjas, Stanislas 1", Tur-

p«'t, Slattler. West. BeauzJe, Bergier, Gerdll, Thomas, Bonnet, de Crillon, Euler,

IVlamarre, Caraccioli, Jennings, Duhauiel, S. Liguori, Butler, Bullet, Vau-
vouiirgues, Guenard, Bh^ir, de Ponipignan, Beluc, Porteus, Gerard, Diessbach,

•'^c<iues, Lamourette, Laharpe. Le Coz, Duvoisin, de la Luzerne, Scbmitt, Poynter,

-'loore, Silvio Pellico, Lingard, Brunati, Manzoni. Perrone, Paley, Dorleans,

^'••'liipieii, Pcrenncs. "Wist-niiui, Buekland. Marcel do Serres, Keith, Chalmers,
^'upin alue, Gregoire XVL, Cattet, Milner, Sabatier, ilorris, Bolgeni, Chassay,
LfJiiibroio tt Consoni: conttnant los apologies de 117 auteurs, repandues dans 180
Vi'himos, traduites pour la plnpart des diverscs laugucs dans lesquelles elles

'ivaient ete ecrites, reproduites iutegralcmeut, uon par extraits.

FoLUTii Skkiks, Vol. XIX.—27
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"We have still to note a literary enterprise, so vast that an

ordinary publishing house would find its hands full in accom-

plishing it if it attempted nothing else ; namely, the three

series of Theological Encyclopedias published by the AbUc

Migne. His first plan embraced a series of dictionaries, to be

completed in fift3'-two volumes, entitled " Encyclopedic Thc-

ologique," (The Theological Encyclopedia.) The titles of the

several dictionaries (topically arranged) are as follows :

Ecriturc sainte ; Philologie sacroe ; Liturgie; Eroit canon;

Heresies, Schismes, Livres jansenistes, Propositions et Livres con-

damues; Conciles ; Ceremonies et rites; Cas de conscience;

Ordres religieux (Jiommes et femrnes f) diverges Religions ; Geo-
grapbie sacrec et ecclesiastique ; Theologie dogmatique, canon-

ique, liturgique, discipUnaire et polemique; Tiieologie morale,

ascetique et mystique; Jurisprudence civilc-ecclesiastique ; Pas-

sions, vertus et vices ; Ilagiograjihie ; Pelerinages religieux ; As-

tronomic, physique et mcteorologie religieuses; Iconogiaphie

cbrctienne ; Cliimie et mineralogie religieuses; Diplomatique
chretieuue; Sciences occultes; Geologic et chronologic chretieunes.

The volumes are uniform in size and shape with those of the

Patristical series, (imperial 8vo.,) and the set is sold at

the marvelously low price of 312 francs, or $1 50 per volume,

in paper,
|

Finding the first encyclo])edia to be a success, the Abbe \

undertook a second, called the " Is ouvelle Encyclopedic The- \

ologique," in fifty-three volumes of the same form. It cou-
J

tains

:

i

Dictionnaires dc Biographic chreticnne et antichretienne ; ucs
|

Persecutions ; d'Eloqucnce chretienne ; de Litterature id. ;
^^ %

Botanique id. ; dc Statistiquc id. ; d'Anecdotes id. ; d'Archeologio I

id.\ d'llcrakliipic id.\ de Zoologic; dc Medcciue pratique; lU-^
j

Croisades ; des Erreurs sociales ; de Patrologie; des Prophelio-i
|

et des miracles ; des Docrcts des Congregations romaines ;
des In-

|
dnlgeuces; D'Agri-silvi-viti-liorticulture ; de Musique chretieuue;

d'Epigraphie id.\ de Nuniismatique id.\ des Conversions aa

catholicisiue ; d'Education ; des Inventions et dccouvertes ;
d'Ktli-

nographie; des Apologistes involontaires ; des Manuscrits; d'An-

thropologie ; des Mysteres ; des JMerveilles ; d'Ascetisme ;
di'

Paleogruphie, dc Cryptograj»hie, de Dactylologie, d'lIieroglyph''-'»

de Stenograi)hie et de Tclugrapbie ; de I'aleontologie ;
de I'-^i't

dc verifier les dates; des Coufrtiries; et d'Apologetique chre-

tienue.

The price is the same as that of the first series, $1 50 i*

volume.
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Kot content with these two enormous collections, a third was

projected, (now comjjleted with the exception of three volumes,)

to take in topics not fully covered by the two first series. It is

entitled " Troisieme et derniere Encyclopedic Theologique,"

and contains,

Dictionnaires de Philosophie catholique ; d'Aatipbilosophisme ;

du Parallele des diverscs doctrines religieuses et pliilosophiqiies

avcc la doctrine catholique; du Protestautisme
; dcs Objections

populaires centre le catholicisrae ; de Critique chretienne ; de
Scholastiqiie ; de Pliilologie du moyen age; de Physiologie ; de
Ti-aditiou patristique et conciliaire ; de la Chaire chretieune

;

d'Histoire ecclesiastique ; des Missions cathoHques ; des An-
tiqiiites chretiennes et decouvertes modernes ; des Bientaits du
christianisme ; d'Estlietiquc chretienne ; de Discipline ecclesias-

tique; d'Kruditiou ecclesiastique ; des Papes et cardiuaux celebres
;

de Bibliographie catholique; des Musees religicux et profanes;
des Abbayes et monasteres celebres ; de Ciselure, gravure et

oi-uameutation chretienne ; de Legendes chretiennes ; de Cantiques
Chretiens ; d'Economie chretienne et charitable ; des Sciences

politiques et sociales ; de Legislation comparec; de la Sagesse
populaire; des Erreurs et superstitions populaires; des Livres
apocryplies; de Legons, en vers, de litterature chretieune; de
Lepons, en prose, de Litterature chretienne ; de Mythologie
universelle ; et de Technologie universelle.

This series is in sixty volumes, at $1 50 per volume.

The literary merit of the diflerent dictionaries varies greatly.

We do not pretend to have examined them all ; but we have

made use of a sufficient number of them to say, in general

terms, that they constitute the least valuable and reliable

portion of the Abbe Migne's numerous publications. "We

give a single specimen from the "'Dictionnaii-e du Protestaut-

isme." Under the article " Methodism," after stating, with

some clearness, the rupture between Wesley and the Moravians,

the " Dictionnaire " proceeds as follows :

A more cruel trial for Wesley was his dispute with his friend

Whitetield on predestination. AVesley held that God had irrevo-

cably iixed, from all eternity, the lot of every iiulividual man, in

^iI•tue of his own irresistible will—the pure fanaticism of Calvin.

Whitetield, ontheotlier hand, held to tlie freedom of the human
willj which, nevertheless, he pushed to its extreme of Pelagian
exaggeration. A huge part of the .Methodist body agreed with
^\ liitetield

; and sought by prayers, reasonings, and even by menaces
to recover Wesley from what WiiitetieUl called " the most mon-
strous error ever engendered in the human mind." All was vain

;
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and from 1740 onward the Wesleyans and the WhitefieUiians stood
apart, as had, in the sixteenth century, the Gomarists and the
ArniiniaTis. "Whitefitjld's tinal argument was, that the Holy Spirit

had personally testified to him the falsity of the doctrine of pre-

destination ; but Wesley claimed an equal degree of inspiration for

his own desperate system. "Never," said he, "have I read a

line of the writings of Calviu ; my doctrine is from Christ and
his apostles ; the Lord has put it into ray heart and into my
mouth,' "

If Roman Catholic priests get all their notions of Protest-

ant history and theology in this topsy-turvy fashion, it is no

wonder that tliey remain ignorant and superstitiotis, even when
surrounded by all the massive volumes published by the Abbe
Migne, which, according to his advertisement cited above, have

the merit of exalting the priests' knowledge in the eyes of his

parishioners, if they do not furnish his mind with accurate

knowledge.

It is only fair to say, that on purely Romanist usages, for

example, liturgy, ritual, etc., the dictionaries of this series

furnish a large amount of valuable and, no doubt, reliable

information.

Tlie de[>artiacnt of ecclesiastical history furnishes matter

for another extensive work, the " Cours Complet d'llistoiro

Ecclcsiastique," in twenty-five volumes, imperial octavo, at

$1 50 a volume. This work was intrusted to the hands of the

Baron Henrion,a French lawyer of the old regime, an advocate

of absolutism both in ])olitics and religion, and author of many
historical works, especially " The History of France," (4 vols.,

Svo., 1837-1811 ; the " History of the Religioits Orders," (1835.

2 vols. ;) and the " History of Roman Catholic Missions,"'

(18-14-47, 2 vols., Svo.) His " Church History " is a volumi-

nous compilation, in the purely Papal spirit, beginuiug with

the Creation, and going down to the time of Pope Pius IX.

Twenty-one volumes have appeared ; four yet remain to be

published.

The department of Ilomiletics and Pulpit Eloquence givo^

room for a still more voluminous series, entitled, "Collection

Integrale et Universdle des Orateurs Chretiens." The methn'-l

of the series is chronological, with the aim of presenting, in

actual specimens, the history of preaching in France for tour

centuries. It is comprised in one hundred volumes, imperial
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octavo, at five francs, ($1 00) a volume. Two Imndred and

fifty preachers are represented in the series; and of this

number, two hundred, inchiding the great masters, such as

Bossuet, Massillon, Bourdaloue, etc., are reprinted entire.

Mariolatry is not neglected in the " Catholic Workshops."

The '' Summa Aurea," in eleven volumes, (imp. 8vo.,) contains

a collection of nearly all that Rome has gathered about the

Virgin Mary : history, worship, miracles, and all. The third

part of the work consists of a collection of treatises on j\Iari-

ology, or the doctrine of Mary ; on the Immaculate Concep-

tion, etc. " This work," says the Abbe, in his accompanying
advertisement, " is not only the most complete, the most ex-

tensive, the most pathetic, and the most authoritative of all

that have yet appeared in honor of tlie Holy Virgin, but ic

may be said to include all the good literature of the subject.

Kot, indeed, the books and pamphlets on the topic, un-

fortunately so numerous, and many of them so worthless, that

spring up on all sides like the plagues in Egypt ; but all the

solid work of councils, popes, fathers, doctors, and great

ecclesiastical writers." The good Abbe, it appears, knows
how to lay on the whip, on occasion, as well as to use the

spur.

Among the minor publications of this great " workshop,"

(minor, as compared with Migne's larger issues, but large in

themselves, for ordinary publishing houses,) is the " Promta
Bibliotheca" of Lucius Ferraris, in eight volumes imperial

octavo. This work is an encyclopedia of the canon law, ritual,

liturgies, etc., of the Eoman Catholic Church, and has passed

tlirough many editions. "We have used, for some time, the

Madrid edition of 1T95, ten volumes bound in five, folio, which

was considered the best before this issue of Migne's, and has

always commanded a high price. Brunet, in the new edition

of his Manuel du Libraire^ gives its price at 130 francs, or

S-G, (gold.) The new edition is sold at CO francs. It is

founded on the Benedictine edition of ISW, and professes to be
carefully revised and enlarged, with the addition of copious

indexes. The book is thoroughly ultramontane, and has never,

therefore, until recentlv, found favor amonsc the French cler^v.

tiVen now, the Abbe tells us, the other nations of Europe
order it by dozens, while France takes it only by single copies.
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The works of Thomas Aquinas, including the Summa The-
ologicB^ and the Summa PhiJosophice, appear in five Yolumes.
Perroue's Prcblecilones Theologicm^ which, in tlie ordinary
editions, occupies nine volumes, and sells at from nine to fif-

teen dollars, is republished by Migne in two of his portly

volumes at X.wo doUars and a half. The substance of Suarcz
is given in two volumes; and a summary of the Canon Law
also in two. Goscnius's Ilclrcuj and Chaldee Lexicon, witli

his Grammar, revised, furnishes matter for an enormous volume,
which is sold at five dollars. A Lexicon J^Ianuale Medial ct

hifira(B Laiinitatis makes another ponderous volume at three

dollars. The works of Saint Theresa, chiefly on Christian

Perfection, in the Poman Catholic sense of the term, are issued

in four volumes ; those of Francis of Sales in six ; the devo-

tional works of Boudon in three; the entire works of Possnet
in eleven

;
those of De La Tour in seven ; Baudrand, De

Pressy, Le Francois, De La Chetardie, De Pompignan, two eacli.

Pallavicini's Council of Treat is given in three volumes; the

complete works of de Bojiald in three ; Cardinal Luzerne in

six; Thiebault in eight; Bergier in eight; the Port Poyalists,

on the '•Perpetuity of the Faith," in four; the A^ilgate Bible
in two ; and tlie *•' Pitual " in two

; while numerous minor
authors appear in a single volume each. It is to be re-

membered that all the volumes are in imperial octavo; the

Abbe Migne publishes books in this one form only.

Besides the publication of books, the " Catholic Workshops "

are engaged in the manufacture of all the various articles used

in Pomanist worship. If you want a cathedral organ, the

Abb6 Migne lias one for you at six thousand dollars ; if you

need a harmonium, he will give you a choice of thirteen sizes,

from thirty dollars up to three hundred, in various styles of

finish. He has always on lumd a quantity of pictures and

statues, for tlie ornamentation of Pomanist churches.

The statements given above suffice, as we said in the begin-

ning of this article, to show that the Abb6 Migne does not

exaggerate, in his published announcement, the extent of hi-

operations or the success of his great enterprise. The means
of that success liave also, to some extent, transpired in our

extracts from his various advertisements ;,but they deserve to l»c

looked into a little more closely. The first element of succcs-,
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in auy enterprise, is the personal cliaracter of the man that

undertakes it. The Abb6 clearly possesses rare gifts as a

business man. All his programmes and circulars show dex-

terity and adroitness to a remarkable degree. Our extracts

liave already illustrated this point ; a single additional illus-

tration, and a very characteristic one, may be allowed. It

appears that the business was originally started on very

small capital ; and, in the growth of its operations, there have

been periods when loans were needed. The Abbe tells us, in

his latest circular, that, whenever he has found himself in

need of money for some " great operation," he has naturally

had recourse to his brethren in the ministry, and to certain

" intelligent and wealthy laymen." He now makes a new ap-

peal, in order to acliieve the completion of all his great series

of publications

:

It may be asked, Why hasten this work of completion? The an-

swer is easy. AYc wish, in the first place, to put all our readers,

clerical and lay, in possession of the complete Courses of Theological

Science which we have promised thcni ; and, in the second place,

we desire to rest^ after more than thirty years of continuous
labor, in wliich nothing but the herculean strength of our phys-

ical constitution would have enabled us to endure so immense and
persistent a strain of our intellectual and bodily faculties. We
could go on slowly in our work without a loan. But who knows
tliat our strength will last? who can support perpetual toil without
rest or change? and what a public calamity would it be should our
task be unhappily left unfinished at last ?

The simplicity of this personal confidence is calculated to

enlist the sympathy of all who read it. Even the xVbbe's ob-

vious appreciation of his own deserts, so naively set forth,

tends to impress one with a sense of his honesty of purpose.

But he goes on :

We are sure that, now as heretofore, our appeal will not be in

vain. Our friends know the nature of our task; and many of them,
animated by the sacred fire, are accustomed to large views of duty.
But we can add, also, that there is no better "savings bank" for

loans than this estal^lishnient ; under no circumstances—not even
a total destruction of our stock by fire—can investments made
with us be imperiled. We are fully insured, in twenty difierent

com])anies. Again, were it necessary for us to close our business,
our sheet-stock, sold as waste paper to the grocers, and our stereo-

type plates, sold as old metal, ^vould more than pay all our debts.

Our stereotype plates alone have cost more than a million of dol-
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lars; and our volumes in stock are more in number than those of
the Imperial library. Add to all this property our book-debts, our
presses, tools of all sorts, our Journal, our library, and our immense
buildings with the ground on which they stand, all free from mort-
gage, and you may readily conclude that the man who lends his

money to us may sleep with both eyes shut, and have no troubled
dreams about the safuty of his investment. His secuiitv, in a
word, is a property worth three million and a half of francs, after

all debts are paid ; a jjroperty which has grown up out of relii^ion,

and every penny of which will go back to the service of religion.

We call that a masterpiece. What country cure, ^vith a

few hundred dollars saved, would care to invest in the

profane public funds, when he has thus a chance to serve the

interests of tlie Church, and at the same time knows that his

money is as safe as it would be in the Bank of France ?

But the Abbe presents a further claim upon the sympathy
and support of his co-religionists. It is his purpose, he tells

lis, when his life-task is ended, to hand over his establishment

to a " Eeligious Congregation," for the propagation of the

faith. His successors, in order to keep up with the demand
for solid theological literature, will have nothing to do but

select from the stereotype plates those which are needed, and

print ofi" the slicets. All the fearful preliminary labor of

writing, selecting, editing, and composition, has been done

to their hands. After this interjection of higher thoughts and

aims, he comes back again skillfully to his money matters

:

A thing unheard of in commerce, during our thirty years of busi-

ness, never, from any accident even, has our paper been protest-

ed ; our signature remains a virgin one. Morevcr, see the engage-
ments we take upon ourselves with those who wish to deposit

their money with us. 1. We pay all expenses of correspondence
and transmission of money. 2. We allow an interest of five jK-r

cent, in specie, or of seven per cent, in books taken at choice from
our entire stock. For a loan of five years' date, we will deliver

in books the entire interest for the whole period, as soon as the

money is in our hands.

Perhaps nothing has contributed more to the success of

Migne's " Book Concern'' than the plan which he has pursued

from the beginning, of publishing only books of solid an^l

permanent cliaracter, such as are considered necessary for

every Iloman Catholic library. In his whole list there i^^

hardly a single volume of merely ephemeral interest. iVIore-
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over, his greatest work, the Cursus PatrologlcB, will tind its

way into all the great Protestant libraries, as well as Roman

Catholic ; and the same remark will hold with regard to

several others of his weighty books. As a point of detail, but

vet one of real importance as an element of success, the uni-

form size of all the publications of the house is also to be no-

ticed. This has doubtless proved to be a great economy in.

the working of the establishment ; all the presses, forms, etc.,

in fact all the implements of manufacture both for printing

and binding, are of the same size, and can be used for any of

the purposes of the workshop without the trouble of discrimi-

nation or selection. Moreover, this uniformity of size is a great

recommendation to purchasers. Lovers of books are apt to be-

come fastidious as to the appearance of their shelves ; and, be-

sides, it is both economical and convenient to have one's shelves

of the same width throughout a compartment or division of a

library. All workers among books, moreover, desire to have

volumes of the same class together on the shelves, and it often

happens that, in a careful arrangement, one must put a quarto

or an octavo beside a duodecimo.* This has been, undoubt-

edly, one element of the success of such series as Lardner's

Cahitiet Ci/cIoj)cedia and Jjohni Zibraries in general literature,

and of Clark's Library in theological science.

The last point we shall notice among the causes of the Abbe

Migne's success, is the care which he seems to have taken to steer

clear of the party strifes within his own Church, and to unite, as

far as possible, all parties in support of his undertakings. The

internal feuds of the Romanists probably give rise to far more

bitterness of feeling than the differences between the various

denominations of Protestant Christians. Family quarrels are

always the worst. So far as we can judge, the abbe has car-

* This is a great difficulty with librarians. There is a pleasant article in Black-

wood, (ilay, 18G7,) entitled, " IIoio to make a Catalogue of Boolcs" in which the

writer, speaking of a topical arrangement of books ou the shelves, remarks,

*' There are tall books and short books in close proximity. Of the statutes at large,

one edition is five inches high, another is two feet. Some of the volumes of

Denon's great work on Egypt are about the height of a shortish man ; and there is

an abridgment of it in octodecimo, which of course must stand by its side. The

effect is odd, and certainly not pleasing. It reminds one of the distresses of a

martinet commander who could not get his band to " dress." Such uneasiness

could wo suppose that a man who likes to see his books " range on the shelves
"

Would experience ou witnessing this ellbrt at topical arrangement."
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ried through, in his capacity of publisher, the motto with

. which he set out iu his early career as newspaper editor, Catho-

lique, avant tout, " Catholic, not partisan."

The reader who has followed us thus far can hardly have failed

to note the points of likeness between the history of the ^reat

publishing house of Migne and that of the Methodist Eook
Concern in iSTcw York, of which aii able and thorough historical

sketch (by Dr. Fortcr) appeared in our last number. Migne's

success, like that of the Book Concern, shows amply the fallacy

of the hasty but often repeated judgment, that clerical control

is necessarily ineffective in great enterprises of this character.

It w^ould be difiicult, if not impossible, to find, in the history

of the publishing trade, instances of great and permanent
growth from small beginnings, to rival the Methodist Book
Concern and Migne's Publishing House.

One leaf, we think, our agents might wisely take out of

Migne's book, namely, the plan of publishing one series after

another of solid theological literature. "We do not note this in

any spirit of complaint as to what has been done heretolore.

The publications of the establishment have generally been

timely, and adapted to the current wants of the ministry and
laity of the Church. But the last ten years have wrought a

great change. Our ministers are largely supplying their libra-

ries with books, both English and American, not of our own
production, and not in sympathy with our ecclesiastical and

religious position. Our laymen, also, have, with increase of

wealth, imbibed a taste for fine books and fine editions. To a

certain extent it will always be the case that cultivated men
must and will travel beyond any possible lists of books that

our own publishing house may put forth. But it is possible,

and if we are not mistaken the time has arrived when it will

be found easy and safe to enlarge our field. Indeed, an ex-

cellent beginning has been already made in the series of com-

mentaries so admirably opened by Dr.Whedon. But why could

not our Book Concern issue a series similar to Clark's Library,

say four volumes octavo a year, at a subscription price of eiglit

or nine dollars per annum ? It may begin with reprints oi

the soundest Arminian divines of England—say the life and

works of John Goodwin
; and after a while, a good system nn'glit

be devised for the preparation of a series of manuals on the
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whole field of tlieolos-ical learning, such as our theolosrical

schools greatly need, and which might also be adapted to our

disciplinary course of study.

It may be necessary for the General Conference to express

au opinion on such a development of our publishing enter-

prise before the agents would feel themselves authorized to

undertake it. "We throw out the suggestion in time for full

consideration before the next session of that body.

akt. vn.—foreign religious intelligence.

PEOTESTANTISM.
GREAT BRITAIX.

The Ritualistic Coxtrovebsy.—
Official Declarations of the Cox-
vocATiox OF Canterbury and York,
AND OP THE Irish Bishops—Pro-
CEKDINGS of the RITUALISTIC AND
Anti-Ritualistig Associations.—The
bishops of the Church of England have
at lengtli deemed it necessary to taKe

some official action on tiie ritualistic

question, which keeps up a much greater

agitation than the Ooienso case lias ever

done. On the thirteenth of February
the Upper House of the Convocation of

Canterbury unanimously passed the fol-

lowing resolutions, (the archbishop and
thirteen bishops being present:)

Having taken into consideration the
report made to this House by the Lower
House concerning certain ritual observ-
ances, we have concludL-d that, having
regard to the danger.-;, lirst, of favoring
errors deliberately rt-jected by the
Church of England, and fostering a
tendency to desert her communion

;

second, of offending even in tlungs in-
ditfercnt devout worshipers in our
Churches who havo Ijcen long used to
other modes of service, and thus of
estranging many of tiie faithful laity

;

third, of unnecessarily departing from
tuiiformity ; fourth, of increasing the
dLthculties which prevent the return of
6epu.ratist3 to our coiumunion—we con-
*'ey to the Lower Hou^e our unanimous
d>.-cision that, having rL'spect to tlie con-
siderations here recorded, and to the
rubric concerning the service of the
Church in our Book of Common Prayer,
our judgment is that no alterations from
I'ln^-sanctioned and usual ritual ought
to be made iu our Churches until the

sanction of the bishop of the diocese has
been obtained thereto.

When the judgment of the bishops
was sent down to the Lower House it

gave rise to a good deal of discussion,

and a number of amendments were
oflered. all of which, however, were
finally withdrawn iu favor of an amend-
ment moved by Dr. Leighton, that tlie

House should concur in the judgment
of the Upper House, leaving the reasons

given by the bishops out of the ques-

tion. This was cari-icd, and conveyed
b}' the prolocutor to the Upper House,

as the opinion of the Lower. A few
days after the meeting of the convoca-

tion of Canterbury, (Feb. 19,) the Arch-

bishop of Canterbury, in reply to a

deputation from the National Club, had
expressed himself very strongly against

the tendency of the Ritualists, saying

that he found it impossible to evade the

conviction that among tliose who were
joining in the present movement for the

restoration of eucharistic vestments, the

use of the incense, and candles lighted

in the day-time, tlie oOeriug of the holy

sacrament as a propitiatory sacrifice,

and the elevation of the consecrated

elements for the worship of the people,

there were many who were resolved, if

possible, to obhterate iu the formularies

and worship of the Church of England
every trace of the Reformation.

In the Convocation of the province

of York, on the LlOth of March, the

following resolutions were proposed by
Canon Hey, and seconded by the Dean
of llipon

:

Whereaa certain vestments and ritual

observances have recently been intro-
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duccd into the ficrvlccs of the Chnrch
:

of England, this House desires to place
on record its deliberate opinion tiiat

}

these innovations are to be deprecated,
!

as tending to favor errors rejected by i

that Church, and as btincr repugnant to
|

the feelinsa of a large uuuioer both of
j

the laity and clergy. And this House is
!

further of opinion that it is desirable
|

that the luinibtL-r, in public prayer and
|

the administration of tne sacraments and
|

other rites of the Church, should con-
tinue to use the surplice, academical
hood, or tippet for nrin-graduate, and
the scarf or stole ; these having received

the sanction of long-continued usage.

The resolution was adopted in the

Lower House by twenty-three to seven

votes, and unanimously concurred in by
the Upper House.
The archbishops and bishops of Ire-

land, in reply to an address from a com-
mittee of laymen on the subject of ritu-

alistic innovations, unanimously sigrned

a reply in which they say, '• That it is

the right and duty of the laity of the

Church to tiike a lively interest in the

maintenance of the sound doctrine and
the pure worship whi<.'h were restored

to it by the Reformation, and that the

exertions of tlie bishops in defense of

these inestimable blessings, if they were
at any time endangered, would mainly
depend for success, under God, upon the

cordial co-operation of their lay as well

as clerical brethren. They were able to

say, eacli for his diocese, that within

their knowledge no cases of excessive

ritual existed in tliis part of the United
Church ; but if it should be otherwise,

they were fully prepared to use ail their

authority and intiuenco to discourage

and resist all changes in the manner
of performing divine service which are

contrary to the spirit of the Reformed
Church of England."

The Ritualists have not been intim-

idated by tlicse Epi.scopal declarations.

The English Cluirch Union, the principal

society of the Ritualists, in their tirst

meeting alter the passage of the re-

solutions in the Convocation of Canter-

bur\% adopted a report on the present

aspect of tlie question, which set f(jrth

the circumstances under which the re-

solutions were passed, and entered very
fully into the arguments connected with
them. It concluded by reconnncnding
the adoption of a series of resolutions,

the last of wliich stated tiiat the Union
fuliy trusted that a cautious adherence
to lawful ritual, and a careful avoidance "i

of needless causes for unjust imputations,

will in time lead the English mind to

perceive that the fears which the Upper
House had expressed had no real foun-

dation. The Rev. Dr. Pusey, in moving
the adoption of the report, said he had
no doubt the first two resolutions ex-

pressed the distinct meaning of the

bishops. The real objective presence
we learned in the Catechism, and drank
it in in our devotions, and it was utterly

inconceivable that the bishops could

speak of it as rejected by the Churcli

of England. So long as the Prayer-

Book remains as it is, so long will all

these things remain in the Church of

England. The Nonconformists see this

very well, and if it v.-ere pointed out to

them onr people woidd see it too. Tliey

say the Prayer of Consecration itself

would be a mockery imless it were
meant to express the Real Presence,

and therefore nothing will content tlioso

who make this attack but giving up the

Prayer-Book. And thus there are but

two ways of meeting them—either to

resist them, or to split the Church of En-

gland to pieces.

The greatest efforts for counteracting

the schemes of the Ritualists are made
by the " Church Association," an associ-

ation organized for this sole object in

1866. It recentl}- held its second

annual meeting, when the following

resolutions were adopted

:

That this meeting deprecates in the

strongest terms the unchecked contin-

uance by clergymen in the Church of

England of practices and teaching

utterly at variance ^\ith the principles

of the Reformation, and, as it believes,

contrary to the law of the Chnrch as at

present existing; and pledges itself to

continue all constitutional means where-
by the grievances complained of may be

remedied, and the etforts to obtain re-

dress on the part of those who are

driven in consequence from their parish

churches may be encouraged and sup-

ported. Tha"t this meeting, fully con-

vinced that by united action ukme the

nidopread conspiracy to subvert tiie

principles of the Protestant Kefornied

Church can be resisted, strongly rc-'orn-

niends the Church Association to all tiie

loyal members of that Chnrch as "•'

institution, in its principles and organ-

ization, whereby such united action nav

be ell'ectively carried out, and therelore

as deserving their cordial support.

The association has also issued a

formal address to the Church of K"-

gland, in which they slate that tl.o
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council of the association have had for

some time under their consideration four
|

plans designed to arrest the progress of
|

Ritualism.
|

1. To ascertain and vindicate the law
j

of the Church by a prosecution for
|

practices considered illegal. 2. To '

strengthen tlie law of the Church by an
'

tuactment directed ag-ainst the most ob- ;

noxious practices of Ritualism. 3. To
;

enlarge the power of the bishops, and
\

give them a discretionary jurisdiction to
\

regulate the performance of public i

worship. 4. To refer the whole ques-
|

tions to a Royal Commission. On the
j

first point, they state that they have
j

been assisting parties in certain cases.
|

On the second point, they think no '•

measure would be likely to find favor '

with the House of Commons. On the
'•

third point, they remark that tlie result

might either be such a struggle of

opinions within the Commission that no
report would be possible, or else a com-
promise satisfactory to none. The t

council, therefore, urge those who are ,

now moving for a commission to pause,

at least for a short time, till the success
i

of direct legislation has been put to the
test. Under the fourth head they allude

to Lord Shaftesbury's bill, declaring tlie

use of Romanizing vestments illegal,

and the Council recommends the bill to

the support of the country.

COXVOC.A.TIOX OF A GKXERAL AXGLI-
CAx Council, coxsisting of Exgusii,
Scotch, Iuish, Americax, Colonial,
AND Missio.vary Blshops.—One of the
most important events in the mod-
ern, and perhaps in the whole his-

tory of the Anglican Churches, is the
invitation issued by the Archbishop
of Canterbury to all the bishops of the
Established Church of England and
Ireland, the bisliops of the Enghsh
colonies, the missionary bishops in

connection with the Church of England,
the bishops of the Scotch Episcopal
Church, and the bishops of the Protest-
ant Episcopal Church, to rnect in gen-
eral council, on September 14, at Ids

residence, Lambeth. The occasion for
this important movement is fully set
forth in the letter of invitation, which
We give in full as a most important
contribution to the ecclesiastical history
of our age.

LiiTBETn P.vLACK, Feb. 22, 1867.
Rt. Rev. and Deak Bbotiiek : I re-

quest your presence at a meeting of the

bishops in visible communion with the
United Church of England and Ireland,
£urposed, God \^'illing, to be holden at

ambeth, under my presidency, on the
24tli of September next and the three
following days.

" The circumstances under which I

have resolved to issue the present in-
vitations are these : The >Ietropolitan
and bishops of Canada last yoar ad-
dressed to the tvro Houses of tlie Con-
vocation of Canterbury the expression
of their desire that I should be moved
to invite the bishops of our Indian and
Colonial Episcopate to meet myself and
the home bishops for brotherly com-
munion and conlerence.
"The consequence of that appeal has

been, that both Houses of the Convoca-
tion of my province have addressed to

me their dutiful request that I would
invite the attendance, not only of our
own home and colonial bishops, but of
all who are avowedly in communion
with our Church. The same request
was unanimously preferred to mo at a
numerous gathering of English, Irish,

and colonial archbishops and bishops
recently assembled at Lambeth, at

which—I rejoice to record it—we had
the counsel and concurrence of the
eminent bishop of the Church in tlie

United States of America, the Ulshop
of Illinois.

Moved by these requests, and by the
expressed concurrence therein of otlicr

members both of the home and colonial

Episcopate who could not be present at

our meeting, I have now resolved—not,

I humbly trust, without the guidance
of God the Holy Ghost—to grant this

grave request, and call together the
meeting thus earnestly desire j. I greatly

hope that you may be able to attend it,

and to aid us with your presence and
brotherly counsel thereat.

I propose that, at our assembling, we
should first solemnly seek the blessing

of Almighty God on our gatliering, by
uniting tou'ethcr in the highest acts of
the Churches worship. After this broth-
erly consultations will follow. In these
we may consider, together, manv prac-

tical questions, the settlement ot which
would tend to the advaneement of the
Kingdom (>f our Lord and Master, Jesus
Christ, and to the nuuntenauce ofgreater
union in our missionary work, and to

inereased intercommunion among our-
selves.

Sueh a meeting would not be com-
petent to nuike declarations, or lay down
definitions, on points of doctrine. But
united wor.-'hip and common counbels
would greatly tend to maintain practi-

cally the unity of the faith ; while they
would bind us in straiter bonds of
peace and brotherly charity.

• 1 shall gladly receive from you a list
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of any subjects voii may wish to sng-eest

to me for con^iderntion iind discussion.

Should you be unable to attend, and
desire to eonitnission any brother bishop
to speak for you, I eliall welcome him as
your representative in our united delib-

erations.

But I must once more express my
earnest hope that on this solemn occa-
sion I may have the prcat advaut:ige of
your personal presence.
And now I conHiieud this proposed

meeting to your fervent prayers ; and,
humbly beseeching the blessing of Al-
mighty God on yourself and your di-

ocese, I subscribe myself your faithful

brother in the Lord, C. T. Caxtuak.

CHINA.
Statistics of the Missionary So-

cieties AND THE Missionary Stations.

—Full statistical infurniation on the

present condition of the Protestant mis-

sions in China is given in the " Direct-

ory of Protestant Missions in Ciiina,

June 15, ISGG," issued from the Amer-
ican Methodist Episcopal mission press

at Foochow, Cliina. The following are

the statistics of the stations

;

Canton 24
Hongkong -'•>

Swatow 8

Amoy 16 41

Takao 1

Foochow 22
Isingpo 32 42
Shanghai 19

Hankow 6

Kiukiang 1

Chefoo 7
Tungchow 9

Tientsin 11

Peking 21 10

Kulgau 2

The following are the statistics of the

various societies

:

American Board of Commissioners
for Foreign Missions Canton, Foo-
chow, Tit-'Utsin, Peking, Kaltran).

.

" Bapt. Miss. Union (rjwato, Xing-

iji
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(^-oniiminionp,) shall enjoy full security

I'jr ilicir persons, their property, and
ill-) free exercise of their rehgious

worship; and entire protection shall be

piven to missionaries who peacefully

fiitcr the country furnished \r\\h pass-

jx.ru such as are described in article

ei^'lit. No obstacles shall be interposed

by the Chinese authorities to the re-

cocjni/.ed right of any person in China to

embrace Christianity, if he pleases, and
to obey its requirements witiiout being

Ful'ject on that account to any penalty.

AVbatever has been heretofore written,

proclaimed, or published in China, by
order of government, against the Chris-

tian faith, is wholly abrogated and nul-

lified in all the provinces of the empire."

Since then, the preaching of Christianity

has not been again seriously interfered

with. Missionaries have traveled as far

as four hundred miles into the interior

and publicly proclaimed tiie Gospel to

the assembled crowds of people, freely

distributing Christian bool^s without the

least opposition from the authorities.

The capital (Peking i itself has been
occupied as a station by several mis-
sionary societies, and England, the

United States, France. Spain, and Rus-
sia have embassadors there who watch
over the interests of the several Chris-

tian Churches. During the last months
very encouraging information has been
received from several of the missionary
Ftations. One of the most remarkable
awakenings that is known in the whole
history of Protestantism of China took
place in 18G6 in connection with tlie

out-stations of the Tientsin mission of
the English Xew Connection Methodists,
t??liecially at Lou-Leing, where in Sep-
tember forty-five persons were admitted
to baptism. The converts added to the

mission churches of the London society

in Shanghai and tlic province of which
it forms the capital, numbered during
the year 1SG6 one hundred and eighty-

nine. Together with the number of

native members, the number of Christian

institutions steadily increases. Thus
the London Missionary Society has
established in the populous city of

Hankow a hospital, with which will be
connected a hall where the Gospel will

be preached daily.

An event of considerable importance
for the Protestant missions of China is

the establishment of a montlily religious

paper in the Pmglish language (the

"Missionary Recorder") by tlie mis-
sionaries of the ^lethodist Episcopal
Church of Foochow.
The English Presbyterian Mission at

Takao, upon tlie island of Formosa,
which was established in 1SG5, and
which in the above list still appears
without Church members, is becoming
one of great importance. The mission-

ary is aided by three converted Chinese.

Four male converts have lately been
united in Church fellowship, one of

whom belongs to the Petaou city,

where it is hoped he may be the means
of carrying the Gospel. The island

of Formosa, in Chinese called Taioan,

is two hundred and sixty miles long,

and at least seventy-five miles wide.

Takao, the seat of the English Pres-

byterian mission, is situated on the

western side of the island, and has
from two thousand to three thousand
inhabitants, but south and north there

are wide tracts of country. Eight
miles distant is the district of the city

of Pe-taou, comprising a population of

from ten thousand to twelve thousand
persons.

Aet. viil—foreign literary intelligence.

GERMANY.*
Amoxg the many excellent cyclopedic

V'orks which Protestant Germany has
produced, the '• Cyclopedia of Instruction
find Education,"' by Dr. Schmidt, of

* ^fost of the books noticed below can bo
|*'inj(l on hand, ami all cnn be obtaiued, at tho
'"jukbtore of Louis W. Schmidt, 24 Barclay-
*irttt, New York.

Stuttgardt, deserves an honorable men-
tion : {Enci/dopccdie dfs gesammkn Er-
zitlungs und Uuterrichtivjesens. Gotha,
1859.'f'/.) The editor in chief is assisted by
Dr. Palmer, one of the ablest German
writers of educational affairs, and many
other authors, clergymen, and teachers.

The work embraces the whole province

of pedagogics and all its auxiliary

sciences, inclusive of the history of
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pedap:o,crics. and very complete statistic-

al inforination. It abounrls in able

biographies of men distinguished as

teachers, or •u'riters, or educators, and
gives very interesting and lull accounts
of the educational systems and insti-

tutions of America. England, France,

Belgium, Holland, Denmark, Portugal,

Austria, and Prussia, and every other

country. To all teachers, and all friends

of education, this ^vork can bo cordially

recommended.

A new contribution to apologetic

literature is given in Kritzler's Iluma-
nitat und Christenthum.

(
Ckilizaiion and

Christianity. Tol. I. '^^'iesbaden, 1S66.)

The author compares the fundamental
views of biblical Cliristianity witli the
objections made by modern Materialism
and Pantheism, and in a popular and
brilliant style undertakes the defense of

the former. The first volume contains
fourteen chapters, which, among other
subjects, treat of the relation of civ-

ilization to Christianity, on views of

modern civilization, on Christian civ-

ilization, on grace, miracles, and power,
on mystery and revelation, on the God-
man, on the incarnation of the God-man.
The v.'ork is highly recommended in

the theological papers of Germany.

The year-book of the Gustavus Adol-
phus Association. (Ji(/(r6«<:/i dcs Gustav-

Adolf- Vereitvs, Ell>erfeld.) of which the

third volume was publi.shed in 1S66,

contains nuich interesting information

on the progress of Protestantism, and
in particular, on the operations of the

Gustavus Adolphus As.<ociation. The
volume for 1866 contains elaborate

articles on the Lutheran Church in

Russia, on the Gospel in Constantinople,

and on the ecclesiastical condition of

Sweden.

Dr. Baltzer (Prof, of Eom. Cath. The-
ologj' at the University of Breslau)
has begun the publication of an elabo-

rate work on the harmony between the
biblical account of creation and the
results of modern science. {Die Hi-
hli.sche Sr}i'ip/>ir,'is-G':''CJtichfe, etc. Leip-
zig, 1SG7. First volume.)

Information on the Lutheran congre-
jrations of Boliemia. Moravia, and the

fc^lavic districts of Hungary is given in

Dr. Wangemaun's '"Travels through a
part of Bohemia, Moravia, and the

country of the Slovacks," (lieisc, etc.

Berlin, 1S66.) Boliemia has nineteen

Lutheran congregations; Moravia thir-

teen. The latter are divided into two
seniorats, Brunn, (four congregations,)
and Zauchtelen, (nine congregations,)
together twenty thousand souls. Tli'e

Slavic Lutlierans in Hungary have re-

cently attracted some attention by their

conflicts with the Magyars, charging the
national party of Hungary with a desire

to deprive them of their Slavic langnngo
as well as of their (High Church) Lu-
theran character. The author is at the

head ofa High Church Lutheran Society,

which supports feeble Lutheran congre-
gations abroad.

From the ninth annual report of tlie

Berlin Association for Evangelical Mis-
sions in Cliina, {Neunttr Btricld des

Berliner Uauptiereins, Berlin, 1864),
we learn that this special Chinese
missionary society supports one mis-

sionary in China, that during the last

thirty months ninety persons were bap-
tized, and that seventy pagan schools,

with one thousand one hundred and
sixty-nine scholars, are under the super-

intendence of the missionary.

The first volume of an extensive mon-
ograph on Patriarch Photius of Constan-
tinople has been published by Professor

Ilergenrothej-, of "Wnrzburg, {Pliotius,

Patriarch von Constantiriopel. Sein I.".-

hen seine Schrifteu und das griechische

Schisma. Vol. I. Ratisbon, 1SC7.) The
author is Professor of Roman Catholic

Theology at the LTniversity of Wnrz-
burg, and, from his former works on

Church history, it may be expected that

the subject will be treated from tlie

standpoint of a strict and uncompro-
mising Roman Catholic. At the same

time the thorough acquaintance of ii;u

author with the history of the Greek

Church, and with the history of Photius

in particular, warrants an expectation

that the work, however partial, will do-

serve the attention of Protestant thoolr-

gians. Hergenrotlierhas previously pul.>-

lished a heretofore ineditcd woik of r;ii>

tins. {Liber de Spiritus S. 2Iijsia'jo'jui-

Ratisbon, 1858; and 21 Amphilochi:i;' in

Migne's edition of Photius: Paris, ISO'i.)

His work on the life and writings of I'ho-

tins will embrace tliree large volume.-',

and lie divided into ten books. Tlio iir:-t

is devoted to the time before Photius: l!'e_

following six books treat of the life ot

Photius.' The eighth gives an account

of his writings, the ninth di.scusses his

theology, and the tenth is devoted lo
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the time after Photius, in order to sliow
'• how far hi3 influeace extended upon
hitcr times, liow tiie weapons first fur-

nished by him were subsequently used in

tlie contest with the Latin Church, and
how the scliism begun by him became a

permanent fact."

A very interesting: contribution to

the History of Christian Doctrines has

been furnished by a work of Professor

Caspari, of the University of Christiana,

in Norway, entitled "' Inedited Sources

for the History of tlie Baptismal Symbol
and the Rule of Faith." {Ungedruckte

Qitdknzur geschichte des Saiifsymhols und
der Glauh^nsregel. Yol. I. Christiana,

1866.) It contains two documents as-

cribed to Athanase, a fragment of the

Antiochene Baptismal Confession from

the Acts of the Council of Ephesu.', a

Syriac trauslation of the Xicene and the

Kicene-Coustantinopolitan Creeds, the

Baptismal Confessions of the Nestorians,

a confession of faith of Bishop John of

Jerusalem.

One of the most important works on
the foreign missions of the Protestant

Churches which has appeared in this

part of theological literature is the

"Universal Missionary Atlas," by Dr.

R. Grundeiiianu, [Aljeraeiner Miisions

Adas. Gotlia, 1807.) It will consist of

four parts, namely, 1. Africa, (twenty
maps.) 2. Asia, inclusive of Turkey,
(twenty-seven maps.) 3. Australia and
Polynesia, (sLtteeu maps.) 4. America,
(fifteen maps.) The first part, embrac-
ing Africa, will bo published in three

divisioQS, the first of which will contain
eiglit, the second seven, and the third

five maps. On each of the maps the

stations of every particular society are

marked by a special color. To each
map is added two pages of text giving
a geographical and historical descrip-
tion of the country, a brief outline of
its missionary history, and the present
statistics.

"Contributions to Christian Knowl-
edire " (Beilnlje zur Christlichm Erkennt-
^iisf, Basel, 1SG5) is a collection of
espiiys and sermons from the late Dr.
Aiiberlen, one of the ablest apologetic
v.-ritera of Protestant Germany. "The
longest essay (occupying about one
'wlf of the volume.) i.s on faith, which
"^iungs among the best theological pro-
ductions of Auburlen.

Kdouard Boohmer has written a very
Valuable and interesting work on two

FouKTH Skkiks, Vol. XIX.—

:

pioneers of Protestantism in Spain.

{Francisca Htrnandez, and Frai Fran-
cesco Ortez. I^eipzig, 18G5.) The in-

formation here given is mostly new,
being derived from manuscripts which
a German scholar. Dr. Gottln^ld Heine,

obtained during a .journey in Spain.

Among the strictly theological peri-

odicals of'Germany, a quarterly devoted
exclusively to homiletics, and edited by
E. Ohly, well deserves a cordial recom-
mendation. Every number contains an
elaborate treatise on a homilotical ques-

tion, several sketches of sermons for

each of the thirteen Sundays of the

quarter, some religious poetry, and a
full list of new theological books of

Germany. {Mancherlei Gaben und ein
'

Geist. Ilomilet. Vie rttljahresch rift. Vol.V.
Wiesbaden, 18G6.)

Another quarterly, published by Dr.

Heidenheim, pays special attention to

the theological publications of tlie f]n-

glish literature. It contains many valua-

ble articles on Oriental literature.
(
Vier-

teljnhre.schrift filr deutsch- und enyUsh-

theolojische Fmschung. Zurich, 18<3G.)

A very interesting contribution to the

literature on the great Reformation of the

sixteenth century is Dr. Burki.ardt's
' Correspondence of Dr. Luther." {Dr.

Martin Luther's Briefwechsd. Leipzic,

1866.) It contains more than three

hundred letters of the great Ref jruier

whicli have not been published l.)L-fore,

and is therefore a valuable supplement
to all previous collections.

The well-known manual of Church
history by Dr. Ha.se (translated into

English by Dr. "Wing and Prof Blumen-
tlial) has appeared in an eightli edition,

thoroughly revised, completed by the

addition of the latest literature, and
continued up to the present day. The
work still maintains its reputation as

one of the best of tlie kind in the whole
of Protestant literature. (Kiirhenge-

schicht':. Leipzig, ISGT.) A new manual
of the most recent Church history has
been published by Dr. E. Nippold,

Privat-docent of theology at the Uni-
versity of Heidelberg. {Handbuch der

neuesten Kirchengtschichte. Elberfeld,

1807.) It is introduced by a preface

from Dr. Rothe.

Of the works by Bishop Raess, of

Slrasburg, on the lives aud works of

those who since the Reformation have
gone over from one of the Protestant

28
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denominations to the Cluirch of Ronae,
j

FRANCE,
three volumes have thus far appeared,

, Qf the new edition of tlie first fifty-
reaching to the year 1601. (Die Cory i four volumes of the Acta Sandomm,
verUrtea. Freiburg, 186G, sq.) The work

, the largest work on tiie saints of the
will comprise about twelve volumes.

| Church of Rome, which is being pub-

I
lished at Paris by Jean Oarnimdet,

Among the Roman Catholic works
j
twenty volumes have thus far appeared.

announced as soon forthcoming, we
j

(Vols. 1-12, 14-18, 46-18.) Every
find the sixth volume of Hefele's History

|

volume costs about twelve dollars, and
of Councils. I every year ten volumes are published.

Art. IX.—synopsis OF THE QUARTERLIES, AND OTHERS OF
TIIE HIGHER PERIODICALS.

A)aerican Quarterly Jcc'vicws.

American Prf.setterian a>-d Theological Review, April. 18G7.—
1. Historical Evidence as AiTocted by Time. 2. Hodgson on Time and
Space. 3. Ircnocus and Infant Baptism. 4. The Divine Names in the
Hebrew Scriptures. 5. The Greetings of Paul. 6. Our Public Schools.

Battist Quarterly, April, 1867. (Philadelphia.)— !. Rebaptisra.
2. Meaning of the Word /crcjtf in liomans viii, 19-23. 3. The Apostle
Paul. 4. The Scriptural Authropologj-. 5. The Fundamental Law
of Christian Worship. 6. Open Communion.

Beblical RKrERTORT AND Princkton Review, AprU, 18G7. (Philadel-
phia.)—!. Western Prcsbyterianism. 2. The Epicurean Philosophv.
3. Emanuel Swcdcnhorg. 4, The Position of the Book of Psalms in

the Plan of the Old Testament. 5. The Philosophy of Mathematics.

Evangelical Quarterly Review, April, 1867. (Gettysburg.)—1. The
Relation of the Sermon to the Church Year. 2. Church"Disci])line.
3. DauicTs Seventy Weeks. 4. The Millennium. Revelation of John,
chap. XX. 0. Reminiscences of Deceased Lutheran ^Ministers. G. The
Evidences of a Future State, as seen in the Analogies of Nature.
7. Theological Inquiry. 8. The Authorship of the Auf^^sburg Con-
fession. 9. Prayer. 10. How God Concurs in the Wicked" Deeds
of :Slcn.

Freewill Bai»tist Quarterly, April, !S67. (Dover, N. H.)—!. Sketche?
of Eg\-pt. 2. Pioneer Free Baptist Ministers in Wisconsin. 3. The
Spirit and Mis.-ion of the Scholar. 4. Life of Moses. 5. Life and
Death Eternal. G. The Conversion of Children. 7. The Shilohic Full-

ness of Time. 8. A Day at the Ruins of Baalbec.

New Englander, April, 18G7. (New Haven.)—!. Present CondIti";i
and Prospects of Unitarianism. 2. Divorce. Part II.—Doctrine of

Divorce in the New Testament. 3. Church Communion bv Council.

4. Ward's Life of Percival. 5. Thoughts on Public Worship. G. Tlic

Late Rev. Dr. Dutton.

UNrrKi:s.s.LiST Quarterly, April, 1SG7. (Boston.)—!. Knowledge as an

Instrument, an Ornament, and a Blessing. 2. The Possibility of 1'::!'

vcrsnl Salvation. 3. The Resurrection of Jesus Christ. 4. the Cati-

combs of Rome. 5. The Eternal Logos. C. Longevity of the Ante-

diluvians.
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North American Review, April, 1867. (Boston.)—1. Jlodem Italian

Poets. 2. Britisli Finance in 181G. 3. Charles Lamb and his

Biographers. 4. The New Jersey Monopolies. 5. The Kailroad
System. 6. Deaf-^Mute Education. 7. Henry Wadsworth Longfellow.

8, Lessing. 9. Religious Liberty.

The old North Aincricau is the patriarch, and has hitherto been the

prince of 'American Quarterlies. In our boyhood and college life

we accepted it, as we accepted the firmament, as of the established

and natural system of things, an authority not to be criticised, but

assumed as the standard of departure for criticism upon all other

parts of the system. The graceful and liberal culture of Everett,

Sparks, and Peabody, and the candid and cautious respect they

maintained for religious institutes in which they did not coincide,

rendered it possible for all sects and sections to accept it as a com-

mon literary representative. For the last four or five years, at

least, its visits to our table, as an exchange, have, for reasons to us

unknown, been suspended until the present number. During that

interval it has passed into new editorial hands, and some important

changes have been made. From the officina of Ticknor ct Fields,

it comes in statelier external style than ever. Its articles are

marked with the same ability, and perhaps an increased point and

trenchancy. In the present number the article on the New Jersey

Monopoly takes rank, in its powerful exposure of existing abuse,

with Farton's article on New York misgovernment. The article

on the Railroad System will powerfully contribute to bring before

the public mind the fact that corporate monopoly is the next great

danger and despotism with which the nation must wage a desper-

ate war. The literary articles on the Italian Poets, and on Long-

fellow, are in the best style of the old North.

But there are two articles by the editors which painfully assure

us that the religious position of the North American is essentially

changed. It abdicates the position of a national literary represent-

ative, and becomes the organ of a sect, or rather set. Precisely as

the Boston Review is the organ of Old School Prcsbyterianism

and ours of Methodism, the Korth American is tJie trerichant

<md aggressive organ of" outspoken skepticism. The indecent Tom
Paineism of these two articles is unmistakable. We question not

the sincerity of the writers' views, nor their right to make the

Review the means of their expression after the public are fairly

warned what to expect ; we only claim to pronounce the character

of those views, and to hold the writers and the Review responsible

for them. They have a right to assail Christianity, but they

have no right to claim to be her literary representative. They
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are welcome to insult the Christian Church and her ministry but

they luust allow us the right to warn every Christian gentleman

in our land that every dollar he pays to sustain this Review is a

contribution to the cause of infidelity.

The first of these two articles is a eulogy upon Lessing, an oris:-

inal prime mover in the inauguration of the infidel apostasy of

Germany. Mr. Lowell is pleased to say :

At present the world has advanced to where Lessing stood, while the Church
has done its best to stand stock-still; and it would be a carious, were it no:

a melancholy spectacle, to see the indifll-reuce with which the laity look on while
theologian.-! thrash their wheatless straw, utterly unconscious that there is no
longer any common term possible that could bring their creeds again to any point
of bearing on the practical life of men. Fielding never made a profounder stroke
of satire than in Squire Western's indignant "Art not in the pulpit now! When
art got lip there, I never mind what dost say."

Let it be noted that this profound "stroke" is quoted by Lowell

from an obscene English novel, "Tom Jones," written by a de-

bauched London rowdy in his own proper spirit, and the reader

will say that while it demonstrates the elevated purity of the pulpit

that such depraved beings should hate and revile it, the man who
genially quotes it not only jjlasters a nastiuess upon the once fair

page, but grades liiniself at the level of the original rowdy. Upon
that "flat Ledford level " wo leave Mr. James Russell Lowell.

]\[r, Xorton, the writer of the other of the two articles, does not

possess the capacity for much mischief. His essay on Religious

Liberty is a piece of the ordinary commonplace of his set. All

opinions, he opine.<, arc religiously of equally indifferent value.

Even Atheism is as religious as any other creed. Then we have

a plentiful sprinkle of tlie ordinary braggartisrns and cant phrases

of the set. "We have " traditional theology," " old churches," "irra-

tional dogmas ;
" and the stereotype boasts that the Christian system

is to be now abolished in the true spirit of Voltaire's old " Ecraser

I'infome." Mr. Xorton of course reiterates the old mendacious

gist that his views, even the making religion atheistically ignore a

God, are the true religion of Jesus; just as Hume closes his Essny

on I\Iiracles with the irony that he is seeking to base Christianity

on firmer principles than those of the " pretended Christians" he

is refuting. Mr. Xorton says this, but he does not himself believe it.

He is aware of the fiction he utters. To Mr. Norton and his like.

who seek to bapti/e Atheism into the name of the blessed Jesus, Ili-^

divine rei)ly is, " I know God, and if I should say I know him not,

I should be a liar like nntoyori ;'''' and there is a terrible record

of prophecy that that same Jesus will one day reappear, " taking

vengeance on all those that knoic not God and obey not the gospel
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of his Son." Such is the Christianity of Jesus and liis apostles

;

let Mr. Norton and his set study it with silent meditation.

The great evangelic Church of our present day, based upon the

Old Testament and the New, successor of the prophets, apostles,

and martyrs, the Church of the Trinity, the Atonement, and the

Regeneration, stiinds at this moment refreshed with revival and the

rr'ih ofthe Spirit, exerting an aggressive power unparalleled since the

Pentecostal day. Never was the spirit of holiness more intense

within her heart, never her love for her precious central truths

more vital, never her plans of world-wide conquest so bold and so

sure, never were her machineries so vast. Behold her centenaries

dowered with outpoured millions ; and count her laymen rearing in

massive granite her biblical institutes, for the very purpose, mark

it well, of teaching /oret'(pr the theology of James Arminius and

John Chrysostom. While at home she is battling with vice and

error in every form, dealing death-blows upon slavery, drunken-

ness, profanity, and infidelity, planting her spires on every hill and

plain of all our land, she is distributing her Bibles by increasing

millions to all the languages of our race, and commissioning her

missionaries to every land of the habitable globe. And while these

stupendous plans for human renovation are going forth in rapid

progress, two silly gentlemen in or about Boston, heirs in regular

line to the Porphyrys, Lessings, and Tom Paines, arc still scrib-

bhng essays about the obsoleteness of tlie Church and the destruc-

tion of Christianity ! Truly they are not the first fools who have

mistaken the cant of their own clique for the opinion of the world,

nor imacjined their own little horizon to coincide with the circum-

ference of creation.

We conclude by promptly and firmly performing our duty in

declaring that the old North American Review has fallen into very

bad hands, and in its present position, whatever its claims upon the

merely literary class, is unworthy the countenance of the distinct-

ively Christian public. If James Russell Lowell feels it to be his

mission to assail the Christian faith and the Christian Church
; if

the North American Review chooses to place itself at the head of

the infidel press of our country ; they must abdicate their position,

the former as an unquestioned classic in American literature, the

latter as the representative head of the American periodical

press.

SouTHEBN Review, April, ISGT. Baltimore—1. The Origin of the Late

War. 2. Southern War Poetry. 3. llie Teaching and the Study of

Geometry. 4. De Tocqueville on the Sovereignty of the People.

5. The Legend of Venus. 6. Receut Histories 'of Julius Ca-sar.
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7. Life, Character, and Works of Henry Reed. 8. Agricultural
Chemistry. 9. Victor Hugo as a Novelist. 10. The New America of
IMr. Dixon,

The first article (written* we doubt not, by the editor) discusses

and decides the true cause of our great civil war. Five different

opinions are enumerated ; and the fifth, which specifies slavery as

the cause, is pronounced to be " the most superficial of all." On
the contrary "the antagonism between the North and the South,

so imperfectly adjusted by the laljors of 1787, is the true stand-

point from which to contemplate the origin of the late war." The
whole theory is, therefore, that a natural, or at least permanent
antagonism exists between the two sections, as North and South,

that it was impeifectly adjusted by the Constitution, and that it

underlay and took into itself all other causes in our late war ; and

the inference is obviously left uncontradicted, as we understand
him, that it still and for ever survives for future contest.

"We think this to be a very untrue and a very dangerous doc-

trine. We think it untrue; for there is no more proof of and no
more reason for hostile antagonism between our North and South
than between tlie British North and South, known as Scotland

and England. All countries have a north and south; and they

have also an east and west. The actual historical fiict is, that it

was a purpose to create and to use this sectional issue entertained

by a knot of leaders—a purpose which no constitutional arrange-

ment could obviate—which made the North and South a basis of

contest. The alternative held forth by those sectional leaders to

the North was the stcpreniacy of slavery or disunion/ The
North most justly determined to accept neither. The war and the

destruction of slavery are the condign result.

The doctrine, we think, is dangerous, for it is pregnant with

future war. The propagation of the doctrine of an inherent

sectional antagonism creates the antagonism. When a body of

infiuential men base their own interest, fame, or fortune upon a

sectional issue, they make it their life's business to create the feel-

ing and establish the antagonism. The entire lessons of the past

warn the leaders, both intellectual and political, of the South (as

well as North) to beware of laying any further sectional platforms,

or attempting to create any future sectional animosities. With-
out such etlbrts they would never hereafter exist.

We have ever affirmed that the true antislavery man is no

sectional man. We never hated the South. We never assailed

slavery, or anything else, because it was Southern. Had slavery

been, like intemperance, a universally diffused wickedness, wo
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ghould have assailed it from whatever vantage ground it allowed

us, in whatever intrenchment we found it. Our first battle with it

was in the North and with the Xorth, and we expect that our next

moral battle "will be with some Northern or national wickedness.

We have ever entertained a more indulgent feeling for the southern-

born slaveholder than for the northern supporter of black laws and

negro disfranchisements. We attacked not a section, but an insti-

tution. We hated not the South, but slavery. We promptly take

rank, however, with that " superficial " class who maintain that

the true cause of the late war was slavery. That a few southern

autocrats (who, as Edward Everett once said, " could be counted

upon your fingers ") used the slavery interest merely as a means
for the establishment of a new empire for self-aggrandizement

we, indeed, freely concede. But that slavery was the one great,

efficient, indispensable cause^ is as undeniable as that gravitation

holds our marble structures to the earth. It was not because the

writer of these lines was an anti-states-rights man, or because he

was a Northerner, that for fifteen years his life would not have

been safe in the South ; but because he could colorably be styled

"an abolitionist!" For thirty years the slavery question has

been the one topic ; the establishment or overthrow of slavery the

one object of struggle ; and all constitutional questions have been

subordinate and instrumental. During that time, ninety-nine in a

hundred of the issues made by the South against the North, in

speeches, editorials, threats of disunion, and measures of hostility,

have assumed the antislavery discussion as their ground. Yet we
may, nevertheless, not regret that our Southern friends now repu-

diate slavery as the object of their struggle. We believe that

when the defense of slavery becomes obsolete, sectional appeals

and issues will disappear. We have heard intelligent Southerners

express suq:)rise that they find no hostile prejudice, no bitter feel-

ing toward themselves, personally, as Southerners, anywhere in the

North, not even in New England. We hope to live to see the

time when the terms North and South shall sound as little antag-

onistic as East and West. We wish we could see some token in

the Southern Quarterly of a similar wish.

We regret to note the omission also, in both numbers of this

noble Quarterly, of all effort at pointing the South to the great

work of developing her unrivaled resources, and building a future

prosperity for which she has a world of me.ans, far surpassing

those of the North, on the solid basis of material value. We have

the old error of Virginia abstractionism all over again; an absorp-

tion in political metaphysics, with au oblivion of all the means and
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measures for the solid prosperity of the South. If Dr. Bledsoe
would think loss of sectionalizing, and more of tranquilizing, liberal-

izing, loyalizing, and nationalizing the South ; if his Quarterly would
deal less in metaphysics and more in physics ; if he would discuss

fewer political topics, and give an inspiration, a lead, and a guid-

ance to the industrial, agricultural, and commercial enterprise of

the South, he luiglit, we trust, yet live to be the benefactor of his

country.

English Reviews.

British QtrAETERLT Review, April, 1867. (London.)—!. Ferdinand
Christian von Baur. 2. Charles Lamb. 3. Banking Reform. 4. Church
Buttre>ses. 5. Mrs. Gaskell. 6. Kichol's Puritan Divines. 7. The
Post-OfBcc and Electric Tele,s;raph. 8. Stouchton's Ecclesiastical
History. 9. "Working Men and Religious Institutions.

CnRisTiAN RE^fEMBRANCER, April, 1867. (London.)—!. The Counter-
Reformation in Bohemia. 2. Pelagius and Celestius. 3. English
Poetry under the Stuarts. 4. The La Ferronnays Family. 5. Coninsj-
ton's ..'Eneid of Virgil. 6. The Scottish Litirrgy. 7, New America.
8. The " Atrium and Basilica " of Dollinger.

JouRN.u. OF Sacred Literati-re, April, 1867. (London.)—1. ITie

Church and the Working Men. 2. Rites and Ceremonies. 3. On the
Eternity of Future Punishments. 4. The Tripartite Nature of ^lan
Considered in Relation to Evangelical Doctrines. 5. Mr. niuton's
Jfetaphysical Views. 6. The Breton Bible. 7. On Ritualism. 8. Plea
for a Revised Translatiou of the Scriptures. 9. Positivism—The Fan-
theism of Auguste Comte. 10. The State of Parties in the Church of
England. 11. The Book of Job—A Revised Translation. 12. The
Liturgy of St. Celestine, Bishop of Rome. Syriac Text.

London Quarterly Review, April, 1867. (New York: Reprint.)

—

!. Character ofGeorge the Third. 2. Sea Fish and Fisheries. 3. Auto-
biograi:>hyofa Physioloaist. 4. Westmoreland. 5. The Poetry of Seven
Dials. 6. AL Du Chaillu's Recent TVavcLs. 7. Curious Myths of the
Middle A^es. S. Xew American Religions. 9. Railway Finance.
10. Wellington in the Peninsula. 11. The Four Reform Orators.

North British Review, March, 1867. (Xew York : Reprint.)— 1. The
Policy of Trades- Unions. 2. George Buchanan. 3. The Political

Writings of Richard Cobden. 4. On the Character of the Old Northern
Poetry. 5. Victor Cousin. G. The Oyster-Fisheries. • 7. Oxford Uni-
versity Extension. 8. The Bengal Famine of 1866.

BRmsH AND Foreign Evangelical Review, April, 1867. (London.)—
1. The Dinnc and Human Natures in Christ. 2. The Liberal The-
ology. 3. The Sensational Philosophy—Mr. J. S. Mill's Theory of :\Iiud.

4. Renau\-i History of the Apostles. 5. The organized Structure of the

New Testament. 6. Trials of Irving and Camj)bell of Row. 7. Cyclo-

paedia IJterature. 8. Interpretation of the Psalms, 9. The Antiquity
of Man.

The ninth article furnishes a valuable zoological an3wer to the

proofs of man's geological antiquity, derived from human reuiaius
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fouDil among those of extiuct auimals, as in various caves aud in

the Rhine valleys.

In the deposits containing the early indications of man are found the remains

of animals, some of which are still living: and others, like the wannly clad mam-
moth, and the two-homed woolly rliinoceros, are extinct. To admit this is. in the

ojiinion of many geologists, to acknowledga the great antiquity demanded by some
iivxlern writers for man. Lycll, in the opening sentence of his work devoted to

this subject, summarizes the whole question in the single inquiry, '• "Whotiier or no
we have sufficient evidence in caves, or in the superficial deposits, to prove the

former co-existence of man with certain extinct mammalia?" AVe can have no
hesitation in replying to this in tb.e atSrmative. But to what docs this commit
us? The point aud importance of the question lie in the word "extinct." To the

geologist this conveys the idea of great antiquity. But that this is a pure assump-
tion will be evident, if we examine the relation which the extinct animals of Britain

bear to this living fauna.

Dr. Fleming, in his PhUosojihy of Zoology^ (1822.) pointed out the importance
of taking into account the animals wliich formerly inhabited a country in construct-

ing a fauna ; he further advocated this method in the paper to which v/e have
already alluded, and he practically illustrated his views in his subsequently
published British Animals.
The geologist is familiar with the appearance and disappearance of numerous

species of animals, whose remains are preserved in the rocks of the earth. This
has originated the notion that species, like individuals, have a term of life.

At first they appear in small numbers, then increase in importance, afterward
decline, and finally disappear. The natural death of a species is spoken of as
Komething corresponding to the natural death of an individual. "Whatever truth

there may be in this opinion, in regard to the auimals ihat lived in past geological

periods, the testimony of history and observation, in regard to the decline of plants

and animals on the earth, or their disappearance from it in recent times, is that;

niau is the great agent, eitlier diiectl_v or indirectly, in producing such changes.
lie has witliin half a century almost destroyed the indigenous tiora of St. Helena,
and introduced plants from all quarters of the globe belonging to geuera totally

different from those originally growing on the island. In Britain he has greatly

reduced in numbers some of the native animals, others he has completely ex-

tirpated from the island, and some of these have shared the same fate elsewhere,
Bo that they are no longer living on the globe—they are extinct. The three

kinds of British deer—the stag, the fallow-deer, and the roe—have long been
favorite objects of the huntsman's pursuit. Bishop Lesley, in his De lithus gestis

Srotorum, (157S,) says that in his day as many as from five hundred to one
thou.sand deer were slain at one hunting match, by the use of bloodhounds and
grayhouuds. But for the j>reserved forests, these auimals would long ago havo
perished from our native fauna. Some animals have been brought within narrow
bounds, from being hunted for their furs, as the otter, the martin, and the pole-

cat; while otiicrs, as the wild cat and fox, have been greatly reduced in numbers,
and driven into the more uncultivated aud inacces.sible districts, because of their

preying on domestic animals. All these, however, still exist in Britain, but there
are others that haw not so successfully resisted the persecution of man. The
bear continued to exist till the year 1057, and a century later the wild boar
abounded in some English forests, but both fell victims to the attacks of the hunts-
man. The beaver was a common tenant of our rivers in early times, but its highly
prized fur caused its extirpation about the twelfth century; while the wolf was
luiind in Scotland till beyond the middle of the seventeenth century, and iu
Ireland even later. Numerous skulls aud other bones of the Urics of Ciesar {Bos
]>riniirjeni>us) have been found in Britain, but no information exists as to the period
^' its extirpation in this country. On the continent, however, it was seen by
Julius C;esar, and survived even long after his time. In his account of the Black
iorest, in the sixth book of his Gallic War, he gives a description of this now
f'J^tinct animal, and of the eflectual means which were adopted for its destruction.
" e shall quote the passage, as it is of great importance in connection with this
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subject. "The Tlri are but little less than elephants in size, and are of the
species, form, and color of a bull. Their strensrth is very great, and also their

speed. They cannot be broug-ht to endure the sight of men, nor be tamed, even
when taken young. The peofile who take them in pit-falls assiducaslr destroy
them; and young men harden themselves in this labor, and exorcise themselves
in this kind of chase; and tho^e who have killed a great number—the horns
being publicly exhibited in evidence of the fact—obtain great honor." Histoj-y
does not record the fat" of tho extinct animals which co-existed with the Urm;
they were probably extirpated before Cresar visited Germany, but the means
adopted for the extinction of this huge animal, and the result, make it probable
that man had more to do with tiio disappearance of all these now extinct quater-
nary mammals than has been supposed.
The same influences have been operating against the birds as against tho

quadrupeds of Britain. I'^agles and ravens, snipes and lapwings, have been
driven, by the gun or cultivation, to restricted districts, within the memory
of many now living. The large wood grouse or capercailzie, was found in the
pine forests of Scotland till past tho middle of last century, the last individual
having been killed, as it is believed, in the year 1769. It is now unknown,
except in those preserved plantations into which it has been reintroduced from
Norway, where it is still abundant. But the most remarkable fact bearing on the
question before u^, in connection with our native birds, is the very recent extinction
of the great auk. This bird was seen so lately as 1S22 by Dr. Fleming, who had
for some time a living specimen, but it is now not only e.\tirpated from Britain,

but it has entirely perished from off the earth. Skins of this bird exist in several
collections, but the only skeleton ia the British Museum has been recently
obtained from a guano deposit in Newfoundland. In our own day the great auk
has become extinct.

It is thus evident that a bod is not necessarily very ancient because some of its

fossil contents belong to animals that are no longer living.

Dr. Fleming in the pajier to which we Isave referred on the Distribution
of British Animals, examined the evidence in regard to man's relation to tl.ese ex-

tinct animals, and arrived at the same conclusion as that recently arrived at by
Lyell His own words are, "The remains of these extinct animals occur only in

the superficial strata, and in fresh water gravel or clay, and may be viewed as

connected with the last or modern epoch of the earth's history. Man was an
inhabitant of this country at the time these animals flourished, his houses and his

instruments having been found in similar situations with their remains." Sir

Charles Lyell in his "Antiquity of Man," a work which so much astounded the

world, and was declared to have subverted the history of man as recorded in tho

Mosaic record, finds no facts in support of a greater antiquity thau those that

were before Dr. Fleming, and are published in this paper. But the conchision
of the two authors are very diflerent. They have both the same question to solve,

but they approach it from ditllTCut directions. Fleming treats the question as a

zoologist, and reasoning from the known, from the actual changes produced in

the fauna of the country within six or eight centuries, he maintains that, "if we
consider the dispersion of tlio human race over llie earlii's surfoce, and the

unremittting per;ecutiou whicii tiiey have carried on against the lower animals,

during the long term of nearly six tliousand years, varyiyg their destructive

weapons with the progress of improvements, aud extending their ravages with

tho iiicre;ise of their wants, v/e come to the conclusion, that man must have
altered greatly the geographical range of many species, and may even have
succeeded in effecting the total destruction of not a few." Among'these he in-

cludes the extinct animals which were man's contemporaries.
Important corroborative testimony is given by the archasologist in support of

the comparatively limited time required by the zoologist. The investigation into

the early traces of man on tho globe ar« as properly witliin the domains ot

archfeology as of geology. There is here a common ground of inquiry legitimately

open to both sciences. Tiie archaeologist ascends to it from the present, like tl;0

zoologist, but he has more historical material to form a basis for his inquiries. Hi^

has all the light that sacred and profane history throws on tho early niannt-TS,

customs, and employment of diflerent people ; he has the information supplied by
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tho decipliered inscriptions of Egypt and Nineveh ; he has tlie numerous instnictive

oiicient sculptures of dilTerent peoples ; ar.d in addition to all this, he is able to

eui'ly among his contemporaries in diflerent parts of the u'orld races representing

nlmnst all stages of civ'ilization, from tljo primitive manufacturers of the rude

Ab)x;ville hatchets to the most advanced natives of Caucasian descent. With all

tiiese certain data, and with tlic numerous checks which present themselves in his

iuve-tigations, it is evident that his testimony would be of importance in approxi-

mating to an estimate as to tlie age of man. If it supported the "var-t distance

of time " required by some geologists, it might cause us to doubt whether or not

the zoologist might not have greatly under-estimated the time requiroil for the

changes iu the animal kingdom: but when we lind it supporting and coutirmiug

tlie more limited estimate, it must compel us at once to get rid of any lingering

notions that there be more in the geological view than what we have {erceived.

An illustration will exhibit the relation that a geological estimate bears to the

more certain computation by the antiquarian. The late Mr. L. Horner excavated
ihe Nile mud from the base of tho statue of Rameses at Memphis, for the purpose

of ascertaining what thickness of sediment had been deposited since that statue

was erected. Acc-eptiug t!ie determination by Lepsius, tliat the year l^iH B. C.

was in the middle of the reign of Kameses, and assuming this as the probable date

of the foundation of the statue, he found that during the space of three thousand
two hundred and eleven years (up till 1S50) a deposit of nine feet four inches had
taken place round the pedestal, or at the rate of three and one half inches in a

century. Assuming this to have been ttie uniform raie of increase, he continued

his examination by boring to a depth of thirty-two feet, where he readied tlie

sand of the desert. In the lowest layer of the mud a fragment of burnt brick was
found, which at the assumed rate of deposit would be thirteen thousand years old.

Fragments of f>ottery, as well as portions of brick, were found iu others of tho

many borings that were carried on under his direction, all attesting an equally

great antiquity. The pottery v;as, however, declared to be of Roman manufacture
;

and even Sir Charles LyoU, iu summing up his account of these investigations.

allows that " the experiments by Mr. Horner are not considered by experienced

Kgyptologiits to have been satistactory."

Lo>-DON Qu.UiTEKLT REVIEW, January, ISllT. (Loudon.)—1. Religious

Pro.S2)CCts in France. 2. Scientific Farming. 3. Tlie Civil Service of

the Eritisb Empire. 4. Apolionius of Tyana. 5. Swiss Lake Dwell-

ings. 6. Sniilc^'s Lives of the Engineers. 7. Life and Correspondence

of Richard Whately.

The fifth article very satisfactorily disposes of the argument in

favor of the pre-Adamic antiquity of man, from the Swiss lake-

dwellings. In the winter of 1853 and 1S54 the Swiss lakes sunk

to a remarkably low level, and disclosed the relics of ancient

houses and villages built upon piles, far into the depths of the

lakes. They -were brought under the inspection of Dr. Keller,

president of the Antiquarian Society of Zurich, who made record

of his observations, which form the basis of the present article.

Further researches disclosed a vast variety of similar remains in

diftbrent localities. An immense nmnber of the relics betuken

ancient human life, and disclose different epochs of civilization,

indicated as the stone period^ the brass j)erlod, and the iron period.

Implements of daily use, and cereals and animals used as food, are

abundant. Bones of the urus and aurochs indicate antiquity, and

a period of at least seven thousand years has been demanded for
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the present prol>lcm. The claim may, for the present, be consid-

ered as settled and dismissed by the following remarks:

"We find no scientific compulsion, however, which insists upon a verv enormous
antiquity for tlie pile dwellings. We do not admit this compulsion in view of the

question of the antiquity of the human race as a whole. It may bo perfectly true—we suppose it cannot be honestly denied—that man has co-exis;;ed in Western
Europe with the mammotli, the rhinoceros tichoriuus, and other extinct mam-
mals. But there is anotlier explanation of this phenomenon besides the theorv
which runs man's ajre in the eartii up into a do.teu or twenty millenniums beyond
the starting points of liistory. Suppose, instead of man being so much older than
we used to think him, it should turn out that our mammals are so much youngur,

and that ike rhinoceivs and mammoth period mu.'^t be brought lower dai'n, and not the

human period pushed further back. So far as we know, science has not shown the

improbability of this hypothesis; and, until it is proved untenable, we hold it as,

in view of everything, a more scientific solution of the question in debate than
that furnished by its rival. Here, however, neither Robenhausen nor any other

phenomena with which we have to do demand, or even need, a space of time

greater than some one or two thousand years before t!ie Christian era. While we
believe, with Dr. Keller, that a high antiquity must be assigned tri the so-called

stone settlements, we are not surprised to hear M. Troyou, near the outset of his

volume, say: "Let it bo well understood, then, that the stone age—the relics

of which are discovered in the lakes and in the graves—is recognized, in this

work, as subsequent to the Mosaic deluge."

Further, we heartily indorse Dr. Keller's conviction, that the lake dwellers,

whatever the time of their coming into Switzerland, and how great and
numerous soever the changes which passed upon them during their long occu-
patiou of the country, were one aud the same people. M. Troyon contends that

the nationality of the stone people was quite distuict from that of the race which
used the metal implements, and that the establishment of bronze and iron settle-

ments upon the territory occupied by those of stone must be attributed to

immigration and conquest. Dr. Keller argues, and we think triumphantly, that

the facts of the case are strongly opposed to sucii a theory. Two considerations

alone, both urged by Dr. Keller, apijear to us to be fatal to the idea of successive

and diverse populations. In the lirst place, it is incredible that two or three

distinct races should all take to the unnatural and laborious way of hving adopted
by the pile dwellers. If bronze men or iron men had invaded the country of the

stone men, aud liad made themselves masters of their settlements, it is morally

certain they would most carefully abstain from the practice of living in huts

built on the tops of timbers thrust into lake bottoms. And, again, if this were
supposable, it is not suppo^able that such heterogeneous populations should drive

tl.L-ir pile?, and lay their platforms, and build and furuish their houses, and
fashion their cliief implements, as was the fact with the lake dwellers, all on the

same model. Nothing is more certain than that the pile dwellings in every age

are constructed in precis.-^ly the same manner; and huw this circumstance can be

made to tally with M. Troyon's theory, or v.-ith any other theory than

that of the race-unity of the "lake-dwelling people, we are at a loss to" under-

stand.

"What, then, was the nationality of the Swiss lake dwellers ? M. Troyon says

that the men of bronze were Celts, and that the men of stone were a pre-Celtic

poiiulatiou. Dr. Keller maintains that all were Celts together. Ills words in

suniiniug up are

:

"Lelieving as we do that the different .settlements in what arc called the

stone, the bronze, and the iron ages, do not indicate a succession of races or the

destriiction of one people by another, but merely ditlerent grades of civilization

among one and the same people, and a continued progress in handieratl ability;

believing also that the lake dwellers did not form a peculiar caste, but, as is showu
at Ebersberg and other places, belonged to the very people who at the same time

lived on the main land ; and knowing that according to the universal opiniim

of many French and English antiquaries, the bronze objects of a peculiar form and
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quite as peculiar oniameutatinn, such as those found in the settlements, both on
the land and in the lakes, have always been attributed to the CeUs ; knowing also

ihat history makes no mention of any other people but the Celts who in the very
o.irliest ages possessed the middle of Europe, and. in later limes received their

civilization from the Romans, we believe that it would be contrary to all the facts

adduced to arrive at any other conclusion but this, that the builders of the lake
dwelling's were a brancli of the Celtic population of Switzerland, but that the
i-arlier settlements belong to tlie pre-historic period, and had already fallen into

decay before tlie CeUs took their placo in the history of Europe.''—F. 313.
To this finding—a finding which sorts exactly with all we know of the

llelveiii and Celtic j:>opulations of Central Europe in general, whether l>om Ca-sar
or other ancient authorities—we give our cordial adhesion. Subject to the
correction of future discovery, we hold with Dr. Keller, tliat our lake dwellers
were a portion of that great Celtic migration which started, when tiie world was
young, from the step[>es and waters of High Asia; that they came, we know not
when, but many hundreds of years before -Christ, into Switzerland, bringing with
llicni the dog, cow, slieep, goat, and horse, understanding agriculture likewise, and
cultivating wheat, barley, and flax ; that moved by some mysterious idiosyncrasj-

of race, and urged by pressure of external circumstances, ttiey addicted themselves
to the strange fashion of living which we have described in the foregoing pages;
and that tlie habit of such a manner of life being formed, and corroboralixl by
their lot, they continued age after age to follow their primeval customs, till

the power and civilization of the Romans came and abolished them for ever.

—

Pp. 423-25.

"Westminster Review, April 18G7. (New York: Reprint.)—1. Italy

and the War of 1666. 2. The Papal Drama. 3. Thomas Hobbes.
4. Contemporary ^lusic and Musical Literature. 5. New America.
6. Jlr. SwinbuJTie's Poetry. 7. The Hopes and Feai-s of Reformers.

The Westminster is the great master and model of infidel litera-

ture, wliose tactics an increasing amount of the American press is

ambitiously struggling to ape. It assails every institution and

doctrine of Christianity ; the Bible, tlie Christ-history, the Church

of all denominations, the pulpit, the religious press and literature;

but in all this persistent process it claims to be Christian, religious,

the true follower of Jesus, and resents with fierceness the bigotry

that questions its really superior religiosity. To all this duplicity

the present number contains a significant passage, which perhaps

furnishes the true key. The assumption of the Christian name is

provisional. It is to last only so long as the power and prestige

of the great orthodox Church overawes a perpendicular pro-

fession of infidelity. When that dread influence expires the name
of Christ will bo repudiated, and the very word Christianity will

be consigned to contempt.

This question of a name has much more importance than would seem at first

sight properly to belong to it; for if the name be retained, it would imply with
niany the retaining of all tl;e accretions and falsities which have gatlicred round
it; and if the name be dropped, the tniths, practical and speculative, which have
been implicated in Christianity, even under its corrupt forms, would appear to

J'oiiie to be rejected with it. Mr. Mackay does not definitely deal with this

question. Periiaps ho would adopt Lessing's solution, calling tlie religion of reason

''the religion of Clirist," in contradistinction to tho "Christian religion "—

a

religion striving to appropriate Christ's sentiments and character instead of idly
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followiiie or worshiping his person. Or, as the liberal Cliristians in tlie Diiicii

Church describe it, by sa3-ing the Christian Ciiureh is founded on a following of

what Christ taugiit. not on a speculation concerning what he was. Still, even to

this extent the historical ground is not so firm beneatti our feet as we should
desire. For if we admit tiiat "tiie true principle of Christianit}'," as we woiil(l

understand it, "as well as of morality, may be called self-regulated liberty; " or,

say that Christianity and morality alike indicate the ''convergence and co!i-

Bistency of freedom anfl obligation," and tliat if the Christian law is a "lawc.f
liberty," (James i. 'J5 ; ii, 12.) • morality admiis no better definition tlian freedoiu

well understood; " or, tliat "love is the fulfilling of the law," with St. Paul, as

with Aristotle it comprehended ju.stice. vjh-rreia dn vjt fiiul a dijfereniiafar Chri<-

tianilyf Or if, when stripped of its husk. Cliristianity is nothing more tlian true

morality, may they nevertlioless legitimately assume the special name of Chris-

tians who have, as a matter of historical fact, derived tlieir morality (with what-

ever "accidents") from tlie personal teaching of Jesus Christ; or here again

must they concede that they have derived it from the teaciiing attributed to a

Christ in some of his words and acts ideal ? In such case, wliatever they miglit

willingly call tliemselves, will others acquiesce in what will be termed the usurp-

ation of a sacred title ? These are of course merely practical questions, and not

sxLch as press for the present for an answer; but sooner or later they will require

one.

This iiot-to-be-tbrgottcn passacje at once exhibits some of the

subterfuges by whicli the Christian name is to be colorably

retained " for the present," and points to the " sooner or later
"

when antichrist Avill reveal himself under liis own true title. How
far behind in this march of boasted "progress" Mall our "Nation"

and "Tribune" lincrer?

German Iicvieics.

SxUDiEN TTsn Kkitiken. (Ess.^ys and Reviews.) 1867. Third Num-
ber. 1. AcTiELis, On the Oath of God with Himself. 2. Schrader,
The Duration of the Secoud Temple. 3. Lindeb, Remarks on some
Pa.«sa!:Tcs of tlie New Testament. 4. Paul, A few more Remarks on

the Time of the Lord's Supper according to John. 5. Zahx, Additional

Rcm.-xrks on the article " Papias of Ilicrapolis." Reviews of Lagarde's

Con^t itutioncs Apostolorum and Chmentina ; "Wolters's Der IleideViergtr

C'ntt:ch'i!iinns\ SciDiiDT, Encydopadie des gesammten L'rzieJtunr/s und

UnU:rrir}itMircsPtis. and of an Anonymous Work on the Reconstruction of

the Established Church of Prussia.

ZEITSCinUFT FUR WlSSEXSCHAFTLICHE TlIEOLOGIE. (JOURNAL FOR SCI-

ENTIFIC Theology.) 1807. Fii-st Xumbcr. 1. Holtzmanx, the Ail-

dress of the E[)istle to the Hebrews. 2. Dr. OvF.unECK, Two New
Testimonies of Papias for the Acts and the Fourth Gospel. 3. Lirsn'^.

the Times of Marcion and Ileracleon. 4. Hilgenfeld, Protestant aud

Roman Opponents. (Tischendorf and Langen.) 5. Merx, Remark ou

the Syriac Translation of the Ignatian Epistles. G. Hilgenfeld. the

Esscnes and Jesus.

The system of the E.ssenes is still a favorite subject of discussion

for German scholars. Most of them agree with Baur and Zelhi",

•who tind its origin in an intluencc of Pythagorism, or at le:!^t

of Orphish-Bacchish Asceticism upon Judaism. Dr. Ewald ^
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opinion that Essenism sprang from the same school of pious meu

^cTi'cn 'AaidaioL) from which previously the Pharisees had sprung,

has been supported only by Dr. Geigcr, a Jewish writer. Dr.

Ritschl, who derived Essenism from a desire to establish a universal

})riesthood of the chosen people of God, has likewise met with but

little approval. Dr. Ililgenfeld, in the above number of the

Journal of Scientific Theology, undertakes to prove the historical

connection of Essenism with Parsism and Buddhism. He is of

opinion that the Jews in Babylonia, even after the destruction of

the Persian empire, constituted the connecting link between the

Jewish religion and the system of Zoroaster, and that the influence

of the former upon the latter was strengthened by the restoration

of a Persian empire under the Arsacida, (250 before Christ.)

Buddhism, on the other hand, had become known outside of India

since Alexander the Great, and had in particular begun to exercise

a strong influence upon Parsism. Dr. Ililgenfeld tlien points out

the doctrines and usages which he tliinks are common to Essenes

and the Magi of Parsism. Both appear as soothsayers, foretellers

of future events. The division into three classes, (novices of the

first years, novices of the two following years, and members of the

order;) the hatchet, girdle, white habit, and sacred l)aths of the

novices ; the solemn oath which Avas taken upon entering the

order, and which was the only oath ever allowed them ; tiie ab-

stention from meat, wine, and bloody sacrifices ; the abandonment

of private property ; the observance of silence before the rising

of the sun; the veneration shown to the sun; the belief in pre-

destination and the peculiar views of a future state— are mentioned

amono: tlie tenets that are conmion to both systems. Manv of

these points are also to be found in Buddhism, to the influence

of which religion Ililgenfeld also traces the distinction of four de-

grees of perfection among the members of the order, the recom-

mendation of celibacy, the belief in the equality of all men, and

the consequent opposition to all kinds of servitude, the prominent

importance attributed to the virtues of compassion and almsgiving.

The influence of Buddhism uj)on Judaism, Dr. Ililgenfeld thinks,

was all the easier, as, according to Buddhist writers. Buddhism,

about the time of the third Q*]cumenieal Council of Buddhism,

which was held in 24 7 or 24G B. C, Avas flourishing at Alexandria,

and as the Therapeuta.* of Egypt show an even greater similarity

with Buddhism than the Essenes of Palestine. Comparing Essen-

ism with the teachings of Christ and the life of the primitive

Church, Dr. Ililgenfeld regards Essenism as the highest approach

of the ante-Christian times toward Christianity, and he thinks that
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the attempt to establish community of goods in the primitive

Church and the lifetime of the apostles seem to indicate a histo-

rical connection with Essenism.

Akt. X.—quarterly BOOK-TABLE.

. Religion^ Theology^ and Biblical Literature.

Homiletics and Past/>ral Theology. By "Wixliam; G. T. Shedd, D.D.,

Baldwin Professor in Union Theological Scmmary, New York City.

8vo., P2X 428. New York : Charles Scribner & Co. ' 1867.

Most of the materials of this volume have passed through several

phases, and have tlius been subjected to the tests of criticism and

time. Dr. Shedd's position for fifteen years in the Auburn The-

ological Seminary brought them before young candidates for tiic

ministry in the form of lectures. As articles in his denominational

Review, a portion of them have awakened considerable interest

;

and now, combined with two or three separate essays, and

tiioroughly revised, they are reproduced in the present A-olunie.

Clear statement, vigorous thought, and an evangelical spirit per-

vade its pages. Most treatises on homiletics are dry and tedious,

])erhaps from their scientific style atid multiplicity of detail.--,

which may be very necessary in works designed to present all

that can be said on the subject; but this is fresh and glowing to

the close. Dr. Shedd writes for practical men, and says all that

such men need. We like the book : we like its principles. ^^ o

wish ihcy might be burned into the souls of the entire ministry of the

land. The doctor Avrites sometimes with a free pen, but we are

not sure but we like those parts the best. He seems to have

selected those rules which, as an instructor, and perliaps in his

own experience, he had found most eflicient in the formation oi a

good i»reaclier, and boldly rejects much that some other writers

liave thought of value, as contributing to confusion and embar-

rassment.

Dr. Shedd sets out with the conviction that the great noe.l

of the Church at the present day is a "masculine and vigorous

rht'toric, weddeii with an earnest and active pastoral zeal." '1'''^

is the key-note of the volume. Preaching is, with him, a speakiu-T

to the popular mind upon the subject of religion with a view to

influence it. Certain facts in regard to God and man are to l>o

established, aiul certain religious truths are to be impressed up""

all who come to hear; and the permanence of the impre-si""
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vhich is made constitutes the true test of excellence in a sermon.

The sermon is not an essay or a treatise, but an address to an

audience. Like an address upon a secular topic, it must be
oratorical in its form and style. It is an oration upon the most
sacred of subjects, "more solid and weighty in its contents, more
serious and earnest in its tone, and more sober in its colorincr

than the deliberative, or judicial, or panegyrical oration of secular

eloquence
;

" but, nevertheless, an oration, employing all the

powers of the mind in an efibrt to move the will of the hearer.

Fundamental to such a " masculine and vigorous rhetoric " is a

thorough understanding of the word of God. The preacher's

spirit must be pervaded by the Spirit of revelation. There is the

truth which must be uttered, given by authoi'ity of God himself

under the inspiration of his Spirit. Exegetical study alone can

give freshness and force to the utterances of the minister, so that

he will speak as the oracles of God, with authority. Preaching

is his business : it is the work to Avhich his life is consecrated, and

to it his best intellectual strength must be given. Let him, then,

be thorough, " a workman that needeth not to be ashamed." There
is a general preparation for it, covering years of study and toil,

as in the cultivation of a homiletic mental habit ; the fornuxtion

of a high ideal of a sermon, with constant elTorts to reach it;

an absolute self-reliance in the immediate construction of a

sermon, discarding .the skeletons and discourses of others, and

never " stealing " them, for that is unnecessary for him who has

formed correct habits, and unwise and wicked for any ; and above

all, the maintenance of a spiritual mind. In the immediate

preparation of the sermon, our author will not allow a word to be

written until the intellect and heart are brought into a fervid and

awakened condition, in which the feelings are warm and glowing.

There is doubtless some power in the truth itself to induce this

state of mind, but it is to be sought especially in devout medita-

tion and earnest prayer. Then let him give himself entirely to the

task of composition, avoiding prolixity, and driving home with all

his might the one idea of the sermon. A preacher who acts upon

these principles will be likely to confine his topics of discourse to

the evangelical doctrines of the Bible ; to speak of sin and guilt,

of grace and redemption, in preference to the more philosophic

themes of immorality and virtue ; to use great directness of style

and speech ; and to take care always to speak with a loving heart

as he rebukes iniquity, and repeats the threatenings of the x\I-

niighty. Such preaching cannot fail to do good, and it is needed

everywhere.

FouKTu Series, Vol. XIX.—29
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As to style, Dr. Shedd's work itself illustrates the three

essential properties which he names, plainness, force, and beauty.

.He finds, too, really, only three classes of sermons, the topical,

textual, and expository. He advises that one sermon of each

Sabbath be extemporaneous, that is, unwritten, but as thoroughly

thought out as if it were written. The chapter devoted to the

department of liturgies is not the least important or interesting

;

and the subject is one that deserves a better attention than is

sometimes given it, especially as regards the selection and reading

of hymns and the Holy Scriptures.

Rather more than one fourth of the volume is devoted to

pastoral theology. Dr. Shedd has an exalted view of the office

of pastor, and the only correct one. "The foundation of influence

in parochial life," he says, " is in the clergyman's character, and

the root of clerical character is piety." The pastor is the preacher

speaking to individuals privately and personally, going from hou^'

to house, and making himself felt religiously in the social aiil

domestic life of his people. The pastor's very calling demautls

eminent spirituality, and tends to its culture. His position re-

quires a high intellectual character, that he may exert an influenrc

upon all classes of men. These thouglits are fully elaborated, n-^

are also the duties of pastoral visiting and catechizing, and in a

charming style. The author is, on these topics, a decided con-

servative. He knows no new and patented mode of ministerial

life, by which what some think its drudgery may be avoided, and

the Church still built up. The only path he knows is that ft

patient, hard, earnest toil. It is, indeed, the only path which m

the long run leads to real success. !>• ^' "^^'•

Studies in the Gospels. By Richaiid Cixenevix Trench, D.D., Arc'.-

bishop of Dublin. 8to., pp. 326. New York : Charles Scrxbncr vV

Company. 18G7.

"Have little or nothing to do with commentaries," said an <> i

clerical wiseacre to a young inquiring minister ;
" let commentaru'"-

alone, and your preaching will at least be original, your ideas nvi-J

be Your own." " Have nothing to do with books on the star-.

as well might an old professor say to a young astronomer; '

at the skies and your thoughts will be original, and quite >>•

own." Tills young astronomer would thereby know httlo
y!^

astronomy; and this young preacher would know just :i> ''t-'

of the depth of Scripture truth. The simple looker at the j1>i>->

has from time imniemorial been able to guide his bark satcl\ ;
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the north star ; and the simple reader of tlie Bible has been able

to direct his path to the blessed haven. But what knows the former

of the immensity of God's system of worlds ; and what knows the

latter of the immense depth of God's truth in his word? The
advances in natural science have hardly been more unequivocal

than the advances in expository science. If any one doqbts this,

let him read the Gospel narrative of the Temptation as most
persons read it thirty years ago, or as it appears in Clarke's Com-
mentary, and then read it in the light of Dr. Trench's exposition,

to say nothing of those which have preceded it during the last ten

years ; and surely he must admit that commentary on God's word
is a most advancing science ; and that he who neglects it is very
likely to be quite unfit to expound the word of God in the Church
of God.

Dr. Trench's expositions in tiie present volume are tlie result of

an extensive miscellaneous reading, of a close Scrutiny of the

sacred text, and especially of a wide and thorough study of

—

CoMMEXTATORS ; commeutators ancient and modern, commentators
Catholic and Protestant, commentators in Greek and Latin, in

German, French, and English, And it is wonderful to note how
much the jejuneness of the commentators of fifty years ago resulted

from neglect of tiie ancient commentators. Dr. Trench's special

favorites are Augustine, Gregory the Great, and Maldonatus.

How deep, copious, and acute his expositions thence become, those

who are familiar with his works on the Miracles and on the

Parables may readily anticipate ; for although the present volume
can scarce be considered equal to those of its predecessors, yet it

is amply worthy their learned author.

Sixteen passages from the Gospels are treated ; of which the

Temptation, the Samaritan Woman, the Transfiguration, and the

Penitent Thief are the principal. In our few notes here on Dr.

Trench, our readers must allow us to refer freely to our own labors

over the same ground. The lovers of Scripture exj>osition must
not infer from our touching upon points of disagreement only that

Ihey will not find this volume a rich treat.

On the Temptation Dr. Trench clearly and forcibly illustrates

the fact that Satan proposed to Christ to become—^just what tiie

M"orld would have its Messiah be—AxTiciiiast; the false Christ

which Secularism and Rationalism to this hour are worshipino;.

^N hen he comes to the question. Could Christ have sinned ? lie

notices the argument that moral merit in refusini:^ requires possi-

bility of consenting ; but he still maintains an inqyossiblliti/, m the

instance of Jesus, falsely imagining that he clears the difficulty by
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pronouncing it a '•'•nioraV impossihillty. What is this moral im-

possibilify ? If it means sucli a measurement of psychological mo-

tive force upon the will as to render the yielding to sin sequently

impossible to the will by the law of cause and eifect, or of antece-

dent and consequent, then moral merit is destroyed. If it does not

mean tliis, thun there is no " impossibility," moral or no]]-moral,

in the case. If it docs mean this, then there was no moral desert.

Dr. Trench wanders from the point Avhen he tells us that there

•was here in Christ " something higlier than free-will," (liberuiu

arbitrium,) namely, the blessed 7iecessity of good, (beata necessitas

boni.) The question is not how high the elements here are; but

are there the conditions of moi'al merit or demerit ? Was Christ

a free agent, able to accept or reject ? And any necessity, moral

or physical, high or low, that excludes that alternative power, voids

the merit of the act. Such is the sound old Arniiniau doctrine.

Dr. Trench, in his exposition of the two disciples walking from

Emmaus, dismisses summarily the belief that one of the two was

Luke himself We could wish that the reader would compare our

argument (on Luke xxiv, 13) in f^ivor of that belief Xor is it a!i

unimportant ]>oint ; for if Luke was at Jerusalem at this time, lie

was also })robably present at the scene of Pentecost, (as we hojuj

to make plausible in a future volume.) and was himself part oftlie

first Jerusalem Church, w-hose early history he so richly deseriho:-.

Those who have read Kenan's " Apostles" will see how such a view

refutes his assaults upon the credibility of the first half of Acts.

Dr. Trench, in his exposition of the Penitent Thief, discard'^

the plain statement of an evangelist that both thieves at lirsi

reviled Christ. We have shown, however, we trust, in our com-

mentary on Matt, xxvii, 45-50, and 55-Gl, th.at this relenting

of the thief from a ]>revious reviling prrfeclly synchronized wiih a

relenting of all present at the crucitixiou, during and succeedin.:

the hours of darkness and earthquake. This general relenting i-= :'

point suggested by Blunt; but has been overlooked, we belit-V'',

universally by commentators, and its solution of the change in th'.-

penitent thief has been entirely unseen. The same change tonk

j^lace, for instance, in the Centurion who first crucified and tlu'a

confessed Jesus to be Son of God.

The Minor Prophets. With Notes, Critical, Explanatory, and Practir.tJ

:

designed for both Pastors and People. By Rev. Hemrt Co^^ '•*"•

13m()., pp. 424. Now York : D. Appleton tt Co. 1867.

Ouii judgment of this work will be best expressed by coniparui-:

it with others occupying the same field of investigation

—

takui-
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into view the author's aim, and ascertaining how far he has been

successful in reaching it. Passing by the voluminous comment-

aries of those who have undertaken to expound the whole of the

sacred writings, and even the works of a few who have made the

interpretation of prophecy a special study, (such as Bishop New-

ton, now nearly obsolete,) we notice first of all the "Critical,

Philological, and Exegetical Commentary of Henderson, which has

been highly and deservedly esteemed by every diligent and earnest

student of the Bible for its philological research and critical acumen ;

and for the learning, trustworthiness, and practical value of its notes,

entitling it to a place in every minister's library ; and which has

not been wholly superseded by any later works on the same portions

of Holy Scripture. We observe, next, the incomparable " Ex-

planatory and Practical " Commentary of Dr. Pusey, Regius Pro-

fessor of Hebrew in the University of Oxford, and Canon of Christ

Church, of which only three parts have yet appeared, (Hosea to

Micah,) a work on which the author informs us he has spent

more than thirty years. From a scholar and divine at once so

learned, laborious, and devout, we are prepared to expect much ;

nor does his ^^'ork disappoint us. It stands, like the wisdom and

glory of Solomon, uncqualed by all that have preceded it, and we

may venture to say, will be long unsurpassed by any that shall

come after it. If an expositor of the Holy Scriptures is bound to

furnish a faithful rendering of the original text, to "give the

sense," and "cause" us "to understand the reading," then

Dr. Pusey has ably met the obligation, having given us throughout

the literal meaning of the text, evolved, after mature study, with-

out needless show of learning, or embarrassing and diverting dis-

cussion. He seldom departs from our standard English version,

except where the translators have failed to understand and repre-

sent the original ; and he invariably justifies the changes he makes.

While he diligently uses grammars, lexicons, ancient and modern

versions, and examines " every commentator likely or unhkely

to contribute anything to the understanding of the sacred text,"

he is careful not to be nsed by any of them. His pages are not

sprinkled with Hebrew or xVrabic type, nor the dimensions of his

exposition swollen with an array of names and authorities ex-

hibited for display—quoted to be confuted, or to sustain his own

interpretations. Such pedantry Dr. Pusey studiously eschews,

esteeming it as valueless as it is cheap and popular. He presents

us with the results of the latest and ripest criticism, without ex-

hibiting the process by which it was reached. He sets before us

the majestic and stately temple unsurrounded by the unsightly
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scaffolding employed in its erection ; and even brings us within
its. sacred precincts, where we behold the transcendent beautv of
its treasures, influencing our faith, reverence, and obedience. In

a word, he has developed "the meaning of Holy Scripture out
of Holy Scripture itself;" and exhibits to his readers "truth side

by side with the fou.ntain from which it is drawn, enabling thcni

to see something more of its riches than a passer-by or a careless

reader sees upon its surface." \V"e hope soon to pos.sess it com-
pleted, and that an American edition of it may be speedily

brought out. To ministers especially we heartily commend it.

The work of Mr, Cowles is unlike either of the former in not a
few respects. It is less critical and philological than Henderson's,
and is neither so scholarly, copious, and practical as Pusey's.

Nevertheless, to thousands in America, to whom these works are

almost inaccessible, it will prove of high value. His method is to

" meet the wants, not of Hebrew scholars only or chiefly, but
of all English readers;" and "specially those who have been and
are yet to be trained to thoughtful study of God's word in Sab-

bath-schools and Bible classes, and, indeed, all those lav men and
women who lo\e the sacred Scriptures, and Avho naturally wish to

know their full and precise meaning." In the main, it has been
his " plan to give results only, and not the processes by whifh
they have been reached," yet points of great practical interest

and value. For example, " those prophecies respecting Messiah and
his kingdom which yet remain in part to be fulfilled," he has
" deemed it important to discuss fundamentally and thoroughly,

so that the reader may see what principles of interpretation " he

"'adopts," and why; and also, to what results they have led

him. Here we may properly inquire. How far has our author been

successful in accomplishing what he has undertaken ? Admirably
well, we reply, according to our humble judgment. The primary
" sense " of the prophet's language is in most instances clearly ap-

prehended, and expressed with commendable brevity and force

;

and this is no small praise, and we cheerfully accord it. His prin-

ciples of prophetic interpretation we would pronounce sound and

evangelical, avoiding the extremes of unbridled rationalism on the

one liand, and of an overstrained supernaturalism on the oth-'f-

Without pledging ourselves to every interpretation Avhich he har«

given, we allow that he has, nevertheless, sup])lied us with a

valuable "help to the better understanding" of a portion of the

Holy Scriptures, on which it is by no means easy to write a s:iti>-

factory commentary. Two dissertations, one " On the Criteria l'«>r

distinguishing, in the Prophetic Life, between things seen and doi>«
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in vision only, and things done in fact," and another, " On the two

Millennial Theories," add something to the worth of the book, .On

the whole, for ministers—who in this age of public activity have

but little time critically to examine the text and the original for

themselves—and also for enlightened private students of God's

Book, this work will prove invaluable. "We heartily conmiend it

to their attention, and thank the author for it. k. b. h.

JJeleria's Household-. A Tale of Rome in the First Century. 12mo.,

pp. 422. Kew York: Eobert Carter & Brothers. 1SG7.

The narrative in this volume opens with the approach of St.

Paul to Rome in charge of Julius the centurion, and in company

with Luke and the Christians who had come as far as Appii

P^'orum and Tres Tabernae to meet them. Helena, a spiritual

Athenian woman, who had in her youth been taught with her

brother Cineas in the philosophy of Plato, is the wife of Labeo,

one of the Sulpicii, and, in spirit, a proud representative of the true

Koman, who in Britain was the heroic soldier, but whose great

heart was devoted to her, and Marcus their little son. Her con-

versations with Cineas disclose the cravings of her soul for %vhat

philosophy could not give, a communion with God, and a con-

sciousness of his interest in her. Cineas delights in his sublime

intellectual perceptions of the Deity ; but she must know that God
loves. The repetition of the Lord's prayer by Marcus, overheard

by her, gave the first intimation of the actual fatherhood of God.

The child, who had learned from his Christian nurse the story of

Jesus, becomes his mother's teacher in the first truths of the

Gospel, which like a little child she receives, and in^which she

finds rest to her soul. Xo character is more artless or natural

than this child, who by his gentle love conquers the brave but

barbaric Briton whom his sympathy had delivered from death.

Tlie court of Xero, with its vices and infiimies, is sufiiciently laid

open before us to show the central power of all the hate and

opposition to Christianity. The hour of persecution comes, and

we are led to the catacombs, where Helena and Marcus find a

refuge after their escape from prison, and where to-day may be

lead most sad memorials of those days of sutiering. Xeither the

nervous, sensitive child, nor his mother, ever recovered from the

terrible impressions then made; but the triumphant hope of im-

niortality in which they died, proved long afterward a power

which drew other souls to the foot of the cross. Cineas, the

sorrowing mourner, can find nothing in Plato, or Pindar, or
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^schylns to comfort him. Labeo, disgusted with the court,

bereaved of his heart's idols, and utterly disconsolate, finds no

peace in arms, no hope in philosophy. The ministry of sorrows

drives them to the Man of sorrows, whose embassadors they after-

ward become.

It is not an easy literary task to reproduce a picture of a period

KO different from our ow^n times, and in which so many different

and contrary elements are involved ; but our author has succeeded

to an extent truly gratifying. Isaac, the learned and faithful

slave, but bigoted Jew ; Hegio, the unprincipled Syrian ; Galdus,

the Briton, whose sense of justice rewards the treachery of Ilegio

by contriving his summary execution as a Christian ; Julius the

centurion, are, with others, characters represented with great

accuracy. The volume shows not only an acquaintance with the

facts of history, but a penetration into the spirit of the Greek

philosophy, and the profounder and more spiritual truths of the

Gospel. D, A. w.

Cychpedia of Biblical, Theological, and Ecclesiastieal Literature. Prepared
bv the Rev. John M'Cltxtock, D. D., and Jameb Strong, S. T. D.

Vol. i, Svc, pp. 947. A-B. New York : Harper & Brothers. 1867.

"VYe congratulate the authors and the Church upon the appear-

ance of this first installment of the long promised Cyclopedia.

"With us the delay seems not unreasonably long. There are those

who seem to imagine that a thorough commentary or cyclopedia

can be rolled ofi' by the author, in addition to other multifarious

labors, as rapidly and as easily as by the reader. But the witty

Sheridan once well remarked that " easy reading is terribly hard

writing." -The rail-track without a jar to the rider, is a result of

mighty labor as well as of exact science by the layer. Let us

" Icnrn to labor, and to wait " for those who labor. Meanwhile

we hope that there may be no failure to complete a work whose

opening promises so largely, nor failure of success with the public

after completion.

The attainment of a perfect sacred encyclopedia must be the

cumulative result of the many successive attempts ofmany success-

ive laborers. Each successor must select, add to, and coniplete

the labors of its predecessor. The finale^ so far as such a thing

can be reached, must be, so to speak, all-embracing. The sacred

scholar needs but one religious cyclopedia in his library, and that

should yield him always the thing he can properly inquire for. A
simply biblical encyclopedia, that tells nothing oftheology, a bihlieo

theological dictionary that gives no ecclesiastical history or sacred
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biography, will not serve. Such separation renders too many
books necessary. Hence Drs. ]M'Clintock and Strong have done

uisely in giving us a complete Thesaurus for the library of every

minister and Christian scholar. It is a grand step beyond any

previously completed attempt in the language.

The vi'ork is fairer than any previous work of the kind. Our
Calvinistic brethren will doubtless pronounce it one-sided, in sad

forgetfulness that it but restores the balance from an old one-sidcd-

ness. It takes in a large amount of English and American matter of

which Germany is ignorant. The one-sidedness of Hertzog may be

recognized by looking at his treatment of the great men on the

opposite sides of the Armiuian discussion, in which, for instance,

the reader will look in vain for the great name of Curcclla3us.

The present writers may have cai-ried their introduction of clerical

names and biographies perhaps questionably far, but they have

been unquestionably impartial.

The great merits of tlie work, its great utility to our ministers,

require that it should be amply sustained. It must specially be

sustained by our own Church. It will be in itself a minister's

library.

The present work will be the subject of a future Quarterly

article.

A KeiD Translation of Job, Ecdesiastes, and tJie Canticles. "With Intro-

ductions and Xotes, chiefly explanatory. By George R. Noyks, D.D.,
Ilancock Professor of Hebrew, and Dexter Lecturer in Harvard Uni-
versity. Third edition, carefully revised, with additional notes.

12mo., pp. 351. Boston : American Unitarian Association. 18G7.

A NciD Translation of the Booh of Psalms, and of the Proverbs. With
Introductions and Notes. cLieflv explanatory. By Geokge K. Notes,
D. D., Ilancock Professor of Hebrew, etc., and Dexter Lecturer in

Harvard University. Third edition, 12mo., pp. 421. Boston : Amei-ican
Unitarian Association. 18G7.

I)r. Noyes's hue volumes are to us an adumbration how much
niiglit be done, and how much is not done, by our Old Testament
Scholars, in bringing out the holy classics in their own true beauty
bolure the Christian public. He gives to sacred scholarship much
ot the attractiveness of elegant literature. His work is done,
ol course, from the Rationalistic standpoint; but it is well for us
to poe what at its best estate that standpoint can furnish. His
t-xjiositions are underlaid with no doctrinal depth, and inspired

^vith very little evangelic spirit, being below the spiritual level

C'f either the Jewish or the Christian Church. And yet to our

rnuiistry, so small a minority of whom study the insi^ired originals,
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we strongly recommend tliese volumes as special aids in bringiii<r

the mind to a clear appreciation of the real nature of the old

Hebrew records.

Dr. Noyes is neither obtrusive nor dogmatical in the statement

of his views. The great body of his translation is unaffected by

their peculiarity, and might have been written by a ^Methodi^t

scholar. Generally, where the passage requires it, he rather states

the different views than argues either. He sees no Messiah in the

Psalms; no Christ, we suppose, in the Old Testament. To our

view, if Christ is not in the Old Testament there is no Christ at

all. We suppose that " Jesus, who is called Christ," knew a great

deal better than any of us the meaning of the Old Testament

prophecy ; and if Jesus, even after his resurrection, (Luke xxiv,

44-^7,) did not find himself in the prophets and the psalms, tlun

the New Testament is a very unreliable book, and Christianity us

therein taught contains a great deal more falsehood than truth.

So it appears to us
;
perhaps not so to Dr. Xoyes ; and if his piety

finds its best nutriment in his thin system, it is no wish of ours to

quench the smoking flax. Thus much, however, we may say, that

however alimentary it may be to his spiritual taste, it could exoi t

little power over the secular body, and would possess no self-

sustaining vitality amid the surging deluge of a sensual age. Tin'

left wing of Uiiitarianism is at this hour proclaiming the prarii-

cability of a true piety in Atheism.

American Editvm of Dr. William Smith's Dictionary of the B'ible. Uevi.-xJ

and Edited by Professor H. B. IIackett, D. D., with the co-operatii a

, of ;Mr. Ezra Abbot, A. M., Assistant Librarian of Harvard Uuiversitv.

8vo., pp. 221. Nos. 1 and 2. New York : Hurd & Houghton. l>t5T.

Biblical Scholars will gladly welcome the issue of an Ainerii--:-

edition of Smith's valuable Dictionary of the Bible, edited l»y >"
\

accomplished a scholar as Dr. Hackett, from the press of Hunl i^ \

Houghton. The work, as first published, distanced all its Engi:-!'

rivals, and as republished in America is a great improvement ui""'

the English edition. It is more judiciously arranged, an iminei:-'-

mass of corrections have been made, illustrations from late Orii!i(:d

researches have been incorporated, new articles have been fin ni-^ln'l,

fuller recognition of Ameiican scholars and works has been in;i'i''-

The results of the very latest researches are gathered, Auk"'^'

the American contributors to the present edition we find Coiki"-

Schair, Shedd, H. B. Smith, W. F. Warren, and President W.^l^' )

Dr. Hackett's notes are numerous and valuable. It ^viil I*

published by subscription, medium octavo size, in monthly nuuih^f

"
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of one hundred and twelve pages each. It is doubtless the best

purely biblical dictionary published.

We note the following passage on the Adamic name

:

The generic term Adam, man, becomes in the case of the first man a denomi-

iidtive. Supposing: tlie Hebrew language to represent accurately the primary ideas

euiinected vith the formation of man. it would seem tlrat the appellation bestowed

by God was given to keep alive in Adam the memory of his mortal nature

;

whereas the name by which ho preferred to designate himself was Ish, a man of

substance or worth. (Gen. ii. 23.)

TTie Christ of the Apostles' Creed the Voice of the Church agaimt Arianism,

JStrauss, and licnan. With an Appendix by Rev. W. A. Scott, D. D.

Pastor of the Forty-second-street Church, New York. 13mo., pp. 432.

Anson D. F. Randolph. 1867.

Dr. Scott here furnishes that view of Christ maintained by the

New Testament Church from the first advent to the second. Infi-

dels and Kationalists can frame what fancy sketches they please;

the gospels, the epistles, and the primitive creed furnish the data,

trusting to which the Church of the faithful f^els no difficulty in

finding her Lord. Dr. Scott makes use of the great expounders

of the creed, Witsius, Pearson, and others, yet shapes and modifies

the Avhole with an independent mind. Some defects of method

and style in these lectures arise from their pulpit origin. They

are better adapted to inform and confirm the believer than to

battle and baffle the thorough-bred skeptic. But the inquiring and

intelligent Christian will find ]>rofit in their study.

Dr. Scott quotes from Sir \Yilliam Rowan Hamilton an ingenious

Buggestion that our Lord was ten days in ascending to the highest

heaven. His body moved through s;>rtce and required time, as we
see by its "gradually receding from the eyes of the apostles. It

went from one spot, the Idll of Bethany, to another spot, where it

now is. What was the amount of time in this passage through

space from point to point ? We know, at any rate, that the Spirit

was not to be sent until his full ascension, and we know that it

was just ten days after that the Spirit was sent; that is, ten days

from the Ascension to the Pentecost.

Out of ITarneM. Sketches, Narrative and Descriptive. By Thomas
GuTxrRiE, D.D. Crown 8vo., pp. 388. New York: Robert Carter &
Brothers. 18G7.

'Hie same beautiful simplicity and tender ])athos which so strongly

characterize former volumes of Dr. Guthrie are cons})iciious in

these sketches. His earnest, afiectionate nature, his generous

sympathy with every movement for Christ and humanity, his
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large and noble chavity, are impressed upon every page. The

style is peculiarly his own. It is so easy and conversational that

we almost forget that we hold a printed book in our hand, and

seem to hear the author speaking, and to see the very things

which he describes, whether it be the " Winter Gale " at Brighton,

the Methodist " Vratchnight " at Edinburgh, or the dying scene

of the "Unforgiving and Unforgiven."

Thou<:ch Dr. Guthrie is one of Scotland's most brilliant preachers,

his souCas was Chalmers's, is burdened with the condition of the

ignorant and heathen masses that swarm in large cities. The first

five or six years of his ministry in Edinburgh were chiefly devoted

to that class of the population. Several of the sketches in the

present volume introduce us to scenes in his labors in the Cow-

gate, which may serve to shed light upon the problem now

forcing itself u})on Christian minds in our own land respecting the

evangelization of the same class in our midst. Chalmers, Guthrie,

and Hanna, personally engaging in such lowly ministry, become an

example to all Christian people of every land and name.

Foreign Theological PuUicaiions*

Reden an GehtlicTie am der' Kirchliehen Ocgenwart. Elf Conferens vor-

trage in don Jalircn 1860-1865 gehalten. Von Dr. Louis BERNHAhu

RuLiN-Cr, Pastor Primarius zu Budis^in. Hicrzu als Anhaug drei Aii-"

sprachen an Junglmge. Svc, pp. 275. Leipzig: Uinrichs. 1866.

The author's concluding words of introduction indicate the s})irii

of his volume :
" There is no other salvation, either for the Church,

the State, the school, the people, the family, or the individual sm','.

than in Jesus Christ! " The work consists of addresses delivfioi

on public occasions, mostly pastoral conferences. While a numh^r

of the topics are of interest to the German public only, the nw-i

are of almost universal application in Protestant Christendoin.

Dr. Iliiling has charge of a large parish, including about ten th>".i-

sand souls; and since his volume is chiefly made up of discussMi-

immediately or remotely connected with the Church in its mam!-
_

relations, his statements are entitled to careful consideration,

speaks in the light of his own experience, and his words are tla'-j-

fore doubly vahiable. Several of the addresses have previous ;>

* Our notio.'S of Gorman publications, which have hitiierto been furni?lu><
^

.-^

Dr. Warren-, will now come from the pen of Dr. J. F. Hurst, of Bremen, a"-

of the " History of Rationalism.'
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appeared in the bomiletical journal, Gesetz Unci Zeugniss^ but the

most of thera are now in print for the first time.

The work is divided into two parts. Part First contains five

edifying addresses entitled, Christ is where the Spirit of Truth is;

Trowel and Sword ; Priest and Samaritan ; liejoice not against me,

O mine enemy! How can we make this Church Conference a

Holy-rood day ? Part Second is occupied altogether by lectures

of a higher literary order, bearing the following titles : On the

Preaching required by the Times ; On the Relations of the Divorce

Question to Church and State ; On the Relation of the School to

the Church ; Church or Congregation V Lutheran Observations on

the Jubilee Celebration of the Heidelberg Catechism ; On the

Moral Condition of the Rural Population of Germany. Besides

these there is an appendix, comprising three stirring addresses to

young peoj^le.

The standpoint of Dr. Ruling is thoroughly orthodox, we may
say earnestly evannelical. His lecture on the " Preaching required

by the Times " is a clarion note for a higher style of pulpit minis-

tration than Germany has been favored with for many a long, dark

year. Taking up the question at the outset, " What must we
preach ? " he says :

" God's word is our reason, and not merely by
fragments but as a whole, for God's word is a unit. Here we all

unite; Christ is the whole Divine Word, and therefore the proph-

ecy concerning Christ has its fulfillment in Christ ; as well the school-

master leading us to Christ, as the grace and truth revealed in

Christ, the whole, Clirist ; that is, not merely his synoptical but his

Johannean form ; not merely as he is reflected in Paul, but as he is

reflected in Peter and James. The whole Christ ; not merely tlie

type, but the Redeemer ; not only the Crucified, but the Risen

One ; not only the Prophet, but the King ; not only the Man, but

the God-Man !
" La}'ing down his basis for preaching in these

^vords, the author next describes the necessity ofpreachiytg in such

a way as the time^ require^ or else a large number of sermons must
fail in application. Xot that the Gospel should be wrested from
its original shape to conform to the changes of human society, but
that the method of its presentation be such as can best suit the

people who hear it. In order to warn young mmisters against fall-

hig beneath the dignity of their office, he calls to mind the sad

c^se of Toscher, who preached the whole of the year 1722 on the

Sovereignty of God ; celebrated the first Sunday after Advent
'>y a discourse on The Multitude of People on the Earth ; third

Siuiday after Advent, by one on Remarkable Prospects and Views ;

^-i>iphany, by one on The Stars ; second Sunday after Epiphany,
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by one on Merrymnkiug and Masquerades ; Palm Sunday, by oiio

on All Kinds of Accidents ; Easter, by one on the Growth of

Plants ; and on another easter day by a discourse on Remarkable

Journeys. Carpzov and his successor used to enlighten their con-

gregations by sermons on Christ as the best mechanic, the be>t

cloth-maker, the best linen-M'eavcr, the best lantern-maker. TIk'

preaching which Ruling would have is derived immediately from

the Holy Scriptures, and is aimed directly at the heart, for its con-

viction, regeneration, and final salvation. We have never met in

the German language a more fitting word on the diction of a

preacher of the Gospel ; and in transferring it, our regret is that

we cannot present whole pages of the lecture for the special atten-

tion of the clerical readers of the Quarterly. " There should be

few rules," says the doctor ;
" a character pervaded by Christ will

certainly be able to find its diction. This style suits one, that

another. Icaimot [-rescribe much for you. I would not dare to try

to speak like Harms, or Krunimachcr, or Ahlfeld. . . . Then I sliould

cease to be a preacher and become a comedian. The one Gospel

contains the greatest variety of expression, and we only know one

general rule : that God wishes to speak through our mouth,i^ewrrpt'n-wr.

... It is God's people whom we have before us. Let us rely in

the main on the promise that 'it shall be given u?,' not merely ~i,

but also T^Cjq XaXrinnusv \ but we should remember that not only

internal and external oratorical organs, not only understanding and

memory, mouth and hand, but the xohole man, belong to the ttw?".

The great thing, not merely for our day but for oil times, still

stands; wherever the Gospel is preached in the world, the preacher

himself and his entire family are constantly preaching. The life

may edify without the preached word, hut the preached icord can

never avail trithout the life too. The preacher who in our tin'.*--

will accomplish anytliing—in a time which points its finger directly

at the preacher—niust be faultless in doctrine, irreproachable in lite

;

he must not only be learned, he must also be converted ; he must

not only be vocatus, but also renatus. Without this attribute tlie

best preaching amounts to nothing. If the preacher himselt

amounts to nothing, then his eloquence is no virtue. It must bo

said of us, as it was said of Basil the Martyr, ' His preaching w;^''

like thunder, because his life was the lightning that belonged to it

;

or, as it was said of the Reformers, 'The truth not only thundero>l.

but it blazed forth from themselves.'"

This whole lectm-e, toirether with two or three more in the vani-

able work of Dr. Ruling, are richly deserving an English tran-'i^'

lion. But as they were all called forth by the exigencies surrouiui-
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ing the German Church, as well as by many -vvithin it, we would
rather know that the volume has a wide circle of readers in Ger-

many than to hear of its appearance in an English dress. It is a

worthy rejDresentative of the vigorous efibrts, now liappily multi-

plying, toward spiritual renovation ; and as such we wish it great

puccess.

Preiigten iibcr die Epid^lischen Perii-oprn. Von Dr. FiirEDKiCH Am.FELD,
Pastor zu St. Nicolai in Leipzig. 8vo., pp. viii, 730. Halle : Mulilmann.
1867.

A bulky volume of sermons by one of the most celebrated preach-

ers in Germany. He makes no attempt to disguise the real charac-

ter of his book by giving it some name likely to lead people to

think that it had never before been preached, as is now the custom

in Scotland, and to some extent in the United States. It does not

require a minute's time to discover the character of the book, for

plain "Sermons" stands on the title-page. Sixteen years ago Dr.

Ahlfeld published a volume of sermons on the Gospels, and he
pleads two excuses for issuing the present one on the Epistles,

The Ji)'st is, that in the space of sixteen years he has learned a

great many lessons on the care of souls and the life of the Church

;

the second is the old story of the wish of friends having had much
to do with the publication of the present Mork. In the volume

tliere are seventy-two sermons in all, the length of each being

nuich shorter than most American sermons. The titles are very

attractive, and might be called by severe critics fanciful, if not

sometimes puerile. We give a few as specimens : The Second
Leaf in the Christian's School-Book, (Rom. xiii, 8-10;) The Best

Path to the New Year lies through Bethlehem, (Gal. iii, 23-29
;)

The Love born of the Lord is the most beautiful Flower in Chris-

tian Life, (1 Cur. xiii, 1-13 ;) Isaiah the first plain Christmas 3Ies-

f^enger, (Isaiah vii, 10-16 ;) Three Days from Life, (John vi, 67-09,

and Luke xxii, 54-62 ;) Tlie Wonder Ways of the Holy Ghost,

(Acts ii, 1-13 ;) The true Medicine to drive off the Bitterness and

Danger of Sorrow, (1 Pet. v, 0-11 ;) A Harvest Wreath for God's

Honor, (Deut. viii, 7-lS.)

It -would be rasli to judge from such titles that the sermons

^vhich follow them are mere appeals for attention and applause.

Just the reverse. The volume abountls in startling incidents, such
a» a large parish always furnishes ; in plain and concise statements

of Christian doctrine ; in searching exhortation to the sleeping

f^oul; in beautiful and touching descriptions of Christian life; and

"» that true pathos which is derived from a humble contemjila-
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tion of the Cross, and reliance on Him whose death it symboli/.i.s.

In comparing tliis last fruit of Dr. Ahlfeld's pulpit labors Avith

some of his previous ones we find it in advance of them all. Take,

for example, his method of division. In previous sermons he fre-

quently ado])ted a rhythmical style, and sometimes at the ex})ense

of fjood thought as well as by doing violence to the text itself.

From a volume published as late as 18G0 we select his plan of a

sermon on " What sort of an Impression did the first Christinas

Sermon make?" (Luke ii, 15-20.) If we were to translate the

heads we would of course have to destroy the meter. In answer

to the question of the text they run thus :

1. Sie suchen das Kindleiu in Kripp'uud stall,

2. Sic brciten das Wort aus iiberall,

3. Sie loben Gott mit frohlichcn Schall.

Another specimen of a sermon metrically divided. The topic

is, " What do you see on the Cross of Christ ? " (Luke xxiii, 24-47.)

The answer, oontaijiing all the divisions, is :

1. Die Liebe, die um uus wirbt,

2. Die Liebe, die fur uns stirbt,

3. Die Liebe, die nie verdirbt.

We are glad to say that such a fantastic method of analyzing is

rarely, if at all, adopted in this latest work of Dr. Ahlfeld. But

yet we cannot say much for his skill in grasping the whole truth

of a passage of Scripture. His treatment is too often one-sidfl.

The only range of thought he gives to a sermon on Patience is to

tell sim))ly Avhat jiatience does: 1. It does not desire empty honor;

2. It helps the fallen brother; 3. It bears his burden. Many li

young Methodist itinerant, just entering the work of the ministry,

could make a more comprehensive division than that one. A^

more fivorable specimens of division we may name the following

:

Sermon on Kom. vi, 19-23, divided thus : 1. The Difterent Masters

;

2. The Ditferent Services; 3. The Diflerent Rewards. Sermon "U

1 Thess. iv, 13-lS, thus divided : 1. lie xVwakens the Dead; 2. lb

Clothes the Living with a new Body; 3. He takes them all ^vitll

him into the Kingdom of his Glory. We do not know a work

which gives a fairer exhibition of the better class of sernir.n-

jtreached in the evangelical pulpits of Germany than this one ;

though we do not mean to place it beside those of Krummacli'''-

Tholuck, and some others that we might name, in profundity '''

thought, or in tliat many-sided view of a subject for which "\\ e-.''>i

and in a less degree, Chalmers, were distinguished. The serni''!;-'

of Dr. Ahlfeld have been read by tens of thousands, and we e.i^

only wish for the present and best volume that he has ever p''"'
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lished that it may be even more useful than its predecessors in

awakening and edifying those for whom Christ has died.

B9>€lund Natur. Vorlesungen uber die Mosaische Urgeschichte und ihr
Verlifiltniss zu den Ergebnissen der Naturforschung. Yon Dr. F.
IIeinrich RETJscn, Prof, der Theologie an der Universit;lt zu Bonn.
Zweite umgearbeitete Auliage. Freiburg in Breisgau. 1866.

The question whether the Bible and science are opposed, lo each

other has provoked much earnest discussion in late years. The
work of Professor Reuscli is from a Roman Catholic point of view,

but it possesses an interest and value to the Protestant mind. It

is an attempt to show that the so-c\lled opposition between science

and revelation is not real, but purely fanciful ; and that the author-

ity of the Scriptures, as a divine revelation, has never been shaken,

and never can be disturbed by scientific investigation. The author

goes through his apologetic undertaking with an earnest spirit,

having adopted as his plan an explanation of that part of the

Bible which is usually claimed by skeptics to be in most violent

opposition to the results of science. He lays down as the basis of

his discussion this })rinciple :
" The supernatural revelation has

never the purpose of enriching our profane knowledge ; therefore

the Bible has nowhere tlie purpose of giving us strictly scientific

information." In proof of this position a series of te^imonies of

both Piotestant and Catholic writers is adduced with great ibrce.

But the professor does not take a depreciative view of the labors

of eminent scientific investigators ; in fact, the sections in " The
Task of Natural Science," and " Natural Science and Faith not

Enemies," are abundant in tributes to their eminent services. But
at the same time he will not concede to natural science the least

right to dictate on the subject of religious truth.

Fourteen lectures are devoted to the creation, and we find them
pregnant with much astronomical, geological, and paloontologi-

Ciil information. TVe then come to the no less valuable and inter-

esting portion in which the deluge,' the ffuestion of the origin of

f-pecies, and the unity and antiquity of the human race are exara-

I'led. The position which the professor assigns to the enumeration
of days in the first chapter of Genesis is at least striking and
"ovel. It is his method of adjusting the apparent age of the

^vorld with the claims of geology in its present stage. "The whole
'lumber of days," says he, "has no other purpose than to prepare
^"r the first verse of the second chapter, 'and God blessed the

•seventh day and hallowed it;' the divine six days' work and the

oonsoquent divine Saljbath on the one side, and the week (the six

FouKTii Sehies, Vol. XIX.—oO
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days of labor) and tlie Sabbath on the other, constitute a parallel.

The creation week is the divine type ; our week is the human
copy." The religious-ethical purpose of the creation narrative is

proved by the following method :
" Tf we ask," says the author,

" how long was each one of these days ? " then does the Bible send

us off with a simple rebuff, such as, " You are a creature of God,

and you should honor your Creator by ceasing on the seventh day

from all your earthly labor and business. After God had created

he ceased to create ; and so should you, after you have labored,

cease to labor."

We regard the book of Professor Reusch as least valuable in its

method of adjusting the Mosaic account of creation to the geologi-

cal periods. He here fails to do strict justice to the canons of

Biblical criticism ; but in other respects, in its groupings of scientific

results, in its good purpose, in the standpoint which it occupies,

and as a real advance in this important field of inquiry, it is well

M'orthy of all the warm commendation it has already received at

the hands of the evangelical press of Germany.

JHe Bedmting der Weltsc7i'>j-fung nach Natitr und ScTirift. VonM.WoLLF.
Frankfurt am Main: Ileyder und Zimmer. 1860.

Another elaborate effort to make Scripture and science agree on

the Mosaic account of creation. The author is convinced that if

Christian faith in the biblical record be shaken, then will fiith in

the whole Biblical history and doctrine of redemption be destroyc«l.

lie attempts to answer two prominent objections of natural sci-

ence : the first of which is geological^ that the earth must have

been in existence through very long periods ; the second is aiftro-

Jio?}itcal, that the nuniberless stars of the immeasurable planetary

world must have long existed as lights of the earth. He meets

the first charge by letting the history of the earth's formation,

demanded by geology, precede the six days' work of Scripture,

and does not allow that the six days were long periods. He

answers the second by distinguishing between heaven, in verse 1,

and the firmament, (raJc'mh,) which receives (verse 8) the additional

name of heaven. Tlie firmament is not " created " as the heaven

in verse 1; but is "made," that is, from materials already in

existence and at hand. It is "the heaven of air and ether," which

Las the power of refining, and can therefore give water over the

raJciah ; that is, water which shall be borne up in airy and gaseoii!^

forms, and can give water under the rakiah, which appears on the

earth as dew and rain. In this firmament the heavenly light's
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(verse 4) appear ; and by tliis the author understands the solar

8ysteni as different from tlie illimitable system of the planets which

he finds mentioned in Job xxxviii, 4, sqq. This is the finished

world, dwelling of angels, God's throne "in the light," the heaven

of our solar system, which includes our earth as a member. The

great objection which we make to Mr. Wolff's work is, that it is

an attempt to make Moses teach much.more than he designed to

teach in his record of the creation. It is an exaggeration of his

purpose. In the Scriptural account there is not, which Mr. ^Yolff

contends thei-e is, " a Iseroglyphical character and real lapidary

style." Scripture loses its force when undue attempts are made to

make certain parts teach that for which they were never intended.

But to give an example on this point from the book before us, the

author says, (p. 3,) ''The germ of the later history of redemption

lies buried in the mysterious beginning, and the later history of

redemption is the development of this germ. It is alone by this

later history of redemption that the secret beginning can be clearly

known. ... It is not sutficient to carefully prove a harmony between

the Bible and natural science, for by this means we only show

that the Bible also possesses a correct scientific knowledge." On

page 40 the author attempts to prove that the history of the crea-

tion authenticntes the doctrine of the Trinity; and on page 22 he

tries to show that there is a real parallel between the history ot

our solar system and the history of humanity. On pp. 80, sqq,,

the six days' work is made to possess a symbolical-prophetical sig-

nification for the history of the kingdom of God. As an attempt

to do justice to this section of sacred history as the record of inspi-

ration, the work of Mr. Wolff deserves credit ; but he must not

flatter himself that tlie reasoning which he has adopted to solve

the problem of the apparent antagonism between the Mosaic record

and natural science has contributed materially to the desired

result.

Was ist die WahrTieit von Jem? Zeitfrage und Bckenntniss, von Hei^?-

RiCH KoNiG. Pp.208. Leipzig: Brockhaus. 1867.

An attempt to settle the christological question so fully that it can

never be raised again. But Mr. Konig has utterly failed in his

effort. He has traveled over the whole ground from man's tall,

»:iy, as far back as the most venturesome geologist's remotest date,

down to Baur and the Tubingen school, and yet he has not given

the world any valuable fruit of his long journey. Ilis book is

divided into three parts. Part First gives the standpoint, The

Question and The Confession. Part Second (from the Ante-
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Christian World) is divided into nine chapters, thus : Nature and

History ; Man ; The Nations ; Kevelation ; Deity ; Priests ; Types ;

Discussion on Pilgrims; and Palestine. Part Third (On Christian-

ity) treats, in its eleven chapters, of Jesus Christ ; His Advent

;

p'irth ; School ; Personality ; Development of Life ;
Legacy ;

Di-

visions ; Paul ; The Gospels ;
and Unity.

AVe have examined this work with some care in order to find

out what the author designs to prove, though he had led us to

imderstand that he purposed to tell us "the truth about Jesus."

But when he says that the evangelists do not agree, but really con-

tradict eacli other in their accounts of the birth of Christ, we con-

clude that liis own attempt will hardly stand the test beside theirs.

His work is rather diftuse, somewhat confused, lacks originality;

and, while it will do no good, will as surely 4o but little harm.

It will soon find its place among the unread books of the anti-

quarian booksellers of Germany.

Philosophy, Metaphysics, and General Science.

Annual of Scientific Discovcnj : or. Year-Book of Facts in Science and

Art. for 18G6 a'nd 1SG7. Exhibitiuo; tlie :Mo3t Important DiscoTeri' ;

and Improvemeuts in Mechanics, Useful Arts, Natural Pliilosopliy.

Chemist rv, Astronomy. Geology, Zoology, Botany, Mineralogy, ]\rete<.>r-

olog^•, Geosrapliv, Antiquities',' etc. Together with Notes on the ProL'-

ress"of SciWe during the Years ISGo'and 18G6; A List of Recent

Scientific Publicatioiis, Obituaries of Eminent Scientific 3Icn, cte.

Edited Iw Samuel Kneeland, A. :\r., M. D., Fellow of the American

Academy of Arts and Sciences, Secretary of the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology, etc. New York : Sheldon & Co.

Mr. Wells, the former editor of this work, which has run so

puccessful a career for the last fifteen years, having been appointrd

commissioner of the national revenue, a new editor appears, and

the present volume sums up the scientific results for two year^^

instead of one. From the greater length of the period from whu h

the selections are made, and the great importance of the scientitic

advances made, the present volume possesses rather an incrca'^ed

than diminished interest.

First, the return of peace has diminished the amount of patro-^

describing the products of human genius in its most terril'''

pha<;e, as the aniticer of the means of destruction. In the conto

between the arts of attack and of defense, the advantage just no'A

is on the side of the former, the steel projectiles and chilled ><^'"

demanding au improved machinery of resistance. The use t
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inechanic arts have made some new achievements, Loth in invention

aiul in the accomplishment of great works. The doctrine of the

correlation of forces has gained ground. New views have opened

in regard to the relations between light, heat, electricity, magnet-

ism, and their common relation to motion. The spectrum analysis

is pouring a flood of light upon the structure of the heavenly

bodies. Microscopical and chemical investigations in physiology

develop the fact of a similar ultimate cellular system in both

vegetable and animal systems ; in " the tough oak plank, the blade

of grass, the lion's claw, the contracting muscle, and the thinking

brain."

But the topic of highest interest to the popular mind evidently,

as well as to the savan and the theologian, is furnished from the

departments of geology and biology, namely, regarding the origin

and antiquity of man. Mr. Kneeland, like his predecessor, deci-

sively favors the Darwinian theory of species, and his presentation

of that subject is not a judicially impartial statement of both

sides, but a forensic summation of the arguments on one side.

The theory of Darwin, that species are not rigidly limited, and have not been
created at various tirues complete and unchangeable, but have been gradually and
indefinitely varied, from external circumstances, from natural efforts to accom-
niodate themselves to surrounding change?, and from tliC necessity of yielding to

force in the struggle for existence, has continually gained ground, and now
iiuinbers among its advocates many of the first naturalists of Europe and iliis

country. The opponents of this theory have their strong points in accommodating
definitions of a species, the phenomena of hybriditj", and the non-occurrence
of these changes before our eyes. If species were created as we now see them,

the more we subdivide them by extended observation tiie more we increase the

number of the supposed creations ; and yet we have no well- authenticated

instance of a new creation, and in no other operations of nature such a want
of continuity, such a perpetually recurring creative miracle. The tendency seems
to be to the belief that tliere are no such natural divisions as species, genera,

fiunilies, etc., but that they are merely convenient terms for subdivisions, having
a permanence which may outlive many generations of man, and yet which are not

absolutely fixed. Such is the length of geological periods now admitted, that the

phenomena of hybridity may be legitimately explained on the theory of the con-

tinuity of succession; the infecundity may just as well be due to physical

uiflerences arising from long-continued variation, as to an original organic
constitution; indeed, the acknowledged degrees of hj'bridity are best explained on
I'arwin's theory. Darwin insists upon time for the changes by natural selection

;

iind no one will pretend, at the present day, to date back tlie eartli's history only
a few thousand years. Geology teaches that hundreds of thousands of years do
not limit the period of the earth's existence as an abode for living organisms. In
the early days of geological science, the numeroua gaps in the record of fosoil

forms would have been a strong argument against the theory of Darwin; certain

'[-ecies seemed to become extinct and new ones to appear without connecting
links; but, as page alter page of this geological record has been discovered, the
r'ips become less numerous and less aljrupt, and the intermediate forms are

gradually being added to form the continuous series. The more the gaps between
^K'cies are filled up by the discovery of intermediate varieties, the stronger
wconies the argument for transmutation, and the weaker that fur s\iccessive

creations ; because the former view then becomes more and more consistent with
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experience, and tlie latter more and more Inconsistent with it. The invcstij^itions

of Mr. Bates on the butterflies of the Amazon region, of Mr. Wallace on those of

the Malay Archipclafro, of Mr. B. D. Walsh on the effect of food in insects; Sir

John Lubbock's diving hymenopterous insect ; the discovery of Kozoon at a

period inconceivably antecedent to the pre-supposed introduction of life upon tho

globe ; the published opinions of De Candolle and Hooker in botany
; the pliasos

of resemblance to inferior orders which the embryo goes throuprh in its develop-

ment; the metamorphosis of plants, and the occurrence of rudimentarr and uscI'-m

organs; all supply strong evidence in favor of the derivative hypothesis. I'lio

present more quiet, and uniform rate of physical changes would involve a grcarcr

degree of ti-xity in living tbrms than in the earlier periods of rapid transition. It

must also be remembered that only a very small portion of the extinct forms havo

been preserved as fcissils ; were the series complete, the question would b'>

solved, and, in the opinion of many good judges, most likely in favor of the

derivative h}-pothesis. The opponents of continuity lay all stress upon the io>i

links of the paleontological chain, and none upon the few existing and altogetiier

exceptional ones; and the worst of it is. that the cliance of filling up the missing

links, from the operation of destructive causes, is very small. . . . Recent discov-

eries ill paleontology prove that man existed on this earth at a period far antcri''r

lo that commonly assigned to him. The chipped flints of the earliest races show
that their condition was not that of civilization ; to these rude implements

succeeded more carefully shaped and polished stone weapons, then bronze wa-i

used, and, the last before the historic period, iron. Civilization, even to l!;i'

extent of that of the Egyptians and the Central Americans, must have been of very

slow growth ; as invention is said to march with a geometrical progression, tl.'i

earliest steps must have been exceedingly slow.

Time is the great element, both in the development of vegetable and auiinii!

life, and also in the pt;ogress of man from barbarism to civilization ; and this ini>:

be a jirimary idea in the consideration of the theory of Darwin. In this relatiiTi

we will conclude by quoting from the inaugural address of Mr. Grove:
"The prej-iidiees of education, and associations with the past, are against tli:-<

(Darwin's tlieory of the origin of species by natural selection, etc.,) as again.-;

all new views ; and while, on the one hand, a theory is not to be acceptv i

because it is new and prima, facie plausible, still, to this assembly, I uevi

not say that its running counter to existing opinions is not necessarily a reason

for its rejection; the onut> prohandi should rest on lliose who advance a new view,

but iho degree of proof must difter with the nature of the subject. The la;:

question i.s, Does the newly-proposed view remove more diffictdties, require few-.:

assumptions, and present more consistency with observed facts than that wiiK:i

it seeks to supersede? If so, the philosopher will adopt it, and the world wi..

follow the philosopher—after many days." He is strongly in tavor of the ni-''^'

th'-t.TV. di<Vielieviug in ptr aalhun or sudden creations, and maintains that coi/:'--

uity i.s a law of nature, the true expression of the action of Almighty Tower. :•:

that We should cease to look for special interventions of the creative act
—"^^•'

should endeavor from the relics to evoke their history, and, when we find a ga;>.

cot try to bridge it over by a miracle."—Fp. 9-11.

There are, in lact, three sects or divisions of opinion amonG; t''-'

supporters of the doctrine of "transmutation of species," Thtic

is the doctrine of " natural selection " by Darwin, as expouacK-i

in his Oriijia of Species. Second, there is the doctrine of ev<'i;:-

tion, as expounded by Herbert Spencer in his volumes in biolu;:}-

And, third, are the following views of Prof Huxley, concisely i"

fact disproving Darwin's view, and Hinging him upon Lamarcs >

old tlieory of variation " by external influences."

Much observation must be made, and much evidence accumulated, before we >

SCO our way to a theory of transmutation of species. Tho only valid, t ^ -t
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cnrdinal, objection to such a theory, is the want of e\-idence that a change of the

kind inferred really takes place, and that so little proof of it is forthcoming, in spite

of the attention which has, for many years, been anxiously directed to the

subject. The nearly allied species tantalize us by a certain flexibility of type, and
by their near approach to one another ; but they seem rigidly to abstain from

the boundary lines ; and the variations that take place seem to have no special

reference to an approximation to those lines, but rather to a certain power of

accommodation to external circumstances, necessary for the preservation of the

ypecies, We find considerable varieties in the human species. We do not yet
clearly know how to connect even these with one anotlier, or with a common
origin. Some of these are more, some less, allied to the monkey; but between the

lowest of the human and the highest of the monkey there is a pap, the width
of which will be differently estimated by different persons, but so wide that there

has never yet been any doubt to v.iiieh side any specimen should bo referred.

Now, if the one has been transmuted from the other, how comes it that the series

has been broken, and the connecting links ceased to exist ? The conditions are

still favorable to the existence of the man and to the existence of the monkey;
why are they not still favorable to existence of tiie species that have connected
the one with the other? We may wonder, not only that the traces of species in

past time are not forthcoming, but that the species are not now living. Moreover,

we do not kuow that any conceivalile conditions, operating through any number
of years, will bring the gorilla or chimpanzee one whit nearer to man, would give

tiiem a foot more capable of bearing the body erect, a brain more capable

of conceiving idea.-, or a larynx more capable of communicating them. He did not
think that much direct assistance has been given, by the theory of natural

selection based upon the struggle for existence, ably propounded and ably defended
as it has been ; it has dispersed some of the fallacies and false objections which
beset the idea of transmutation of species, and has so placed the question in a
fairer position for discussion; but it reminds us forcibly of some of the real dif-

ficulties and objections. Though artificial selection may do much to modify
species, it is rather by producing varieties than by drawing away very far from
the original stock. To the former there seems no limit; but the latter is stopped
by the increasing unproductiveness and unhcalthiness of the individuals, by the
susceptibility to disease, and the tendency to revert to the original type. So that

increasing departure requires greatly increasing care ; and we do not know that

any amount of care and time would be sufficient to produce what might fairly bo
called a new species. The bringing about anj' marked change, by nature's

selection, is shown to be very hard of proof, and has opposed to its probability the
fact that the members of a species which are most unlike have the greatest

tendency to pair, and are the most fertile ; so that we have here, in addition
to the ready reversion of modified breeds to the original stock, a law by which the
growth or perpetuation of peculiarities is prevented, and a constancy given to the

cliaracters of the species. This law is more striking from its 'contrast with the
bar that e.tists to the pairing of dillerent species, and the infertility of hybrids.
Within a given range, dissimilarity promotes fertility. Beyond that range, it is

incompatible with it.

These, and otlier considerations, have always inclined him to the opinion that
modifications of animal t3-pe, occurring in nature, are more likely to be the
result of external influences operating upon successive generations, influencing
their development, their growth, and their maturity, than of "natural selection,"
and the " struegie for existence."

The slight variability of animal types through long periods, the clear manner in

yhich many of them are worked out from one another, and which increasing
investigation seems to render more and more apparent, make the prospect of
proving that tiiey are educed from one another by any of the hitherto supposed
processes grow more and more distant, and the feeling arises that there must bo
some other law at work which has escaped our detection.

^\ hatever be tlie law and forees which eflect and regulate the evolution of
Bpecie.«, they are probably of the same kind as those which are operating in the
inorganic world. The orderly and definite manner in which forms and features
oikJ specific characters are given and preserved in one instance, may be assumed
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to be of the same nature as in the other ; and wo must probably refer the fixed

animal and vegetable types to influences identical with, or similar to, those by

which the forms are assigned to crystals, and the stratification is given to rocks

;

by which the geological epochs have been determined, and the boundaries of our

planetary and solar systems have been set. One cannot but think that it may ho

withi!) the power of man to work out and to comprehend, in some degree at least,

the principles by which tliese breaks in the organic and inorganic worlds,

constituting as t'hey clearly do an important feature in the plan of creation, are

brought about and regulated.

All these theories will be completely refuted if Agassiz's opinion

be sustained, that the entire surface of the continents was once

completely enameled with glaciers. The present living system

must have been originated since that universal reign of ice. The

strong objection to this is, that the animal life beneath and

above the supposed glacier period is said to be of precisely the

Kame type, thus necessitating the supposition that an immediate re-

creation of the same fauna was produced. The question waits

further investigation.

Lastly, comes Du Chaillu with his gorilla, which " resembles an

exaggerated caricature of a human being." His average size of

brain is less than thirty cubic inches, while that of a negro is

seventy-five. The gorilla's huge head is little brain and mostly

bone. His natural motion is on all fours. Caught old or young,

his ferocity is equally untamable. His depravity is unquestionably

total. He will knock you down if he can while you feed him.

So that, howsoever Mr. Huxley may feel toward the gorilla,

the gorilla acknowledges no relationship with him.

Of man as a distinct nature among living beings, we have truly

seen no better exposition tlian the following sentences by Bishop

Payne, addressed to an African Metliodist Conference. Both

speaker and hearers had some special interest in a comprehensive

yet well-defined limitation of manhood.

Mr. Huxley, of England, says that man is nothing more than a higher order

of the ape or tlie chimpanzee. But let me tell you how you may distinguish hirii.

}Ie has a straight [erect] back bone that enables him to look up to heaven. N''

gorilla can do this—no onrang-outang. Man alone can look up to the throuJ

of grace. If he is able to unfold his arms and spread his hands to heaven and say,

" Our Father who art in heaven," Ae is a man.

Hisio?^, Biography, and Topography.

nidory of the Jdcthodist Episcopal Church in the United States of Amerlc'-..

By Abel Stkvkxs, LL.D. Vol. HL 12mo., pp. 510. New York:

Carlton & Porter. 1867.

The present volume of Dr. Stevens's great work extends ironi

1792 to 1804. It covers a most important period of founding aul
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extending; the denomination over North America, from the

meridian period of Coke and Asbury to the margin of the present

generation. TVe have the primary founders, Avhosc names are

traditional and distant ; their immediate successors, who were
familiar to the eyes of our seniors; and our seniors themselves,

who " still live " in the reposeful eve of a noble life. Hence the

volume, in spite of some sameness with its predecessors, lias a zest

of its own. This great history, with much identity has a con-

stantly unfolding variety. Our readers are familiar with our

high estimate of it as a whole ; this volume is of a piece with

the woi'k.

Dr. Stevens inadvertently, we think, calls slavery a " political
"

question. Such it is not intrinsically ; but a domestic, a personal, an

ethical, a religions, and properly an ecclesiastical question. The
politician, the legislature, the government, may take it into political

discussion. So they may any other moral or ecclesiastical question;

as temperance, Sabbath-keeping, or profane swearing. In this way
during the period of the Reformation the doctrine of jxistijicaiion

by faith was drawn into j^oUtical discussio7i. JEilection and rep-

robation were a political question in Holland in the age

of Episcopius. JUjjiscojx/cy has more than once been a political

question in England. But the fact that the secular M'orld takes

moral or religious questions, like slavery or §abbatisrn, into

politics, does not take them from the domain of the Church or the

pidpit. And the Church that undertakes to avoid those great

questions, under the pretext of segregating itself from politics,

abdicates thereby its high moral duty, and emasculates its own
Christian manhood. In no sense transcending her absolute

churchly obligation to condemn sin, whether committed by a

person or a corporation, has the Methodist Episcopal Church ever

been "a ^;oZ/<?'crt/ Cfiurchy If she has, then the Church of

Wesley and Asbury, tlic Church of the fathers, from its foundation

down at least to 1844, was "apolitical Church,"

—

quod ab-

surdum est.

From her founding by the fathers until the present hour, the

relations of the Methodist Episcopal Church to political atfairs

have been determined by her moral duties. While she has never

been silent where public sin was involved, she has ever kept

perfectly aloof from all non-ethical political questions, from all

partisanships, from all subservient connection with political men or

measures. Those at a distance who are taught to believe other-

^^'ise are greatly deceived.
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The Amcriran Annual Cyclopedia and TLcgister of Important Events of

the Year 1866. Embracing Political, Civil, Military, and Social At-

fiiirs; Public DocumeutHi, Biography, Statistics, Commerce, Finance,

Literature, Science, Afrricultnre, and Mechanical Industry. Volume VI.

8vo., pp. 795, New York : D. Appleton & Co. 1867.

We regret that the late reception of this valuable historical

annual prevents our being able to give it the full notice which is

its due. We Avill merely for the present note that the religious

department (furnished by Professor Schem, the most accomplished

religious statistician of our day) is enlarged in amount and re-

markable for its accuracy.

BeJIes-Zeitres, Classical, and Philological.

Ui/mns of Faith and Hope. Bv Horatixts Boxae, D.D, New Edition.

'r2mo., pp. 375. New York : Robert Carter & Brothers. 18G7.

A beautiful setting is given by the Carters to those rare jewels 1

of the Kelso pastor. The accomplished scholarship and high
|

]ioetic power of Dr. Bonar are manifest on every page of the
|

volume. But they alone could not have produced such nobhi
J

lyrics as are found here. It needed, in addition, a profound '\

acijuaintance with the word of God, and a personal experience, in J

which the truths of that word become engraven upon the heart
J

and incorporated into the life. ^
Not a few of these hymns are genuine war songs of the Church,

|

full of the shout of battle and anticipation of certain triumph.
j

Thr-y remind us of scenes in Dr. Bonar's own Scotland, Avhere in a i

bloodier warfare men fought for Jesus, and from the field of con-
J

flict mounted up to eternal victory. And then, again, we find the |

mo^t tender pathos and gentle, loving tones, sweet and soft as an \

angel's whisper. The author has for many years been familiar |

with the hymns of the Middle Ages, a fuw of which out of the
|

many hundreds upon this subject he has published. It is to a
|

conversation held with him on one of the hills near the Holy City, ^

that we are indebted for Dr. Prime's beautiful edition of the old
j

liynin, " O mother dear, Jerusalem." Several translations and
^

imitations are given us in the present volume, but the hymns,

which are original, are equally full of hope of the coming joy.

At one time it is the sighing of the soul for its eternal rest
;

:it

another, the tearful moaning of absence from the Lord ;
am
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again, it is the swelling note of triuraphaut expectation in full

view of the

" City of the pearl-bright portal

;

City of the jasper wall

;

City of tlie goldeu pavement

;

Seat of endless festival

:

Citv of Jehovah, Salem,

City of eternity." D. A. W.

The Poetical Worhs of Henry WadswortTi LongfeUoxr>. Complete Edition,

24ino., pp. 3G3, green and gilt. Boston : Ticknor «& Fields. 1867.

A diamond edition of a diamond poet: for all suftrages agree in

crowning Longfellow with laureate honors. In his earlier days

the wide sweep of scholarship through which his muse coursed,

his appropriation of topics and styles from the literature of every

clime, inspired the suspicion that he was rather a Go<p6q than a

TroiTjTr'ig] rather an inspired reproducer of others' melodies than an

originator of his own—a splendid bird with a throat to let. But

brmg his productions, as here, into a total, and not only are we
obliged to admire his world-wide compass, but to acknowledge

that there is a rich originating fountain witliin him, and that the

play of his genius is as varied as the range of his mastery of

literature. So cheery a spirit, so perfect a freedom from misan-

thropies and bitter skepticisms, so inborn a sympathy with the

beautilM and the sacred, such startling jets and novel felicities

of phrase and thought, entitle him to the hearty homage of our

agCi His is no infidel temper. With the pieties of the Christian

ages his poetic faith, at least, sympathizes. It may be—we know
not—that with that same piety essentially brought into the

realities of the present day he would acknowledge no fellowship.

Yet dealing with the poet, and unknowing the man, we may say

that the pure and the good may rejoice to .rank this beautiful

volume among the most beautiful gifts with which living genius

has dowered our asre.

PeriodicaU.

The Atlantic Monthly. May, 1807.

What right has a Magazine to arrogate the name that belongs
to tlie great ocean ? Is ^lag a salt water animal ; or does she assert,

like Britannia, the dominion of the sea ; or does she claim to be a
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broad oceanic concern ; or is it maintainable that America has

more proprietorship of the term Athxntic than Europe? AVhat-

ever was the real reason with our Boston neighbors, the last was

undoubtedly the best one. For in truth the term primordially be-

longs to our continent rather than to the ocean. It is the water

and not the land which has filched the 7iame. Early at least as

Plato is the record that a western continent beyond sea existed

whose name was Atlantis ; and the ocean received its name doubtless

as the trackless medium to that legendary land. Hence, should our

reconstructed nation assume the unitary title Atla>»'tis, there would

be but the restoration of a uarae as well as of a nation. And, per-

haps, the original assumption of a national name, as a symbol of

our unity, would have prevented the popularity of the denational-

izing doctrine of secession and the consequent civil war. At any

rate our Boston friends were right in assuming the adjective At-

lantic as the synonym of American—if they did so.

Xo American monthly has attained so high a literary success as

tlie "Atlantic." Seldom has its literary superior appeared in

English literature. We must confine our commendations, how-
ever, to its literary character. It counts a constellation of brilliant

writers, but all of a certain sectarian hue. There is a quite as brill-

iant and an immensely longer catalogue of writers who never appear

;

some of whom we believe to be excluded because of not quite the

true shaJf. It is gayly^ jUppantly^ contemptuously^ exclusively

rationalistic. It is doing its fearful share in feeding the levity of

the age, in loosening the ties of moral obligation, in plunging the

national mind into a mental and moral chaos. So far as unbridled

skepticism and rampant licentiousness become the characteristics

of the coming age, those eftects may be largely attributed to the

religious or rather irreligious literature of which the "Atlantic"
is a pre-eu)inent specimen. If the coming age be morally rescued

It will be by the blessed counter influences which it is the polemic

aim of this magazine to destroy.

In the first article of the present number Oliver "Wendell

Holmes, (to whom we are indebted for many a gem of true poetic

thought) spreads out before the public mind a broad picture of an

evangelic;il mituster's attempts at seducing the young females of

his parish. The psychological process is traced with infinitesimal

minuteness in the ministerial mind. In preparing his sermons his

soul is described as overcome with licentious animal excitement.

The scenes of .reduction, and the ecstatic half religious half amuruus

dialogue, are given. But his plans are defeated by the warning in-

terposition of a fine old rationalist, who hates and curses the doc-
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tviiies of the puritanic pulpit. Of course the gay Voltairian doctor,

being an autocrat, can have it all his own way, especially at his

own breakfast table ! But other tables will freely inquire whether

it is not to that same stern, puritanic pulpit that the unparalleled

sexual purity of New England life in former days was not mainly

due; and whether the advance of a giddy, flippant irreligion or

semi-religion of the Wendell Holmes theological school is ever

likely to shed a deeper purity on our social life? We are not pu-

ritan. Against some of the dogmas of the old Calvinistic school

we ever enter our protest in the name of the inspired word of God
;

but infinitely would we prefer the sternest puritanism, which, at

any rate, was a most deep and earnest religion, to this flashy

rationalism, which makes but an equivocal pretence to being any

religion at all. Dr. Holmes's theology, or rather "atheology," is

epicurism. It is the theology of license. It leads to that moral

condition of the public in which even marriage becomes "the

sacrament of adultery." And we must frankly say that the chap-

ters before us from his pen, taken in their full purport and purpose,

are an atrocious libel to a most demoralizing end—an unequivocal

outrage !

Some years since our autocrat told us in a very witty poem that

such had been the damaging effects of some of his most despei'ate

witticisms that he has never since dared to ''be as witty as he

can." We fear that this was either a poetic figment or a matter of

broken resolution ; for it seems to us that in every page, in every

sentence, in every line, he tries his utmost strain to be witty as he

can. His success is often admirable. His style is often brilliant

to the highest degree of finish. At other times, as in the present

case, he is rather smutty than witty. His wit is often far fetched

and overstrained ; and sonietiraes when he is to the utmost as

witty as he is able, he is not half so witty as he evidently

imagines.

To the Wendell Holmes school, and to Mr. Holmes himself, in-

deed, truth seems not a very sacred thing. He reminds us of the

unscrupulous spirit of the old P'rench encyclopedists. In his " Cur-

rents and Counter-currents" Mr. Holmes expressly and largely ex-

pounds the doctrine that a physician should violate truth for the good
of his patient. When a sick person inquires of his physician what
arc his prospects of life or death, the doctor must bo governed not

^•y the laws of truth, but by the probable effect upon the patient's

health. A sick man, a dying man, therefore, has a doubtful chance
of obtaining a true answer to the most solemn of all questions from
a doctor of the Holmes school. We most promptly say that we
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•vrniit none of either the morals or medicines of such prescribers.

Especially, at the last solemn hour, let no such professional liar

approach our dying ^ed!

Pmnphlets.

A Vindicniion of the Claim of AI.exander M. Ball, of EUzabetli, New Jersey,
to th€ Avth'/rship of the Poem, ^^ RocTc me to Sleep, MotTicr." By O. A,
Mouse, of Cherry Valley, New York. With an Introductory Note from
Luther R. lilarsh, Iximo., pp. 73. New York : il, W. Dodd.

Mrs. Akors published the song " Rock me to Sleep, Mother," in a

volume of her poems issued by Ticknor and Fields, and avers that

she wrote it in Italy in 1800. The friends of Mr. Ball testify that

he read tliat song, being part of a poem thrice as long, to them in

1S5G. As the evidence now stands they make a very clear case.

The honor of Mrs. xVkers is, however, saved by a psychological
theory which may do very passably in the present instance, but
would not be very safe to adopt in our courts.

Miscellaneous.

The Centenary Group. By C. C. Goss. New York. 1867.

The nearest semblance of a Centenary monument we have had
opportunity to record is this fine pictorial. Around Wesley for a

nucleus Mr. Goss has placed the pliotograpliic dmajies of two
hundred American Methodist celebrities, lay and cleric, dead and

living, in concentric ellipses enlarging chronologically, until the

outermost rim is composed of the men of the hour. While the

style of the art is good, the accuracy of the likenesses, so far as an

extensive acquaintance with the originals enables us to pronounce,

is attained with remarkable success. Our Church is obliged to

Mr. doss for the enthusiastic energy with which he has secured

to lier memory forever so faithful a presentment of so large a

num])cr of licr historic characters. The eyes of another century

will gaze with interest upon this tablet. As neither botch nor

sham, it Uiay be heartily commended to the patronage oi' our

public.
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Aet. I.—practical observations on preaching.

TRAKSLATED BY J. F. ECHST, D.D., OP BREilEN.

[M. Athanase Coquerel, of Paris, the father of the cele-

brated Rationalist of the same name, is now very old, and has

stood for many years at the head of the pulpit of the Reformed

Church of France. His theological position is about midway
between orthodoxy and neology, some of his works exhibiting

no little sympathy with what is now called the " new the-

ology," while others (among which is a reply to Strauss's IJf&

of Jesus) are more in harmony with the old evangelical con-

fessions. While he cannot, therefore, be regarded a guide in

theological opinion, his views on preaching, as an art, are

of the highest value. There is no French pulpit orator of the

Protestant Church whose advice is groimded upon so long and

brilliant an experience. He had for a great while entertained

the design of writing an elaborate history of eloquence from

the standpoint of the Christian religion; but the weight of years,

and the multiplicity of duties connected with his position, have

put an end to this pleasing anticipation, and he contents

himself with writing a little book of only practical value,

desigucd for the younger clergy, who would excel in i)rcaching

notwithstanding every natural impediment. The title of the

book is, Observations Pratiques sur la Predication. Cher-

bulicz : Paris, ISCO. The following article is an extract from

tbat work, though we confess a difficulty in deciding in favor

of any one part of a little volume that is so abundant through-

FouETo Sekies, Vol. XIX.—81
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out in useful suggestions, and which is singularly in harnioiiv

witli the advice and usage of the most eminent Methodist

prcac]iei"s.]

Is THERE AXY USE IN TRYING To' IMPROVE YOUR StYLE ?

"Do you think," asks one, "that advice, experi.ments, and

the tricks of practical oratory can make an orator '{ Have voii

any faith in the pebbles of Demosthenes ? Do you admit tlie

old distinction, that if the poet is born the orator is made

;

and that being without the natural gifts that eloquence re-

quires, one can succeed in becoming an orator by the most

persevering study, and by adopting the wisest methods ? " It

has always appeared to me very easy to reply to these questions,

Eo often propounded, and from which one can easily make a

pretext for going to sleep in idleness, or for despairing of all

success. I ask in reply, '* Is tliere an art of speaking ? " Yes,

undoubtedly. This being so, cultivate that art if your calhng

leads you to make use of it. An art, whatever it may be, can

be improved ; and greater or less success can be achieved in it

according to the faculties with which one is endowed. This

labor will never be fruitless. In whatever degree you may be

endowed with, or deprived of, the natural strength of mini]

and body which is favorable to eloquence, the stud}^ of the art

will improve your speaking; and' as preaching is the first duty

of the ministry of our Church, this study becomes a sacred

duty.

Cicero, the best judge of eloquence in ancient times, and

who has written most didactic works on the art that crave him

60 much celebrity, has replied to these objections with great

force :
" If we should be wantino; in certain natural drifts, or i

brilliance and strength of intellect, or the aid of extensive

studies, let us adhere to that course in which we are able

to go." *

The Danger of Imitation.

To set one's self up for a model would not only be a folly

of presumption, but one of rhetoric. In regard to elocuti"ii,

whatever it may be, and still more, if it be possible, iu regard

* Q'.iod si quern aut natura sua, aut ilia pra-stantia ingenii vis fcxio deficiot, ni-f

minus instructus erit maguarum artium disciplinis, teneat tamen euro cursum qu •"•

poterit.

—

Orat. I.
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to eloquence, that is, successful eloquence, from the ordinary

talent of conversation or discussion to efforts of the most

vigorous oratorical character, I believe in criticisms and dii-ec-

tions ; but I do not believe in models. Xobody hears himself.

!N"obody sees himself in the pulpit. Nobody knows how he

speaks in public, nor even in private. No mirror can rcilect

an orator. Look at yourself in a glass while reciting or speak-

ing extemporaneously, and you will no longer be yourself. The
image will misrepresent the reality. The care to bestow

attention upon yourself will take away everything natural from

your speaking, and instead of seeing yourself you will only

behold a poor substitute. And why is this % For the simple

reason—of which there has been experience from the first time

that a man has spoken to an assembly—that if there is any-

thing in the world that is thoroughly personal, it is elocution
;

it is eloquence. Buiibu has said only half the truth, " The
style is the man." But eloquence, or the spoken style, is per-

haps still more the man; it is the complete man; the man
according to his power to be, to conceive, and to express ; iu

a word, the man such as God created him, and such as he is

developed according to his native energies."^ If these observ-

ations are just there are no models in the art of speaking, lie

who seeks them and selects them will deceive himself at the

very point where the best masters make the most unfortunate

copies. All imitation of eloquence results in a species of

mimicry. The first condition to be fulfilled by the orator is to

be himself; and if he is mediocre, or even very ordinary, his

consolation and resource are, that he will at least be him-

self. Up to a certain point originality can serve instead of

talents.

Among other dangers to which imitation is exposed, there is

a special one which the imitator does not suspect : that when
he would reproduce the style or elocution of another, he

imitates less the good qualities of his model than the bad ones

—those that are weak or excussive. And it is just these that are

niore prominent, attract more attention, and are more easily

counterfeited. The imitator is influenced by this very facility.

It often happens that the good qualities of an eminent orator

* " Do there not exist almost as many kinds of eloquence as orators?" yonm
foreu', quot oraiorcs, totidciapene reperiantur gciwra dictndi?—CiCEEO, de Orat. iii, 9-
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are explained bj his fiiiilts, and depend upon them np to a

certain point. Both dasses of qualities are connected, and

concentrate in him. But they separate in imitation, arid it

comes to pass that copyists confine themselves to carefully

adopting those faults of rhetoric -svhich they Avould not have

contracted if they had preserved the independence of tliclr

elocution. Quintilian has said, ^vilh as much judgment as

justice : "TV ill it not be sufficient if I speak always as Cicero?

Yes, verily ; I shall be satisfied if I can follow him in every

respect." *

I have heard of a young minister who practiced as largely

as possible the method here opposed. Toward the end of his

studies he had occasion to hear more than once a preacher of

whom he declared himself the systematic imitator. Gestures,

posture, movements of the head, infiections of the voice—he

forced himself to counterfeit everything, and thus he made
himself a stra7]ger to his own oratorical art. lie spoke before

a sufiiciently large mirror, where he labored assiduously tu

become uiilike himself; and the time came wlien he believed

that he had acquired an infallible success in this patient

pei-severancc in imitation. The imitated preacher publislicd

some sermons. The imitator committed them to memory,

and repeating them to his satisfaction, he flattered himself

that identity of speech was at last the identity of preaching.

The result proved too truly the justness of the principle

which I defend : Imitate no one, and preserve at every price

—even at the price of mortifications and painful repulses at

the time of your eflbrts—this advantage, for which nothing car:

compensate: tiicmdividuaUiy cf your eloqiLeiice.\

Quid ergo? Koq est satis omnia sic dicere, quomodo M. Tulliua dixit?

iliLi quldem satis e^set, si omnia cousequi posscm.

—

Be lust OraL, x, 2.

f The c-elebrated Archblsliop of Eelley, who has written fifteen volumes en

preaching, "wished to imitate the slow manner of preaching of Francis Le Sak-"-

his intimate friend. He spoiled everything ; but by the advice of the Saint. !••-•

resumed the rapidic}- v.iiieh was natural to him."

—

Miiximes sur le miniatire d-: »•;

chaire, by Gaichies of the Oratoire, p. 33. See also the Histoire de la i^:-

diccthn, by Joly, p. 42D. "The folly of imitation may descend to the most rM;- •

uloua details." Ostervald speaks of " the Protestant theolcgieal students, nearly

of whom aill'ct to speak through the nose, because 11. Amyrault, whom thoy t:i)»
'

for their model, had tins fault."

—

Dc I'Exercice da Miuuilere aacTC, p. 24.

"One spoils himself generally in v,1shing to copy others too much. Gen;;i»

is stifled by striving to imitate what it does not possess. Prom this source ar^--'
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Mature, in enclo\\'ii:ig us with features and sound of voice,

seems to give this direction bj never forming two human faces

of perfectly the same expression, nor two human voices of

exactly the same tone.

]My mind goes bach to the fii'st davs of my career as I write

these lines. I call to mind the circumstance in which this rule

of speaking with our natural faculties, whether brilhant or not,

rather than with borrowed plumes, came as a revelation to my
mind. In 1S13, one of my first sermons was delivered before

a critical body of old experts in the art ; but without losing

confidence, I hm-Icd from the pulpit a real poem in prose. It

was abundant in description and apostrophe, and recited with

an impertm'bable memory, and with a very absurd vehemence

of accentuation and gesticulation ; but it was very bold and

very natural.'^^ The people were surprised, and somewhat

stunned; but after reflection judgment was pronoimced upon

me, that the sermon had been the work of an actor ; that there

was nothing in it to give any ground for hope ; aud that I had

better try any other business sooner than preaching. The

sentence was sulTicieiitly severe and alarmed me; but one

of my friends, who was scarcely any older than myself, ap-

proached me immediately afterward, and whispered in my ear

in the familiar style of students :
" Don't be disturbed

;
go

right on. . . . Yon have been just what you are ; that is the

great essential." This expression, I say, came to me like a

revelation. It has been sounding in my ears ever since ; and

from that day to this I have never delivered a course of

lectures on eloquence without commencing it witli this advice

:

" Be Yom-sell'.-' f

aH tbose doformities which disflgure those who leave their natural talents to take

those of another. Thus so many preachers are made worse by the false methods

which they borrow."

—

Le P. Eapix; Troiti sur Veloquence ck la chaire, vilie

reflexion.

*M. Coquerel, howe%'er, elsewhere approves of extemporaneous preaching, ^ith

careful previous preparation, as the highest and most successful stylo.

f [R. W. Emebsox says, " Insist on yourself, never imitate. Your ov.ti gift

you can present every moment, with tlie cumulative force of a whole lii'o's

cultivation ; but of tlie adopted talent of another you have only an extemporaneous
half-possession. The way to speak and write what shall not go out of fashion, 13

to speak and writo sincerely. Take Sidney's maxim: 'Look in thy heart and

Write.' He that writes to himseh'' writes to an eternal public."—J. F. H.]
But is not this exclusion of models stated here too sweepingly and %vithout tho
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The Utility of Advice.

From the foregoing considerations an important conclusion

may be deduced which forms this corollary : Just as models
are dangerous, deceptive, and really impossible, so is advice
useful and indispensable. Once again I will say, no preacher
knows how he preaches; some one must tell him what he
is. "While faults of ignorance are rare in morals, they are very
common in eloquence ; one cannot blame himself for them

;

and when he tries to correct them he does not know whether
he has really succeeded.

The faults that au orator contracts in his ignorance are

generally those that are very properly called natural defects.

They are of such a character that they can be fallen into

at any moment, and a long and painful vigilance is necessary,

a sort of conflict Adth one's self, in order to destroy them, just as

a critic would point out their return.

It is desirable to apply well the preceding remarks to the

two parts of eloquence w-hose difficulty and importance are

very great ; namely, gesture, and the inflections of the voice.

'Who can bo sure, without recourse to intelligent, attentive, and
severe criticism, that his gesture and accentuation are not very
defective \ And how many preachers injure themselves greatly,

and compromise their success without even suspecting it, by
their continual smiles, by certain odd motions of the arms and
hands, ^as have become a routine; or by shouts, sudden fall of
the voice, and pathetic tones, repeated to excess by inadvert-
ence and neglect. I knew a preacher who never commenced
a sentence without passing to the lowest key ; and another one
who was fond of quoting the passage in Isaiah, (ix, 6,)

" And
the goverament shall be upon his ^shoulder ; " and he never
quoted it without putting his hand on his own shoulder.
How many others fall into the great mistake of gesticulating

by words instead of by sentences; they adopt a jerking gestic-

ulation, which has a very unfortunate eflect, and leads to cut-

proper limiuitions ? Coquerel surely does not mean, at least he ourjld voi to

mean, that the ronng orator, may not. like the young painter or musiciau, be ben-

efited by studying the performances of the best accessible masters of Lis art. What
he does, or, we tliink, shovld mean, is, that no young aspirant in any art sbouM
adopt any one model entire, and try to reproduce him.—Ed.
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ting lip eacli period into as many parts as there are gesticula-

tious. The constant repetition of these faults of elocution

leads to their becoming serious errors, and is always a plain

proof that good counsel has been wanting.

We may go still fm-ther, and maintain that neither propriety

nor elegance of gesticulation, nor the happy use of the voice,

are qualities that come of themselves, but are to be gained by
correction. Each one has his gesticulation that comes to him
naturally ; each one has a natural accent of voice. The habit-

ual direction of the movements of the body, the head, the

chest, the arms, the hands, and even the fingers, and the

habitual intonation of the voice, increase upon us, and take

their shape through infancy, childhood, and youth, and inoc-

ulate themselves, so to sj^eak, into our person before age, and

study, and the exercise of the art of oratory commence. Each

one thus arrives at his first attempts at eloquence when he

already knows how to gesticulate in a certain manner,

and after he has been accustomed to give his voice a certain

sound. This accustomed gesticulation must be regulated

;

this voice, already formed, must be modulated. Success

seems impossible if one tries to teach these portions of the

art to himself; they can be learned only by the aid of prac-

tical directions."^

It is chiefly on the subject of intonations that advice may be

taken with confidence. It is more easy for those who are not

in the business to criticise the intonations than the gestiures

* Larive, Trho, notwithstanding real talents, was only a vreak rival of Talma, has

left a curious worl:, entidtd, Cov.rs de D-^damaiion. (Three vols. Svo., ISOi-lSlO.)

In this work the proper accent to be taken in reciting the principal scenes in our

great tragedies is indicated by underlines, which are single, double, triple, or

quadruple, according to the gravity of the tone. It is difficult to believe that this

work has ever taught the art of varying the inflections and making them exactly

right. Here is an example

:

But I have felt no more than a horrible mixture

Of bones aiiit fle^h drajcred in the mire;

Of ttosh-scnii'S stained wiih g'jre, and friu'htrul limbs,

Over which the dovourin^r doffs dispute.

De Dubroca'g Traite (It's Intonations oratmres, (one volume, 8vo., 1810,) is a

book of the same kind. It contains some excellent advice ; for example: " It is a

Sreat mistake to suppiose that in speaking in public one ought to lay aside his
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with justice, aud orators sliould be glad that it is thus. lu

the art of oratory the use of the voice is more important tban

gesticulation ; varied, liappj, and rapid inflections are the only

resource against monotony of elocution—monotony, that scourge

of orators. A monotonous preacher will never be eloquent,

and this fault is all the more disagreeable because nothing

counterbalances it, nothing compensates for it. It distills

weariness from the pulpit ; it invites to sleep ; it destroys

ordinary voice and assume one of an altogetlier different kind. The pronunciation

of oratorical language has everywhere been disfigured by this error." Eut the

work afterward loses itself in such vague directions as the following :
" X. In-

tonations vrhich respond to the movements of the soul that is elevated. . . .

XL The soul that is cast down. . . . XII. The soul that is liaed up in advance."

It i=^ only necessary to give this additional proof that exercise, and the counsd and

criticism of a kind and severe judge, are the only means of regulating the

intonations and inflections of the voice.

It would be ea.sy to cite a great many other works. I am in possession of two,

among the rest, still more curious than^that of Larive, and not less useless.

r. Fi-ancii Fixcimeii Eloquaitue exteriorw ad orationem if. T. Ciceranis jnv Archia

(uxoriiodabj.ni.. Grouingre, 1753. . . . Ejusdem Specimen alterum ad orationem pro

M. MarceUo, etc. In these two treatises Professor Franz, after having given

thirty-nine rules on accentuation, and fifty-sLx on action, gesture, and the position

of the body, applies these precepts to the two orations of Cicero for Archias and

for ^.larcellus, and indicates lino by line the appropriate gesticulation and tone of

voice. There are rules of this character: "The lingers should be extended an^i

not contracted, lest we should appear to be afflicted with the gout."—P. 47.

Another such observation recalls the lesson of the master of philosophy to tiio

country gentlemen: "The most brilliant vowels are A and 0, and the most

brilliant consonant is Pi ; whose force and sweetness are wonderful in elocution."

The quotations show sufSciently why he was more admired by his contemporaries

(1045-1704) as a Latin poet than as an orator, (See the Onomaslicon of Saiiu?,

V, p. 247.)

The second work to vrhich I would make allusion is that "Of M. Engel, of the

Academy of Eerlin, translated into French by Jansen, under the title o? Idee-s surk

Gest'i, two volumes Svo., with thirty-four illustrations representing the attitudes

and gestures explained aud recommended by the author. The work is to bo

regretted both for the sake of the writer and the engraver ; it has been impossible

for me to find in this book a single useful counsel. Of our older preachers who

have left behind a great reputation for eloquence, I believe Le Faucheur is tl.o

only cue who has written a Traite d^ Taction de V Orateur, ou, de la Prononc>i-.ti'/^

ei da Gt.^le, first edition, Paris, 1657. This work has been attributed to Cour.nrt,

and Ostfi-vald has eulogized it very highly. {De VE.cercice du lliaidere sacre, p- CO.)

Everybody is acquainted with the witty satire of Sanlocque on the bad gesturc.s

of preachers ; but it is not sufficiently kuov/n that, by the confession of Caihoiio

authors, it is the work of Le Faucheur which suggested it to him. On i-'i^

mistake of coiisidi'ring Courart tho author of the Traito of Le Faucheur, £00

Bayle, DicL, Article Le Faucheur, remark C.
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the attention of tliose who strive to keep themselves awake

;

the words fall one after another like flakes of snow. The witty

Benedict Prevost, professor at Montaubau, said to me one day
concerning a monotonous preacher :

" AVhenever I hear his

sermons it seems to me that it is snowing."

I remember that shortly after my return to Paris, after leav-

ing the faculty of MontauLan, Jean Monod, the venerable

pastor with whom my family has sustained the most intimate

relations from early life, and whose preaching was at once so

liberal and so full of unction, invited me to come and visit

him. I had scarcely taken my seat in his study before he

arose, took do^vn a volume of Saurin, opened it at tlie perora-

tion of the sermon on Eternal Punishment, and said to me,

"Pead me that." He heard me with attention, and without

interruption ; and afterward addressing some encouraging words

which were full of kindness, he gave me a number of critical

directions on the inflections and redundancy of intonation
;

which advice has proved of great advantage to me, and v^'hich,

though after many years, is still present to my memory.

"We cannot press too much upon beginners in tiieir career,

the students of our academies, candidates for the sacred

ministry, and above all upon young pastors who have to preach

often, and yet have no colleague, the importance of selecting

from their customary audience sumo friend as censor, mIio can

be questioned frequently after the sermon concerning the

remarks that have been m.ade, the impressions that he has

received, and the progress or decline that may have attracted

his attention. It is useless to add that two counselors arc

better than one ; their observations can be compared and

conti'olled to advantage; and it is very rare that any one of

our Chm-ches, however humble, cannot count among its

members some who are able to render this kind of service.

Literary criticism is not needed, but rather that which is

instinctive. Good sense will be sufficient.*

Sometimes the opportunity which is not afforded by the

audience in winter will be presented in summer. In many
of the rural parishes, during the inclement season, the people

* la the treatise of Cicero, in -^vhich Crassus has laid down the general rules

of eloquence, he terminates with these words: "Tho first father of a family

to whom 70U should address yourself in a circle would liavo made the same
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of the village and the neighboring farms are the only ones

present. But when spring returns, the villas of the surrounding

country are again occupied by their proprietors ; and the>c

annual returns of a more cultivated population present a very

valuable opportunity. If a critic, a good counselor, has been

found in one of tliese families, it ^vill be very nseful to learn

from him vrhat your elocution has gained or lost during the

course of an entire season.

The considerations now presented will perhaps be sufficient

to show the uselessness of purely theoretical courses of lectures

and treatises on the art of oratory.*

If there is one art above all others that is to be acquired by

practice, it is this ; and if this art is the most personal of all,

this, where all imitation only leads to tlie saddest disappoint-

ments ;
this, whose two principal parts, gesticulation and

accentuation, may he improved but not acquired—since they

arc already acquired, either well or badly, before study—the

weakness of theory is evident. Of what service can theoretical

lessons be to him who is not able alone to know whether he

reply to your questions." {Be Oral, i, 34. See also iii, 50 and 51.) In Brutus

(xlii) Cicero saj-s: "I de-sii-e that my eloquence be approved by Ibe people; !:•?

who speaks in such a manner as to be approved by the multitude ^^^ll necessarily

be approved by educated people." (See also liii.)

Quintilian, after having compared prose composition with versification, adds:

" Wise men appreciate composition by rules, and ignorant people by pleasure."

(Z)e Inst. Orat.y ix, 4.)

* " The precepts of the art do not delight very much unle5s, by constant

exercise, they have grown into habits and become natural."

—

Era-shiit-s, EcdesiaH'',

e4. of 1539. p. 138. "Eloquence is derived less from art and theory than from

the habit of speaking; here, Messala, thou wilt agree with us."

—

Tadtv?, Lla'.'j-

on Orators, xixiii.

Jordano Bruno, the mtrepid martyr of philosophy, burned alive at Rome by t!.c

Inquisition in IGOO, had delivered a course of lectures on cluquence to t'.'.

students of "Wittemberg, which has been published as delivered by J. II. Alsted.

(one volume, 18mo., Frankfort, 1612,) under the title of Artificium peroron<ii i-

gratiam eoruin qui eloqueatke vim et rationem cognoscere cupiunt. In this wi tk

Bruno proposes to analyze and complete the rules laid down by Aristotle. 1 '•-'

work is very curious because of the alphabets, taViles arranged in circles, square ^

and stars, the rays or compartments of which, according to the author, liav'.-

regard to tho principles and sources of eloquence. But in the introduction to t:;
'

part of the book that contains these tables Bruno takes care (page 9<S) to prcrii—

that the greatest and most perfect eloquence is only to be found among on-i
'-

tliemselves. It is impossible to protest more mgeuiously against theory, and )

at tba same time to give one.
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follows them after lie has received them, and who is imder the

necessity of asking a third person whether he properly applies

them ? I am so fnllj' convinced of the justice of these views

that I have considered it a duty to write these pages. The

most wholesome advice is that which suggests experience ; and

wlio can be a better counselor of preachers than one of their

own number ?

Defects of Homiletical Ln'structiojS'.

If I may be excused for a digression, this is the place to

make some observations on instruction in sacred eloquence in

our theological seminaries. I doubt whether this branch

of education receives necessary development, and yields all the

fruit that we have a right to expect. We may ask particularly

if the regular and frequent exercises in the recitation and

declamation of extracts from our higher literature are system-

atized and assiduously followed by the students? I have

assisted in lessons of this character conducted at Geneva by

one of the most eminent men in the academy of that city, my
excellent friend Professor Munier. I was particularly struck

by the method in use, and by the great utility which the

students could derive from it. Tliis method is very simple

:

one of the young men recites a passage in prose or verse ; his

fellow-students are called upon to pronounce fraternal criti-

cism on liis performance; then the professor takes his turn,

and discusses the merits and faults of the declamation and

of the criticisms made upon it. It would be better, perhaps,

to make selections of poetry, because rhyme forces the memory

to greater attention and relieves it at the same time, while

prosody does not permit the substitution of one word for

another. It is certain that this manner of teaching external

eloquence is the only one that really does teach it ; and if these

exercises are not in frequent use in our theological seminaries,

they ought to be introduced or multiplied. It is plain that

this method is essentially practical, quite removed from all

danger of imitation, and furnishing a favorable opportunity for

useful advice.

It seems to me that one improvement, or rather a single

addition, might be made to this system. I mean the studying,

before memorizing, of the sense of each expression in the
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poetical or prose extract, not only of the grammatical sense, Lut

of tiiat which may be called the oratorical sense. The senti-

ments of him who pronounced them should be discovered and

defined ; also the effect which he is thought to have wislied

to produce on him, or those who listen. Then there must be

practice in order to conform the elocution to these sentiment?,

to these puq:)ose3 which have been recognized.

Plainly, all the real shades of elocution will be thus indi-

cated ; and it may be affirmed that the true merit of elocution

—of the most vehement as well as the most quiet—consists in

speaking with truth. Ton are wrong if, in the excitement

of declamation, you utter a cry of anger in the same tone with

a cry of despair ; or if in the calmness of elocution you expre?.-

flattery in the same tone as entreaty. Here is a very simple

example which will explain my thought : Orestes, charged by

the Greeks to obtain from Pyrrhus the dead body of Astyanax,

the revenge of whom may some day prove fatal to Greece and

to Pyrrhus himself, says to the king of Epirus :

"In fine, assure the raind of all the Greeks

;

Secure their vengeance and secure thy life."

In an oratorical sense it would be wrong to pronounce a'l

the last line in the same tone. The first hemistich is a demauu,

a request ; the second is advice, a notification ; and a demani

is not uttered in the same accent as information.

This study, if well conducted, will also show the words in

which the strencrth of the idea is contained, and which shouM

consequently receive the strength and shade of intonation. i;i

the above couplet they are the two pronouns tJicir and yc''''-

because these indicate the shade of the two arguments that ll-c

orator wislies to enforce.

Sometimes, in the best orators, the oratorical sense ot ^

passage may be doubtful; and it is both an interesting and

instructive exercise to open a discussion with beginners on t-..-

subject. Thus, in the admirable address of Mithridates to
J;;-

Bon, it may be asked what are the sentiments that fill the su'-^i

of the old monarch, and what impression he^ wishes to crca •-

when he pronounces these lines

:

^>
.

-

"The great name of Pompey makes his triumph sure;

It is the dismay of Asia."
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In reflecting on these words, we can see plainly that this

confession, by such a person and under these circumstances, may

be interpreted in different ways.

In a word, the delivery depends upon the sense. Theory in

the study of the art of good speaking can go no fm-ther tlian to

be of service in establishing the meaning; the rest of the

study Avill be an exercise of the student, and instruction on the

part of the teacher.

Paeliame>'tary, Forexsic, k&J) Academical Eloquence
coilpaeed with that of the pulpit.

Pulpit eloquence is a special eloquence, one which is quite

distinct from the usual kinds, and whose conditions and

difficulties can only be learned well by pastoral exp.erience. I

confess my belief that some of the first orators, after having

spoken with brilliant success at the bar, on the rostrum, or

from the professor's chair, do not know what it is to speak from

the Christian pulpit, and form a very incorrect idea of it. For

my part I will say frankly, that when I have had the oppor-

tunity of observing the difference it has appeared to me to

be enormous. The art of oratory which is employed before

judicial tribunals, parliaments, or audiences who hear lec-

tures, appears to me to be distinguished by fundamental

characteristics from the art that is employed in the sacred

pulpit.

Although pedagogic eloquence appears at first sight

proper to be put in comparison with that of the pulpit,

it is too dry and doctoral, or too brilliant and too intellectual,

or too light and too incisive, to permit assimilation. It

would be easy to connect with these epithets proper names,

whose reputation would prove nothing against the proposition

I defend.

As to our jurists, the distance which separates our speaking

from theirs is still greater. To explain a text of law is

certainly quite a different thing from explaining a text of

Scripture. The bar has a right to employ all the rhetorical

tones, and to pass from one to the other almost without tran-

eition, because it treats now the gravest subjects and now the

iflost trivial. Ko lengtli is prescribed ; the pleader can go to

nny length which his plea requires and which the court
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permits. The order and di^is^ons of his Language are perfectly

arbitrary, or determined by the elements of the case and the

proceedings.

In civil cases it is rare that eloquence is not required to Ijc

moderate and restrain its flight, under penalty of making the

disproportion too great between the interests in litigation and

the language employed. In criminal cases eloquence can take

a "\vider and more impassioned range ; but the more vehement

it becomes, whether in the discussion of evidence and proof or

in accusing or defending the criminal, the greater is its dis-

tance from the manner of the pulpit. It is doubtful whether

it is possible or proper to speak of human passions in the same

lano-uaire and the same accent in a court of iustice as within

the walls of a church. The penal code is at too great a dis-

tance from the Gospel.""^

Some of the characteristics which I have mentioned belong

also to parliamentary eloquence. Many considerations might be

presented on this subject, but I reduce them to two remarks,

U'hich I regard as very important. The celebrated extonpo-

raueous orations delivered on the iloor of our legislative

assemblies, which are read so eagerly the day after the session,

were revised and corrected at leisure for the oliicial journal.

This was l:>oth a custom and a right; it was even a neee~.-ity,

after having treated points so important and delicate in tlie

midst of noise, inattention, impatience, and often of interrup-

tions of every kind.

In the second place, the statesman in parliament has two

audiences, and sometimes three. The assembly within tlio

sound of his voice, the nation, his party and his opponents, :in<[

the different agents of the iroverument, will all read his utterances

* Mo.vTAiGXE has said: "The task of the lawyer is more difficult than tbal

of the preacher; yet it is my opinion tliat, at least in France, we find :non.'

passable lawyers than preachers."

—

Esio.ijs, Book I, eh. x.

La Brctekk, after having compared the eloquence of the bar with that of t:>.>

pulpit, as well as the situation of the advocate and that of the preaclior, cu;: •-s i--*

this conclusion: "It is easier to preach tlian to plead, and more difScult to i'rt'.i<.j

well than to plead weU."

—

Caractire.% chap. xv. Professor J. J. Ciienevi. i'-.'. i^

his Observations sur VEloquence de la Chain, (Geneva, 1S24,) points out (p. l'". -^

the differences which mark the eloquence of the bar; and although we wov.! I
'.'•

6ome of these remarks somewhat too finished and ingenious, they are wc-

worthy of buiiig read and digested.
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the next day; aud in the third place, often, the foreigner, who

is interested and eager in watching for vrords that come from so

high a source and re-echo so far, will also read. It is certainly

ditlicult to speak under these circumstances, but it is a glory

of our country that they have often been an incentive to

eloquence instead of impeding it, and that for a long time

they have detracted nothing from its splendor, Eut we must

remember that these cu'cumstances are antipodal, if I dare

say it, to pulpit eloquence ; the former is an eloquence of the

world, and that of the pulpit is not. The diiference Vv^as less

sensible, perhaps, for the great orators of the comi of Louis

XIV., who did not leave the court, so to speak, when they

went into the pulpit, called as they were to preach an Advent

or Lent sermon in the midst of scandals connected with

brilliant adulterers, and forced to begin their sermons with

the word " Sire !
" But we vrho do not permit temporal

things to shut us up so closely ; we Protestants, who, preaching

before a royal family convened in church, commence by

saying, " My brethren !
" we believe that we can say with

truth that preaching is an oratorical art quite alone, and is as

far removed from parliamentary eloquence as their respective

spheres are ditierent.

Art. n.—PAUL'S ARGmiEXT AGAINST JLTDAIC

ITtEDESTIXATIOX,

Ko other attribute has been so ignored by unbelief, repelled

by disbelief, and perverted and dishonored by misbelief, as

GofJ's univei*sal impartial Love, God has proclaimed his

love as universal : jncn have sought to render it partial, and

often merely natural. He has asserted an election of grace,

which offers and insures effectual calling and infallible salvation

to all, save such as personally reject the divine relief. They
have invented for him an election of unmoral preference,

Jirl)itrary caprice, absolute arithmetical division, ethnological

Eelectiou. Eeligious conceit is not confined to any particular

form of theism, nor to any age. Ilistory presents few nations
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which have not alternately magnified themselves into favorites

and victims of their ruling divinities. Pharaoh appears never

to have doubted tliat tlie gods had raised up the Egyptians a^i

a superior race, to have dominion over other and weaker

nations, to spoil and enslave them at will. It took the proud

monarch a long time to learn that it was the God of tlic

Hebrews who raised him to a throne, to show his power in

him, and that his name might be declared throughout the

earth. In dealing with Pharaoh, God showed, as he is ever-

more showing, his justice and pity in sharp contrast with the

proud and unpitying gods of the heathen. Ten opportu-

nities were given him to issue the proclamation of freedom;

ten opportunities to change a threatened stroke of vengeance

into a benediction, IIow paternal and reluctant was the dread-

ful justice of the Almighty

!

Monotheists have been far from guiltless in this thing.

They have suspected the God of the spirits of all flesh of being

a respecter of persons and races. It was Satan who first in-

sinuated, in Eden, in his last and fatally successful temptation

of Eve, that the infinite Father is capable of the caprices of

tyranny. The selflove of the Jews left them alternately elatcJ

with the idea of God's peculiar favor, or depressed witli the

conviction of his peculiar displeasm-c. Elation and despair arc

contrast states of the same character, and supervene upon two

inferences from the same theology. At one time Jehovah

of hosts was so absorbed and satisfied with his care of his

chosen people, that all other nations were treated vrith in-

difference, or left to reap their precarious harvest of uncov-

enanted blessin-gs by suflterance. At another =he was so intent

on vengeance, that other peoples were accounted as nothing

more than instruments of his overmastering wrath, without

the remotest respect to their o^vn guilt or innocence, prosperity

or distress. Thus at one period God was a reflection of tbcir

national pride, and, at another, of their mortilication and

misery.

Jeremiali encountered this prevalent mal-judgment anion:,'

the Jews twenty-five hundred years ago, and was command^..

to rebuke it, and to show such as were dishonoring God by

the propagation of the theory, that their mechanical and

arbitrary views of his go\'ernment were every way at fault.
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The word which came to Jeremiah from tiio Lord, saying,

Arise, and go down to the potter's house, and there I will cause

thee to hear my words. Then I went down to the potter's house,

and, behold, he wrouglit a work ou the wheels. And the vessel

thai he made of clay Avas marred in the hand of the potter : so he
made it again another vessel, as seemed good to the potter to

make it. Then the word of the Lord came to me, saying, O hou«e
(•f Israel, cannot I do with you as this potter V saith the Lord.
Behold, as tlie clay is in the potter's hand, so are ye in mine hand,

house of Israel. At what instant I shall speak concerning a

nation, and concerning a kingdom, to pluck up and to pull down,
and to destroy it ; if that nation, against whom I have pronounced,
turn from their evil, I will repent of the evil that I thought to do
unto them. And at what instant I shall speak concerning a

nation, and concerning a kingdom, to build and to plant it ; if it

do evil in ray sight, that it obey not my voice, then I will repent

of the good, wherewith I said I would benefit them.—Jer. xviii,l-10.

lie will break and rc-iuake the eelf-marred vessel upon equal

and unchangeable principles of justice and grace ; will glorify

liis sovereignty in the interests of a merciful justice, and a just

and impartial mercy.

Hath not the potter power over the clay of the same lump to

make one vessel unto honor, and another uuto dishonor?

—

liom. ix, 21.

"Who art thou, O proud rbansee, that repliest against God
because he chooses to fulfill his eternal purpose by showing

mercj " to the Gentiles also,'' calling from the highways and

hedges the poor, the maimed, the halt, the blind, and to destroy

the apostates of Israel ?

Ezekiel was instructed to protest with vehemence against

the same blind and foolish misrepresentation.

Therefore, O thou son of man, speak unto tlie house of Israel;

thus ye speak, sayhig. If our transgressions and our sins be upon
us, and we pine away in them, liow should we then hve? Bay
unto them, As I live, saith the Lord God, I have no pleasure in

the death of the wicked ; but that the wicked turn from his way
and live : turn ye, turn ye from your evil ways ; for why will )e
Jie, O house of Israel? Therefore, thou son of man, say unto the
ehildren of thy people, the righteousness of the righteous shall not
deliver him in the day of his transgression ; as for the wickedness
t^f the wicked, he shall not fall thereby in the day that he turncth
horn his wickedness; neither shall the righteous be able to live for
his righteousness in the day that he sinneth. "When I shall say to
the righteous that he shall surely live ; if he trust to his own
FouRTu Seeies, Vol. XIX.—32
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rigliteousness, and commit iniquity, all his riglitcousnesscs sball not
be remembered ; but for liis inirjuity that lie bath committed, he
sliall die for it. Again, -when I say unto the wicked, Thou n^liall

surely die ; if he turn from his sin, and do tliat "vvliich is lawful

and right ; if the wicked restore the pledge, give again that he had
robbed, walk in the statutes of life, without conmiitting iniqifitv,

he shall surely live, he shall not die. Xone of bis sins that hehatii

committed shall be mentioned unto him; he lialh done that which
is lawful and right; he shall surely live. Yet the children of thy
people say, The way of the Lord is not equal : but as for them,
their way is not equal. When the righteous turneth from his

righteousness, and committcth iniquity, he shall even die thereby.

I^ut if the wicked turn from bis wickedness, and do that which is

lawful and right, he shall live thereby. Yet ye say, the way of the

Lord is not equal. ye bouse of Israel, I will judge you every

one after his Avays.—Ezek. xxxiii, 10-20. See also xviii, 20-32.

Jonali was very angry that God did not keep bis word of

wratb witli Xineveh. He attempted to flee to Tarsiiisb at tlic

lirst, because bis pride and dignity shrank from the bumiliatiou

which "would ensue upon the relenting of the divine heart.

So th*e people of Nineveh believed God, and ])roc]aimed a fist,

and put on sackcloth, from the greatest of them even to the least

ot"them. For word came unto the king of Nineveh, and he arose

from his throne, and he laid his robe from him, and covered him
with sackcloth, and sat in ashes. And he caused it to be in-u-

claimed and published through Nineveh by the decree of the kiu'_'

and his nobles, saying, Let neither man nor beast, herd nor flock,

taste anything; let them not feed, nor drink water: but let man
and beast be covered with sackcloth, and cry mightily unto God

;

yea, let them turn every one from bis evil way, and from th/

violence that is in their hands. Who can tell if God will turn an!

repent, and turn away from his fierce anger, that we perish not .'

And God saw their works, that they turned from their evil way :

and God repented of the evil, that be had said that he wouM «."

unto them ; aud he did it not. But it displeased Jonah cxcecu-

iugly, and he was very angry. And be prayed unto the Lord, av.'l

said, I pray thee, O Lord, was not this my saying, when 1 was y.

:

in my country ? Therefore I lied befo're unto Tarshish : f"i" ^

knew that thou art a gracious God, and merciful, slow to auge'.",

and of great kindness, and repentest thee of the evil,—Jonah i-,

5-10; iv, 1, 2.

Contrast the long-suflering love of the Infinite One witli tiic

niortitied vanity of the creature! Did ever poor huuiaii;"'V

figure in an unlovelier light ?

In many a vision Isaiah saw the light to the Gentiles, a:-'.i

the propliets caught glimpses of the coming glory. They we;'^-
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cliarged with tlie maintenance of the honor of the Lord

ao-ainst the flagitious aspersions of fatalists and partialists

alike. Nor they alone. Jesus complains of nothing else so

often, as that sinners will not believe and receive his love.

They will not ask largely ; will not come to him and have

life; will not receive hira when he comes to them; close their

liearts against him when he stands knocking ; will not heed

him when he calls. What an indictment he alleges against

them on the ground that they neglect opportunities, despise

the day of merciful visitation, resist the Holy Ghost, and

guiltily reject a full, free, urgent, importuning salvation ! It

is their condemnation that liglit is come, and they prefer dark-

ness ; riches, and they covet poverty
;
pardon, and they cling

to guilt. A fountain is opened, but they will not wash ; a door,

but they will not enter.

The apostles met the same cm-rent of dishonoring thought

toward the Father of mercies. Indeed, in the beginning of

their ministry, their o^vn minds were not free from narrow

and injurious opinions. It required a vision with three

repetitions of its principal scene to convince Peter that Christ

purposed to show mercy to any but Jews ; and full explana-

tions were necessary, afterward, to satisfy the other apostles

tliat he had not done a rash and wicked thing in going down

to the house of Cornelius.

Paul's may be taken as a representative apostolic experience,

60 extensive and varied was his ministry. His life as a zealous

Pharisee, and his great love for the Jewish people, fitted him

to reason with Jews; M'liile his special call to be the apostle

of the Gentiles nuide him gravely responsible for the careful

and authentic indoctrination of Poman and Athenian, bar-

barian, Scythian, bond, and free. Add inspiration, and liis

qualifications are perfect.

In his epistle to the Ponums this distinguished apostle

enters into an elaborate argument to rescue the honor of the

world's Pedeemer from the injurious misconceptions of bigots,

fatalists, and Pharisees. lie had opened his mission fiiteen

years before at Antioch.

And when the Jews were gone out of the synagogue, tlie

Gentiles besouglit that these words might be preached to thciii
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the next Sabbath. And the next Sabbath clay came almost the

\vliolc city together to hear the ^vord of God. But when the

Jews saw the multitudes [of Gentiles] they were filled with en\y,

and spake against those things which were spoken by Paul, con-

tradicting and blaspheming. Then Paul and Barnabas waxed
bold, and said, It was necessary that the word of God should first

have been spoken to you ; but seeing ye put it from you, and

judge yourselves unworthy of everlasting life, lo, we turn to tlie

Gentiles. For so hath the Lord coiumanded us, saying, I have set

thee to be a light of the Gentiles, tliat thou shouldest be for

salvation unto the ends of the earth. And when the GentUes heard

this, they were glad, and glorified the word of the Lord; and as

many as were ordained to eternal life believed. And the word of

the Lord was published throughout all the region.—Acts xiii, 42,

44-49.

Here, after fifteen yeai-s of experience, rugged enough to

correct the excesses of early ardor, he deliberately takes up

the theme of impartial grace, opening with a commanding

declaration of the plenary grcbdous justice of God :

"Who will render to every man according to his deeds : to them
who by patient continuance in well doing seek for glory and honor

and immortality, eternal life; but imto them that are contentious,

and do not obey the truth, but obey unrighteousness, indignation

and wrath, ti'ibulation and anguish, upon every soul of man that

doetli evil; of the Jew first, and also of the Gentile; but glory,

honor, and peace, to every man that worketh good ; to the Jew
first, and also to the Gentile; for there is no respect of persons

with God.—Rom. ii, 6-11,

The Jew, who rested in the law, and made his boast of God,

and knew his will, and approved the things that were more

excellent, being instructed out of the law, and was confident

that lie liimself was a guide of the blind, a light of them

which were in darkness, an instructor of the foolish, a teacher

of babes, which had a form of knowledge and of the truth in tlie

law, was ready to reject with detestation any views of Hcssiah

which did not offer peculiar glory to his nation. A violent

and disdainful electionist, wath what unspeakable oflense Ik'

iuu?t have received the apostle's assertion that the name ot

God was blasphemed among the Gentiles through him, and that

he is not a Jew, which is one outwardly; neither is that cir-

cumcision, which is outward in the llesh : but he is a Je^^',

which is one inwardly
; and circumcision is that of the heart, in the

spirit, and not in the letter ; whose praise is not of men, but

of God.—Rom. ii, 28, 29.
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Xor did it tend to cool his anger to be told tliat the advant-

ix^Q of the Jew and the profit of circumcision lay chiefly in

the fact of possessing the oracles of God. His vain conceit,

that he is better by nature than other men, and therefore less

in need of the remedies of grace, is repelled with great force

of lanoiiaire.

What then? are we better than tliey ? No, in no wise ; for we
have before proved both Jews and Gentiles, that they are all under
sin ; therefore by the deeds of the law there shall no flesh be
justified in his sight : for by the law is the knowledge of sin.

But now the righteousness of God without the law is manifested,

being witnessed by the law and the prophets ; even the righteous-

ness of God which is by f\ith of Jesus Christ unto all and upon all

them that believe; for there is no diflerence; for all have sinned,

and come short of the glory of God ; being justified freely by his

grace through the redemption that is in Christ Jesus ; whom God
hath set foith to be a propitiation through faith in his blood, to

declare his righteousness for the remission of sins tliat are past,

through the forbearance of God ; to declare, I say, at this time his

righteousness : that he might be just, and the justifier of him
which belicveth in Jesus. Where is boasting then? It is ex-

cluded. By what law ? of works? Xay, but by the law of ihith.

Therefore we conclude that a man is justified by faith without the

deeds of the law. Is he the God of the Jews only ? is he not also

of the Gentiles? Yes, of the Gentiles also: seeing it is one God,

which shall justify the circumcision by faith, and uncircumci'^ion

through faith. Do we then make void the laAV through faith ?

God forbid; yea, we estabhsh the law.—Kom. iii, 9, 20-31.

Abraham was justified by fiiith while yet nncircumcised, and

God is pleased, according to his eternal purpose, to extend the

benefits of the covenant of faith to nncircumcised Gentile

sinners.

Blessed are they whose iniquities are forgiven, and whose sins

are covered. Blessed is the man to whom the Lord will not

im})ute sin. Cometh this blessedness then upon the circumcision

only, or upon the uncircumcision also ? for we say that faith was
reckoned to Abraham for righteousness. How was it then

reckoned ? when he was in circumcision, or in uncircumcision ? Not
in circumcision, but in uncircumcision. And lie received the sign

of circumcision, a seal of the righteousness of the faith which he

had yet being uucircumcised ; that he might be the father of all

them that believe, though they be not circumcised ; that righteous-

ness might be imputed unto them also; and the father of circam-

cisiou to them who are not of the circumcision only, but who also

Walk in the steps of that faith of our father Abraham, which lie

had being yet uucircumcised. For the promise, that he should be
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the heir of the -u-orkl, was not to Abraham, or to his seed, through

the law, but through tlie righteousness of faith. For if they

wliich are of the law, be heirs, faith is made void, and the promise

made of none effect : because the law worketh wrath : for where
no law is, there is no transgression. Therefore it is of faith, that

it might be by grace ; to the end the promise might be sure to all

the seed ; not to that only -which is of the law, but to that also

which is of the faith of Abraham, who is the father of us all.

—

Rom. iv, 7-1 G.

The superior advantages of the Jewish people served to

aggravate their guilt, rather than to diminish their danger.

Paul boldly affirms that they are no less in need of the

methods of a divine mercy than the most abject Gentile tribe,

and that the same redemptive economy whicli embraces them,

is no less comprehensive and efficacious with respect to sinners

of every nation.

Justification and regeneration by faith, and general redemp-

tion and free grace by Christ Jesus, as being essential to the

scope of the apostle's reasoning, run through the fifth, sixtli,

and seventh chapters. In the eighth, ninth, and eleventh tlie

argument against pharisaic election rises to great breadth and

grandeur.

The Jews angrily resented the suggestion that any but the

seed of Abraham were to be admitted to the privileges of

covenant and numbered with the elect. They were offended

at the thought of being treated with no more consideration

than other men. Flattered wdth the theory of an inexorable,

discriminating election, as exact as mathematics, it was an un-

pardonable affront to these proud meii, who interpreted God

through their prejudice and vanity, to be told that there is no

difference between the Jew and the Greek. They rejected

Clu-ist because he rebuked their profligacy, ate with publicans.

and declined to erect a throne at Jerusalem. How then could

they endure this new docti'iue of a divine election of grace, so

comprehensive as to embrace every member of the himian race;

offering pardon, a new heart, and eternal life to as many as,

according to their light, should accept the proffered remedy I

God has a sovereign r\^\\i to adiust the terms of salvation.

lie consults not the doctors of the law, but, governed solely b}'

the perfection of his own character, he hath mercy on whom
he will, and Avhom he will he hardencth. If, therefore, he
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cliooses to receive all who come to him throufrh Christ—to call

the Gentiles, show mercy to the Samaritans, and invite from

the ends of the earth the poor, the maimed, the halt, the blind,

hardening none save for and through their obdurate persist-

ence in sin, as in the instance of Pharaoh—who shall find fault,

and presume to arraign Almighty Love at the bar of human
predilection ? lie made the covenant, and knows how to

interpret it; the world, and knows how to redeem it ; the souls

of men, and knows how to pity and pardon them. Attempt

not to shut him up to your narrow views. lie redeemed all

men in Christ, and in Christ offers salvation to all with equal

efficaciousness and sincerity. Thus argues Paul, holding a

broad view for God against Jewish exclusiveness and misinter-

pretation. He foreapproves, (the sense of " foreknow,"') pre-

destinates, calls, justifies, glorifies, all in sovereign independ-

ence and perfect, everlasting love, according to the pui'pose

which he purposed in Christ Jesus, whom he freely gave, that

whosoever believeth in him might not perish, but have ever-

lasting life.

There is therefore now no condemnation to them which are in

Christ Jesu.*, who walk not after the tlcsh, but after the Spirit.

For the law of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus hath made me free

from the law of sin and death. For what the law could not do, in

that it was weak tln-ough the flesh, God sending his own Son in

the likeness of sinful Hesh, and for sin, condemned sin in the flesh
;

that the righteousness of the law might be fultilled in us, who
Avalk not after tlie flesh, but after the Spirit. xVnd we know tliat

all things work togetlier for good to them that love God, to them
who are the called according to his purpose. For Avhora he did

foreknow, he also <lid predestinate to be conformed to tlic image
of Ins Son, tliat lie might be the lirstboru among many brethren.

Moreover, whom he did predestinate, them he also called : and
whom he called, them he also justilied: aud whom he justified,

them he also glorilicd. What shall we then say to these things ?

If God be for us, who can be against us? He that spared not his

own sou, but deUvered him up for us all, how shall he not with
him also freely give us all things. AVho shall lay anything to the

charge of God's elect? It is God that justitieth. Who is he that

coudemncth ? It is Christ that died, yea rather, that is risen again,

who is eveu at the right hand of God, who also maketh intercession

for us.—Kom. viii, 1-4 ; 28-34.

It adds to the force of the argument to render the clauses of

verse 34 interrogatively, according to the older Greek copies.
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The point, however, is not material, as no unbiased reader

will mistake the main design of the apostle. The conclndinp;

vei-ses of the chapter add a glorious emphasis to those which

we have quoted.

In the ninth chapter proof is forced home npon the Jews, to

the comfort and assurance of the Gentiles, that God set their

superficial and arbitrary construction of his covenant utterly at

naught, even reversing the order of descent of the birthright

blessing, which in their view was of the gravest importance,

if not of the essence ot the covenant itself. The writer again and

again represents the divine sovereignty as glorifpng itself by

the infinitude of love, illustrating the theme by always reaching

at length the (to the phai-isaic mind) hated and revolting fact

of the calling of the reprobate Gentiles.

For llicy are not all Israel, which are of Israel : neither, because

they are the seed of Abraham, are they all cluldren : but, In Isaac

shall thy seed be called. That is, they which are the children

of the flesh, these are not the children of God : but the children

of the promise are counted for the seed. For this is the word of

promise, At this time will I come, and Sarah shall have a son.

And not only this ; but when Rebecca also had conceived by one,

even by our father Isaac, (for the children being not yet born,

neither having done any good or evil, that tlie ])urpose of God,
according to election niiglit stand, not of works, but of him that

calleth,) it was said unto her, The elder shall serve the younger.

As it is vrritten, Jacob have I loved, but Esau have I hated.

"What shall we say then ? Is there um-ighteousness with God ?

God forbid. For he saith to Moses, I will have mercy on whom I

will have mercy, and 1 will have compassion on whom I will have

compassion. So then, it is not of him that willeth, nor of him that

runneth, but of God that showeth mercy. For the Scripture saiUi

unto i'haraoh. Even for this same purjiose have I 'raised thee up,

that I might show ray power in thee, and that my name might be

declared throughout all the earth. Therefore hath he mercy on

whom he will have mercy, aud whom he will he hardeueth. Tiiou

wilt say then unto me, AYhy doth he yet find tault ? for who hath re-

sisted his will ? Nay but, O man, who art thou that repliest against

God ? Shall the thing formed say to him that formed it, \N liy

liast thou made me thiis? Hath not the potter power over ilie

clay, of the same lump to make one vessel uuto honor, and anothfr

unto dislionor? What if God. willing to show his wrath, and t^>

make his power known, endured with much long-sutieriug the

vessels of wrath fitted to destruction: and that he might make

known the riches of his glory on the vessels of mercy, which ho

had afore i>repared unto glory, even us, whom he hath called, not
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of the Jews only, but also of the Gentiles ? As he saith also iu

Ilo'^ea, I Avill call them my people, which were not my people ; and
hcv beloved, which was not belovecl. And it shall come to pass,

that in the place where it was said nnto them, Ye are not my
people; there shall they be called tlw3 children of the living God.
"Wliat shall we say then ? [as a necessary conclusion of the whole
matter,] That the Gentiles which followed not after righteousness,

have attained to righteousness, even the righteousness which is

of laith; but Israel, whicli followed after the law of righteousness,

hath not attained to the law of righteousness. "W^herefore ? Be-
cause they sought it not by faith, but as it were by the works
of the law. For they stumbled at that stumbling-stone ; for Christ

is the end of the law for righteousness to every one that be-

lieveth. For with the heart man believeth unto righteousness

;

anci with the mouth confession is made unto salvation. For the

Scripture saith. Whosoever believeth on him shall not be ashamed.
For there is no difference between the Jew and the Greek ; for the

same Lord over all is rich unto all that call upon him. For who-
soever shall call upon the name of the Lord shall be saved.

—

Rom. ix, 6-26, 30-32; x, 4, 10-13.

Could an argument bo more triumphantly conclusive as

against Pliarisaic narrowness? It is a resistless defense of the

ELECTION OF GRACE, wliicli includes all in its provisions, and

insures actual salvation to all who come to God through

Christ, "without any mental reservation or secret jrarpose to

the contrary whatsoever. ISTothing could have yielded such

hope and comfort to the Gentiles, who had blasphemed God
because of Jewish misrepresentations of his character ; and

nothing could so eflectually have demolished the infinite con-

ceit of the Jews themselves. Imagine the rage and disgust

with which they heard themselves set on a level with Gentile

"dogs," ditlering only in being more guilty by consequence

of the abuse of better privileges. In the darkest days of

American slavery, to have told the proudest infidel master that

he was not a whit better than his negro, would have been a

mild ofiense in comparison. That their close corporation

of numerical election was to be broken up, and the choicest

benefits of grace oflered to Hittite and Ilivite, Crete and Greek,
was a doctrine whicli made the gospel an olFense, and Christ a

stone of stumbling unto them.

Eat Paul has not done with the theme. A perversion

which originates in pride, ignorance, or despair, will reassert

itself in other times and other forms. A weakness of fixllcn
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human nature is to be treated in the light of a perpetual and
universal danger. Truth must be guarded on every hond.

AHiat so improbable in advance as that the Gentile sinners, to

whom Christ was to be preached, would take up the cast-oii'

practices and prejudices of Judaism ? Yet they did take them
up with a most uiihappv facility of imitation.

In the eleventh chapter of his epistle, the fearless teacher

arraigns some Eoman Gentiles, who imagined that the repro-

bation of the Jews was final and absolute, and that, therefore,

themselves had secured a title in fee to the whole herita"-e

of promise. As though to make his argument as comprehen-

sive as it is cogent, he instantly arraigns these boasters, assuring

tliem that their vauntings are not the fruit of Christ, but of

their own natural hearts. Their connection with the true

Olive Tree is in danger of becoming mechanical, rather than

\-ital, as is sufiiciently proved by this antichristian narrow-

ness.

For I speak to you Gentiles, inasmuch as I am the apostle of the
Gentiles, I magnify mine office ; and if some of the brancljcs be
broken oif, and thou, being a wild olive tree, wert grafled in

among them, and with them partakest of the root and fatness

of the olive tree; boast not against the branches. But if tliou

boast, tliou bearest not the root^but the root thee. Thou Avilt say
then, The branches were broken ofJ^", that I might be gratfed in.

Well; because of unbelief they were broken off, and thou standesl
by i;\ith. Be not highmiuded, but fear ; for if God spared not the

natural branches, take heed lest he also spare not thee. Behold
therefore the goodness and severity of God : on them which fell,

severity; but toward thee, goodness, if thou continue in his good-
ness : otlierwise thou also shalt be cut off. And they also, if thty

abide not still in unbelief, shall be gruffed in ; for God is able tu

grail' them in again.—Rom. xi, 13, 17-23.

A few years later the same admirable logician encourages

the faith of the Ephesian Church by a similar process of rea-

soning, in which he gives prominence to the following

points

:

1. They were predestinated to the adoption of children ly

the will of God, and to the praise of his grace, according to

tlie mystery of his eternal purpose, which was hidden although

prophets foretold it, but is now revealed : which purpose is, to

bring Jews and Gentiles together into one body in Christ.

2. Therefore he hatli called and quickened the Ephesians.
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not on a new plan, but on an eternal and changeless one,

springing from his own free love, and hath abolished the

enmity contained in the law of commandments. The Ephesian

Cliurch, therefore, was not built on another foundation, l)ut on

that of apostles and prophets.

3. To execute this purpose—so offensive to Jewish prejudice,

and so utterly subversive of any and every doctrine of an un-

conditional numerical election, and of its ghastly logical

counterpart, unconditional reprobation—CTod by revelation

made known to Paul, as he had previously done to Peter, the

MYSTERT OF CHRIST, which was no Icss, and could be no more
than this: That the reprobate gextiles sijould be fel-

low-heirs, AXD of the SAirE BODY, AIvD FARTAKERS OF

HIS PROMISE IX CHRIST BY THE GOSPEL.

4. To Paul the precious grace was given to preach a free

and open-armed salvation, made effectual by every purpose of

Almighty Love, to sinners of every nation.

The entire argument proceeds upon the basis of a controversy,

in the abstract view, between the boundless grace of God, and

the impoverishing interpretations of men ; and, in the concrete,

between the Jewish people and the Gentile world.

Blessed be the God and Fatlier of our Lord Jesus Christ, who
liath blessed us with all spiritual blessings in lieavoily places in

Christ : according as he hath cliosen us in liim before the founda-
tion of the world, that we should be holy and without blame
before him in love : having predestinated us unto the adoption
of children by Jesus Christ to himself, according to the good
pleasure of his will, to the praise of the glory of his grace, wherein
he hath made us accepted in the beloved: in whom wo have
redemjition through his blood, the forgiveness of sins, according to

the riches of his grace; wherein he hath abounded toward us in

all wisdom and prudence ; having made known unto us the
mystery of his will, according to hid good pleasure which he hath
pur])osed in himself: that in tiie dispensation of tlie fullness of times
he might gather together in one all things in Christ, both which
are in heaven, and which are on earth ; even in hiui : in wdiom also

we have obtained an inheritance, being predestinated according to
the purpose of him who worketh all things after the counsel of his

own will; that we should be to the praise of his glory, Avho lirst

trusted in Christ. In whom ye also trusted, after that ye heard
the word of truth, the gospel of your salvation: in whom also,

after tliat ye believed, ye were sealed with that Holy Spirit of
promise, which is the earnest of our inheritance until the redemp-
tion of the purchased possession, unto the praise of his glory.
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Wherefore remember, that ye beiug in time past Gentiles in

the flesh, who are called Uncircumcision by that \vhieh is oalleJ

the Circumcision in the flesh made by hands ; that at that time

ye were without Christ, being aliens from the commonwealth
of Israel, and strangers from the covenants of promise, hav-

ing no hope, and without God in the world : but now, in Christ

Jesus, ye who sometime were far off are made nigh by the

blood of Christ. For he is our peace, who hath made botli

one, and liath broken down the middle wall of partition between
us ; having abolished in his flesh the enmity, even the law of com-
mandments contained in ordinances ; for to make in himself of

twain one new man, so making peace ; and that he might reconcile

both unto God in one body by the cross, having slain the enmity
tJiereby ; and came and preached peace to you which were alar

oil', and to them that were nigh. For through him we both have
access by one Spirit unto the Father. Xow therefore ye are no
more strangers and foreigners, but fellow-citizens with the saints,

and of the household of God ; and are built upon the foundation

of the apostles and prophets, Jesus Christ himself being the chief

corner stone.—Eph. i, 3-14 ; iii, 3 ; ii, 11-20.

For this cause, I, Paul, the prisoner of Jesus Christ for you
Gentiles, if ye have heard of the dispensation of the grace of God
wliich is given me to you-ward : how that by revelation he made
known unto me the mystery, as I wrote afore in few words

;

whereby, when ye read, ye may understand my knowledge in the

mystery of Christ, which in other ages was not made known unto
tlie pons of men, as it is now revealed unto his holy apostles and
prophets by the Spirit ; that the Gentiles should be fellow heirs,

and of the same body, and partakers of his promise in Christ by
tlie gospel, whereof I was made a minister, according to the gift

of tlie grace of God given unto me by the efiectual working of his

power. Unto me, M'ho am less than the least of all saints, is

this grace given, tliat I should preach among the Gentiles the un-

f^oarchable riches of Christ ; and to make all men see what is the

f llrtwship of the mystery, [all mlx sek the itystlet !] which
Irom the beginning of the world hath been hid in God, who
ereuted all things by Jesus Christ, to the intent that now unto the

I'rincipalities and powers in heavenly places might be known I'V

tlie church the manifold wisdom of God, according to the eterual

]>m-|(0se which he purposed in Christ Jesus our Lord: in whom
wc have boldness and access with confidence by the faith of him.
A\ heretbre I desire that ye faint not at my tribulations for you,
which is your glory. For this cause I bow my knees unto the

Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, of whom the" whole family i»

heaven and earth is named, that he would grant you, according to

the riches of his glory, to be strengthened with might by his Spirit

in the inner man^ that Christ may dwell in your hearts by faith ;

that yc, being ruoted and grounded in love, may be able to coiu-

prehend with all saints what is the breadth, and length, and de})lh,
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mid height; and to know the love of Christ, which passeth knowl-

ed'^e, that ye might be filled with all the fullness of God. Now
unto him that is able to do exceedmg abundantly above all that

we ask or think, according to the power that worketh in us, unto

him be glory in the church by Christ Jesus throughout all ages,

world without end. Amen.—Eph. iii, 1-21.

'\Yithout controversy the doctrine of Paul is to the praise of

the glory—the manifested excellence—of divine grace.

" Let all the world fall down and know
That XON'E BUT God such love can 8H0W."

Behold the contrast between the election of grace and the

discrimination of pharisaic prejudice and pride ; the morally

justifiable and most adorable election of universal Love, and

the heartless, unpaternal, arithmetical division born of the

pitiless Bpirit of ca-st^.

Aet. m.—church music.

The most beautiful and attractive drapery of truth is music

;

the music of eloquence, of poetiy, and of song. Music is the

art of combining sounds that are expressive of thought, of emo-

tion, and are agreeable to the ear. Thougli tlie term music is

now restricted to the art of combining sounds in imitation of

nature, yet in common life we find the germs from which it

grew up. As the eye seems to be related more to the under-

standing, the sense of hearing has an intimate connection with

the emotions. Feelings are expressed in the tones of voice.*

Music is natural to man, and in the form of a science it is both

vocal and instrmnontal, sacred and secular. The music of

bii-d and of beast, thougli natural and instinctive, is not an

art. It may be an imitation, yet within narrow limits, without

study, without intelligent design. But when the piriuciples on

wliich the combinations of sounds are founded, and the causes

of the emotions produced are understood, the art becomes an

interesting and profound science. Music is coeval with poetry,

and with equal step goes hand in hand with it. The earlier

poets sang their own poems.f
* Himtin^lou on the Fine Arts. f Jahn'a Bibhcal Arcbcelogy.
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In the order of public worship every part has its appropriate

place, and contributes its portion of influence and interest.

Kcither prayer nor praise, reading the Scriptures nor their

exposition can be omitted without a loss of interest or of in-

struction. Prayer and praise belong to the worshiping assem-

bly as tnily as does the hearing of the word. One person

leading in vocal prayer, the congregation should silently,

attentively, and devoutly join in thought, feeling, and spirit,

with appropriate responses. In the exercise of vocal and public

praise all who can sing, and whose hearts are attuned to the

melody of sacred song, may and should sing, for a number of

voices preserving the unison of time, harmony, and melody does

not produce the discord nor confusion that a number engaged

in extempore prayer does. On the contrary, the several parts

of a tune carried forward in unison add greatly to the devo-

tional character and power of public praise.

In this paj>er we propose to give a brief historic sketch

of Church music, to urge the duty of Christians to unite in

this part of social and public worship, and to show from a

Scriptm-G standpoint what are its true characteristics and

methods.

]\Ian is a musical being. Ilis vocal organs are constructed

both for speech in communicating ideas, and for musical tones

of great variety and compass. His ear is wonderfully adapted

to receive sounds, and to convey to the brain and mind the

most delicate notes of tongue and of instrument. And his

Boul has the power of intelligently perceiving and admiring all

the melodies that tongue, chord, or pipe can produce—all that

the mellow and tremulous air can transmit, or the sensitive car

can receive. The vocal organs have the greatest musical

power and compass. The human ear is most sensitive to

musical sounds, and the soul is the spirit-sensorium of all the

music of earth and sky.

" The soul of man is larger than the sky,

Deeper than the ocean." *

" Tiie influence of music on the emotions of the soul is well

known to every one.

' There is in souls a sympathy with sounds.' " \

* Coleridge. I I'hilosophy of Salvation.
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It is, therefore, strongly probable that music is coeval witli our

race, and tliat in the infancy of society song aided to preserve

the remembrance of historic events, as also to celebrate them.
'• The power of mnsic to fix in the memory the sentiments with

which it is connected, and to foster it in the heart, has been

understood in all ages of the world. Some of the early legis-

lators wrote their laws in verse, and sung them in public

places. And many of the earliest sketches of primitive his-

tory are in the measures of lyric poetry. In this manner the

memory was aided in retaining the facts. The ear was in-

vited to attend to them, imagination threw around them the

drapery of beauty, dignity, or power, and then music con-

veyed the sentiment, and mingled it with the emotions of the

soul."^

The first instrument of music was probably the pipe of the

shepherd, who, in his rural life, heard the wind whistle among
the reeds. This was soon and naturally followed by the sim-

plest kind of stringed instruments, f To an ordinary observer,

and particularly to such careful observers and passionate ad-

mirers of nature as were the ancients, the whistling of the

wind, the simplest efiorts of a " rotund mouth," and the voices

of zephyr breezes among forest branches and the cordage of

tents, would suggest the earliest rustic instruments of sound

and melody. The first mention of them precedes the deluge.

Tubal, the sixth descendant from Cain, was " the father of all

6uch as handle the harp and organ." Gen. iv, 21. About
five hundred and fifty years after the deluge both vocal and
instrumental music are mentioned as performed by a choir.

To Jacob, who had secretly gone from. Padan-Aram, and
taken his dearly-buught conipanion and well-earned eiiects,

Laban said, "Wherefore didst thou fiee away secretly, and
didst not tell me, that I might have sent thee away with mirth

and with songs, with iahrct and ^ntli harp?'''' Gen. xxxi, 27.

At least two hundred and nineteen years later, according to the

usual computation, but at a much earlier date, according to

Dr. Smith, + even before Abraham, and contemporaneous with
Peleg, Job said, " The wicked take the timbrel and harp, and
rejoice at the sound of the organ." Job xxi, 12. The organ of

* Philosophy of SalTation. f IIvmtiDgton, Art. Music.

\ Patriarchal Age, p. 354.
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Tubal and of Job's neigliboi*s was similar to the syrinx of tlie

Greeks, a flute or a bandage of reeds of unequal length.-

From those early times nothing is further said of music until

Moses had made the passage of the Eed Sea, when, imdcr'his

guidance, the Israelites sang unto the Lord a triumphal song of

deliverance. (Exod. xv, 1-19.) Immediately following this

triuniphal song, ''Miriam, a prophetess, and sister of Aaron,

took a timbrel in her hand, and all the women went out after

her with tirrJjrds and with dances;" more properly with /?^ff.5,

as the word rendered dances means. The timbrel was doubt-

less a kind of tambourine.

At this period Phoenicia and Egypt were the cradles of the

arts and sciences. And from the long, and for a time familiar,

associations of the Hebrews with those peoples—with the

Phoenicians before the migration of Jacob nnd his family, and

with the Egyptians both before and after their transfer to Go-

shen—it is not improbable that both their more accomplished

science and chief instrmnents of music were derived from them.f

Ilowever that may have been, both vocal and instrumental

music constituted an important pail of the religious ser\iee3

of the Hcl>re\rs from the time of Moses, who was both a poet

and lawgiver.:!; And if the excellency of their devotional

music was equal to the excellency and sublimity of Hebrew

poetry, it must have been superior to that of any other people

of olden times. The next reference to Hebrew music, which

was chiefly sacred, was during the reign of Deborah, a proph-

etess, when she and Barak sang a responsive canticle, unac-

companied ^vith instrmnents. (Judges, chap, v.) From 1 Sam.

X, 5 we learn that music was united with prophecy—at least

was used by the prophets—both on occasions of joy, as at the

inauguration of Saul to he king, and in religions worship:

" After that thou shalt come to the hill of God, where is the

garrison of the Philistines: and it shall come to pass when

tliou art come thither to the city, that thou shalt meet a com-

pany o'l proj>hds coming down from the high place, with a

}.>saltery, and a tabret, and a pipe, and a harp before them ; s

* Jahu's Archa-olo^v; Brande's Encyclopedia.

f-TTti'atington's Hebrew Music.

X ExoJ. IV; I'salm xc, tt alilL

§ This '-hiu'li x.iai.-e" -was probably cither the place of the ark of the Lord, or th-?

Peat of a scbwl of propLeti. and therefore called "the bill of God," and at that or
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and they shall prophesy." It ^va3 not until the reign of David,

and after he had built a spacious and commodious tahernacle

at Jerusalem, that instmments of music were somewhat per-

manently associated with vocal music in the public worship of

God. As in Egypt the professional musicians were confined

to one family, so among the Ilebrews the family of Levi was
exclusively consecrated to the service of God and the cultiva-

tion of this art. They were legalized choristers. In the tab-

ernacle and in the temple they were set apart to sacred song.

Under the reign of Da^'id, wlio from his childhood cultivated

nmsic, and was probably set apart by his parents to the pro-

phetic office, music was more highly esteemed and cultivated

as a part of religious worship. For the stability and proper

observance of religious ceremonies, and in order to give the

best effect to the music of the tabernacle, he appointed a large

and permanent choir. The four thousand Levites were di%-ided

into twenty-four classes, who sang psalms accompanied with

the music of instruments.* Each of these classes was under

the direction of a leader, called the "chief musician," to whom
also some of the psalms were dedicated. After the erection of

the temple this arrangement was continued by Solomon, and
was transmitted—there being occasional interruptions by in-e-

ligious and idolatrous kings—until the overthrow of Jerusa-

lem.! The captivity was a severe blow to all musical ambition,

effort, and culture among the Jews. Sad and mournful, even to

despondency, they hung their harps on the willows lining the

banks of the Euphi-ates, and refused to sing as in their native

land. And when asked, by those who had carried them away
and wasted them, to sing " one of the songs of Zion," they

complied by singing a lament, which, after their delivcmnce,

became national. (Fsalm cxxx^-ii.) It is a beautifid dirge, the

singing of which, accompanied by the Ilebrew harp, must have
moved the hearts of their heathen captors. From the later

sacred writers, Ezra and Xehemiah, we learn that after the

forne previous time was a "garrison of tlio rLilistines," The psalttTy was a sort

t'f bagpipe ; tlie taln-ct was the toph of the Hebrews, a sort of dram ; the pij>e

and harp, though more rude, were siniilar to those of the same names in modern
times.

* Jahn's ArchtTolog}-. Dr. Jenks's Bib. Lit. 1 Chron. xvi, 5 ; xxiii, 4, 5 ; xxv,

1-31; 2 Chron. v, 12, 13.

t 2 Chron. xxix, 27, 28; X33V, 15; Ezra iii, 10; Neh. xii, 45, 46.

FouETu Series, Vol. XIX.—33
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return of tlie Jews from tbeir captivity, both men and women
singers were in the temple choir.*

Instrumental music in the public worship of God being first

introduced by iMoses, was continued thereafter until at least

the rise of Christianity, when, for ob^'iou3 reasons, it was for a

time laid aside. Though John Baptist was a Levite, and there-

fore a legal chorister, yet neither our Lord nor his early dis-

ciples were of the Levitical tribe, and were not therefore pro-

fessional singers in the service of God, The primitive Chris-

tians, not being countenanced by the ruling powers, wor-

shiped in places and in a manner that forbade, as a matter

of expediency and safety, the use of instruments of music, at

any rate those of high artistic character. Very early, how-

ever, in the history oi Christianity (the eighth century) the

organ was used in divine service, which, because of its size and

complexity, is in itself a musical orchestra. In the tenth book

of his "Architecture,'' Yitru^rius describes a hydraulic organ,

whose bellows were worked by the fall of water. St. Jerome

speaks of an organ, with twelve pairs of bellows, which might

be heard at a distance of a thousand paces.f

Whatever knowledge and instruments of music the descend-

ants of jS'oah possessed at the time of their dispersion were

transmitted to Egypt by the family of ]\Iizraim, and were

there perpetuated, and doubtless improved, so that the Egyp-

tians became in process of time the instructors of the lie-

brews. From Phoenicia was taken into Greece, by a class oi"

proficients in the arts and sciences called Curetes, the science

of music, which at a later day was cultivated by a class uf

artists called Dactyli4 Look where we will in history, we tir-l

that the art and the instruments of sacred music are traceable

to the early home of one race, and were chiefly cultivated by

the people of God both in worship and in their recognition ui

national pro\'idences.

Xot only in the temple services of the Jewish Church dil

sacred music hold a conspicuous place, but under the new ami

more spiritual dispensation vocal music was approved by tw

example of our Lord, ^vho with his apostles '"sang a hymn ' ^-^

psalm, and then went to the iXIount of Olives. (Matt, xxvi, St.'.)

* Ezra ii, 6j ; Neh. vii, G7. f Brando's Edcj., Art. Organ.

\ Brando, Art. Music.
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This hjmn maj have been the usual Hallel consisting of

Psalms cxiii to cx\aii inclusive, or possibly of " the blessing of

the song."*

From the subsequent and yet early history of the more fully

oro-anized Church we learn how important a position sacred

pinning held, and should ever hold, in public and social worship.

The prayers and singing of Paul and Silas in prison at Philippi,

were both suited to their character and privileges and were

instrumental in the conviction and conversion of the jailer and

his family, the first frnit of apostolic labors, fidelity, and perse-

cutions in Macedonia. That " spiritual songs," didactic, ad-

monitory, and joyous, accompanied by instruments of music,

were extant in apostolic times we learn from several passages

in the Xew Testament ; from Acts xvi, 25 ; 1 Cor, xiv, G-15
;

Eph. V, 19, 20 ; Col. iii, 16 ; and James v, 13. Among the

accusations brought by a Eoman governor against the early

Christians was, that they met early in the morning and sang

praises to one Christ as unto a god.f That some part of the

sacred music of the apostles and their immediate successors

was such as was used by the Hebrews is probable. It is also

probable that the music of the hymns, as also their versifica-

tion, fij'st used in those cou7itries where paganism had pre-

vailed, resembled that used in the temple worship of the Greeks

and Romans.:};

In speaking of the consecration of churches throughout the

Eoman Empire, in the time of Constantine, Eusebius says,

" there was one common consent in chanting forth the praises

of God ; the performance of the seiwices was exact ; the rites

of the Church decent and majestic ; and there was a place

appointed for those who sung psalms." During this period

the Arabrosian Chant was established in the Church at ^lilan,

the influence of which was powerful on the heart of Augustine,

as he entered the church soon after his conversion. It was no

uncommon thing for the Gentiles to be dra^vm into the early

churches of converted Jews through mere curiosity by tlie

power of music.§ Similar influences are well known in the

early history of Methodism.

For the perfection of modern Church music we are indebted

* Dr. Jenks's, Bib. Lit. f 97th Epistle of Pliny.

X Huutinj-'ton. § Hunticgton.
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to Italy and Germany more than to any other countries. The

Italian masters have long stood at the head of composers.

The plain chant of the Chm-ch of Home is said to owe its ori-

gin to Ambrosius, Archbishop of Milan, in the fourth century.

In the sixth century Pope Gregory carried it to such a degree

of perfection, that up to the present day it seems incapable of

imnrovement, and remains one of the noblest monuments that

the art has produced. The music of Italy, both sacred and

profane, has taken such high rank as to be the guide and pat-

tern for the rest of Europe. In later times, say from and after

the seventeenth century, the Germans, who owe their music

to the Italians, as also did the Eomans owe theirs to the

Greeks, have taken very high rank in this science. The writ-

ings of such men as Graun, Haydn, Mozart, Handel, and

Bach, have never been surpassed. Their oratorios possess the

greatest beauties and tlie highest degree of sublimity and

pathos ; such as the Asce7ision and the Israelites by Bach, the

Death of Jesus by Graun, and the Messiuh by Handel.*

The reason for the musical accomplishment of the German
people of the ])resent time is, there is no school in the country

for the education of youth at which music is not taught and

cultivated. In our own country a beginning has been made

both in the Sunday-schools and iu the public schools—great

educatory powers among the people. We have all heard it

told, or can remember what a powerful influence in the great

religious awakenings of modern times sacred song, pathetic,

earnest, and spiritual, exerted on the public mind ; how it

swayed their passions, and often wrought vast assemblies to a

liigli pitch of religious enthusiasm. It may be that, becau.-i;

of the change in popular affairs, and of the familiarity of these

animating songs, we may not look for the same emotional and

powerful effects as in those days of new life in the Church.

—days of novel manifestations in worship. In many respect;^

the state of civil and religious society has changed. !N"o huni;iu

agencies nor efforts produce quite such effects now as were

produced in those times and under those circumstances. iSTci-

thcr preaching, nor prayer, nor praise, though quite as earnest

and devotional, brings about the same visible results. But

they may as certainly produce great spiritual and religious

* Brande's Ency., Art. ilusic.
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results, different in tlieir appearances and manifestations, yet

the same in their essential characteristics, if now as formerly

Christians pray and sing with the spirit and -with the under-

standing also.

After this outline history of sacred music we refer to the

duty of cultivating the science and art as one important part

of public worship, as also an element of devotion and praise.

Scripture authority is abundant and clear. We have it in

the forms of invitation, exhortation, precept, and example.

The psalms are a volume of devotional songs, well adapted to

praise ; far more so as they appear in King James's version, than

in the inharmonious versification used by the Scotch Presby-

terians, the simple reading of which is enough to banish calm

seriousness, or to excite the risibilities of one unaccustomed to

their introversion and bad rhetoric. The psalms of David and

Asaph were sung or chanted by the Levites, to which service

in part they were legally devoted. One of the fathers of the

early Chi'istian Church (St. Ambrose) says that David was

chosen by God, above all other prophets, to compose the psalms

for public devotion. So David devoutly says,

" ify heart is fixed, God ! mv heart is fi:sed

:

I will sing aad give praise.

Awake up, my glory I awake, psaltery and harp 1

I myself will awake early.

I will praise thee, Lord I among the people

:

I will Bing unto thee among the nations.*" Psa. Ivii, 8, 9.

and again

:

"Praise ye the Lord!

Praiso God in his sanctuary!

Praise him in the firmament of his power I

o o o c o e

Praise him with the sound of the comet

!

Praiso him with the psaltery and harp I

Praise him with the timbrel and pipe I

Praise him with stringed instruments and organs I

Praise him upon tlio loud cymbals

!

Praiso him upon the high-sounJing C}-mbalsl

Let everything that hath breath praise the Lord I " f Psa. cl.

Rising to still higher enthusiasm, he not only calls on the

angels and the tongueless sun and moon and stars to praise

® Dr. Eibbard on the Psalms. •}• Ibid.
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God, but, throwing bis thoughts into the hoped-for immor-

tality, he says

:

" Praise the Lord, my soul 1

"WTiile I live ^vill I praise the Lord

;

I will sing praises unto my God while I have any being." * Psa. cxivi, 1, 2.

Apostolic injunctions are explicit and to the point. Tlie

thoughtful and logical St. Paul exhorts :
" Be filled with the

Spirit ; speaking to youi'selves in psalms and hymns and spirit-

ual sono-s, sinc-ing and making melody in your heart to the Lord.

Let the word of Christ dwell in you richly in all wisdom ; teach-

ing and admonishing one another in psalms and hymns and

spiritual songs, singing with grace in your hearts to the Lord."

In beautiful harmony with these fervent advices we may

strongly infer, from our delicate and powerful 'vocal organs—

from an car and soul for music—the duty of cultivating the art,

the spirit, and the power of holy song. Our vocal organs arc

more truly musical than any mechanism of art. And it is a

sound principle that the will of God and a corresponding duty

of man are clearly indicated by the human constitution ; that

is, what we have an ability to do, it liarmonizing ^"ith the evi-

dent design of God, who thus formed us, ought to be done.

Now God has formed the vocal organs, so that they are capable

of the highest degree of perfection in executing the science ana

art of music. The direct and logical inference is, that they

should be cultivated and used in his praise. Though all pt-r-

sons have not the same natm-al nor acquired power either iu

degree or in variety, yet all have the same organs. As to the

delicacy and compass of the organs, there is doubtless the same

diversity as in other faculties of our nature. Exceptions and

diversities always and everywhere exist, and in this art nut

without adding to the variety, harmony, and power of muric.

Besides the vocal organs which characterize and ennoble mai\

he has a delicately sensitive ear, enabling him to catch and t..>

nicely discriminate the wide variety of sounds of nature— <^"

beast and bird, of the orchestral forest, of insects and water-

streams, and of man. Of these rounds his mind immediate!}

takes cognizance, and, by means of the voice, he gives utt«-r-

ance to them all in the highest style of music. So pertoct.y

has God harmonized these powers that unite in man aloue

* Dr. Hibbard on the Psalms.
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that tliey are each brought into service iu executing a.iid in

appreciating the music of instrument and of voice.

But the greater faculties and more varied susceptibilities of

the human soul furnish the best evidences that man is pre-

eminentlv a musical being, and should therefore sing the high

praises of God. In the most delicately vrrought instrument,

whether wind or stringed, tliere is no music, there is only a

mechanical adaptation to it, or a fitness for it. Human intel-

ligence and skill are required—breathing into it, touching its

keys, sweeping its chords—iu order to bring music out of it.

Eut the soul is the seat and source of music and song. Our

physical organs, exquisite beyond comparison, are but instru-

ments of sound to take it in or to enunciate it. ]yjnd is the

player. Instead of being all reason, all intellect, all conscience,

it has depths of feeling, tender chords of emotion, and a spirit-

ual life, that make melody of heart, and give vent to audible

utterances in the warble and trill of the tongue, in the clear

and shrill tenor, and in the deep-sounding bass.

The influence of holy song and mellow music is known and

somewhat appreciated by hU. By its melod}' we are not only

awakened and invited to receive the sentiments sung, but are

moved to heroic deeds or to profound religious adoration and

praise. Accompanied by an appropriate instrument, devo-

tional song reaches the fountains of emotion easier and more

effectively than does the simple articulation of speech, however

truthful or eloquent. It is the music of rhetoric, of poetry,

and of eloquence that gives to them any power beyond that of

plain utterance. God has so formed us in harmony with the

voices of earth and lieaven that we may praise him with a

clear voice and a glad heart ; that, joining in with the uni-

versal chorus, we may move the souls of other persons, and that

our own devotional feelings may find harmonious expression.

Who is so dull as not to be tenderly touched by the melody of

music? "^Those heart is so hard as not to soften under the

power of spiritual praise in song'^ In the light of these

thoughts we see the importance and power of music both as a

natural pleasure and accomplishment and as a divinely ap-

pointed means of cherishing and cultivating Christian virtues,

and winning over to truth and piety the heart of the irrelig-

ious. An eminent statesman once said :
" Let me make the
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ballads of a nation, and I care not who makes its laws." lie

knew well the principles of soul-action, and liow much more

easily tbe people are swayed by the sentiment of popular songs

than by statute laws. Kow this marvelous power of swayiiK'-

emotions, of controlling mind, and of doing good, should be

cultivated and used for sacred purposes ; for conveying to the

lieart the sublime, elevating, and holy truths of revelation, the

tenderly aflecting sentiments of the Gospel, the sufferings and

the great reconciliation of Christ. In all the range of thought

there are no themes that can furnish sentiments for devotional

hymns more enrapturing than the fact and history of redemp-

tion. The song of " the Lamb that was slain and liveth again
"

is the h}Tnn of the univel'sal Church on earth, and the anthem

of the redeemed in heaven.

One whose soul was attuned to holy song, invites:

" come, let us sing unto the Lord

:

Let us make a joyful noise to the rock of our salvation.

Let us come before his presence with thanksgiving,

And make a joyful noiso unto him with psalms.

For the Lord is a great God,

And a great king, above all gods.

come, let us worship and bow down:

Let us kneel beforo the Lord our ifaker." Psalm xcv.

"We proceed to state from a scripture standpoint the proper

manner and true characteristics of this part of divine service.

The great apostle, whose authority we have cited to authen-

ticate the dutf/ of this service, says, "I will sing with the sj:>irit

and with the understanding alsoJ^ These two ideas, "with

the spirit," " with the understanding," indicate clearly the

characteristics and manner of devotional song and public praise.

It should be understandingly done. Music is a science, a

science to be studied and acquired, the same as any other, by

intellectual effort. It is a study and an art. In this as in

other things, practice makes perfect. A taste for it may be

cultivated; a habit may be acquired. Being neither under-

s^tood nor understandingly executed, both as to the sentiment

sung and the art itself, it is inharmonious and unpleasant.

And though an artistic perfection in the knowledge and execu-

tion of a piece may please a critical taste, it is by no means

necessary to a degree of harmony and accuracy suited to wor-
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sliip. And yet we all know that tune, time, harmony, and
melody are important to render "praise comely." Herein,

then, lies the necessity of learning by note or by the ear, if we
would sing to edification and without destroying the harmony
of sounds or the melody of voice.

The only strong objection to promiscuous or congregational

singing in the worship of God is, the masses of the people do

not know how to sing so as to preserve in unison the primary

elements of music. Perhaps it need not be so, and yet so it is.

Most people can learn to sing, but from a want of interest, a

want of efibrt, and from a neglect to practice what uu\y be

known, they are unqualified for engaging "with the under-

standing" in this accomplished, pleasing, and profitable . part

of divine service. There has arisen, therefore, an m'irencv for

choir-singing conducted by those only or chiefly who, for some
reason, devote the time and thought necessary to sing under-

standingly. And yet it is to be feared that these worshipers

ai-e not duly appreciated. Their time and talents and means

are cheerfully devoted to this accomplishment, and their quali-

fications—which are personally gratifying—to this service,

which is for the public good. From some they receive thanks

;

fi'om more they receive criticism and complainings. With

others they are ^vrongfully the subjects of jealousy and evil

speaking. Sometimes they are jealous of each other, of their

relative position, and of rivalry; but not more so than other

amateur artists. "Who has not learned that all artists, whether

in painting, statuary, poetry, or in music, are dehcately strung,

are sensitive, have a high and nice sense of honor, and deserve,

therefore, our admiration and encouragement, as they have a

right to our forbearance ? Left to themselves they will harmon-

ize, or they will promptly separate. Most of choir difficulties,

however they arise, are unwisely fostered. By all—by singej-s

and by listeners—it should be remembered that sacred song is

a part of divine worship, and is promotive of earnest devotion.

A habit of it should be formed, and a taste fur it should be

cultivated. The chief design of a choir is to lead and control

the audible harmony of the praise-ser\'ice of the congregation.

The importance of singing "'with the understanding" de-

rives further and confirming evidence from the scope of the

argument by the apostle in his advices to the Corinthian
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Ciiurcli : " ]Srow, bretlireii, if I come unto jou speaking witli

ton-nies what shall I profit you except I shall spealc to you

either by revelation, or by knowledge? And even things

without life, giving sound, whether pipe or harp, except they

ir\\-Q. a distinction in the sounds, [tunes,] how shall it be known

what is piped or harped ? So likewise ye, except ye utter by

tlic tongue words easy to be understood, how shall it be known

what is spoken ? Therefore, if I know not the meaning of the

voice, I shall be unto him that speaketh a barbarian, and he

a barbarian unto me. What is it then ? " That is, what is the

conclusion in reference to intelligible prayer and singing J

The conclusion is given in these words, " I will pray with the

spirit and with the understanding, and I will sing "^vith the

spirit and the understanding also." Tliis definite instruction

harmonizes with tlie teachings of the same apostle given to

other churches: "Teaching and admonishing one another

in x)salms and hynms and spiritual songs, singing with grace

in your hearts to the Lord." Colossians iii, 16. "Be filled

^nth the spirit ; speaking to yourselves in psalms and hymns

and spiritual songs, singing and making melody in your heart

to the Lord." Eph, v, 19. The science of music should be so

understood, and the art so understandingly and accurately

performed, that it shall be a means of " teaching and admon-

ishing in psalms and hymns." The singers should " speak to

each other," and to the worshiping congregation, " in spiritual

songs," which they cannot well do without a knowledge of

music, a distinctness of utterance, .an observance of time, and

a preservation of harmony.

Anollicr important element of sacred music, as a method

and medium of praise, is sjnritualitij : "I will sing with the

spirit." By this we understand that it should be earnest and

heartv, with the soul rather than lip-ser\'ice, and under the in-

fluence of the divine Spirit rather than of the spirit of art

alone. It is the religious spirituality of hymns and songs that

renders them devotional and suited to worship. There is '^

devotion to the art and its pleasures by artists, but more than

tliis is meant by the clause "with the spirit;"^ by which, in-

deed, the apostle means the rdigious cjid sjnritual feature ot

praise-service—the same as " singing with grace in your hcart-j

to tlie Lord," and "making melody in your heart to the Lord.
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'W^e no"^ see that Churcli music, both instrnmental and

vocal, should be performed bj those "vrho both appreciate the

eentiment—and enter into the spirit of the words sung who
praise God with soul and life, with the understanding and

with the spirit. Our hymns,_ consisting of penitential senti-

ments, devout prayers, earnest invitations, hearty resolves,

pure doctrines, and fervent praise, are eminently truthful, spir-

itual, and devotional. And they only wlio understand and

feel them, can truly sing them " with the spirit and with the

imderstanding also." Of tliis, as of every other part of divine

service, intelligence and spirituality should be characteristics.

" God is a spirit ; and they that worship him must worsliip

liim in spirit and in truth^."

" At the origin of the world," says the seraphic Payson,
'•'

all things were good, and all creation harmonized together.

Angels began the chorus of praise, and the music of the

spheres blended sweetly. Man was the terrestrial leader of

this universal concert, and was furnished with natural and

moral powers fitted for this work. His heart, in communion
with God, was the seat of celestial melody, and his tongue the

organ. All was love and harmony. Jhit sin untuned the

spirit-tongues of fallen angels. By one blow man's corporeal

part was unstrung. His soul now became silent and insensi-

ble to true melody. The mission of Christ and the advent of

the Holy Spirit were designed to restore fully the harmony

and song newly begun under the first promise of grace. Then
again the angels swelled the anthem of praise. And to teach

man this sacred song, ' Glory to God in the highest,' is the

beneficent pm'pose of divine providence and grace."

"Rejoice in the Lord, ye righteous!

For pmiso is comely for the upright.

Praise tlie Lord •with harp
;

Sing unto him with tho psaltery and an instrument of ten strings.

Sing unto him a new song;

Play skLllfuUy with a loud noise." Psa. rxxiii, 1-3.

From the general tenor of this essay it is natural to inquirc

what ordinances and provisions Church authorities have made
on this subject. As to doctrines, the principles of government,
and the order of worship), enough has been vrritten even to

dogmatism and controversy. But in reference to public praise,
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60 for as my knowledge extends, very little that is more than

advisory, very little that is authoritative and directive, has been

said. Choirs are left ii-responsible ; and their singing is too

often capricious and self-pleasing rather than devotional. In

tlie book of government of no Church do I find any carefully

prepared and authoritative instructions on this as on other

parts of public vrorship. Those in the Presbyterian Form of

Government and in the Methodist Discipline are somewhat

satisfactory. In the catalogue of the names of twenty-one

homilies ordered "to be diligently and distinctly read in the

churches by the ministers " of the Protestant Episcopal Church,

there is not one on this part of sei'vice. In the Presbyterian

" Directory for "Worship " is a chapter entitled " Of the Sing-

ing of Psalms,'- that is worthy of being transcribed entire

:

1. It is the duty of Christians to praise God by singing psalms

or hymns publicly in the church, as also privately in the family.

2. In singing the praises of God we are to sing with the spirit

and with the understanding also; making melody in our hearts

unto the Lord. It is also projier that we cultivate some knowl-
edge of the rules of music, that we may praise God in a becoming
mrinnor with our voices as well as with our hearts.

3. The whole congregation should be furnished with books,
and ought to join in this part of worship. It is proper to sing

without parceling out the psalm line by line. The practice of

reading the psalm line by line was introduced in times of ignorance,

when many in the congregation could not read : therefore it is

recommended that it be laid aside as far as convenient.

_
4. The proportion of the time of public worship to be spent in

Ringing is left to the prudence of every minister ; but it is reconi-

niended that more time be allowed for this excellent part of divine

service than has been usual in most of our churches.*

From the fourth section we infer that " every minister " has

some control of this part of worship. And yet from the Form
of Government, chap. 9, of the Church Session, we see that the

Session is charged to " maintain the spiritual government ot

tJie congregation," and " to concert the best meastires for pro-

moting the spiritual interests of the congregation."

The only other Church which, so far as I know, gives any

special advices on this subject, is the Methodist Episcopal.

The important question, " Ilow shall we guard against formal-

ity in singing?" has five items in the answer, namely:

* Confession of Faith, p. 425,
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" 1. Choose such bymns as are proper for tlic occasion, and do

not eing too much at once." " 2. Let the tune be suited to

the sentiment, and do not suffer the people to sing too slow."

" 3. Let due attention be given to the cultivation of sacred

music." " 4, Let one or more bo chosen in each society to

lead the singing." " 5. Exhort every person in the congrega-

tion to sing."*

Lut in reference to any authority over this part of service,

and to whom it is intrusted, not a word is said. How it is or

why that the wisdom of the Church has not devised, put in

form, nor authorized instructions more to our purpose, who

can tell ? Is it because the quadrennial Committee on Revis-

als have not taken it in hand ? Or do the authorities wait,

in this matter as in some others, for memorials from the socie-

ties, from the laity ? The section entitled " The Spirit and

Truth of Singing," is harmless, and has some point. But for

any Buper\'ision and authority who is responsible? The in-

junctions and directions are explicit, though not full. But to

whom are they addressed ? To the preacher ? Then why not

say so ? Are they enjoined on the " one or more chosen in

each society to lead the singing ? " Nothing of tliis kind is

said. By whom are the " one or more to lead the singing " to

be chosen ? By the minister ? A poor arratigcracnt in an

itinerant and oft-changing pastorate. By the people ? Meth-

odism knows of no such seat and som-ce of authority. By the

trustees of churches ? ISTo. And yet, strange as it may seem,

these fimctionarics, to whom is committed the care of church

property, do in some places, because forsooth an order is drawn

on them for funds to pay the chorister and organist, take this

responsibility ! Does this right belong to tlic stewards ? To

them it might well be intrusted. Does it belong to the quar-

terly conference, a body of very little service in the present

condition of our economy ? No. The fact is, this matter of

special legislation, like some others in our methodical economy,

is left unmethodized. Should not this section be so modified

as to irive authority and direction to somebody : or should not

authority and power be given elsewhere in the Discipline either

to the preacher or to his officiary ? Some ministers claim au-

thority over the chou-, not only as to the behavior by each

* Discipline, Part I, chap, iii, sec. 2.
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member of it during the time of worship, but over its organi-

zation and duties ; that the choirister, as truly as a class-leader,

is his creature and servant. But for such a position there is

assuredly no authority, except it be on the principle that what-

ever the clergy have not given to the laity belongs of right to

them. Xothing of this is found among the "Eules for a

Preachers Conduct ;" nor iu the section entitled " The Duty

of Preachers,"' nor among the •' Duties of those who have the

charge of circuits or stations." Almost every other subject is

clearly lodged in the hands of somebody. On this there is a

strange silence. From the varied and often sad experience of

ministers, who, for any reason, have usurped the authority to

dictate to choirs, and to settle their troubles ex cathedra—and

from the unfortunate history of some of our Churches, and

their appeal to episcopal decisions and interference, which by

tlie way possess no authority in this matter—we judge that

this whole subject should be more clearly defined. It is inti-

mately related to the peace, prosperity, and spirituality of our

Churcli. It is true there may be too much legislation ;
but

not if of the right sort and to the point. Let the next General

Conference wisely locate the requisite authority to control this

part of worship, and the gain will be great.

In the arrangement eiiecLed of late between the Book

Agents and Philip Phillips, Esq., who has the reputation of

being the best music composer and singer of American ]Meth-

odism, to take charge of the ]\[usical Department of the Book

Concern, and to keep our congregations and Sunday-schools

supplied with fresh and attractive music, I see the beginning

of a needed reform anions: us.

From what precedes we infer, 1. That all Christians who

can should sing, either as members of the choir, or of the con-

gregation. And we suggest that weekly rehearsals by the

Church are as important in their place for the promotion ot

liurnionious and intelligible praise in public worship as are

weekly prayer, conference, or class-meetings for the promotiuu

of personal and social piety."

* Since writinsc the above I find the following sensible suggestions

:

*'Vi bed is tho first step toward the introduction of congregational singing? " '•

should provide hvmn and tune books, and di~tribute tbem ihrougii ever>- seat la

the cLurcb.

"In such books how should the tunes be arranged for the spirit and measure o.
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2. It is inferred also that instrumental music accompanying

the voice is not unlawful, nor in itself inexpedient in the

praise-service of public worship. And yet much care and

good taste should be used in the selection of instruments

whose power and tone are suited to the human voice and

to the place. Such are the organ, harmonium, viol, and flute,

for the double purpose of leading and of concealing the defect

of the vocalist.

3. It is a clear inference that any expense required to secure

and maintain "praise that is pleasant and comely," eitlier with

choir and instrument, or without them, should be cheerfully

borne by the congregation,

\ The hearty resolve of all Christians sliould be to " sing with

the spirit, aud with the understanding also."

Sacred music and devotional song, enunciating many and

important religious truths, speak tenderly to the ear, persua-

sively to the heart, and powerfully to the conscience. ]Srext to

the word of God and prayer should thic part of worship be held.

It publishes God, to whom praise belongs, who tuned the living

voice, gave harmony to sounds, and formed the hearing ear.

It makes known the Saviour, who is worthy to receive honor

and majesty—who redeemed us, '' and washed us from our sins

in his own blood."

the hymns ? By placing three tunes on the left page, and six hymns on the page

opposite, taking care tiiat each of the six hymns is well adapted to eacli of the

opposite tunes. One of the three tunes should be 'a good old familiar one.'

" How are we to awaken a general heartfelt interest in our hymns and tunes for

praise ? By holding, in connection with the church, (or prayer-meeting, where

the congregation is small.) a singing-meeting every week for liio purpose of learn-

ing new tunes, and for general improvement in music.

"How can congregational singing bathe best aud most practically carried ont

in our Church service ? After reading the hymn let the tune be played by the

organist in a plain, simple style, so as to designate the tune aud its movement;

then let the entire congregation join 'lustily' in singing. If there bo no instru-

ment ha the church, let the chorister or the choir lead, and the whole congregation

join in heartily."

—

Philip Puillips, Esq., in the Curvstian Advocate, No. 2,034:.
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Art. IV.—the SURE TRIUMPH OF CHRISTIANITY.

Past \-ict0rie5 are justly regarded as pledges of future suc-

cesses. TTe may not compare the work of Christianity with

tliat of any liuman policy, for it is aided by a power and by

modes of progress peculiar to itself. Yet it has endured so

many conflicts, and so often repeated its conquests on hostile

ground, that we are assured of its continued progress until the

end. It is a system of truth fully tried. Both di^'ine aid and

intrinsic excellence insure its propagation. It has not lingered

in the seclusion of the cloister or the study of the philosopher,

but has already taken possession of the gates of enlightened

nations, and elevated its standard in the view of millions

degraded by darkness and idolatry. A long and eventful pro-

gression has culminated in results that seem, just now, to

promise an era of vigorous activity ; and the hope is warranted

that it will ere long repeat the triumphs of its primitive

I)rosperity.

The great work of Christianity is to " bring down the reign

of anti-Christ, and to propagate the knowledge of salvation."

It enlists in this service now not a few reformers, but many
;

not a few disciples, but multitudes of them; not a single

college of apostles, but the whole Christian Church and its

ix)werful agencies. Besides, the great Head of the Church is

ruler over all the great movements that transpire. He can

walk on the rolling billows as though they were solid ground.

Political conflicts, and even the storms of war, will not

interrupt but v.-ill accelerate the progress of his Gospel.

lias Christianity ever disappointed one prediction which

divine prophecy has uttered concerning it ? Look at its

career ! It began its march of triumph when it was without

temples
; ^nthout academic honors ; without revenue ; without

names of worldly dignity. It was the proscribed religion in

tlie l^vumau world ; the victim of imperial oppression, of popu-

hir outcry, of philosophic scorn. " Its votaries were outca.-t->

frum men. They were denied a place of rest, save in penal

walls, the dungeon, or the catacomb. Yet Christianity then

vigorously grew and expanded. It spread like living fire, and

diffused as mysterious leaven, until its converts multiplied by
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thousands, and province and empire yielded to its sway. Its

circle of influence, at first comprising a few adherents, rapidly

widened, until it became the firmest and strongest power

throughout the Koman world. While everything else tended

to decay, itself was still buoyant, fresh, and progressive ; until,

at length, the pride of the imperial eagle made obeisance to

the majesty of the cross.

Christianity appeared in an age of letters, of arts, and of

sciences. But these were not its arms, nor its instrumentali-

ties. Its own divine Founder had put an honor upon the

preaching of the word not accorded to any other instru-

mentality ; had set the grand example of the proclamation

of the loftiest truths to indiscriminate hearers ; and hax.1

enforced his example in the (command, " Go ye into all the

world and preach.'' . . . "With this vigorous and heaven-

ordained instrumentality, Christianity opened to the world

the promise of a new future and the pages of a better history.

It reformed social systems ; opened new channels of philan-

thropy ; taught, even to the depths of societ}', a loftier

morality ; accelerated the progress of human freedom ; and,

through tiie cross, gave to dying men blessed visions of im-

mortr.l life.

The systems of religion that prevailed were as old as the

nation itself. Their ceremonies were mingled with the usages

of society, and were sanctioned by the laws. Their creeds

were recited while yet no book of the New Testament was

written. But here we admire the peculiar power of the

Gospel. It triumphed over the prejudices and superstitions

of men. It was at once in conflict with the sjjirit of the

world. It beat down the rites of paganism, and the revered

sanctities of the ]Mosaic ritual. It was militant among the

nations. It brought on earth an anomalous revolution, with-

out secular strife or warlare, and gained \'ictorie3 of peace

and righteousness by the preaching of Christ and him

cruciiicd.

Thenceforward has it pursued its grand design—no less than

a vast unification of the nations into one imperial kingdom

that is not of this world, Kulers aiid statesmen have ardently

sought to solidify the elements of tlie particular nations to

which they were severally attached ; but Christianity alone

FouKTH SEmEs, \o\.. XIX.—34
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has revealed the true cosmopolitism. It proposes a great

commonwealth of all human-kind. It binds all men together

by the universal law of love. It obliges them in allegiance to

one prophet, priest, and king. Its code of law and morals is

tlie magna charta of human rights and liberties in every hiud

beneath the sun. The benignity of its reign eclipses the

s[.leudid glories of Grecian and ricnian republics; and it

secures its universal sway by beating swords into plowshares,

and spears into pruningdiooks.

If w-e turn to the example of the most polished nations, what
traces of barbarity are ^ delineated on every page of their

history ! what ferocity in battle ! what feelings of enmitv

!

what cruelty and bloodshed! We find, there, "^that the path
of glory lies through rivei-s of blood and the desolations

of Mar.

Ent where the faith of Christ is adopted, ferocity yields to a

beneilcient spirit, generosity replaces resentment, barbarians
bccon^c civilized, and enemies are made friends. And when
Clii-istianity shall gain the reins of universal empire in this re-

volted world, mankind, related to each other by one blood,

sliall be ruled by the great Lawgiver of the universe under a

single law, expressed in a single woixl, and that vrord^^'s—
LOYK.

In the best enlightened countries where the Gospel has not
been received, we find that the majority of men adhere to

sensualism and materialism, while the noblest and best gras}-

at the chimeras of rationalism as the supreme good ; and all

are ignorant of the true grandeur of the soul ; of its high
prei-ogatives ; of its primitive privilege of cornmuuion v.-irh

Gud
; of its restoration through the mediation of Christ ; and

of its wondrous eternal destiny.

Christianity comes to restore this lost knowledge; to impart
tills forfeited spiritual life ; and to touch, with hues of heavcu,
new conceptions of the soul's immortal destiny.

1 his work has been going on well-nigh two tliousand years.
The tenderly beneficent spirit of the Gospel has, thus'^k-ng.
breathed upon the world. Wide has been the field of oper:i-

tions; powerful the obstacles overcome; vast the result--

achieved; and lasting the victories of many hard-fuughl
contests.
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A glance at a few of these conquests will indicate the

progress that has been made. 1. In the primitive era of Chris-

tianity, it was necessary to lay strong and deep its immovable

foimdations. Its doctrines were unvailed, explained, and

illustrated, by apostles, confessors, and martyrs. The truth,

thus proclaimed, v.'as violently opposed, and its advocates

beaten and slain. But the flames of the last stake are now
forever extinguished ; and the essence of gospel doctrine has

become everywhere the creed of the Church. She is now-

ready to leave the fii'st principles of the doctrine of Christ and

to go on to perfection. Xothing stands with such solid

strength as the fundamental truths of the Gospel. The most

advanced stages of Christian theology more and more conform

to the primitive principles of Christianity as first enunciated

by the Great Head of the Church and his apostles; and the

truth, so long and so po^^'erfully assailed, has at length vanquish-

ed controversy ; while the faith of the united Christian world

grasps, with all the ardor of true loyalt}', the essentials of

^^hristianit}-. This- triumph is sung by angel bands.

2. In its progress, Christianity has also passed the scholastic

trial. Union with it has l)ccn ardently sought by philosophy.

Xumerous questions on all points of theology were suggested.

The tendency of the spirit of the schools was to appeal to

dialectical tests; to reduce gospel j)recept3 to dogmatic sys-

tems ; to give a reasoning guide to the apprehensions of faith

;

to climb to the spiritual through rationalistic theories. But,

keeping on its way, the Gospel pursued its work ; and, by the

foolishness of preaching, saved those who believed. It de-

monstrated tliat reason was only a blind leader beyond its

sphere ; and that heavenly truths were far above the reach

of unaided human conception. One scholastic affirmed that

" Christ's sacrifice effected man's redemption by virtue of au

intrinsic quality," (" t.? huito vdlore ;''"') another school main-

tained that " redemption was only a consequence of the counsel

and design of God, who had attached the redemption of man
to the price of Christ's sacrifice." The Gospel still announced
vvith simplicity and living power, to all who believed, "Christ

Jesus came into the world to save sinners ;
" '* He gave his

life a ransom for many ;

" and upon this field the Gospel is

iuore than conqueror. It proclaims the atonement of Christ as
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a great fact ; and calls upon all the world to wonder, Ijclicvc,

and bo saved; to adore, without attempting to sound the

depth of the mystery.

3. Christianity has also passed the era of the Reformation.

Kg hierarchy shall ever again obscure its L'ght and truth with

traditions or theses of man's invention. The great principle

of the Lutheran Reformation was, to render to the word of God
alone infallibility of doctrine. That word is now forever en-

throned far above all words of man. The Gospel is the rock

of truth, human theories are but quicksands. The Gospel

teaclies that man, by nature, is in a state of alienation from

God ; that there is no power in himself, in priest, or in the

Church, by which he can be brought into communion with the

infinitely holy One; that salvation is attained only through

the blood of Christ, by faith ; that even this faith is, indi-

rectly, the gift of God, man being enabled to exercise it by

the aid of the di\-ine Spirit. Salvatiqn is, tlierefore, not of

man
; nor can he pay any price to purchase it. Dogmas of

men will pass away ; the truth of God will forever endure

;

and in an age of light, of letters, and tlic press, and while

the dinne Spirit moves upon the mighty deep of the soul, all

the forces of error can never successfully resist the advance

of truth, much less ovcrtlirow it ; but it will ever have free

course and be glorified.

4. Christianity has escaped from the fatal error of intol-

erance and persecution as means of propagating its doctrines.

The best reformers seem to have been tinctured with tlii^;

error. Luther and Calvin were not averse to it vrhen they con-

demned the tenets against ^\']lich it was directed. Cranniei'.

reckoned afterward among the martyrs of the English Church,

entreated his youthful sovereign, Edward YL, to doom to the

i-take some pei^sons for their opinions, because, as he thought,

tlicy were contrary to the essentials of Christianity. Jeremy
Tayh.r was called the champion of toleration, yet see him
" considering what sects ought to be tolerated." Li Englantl,

during the reign of Elizabeth, intolerance and persecution were

directed against the Puritans—men of conscience and religion

—who difl'ercd v/ith their countrymen chiefly 07i points of form

and ceremony. The same measures were resorted to in

Scotland against the Presbyterians, and all who would not
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submit to the arbitrary sway of prelates. But there is now no

more proscription, banishment, and death, for opinion's sake.

Spiritual despotism has been battled down. A common

sentiment enforces full toleration throughout Christendom,

Everywhere in Protestant America and in Protestant Europe

all may freely hold and disseminate their religious opinions,

provided it be done in a manner not hostile to the peace

or security of society. The light of Christianity has so reformed

the sentiments of men, that in the Chm-ch and out of it, hberty

of religious opinion and -worship is generally defended. If

there remain a vestige of the barbarous error of intolerance, it

must be sought for amid tlie relics of tottering Kome.

5. Still another victory has been gained. It is that of

reli'dous liberty and full political toleration. Christianity no

longer seeks for its warrant of promulgation in decrees

of sovereigns or acts of Parliament. The individual conscience

is above them all. The ministering of God's word no longer

belongs to princes. Bishops are now something more than

lieutenants of a temporal king. Yet the yoke of imperial

servitude and alliance was not thrown oif until after long

years of contest, heroism, sacrifice, and trial. The statute

book under the Tudurs and Stuarts for half a dozen generations

is filled with acts, aiming, as it is expressed, " to abolish diversity

of opinions," and denouncing the penalties of fine, imprison-

ment, rack, and stake, against nonconformists. A mere

allusion to the courts of the Star Chamber, High Commission,

and other inquisitorial tribunals, that have hmited down

peaceful men and women, and shamed the liberties of England

with barbaric and cruel punishments, will suffice to illustrate

om- position. But religious liberty and progress are now
moving on hand in hand, without fear of the interdict of the

civil authority ; and ever since the pilgrims came to our shores

to inaiigm-ate the independence of conscience, and to nourish,

by heroic blood and saintly tears, the tree of civil and religious

liberty, that tree has been striking down its routs deep and

strong, while it has gathered bloom from the light, strength

from the storm, and the ends of the earth have sought shelter

under its shadow.

The all-revealing rays of the Gospel have thus chased the

darkness away. '• As the lightning cometh out of the east and
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irbinetli c;\cr\ unto the west ; so sliall also the coming of tlic

Son of mnn be." Abeady we have reached the era of light and

activity,

We may study these facts, and many others connected with

the progress of Christianity, and shall find that time's great

epocb.s have often changed to mark its advance
;

that all

events, as they transpire, are but a providential procession,

marching on to aid the final triumph of the Gospel. " They

raarcli, too, in the beat of time, preser^-ing their right order,

and appearing, each, just when it is wanted, not before or

after." * The rise and fall of empires, the march of civihza-

tion the o-overnment of nations, and, in short, all the aflairs

of men, are made to subserve the interests of Christianity, and

arc guided with direct reference to the final ascendancy of

Chrik as the head of that kingdom which is not of this world.

AVe perceive that man has been allowed the attempts upon

Christianity to destroy it at the beginning ; to make it wiser

by philosophy; to make it more worldly by ceremonious

dress and human tradition ; more noble by regal patronage,

and more secular by political alliance ; but do we not

plainly discover that all these circumstances, so apparently

antagonistic to Christianity, have not, in fact, been fatal to it^

tuccess! On the Church of Chi'ist they have had little power,

except to strengthen and unite it. The risen Saviour declared,

when about ascending to reign over his kingdom, " All power

is given mito me in heaven and in earth." This power

'• penetrates all depths of matter, heaves in the roll of the sea.

administers back of thrones, tempers the courses of history," +

and turns and overturns, till He whose right it is shall

reign.
" Through the harsh voices of our day

A low, sweet prekide tinds its way

;

Mid clouds of doubt and creeds of fear,

£. hght is brecikiug, cahn and clear

:

That song of love, now low and far,

E'er long shall swell from star to star;

That light 's the breaking day, that tips

The golden-spired ApooaU-pse."

Xati.>ns are beginning to awake from the sleep of ages, and

to bathe their eyes in the beams of the Sun of righteousness.

* Rev. H. Bushncll, D. D. t I^^^^-
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Pilgrims that have wandered long in the deserts of earth, are

nearing the Canaan of their hopes. Pagan tribes are learning

a new song, and shall soon lift the choral of the redeemed,

when this world shall be given to Him whose cross shall be

the theme of every tongue and the object of every eye.

" With authems of devotion,

Ships from the isles shall meet,

And pour the wealth of ocean,

In tribute at his feet

;

For Christ shall have dominion

O'er river, sea, and shore,

Far as the eagle's pinion,

Or dove's light wing, can soar."

The prospect of that ultimate glory has kindled into rapture

the vision of prophets ; it has animated the songs of the

Church in all ages; it was gazed on in death by the Son of God,

when he endured the cross and despised the shame. If we
could see with clearer sight we should discover that this wide

earth where v.'c dwell is a vast Patmos, over which are

opening glorious visions of the kingdom of Christ when he

shall reign from pole to pole, and love's final revelation—its

blest Epiphany of triumph—shall break forth, like hidden

llame, from the reclaimed afieetions of a converted world.

In a gallery of paintings collected and owned by one of the

raerchant-priiiccs of the city of Xew York,* there exists a

representation of the final scene in the concpicst of Granada.

With all the insignia of tnumph and glory the Castilian

sovereigns, as described by America's favorite writer, are pro-

ceeding to take possession of the ancient city of the ]\Ioors,

Mnth its mosques and temples and the gorgeous palace of the

Alhambra. The sighing Moor sadly retires. Poyalty, followed

by a triumphant host, is passing up the hill of martyrs toward

the lofty arch of the great gate of justice, where the keys

of the city and of its treasures are to be delivered. A splendid

escort of cavaliers, in burnished armor, leads the advance.

Princes and dignitaries, glittering with diamonds, and clothed

in purple, adorn the procession. A noble army follows in

Binning columns with flaunting banners. "Warriors \\'ith

tossing plumes and glittering steel heighten the display;

* Marshall 0. Roberts, Esq.
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Avhile with the squadi-ons of the armj advance a band of

released Christian captives, who have languished long in Moor-

ish dungeons ; but who, now liberated, are clanking their broken

chains in triumph, shedding tears of joy and singing hymns
of jubilee.

Christianity is marshaling its hosts for a conquest of greater

grandem' than earth has known. Its day of victory draws

nigh. The great procession of triumph marches to the final

jubilee. Eoyalty and princes move with its squadrons.

Bauds of delivered captives swell all its ranks. Theur songs

of rejoicing are wafted across continents and seas. The king

of Zion shall appear in her midst, while her banners v^-ave from

every hill of martyrs. This earth, awhile revolted from God,

shall surrender to his Sou its temples, and treasures, and
thrones. All humanity will hail the glory of that day; all

Immanity take up its shout of joy ; and while the lambent
tiufches of the radiant sky blend with the richer reflections

from wings of celestial choirs descending near to earth, the

liarmonies above and beneath shall commingle in one song

:

"Alleluiah! the Lord God omnipotent reigneth;" for "the
kingdoms of this world arc become the kingdoms of our Lord
and of his Clirist."'

Aet. v.—an ITALL-\N REFORIMER; JEROME
SAVONAROLA

Among the numerous heralds of religious and political reform

who arose during the fifteenth century, perhaps the memory
of none has suffered more injustice at the hands of posterity

than that of the Florentine reformer Savonarola. Regarded
by liis personal friends as an almost inspired and miracle-

working saint, he has been branded by his foes as a demagogue
{riest, a hypocritical deceiver, and a deluded fanatic. In sub-

sequent ages he lias been praised or blamed, accoi-ding to the

diiJerent standpoints from which v'riters have respectively

viewed Iiim. ILuled as a herald of the Reformation by
Luther and Ecza, ho is judged very unfavorably by Bayle aiui

Roscoe; though the disfavor of the latter may be accounted
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for from bis partiality to the tyrciiit Lorenzo de ^Medici. More
recently still, and since the political regeneration of Italy, the

life of Savonarola has been the subject of renewed examination

—in Italy by Yillciri, in France by Benoist and Perrens, and

in Germany by Endclbacli, Hase, and the unfortunate Lcnau,

which latter has made him tlie subject of an immortal epic.

Of these more recent and, doubtless, juster views ofthe character

of this great Italian, we propose in this article to give a rapid

outline, for which we are chiefly indebted to Herzog' s Heal

Encyclopedia, Michelet's Renaissance^ and the Bcvue dcs

deux JHoncIes.

Born of a noble family in Ferrara, September, 1452, he

received the best education his age afibrded, and was destined

to the medical profession. But the study of Thomas Aquinas,

and the spectacle of moral depravity and of reviving paganism

which Italy presented in the time of the Medici, made a pow-

erful impression on his deeply religious temperament, and

determined him to a different career. While yet a child he

loved solitude, and avoided the gardens of tlie ducal palace

M'hcre the youth were accustomed to resort for recreation.

In his twenty-second year, induced by his growing horror

at the depravity of tlie Church and society of Ferrara, he tied

from his paternal roof and took shelter in a Donnnican

cloister of Bologna. Here in seclusion and meditation he hoped

to find peace and safety for his soul.

This step is very similar to that of Luther in entering the

cloister at Erfurt. In neither case was there, as yet, the least

tendency to dogmatical reformation ; it was simply a desire to

liee from temptation, and cultivate personal virtue. "Writing

to his father two davs after his arrival at Bologna, Savonarola

said :
" I could not endure the fearful godlessncss of the great

mass of the Italian people. Everywhere I saw virtue despised

and wickedness in honor. When, in answer to prayer, God
condescended to show me the right way, how could I resist ^

O, blessed Jesus, let me rather a thousand times suffer death

than oppose myself to thy will, or show myself unthankful for

thy goodness." He then prayed his father to forgive him for a

step v.'hich had cost him many bitter struggles, and begged his

niother for her blessing.

Desiring at first to become a mere lay brother, his superiore,
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however soon discovered his uncommon talents, and direetcl

him to the study of tlieology. Called before long to the duties

of teacher, he expounded with great eloquence and zeal, the

works of Augustine, of Thomas Aquinas, and especially tlic

Bible. This latter he knew almost by heart, and confessed

often, that to it he ovred all his hght a]id comfort. In partic-

ular was he fond of the Jewish prophets and the Apocalypa^,

u fact that goes far in explaining how, under the sway of dcoj*

fechngs and a vivid imagination, he gradually came to belie\e

•liiraself as almost inspired. His early attempts in the pulpit

were not very successful. At one time, under deep discourage-

ment, he resolved to give up preaching altogether. His

renown for learning had spread abroad, however, and about

the year 1-190 he was called to Florence and connected with

the cloister of San Marco. This is the proper beginning

of his cuorts fjr political and religious reform. His two ruliug

thoughts were, the reformation of the Church, and the freeing

of Italy.

Lorenzo de Medici was now at the zenith of his power.

All his foes liad died in. prison, or were languishing in exile.

In the inidst of profound peace, the Florentines thought only

of pleasure and shows, and seemed to have forgotten even the

name of liberty. And yet I'lorence still bore the title of

republic. In the fourteenth century it had surpassed all the

other Italian states in povrer, wealth, and the arts. In the

next century there arose a rich and talented merchant faniilv,

tlic Medici, who attained hually to princely power, and made

of Florence the centrrd point for the culture of art and classical

literature. Cusmo de Medici, the Hothschild in vreaith of hi^

day, was the first of the taniily who exercised unhmited s\\'ay.

Having guided the state for thirty-four years, he died in
14^'

J-

and was succeeded, after the short rule of his son Peter, by h:-

grandson Lorenzo the Magnificent, in 1169. Glorious as wa-

this i>eriud for art and letters, it was nevertheless, morally con-

sidered, a period of all-pervading and almost pagan dcpravit__v.

A^ at the close of the Eeign of Terroi- in France, so also here uii

the a:^i)irations of the Florentines were turned in the direc-

tion of sensual and esthetic gratitication. Debauchery walkevl

abroad in open day, intrigue and murder abounded, and all re

ligious faith seemed to have perished. The sole activity w:i^
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in the collecting of manuscripts and specimens of ancient sculp-

ture. Lorenzo, (such was the general tenor of his daily life,)

after signing the deatli sentence of some friend of liberty, or

transacting other state business, would repair to his celebrated

Platonic academy, whore litanies were drawn up in honor of

Socrates, or petitions sent to the pope for the canonization of

Plato, and there discourse pompously of the beauty of virtue,

and of the immortahty of the soul. Then plunging into scenes

of revelry and indulgence he would come, when wearied, to

repose in the gardens of San Marco, and listen to a lecture on

Art by Benvenuto Cellini, or Michael Angelo. If such was
the ordinary life of the chief of the state, how much more
gross was that of the uncultivated masses !

Such v.-as tlie condition of things v.-hen the austere and
earnest Savonarola began his lectures in the cloister of San
Marco. The throng of auditors becoming too great, he

changed the locality of his teaching from the cloister garden

to the chm'ch, and began, in the presence of a great multitude,

his exposition of the Apocalypse. His constant theme was,

" The Church must be purified." In view of the fearful de-

pravity of Florentine society, he predicted speedy judgment,s

upon both rulers and people. "While showing the shallowness

and insufiiciency of the secular culture of the day to meet the

wants of the soul, he cried aloud and imsparingly against the

corruption of the clergy and the Church. " Your sins,'' said

he, " make me a prophet. As yet I have been but as Jonah

warning Xiueveh ; but I tell you, unless you heed my words, I

will become a Jeremiah denouncing and be^\"ailing the desola-

tion of Jerusalem ; fur God will reform his Church, and that

has never taken place without blood." "Without any intention

of a dogmatic change, he aimed more especially to ^^ork a

moral renovation, and this cause he came finally to associat-e

intimately with the restoration of the political liberty of the

state. Though carrying to excess the monkish virtues of pov-

erty and renunciation of the v\-orld, he insisted more espe-

cially on those doctrines which were afterward elevated to their

true place in theology by the Protestants, namely, that the

Scriptures direct us not to the virgin and tlie saints, but tu

Chri.-t ; that ])rie?tly absolution in itself is worthless ; and that

salvation proceeds from a confiding surrender of the heart to
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the Eedeemer, Still, the preaeliing of Savonarola was rather

that of a theocratic prophet than that of a modern pastor. " The
Divine AYord from the lips of Savonarola," sajs ]\It. Eoseoc,

" descended not among liis audience like the dews of llea^•en

;

it was the piercing hail, the sweeping whirlwind, the destroy-

ing sw'jrd."

A year after his arrival in Florence he was chosen prior of

San Marco. Contrary to the general custom, he omitted, on

the occasion, to pay his respects to Lorenzo de Medici. lie

feared the friendship of this gifted man, and regarded him as

the chief obstacle to the moral renovation of the people, and

to the restoration of liberty. In vain Lorenzo resorted to

every means—to politeness, to cunning, to bribery—to win

over the respected and iullucntial monk. In his last sickness,

wlic]i remorse was preying on his soul, knowing the hypocrisy

and venality of most of the clergy, he finally bethought him-

self of the austere and honest Savonarola, and sent for him.

Several special crimes lay heavy on the soul of the dying man
;

tliese he wished to confess. Savonarola, seated at the foot of

liis bed, strove to calm him and awaken hope. " God," said

lie, '' is good ; God is merciful." After a pause he continued,

'' Tliere are three things necessary: first, to have a lively faith

in tlie mercifulness of God." " I have it," said Lorenzo. '' Sec-

ond, to order the restitution of all unjustly obtained money.''

After some hesitation he bowed assent, and waited with visi-

ble anxiety for the next requirement. " Third, to restore lib-

erty to the people of Florence." At this the tyrant, summon-

ing all his remaining force, shrugged his shoulders with an ex-

pression of supreme disdain. "Whereupon Savonarola turucvl

ttway from him, and he expired a few hours afterward. He was

succeeded by his son Peter, April 8, 1493, a person lacking in

shrewdness and moderation. The same year the notoriously

wicked Borgia momited the papal tlu'one v*'ith the title of Al-

exander YI, At first Sovonarola submitted to the govern-

ment of Peter. Still he continued to preach against tlio

wickedness of the tyrants of Italy. " I tell you," said he, "' '^

F.torm v^-ill come which will shake the mountains ; over the .Vll'^

will tliere march into Italy one like unto Cyrus of whom Isaiah

writes." In this he seems to have anticipated the Italian ex-

pedition of Charles VJII. of France, which, however, resulted
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in no good to Italy. From the eloquent and popular discourses

Avhich he delivered about this time, we take, as a specimen of

his manner, the following short extract

:

I would fain keep silence, but I cannot, for the word of God is

in my heart like a burning fire. If I yield, it would consume
the marroAv of my bones. The princes of Italy are sent for a
scourge. Behold them laying nets for souls. Their |.alaces are
a resort of beasts and monsters ; I mean that the wicked of all

sorts are there, indulging their evil desires and passions. But go
to Eoiue ! Among the high prelates, poetry and declamation
have taken the place of religion. In their hands are Horace and
Virgil ; from these they learn to guide souls. They govern the
Church by astrologers, who foretell to them the hour when they
are to parade on horseback, or attend to some other such trivial

function. Externally their Church is beautifully furnis^hed with
gold and gems, witli mngnificent ceremonies and prucious mitres

;

but must I say it ? in the primitive Church the vases were of
wood, and the prelates of gold. The prelates of Home have insti-

tuted among us the feasts of Satan ; they ])elieve no longer in

God, and make a mock of the mysteries of our religion. Arise, O
Lord! why sleepest thou? Come and deliver thy Church from
the hands of demons, tyrants, and wicked priests! O Rome, pre-

pare thyself ; the chastisement shall be terrible ! Thou shalt be
girded with iron, and be niade to pass by the sword, the fire, and
the fiame. If thou desirest to be healed, renounce thy habitual

food—-thy pride, tiiy ambition, thy luxury, thy avarice; for such
food is hastening thee to death. But when the anguish .and the

tribidatiou shall come, they will desire to turn to the Lord, but
will not be able. O Italy, there shall come plague upon plague

;

the plagues of war, and lamine, and pestilence ; there will not be
enough to bury the dead. The dead shall fill the houses, and the

buriers shall traverse the streets, crying : Bring out your dead !

and shall heap them on cars, make mountains of them and burn
them. In the streets they shall cry, "Who has dead ones? Who
has dead or.cs? And the people shall answer. Here is my son,

here is my brother, here is my husband. And still again shall they
cry, Are there no more dead? Are there no more dead? O
Florence, O Kome, O Italy, the time for song and feasting has
ceased! You have done evil, and you have been scourged ; the
sword has come. Kepent, therefore, do alms, pray, and remain
united. O my peo})Ie, what have I desired but to see thee saved ?

O Saviour, I turn to tliee who diedst from love for us ! pardon
this people of Florence which turns to thee.

But this or any other single passage can give but an imperfect

notion of the irresistible power of the eloquence of Savonarola.

In August, 1494, the anticipated Cyrus seemed to have

come. Charles VIII. of France marched with his army across
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the Apeniiiues, not to free Florence, however, as Savonaiula

liopcd, but to take possession of jSTaplos. The subservicnry

of the government to the French so enraged the 2')eople of

Florence as to occasion the flight of tiie family of the Medici.

Though the senate declared the fugitives to be traitors, and set

a price on their heads, still their adherents in Florence were

yet nnmerous and powerful. At this juncture Savonarola

called an assembly of the people in tlic great cathedral tu con-

sult for the welfare of the state. By general consent he was

chosen as lawgiver of Florence. As a basis for the new order

of society he required four things : that God should be feared,

that each should prefer the good of the republic to that of him-

self, that a general amnesty should be proclaimed, and that a

council should be established like tluit of Venice. Though

not opposed to monarchies, he was convdnced that Floreucc

should be a re2:iublic. " God," said he, " desires to be thy solo

king, O Florence, even as he was, of old, king of Israel." xVs

a reason for giving an amnesty, he said, *' The nearer a king-

dom is to God so much the more is it spiritual and strong.

Bat no one can have communion \:\\\\ God, v/ho is not at

jtcacc witli his neighbor." On hearing these sentiments the

peo])lc cried out: ^''Yica Chrhio^ 'civa Fircnzc
!

'^ and in-

truotec] the enthusiastic preacher v.dtli the organization of the

government according to his theocratic ideal. "With the de-

tails of the constitution, however, he did not busy himself; his

position was rather that of a judge in Israel, or of a Ivoman

censor v.dth dictatorial authority. He acted as the representa-

tive of Christ, the organ of the tlieocratic republic; guided it

with his counsel, and breathed into it from the, pulpit his vww

moral and religious earnestness. In fact the pulpit was his

tlironc. It is admitted generally, and even by the unfriendly

Macchiavelli, that for the period of three years his infiUence

over the people of Florence was extraordinarily great.

^Vith the new form of government a new spirit came over

tlie }•.. pie. Unjustly obtained property M-as restored; dea-Uy

enemies were reconciled; Christian love spread like fire to a.i

ranks; secular plays, gaming, horseracing, ceased; innucncj'i

by a-'.-etic views, many women left their husbands and retired

to cloisters; popular songs gave place to the hymns of Savo-

narola and -Ins scholar Benivienti ; the great painter, Fra Bar-
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tolomeo, threw his nude figures into the fire ; fastinc: became

a mania ; the encharist, formerly partaken of scarcely once a

year, was now the daily food of the souls of the fiiithfnl ; and

multitudes of anxious hearers crowded to the preaching in the

cathedral, over the pulpit of which was inscribed : Jesus Chnst,

the king of Florence. A contemporary said, " The whole peo-

- pie of Florence are become mad out of love to Chrlot." " And
yet," answered Savonarola, "this madness for Christ's sake is

the height of wisdom." Among the curious institutions of the

nev,' government were, what was called, the juvenile inquisitors.

It was their business to slip into houses and seize vrhatever

seemed to them of a sinful character—cards, bad books, musical

instruments, unchaste pictiu'es, and devote them publicly to

the flames. To supply the place of the sinful pleasures to

which the Florentines had so long been accustomed on the

carnival, Savonarola undertook to give to their festival a color

which should be moral and instructive as well as amusing.

Some scenic representation, an allegory, the cortege of a lioman

empei'or, a pagan apotheosis, or the triumph of death was

given. In the latter spectacle, the car of death was drawn by

bhick oxen covered with gilded skulls and white crosses ; tiie

skeleton, with the scythe and hour-glass, stood erect on tlie car,

surrounded by open graves, out of which otlier skeletons arose

and pom'od forth in Italian verse sinister predictions, such as

:

Cosi morti vedrem voi.

" We v.'cre once as you arc, but you shall be as we : we are

dead as you see ; some day we will see you dead likewise."

As the car advanced, it was surrounded and followed by thou-

sands of children in wliite, and of adults dressed like children,

singing or improvising Christian songs, and engaging in holy

dances. To some objections to these sacred amuscmenL-,

Savonarola responded by alluding to the dancing of David be-

fore the ark of the covenant, and to the seeming excess of the

apostles at pentecost.

But this sudden religiousness of the people of Florence was

of unhealthy and premature growth. The work vras not deep

and radical. It was a conversion of the affections rather than

the convictions. It was the mighty personality of one grand

active soul breathing itself into the multitude of easily cxcita-

^l}5
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ble and passively receptive ones. It was, therefore, destined to

abate iu power, and perhaps pass away entirely, as soon as it,-

originator sliould lose liis prestige or pass from the stage of

action. And, in fact, the naturally frivolous spirit of the Flor-

entines Boon reacted against the ascetic system, and entered

into a league with tlie pope to the downfall of Savonarola.

Designing to make Florence the center of a geuenil Church

reformation, the monk of San Marco had boldly attacked tli(!

evil in its headquarters, in the pei"son of the shamelessly

wicked Pope Alexander VI. These two diametrically diflor-

ent men could not long remain in peace at the head of neigh-

boring- states. The cunning pope tried at first to bring Savon-

arola to silence by bribery, Ijy offering him the archbishopric

of Florence and a cardinal's hat, but received in reply only,

" I desire no hat nor mitre, neitlicr great nor small. I desire

only that which thou hast given to tliy saints, namely death

and a crown stained ^vith niy own blood." And how soon was

the noble man to receive this terrible crown ! The pope,

foiled in every attempt to entrap the reformer, now issued, in

the autumn of W.'i'o^ a brief, interdicting to him all preaching

until he sliould be tried and exculpated from charges of heresy

which now lay against him. At the same time the Francis-

cans, jealous of the Dominicans, to whom Savonarola belonged,

brought against him the further charge that, lieing a professed

soldier of the Lord, he yet busied him.self with worldly and

political afiaii"s.

For a while Savonarola yielded and ceased to preach, but

scMDn overpowered by the love of God and of his fiock, he

mounted the pulpit and gave free scope to the pent-up feeling-

of his great heai-t. Entangled in the chains of the papal sys-

tem, he sought to justify his conduct \vithout breaking with

the authority of the Church. The pope was doubtless misin-

fonned, for surely he could not wish to smother the voice of

Cln-istian love. Here is an example of the casuisti-y to which

Savonarola was reduced :

\\\\() has forlfiddcn me to preach? You say, the pope. I ^i"''

swer, that is not true. But here are the papal briefs. I assort

that they are not IVoui tlie pope. You say the pope cannot

err. That is true, but equally true is the proposition that a Chri-

tian, so far as ho is a Christian, cannot sin; and yet many Chris-

tians do sin because they are men. Even so the pope, as such, caniiet

'T
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err ; whenever he errs lie is not the pope ; if he commands a wrong
act, he does not command it as poj^c ; consequently the wicked

brief is not from the pope, it is from tiie devil. I must preach

because God has thereto sent me.

But the e\-il days for Savonarola were drawing near. The
wicked pope finally struck a sensitive chord—the avarice of

the Florentines. Charles VIII., from whom so much had

been hoped, did no good service to Florence, and soon returned

to France. Florence, by still holding fast to the French alli-

ance, awakened great displeasure among the other Italian

states ; and these, with the pope at the head, formed a league

against Florence. In addition to this came, in June, 1197, the

scourges of pestilence and lamine, against which Savonarola

had no remedy except the sacrifices of good works. The party

of the Medici at this juncture made an attempt to recover

their power, and failing, three of the cliief conspirators were

summarily put to death. The blood avengers of these, now bo

threatened the life of Savonarola, that henceforth his attendants

escorted him in arms to and from the cathedral. On one occasion

his sermon was interrupted by a tumult. When tlie pope heard of

this state of tilings he deemed the happy moment arrived for

crushing the rcfurmatory monk. In Octul)er, 1197, he pro-

nounced Savonarola excommunicated, forbade all Christians to

associate with him, and even threatened to interdict the rites of

the Chm-ch to the whole population of Florence if the^'

would not utterly forsake him. Moreover, lie declared that in

case the bull of excommunicatiou was despised, he would au-

thorize the confiscation of all the merchandise of Florence then

in foreign territory. This appeal to the covetousncss of the

Florentines was successful, and henceforth all that was needed

Avas a mere pretext for sacrificing the man for whom a few

months previously the fickle populace would, almost to a man,

have oflered up their own lives.

In defiance of the excommunication SaTonarola entered the

pulpit, denied the charge of heresy, declared the papal bull

null, and appealed from the earthly pope to the divine Head
of the Church. lie then wrote to all the sovereigns of Eu-
I'upc, asking them to call a general Church council for the refor-

mation of the Clnu'cli, and fur the removal of the wicked man
Avho then pretended to be pope. But though acting with this

Fourth Siir.iKs, Voi- XIX.—o5
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e.xterual boldness, he nevertlieless was convinced that the day

of his death -uas close at hand. Deriving inspiration from liis

perilous situation, he resolved to crv aloud with his might su

long as his voice was not quenched. Under an oppressive con-

sciousness of the terrible iniamj of the lives of the high digni-

taries of the Church, his words took almost the prophetic fJirlit

of an Isaiah. From the Renaissance of Michelet I extract

the following sentences uttered by Savonarola al'out this time

:

I tell you God is irritated at the corruptioa of the Churclj.

The angels on tlieir knees cry out to him. Strike, strike ! Tlio

orphans and widows weep, and exclaim. We are devoured; wo,

can no longer live I The whole Church triumphant say to Christ,

Thou hast died in vain ! Heaven is beginning the assault ; tlie

saints of Italy are ou the side of lier foes. It is they who have
saddled the war horses. The Lord is asseinbliug the saints for the

Ijattle. But whither are they going"? St. Peter, hastening, crif<

out, Against Eomo! against Home I St. Paul and St. Gregov}-
exclaiiu, To Rome ! to IJome ! and behind them are marching tlu

Sword, the Pestilence, and Famine. St. John and St. Anthony
say, Down, down with Florence. St. Mark says. Let us hasten
against that proud city of the waters. O cruel and fatal hour I

^Voe to tliosc Avho shall then be alive! It shall rnin tempest, and
fire, and llaine. There will be cries and agonies which caniiot

be uttered, and heaven itself will be disturbed.

But in the midst of these presentiments of evil for Italy,

Savonarola exhibits a sublime unconcern as to his own fate.

Says he

:

If you ask me in general what shall be the end of our contest,

then I answer, Yictory ; but if you ask me in particular, I answer,

Tvviure and Death. But this is our gain, this is our recorapen*^'.

When you shall see me dead let it not trouble you. Others like

luc have jKTislicd Ix'fove me. Before my words become a truth

ibr the world the blood of many must needs be shed ; but for caea

who is put to death, God will raise up seventeen in his place.

Though spcalciiig thus with such seeming superiority t>>

human nature, still his heart felt tlie anguish of profound dis-

appointment. Though 'his intimate friends redoubled their

fi'rvor, yet he felt that the nmsses had gro'um cold in theirlove.

To this sadness he gave, with the Italian simplicity, free ex-

pression in his last sermons, lie exclaims, almost murmurir.;^ :

O Lord, has thou not deceived me ? I have made myselt '\

curse for thco, and thou hast made me the mark for the arrow.

I asked of thee that I might not have to govern men, but tl'."'*

liast willed the contrary. "l rejoiced only iu peace, but thou ha-t.
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brought me into these troubles of which I had no knowledge. I have
entered upon this vast sea, but how shall I again reach the shore ?

O ungrateful Florence! I have done for thee what I would not do
for my own brothers. What have I done to tliee, O my ])eople ?

Alas I alas! crucify me, stone me to death ; 1 will sufler all thino-s

for my love for thee.

But if we except these slight sacrifices to human weakne.-s,

the last days of Savonarola were untarnished by any unworthy
shrinking.

Finally the long-watched-for pretext for his ruin M-as found.

In one of his excessive and liiglily figurative transports of elo-

quence, he bad invoked the Lord to consume him with lire

from heaven if he had preached anything but the truth. At
this his foes conceived the plan of challenging him to sustain

his cause by an appeal to the fiery ordeal—that last but presump-
tuous test to which honest Christians resorted in the middle acres

for tlie Solution of doubtful questions, believing that God would
interpose miraculously in support of the just cause. For this pur-

pose they selected fur their champion one of those insane fanatics

with whoju the middle-age cloisters alu.ninded, who liad declared

himself willing to sacrifice his life if tliereby he rniglit rid t.he

Church of so great a heretic as Savonarola. '• If he is a saint,"

said he, " let him dare to enter with me into the midst of the

ardent flames. I shall be burned to death, but he also ; and

charity teaches me to purge the Church of the terrible heresi-

arch, even at this price." Savonarola, for his own part, de-

clined the ordeal, but whether from a fear that it was pre-

sumptuous or from other reasons, we know not ; but one of his

warm friends, Domenico Bonvicini, insisted so earnestly on ac-

cepting the challenge in liis stead tliat the perplexed reformer

finally yielded assent. The infimous and atheistical pope

MTote a letter heartily approving of the procedure.

On the niorning of April 7, 1493, the chief public square

of Florence was surrounded by an immense multitude gath-

ered from all parts of Italy; even the roofs of the surrounding

edifices were crowded with expectant beholders. In the midst

of tlie square, and on the sides of a platform five feet bigh, ten

feet wide, and eighty feet long, extei;ded two long rows of

wood and f:igots which had been drenched with oil and pitch.

It vras through the entire length of tlic narrow tv;o feet wide

passage which separated the ranks of wood that when the
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raging flames were at their height the two champions were to

])a5ji, the one immediately behind the other.

Finally, at the head of torch-hearing processionSj^coming

from opposite quarters and chanting the psalm beginning, " Let

God arise / let his cnemivs la scattered^'' appeared the anxion?-

]y awaited champions—the one inspired by dark suicidal self-

abnegation, the other by a cliildlike but misguided confidence

that God would work a miracle in support of tlie truth. But

now, just as the flames begin to rage along the terrible passage,

difiiculties were raised by the Franciscans, the partisans of the

pope. They declared that Domenico was perhaps a [-orcercr,

and bore on his person some charm. On their persistent de-

mands he was compelled to denude himself and put on clothes

of their own selecting. Then Savonarola, advancing, placed

in his hands the consecrated elements of the eucharist.

" "NVhat !'' exclaimed the Franciscans, " do you expose the

Lord's body to be burned? What a scandal! What a

t^tumbling-block to the faithful !" But Savonarola would not

yield, insisting that his friend expected to be saved only

through the sacred treasure which he bore. During the dis-

cussion, which occupied some hours, the anxious multitude

which had crowded the square and covei'ed the house-tops sinct-

<'arly dawn had grown weary, and now, under the stimulus of

deferred expectation and hunger, were clamoring for the horrid

epectacle. At this juncture a sudden and powerful rain-storm

eet in, so that in a few minutes the assembled multitude was

thoroughly drenched, and the hungry flames put out ; and at

last, night having arrived, the presiding ofiicers dismissed the

chagrined and cursing multitude.

Savonarola was lost. The whole weight of the popular di^-

appointraent and fm-y, unjustly enough, was thrown upon him.

The charm of prestige once dispelled, the fickle populace,

without culture and without conviction, quickly drifted from

the extreme of reverence to that of contempt and deadly hate

;

though the real friends of the fallen reformer remained true

to the last. On the very evening of the disappointment,

Savonarola owed it to a military escort and to the sacrament

which he bore in his hands that he did not fall into the hands-

of his foes. On the next day, Palm Sunday, his political op-

ponents streamed in arms to the cloister of San ]\Iarco, and m
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the evening began an assault -u-hicli lasted till midnight. Fi-

nally Savonarola, who, disdaining all earthly vreapons, had lain

all this time absorbed in prayer, came forth and gave himself

up to his foes, and was dragged to prison. Two hundred of

his partisans were now expelled from the great national council,

and himself handed over to an extraordinary tribunal for trial.

Seven different times during Holy "Week was he stretclied

upon the terrible rack of torture. Of wliat he uttered in this

dark secret chamber, when writhing in the jaws of worse than

death, we know nothing certainly except this heart-rending shriek

which pierced the walls : ^'It is enough / Loi'd.^ ialce now my
soulP Cast a second time into prison, he threw himself wholly

into the arms of God, and -svrote a beautiful exposition of the

fifty-fii-st psalm. The pope, having asked iii vain that Savona-

rola be sent to Eome, now appointed a clerical commission to try

him on the part of the Church, and is said to have declared that

he must die, even if he were a John the Baptist. According to

the report of both trials he is said, whether truly or not no one

knows, to have confessed to faults while in the iron teeth of

the rack, which, as soon as he was released he boldly disa-

vowed. The result was, of course, that he was condemned to

death. The cliarges against him were those of heresy, persecu-

tion of the Papal Church, and deceiving of tlie people.

On May 23, 1498, a scaffold was erected on the public

square known to the modern traveler as the Piazza delta Sig-

noria. It consisted of three gibbets, at tlic foot of which was

heaped a mass of dry wood saturated with oil and sprinkled

with brimstone. The same eager multitude which had l)eeii

disappointed un the day of tlio ordeal vs'as now assembled to

witness the death-agonies of the reformer. Together with two

of his most fiiithful friends, he was nov\- brought forward and

stationed beneath the gibbet. He now asked and obtained per-

mission to partake of the eucharist. After having partaken

himself, he administered the holy elements to his two friends,

pronouncing the words, " My Lord freely died for my sins,

why shall I not gladly offer up my life out of love to him ?

A bishop, at the pope's orders, now deposed the three monks
from the priestly ofncc. JJut when he pronounced the sentence,

" Thus separate I thee from the Ciiurch triumphant," Savona-

rola nobly replied, '* From the Church militant, not from the
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Church triuiuphaut ; for that is beyond your pov/er." As he
was now Landed over to the secular power manv of tlie bv-

t^tanders jeeringlv cried out, "Xow, monk, it is time to work a

miracle." But SavonaroLa, who had counseled liis companions

to die in silence like Christ, who went forth like a lamb to tho

slaughter, made no reply, and was, doubtless, wholly absorbed

in tlioughts of God. As ho was suspended to the gibbet, some
of the multitude even took up stones and dashed them at that

countenance over which they had once rejoiced to see the illu-

mination of the Holy Spirit. But their eyes were now blinded.

They saw nothing to res])ect in the patient resignation of this

great man. The pile being now ignited, there soon remained

on earth of the relbrmer monk only a heap of smouldering

ashes; and even these, by the order of the remorseless pope,

M-ei-e carefully collected and strewn in the Amo.
But hate and injustice generally defeat themselves. The

\cry spot where Savonarola perished has become a sort of

Mecca, and is annually visited by thousands, both Catholics

and Pr(->testants, who shed the tear of sincere sorrow for the

holy priest and the earnest reformer. The refreshing ])ublic

fountain which now occupies the spot is a tit emblem of the

salutary cfiects on their race of the lives of such men. From
the scene of execution the genial painter Bartolomeo hastened

to his studio and drew about the brow of his transfio-ured friend

a golden halo, and this picture still hangs in Savonarola's cell,

in San Marco. The moral sense of the Catholics was not so

obscured but that his fate awakened in many bosoms the live-

liest remorse. The Dominican order even attempted to pro-

cure his canonization. Luther declared that Christ ha<J

canonized him already. For ages it was the pious custom of

his secret admirers every anniversary of his death to strcv.'

with garlands the hallowed spot of his martyrdom. Though
defeated in the immediate object of his striving, the life of

Savonarola was not in vain. He inspired ]Micha3l Angel<»

M-ith some of his noblest conceptions, his writings still speak

tu thousands of his countrymen, and his record on the page v\

universal history is a healthful and encouraging lesson for the
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Act. VI.—entire SANCTIFICATION.

Every intelligent and careful observer of tlie condition of the

Church at the present day mnst, we think, have distinctly

marked two tliin-s : First, that among an unnsually large

nnmber of ministers and laymen, of onr own and ^-^ther

Churches, there is a yearning after a higher life, a restless de-

sire for the " fnllnes3"^of God ;" and, secondly, that among otliers^

there is a tendency, at least, practically to lower the standard of

Cliristian character and experience. The latter class is very

large, far too large for the uniform growth and development

of the Church.

There can possibly be no mistake or denial of the fact that

the power of the Church is in its purity—the "beauty of holi-

ness " displayed by it in the luminousness and luster of ma-

tured and perfected Christian virtues. When, therefore, its

garments are soiled and spotted by the spirit, maxims, and

doubtful practices of the world, this power is proportionally

lost. The tendency of the Church to which we have referred,

exhibits itself in a 'twofold form: first, in a "haste to be rich,"

which leads to doubtfrd enterprises and speculations, involvmg

violations of the principles of truth, honesty, and justice
;
m

conformincr to the extravacjant spirit of the age in dwellings,

furniture, dre^s, and display; in mingling and particii)atmg

in the vain and sinful amusements of the world, as dancing,

card pla}incr, novel reading, and attendance at the opera and

theater. The second form is a result, a legitimate consequence

of the first, and is seen in the neglect or indiflerence to divine

things; a disrelish for the word of God and evangelical mm-

istra'tions; non-attendance on the social spiritual services oi the

Church ; laxity in morals and latitudinarianism in principle.

But while we cannot close our eyes to these things as char-

acterizing multitudes who so unwo'rthily bear the name ot

Christian^ and while e\-ery true lover of Zion will mourn

over them, the situation, so to speak, is not without encom-age-_

ment and hope ; for, perhaps, in no period within the last halt

centnrv, at least, has the great truth of Christian holiness, or

entire 'sanctitleation, in its doctrinal, experimental, and prac-

tical as].ects. been more fully and freely discussed, more clearly
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and distinctly enunciated, or more generally and favorably

re;^'arded.

Wliile it may be said that Methodism Las many tliiiK-'s

which sen'C to mark it as a distinct ecclcoiastical organization.

it is pre-eminently true that the doctrine which has grandly

distinguished its theological literature, which has been cleai'lv

and powerfully proclaimed from its pulpits, and beautifully

illustrated in the lives of many of its ministers and members,
is that to which our attention is now directed.

From the time that Mr. T\^esley received the witness of his

adoption, and even before this happy period, his attention vas
called to this great truth. In the year 1725 he met witli

Bishop Taylor's " Rule and Exercises of Holy Living and

Dying;" in lr26, with Kempis's "Christian's Pattern," and a

year or two after this with Mr. Law's " Christian Perfection
"

and " xScrious Call." In 1729 ho began to study the Bil>le.

where he saw '• in a clearer light the indispensable necessity of

lianng ' the mind which was in Christ,' and of walking as

Christ also walked." As early as 1733 he preached on this

great subject before the University in St. Mary's Church ; and
he declares that what he said in that sermon on '' The Circum-

cision of the Heart," he scrupled not to call jierfcction^ and

that this is the view which he still had when he wrote his

" Plain Account," without any material addition or diminu-

tion. While yet in Savannah, and still under the bondage of

the law, he \\Tote hymns expressive of his firm belief in this

truth, and his earnest desire for the experience of this bless-

ing. The first witness that he ever heard speak of Chris-

tian perfection was Ai'vid Gradin, in Germany, ^vll0se experi-

ence entirely harmonized with what he had " learned from the

oracles of God," and what he " had been praying for (with his

company of friends) and expecting for several years."

It was only a short time subsequent to this that his heart

was " strangely warmed " by the fire and cheered by the wit-

)iess of the Holy Spirit, in Aldersgate-strect, in London. This

new life brought wdth it to his mind and heart a rush of new-

ideas, hopes, and joys. A new light made the pages of di-

vine truth luminous to his hiner eye, and he now saw clearly

wliat lie had before seen diudy—that it is the Christiar/s

privilege to be made perfect in love in this life, to be "sane-
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tified wholly " before death, and to realize that " the blood of

Jesus Christ his Son cleanseth lis from all sin." He at once

began more fully to pi'oclaim the great evangel, to publish

sermons and tracts with reference to it, and by correspond-

ence and controversy to defend and maintain the truth. It

became to him the (jreat central idea of Christianity. From
this standpoint he wrote his theology, and conceived the grand

design of '' spreading Christian holiness over all the land."

It is clearly evident, then, that this truth is so di.-tinctly

stated in our system of doctrines, so sweetly and constantly

breathed in the hymnology of our Church, so frequently re-

ferred to in our pulpits, our love-feasts, and class-meetings, that

the whole Christian world understand that the Methodist Epis-

copal Church, in all its branches, believes and maintains this

doctrine. And not only so : every nunister admitted to min-

ister in our pulpits and at our altars is required satisfactorily

and unqualitiedly to answer the following questions :
'' Arc you

going on to perfection ?" " Do you expect to be made perfect in

love in this life ?" " Are you groaning after it V TVe stand, there-

fore, committed to this truth before the world and before Ileaven.

We cannot, if we would, blink this question ; we cannot overlook

or ignore it without tailing to compreliend tlie grandest charac-

teristic of our doctrinal system, and the mission Vv'hich God has

given us, as a Church, to perform in this world. The question

which we now come to consider is :
" What is Entire Sanctijica-

tion as taught hj the Methodist Ch urch P It is well at this point

we think, to say that in writing and speaking on this subject

wo are accustomed, as a Church, to use the vrords " entire

sanctilication," " holiness," " purity of heart," and " perfection,"

or " perfect love," as referring to the same state or experience.

Although etymologicully these words may bear diilerent signi-

fications, yet theologically we regard all as referring to the

same thing.

Beyond question it is important that we should, as far as

possible, understand what the state or experience is to which

these words refer, in order that v.-e may sec oui- need of it, that

we may have some proper conception of what we desire, or are

seeking after and expecting, and that when it is obtained we

may knowingly and truthfully rejoice in its possession. It

must not be overlooked either that the terminology employed
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is not "Wesleyan or Metliodistic, but Biblical ; words which

" holy men of old wrote and spoke as they were moved by the

Holy Ghost." The words holiness, perfection, perfect love,

and' sanctilication, are not "the words which man's wisdom

Icacheth, but whicli the Holy Ghost teacheth." AYe have no

fontrovcrsy then with those who declaim against the use of

these words; their controversy is with the Holy Ghost. The

question before us is, What did Mr. AVcsley, and what does tJic

Methodist Church, understand the Holy Ghost as teaching by

these words l In his " Plain Account of Christian Pcrfectiun/-

which is the text-book on this question, the following question

and answer are found : "Quest. What is Christian Perfectiuu ?

Ans. The loving God with all our heart, mind, soul, and

t^trength. This implies that no wrong temper, none contrary

to love, remains in the soul ; and that all the thoughts, worJs,

and actions are governed by pure love." In this connection

Mr. Wesley says, " These thoughts are the same that I have

entertained for above twenty years," page CI. Mr. Fletcher,

in his treatise on the same subject, pays, " AYe call Christian

Perfection the maturity of grace and holiness, which estab-

lished, adult believers attain to under the Christian dispensa-

tion. In other words, Cln-istian Perfection is a spiritual coii-

btcUation made up of these gracious stars : i)erfect repentance,

perfect faith, perfect humility, perfect meekness, perfect sell-

denial, perfect resignation, perfect hope, perfect charity for our

visible enemies as well as for our earthly relations, and, above

all, }ierfect love fur our invisible God, through the explicit

knowledge of our Mediator Jesus Christ." Mr. Watson define.

this Cbtate as follows: "Our complete deliverance from ni:

.spiritual pollution, all inward depravation of the heart as well

as that which, expressing itself outwardly by the indulgeucej-!

the senses, is called " filthiness of the flesh."—//J-si"., vol. ii, p.
^'>"-

These definitions and descriptions of this state are regarded

as sullicient, as to multiply tkey would only be a repetition

of the same language and idea. Put if the question were lett

right here it would remain very unsatisfactory to the mind oi

the earnest and honest inquirer after the truth. There are oi.a

points of the deepest interest cimnected with this subjoct.

'which are indeed vital to the right understanding and ap-

preciation of it. That we may, if possible, bear some part lu
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throwing liglit upon questions which have been exceedingly per-

plexing to many honest and devout Christians in onr own and

other Churches, we now proceed to consider tlie points referred

to above. We remark then, Wtsltyan JSIdhodlsm (listinctly

teaches that this (jreat v;orh is hegun in regeneration. The teach-

ing on this question is uniform and exj'licit, and meets v»-ith

the approval of the orthodox Christian world. The idea is

this, that when the sinner believes on the Lord Jesus Christ, lie

is not only justiiied, freely and fully forgiven and acquitted

from all the penalties due to his transgressions, but that, at

the same time, he is " born again," becomes a "new creatui-c

in Christ J esus," and is " quickened " into a new life by the

power of the Holy Ghost. In other words, the justiiied

believer not only enjoys a change of his relation to God, the

law, heaven, and eternity, but he also has a new life, and his

nature is changed. Then, too, are implanted in his heart the

germs of all the graces of the divine Spirit, which are tu

expand and grow in his future experience on condition of his

fidelity to God. Hence Mr. Wesley says, in answer to the

following question : "When does inward sanctification begin ?

"In the moment a man is justified. Yet sin remains in him ;

yea, the seed of all sin till he is sanctified througliout. Prom
that time [of liis justification and regeneration] a believer

gradually dies to sin and grows in grace."

—

Plain Account,

p. is. Again, in liis sermons lie says, " When wc are born

again then our sanctification, our inward and outward holiness,

begins; and thenceforward we are gradually to 'grow up in

Him who is our head.' "— Works, vol. i, p. 406. .Again, '' Tliis

[regeneration] is a })art of sanctification, not the v/hole ;
it is the

gate to it, the entrance into it."

—

Hid. It is not necessary to

dwell here, as on this point all are agreed.

But we now advance to the position which has been

strenuously opposed by some who profess to be Mcthodistic

in their theology ; namely, that luhile Methodism teaches

that this icork is hegun in regeneration, it further declares

that the work of entire sanctification is distinct from it.

It has been maintained by some writers on this doctrine

that believers are wholly sanctified when justified and regener-

ated, and that all subsequent growth is in holiness: that

there is no work of grace in the soul distinct from regeuera-
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tion, consequently the idea of a Tvitness to sncti a work is a

misconception, and a mistake on the part of those ^vho have

professed to receive it. In a word, that regeneration and

Banctification are synonymous and synchronous. That sut-li

teachings are anti-Methodistic is clearly apparent, and at tlie

same time we would say, with all deference and respect f >r

many persons who honestly hold this view, that this is con-

trar}', we believe, to the experience of the whole Christian

world. In his sermon on Ivepentance in Believers, Mi*.

Wesley says, " From what has been said we may easily learn

tlie mischievousness of the opinion that we are rcJioUy sancti-

fied when we are justified ; that our hearts are then cleansed

*from all sin."-— Works, vol. i, p. 124. Again, " We allow that

at the very moment of justification we are horn again / in that

instant we experience that inward change from 'darkness into

marvelous light ;' from the image of the brato and the devil

into the image of God ; from the earthly, sensual, devilish

mind, to the mind which was in Christ Jesus. But are we
then entirely changed ? xVre we v:holJy transformed into the

image of Him who created us? Far from it ; we still retain a

depth of sin, and it is the consciousness of this which constrain=^

us to groan for a full deliverance to Him who is mighty to save.''

—Ihid. Ilis whole sermon on " Sin in Believers," is proof of

the same position. AYith equal clearness and distinctness ^Mr.

Watson, in his Institutes, says, " That a distinction exists

between a regenerate state and a state of entire and perfect

holiness will be generally allowed. Eegeneration, we have

seen, is concomitant with justification ; but the apostles, in ad-

dressing the body of believers in the Churches, to whom they

wrote their epistles, set before them, both in the prayers they

offer in their behalf and in the exhortations they administer, a

etill higher degree of deliverance from sin, as well as a higher

growth in Christian virtues."—Yol. ii, p. 450. In his Plain

Account, Mr. Wesley says, " There is, indeed, an instantaneous

n.s well as a gradual work of God in his children ; but we do

not know a single instance in any lyJace of a person receiving.

in one and the same moment, remission of sins, the al)idiiig

witness of the Spirit, and a new, clean heart."—Page 34. X*-''

only did ^Mr. Wesley teach that persons are not sanctiiied

wholly when justified, but also, he says, '• To sup})05e the con-
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trary,"—that is that men are sanctified when justified—" is

not, as some may think, an innocent and harmless mistake.

No ; it does immense harm. It entirely blocks up the way to

any farther cliange, for it is manifest, " They that are whole

need not a physician, but tlicy that arc sick." If, therefore,

we think we are quite made whole already there is no room to

geek any further healing. On this supposition, it is ab^furd to

expect a further deliyerance from sin, whether gradual or

instantaneous.— Worlds, yol. i, p. 124. Strange that some

Methodists, and some Methodist preachers, haye declared tliat

Mr. Wesley taught such an absurd thing. The regenerated soul,

then, is also sanctified, but not wholly. The work is begun,

but its beginnings are feeble and coexistent wath the indwelling

and remains of sin in the soul. Yet again it teaches thatfrom
the moment of rcgencraiion there is in the faithful Christian a

gradual grov:th toioard entire sanctification or Christian per-

fection. To deny this gradual work would be to deny not

only the plain teachings of the word of God and the corres-

ponding teachings of Methodism, but also the conscious

experience of eyery faithful belieyer. The great, the only

question here between us and other Christians is. Is this work

only gradual ? Is it neyei- instantaneous excepting at tlie hour of

death ? Must we be eyer gradually moying toward this mark,

or may we suddenly and instantaneously reach it by faith ?

To the latter, Methodism, as we shall see, answers affirmatiye-

ly, while the creeds and confessions of other Churches reply

in the negatiye. It is admitted in our doctrinal teachings that

persons may gradually attain to this state ; that most Christians

do in this way, and Cinly a short period before death, receive it;

but, at the same time, that it is possible iiow^ at the present

time, instantaneously to belicye and enter into this rest. Mr.

Wesley says on this point, " From that time," the moment a

man is justified, " he gradually dies to sin and grows in grace."
—Plain Account, p. 40. " The one who is sanctified lias ex-

perienced preyious thereto a gradual mortification of sin."

—

Ihid., p. 79. Again, in his Sermons, lie says, " When we are

born again, then our sanctification begins ; thenceforward we
gradually do grow up in Ilim who is our living head." To illus-

trate thi^;, he says, •' A child is born of a y.'oman in a moment

;

afterward he gradually and slowly grows till lie attains to the
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stature of a man. In like manner a cliild is born of God in a

short time, if not in a moment, but it is by slow degrees that Ik;

afterward grows up to 'the measure of the full statm-e of Chri.-t.'

The same relation, therefore, which is between our natural birth

and our growth there is also between our new birth and our

sanctification.''

—

WorJcs^ vol. i, p. 406. In like manner, ]\Ir.

Fletcher says, '' To deny that imperfect believers may and d,*

gradually grow iu grace, and, of course, that the remains of tlieir

sins may and do gradually decay, is as absurd as to deny that God

water's the earth by daily dews as well as by tliunder shower.-."

—Page 47. Again, Mr. "Wesley admits, " 1. That the general-

ity of believers whom we have hitherto known were not so

sanctified till near death ; 2. Tliat few of those to wliom St.

Paul wrote his epistles were so at that time ; nor 3. He him-

self, at the time of writing his former epistles ;
'• yet," ho

u(k]s, " all this does not prove that we may not be so [sancti-

fied] to-day."

—

Plain Account^ p. 49. Nothing, then, can l>c

clearer or more distinct as to a gradual work than Mr. "Wesley's

leaching ; and this teaching, so eminently scriptural, meets

with a cordial respi»n?e from the heart of every true Christian.

Put, at the same time, Mr. "Wesley never loses sight of the great

fact that tiicrc is a i)crioil icJien this worh of sanctijicatioii l-:-

cojncs conijjJrfe and entire ; and fJiat, altJiGiojJi in most instaiwts

the loorh is gradual, it may he in all cases instantaneous.

It is well to boar in mind that it is admitted on all

hands, by Calvinists as well as "Wesleyans, that this work nnist

be completed before we are fully prepared for heaven or can be

admitted into its enjoyment. Put the Calvinist says that it is

not, nor can it be, completed until death ; that just before tin'

soul leaves the body, the work is " cut short in righteousness."

and the believer taken to the al^odes of infinite holiness au'I

joy. Two things are thus admitted : First, That this work
must be done before the soul has a^'meetness'' for heaven ;

and, Second, That in all cases this is done suddenly aii'l

insfardnnconsly. The question may well l)e asked of tho~o

wjio hold this theory, "What agencies or influences are at work
m articulo'inortis M'hich have not been availaljle to the believer

during every moment of his previous religious history ? Is tlm

blood of Christ more available now? Is the Iloly S])irit

nearer or moi-e powerful now? Is the command any mure
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ui-f^^ent to be holy, or tlie promises any greater or more precious ?

"What, tlien, is it in the lionr of dying, which produces this

wonderful transformation ? Yet further; how long before death

may this wo)-k be realized and enjoyed \ a moment, an hour, a

day ? But if a moment, an hour, a day, why not a week, a month,

a year, years before ? If this work of justification is by the blood

of Christ, then its power to cleanse is just as great and eiiica-

cious now as at any conceivable period in the future. If the

entire sanctiiication of the believer is by the inworking of the

Holy Ghost, then he is just as great and gracious now as

he ever can or will be. What, then, is that agent which is

present and so potent under the circumstance or in the article

of death, that this work is then wrought and not before? Is

it d.eath itself? Cut supposing that we personify death, as we
frequently do, what power has lie to do tlic work for the

Christian ? ''xVnd what do we know of death," as Butler says

in his Analogy, '• but only some of its efiects, such as the

dissolution of the tlesh, skin, and bones?" But if it is death

that does this work, then it is not the blood of Christ, then it

is not tlic Holy Spirit, then death .must h.ave more power than

either. We scarcely need say here that death is a purely

physical cliange. Its whole eii'ects, so far as v.-e know, are upon

the body. It unfits the body for therc.-idenee and operations of

the sold; and that soul, just as it leaves the body, enters the

eternal world. It may be, as Butler further says, " For aught

we know of our present life and of death, death may imme-

diately, in the natural course of things, put us into a higher

and more enlarged state of life, as our birth does—a state in

which our capacities and sphere of action may bo mucli

greater thaTi at present." '•'' But while this admission will readily

be made it is evident, both from analogy and revelation, that

death produces no moral change in the soul ; in fact all the

evidence would seem to be to the contrary. "He that is

unjust, let him be unjust still ; and he which is filthy, let him

be filthy still ; and he that is righteous, let him be righteous

still; and lie that is holy, let him be holy still." It is,

indeed, morally certain that we enter eternity, so f\ir as

our spiritual or moral state is concerned, precisely in the

same condition as we leave the body. One of two tilings,

Analogy, p. 127.
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then, must be true : either wo, must be Avholly sanctified Icfurc

we leave the body, or after we have left the body. If it i^

done before the soul leaves the body it is done before deutli

actually takes place, say a moment, an hour, a day. But if si.
-,

then the conclusions reached before are irresistible—that it

may be a week, a month, a year, or even years before. Eut if

after, then a purgatory is necessary. Mr. Fletcher, in his

treatise, presents this point clearly and unanswerablv. "Xu
body," he says, "is so apt to laugh at the instantaneous

destruction of sin as the Calvinists ; and yet thcu- doctrine of

purgatory is built upon it ; for if you credit them, all dyiiii;

believers have a nature which is morally corrupted, and a

heart which is yet ' desperately wicked.' These believei's, still

full of indwelling sin, instantaneously breatiie out their last,

and without any peculiar act of fiiith, without any peculiar

outpouring of the sanctifying Spirit, corruption is instantane-

ously gone. The indwelling man of sin has passed through
tJie Genevan purgatory; he is entirely consumed ; and, behoki!
the souls which would not hear of the instantaneous act of

sanctifying faith which receives the indwelling Spirit of holi-

ness—the souls which pleaded hard for the continuance of in-

dwelling sin—are now completely sinless, and in the twinkling ot'

an eye they appear in tlie third heavens among the spirits of just

Christians made perfect in love!"—Pp. 46, 47, small edition.

But it may be said that the instrument in this work is

faith, and that most Christians do not comprehend their duty
and privilege until at, or near, the close of their earthly

career. This is doubtless true ; but it by no means overthrows
the doctrine taught by ^lethodism, that lohencvcr this faith i.^

exercised, this work will be wrought. If this great blessing is

received by faith, then it must be while tlie soul is yet in a

probationary state; and if at one period of probation, it may
be cfjually well at another. But the word of God nowhen-
teaches that this work cannot be performed until death. On
the other hand it presents it before us as a pi-esent work, an

actual living state and experience. All the commands of Gud
to be " holy," " perfect," to " love him with all the heart," are

present. So all the promises bearing on this subject are

present. The prayers offered by Christ and his apostles f-i-

the early Church look to the present life for their answer.
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" Sanctify them througli tliy truth ; thy word is truth." Paul

bowed his kuees and prayed that the members of tlie Ephesian

Church might be " filled wath all the fullness of God." We
might also quote 1 Thess. v, 23 ; Heb. xiii, 20, 21 ; 1 Peter v,

10 ; 1 John iv, 17, IS.

It follows, then, A^ith all the force of an iiTCsistiblo conclu-

sion, that if the blood of Christ has power now to cleanse from

all sin—if the Holy Spirit now and at every moment possesscis

the power to sanctify the believer—if the promises of the

inspired word are not only " all yea, and amen in Christ

Jesus," but are now made and refer to the present moment-
then, when the soul trusts in tliat blood, asks in faith that

Spirit, appropriates by faith the exceeding great and precious

promises, the work will be—it is—done. The question does not

turn upon what we are, the disabilities under which we labor,

the weaknesses and sins imder which we groan, but on what the

blood of Christ and the Holy Spirit can do for us and within

us. If tliat blood ever has cleansed a human soul from all nn-

righteousness it can do it now. If the Holy Spirit has ever

sanctified one believer wholly he can do it now.

But it is a question of great importance just at this point,

What is 5m? Much of the confusion, strange to say, whicli

has arisen in arguing this question, has been for the want of a

clear definition and understanding of this word. The general

idea of sin is the scriptural meaning given of it, " The trans-

gression of the law." With more of definiteness it has been

understood to be the willful transgression of a known law.

This has reference to man's voluntary action. But the word

also is understood to refer to " original or birth sin," which is

" the corruption of the natm-e of eveiy man, whereby he is

very far gone from original righteousness, and of his own

nature inclined only to evil, and that continually."

There is yet another definition attached to this word by

Calvinistic divines, and substantially agreed to byilr. Wesley,

which is by no means so c»)mmonly considered or understood
;

namely, "A want of conformity to the (perfect) law of God."

Xow, this latter definition goes still further than either of the

preceding, and includes not only vohmtary evil actions, and a

corrupt and depraved nature, but also all the involuntary

imperfections, infirmities, and frailties of our present state,

Fourth Series, Vol, XIX.— 30
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which are, indeed, contrary to the perfect la^v of God, hut

Avliieh do not bring condemnation on the conscience in view of

Christ's atoning blood. l!^o\v \vhen the Wesleyan speaks of

licing " made free from sin," or of being " cleansed from all

sin," he not only means that all his actual transgressions have

been forgiven, but also tliat " the carnal mind," the corrupt

and depraved heart, has been changed, transformed, cleansed,

and -svholly sanctified. But he never understands himself, or

means that others should understand him, as claiming to be

free from these frailties and disabilities inseparable from his

present state of being. But the Calvinist understands him to

profess that he is made free from all these involuntary eifects

of his naturally weak and imperfect state. Against this idea

bis mind naturally revolts ; and, if we mistake not, this is the

case Mnth many who do not understand the "Wesleyan theory

on this subject, although professedly Methodists. It must

never be lost sight of that it is not the perfection or holiiiess

of angels, or of the first Adam in his original state, that we
speak of. " That is a perfection measured by th.e perfect law,

which, in its obligations, contemplates all creatures as having

sustained no injury by moral lapse, and admits, therefore,

no excuse from infirmities and mistakes of judgment

;

nor of any degree of obedience below that which beings

ci'eated naturally perfect were capable of rendering." '' " These

mistakes, defects, and infirmities may be quite consistent with

the entire sanctification of the soul, and the moral matiu^ity ol"

a being still naturally infirm and imperfect." f In like manner

Mr. Wesley frequently speaks on this point ; so frequently tluit

every one at all familiar with his writings will readily refer to

his explanations. One quotation may suffice, as it is clear and

explicit :
" I believe there is no such perfection in this life as

excludes these involuntary transgressions, [of the perfect law.]

which I apprehend to be naturally consequent on the ignorance

and mistakes inseparable from mortality. Therefore miUan

ptrfcctlo7i is a phrase I never use, lost I should seem to contra-

dict myself.":};

This view of the ease eftectually disposes of the objecti<':i

often made, " If you are cleansed from all sin what need have

you to pray, ' Forgive ns our trespasses ;' what need have you

* Watson's lostitutey, vol. 2, p. -loG. f Ibid.
:t
Plain Account, p. C7-11'3.
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any more of the atoning blood ?'' To tliis Mr. Wesley replies,

*' Even t\\QiQ souls [wliich are filled with love] dwell in a shat-

tered body, and are so pressed down thereby that they cannot

always exert themselves as they would, by thinking, speaking,

and acting precisely right. For want of better bodily organs,

they must, at times, think, speak, or act wrongly ; not, indeed,

through a defect of love, but through a defect of knowledge.

Yet as, even in this case, there is not a fidl conformity to the

perfect law, so the most perfect do on this very account need

the blood of atonement, and may, properly, for themselves as

well as for their brethren, say, ' Forgive us our trespasses.'
"

Xo class of persons have ever sung more earnestly, and with a

greater depth of feeling than those who liave been made per-

fect in love, or wholly sanctified,

" Every moment, Lord, I need

The merit of tliy death."

Another objection to this doctrine may be considered here.

It is as follows : "If one is wholly sanctified, and all the graces

of the Spirit are perfect, what room is there for furtlier growth

and dcN'elopment ?"' To this it is answered at once, " These

graces of the Spirit are not perfect in degree, but only in their

nature or character; while everytliing contrary to lliem is

removed from the soul, so that their growth and development

may be unchecked and unhindered." To this it may be

replied, " But you admit that all tLese graces are implanted in

the regenerated soul, and are there perfect in kind ; what, then,

is the difierence between the two states ?" To this we reply,

They exist in the soul of the sanctified believer under vastly

more favorable circumstances than in the merely regenerated

spirit. The remains of sin in the regenerate person hinder their

growth and mar their perfectness. On the other hand, when

the soul is wholly sanctified—'' made perfect in love "—these

hinderances to their growth are removed, and they grow and

develop with a rapidity miknovrn before. As an illustration of

this we may take the following : Ilerc is a beautiful garden

plot. The soil is rich ; the plants, shrubs, and flowers are all

of a rare and costly kind, and have been carefully planted or

set out in the carefully prepared soil. But soon it is per-

ceived that the seedlino-s of noxious weeds which had been
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concealed in the soil, arc genninating and gro"U'ing rapidly

;

their roots are entwined in the roots of the plants, and their

subsequent growth overshadows plant and flower, so that they

cannot derive the full benefit of soil or sunshine, rain or dew.

Yet these plants may and do grow under all these disabilities,

and a beautiful flower ^vill bloom here and a rare plant will

lift up its head there. iS'ow suppose that all these weeds tu-c

carefully removed, so that no mifavorable influence is exerted

on the one hand, and the full benefit of air and shower, sun-

shine and rain and dew, are realized, what a diflerence there

will be in the rapidity of growth and the beauty and maturity

of plants and flowers ! So with the soul made free from the

remains of sin, purified from its defilements and stains. Faith

now increases, unchecked by unbelief. Love now expands,

unlimited by selfishness or hate, or love of the world. Humil-

ity now develops, unman-ed by pride, " Patience has its per-

fect work," unmingled with murmm-ing or repining. Meek-
ness, like the lily of the valley, exhales its fragrance unsmotli-

OTed by anger or ill-will, Grvxy or jealousy. Peace holds her

gentle sway over the soul undistm-bed by stormy passions, un-

agitatcd by inward alarms, and uucx:)nsumed by the gna^ving

tooth of care. Storms may aiise and temjDCSts may rage

against such a soul witJiout, but within there is a settled calm
" which passeth all understanding." Kow, then, we see

that instead of there being no growth in the sanctified

U'liever, there is a rapid, healthy, and imintermitting growth.

For some of the graces, whose exercise belongs to this present

world, this is continued till life's last, lingering moment; for

C'thcrs, this growth is continued/b/viV7' o/id excr.

Another point connected with this subject, often doubted, and

not unfrequcntly assailed, is. That to this icorlc, when ferformed,
the Jloly Spirit hears a clxar and direct witness. This has

been doubted, and even denied, by many ; and yet it is scarcely

uccesoary to say that it is the Wesleyan teaching on this

pomt. Quotations sustaining this position might be mul-

tiplied, but one clear and definite utterance ^vili be sufficient.

Mr. "Wesley says, " ISTone ought to believe that the work is done

till there u added the testimony of the Spnit, \vitnes5ing his

entire sanctifieation as clearly as his justification:^

Plaia Account, p. "lO.
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Let us examine this point, then, a little more fully. If this

work is of euch great importance as the whole word of God
and our Wesleyan theology declare it to be, is it not important

that we should not only seek to have it performed, but also

that we should know when it is done? There can be no

question whatever as to the poss'ibility of the Spuit bearing

witness to this work when it is done. In other words, no one

\vill doubt that the same divine agent who is the "Spirit

of adoption " to the justified believer, may be the Spii'it

which 'svitnesses to the holiness of the wholly sanctified

believer. But it is not only possible that the Spirit of God
can do this, it is also highly iwobahle that he will do it. K
the struggling child of God has been washed in the fountain of

the Eedeemer's blood—if the Holy Spirit has sanctified the

believer wholly—vrill he not witness to his o^\^l work ? Will

he not, -^dth the performance of the work, give the seal that it

is done ? Or must it be with the sanctified believer as the

Calvinist regards it must be with the justified, that he must go

all his life long doubting and fearing whether this work is

done or not? If the Christian may be entirely sanctified, if

he may enjoy "perfect love," will he not haow that this

blessed work has been wrought, and that this rich experience

is his ?

But we advance yet another step and say, The Spirit does

give this witness to the sanctified soul. Men and women
of the highest intelligence, of the greatest moral worth, and of

the most undoubted piety, have declared that they have

received and enjoyed this witness fur years as clearly as

they ever enjoyed the witness of their justification. Fletcher,

Adam Clarke, Bramwell, Mrs. Fletcher, Lady Maxwell,

Lady Fitzgerald, Hester Ann Eogers, Carvosso, and a host

of other names have borne their concm-rent and joyful

testimony to this in life and in death. Can we doubt their

testimony ? Did not their saintly lives confirm the evidence

they bore ? xVnd if one has ever had this experience, so may
another, so may oil who will use the same means. But the

question is asked here, "Is it not possible to be deceived?"

Certainly, and doubtless many have been ; but it is not neces-

sary that they should be. On this point Mr. "Wesley speaks

with his usual explicitness : " When may a person judge him-
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eelf to liave attained tliis ? Ans. THien after having Lecii fully

convinced of inbred sin by a far deeper and clearer convic-

tion than he experienced before justification, and after having

experienced a gradual mortification of it, he experiences a

total death to sin, and an entire renewal in the love and

iransre of God, so as to rejoice evermore, to pray ^vithout

ceasing, and in everything to give thanks."

—

Plain Account^

p. TS. And in answer to another question in this connection,

he says, "I know no instance of a person attending to them

all, [that is, the marks of this work,] and yet deceived in this

matter, I believe there can be none in the world."—/Z'/i?., p. T9.

Where this work is truly performed there will be genuine

humility. Holiness and humility are inseparably and eter-

nally connected together. It is so in all the grades of Christian

holiness on earth ; it is so in all the degrees of holiness in

lieaven. The nearer the soul comes to God, the more com-

pletely it is humbled, subdued, and overpowered. It was

when Job heard the voice of the Lord out of tlic whirlwind

that he exclaimed, " I abhor myself, and repent in dust and

ashes." When the " still sm.all voice " of God spake to the

exiled prophet in his cave, he VvTapped his blushing face in his

mantle, and his whole being bowed before the divine presence

and power. It was when the evangelical prophet Isaiah saw

tlie glory of the Lord, and heard the. six-winged seraphim

cryiijg one to another, " Holy, holy, holy is the Lord of hosts,"

that he cried out, " Woe is me, for I am undone." It was

after Paul had been caught up into the third heavens that he

paid of himself that he was " the least of all saints." And it

was the beloved disciple, whose head had leaned on the bosom

of Jesus, and whose eyes had beheld his glory in apocalyptic

^-i^ion, whose meek, child-like spirit has been the admiration

of the ages. Thus it is with every saint of God on earth, and

it is so with every glorified spirit in heaven. The higher the

soul rises in holiness, the deeper it sinks in humility and sell-

abasement. So sings Montgomery.

" The bird that soars on highest -wing,

Builds on the ground her lowly nest

:

And sho that doth most sweetly sing,

Sings in the shade when all things rest:

In lark aud nightingale we see

What honor hatli humility.
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The saint that ^ears heaven's brightest crown,

In lowliest adoration bends

;

The weight of glory bows him down
The most, when most his soul ascends:

Nearest the throne itseh" must be

The footstool of humility."

As we close tliis article we repeat, this doctrine is the grand

distinguishing pecnliarity of Methodistic theology. Other de-

nominations, as such, perhaps from a lailure to comprehend its

sio-nificance, have treated it with indifference, some even with

scorn and contempt ; but Methodism has gloried in it. Indeed,

properly considered, it is oiu- highest gloiy. Our hymnology

is thoroughly baptized with it. Our whole theological litera-

ture has been Avritten from this standpoint. The heroes and

heroines of om* Church have been its consistent and undoubted

witnesses. In his " Introduction to Systematic Theology,"

Dr. "Warren says, " In respect to its inmost spirit and

essence, it (Methodism) is a viewing of Christianity from

the standpoint of Christian perfection, or perfect love." In

his review of this work. Dr. M'Clintock says, " The formal

principle of Methodism is Ckristian perfection, or perfect

love."

Here, then, is the platform upon which we, as Methodists,

stand. To us this great truth, in the providence of God, seems

to have been specially intrusted. May we be faithful to our

tnist ! The whole Church should be taught to pray for it, and

to expect to enjoy it ; and " every step we take toward it," in

the words of Leighton, " is worth more to us than crowns and

scepters. Tov.'ard tliis state of grace exery faithful Christian

is constantly advancing with more or less rapidity ; and the

more rapid the growth in grace, the nearer the soul comes to

God. the sooner will this M'ork be accomplished. For it is not

the one who is living afar from God who feels the need of this

or seeks it ; but he who, in a justified state lives nearest tx>

God, will feel most deeply the need of this great salvation, and

strive and groan after it the more earnestly. So Mr. AYesley

taught.''^ So the ex}>crience of the Church has been in the

past ; and so it will continue to be. It is while we " walk in

the light as He is in the light," that " we have fellowship one

Plain Accouut, pp. -19, 71.
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^nt}l another, and the blood of Jesus Christ his Son cleansetli

Tis from all sin."

This great blessing is ^^hat the vrhole of the ministry and

membership of our Church need. This only can save us from

the iurushing tide of vrorldliness, ritualism, and formality.

This is the grand living demonstration of the truth, the beauty,

and the glory of Christianity, and the only efiectual barrier

against infidelity in all its grades and forms. Its cx]jericncc

would speedily usher in the glories of the millennium, and till

the -world with songs and shouts of triumph and joy. And this

will yet be realized. The voice of God in his word and in his

providence is calling now to the Church as it never has called

before, " Awake ! awake ! put on thy strength, O Zion
;
put

on thy beautiful gai-ments, O Jerusalem." May we hear that

voice, gird ourselves with that strength, and array ourselves in

those beautiful p;arments !

I Conclude with the stirring words of Dr. M'ClIntock, at

the first great centenary meeting in St. Paid's Church, New
York, which at the time of their utterance seemed like an

inspiration, and whicli now should startle the whole Church

like a trumpet-blast. Speaking of the distinctive features of

[Methodism he said, "It may be called fanaticism, but, dear

friends, that is our mission. If we keep to that the next cen-

tur}- is ours ; if we keep to that the triumphs of the next century

sliall throw those that are past far into the shade. Our work

is a moral work ; that is to say, the work of making men holy.

Our preaching is to that, our Chm-ch agencies ai'e for that.

There is our mission, there is om* glory, there is our power,

!ind there shall bo the groimd of our triumph., God keep us

true!"

Akt. Vn.—ESTHETICS IN COLLEGL\TE EDUCATION.

TiTK attention of the leading thinker's of om- coimtry is at

the i)resent time drawn in an unusual degree to the reforming

or the remodeling of the higher dcpai-tmeuts of om- educational

system, yiovc, changes vdW probably be introduced into this

system dm-ing the next twenty-five years than within a century
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thereafter. The formation or transition period in the devel-

opment of any element of culture or ci\alization necessarily

determines its future. The present is therefore a most critical

time in the history of American education.

In order to approach our subject intelligently it vnW be

necessary, first, to throw a hasty glance at the proper method

for the classification or gradation of our schools, and then Uj

take a general survey of the subjects proper for collegiate

study. We must fix before our minds a purely ideal system

of education ; a system organized as though vre had a taJmhi

rasa, with opportunity and means to arrange everything

exactly as this system may require. Xext, we must be prac-

tical, and see what steps can be taken now to prepare the way

for the final introduction of this ideal system in the place of

the one at present in vogue, and which has been almost entirely

the child of circumstances ; or for the incorporation of such

features of this ideal system as may be feasible in the diflerent

existing institutions of learning in the country.

In speaking of the classification or gradation of schools, let

us begin by clearly defining our terms. Let us not speak of

"uinversity reform" when we mean "college reform," un-

less we intend, in a rigid discussion, to adopt a popular usu

of words, and to consider college and university as syno-

nyms. On the continent of Europe the term university means

a post-graduate or a post-collegiate institution. In England

the term university, as applied to Oxford or Cambridge, means

but little more than a collection of many colleges of nearly

equal grade, though the University of London is slowly making

its way to the ground occupied by the umversities on the con-

tinent. In America we practically use the words college and

university as convertible terms. Passing by that large num-

ber of institutions in the "West which have charters covering

all possible fields of instruction, but which are in reality but

mere academies, and speaking of our oldest and best institu-

tions of learning, we mean by a college or a university a school

of collegiate grade in wlucli the college is the only, or else by

far the dominant, feature, but which has begun, or is looking

with longing eyes to the time when it may begin, to append

technical or professional schools to the parent and dominant

school, the college. Educators in Germany, England, and
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America ^vould liaTC, therefore, to convert their terms belbro

they could imderstand each other with reference to university

reform.

There seems but one" way to get out of this confusion (»f

terms. "We must change the organization of our educutioual

gystem. Our schools should be divided into four grades.

These should commence with the child learning his alphabet,

and terminate with the liighest professional instruction the ago

can cive. The lines of demarkation between the crrades should

be 60 drawn as to give natural divisions and gradations in the

matter and method of instruction for those designing to iiuish

an entire cm'riculum, and at the same time furnish con-

venient stopping places for those who cannot go on to the

liighcr grades. These four grades we will term the priviary,

ilve academic, the collegiate, and the unimrsity. The methods

of instruction to be adopted, the management of the scholars,

and the entire organization and individual corporate life of

tliese four grades of schools are so diiierent and distinct, that

they canuot be united without doing great injury to each of

any two grades that may be brought together in the same

^hool.

x\ either of the four grades will, therefore, assume the name
nor do the work of any of the others. Tlie primary and aca-

demic students are equally injured by joining a primary

"A B C" department to an academy. A preparatory

department is no more of a nuisance to a college than it is an

injury to the preparatory students, who ought to be in an

academy till they are ready to enter the college classes. The

tcvero and just censures made by eastern institutions upon tlu;

schools of the West, that they are colleges in name but often

arc merely mediocre academics in fact, are met by the equally

just and severe censures by European educators upon all oi

our American universities, which are so often but mediocre

colleges. Unless this incongruity can be removed, educators

in America will come to accept the opinion so universally heM
in Europe, that the high education of om- comitry must always

bo inferior to that of the old world.
_

It would be as difhcult to get the University of Berlin, Pan.-,

l^Iunich, or l!saples to make a gymnasium its chief feature, or

to connect a gjnnnasium with it in any manner whatever, as it
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•would be to get Tale or Amherst College, or Harvard,

Brown, or the ^Vesleyan Uiiiversity, to make an academy

its chief feature, or to add an academy to the college on any

condition whatever. The work, regimen, and individuality

of an academy are recognized to be distinct from those

of a college. Equally distinct are those of a college and a

university.

An examination of the catalogues of the colleges of the

country shows that wherever there is a professor of unusu.d

age, character, influence, or pertinacity, his branch is developed

to a disproportionate predominance oyer the other departments,

and beyond the true scope of a college. In nearly all colleges

important branches of a liberal education are greatly neglected

or are omitted entirely.

But the greatest evil of our system, or rather of our lack of

intellisent system, is that everv one of the two hundred and

more colleges in America are tr}-ing, and some have already

succeeded, in adding university departments. There are thus

tacked to the different colleges of America enough fragments

of a university to form, if united and organized on a judicious

plan, at least one good university, that would compete honor-

ably with any in the old world. It needs but a glance at the

future to see, that within the coming quarter of a century

many millions of dollars will be spent in aggravating this evil,

in thus attaching to colleges fragments of a university, lluch

more will thus be spent than would be required to found a

university equal in scope to that in Berlin, with its two hund-

red professors, representing every department of human learn-

ing ; and, afier all, we will have but a multitude of scattered

fragments of a university, some departments of instruction

being repeated twenty times, and others not being represented

at all. After all, our young men will have to go abroad for

that instruction which, under a better system, and without the

outlay of a dollar more, might be given them in our o^\'n land.

After all, America will occupy but a provincial relation to

the capitals of learning in the old world. The unbounded

resources of our country, and the great enterprise and gener-

osity of our people, will enable us to carry on this guerrilla

warfare for many years, and at the outlay of many millions of

dollars. StiU our pertinacity and elastic adaptability to newly-
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felt wants are guarantees also that we will eventuallj see tlic

necessity of having post-graduate universities, organized as

separately from the colleges as the colleges are from the acad-

emies. But it is painful to think of the time that will be lost

and the money that will be wasted in experiments which

every intelligent observer of educational movements must see

beforehand will be abortive.

But it will be necessary to prolong the portico to our house

a little more before entering into the building itself,

" Possession makes nine points in law." In any land or in anv

age, those studies that occupy the ground in a system of edu-

cation have a great advantage over new claunants for admis-

sion. Their Iruits are tangible, are before the eyes of all.

The fact that a dilTcrent course, in a land five thousand miles

away, or two thousand years ago, also produced great, in some

respects superior, results is very intangible. It may or it may
not be so. And if the new comer has never been tested, what-

ever may be the fruit it might produce it will be rejected. In

education, as in medicine, we dislike experiment. The difficul-

ties attending a change also often cause it to bs rejected even

when it is really desired.

It would be imprudent, indeed, to make any change without

tlje greatest caution. Antiquity, or distance, is not of itself

any proof of excellence. The ancient distafi' is not better than

the modern spinning jenny or the sewing machine. The camels

of the Orient, though used by the patriarch Abraham, or the

merchants of Palmyra, arc not better than the locomotive. So

methods of instruction, followed by the priests of ancic!it

Egy}-)t, in classical Greece, or to-day in vogue in England,

France, or Germany, are not, for their antiquity or geograph-

ical distance, better than those existing in America.

On the other hand, not every steam-plow or cigar-shaped

steamer is to be adopted because it is new or novel : neither

should every fanciful system of education that is proposed. In

matcria,l and spiritual matters alike, antiquity or newness,

distance or nearness, are of themselves no criterion whatever

as to whether anything is good or bad. But everything, old

or new, native or foreign, must be judged by its o%vn intrinsic

merits. If thcoretieal conclusions can be fortified by expe-

rience in past history or in other lands, it "^vill aid as nmch in
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forming intelligent opinions. Innovations must, however, be

sometimes introduced, for -wliicli past history gives us no ex-

perience. It is. indeed, only by these that any progress has

ever been made. Kesisting all change, the tribes of Arabia

have moved around in the monotonous, eddying circles of

patriarchal life, while their neighbors, the nations of southern

and western Europe, have launched out and been borne along

on the stream of civilization.

We will now throw a hasty glance at the history of colle-

giate education in Amenca, and the changes it has undergone.

The colleges established in New England during colonial times

have stamped the character of all American colleges. They

were modeled, essentially, after tlie ty]3e of the English colleges

of that day. The Universities of Oxford and Cambridge were

originally organized on the same plan as tliose of continental

Europe. All European Tiniversities had their college or char-

ity halls for giving lodging and board to poor students. Endow-
ments were afterward left to support, tutors, also, for thc^'e

charity students. The Eeformation, and ttther political and

social uphc2,vals, overthrew the universities in England, except

in their names and in some of the forms of their organization.

The halls or colleges survived these upheavals, and their

endowments increased in number and value. And thus these

halls or colleges, wliich were laid aside altogether on the con-

tinent two centuries ago, in England quite supplanted the

original university system. On the continent gymnasiums
were established to feed the universities, and primary schools

to feed the gymnasiums, thus giving a system of graded schools,

from the most elementary to the university com-se—called A^ith

us the post-graduate course. At the end of the seventeenth

and the beginning of the eighteenth centuries, when our

American colleges were established upon the then-existing

model of the colleges which are clustered in Oxford and Cam-
bridge, those colleges liardly equaled our academies or semin-

aries of to-day in the extent or rigor of their courses of

study. Th.e English colleges have never approximated the

universities on the continent ; and they still retain essentially

their medieval course of study and organization, except that

they are attended now by the nobility, instead of by charity

students.
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Our early American colleges -^ere thus modeled after tLoso

of England, and that at a time in their history when thty

were a hundred and fifty years behind those of continental

Europe, both in the scope and character of the instruction

oiven. At that period the renaissance was at its height. All

native or modern literature, art, or philosophy was tabooed a.^

vulgar and barbarous. Everything that came from Greece or

Komc was good : everything that did not was bad. A
universal classicisin pervaded every department of civilization.

St, Paul's Cathedral was a vast Eoman temple. Milton's

Paradise Lost has the same classical stamp. In the colleges,

the whole curriculum of studies consisted of Latin, Greek,

Mathematics, a smattering of scholastic philosophy and bar-

barous logic, and enough ilebrew to enable the student of

tlieology to tell the meaning of Golgotha. These studies

became the basis of our American academies and colleges, and

have remained so till this day.

Since that time Linnaeus has created the science of botany;

Werner, that of geology ; Black and others, that of chemistry;

Blackstonc, that of civil law ; Yattel, that of international

law; Mosheim, that of Church history ; Winckelmann, that of

clasj-ieal archa3ology ; Eoeck, that of classical philology ;
Grimm,

the philology of the Teutonic languages; Diez, that of the

romance languages ; Craik and Marsh, that of the English

language ; Popp, that of comparative language ; Piper, that of

Christian archaeology; Eitter, that of comparative geography;

Schnaser and Kuglcr, that of art-history; Yischer, that i»f

esthetics.

With this prolific growth of studies, that bear directly. up>^u

our immediate daily life, that tend to our highest culture Ibr

the present, and to the most safe moulding of our civilization

in tlie future ; in what degree might we be justified in looking

fur a corresponding modification of our system of instruction,

especially in a land like America, where every college stanus

upon its own basis, absolutely free from that centralization ut

l)0\ver, official dependency, and government control, that S'»

liampt.-r the gymnasiums and nniversities of Europe? lu ^i*^'

country in the world has there been a more conservative avl-

herence to methods of study originally ado]>ted, than in tins

free America. Li the study even of the classical ianguag'-:^
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we generally follow a method and use a class of grammars

and text-books winch were laid aside in Germany as antiquated

a generation ago. Still, in spite of tJiis strong conservative

Bpirit—when not carried to excess, one of the greatest safe-

guards of a free people—important changes have been in-

trodnced into many of onr academies and colleges. With us

tliey have begun, like all changes in republics, in tlie lower

strata, and have worked upward, instead of working from

above downward, as in Europe. The studies of intellectual

and moral science, history, political economy, international,

constitutiona], and municipal law, and of the natural sciences

in general, are quite universally pursued, though in a very

rudimentary manner. The result is, that, while the gym-

nasiums of Germany produce scholars beyond comparison

more rigidly trained, our American colleges give a more

general culture, and make the more mature and i]idependent

thinkers.

In Germany, the representative land of European education,

as with us, many new studies are clamoring for admittance to

the gymnasiums and colleges. Most of them will continue

clamoring until they are admitted, notwithstanding that in

both lands the curriculums are already overcrowded. This

will be accomplished by the same method tliat attended the

contest of the natural sciences for admittance, by first making

the new studies elective, and then by making additional

courses of study. ?dany studies now in the collegiate course

will be thrown back into the preparatory or academic c-jurse

;

others will be thrown forward to their true place in the

university. There will be thus preserved that inJiri>cnsablc

feature to a good collegiate system of study, a gcTicral uni-

formity in the method and scope of instruction ;
and at the

same time a certain freedom will be allowed to the taste and

choice of the individual student, even before he enters upon

his professional studies at the university.

For a long time a dual warfare was carried on between the

languages and mathematics for supremacy in education. The

natural sciences have entered the arena, and the combat has

become a triangular one. But a new rival is pressing its way

forward, and will draw upon itself the swords of all three of

the present valiant M-arriors,
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"Wc M-ill first look at the subject from a purely philosophical

standpoint. Man is a twofold heing. He is hody arid sj)irit*

Each of these parts of his double nature is governed by its

own laws, is capable of its own peculiar development, and has

its own range of activity. Leaving aside, then, the physical

part of man, and passing by the classification of the facultieei

of the spirit, all of which are called into activity in diflerent

degrees in every study, we may consider the ranges of spiritual

activity from three standpoints ; or they may be measured, so

to speak, like a cube by its three co-ordinates, a', y, and 2,

that is, with reference to their subject-matter, their method, or

theii' quahty.

The three great classes of subject-matter are theology, or a

knowledge of deity ; anthropology, or a knowledge of human-

ity ; and cosmology, or a knowledge of the material universe.

The three great methods are the tliayreticaJ,, the historical.,

and iho j/ra-ctical.

The third plan of classification considei'S the three great

qualities that pervade every being, created or uncreated, in

the universe—tlie good, the t/'vc, and the beautiful.

Each of these three grand plans of classification is exhaust-

ive. Either must be considered with reference to the otlier

two. And in each the parts so overlap and intertwine, that

an accm'ate and absolute drawing of dividing lines is im-

possible. The last one is the most available and the most

natui'al as a basis for classifying the studies in a system ot

education.

In our present system the first two elements, the good and

the true, are struugly though not symmetrically represented.

The good is developed in the instruction in moral science that

is given in all of our academies and colleges, in the tlie-

ological seminaries, by the religious press, by the pulpit, tlic

Sabbath-school, and other ecclesiastical institutions.

The true, meaning thereby, of com-se, the founda,tion of all

knowledge, or of science taken in its broadest sense, is brought

forward in the instruction in the sciences that is given in our

schools, primary, academic, collegiate, and technical or pro-

* Tlie common exprofsion that man tins a threefold nature—moral, physic;:!,

and iniellectual—is based upon too crude an examination of the attributes ot

humanity to require a lor.gthy criticism.
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fcssional ; in the cabinets and rausenras of our scliools and
cities; in the scientific journals and books of the day;

and in the scientific associations that exist in many of our

leading cities.

But what provision is made in our existing system of

education in America to open the soul to that tliird world

witliin and without us—to the world of beauty ? "What oppor-

tunity do our colleges afi'ord to enable their students to de-

velop those noble aspirations for the beautiful, innate in every

human breast; to give form to plans or projections of works

of art that may dimly float in their minds; to enal)le them to

pass an intelligent criticism upon a work of art or, indeed,

to have one for themselves, in the tliousauds of cases wliere

they will be called upon to decide upon works of art, v.dictlier

they are qualified to do so or not ? In most of our colleges

none at all; in a few, the principle? of criticism are slightly

taught; in fewer still is practical instruction given; and in

none whatever have the history of the fine arts and their

relation to the general history of civilization been taught.

This is a radical fault, not only in our collegiate but in our

primary and academic scliools, that the esthetic clement is so

completely ignored in instruction.

Having thus established that in an ideal system of education

the moral, the scientific, and the esthetic should have equal

prominence, we vrill proceed to consider briefly the objects of

esthetic culture, and how far they can he accomplished in the

college course of study.

One of the most important objects to be secured is the

development of native artists. Anierica, this "giant among
nations, with a territory larger and richer than that of all

Europe ; with a population boasting loudly their superiority

in genius and enterprise over the inhabitants of any other

land ; America, whose common schools are the best in the

world : which jniblishcs more newspapers, sustains more mis-

sionaries, has built more railroads and telegraphs than any
other nation ; wliose appliances and inventions for saving

labor, as printing presses, mowing, reaping, and sewing ma-

chines, are penetrating every civilized land ; Avhose mammoth
cannon and invulnerable ships of war are the wonder and the

fear of the world; America, where for two hundred and fifty

ForiiTH Sekie:s, Vol. XIX.—37
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years, plar.ted by the most eiUerprising sor.3 of the old M-orL.l,

there has been gro^nng up a system of govenmieiit, of sociiil

order, and of Christian civih'zation, whicli we proudly and con-

tinually boast is the best the world has ever seen, has not a

single school where a painter, sculptor, architect, or musiciau

can be educated. "While Germany, with one twelfth of <iin'

territory, with a poor soil, with a population impoverished

and groaning under the devastations of the thirty years', the

Beven years', and the Xapoleouic wars, and weakened by the

constant drain upon the vital forces of the country to be rea'ly

for future contests, has eleven academies of the fine arts in

{i;eneral, four conservatories of music, and eifrht academics

of architecture. Kearly all of the twenty-two universities

of Germany have professors of esthetics and history of the

line arts, over thirty courses of lectures being given annually

in these branches in the single University of Berlin. In nearly

all of the more than five hundred gymnasiums and technical

schools of that country drav,'ing is taught systematically.

For anyth.ing above the merest rudiments and fragmentary

instruction in any branch of the fine arts, our students must

go to Europe. l\y a strange inconsistency, our American

travelers, Chrir-tian and unchristian, ministers, lawyers, and

merchants, will walk, lost in wonder and admiration, among

the ruins of the monuments of Thebes, Athens, Rome, and the

Alhambra; will stand in awe before the Cathedrals of Milan,

Strasbourg or Eouen, the Kotre-Dame, the "Westminster or

Melrose Abbey ; will ramble with delight through the galleries

of the Yatiean, of the Louvre, of Florence, Berlin, Munich <:>"

Loudon; will listen enchanted to the music oi voice ami iu-

Btrument in Germany and Italy: but when they return t"

America, where com;iierce is worshiped, where business ]::i-

her temples, and every man brings his sacrifice to the altar ot

vrealth, they will lift neitlier hand nor voice to aid a simih'-r

development of art in their ov/n land. If they see a young

man studying to be a professional artist—a musician, painter,

or sculptor—they will enlher remonstrate witli him, or wil! i:i

their hearts pity hiuk for being such a fool as to tlii'ow away

his time and talents upon such a trivial occupation ;

'' mncli

better be a lawyer, merchant, engineer, chemist, manufacturer,

or shoemaker !

"
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But we miglit as well get Germans and Italians to write our

hymns as to mate oui- tunes and build onr chnrcLcs ; to write

our patriotic songs as to make our patriotic statues. If we wish

ever to have an art expressive of our own national, social, or

religious life, it will only be foimd to be possible by growing on

our own soil, and by being cultivated by our own liands.

But it will be said, and vath, truth, "Few, if any, of our

students in college will become artists," and "why then

should they study art ?

"

How many of those who study astronomy, chemistry, or

international law become astronomers, chemists, or embasr-

sadors to foreign courts? Shall none study Latin, Greek,

geometry, or geology but those who will be professors of these

sciences? Shall none but doctors imderstand physiology;

none but lawyers and merchants, the principles and forms of

business; none but preachers, the prhiciples of morality ;
and

none lut artists^ the laics of taste?

On tlie contrary, for a community to be thrifty, tlie prin-

ciples of social and political economy must be uuder.-tood and

practiced by that community ; to be healthy, they must knov/

and obey the laws of hygiene ; to be virtuous, they must

know and practice the principles of religion and morality.

These must be so engrafted and ingrown as to become a part

of the daily life—a part of the very being, of the existence—of a

community. So, especially in a republic like ours, where

every man has his house, where every parlor has its piano,

every church its organ, every city its band; where civilization

is spreading rapidly over our boundless prairies and golden

sierras, building up, as if by magic, cities in a Jay and viiiuges

in a night; where in the longer settled partSj the log-cabin ia

being replaced by the stately mansion, the humble raeeting-

liouse by the massive stone church with lofty spire and pealing

organ, the old stage house by the noisy railroad depot and the

city-like hotel, a good art is only possible where thicre exists a

generally diffused and bighly cultivated taste.

The graduates of our colleges are to be, more than any other

persons, the moulders, the directors, the cultivators of this taste.

They are to be our editors—and will praise, condemn, or

criticise in the colmnns of their journals every work of art

that appears. They are to be our orators—in the pulpit, in the
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lectnre-room, on tlie rostrum, at the bar, and iii the halls uf

legislation, having thus that important branch of the fine arts,

eloqnence, almost entirely in their hands. As choiistci-s,

directors of musical associations, and pastors, they will largely

direct the futm'e of om* social, secular, and religious music,

Eising to prominence in every department of life, they ari'

to act as commiGsiouers or trustees in the erection of buildings

for schools, academies, colleges, universities, churches, hos-

pitals for tlie sick, private or state charitable institutions for

the blind, deaf and dumb, ar.d insane. On behalf of the com-

mouTvealth, they are to be charged with the erection of

edifices for the co'onty. state, and nation. They are to decide

upon the adorning of these buildings with paintings and

statuary, and upon the tasteful laying out of parks and other

public gi'ound?. As enterprising and .successful men of

business, they are to decide upon the arcliitcctural style of

tlieir own vrarehonses, stores, factories, liotels, station-houses

and other buildings connected with railroads and other cor-

porate bodies. First and foremost in every eutei-prise, they

will especially need all the qualifications for the perfoi-mance

of their various duties. As many of these duties will thus

j-equire of them a high esthetic cultiu'e this should be secured

to them in tlieir college course, for after they enter u])on their

professional life they do not and th.ey cannot get it.

But we are a very practicsl people ; Europeans call us very

material. We will look a moment at the material advantages

to be derived from a study of the fine arts. "We will, of course,

exclude the professional study of art, and speak only of some

of the must manifest advantages that persons, other than artists,

^vill derive from having both a knowledge of the general prin-

ciples of art, and also a moderate skill in the use of the pencil and

brush. The surveyor, machinist, landscape-gardener, and me-

chanic will find the few hours and dollars spent in learning the

rudiments of drawing and design to be the cheapest and -most

profitable investment they can make. To the topographical

engineer, the inventor, and the architect, a knowledge of

mathematical drafting is of course uidispensable. By having

a skillfid use of the pencil, the man of science can record his

discoveries better than any artist to whom he may commuui-

cate Ills ideas. The professor in every branch of science
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can illustrate Iiis instructiou with a few lines on the black-

board better than by a loi'.g circumlocution of words. , The
traveler, with a few strokes of the pencil, can catch the prom-
inent points of a landscape, a building, a statue, or a paint-

ing, and thus make his heart beat with joy at the memory of

his travels yesrs after his retmn to his home. The minister

of the Gospel, "^vith a kno"^vledge of design, can plan a church

far more fitting to its purpose than can the architect by
business profession, who is often an unbeliever, and almost

always mercantile in his views. Thus did the priests of Egypt.

And they developed their system of heathen temple architect-

ure far more perfectly than that of Greece or Eome. So did

the priests and monks in tlie middle ages, and under their

hands was developed the Homanesque or early Gothic, the most

perfect style of Christian arohitectiu'e the v7orld has yet seen.

It is as appropriate for the minister to design churches for the

people to worship in as for him to write hymns for the people

to sing, or tunes to sing the hymns by. But, as but few
ministers have genius for composing music or poetry, so also

but few will develop a talent for architecture.

But there are other considerations, higher, more noble, more
inspiring, tlian any relations of time or of this Vv'orld, to which

aD of these are subsidiary and subservient. A peasant

selected by his king to serve in the royal palace is little an-

noyed by the meager life of his humble cottage, but his hejirt

is full of the dignity of his new office, and he gives himself up

to preparation to appear properly before liis monarch and to

there perform the duties of his ofiice acceptably. Pilgrims to

a land
" "WTiose glories shine so bright, no mortal eye can bear the sight,"

where we ''shall sec tlie king in his beauty," and serve aroimd

his throne, the circumstances of oiu- life here below are of small

consideration in comparison to the glories we sliall see when
" mortality has put on immortality," and we shall have entered

upon the happiness and the occupations of our eternal existence.

Enoch, Paul, Luther, "Wesley, and Edwards entered doubtless

immediately upon a higher state of life in lieaven than the

thief on the cross, or any other person who repented at the

eleventh huur. The highly cultivated or deeply learned Chris-

tian philosopher or scientist, as Isaac Newton, Thomas Dick,
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or Bii^liop Bertcley, will enter upon a lu'glier state of spiritu;il

existence than should they die in infancy, or with dwarfed in-

tellects. So the Christian artist, as Giotto, Fra Angelier>,

Milton, Handel, or Mozart, is more prepared to appreciate the

music of the heavenly hosts, the beauty and the glory of the

new Jerusalem, than should he die in infancy, or should hi-

sensibilities be obtuse or uncultivated.

And more—if we as true Cln-istians can need such a motive,

can need to be whipped to duty—when we are called to give

an account of our stewardship, the recording angel ^vill not

forget to ask whether we have developed all, or buried some of

the faculties with which the Creator has endowed us.

^a^^ng thus touched upon some of the advantages, the

enjoyments, and the duties of a symmetrical development C'f

our spiritual nature—of om- moral, scientific, and esthetic fac-

ulties alike—let us glance hastily at the means by which this,

witli us, so much neglected esthetic culture is to be obtained.

It is to be acquired by the same method as moral or scientific

culture, by appropriate education and development.

In mrddni? a comparative survev of the fine arts in America,

and using this word in its broadest sense, we find that oratory

far overtops the other arts, both in the attention given it in

our schools, and in the successful application of it. Xo Euro-

pean country can compare with America to-day in the number

and excellence of its orators in the pulpit and on the forum.

Belle-lettres literature is taught extensively \ that of our own

country and England merely is well appreciated ; but we cannot

boa-t of many good writers of poetry or romance. Music is

taught in many schools, and, of a low order, it is widely difiused

throughout all classes of society. We have no fh'st-clas-

American composers, nor are oratorios cither sung or appreci-

ated much, even in our large cities. All of our colleges shouhl

have professorships of oratory, belles-lettres, and music. The-c

should be taught historically, theoretically, and practically.

J'Ut it is in the formative and applied arts, as painting, scul]>-

ture. and architecture, that tlie deficiency in our system ol

education is the most flagrant ; and it is more especially witii

reference to these that we ^vish to treat. It is true tLat in

many of our public and private schools, drawing and painting

are taught. But how are they taught ? In the most cursory,
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meclianical, and unartistic way ; not receiving one quarter of

the time given to aritlimctic, grammar, or any other element-

ary study ; being pushed into any spare hour that the student

who has a special love for art can find; ranked as "orna-

mental," in distinction from the solid or serious studies
;
and

considered by a large majority of teachers, parents, and patrons

as an unimportant, if not a trivial and frivolous, or indeed a

vain and noxious appendage to the education of a person of

dignity of character. Stilfthe importance of the fact is not

to be underrated, that drawing and painting are taught in any

manner in our primary schools and academies. Having secured

a foothold, they will gain ground with the advancing public

taste. As those who are now in the primary schools and the

academies enter college, they \n\\ wish to continue their

studies on a higher basis. Thus tliere will be created a demand

for professorihips, and the demand will be supplied.

Instruction in esthetics and the fine arts, to be systematic,

should be of three kinds, theoretical, practical, and historical.

The theoretical will include the general science of esthetics, or

the philosophy of the beautiful ; its place in a system of phi-

losophy ; the classification, methods, scope, spirit, and mutual

relations of the different fine arts, as music, poetry, oratory,

painting, sculptm-e, architecture ;
and of the ap]died arts, as

landscape gardening, mechanical and topographical drawing,

the ornamentation of carpets, wall paper, furniture, machinery,

dress, and everything that can receive life, grace, and beauty

from the hand of art.

From a lack of thorough instruction in preparatory schools,

elementary instruction will have to be given in tlie practical

use of the pencil and the brush ; also in the application of

mathematics to drawing, in isometrical and linear perspective,

and in architectural, mechanical, and topographical drawing.

To the general scholar, to the man of culture, the study of

the great intellectual forces that have moulded the civilization

of the world, is one of the greatest interest and importance.

AV'ith sucli, the historical study of the development, the^ rise,

perfection, and decadence of the fine arts in the different

nations and ages of the world, opens the mind to the most

glorious as well as the most sad epochs of human greatness

and weakness. Without a knowledge of this element in
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hnman history, much of history must be blank, more must be

enigmatical, and all is incomplete, Egypt without her temples,

tombs, and pyramids ; Athens without the Parthenon, the

Ercchthcum, the Propyleum, the temples of Theseus and

Jupiter; Rome vdthout the Capitol, the Colisemn, the baths,

the temples, and the tombs ; Pompeii without its statuary

and paintings ; Constantinople without the Santa Sophia, the

cisterns, the hippodrome, and the mosques ; Florence without

its cathedral, city-liall, chm'ches, statuary, paintings, and pal-

aces ; Cologne Anthout its cathedral and Romancscjue churches

;

Venice without its St. Mark's Church and tower, ducal palace,

library building, marble palaces, and brilKant paintings ; in

fact, any and all historic countries and cities, without then*

monuments of art, would be stripped of a great portion of the

strange charm that draws to them travelers from all lands.

"We cry out against the destruction of works of art by the Van-

dals, riow much less would the immeasm-ably greater portion

of the men of learning in America know of the works of

ancient art, the s}.irit that gave the^n birth, the circumstances

ol" their creation, and theii* infiuence upon the art of succeed-

ing ages, had tlic Vandals destroyed every work of classical

architecture, sculpture, and painting, tlian they (\o now?
A distinguished member of the Isew York bar, a graduate

Kii a collcfje in jSTew Eng-land that claims to be the best in

America, while in Italy lately, declared that he had never

lieard of Leonardo da Vinci, and by the way he tallied it vras

demonstrated that he certainly never had, though his CTerraan

and Italian companions could hardly believe their ears. The

death of Cornelius, the patriarch of modern painting, fell this

year like a cloud of darkness upon cultivated circrcs in Europe.

In America nobody seemed to know there had ever lived such

a jnan as Cornelius. Unless tlie history of fine arts, and their

relation to the general history of civilization is taught in our

colleges, this deficiency in the education of the cultivated

cla-.-cs ^\•ill continue; educated Americans abroad will con-

tinue to apj)ear ignorant of the first elements of culture ;
one

great branch of the stream of civilization will fiow away from

us ; our knu^\dodcre of historical and contemporarv art will con-

tinnc to be borrowed
; and one tinrd of our knowledge of his-

toi-}' will be a blank, or a mixture of crude and detached data.
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For the study of the history of the fine arts and their rela-

tion to the general histoiy of civilization, text-books for class

recitation are needed. Of such we have no tnistworthy ones

in this country. Till these are given, instruction must be

given by lectures from the professor. These should be extended

through about half of the last year of collegiate instruction.

jMore, the other branches of study would nt)t admit. As much
time as this is given to astronomy, for example, or many other

studies not more important for the development of tlic mind,

and its furnishing with useful information, than the subject of

which we are treating.

These lectm-es on the history of art sliould be supplemented

by museums of archeology and art history. Such museums are

attached to many universities of the old country. The great

royal musemn of Berlin is now used as an appendage to the

university for the illustration of tlie lectures of the professors

upon the history of the fine arts. It is possible to procure a

very acceptable museum to illustrate tlie characteristic periods

of architecture, sculpture, and painting am,ong all peoples and

of all ages, at a moderate outlay, at much dess than is a]>

propriated to the gathering of cabinets of mnncralogy, geology,

or zoology, or in the apparatus to illustrate physics and

chemistry. The laws that govern the crystallization of form-

less matter, that have governed the developments of animal

and vegetable life in the geologic and present periods of the

history of the earth, are extremely interesting, and justly

require illustration by extensive cabinets and apparatus. Are

the laws that have attended the development of humanity in

history, are the iinest workings of the human spirit, the noblest

productions of human genius, of less interest? And is money
misappropriated in gathering museimis to illustratcthcse laws,

to reproduce these worlds of genius, so that they may be en-

joyed again hundreds and thousands of years after their

authors have gone to their last sleep i

A well selected museum of archaeology and art liistory would

have as its foundation casts in j)Ia:<icr of Paris of the chief

works of sculptm-e, and of the chief arcliitectural ornaments

of the different ages of sculpture and architecture. It is im-

possible now to get good original works of any historic artist

of past perit;ds. Copies in plaster are perfect reproductions.
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Tlicj liave none of tlie defaiiig and discoloring of tlio

weuther-vrorn originals, and thus for tlie purpose of study are

Jjtttcr than the originals. Thcj cost far less and are far more
true tlian copies in marble. At the outset, a few co]>Ies in

plaster can be obtained. TLese can be supplemented bv
photographs of otliers. Tliese photographs re]u-oduce all the

efiects of the original from a single point of viev;. Of many
fine works of sculpture no casts have been taken, and we must
as yet be content vdth photographs of them. Most works of

architecture must be examined by means of photographs and

engradngs. The only other or better method is by the use of

cork models of buildings, and these are expensive. The study

of the history of painting oliers more difficulties. Painted

copies are expensive and are usually poor. Photographs and

engravhigs give tlie outline, the drawing, the shading,

and the composition, but they lack color, a vital element in

painting. Still it is better beyond comparison to have the

advantage to be gained from photograplis and engravings than

to know nothing of the Iiistory of painting.

Thus, by the additon of the theoretical, practical, and

liistorical study of the line arts, by a placing esthetics and

tlie fine arts on a level with philosopliy and science, and with

theology and morals, by the symmetrieai development of the

trinity in our spiritual nature—the good, the true, and the

beautiful—we will have a system of education that will devel-

op a sj'mmetry and perfection of culture and civilization that

has been attained in no past age.

Act. vm.—our mixistry.

Apostolical Succession.

The Christian ministry is of God. ISTo pope or president,

bishop or moderator, has any authority to call men to this

service. It rests not v/ith any conclave, convocation, con-

ference, or general assembly. And no man has any right t"

conclude, from his acuteness as a logician, ri]>cness as a scholar,

or volubility as an'orator, that he is fitted for this work. To cnll
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and to qualify, is the exclusive and inalienable prerogative of

the Holy Spirit. Feed the Chiu-ch of God, Tvbich he hath

purchased ^vith his own blood, over v\'hich the IIolv Ghost

hath made you overseers. Ministers of all Christian denom-

inations profess to have been " moved by the Holy Ghost."

But there are those vrho contend that the right of the min-

istry belongs exclusively to men ordained by bishops who have

descended in unbroken succession from the apostles of Christ.

AYe might ask here. Is it likely that the Holy Spirit would

suspend the perpetuation of his owti institution on tlie will or

whim of fallible mortals ? If so, then, were such bishops to

dechne putting their hands on any more heads, there Avould be

no valid efficacious ministry in the world when the present

generation of ministers had entered into rest. If this be

true, the Xew Testament is silent on it. jSTo intimation is

there given that we are to receive no minister unless he can

trace an uninterrupted succession through eighteen centuries.

There is no evidence that the necessary registers were kept by

the early Chiu'ches. As there were twelve apostles, there may
be tvrclve apostolical successions as well as one. If it be said

the succession is derived only from Peter, who was the foimdcr

and first bishop of Home, it has wqxqv been proved thut he

was ever in Eome. There is no mention of Peter in Paul's

epistle to the Eomans. If he had not at that time been at

Home, he could not have been the founder of the Church
there, nor its first bishop. And if thtre at the time, Paul,

sends no salutations to hira, but directs others to remedy the

disorders that prevailed, which completely overturns Peter's

gupremacy. Agahi, the stream that has flowed thrortgh Home
has been awfully polluted. Popes luive been guilty of the

most pernicious errors. Popes have condemned councils, and

councils have condenmed popes. Popes have contradicted

popes. Pope Sixtus V. published a Pible which he said was
true, legitimate, authentic, and undoubted; Pope Clement
YII. sup}>re;sed it, and published another of his own, with

three thousand corrections. Many of the popes have been

notorious thieves, vrhoremongers, and })crjurei'B. They have

been deposed, and yet kept in the line of succession. There

liave been two popes at a time, a woman pope, and a period

of eiglity years without any pope. The uninterrupted succession
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is a fable. And if it existed, it would be utterly worthless as it

respects any practical or spiritual results. The great Head of

the Church has laid down a simpler and a surer rule. By tlicir

fruits ye shall know tiiem. ISTo minister has a right to consider

himself in the apostolical succession whose ministry is not apos-

tolical, and who is not v/alldng in the steps of the holy apostles.

A Eenewed Heaet.

We are not about to dwell on the validity of our ministry,

nor on the various and important duties of ministers, nor to

write a treatise on homiletics, but to offer some hints on

preaching to our junior brethren. Tlie first qualification for

the ministry is a renewed heart. God never sends an uncon-

verted man to convert others. Whom he employs he sanctifies.

" Be ye clean that bear the vessels of the Lord." First diftciples,

tlieu a])Ostles. "Unto thewdcked God saith. What hast thou to

do to declare my statutes ? I sent them not, therefore they

shall not profit this i)eoplc at all, saith the Lord." He who has

not obtained mercy cannot testify to tlie blessedness of pardon.

He who has not been regenerated v;ill never travail in birth

for souls. He who has never felt the Gospel to be the power

of God unto his own salvation will never be concerned about

tlie salvation of others. He that entereth not by the door into

the iiheepfold, but climbeth up some other way, the same is a

tliief and a robber. He vrho has entered tlie ofiice for pei-sonjJ

ease has missed his way, and had better return. He who

seeks the ap})lausG of men is not a servant of Christ. He who

preaches for filthy lucre is guilty of sacrilege. Sound, healthy,

eamest, active piety is indispensable in a minister. He must

not only obtain grace, but grow in grace; must build up

himself on his most holy faith, pray in the Holy Ghost, and

keep himself in the love of God. K he is cold, how is he to

warm the hearts of his hearers ? If he preaches in a heavenly

frame, they are likely to have the fruits of it.

A Well-Furxished jMind.

The gifts of nature are often a snare to a young man. He,

perha])s, has niucli fluency of speeeli, a lively inuigination,

and impassioned feeling. With more ease than he antici])atcd

he can keep the alarum going for some thne. This fluency is
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often Ills riiin. He does so well witli little effort that ?ie

depends upon liis natural talent, and neglects self-cnltivation.

Sound is not aiv;ays sense. Great fluency of speech may be a

poor cover for a remarkable paucity of ideas. High-sounding

phrases, on examination, may be destitute of meaning, con-

vey truisms, or express nonsense. A ready speaker is not

always a close thinker.

The iuferiorly gifted man may aim at high excellence

;

his more gifted brother may be content to move in a more

contracted range, or, even congratulating himself on his

talent, stop short before he has hardly begun; and thus,

like the hare in the fable, allovr himself to be distanced

by the despised tortoise. A man eager for knovrledge,

avaricioiTs of ideas, always, with every power of miud, on full

stretch to lay hold on some attainment not yet reached, is

the man to make the preacher. He comes to his duty in

working trim. His preaching labor is not a spasmodic action,

but healthy energy; not periodical excitement, but natural

vitality ; not the runni^^g out of a cistern, but the flowing on

of a stream ; not the discharge of a Leyden jar, that startles

the assembly, but the steady action of the galvanic trough,

that is as continuous and permanent as the occasion requires.

We would impress it upon our junior brethren, tliat if they

would set others thinking they must think for themselves. A
vast mass of matter may be bnt a lump of clay. It is the

mind of the preacher that alone can vitalize the nniss and ener-

gize it. A discourse is the fruit of thouglit ; it is the creation

of mind ; it is the publication of the travels of a mind whicOi

has, for the first time, entered a region to. make its own

observations on the country and its products, whether that

region has been traveled by others or not.

Sermonizing.

A preacher should make all his reading, studies, observa-

tions, and experience bear on his pulpit exercises. A physician

is expected to be acquainted v/ith medicine, a solicitor with

law, a sliip-captain with navigation, and a preacher with the-

oloiiT and tlie l>est method of communicating knoAvledge to his

hearers. Three things are necessary to a good sermon :
the

matter must be important; it must arise out of the text; it
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must be naturally arranged. If these three ebaracteribtics are

found in. a sermon, it is good; if any one of them is -^.vanting,

it may be a good essay, oration, or lecture, but it is not a good

sermon. There are subjects, political, literary, scientitic,

very su?.table to the college, the court, the senate, that are felt

to be quite out of place in tlie pulpit. A preacher of the

Gospel is expected to coniine himself to the Gospel: its sublime

doctrines, pure precepts, noble examples, inestimable privileges,

and glorious discoveries. Christ Jesus the Lord, in the splen-

dors of his divine perl\}ttions, the purity, activity, and benef-

icence of his life; the ignominy, agony, and atoning efficacy

of his death ; the triumpli and magnificence of his ascension,

and tlie cxclusiveness, prevalence, and perpetuity of his inter-

cession, must stimd out in distinct and attractive prominence
;

must be the preacher's grand theme, the center of the circum-

ference he traverses, tlio sun of the system he ex];)lorcs. The
Gospel, and the Gospel only, contains the remedy for the world's

malady; and is best understood, felt, relished by persons of

all classes, fr.ym the least unto the greatest. In a neighbor-

liood where v.'o labored seme time ^r^o, an idiot boy who vv'as

observed regularly to attend the ?<[ethodist Chapel, while his

relatives frequented a diScrent place of worship, v/as one day

aslced his reason for the preference, when he promptly replied,

" Because there it is Christ, Christ, Christ, and aU may come.''

The dulre of Sussex informed our sainted friend Adam
Clarke, that the bishop of Salisbury, having procured a young

man of promising abilities to preach before George HI., the

bishop in conversation afterward, wisliing to get the king's

opinion, said, '" Docs not your majesty think that the young

man who had the honor to preach before your majesty is likely

to riiake a good clergyman, and has this morning delivered a

very good sermon?" To which the king in his blunt maTni:r

hastily replied, '* It might have been a good sermon, my lord,

for auL<ht I know, but I consider no sermon good that hr.-^

nothing of Curisi in it." Xo man can ])e considered a goo'l

preacher who does not understand the Christian tlieology.

His views of the character of Christ will give the complexion

to ids preacliing. There is an intimate relation subsisting

between the truths of the Gospel. One error leads to niai;y;

and a? the tendency of false principles is progressive, none »>i
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them can be- considered as perfectly harmless. But they

become highly dangerous when they affect our views of Christ.

Mistakes here, whether they rebate to his person or to his

prophetical, sacerdotal, or regal offices, may be equally injurious

to his glory, and subversive of those principles which should

ever influence our hearts and regulate our lives. Unless a

preacher clearly perceives the connection, relation, and depend-

ence of the various parts of the Christian system, he will be
sure to fail in precision and luminousness of definition and of

statement. We once heard a minister at a co!iference preach

on repentance. He said there was a legal repentance and an

evangelical repentance, and tliat he should give an example
of each. Of the former he adduced the Philippian jailer,

who said, " What must I do to be saved ? " Of the latter he
presented Lydia, " wliose heart the Lord opened." Unt the

preacher knew not what he said, or whereof lie affirmed.

The matter of a sennon should flow from the text. We
have heard a popular mhiister in no mean city preach from
" A bundle of myrrh is ray well-beloved nnto me." He said

some good things, but not one of tlieni was to bo found in the

text. On another occasion we heard a minister of some note

from '• I am black but cornely, as the tent? of Kedar, as the

curtains of Solomon," which he said meant that the believer

was black with sin as the tents of Kedar, but comely in Christ

as the curtains of Solomon ; an awful perversion of the text.

At another time from " The inhabitant shall not say, I am
sick." This he exi^)lained to mean, the Christian was sick with

sin, but that he would not complain of it. From such apos-

tlc.5, O ye milered heads, preserve th.e Ghnrcli! A preacher

should never take a text which he does not understand. 1S\Q)T

a text which, out of its proper connection, can mean nothing.

He should give the literal meaning of it, and never appear to

contradict the Holy Spirit. And whether he treats his subject

by formal division, proposition, or observation, he should be

always perfectly natural : proceeding from the less to the

greater, from the duty to the promise, from the race to the

prize.

Xaturalxess.

Preachers in all their pulpit exercises should be natural.

Every man has his own way of expressing his ideas. His own
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way may not be perfect ; it probably lias defects, some of wliicb

time, tlionght, admouition will correct. But, iu every ca;c,tl!e

mode of expression natural to an individual is the best wliicli

that individual can adopt. Imitation is at once servile and

inimical to ministerial variety. Material nature presents not

a uniformity of aspect and condition. Variety is their cliann.

It illustrates the resources of the Creator. Is o two heads are

shaped and s'zed exactly alike. The human face is confined

to a certain extent of boundary; its principal parts are alike

in number, and in their relative position to each other. Yet,

numberless as they are, two faces were never formed exactly

alike. God intends each man to be distinguished from his

fellow, that he shall have a personal difference, and be per-

fectly distinct from the rest of his kind.

The same diversity of mind characlerizes man. Wc are

not all throv.m into the same mould. Our mental conforma-

tion is endlessly varied. Every man has his own mode of

thinkiijg, his ov\'n v:ay of expression. How widely do the

bishops of our Church differ from each other. Simpson does

not express himself as Ames, nor Scott as Janes. The

mental conceptions of Morris are as diverse from those of Baker,

a.s tlio conipositions of Thomson are distinct from the pro-

ductions of Clark and Kingsley. Tlie men who give a

character to an age—whose writings are stereotyped for the

benefit of all creuerations—whose great claim to notice is

their originaHty, grafted on genius—are not, like greenbacics,

struck off the same plate, and distinguished only by the

numeral accidentally engraven on theni. Each is himself.

Each stands aloue, and separate, in his ov/n identity. Ench

ppeaks for himself. Each enunciates his own thoughts. Each

is a divine oracle, God speaking through the human instru-

ment, and cacli of these instruments presenting that phase of

thought for which his own mental structure peculiarly and

distinctly fitted him.

Tlie pulpit should present this natural, agreeable, instruct-

ive, useful variety. Artificial perfection is not wanted there.

A close imitation of what men of any particular school may

deem a model, is a loss of pulpit power and a waste of puolic^

resources. Variety of mind requires variety of modes ol

expression. The canal may be cut straight and uniform, lor
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it i3 artificial : but the river, whether it rises from a quiet

spriuf, or oozes from the mountain side, or rushes with the

force of a torrent from the fissure of the rock, cuts its own

channel, and distinguishes itself from every other stream by

its bendiu^s and its windings, its narrow gorges and its broad

places of waters ; and thus gives to itself a beauty aud variety

peculiarly its own, and sufficient, in the eye of the lo\ ers ut"

nature, to make it an object of interest and admiration. The

glory of the Mississippi is one, and the glory of the St. Law-

rence is another. The Ohio diiiers from the Hudson, and the

Susquehanna from the Connecticut. But each is invested with

interest to the tourist and traveler, because each has original

peculiarities.

The stream of thought runs through men's minds with sim-

ihir variety of form and mode when man acts with the free-

dom and grace of natural aptitude and peculiarity. He who

thinks for himself views every object from his own position.

Each man has his own way of painting these mental visions.

His style may not be the best in the world, but it is best for

himself. He" is most at home in it, and no man can make

others feel at liome unless he feels at home himself. There is

an ease in this natural style of thought and of expression, and

this ease is imparted to an audiei;ce. If all preaclicrs couUl

most successfully imitate some supposed model of original

thinking and of pulpit eloquence, so that a hearer, with his

eyes shut, could not distinguish whether he was listening to

the original or to his disciple, the gain of this perfection of

thought and style would be as irreparable a loss to the world

of mTnd as uniformity of color, shape, magnitude, position, m
any department of nature, would be in the world of matter.

The pulpit is in danger of suffering in power and efficiency

by the practice that obtains in some institutions formed for the

training of candidates for the ministry. These compose ser-^

mons designed, not to arouse dying men to the interests ot

eternitv, but to be submitted to the inspection of a professor,

whose Approval of this artificial substitute for a sermon is

likely to be the chief object of solicitude with the student.

The professor has his own notions of what a sermon should be,

and his own rules whereby the structure which will meet with

his commendation may be raised by the novice for perfection

Fourth SEmES, Vol. XIX.—33
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or approbation. Thu3 formal, stiff", cold, lifeless, crainpcd

works of art may, as a rule, be apprehended, instead of the

easy and varied grace and power of nature. The structure

will be artiiicial. Long rows of buihlings, made on the same

phm, will take the place of cottages, villas, mansions, each

separated and surrounded by its own inclosure, displaying the

taste and resources of its owner, and giving grateful variety to

the landscape. An essay ratlier than a sermon would be the

probable result. Close adherence to the professor's rules of com-

position, rather than a free play of native powers, allowed to

range at liberty through the regions of truth which the subject

naturally opens to the thinker ; a dwarf rather than a full-

srrown man ; the o-rave rather than the womb of thought.

Nature has given no other model than her own ceaseless

variety ; and if the aJma mater of any class of ministerial can-

didates produces a tendency to uniformity, the Church will

sustain a loss for which no scliolarship or collegiate instruc-

tion v.'ill ever compensate. Let the young preacher possess

distinct ideas, forcible language, religious feeling, and by the

grace of God he will be no post in the pulpit. His active

mind will generate activity in other minds.

A preacher who wishes his- sermon to be effective must

have clear and distinct ideas of his suhject. He cannot

impart what he does not himself possess. If his mind views

intellectual truths as vaguely as the eye perceives material

objects in a hazy atmosphere, it is impossible for him to impart

a clear outline and well-defined forms of truth to his audience.

His discourse will be foggy, confused, perplexing. He knows

not what he is doing. His harangue is a play upon words

when it should be a collection of ideas. The audience is occu-

pied with sound when it should bo instructed, exercised, grat-

ified v.'ith sense. He does not understand himself; how then

can he make others understand him i Clear ideas are requi-

site to good sermonizing. Let a preacher see his way clearly

into a subject, through a subject, and around a subject ;
1ft

him luive a vivid outline of it in his own mind ; let the se\-

eral truths of wliich it is composed be distinctly set, as in a

picture, before his mental vision, and he M'ill have little ditii-

culty in conveying these a])prehensions to others. He will

have set the type ; his audience receives the imprcssiuu.
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There are preachers whose discourses ever fail in conveying a

knowledge of truth to their audience. They are never under-

stood. It is not that they soar into regions of thought, or that

they dive into profundities of truth, into whicli the inferior

capacity of their hearers denies them entrance. It is not that

their language is a departure from an easy style. In these

respects they are common-place enough. The idea may be

puerile ; a child's caliber of intellect would have beeii ade-

quate for its emission ; a peasant could have hardly used a

more homely style. Xevertheless, no one understands the

preacher ; no one understands the discourse ; no one carries

away the sermon, lie has been "beating the air. Ilis audience

gaped, not with admiration, but at inanity. The preacher

did not undei-stand himself, and therefore could not empower

others to understand him. Destitute himsell" of clear appre-

hension, he could not impart distinct notions to others. His

own mind confused and muddy, all that came off from it was

confused and muddy too. The stream could not rise above its

source ; it passed through no filter from the fountain to the

receiving vessels. An audience should have no difficulty in

comprehending what the preacher means. In order to this

the preacher must know what he is about, and whereabouts he

is. He must have in his own mind, and present with him,

clear, well-deiined ideas, of which his language is but the expo-

nent. Opaque bodies intercept light. Confusion of ideas in

the speaker begets confusion in the hearer. A definite mean-

ing for each term employed, a clear apprehension of every

idea adduced, a mental outline distinctly formed of the truth

embodied in the discourse, will convey knowledge to the mind

with as much certainty as light falling upon the eye produces

the vision of material objects.

Plainness.

Preachers should use great jyl'-'J-imess of speech. "Words are

of use only as signs of ideas. Their usefulness consists in their

expressing the ideas which it is sought to convey to other

minds. Some prcaclicrs seek fur words that are most rarely

used, and more rarely understood. Hard and polysyllabic

words are the favorites wlien there is a simple word that

expresses the same sentiment, and will be universally under-
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stood, but which is passed by, apparently for no other reason

than that it is tlie very word which will be comprehended bv
every one that hears it. Great minds have great ideas, and
will seek to convey their ideas in words of common comprc-'

liension. The extremest simplicity may be the truest sub-

limity. Vast thoughts require no bombast to set them oti'.

Only misshapen bodies, and persons wanting in symmetry,

need the adornment of dress. Large-sounding words often

conceal a wretched nakedness of thought. Great truths need

not this artificial glare any more than the light of day can be

aided by the taper. God said, " Light be ! and light was.*'

It requires not the voice of Longinus, the Greek critic, to

point out the sublimity of this simplicity. The wisest men
use the plainest terms. Learned phrases do not make a

learned man. Great-swelling words not only indicate " vanity
"

of heart, but are often the result of emptiness of head. Hav-
ing but little of sense to give, there must be presented the

more sound. Preachers fond of hard words are oftencr

ignorant of their meaning than capable of using them. Their

misapplication of such words is often grossly ludicrous, and

an unmistakable evidence of ignorance. Wishful to impress

on others their great wisdom, they stamp themselves as fools.

Fisliing for admiration of their superior attainments, they fall

into deserved contempt. They have gone out of their depth.

Tiiey have taken into their hands weapons with the use of which

they are ignorant. The scholar is wiser than the teacher ;
for

the former sees what the latter knows not—that the instructor

is ignorant of the terms he employs.

The preacher should also avoid the turgid, bombastic,

stilted style of speaking. He who adopts it never appears

himself. All is artificial. He abounds in flowers of speech.

He lacks the fruit of thought. He is more anxious to show

himself off than to instruct others in the truth. He places

himself before his congregation as an idol. License to himself

appears to be his chief object. He misses his aim. Sensible

men have little relish for this artificial glitter. Instead of

admiration it produces disgust. Instead of homage done t"

his greatness, contempt is awakened at his vanity. Instead

of amazement at his brilliancy, men feel" horror-struck that a

frail mortal has the temerity to seek applause while standing
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in the holy place. We say, then, to our young preachers, Be

natural. Express yourselves in artificially. Aim at perspi-

cuity. Strive that every one may know your meaning. Ideas,

not vrords, enrich a discourse. The mental soil is seldom rich

\vliere the preacher has to labor hard for words. It is the

poverty of ideas that drives the speaker to the necessity of

covering over the scantiness of thought by the delusive glare

of high-sounding phrases, and by the worthless drapery of

bombastic forms of speech. Scholars do not want them, and

the uneducated cannot understand them. The educated want

thoughts that are suggestive, and that will awaken and exer-

cise their own mental acti\-ity ; the uneducated want thoughts

in such language as they can easily comprehend. Fine words

are despised by the one class, and are lost upon the other.

All our best and most useful preachers, such as Wesley and

Fletcher, Benson and Clarke, Asbiuy and ]!tI'Kendree, have

been easy to be understood. They thought clearly and there-

fore spoke intelligibly. x\nd as we were allowed of God to be

put in trust with the Gospel, even so we speak; not as pleas-

ing men, but God, which trieth our hearts. Many persons go

to Church not to be instructed but gratified, not to be sancti-

fied but flattered ;
and if a preacher seeks to be popular with

such hearers, it is only- for him to avoid the common topics

of repentance, faith, holiness, and spend his time in quoting

pretty poetry, telling lively anecdotes, investigating some

unimportant fact of history, some date in chronology, some

discovery in philosophy, and in exhibiting some flowers of

rhetoric, without touching a besetting sin, or leaving a scar on

the conscience, and, verihj, he has his reward ; but will he

receive from the Lord of all the plaudit, 'Well done, thou good

and faithful servant? All unnecessary oflense should be

avoided. The threatenings of the law, the sentence of eternal

death, should not be denounced as if the preacher were in

a passion, and felt pleasure in consigning sinners to perdition,

but with the utmost solenmity, with a trembling hand and

a faltering voice.

Heading axd Eecitixg.

We have frequently been asked by young preachers whether

they should put their thoughts vjxm yajKr before delivering
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tbcm to a congregatiou ;
and if so, to wliat extent tliej sliould

write their sermons. Discourses really extempore are prob-

ably but rarely delivered. !More or less preparation is not

only general, but creditable. A preacher should give his

congregation the result of his best attention to the subject on

which he designs to speak, or his discourses "vrill soon be vague,

loose, common-place, and presenting but little variety of

matter. He should understand the passage, its drift, the

uses to which it can be best applied, and the most eifectivo

way by vrhich to bring its contents to interest his hearers,

and to secure their instruction and edification. To write

beforehand an outline of his intended discourse may be

attended with some advantage. It remains ready for use,

when, if intrusted to the memory, much of it might be

erased from the raind. The possession of a well-arranged

outline serves to give a preacher a good degree of self-

])OS5ession. Good thoughts, which the mind has worked

out for itself, form valuable intellectual treasure. It

would be a pity to lose it; Few memories could re-

tain it. In the course of years it may become invaluable.

To have lost it would be a more grievous loss than that of

silver or gold.

In writing down the outline of a sermon, the aim of the

young composer should be to crowd in the greatest numlier of

appropriate and weighty truths, arranged so as to assist him

and his congregation in an orderly walking up to his subject,

and an orderly examination and full apprehension of it. He
should aim not at fine phrases, but at \'igorous conceptions

of thought; not at pretty arrangements of words, but at

having masses, ingots of arguments, sentiments, and uses,

ready lying for immediate occupation, and in sufficient plenty

to prevent the necessity of employing tinsel as a covering for

the nakedness of the discourse.

The manuscript should not be taken into the pulpit and

read to the audience. This mode of address is unnatural,

and calculated to defeat the great object of preaching. To

deliver a discourse verbatim from manuscript is also an evil.

The liabit of writiuf' out a sermon fullv, and of iriving it

a fine finisli, consumes a large portion of time. It is an ex-

cessive burden to the memory. It gives much stiftucss to the
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delivery. It cramps the energies of the mind. It makes the

preacher think of his manuscript when he should be lost in

his subject. If any new thoughts are suggested to him in the

course of its delivery he is timid, and inapt to follow them

out. He has tied himself down to so many lines, and so many

'words; and if he get out of the beaten road he may find

it difficult to get back to it, if he do not, indeed, lose himself

in the new course of thought that has been awakened. AVhen

a man is working out an important thought before an intel-

lio-ent and sympathizing audience, liis mental powers have

a keenness and energy which the cool quiet of the study will

fail to develop. As the result of this intellectual excitement

the most uncommon sentiments, the most original turns of

thought, the most striking and animated illustrations, and the

most happy forms of expression, will give a variety, a force, a

brilliancy, an interest, amply repaying the lack of that rhe-

torical or even logical accuracy which memoriier preachers

sometimes acquire, and which they perhaps affect to admire.

The habitual dependence of the preacher upon the tenacity of

his memory hazards his. dependence on the help of the Holy

Spirit, and his aptness to avail himself of circumstances the

occurrence of which, when adroitly used, give him an im-

mense power over his audience. His thoughts are all chiseled

out. His forms of expression are all stereotyped. There is

no flexibility in his discourse. He must confine hnnself to

what he has written—accurate it may be, but it wants case.

He does not create thought as he passes on, he only uses what

he has already in preparation. Occasionally a junior preacher

may write out a sermon in full. It may assist him in correct-

ing any gross impropriety of style. But in all probability

it is the sermon which, after a few years, he will most rarely

preach, though it has cost him most labor to produce it. He

will not much relish traveling over the same beaten path.

He will grow weary of his own uniformity.

Every preacher should preach lih own scr7nons. As the

congregations expect his own, he should give tliem his own;

never practice a deceit by ap])earing in another's dress, but

give his hearers the produce of his own sweat, the result of

his own brain. He should beat out his own oil, and with it light

up the sanctuary, vv-hen it is his turn to serve the priest's office.
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He who shows himself off with another man's mental v.-calth

injures himself. He- is neglecting to cultivate his own estate,

which probably is capable of vast improvement, and whicli,

under skillful and diligent management, might yield rich

returns. If God has called a man to preach he has given him

the ability, if he daily improve his opportunities, to editV

those to whom he is sent. Let him make his own outlines,

shape his own course. If the matter is in him it will come

out. Time, tliought, reading, observation, use, will teach him

to throw the material into the most useful form, and to present

it in the most edifying manner.

Son;e sermons are a singular piece of patchwork. They
consist of a paragraph from one author, a scrap from another,

a section from a third, portions from several. They shine in

all the colors of the rain.bow. They are enriched, like a

cabinet, with curiosities and specimens from every part of the

world. Joseph stands in the pulpit in a coat of many colors;

it is patchwork; every patch has been filched. The nian has

not obtained the raw material, vroven it by his own industry

into a seamless garment, and given it by his own skill its

varied and splendid hues. It is very fine ! But when his

" elegant extracts"' are exhausted, and he is obliged to fill up

and speak for himself, there is a baldness, a meagorness, a

chafiiness, that contrast most painfully with the wealth and

taste which he has displayed. " Alas, master, it was bor-

rowed !

"

Preachers should not only preach their own sermons, but

always be maldng new ones. They should not be content

Vv"ith a few, ])rcacliing them over and over again to wearisomc-

ness. The old sermons should not be thrown away indiscrim-

inately, for some of them will be equal to the new ones.

There are seasons when a man thinks with more than or-

dinary vigor ; when he discriminates with more than ordinary

clearness; when ho composes with unusual force; when he is

aided frou). above in an extraordinary degree. Sermons thus

prepared are not to be used once or twice and then for ever

laid aside. But he who would speak unto men to edification,

and exhortation, and comfort, must ever be intent on nuiking

fresh sermons. Society is on the advance. Knowledge is

increasing. His own mind must not be cramped, lie must
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advance in knowledge, in aptitude to teach, and in grace. lie

should always have a fresli piece of metal on the anvil. How-
ever lar;;re and however valuable' the stock in hand, so lono-

as mind is improvable, so long as knowledge is exhaustless, so

long as perfection is not attained, let the preacher elaborate

from time to time truth froin its purest materials and sources,

and as a wise steward hrino- forth thin2;s new and old. Thus
did Adam Clarke and liichard Watson, so that their ministry

was fresh, instructive, and acceptable to the end of their useful

and laborious lives.

Earnestness.

in a preacher nothing can be a substitute for intense ecumcst-

ncss. Ho may be an acute logician, a profound metaphysician,

a sound critic, a graceful orator; but he will never be a

successful minister unless he is deeply imbued with religious

feeling. A sermon is not an essay, a treatise, a lecture. Its

object is not simply an exposition of truth ; still less is it a

display of intellectual strength or of mental resources. The

preacher comes not into the pulpit in the garb of a philos-

opher or scholar. Ilis business is not to display his logic or

science, to excite the admiration and call forth the ap[ilause

of his audience. Infinitely more momentous is his work,

incalculably more solemn are his responsibilities. His bus-

iness is to save souls from death. His congregations consist

of those wlio will be eternally saved or eternally damned ;
of

those to whom the broad road leading to destruction has many
attractions, while they are alienated from the narrow road

leading to eternal life ; of tho?e who, ere long, will have

entered upon their unchanging condition of immortal being.

The sermon may be the savor of life unto life, or the savor of

death unto death. Eternal realities should seize and engross

the mind of the preacher. A soul savtd I a soul lost!—these

two living forms of immortality should stand upon his study-

table. The salvation of the one, the damnation of tlie other,

traceable to his skill, to his earnestness, to his application, or

to his want of these characteristics, should speak to his inmost

soul, calliiig from their profoundest depths his sympathies

and his sense of responsibility.

The religious feeling of a pi-eacher should- not be a mere
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dtslrc to save souls, it should amount to a jxission ; it should

partake of the energy, the ardor, the exclusiveness oi cntJiusl-

as'in. In this respect he sliould be a man of one idpa. Tlie

first, the all-engrossing, tlie all-pervading question should bo,

liow most effectually to promote the salvation of souls. This

sin2:lcnes3 of eye Avill save him from all mean and debasing

ends emanating from individual vanity and ministering to

personal pride. It vrill give a singular earnestness and sim-

plicity to his efforts, and \vill levy contributions on all liis

resources; and vrliether he be argumentative, imaginative,

literary, or scientific, the energy and sympathy awakened by

an impressive sense of the value of souls will press into his

service all his intellectual powers and riches, that he may
warn sinners to flee from the wrath to come, and persuade

them to seek a crown of glory that fadeth not away. It is

said of the serapliic "William Branivrell tiiat he was accustomed
' to look into the great realities of existence. lie saw that here

there was little else but shadow and vapor ; all transitory,

])rovisional, probationary. Life is a preface—to what ? "We

are hurrying onward—vrhither? Our predecessors, have they

not passed away 1 Ourselves, what is to become of us? One
generation after another makes its appearance on the broad

highway of existence, marches on with rapid step, filling the

air witli i.t§ shouts, and then vanishes in darkness. "What has

become of it ? Its myriads are somewhere, doing something I

Are living, thinking, feeling, sufiering, or rejoicing at this

moment ! So will they be millions of ages hence—living,

thinking, feeling, suffering, or rejoicing still ! Bramwell

looked at man, and found v.-ithin him an immortal spirit; iit

time, and saw that it was but a fragment of eternity; at

death, and discovered that it was an antechamber to heaven

or hell. Here the vision of his soul was truly telescopic. Hi^

long-sighted faculty gauged the depths of being as far as they

were accessible to mortal ken, and descried those dread

realities of which so few ever catch a proper glimpse until tlicy

bui'st upon the view of the disemboilied soul, lie seemed to

penetrate the mist that hovered over that shadowy land.

There lie saw a judgment seat, and one terrible of aspect who

sat thereon ; culprits dragged to the bar, the rull of crime un-

folded, the look of unutterable despair as the awful sentence
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was pronounced, and the nnavailing struggle of the "dctim as

the tormentors bore him away to undying misery ! And
yonder, too, his mental vision traveled np to the very gates of

heaven, and placed before him the Lamb as newly slain, and

the worshiping hosts that encompass the shining throne.

His sonl seemed in some measure to reflect the light which

gleamed uj^on it from those far-off realities. Ilis thoughts

and words were dravrn from tlie depths of being. His voice

was a voice from another world. His dialect was a kind

of compound of the terrestrial and celestial tongues. Like

the man who dwells on the confines of two great kingdoms,

the national cliaracteristics of both were in some degree

blended and combined in the same individual ; but in this

instance the spiritual element had by far the predominant

sway, and imbued his whole being with its superior virtue.

Art. IX.—foreign RELIGIOUS INTELLIGENCE.

PEOTESTAHTISM.
GREAT LUITAIX.

IKTERCOM-MUXIOX BETWEEN' THE AX-
GLICAX, THE EASTErX, AXD THE SCAX-
DiXAvrAX Chl-rches.—We hnve traced

m the columns of tiie " ilethodist Quar-
terly Review " tb.e steady progress of

the plan to establisli a closer union of

the Anglican Cburches with both the

Eastern Communions (Greek, Armenian,
Kestorian, etc.') and the State Churches
of the Scandinavian Countries, (Sweden,
Norway, Denmark, and Iceland.) The
movement has assumed considerable

dimensions, and may yet lead to import-

ant residts. But it cannot have escaped

the attentive observers of the move-
ment, that thus far the Anglicans of

Great Britain and tbe United States

have alone been active in it ; while the

Eastern Churches and the Scandina-
vians have, on tiie whole, confined them-
selves to receiving and e.xamiuing the

-Anglican overtures. The Anglican pro-

moters of the movement thus far seem
to have but little trovibled themselves
with the question whether the Eastern
and the Scandinavian Churches would
like each other's company. It is evi-

dent that this question, although alto-

gether overlooked, is one of great im-

portance; and Dr. Pusey has therefore

shed new light on the subject by calling

the attention of his Church to the cir-

cumstance that the Eastern Church will

make her communion with the Anglican

Churches contingent upon the non-re-

cognition of the Scandinavians by the

Anglicans ; for he says, the Ortliodo::

Eastern Church has condemned Luther-

anisra as heretical, and wont have any-

thing to do with cither the Lutherans or

those who associate with them. His let-

ter, which is addressed to the '-Guardi-

an," a High Church p.aper ofLondon, and
which 13 of the greatest importance for

the future of this union question, is as

follows

:

I have been asked by several, both
clergy and laity, with whom I am of one
mind, to request you to insert a few lines

on a subject which, according to our con-
victions, deeply alfects the well-bL-inij of
our Church. An energetic party (look-

ing, as we think, to the mere qutstion
wbi-ther Sweden n.'t:nns the Episcop.il

succession, or the I^auish body would
accept it from us) has for sonic ti'ine b..ca

luiximis that the Church of EnL'huul
should recognize the Scandinavian bod-
ies, and enter into conimnnion with
them. We know that any suc'n recog-
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nition 5vould be f;it:il to any hope of
reunion with the Orthodox Eastern
Church, such as many of your readers
pray and long fur. 'For "it has con-
demned Lutherauism as heretical. But
further we believe that any such implied
recognition of the errors of Luth'jranisiu
(even in ignorance") would be very inju-
rious to our claim to catholicity, and
would now, as it did before in tlie alli-

ance wit'a tlie Kin:; of Fru-;--ia ;i!)out the
Jerusalem bishopric, unsettle the minds
of many in their allesriance to our own
Church. We, therefore, implore such
persons, by tlie mercies of Christ, not to
offer violence to our consciences by
endeavoring to obtain any such recoer-
nition from'the bisliops to" be assembled
La September ; and we hope that a
m_emorial will be presented to those
bishops earnestly deprecating any such
recognition so long as those "bodies ad-
here to the Lutheran symbolical boolis,
which we. believe contain merely heresy,
from which God in his mercy 'tireserve
us. I have stated recently so":iie of niv
grounds for elisbelieving even the Swed-
ish succession, in an " Introductory
Essay on Keunion." I have alluded
to some, though only a iQ,vf^ of their
heresies.

Here we have the germ of a new
conflict between the Anglican High
Church men. They have before been
divided on tlio attitude to be assumed
with regard to the Church of PLome. on
the introduction of the Ritualistic inno-
vations, and many other points; now
the new controversy is added, whether
the efforts for establisliing an hiter-

commnnion with the Scandinavians
are to continue or not. Dr. Pusev and
his friend.s fully agree in this, as 'in al-

most every question, with the East-
ern Cluirches. The}' assert that the
succession of the Swedisli bisliops is

dotibtf'i!, while the Danes have no
apostolical succession at all ; and that
the symbolical books used by all the
Lutheran Churches, "contain merely
heresy." They desire their Ciuircii,

tliereJbre, to keep aloof from the Scan-
dinavians as heretics. In the Scandi-
navian Churches the letter of Dr. Pusey
will prol)ably have a great check upon
the progress of the union tendencies.
It was not without great difticulty that
Bisliop. Wuitehouse, of lUiuoIs. one of
the foremo,,t High Clnirch bishops in

the Protestant Ki.iscoi)al Church of the
United States, gained last year sotne
frienils among tlie Swedes for tiiis

movement. He induced the arclibishop

of Sweden, Dr. lleulerdald, and several

bishops, to be present at the consecra-
tion of an Anglican chapel at Stockiiolm,
and to commit themselves olherwiso
in favor of intercomnaunion with the
Anglican Church. One of the Swed-
ish bishops, Dr. Anjou, vindicated the
claims of the Swedish Church to apos-
tolical succession. In order to derive
from this tendency at once some jirac-

tlcal advantage, Bisliop Whiteliouse, of
Illinois, told the Swedish bishops that
if emigrants to tlie United States had a
recommendation from ministers of the
Church of Sweden to the Episcopal
Ciiurcli in the L'nited States they would
be received in the friendliest manner,
and even assisted in case of need. Ho
furnislied them accordingly with a
formulary, which was to be given to

emigrants, and which is as follows: "In
case he should settle in any place wliere

access to a congregation of the Evan-
gelical Lutheran Church of Sweden
cannot be had, he is hereby, in tlie

friendliest and most earnest manner,
recommended to the bishops and clergy
of the Protestant Episcopal Church in

the United States of America for the
obtaining of that spiritual and corporal

care wiiich he may demand, and of which
he may happen to stand in need." The
archbishop was gained for this scheme,
wiiieh, if skilluilly carried out, would
have carried a large portion of the

Swedisli Lutherans directly into tho

Protestant Episcopal Church. The
Swedish Lutheran Synod in the United
States took alarm at this, and addressed
letters for fuller information to promi-

nent men in Sweden lor reply. Letters

were received from the bisliops of Got-

tenburg and W'esteras, and others,

which are soon to be published. Wo
already kuov»- that in Swellen the

Low Church party is strong and active,

and ready to combat this " apostolical

succession "' doctrine of the High Church
party. They will, of course, lind a

powerful ally in the letter of Dr. Pusey,

which declares all the Swedish Luther-

ans, High Cliurch men and Low Church
men, heretics. If Pusey's views are sus-

tained b\' a large portion of Anglican
High Church men—and it is likely that

they will—there is, of course, an end

to the intercommunion scheme botweeu
Anglicans and Scandinavians.

GERMAXY.
Thk Parties in* the Piiotksta.n'T

St.^te Churches of Gei^ma-nv—Thk,
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General SrxoD OP Baden".—The polit-

ical reconstruclioa of Germany must
sooner or later be followed bj- a reor-

ganization of the Protestant State

Churclies. In the old confederation

each of the thirty-five independent states

liail it3 own Protestant State Church or

State Churches, and between these

Churches of the several independent

states there v.-as no otScial connection.

The great political changes which have
already been erTected have started two
important questions as regards tlie rela-

tions of the several State Churches to

each other. The first concerns the re-

lation of the Churches of the States

annexed to Prussia, (Hanover, Hesse-
CasseL Nassau. Frankfort, Schleswig-

Holstein.) to the Prussian State Cluireh;

the second, the establishment of some
closer bond of union between the Prot-

estant Churches of the Xorth German
Confederation, and of the independent
South German States. As regards

the annexed States, Hesse-Cassel, Nas-
sau, and Frankfort had, like Prussia, a

united Evangelical Church, formed by
the union of Lutherans and German
Reformed, and based upon tlie common
points in tlie creeds of the two denom-
inations. Their incorporation witli the

State Cliurch of Prussia, which, in the

name of the king, is governed by a

supreme ecclesiastical council, [Oherkir-

chtiirath.) presents, therefore, no great

difficulties. But the Churclies of Han-
over and Schleswig-Holstein, which are

strictly Lutlieran, are opposed to a

communion with the Picformed. and,

therefore, also to a common Church
government for the two denominations,

and the regulation of their Church con-

stitution has already produced violent

controversies. A large number of tlie

Lutheran pastors are determined to

persist in refusing the admission of

members of tlie RL-formed Church to the

celebration of the Lord's Supper. The
PniPsian government is again engaged
in preparations for completing the consti-

tutioa of the Prussian Churcli, by the

establishment of a provincial synod for

every province, and of a general synod
to embrace representatives of every
province. The demands for a national

Geruian synod, to consist of chosen
representatives of the Protestant

Churches of all tlie German states, and
the establishment of a supreme execu-

tive council lor all the states, are also

general and urgent.

"Within most of tlie individual State

Churches the conflict is between the
" Evangelical " scliool, which desires a
strict conformity with the common
points of the Lutheran and Reformed
Confessions of the sixteenth century,

the Lutheran party, which insists on
strict adlierence to tlie symbolical books
of the Lutherans only; and the "Liberal
L'nion " party, whieli demands within

the national Churches equal riglits for

the behevers in the old confessions of

fiith, and for those who reject, more or

less, the doctrines common to Lutherans,

Reformed, and other Evangelical denom-
inations, and claim an absolute right of

free inquiry. As but few of the State

Churciies have elective synods, it is

ditficult to ascertain the numerical
strength of each of the three parties in

the several States. At tiie General
Synod of the Grand Duchy of Baden,
which was held in May of the present
year, the Liberal party numbered forty-

two votes against only fourteen belong-

ing to the Evangelical Union party.

The synod elected as president Dr.

Bluntschli, a professor of law at the

University of Heidelberg, and among
the prominent members of tlie majority

were Dr. Rolhe. Dr. Schenkel, Dr. Hit-

zig, Dr. Holtzmann, Zittel, all known as

theological writers. Tlie synod, by a

strict party vote, expressed the opinion

tliat the State Church siiould embrace,

in tlie enjoyment of equal riglits, those

"who unconditionally adhere to the

views of former centuries, and tliose

who, following the progress of science

and civilization, have gained a new
standpoint for the exiiibition of Chris-

tian truth, and convictions accordingly

changed.'"

EOMAIT OATHOLIOISM.

ITALY.

The Roman- CouyciL.—In accord-

ance with the circular letter addressed

on December S, ISOG, by the carduial

prefect of the Sacred Congregation of

the Council of Trent to all the Roman
Catliolic bishops of the world, a larger

number of bishops, priests, and laymen
from all parts of tlio world assemljled

in Rome, in Jtm.e. to be present at the

solemn canonization of several saints.

In point of numbers, this was one of tlic

largest assemblies of bishops of wliich

the history of the Roman Catliolie

Church makes mention. According to
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the official list, published in Romo. there

were present live cardinal bisiiops, tliir-

ly-two cardinal priest?, nine cardinal

deacons, six patriarchs, ninet\'-tive arch-

bishops, and four hundred and twenty

bishops—in all, five hundred and sixty-

seven. All the countries which have

Romau Catholic bishops were repre-

sented except Russia. From the United

States there were present live arelibisli-

ops and eighteen bisliops : from En-

gland, eight bisliops, with Dr. Manniu?,

archbishop of "Westminster, at tlieir

head ; from Scotland, three bishops
;

from Ireland, fourteen bishops, com-
manded by Cardinal Cullen. Turning

to the East, all its various rites were
represented; as Greeks. Melchiles, Rou-

manians, Ruthcnians. Syrians, Chal-

dicans, Maronites, Armenians, and Copts.

There were bishops, too, from India,

China, and the islands of the Indian

seas. The bishops laid at the feet of

tlie pontiff the otferiugs of the faithful

iu the countries from which they came.

Their donations iu money alone were
estimated at alx.ut Sl.oQO.OOO. At the

last of the i>ul.'lic consistories preceding

the canonization the Pope delivered an al-

locution iu v/hieli lic tlius expresses his

design to convoke an oecun>.-nica! council

:

To us, venfrable brethren, nothing is

more desirable than to gleau from your I

union with tin-- Apostolic Sye that fruit
\

which we esteem most salutary to the '

whole Church. We have already enter- !

tained for a lon>r time past a project
|

which is known to several of our vener- I

able brethren, and we trust that our
]

thought may be realized as soon as the
j

desired occasion >hal! present itself. Our
|

project is to hold a sacred oecumenical
j

and general council of all the bishops
,

of th-' Catholic world, in which, by col- ^

leoting vnri' 'US opinions, we may by
;

common accord, and v.'ith the aid of
God, adopt the necessary and salutary i

remedies, particularly in that which '

coiieerns the many evils which now i

atlliet the Church. " By means of such a
;

coimeil we have a certain hope tliat the [

light of the Catholic truth, dissipating
j

the darkness of error in which the minds
of men are involved, will sh/d abroad ;

its beuetictnt light, arid enable mankind i

to discern and ibllow, by favor of tlse

diviiie grace, tlic true path of salvation
,

and justice. The Chureh also will thence
derive .-treugtii, and, like an invineible

;

army, will di-teat the hostile etl'orts of
\

her eneinie-i, subdue their pride, and, •

fidly triumtihing over them, propagate
'

and uphold throughout the worid'the
j

reign of Christ oa earth, 1

But now, in order that your prayers
and your and our cares may bear abund-
ant fruit of justice to Christianity, let

us lil't up our eyes to God, the fountain
of all goodness and justice ; to Him who
holds for them tliat hope, all fullness of
defense, and all abundance of grace.

The bishops in their reply, as is com-
mon on such occasions, only re-echoed

the words of tl:e Pope, without giving

utterance to any suggestions of their

own. They express joy at the proc-

lamation of the speedy assembly of an
cecumeuical council, from which they

expect alDuudant fruit. As a great

many false rumors conceruing the draw-

ing up of this reply were circiilatod in

English and American papers, the Ro-

man Catholic bishop of Southwaik, in

a letter to the " London Times.' gave

an authentic accotmt'of the deliberatiuns

of the bishops, which is interesting, as

it is the only official statement thus far

published. The following is the most
interesting portion of the letter:

"When an aldress was projected, the
bishops of each nation deputed one or

more of their muuber to represent them
in the comml-sion t'^ v/hieh body the
duty of preparing the address was to bo
iiitrV.sted. The' English bishops, eight

in number, imanimously selected their

archbishop as their leading represent-

ative, communl/ating verbally, and not
in writing, to him aiid to myself, las his

colleague, I their views as to the subjects

that would pr'ibaVdy be mentioned iu

the address. They had oceation to state

their opinious on other important matters

tluough the arehblshop, and throughout
the most perfect harmony of opinion

existed between hini and his collea'.iue3.

When the deputies of the di'Jereiit

nations met on the i-d of June, Cardi-

nal de Angelis, as senior by consecration,

read a draft of lifteon poit-.rs, which wi re

proposed as the b.\.-is of the address.

This dratt had been prepared by a Ro-
man prelate of high standing under his

auspices, and was iu Italian. Some of

the bishops wished to hear it read in

Latin. It was, therefore, read m Latin

first by the cardinal bishjp of Bcsan-
(j^on, and afterward by the archbisliop of

Colocza in Hungary. It was at onee_

unanimously adopted, the bishop of

Gran Varadiuo, of the Oriental rite, suu'-

gesting that tlie address should contaui

an expression of the gratitude of the

Orientals for tlie unvaryin,; kind;it:;S

with which Pius IX. had" treated them
ever since his election. Followin-jr tlic

preee.lent of IS'J-, it was then re-olved

that six prelate-*, with Canlinal de An-
gelis at their head, should frame the

address, cud read it ou the following
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"W'cdnesJnv, the 2f";tli of June, to the

pi-ner;il commission. Tlie subcommis-
bion re.iUtBted the nrchbi-Uop ..fColooza

jHid the archbishop of Tlit-ssalonica to

t..k.3 the tiftcen hcaJs appros'od by the

ge!ier;il commission. an>l to draw up au

ad.lress foundfd upon them. After two

dtivs their draft was printed, and, with

a few verbal alterations, was the same
whioli was sif,';;od atid presented to his

Holiness. ^,'cither in the heads nor in

the address was a word contained either

of the Czar of Eussia or of Victor Era-

manui.-l, and the passage relating to the

loyalty of the Uomans stands in sub-

stance now as it stood then. The ad-

dress was unanimously ^accepted by
the whole commission. No division or

voting on any portion of it was so much
as proposed." The address was at one-i

signed by all the bishops in Kome—that

is7 h.^' niorc than one half of the whole

number of bishops in the Catholic

world.

The committee had altogether thirty

members, distributed as follows: France,

four; Austria, three; Spain, three;

Italy, three; England, two; Ireland,

two'; Belgium, one; Holland, one;

Prussia, two; Bavaria, one; Switzer-

land, one; Portugal, one; North. Amer-

ica, three ; Brazil, one ; Mexico, one ;
the

East, three. The French bishops nom-

inated Bishop Dupanluup, of Orleans.

Archbishop Regnier, of Cambray, Cardi-

nal de Bonnechose, archbishop of Rouen,

and Cardinal Mathieu, archbishop of

Beasanyun. The Spanish bishops nom-

inated the three eldest of the bishops

present. The three members of the

committee selected by the Eastern

bishops were Patriarch Valerga, of

Jerusalem ;
Hassun, archbishop primate

of the Armenians, and Lauguillat, a

vicar apostolic of China.

Art. X.—foreign LITERARY INTELLIGEXCE.

GERMANY.
George Mi'Li.rR, the founder of the

great Christian institutions at Bristol, is

well known tliroughout the ProtestaTit

Churclies. An interesting sketch of

liis life and his work has been published

br G. von Polenz. {Gtonj Mtlikr.

rialle.)

Dr. Hitzig's Commentary on the

Psalms {Die Psalmen, Leipzig, 2 vols.)

occupies a high rank among German
commentaries on the Old Testament as

regards his grammatical explanation of

the .text, and in this respect deserves

the attention of all students of the Old

Testament. His theological views are

those of the Rationalistic school.

The work on Luis de Leon, by Dr.

AVilkens, (Fray Luis de Leon, Halle,

ISGG.) is a ve'ry interesting Protestant

biography of a Roman Catholic saint of

the sixteenth century.

A large amount of valuable informa-

tion on the educational system and the

educational institutions ot' England and

Scotland may be tbund in a work on

that subject by Dr. J. A. Voigte. (Mit-

tiwiluit'jtn iibt-r d:ts Uatnrfichtiuxrer Ea-

glamh uiul Scotauu.l:s. Halle.)

Among the theologians of the liberal

(Rationalistic) school of German the-

ologians, Dr. Schenkel, Professor of

Heidelberg, is one of the most prom-

inent and most prolitic. His work on

the life of Jesus {Ckaracttrhild J-^u.

Wiesbaden) has already been published

in a third edition, and has also V'een

translated into French. {Jcsus ru/tnut

Iliitoriir:'!. Wiesbaden, 1S'J5.) Its

standpoint corresponds, on the wh.ole,

with that of the American Unitarians,

and in point of ability is probably not

excelled by any other publication of tiio

same school.
' The most recent publi-

cation of Schenkel is a work on tb.e

present condition of the Protestant

Church in Prussia and Germany. {Die

'lejewvadii'i Livji der j'ivf':itiinti::<ch-rn

Ko-che. Wiesbade?!, 1SG7.)

Among other pubhcations of the same

theological school is a German trans-

I lation of Pecaul's v.-ork on the religion

of the future. {Die rtine Gvtksidte.

Wiesbaden, 18GG.) The author goes

further in his opposition to evangelical

Protestantism than Schenkel, and has

theological views similar to those of

Theodore Parker. The fervor of his

style has found many admirers.

Among the mod^-rn systems of philos-

ophy which earnestly aim at a recon-

ciliation between Christian doctrines

and philosophical speculation, !j<.aon.,'S

that of Franz Baader, who counts arr.'mg

his followers many of the ablest philo-
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sophical writers of Germany. Some of

his ideas on state, society, and Church
have been collecied into a vohunc by
Professor Hotlmann. {Gnimhihjc der

Societa'3-Philos'''pJiie. Wurzburg.)

Among the manuals of Hebrew ar-

chaeology that by Prof. De "Wette still

occupies a very prominent place for the

completeness and accuracy ef its in-

formation, and for the lucidity of its

arrangement. {Lehrhuch der Jiehr.-jiid.

Aixhaologle. Leipzig.) The fourth and
latest edition has been thoroughly re-

vised and published by Dr. Ruebiger,

Professor at the University of Breslau.

Professor Bisping, of Munster, (Rom.
Cath.) has completed his " Uxegetical

Handbook to the Gospels and Acts,^^

(Evangeli-sches Eandhuch zu den Evnn-
gelien, Munster, 1SG6, 4 vols..) by ti;o

commentary to the Acts. Tlie "same
author has previously published a com-
mentary on all the Pauline Epistles. Ihj
is regarded as one of the most prum-
incnt e-xegetical writers of the Roman
Catholic Church. Another Roman Cat'i-

olic work on the Acts, by P. Hake,
(DarUfiing der Apo?td gei-chichtp, Pader-
born, 1S66,) is intended to be an apolo-

getic history of the Apostolic Church
from the Roman Catholic point of view.
A Roman Catholic commentary b}- IV.

Bucher, {Die Apostelgeschichte, Schafl-

hausen, 1866,) is more popular than
scientific, and forms the fourth volume
of a popular commentary to the Nev,-

Testament. {Die lieil. Schriftca des X. T.)

Art. XL—synopsis OF TEE QUARTERLIES, AXD OTHERS OF
TILE HIGHER PERIODICALS.

American Quarterly Reviews.

Baptist QrArvXKr.LY. Api^l, I'^GT. (Philadelphia.) — L Rebaptism.

2. Cleaning of the Word Kzicir in Romans viii, 19-23. 3, The Apostle

Paul. 4. The Scriptural Antliropoiog}-. o. The Fuudameutal Law of

Christian "Worsbii^. 0. Open Commtmion.

BiTLiCAL Repehti^rt A^D PRINCETON Reyiew, Julv. 1SG7. (Philadel-

phia.)—!. The Hebrew "Word Yashabh. 2. The Aim of Christianity,

for those who Accept It, 3. SchaO's History of the Christian Cliurcb.

4. A Phil'j:opbica] Confession of Faith. 5. The General Assembly.

Co^-gp-eCtATioxal Review, July, 1SG7. (Boston.)— 1. Justification and

Sauctification. 2. The Pietis'ts of Germany. 3. Tlicories of the Will.

4. Preaching from within. 5. The English Congregational Colleges.

C. I-Jenjamin F. Ilosford. 7. Modern Pagan Writers. 8. Short

Sermons.

Fkeewill Baptist Quakteklt, July, 1SG7. (Dover, X. H.)—L Religious

Sen-atiunalism. 2. Speculative and Practical ^len. 3. Demoniacal

Posse-siuns. 4. Perseverance of the Saints. 5. The Holy Spirit.

G. Divine Attributes. 7. Christ's Presence with liis Embassadors.

MEr.cEr.'^r.rRa Rkview. July, 1807. (Philadelphia.)—!. The Apostolic

Commission. 2. The Humanitv of Christ. 3. The Word and Sacra-

incucs. 4. The Essence and the Form of Christianity. 5. The Author-

ity of the C!irj-ca in th.e Inteqjrotation of Scripture. 0. The Satanic

Back-Ground in Redemption. 7. Arianism. 8. Athanasitis. 0.

uelius's ^lomorial. 8. The Personality and Divinity of the

Ghost.

North American Review, July, 1SG7. (Boston.)—!. The Oritrin of the

Italian Language. 2. Serfdoni and the Emancipation Laws in P.n.-;!'-

3. Swedeuborg's Untologv. 4, Longfellow's Translation of the Divme

Cor-

Huiv
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Comedy. 5. The Judiciarj' of Xevr York City. G. The Labor Crisis.

7. On the Testimony of Languap^e respecting the Unity of the Human
Kace. 8. Rousseau and the Sentimentalists.

UxivERSALiST Quarterly, July, 18G7. (Boston.)— 1. Pieligious Skep-
ticism in America. 2. Cobb's Commentary on the Kew Testament.
3. Whittier, 4. John ?Iurray. 5. The Humanitary Aspect of Chris-

tianity. 6. The Country—Its Condition.

BiBLiOTHECA Sacra, JuIy, 1867. (Boston.)—1. The Moral Faculty as

distinguished from Conscience. 2. The Relations of Geolog}- to The-
ology. 3. Free Communion. 4. Theological Education in England.

We give the just and liberal notice of M'Clintock and Strong's

Cyclopaedia :

TVe have examined this %'olume with soma care and much pleasure. There are
critics who affirm that it contains errors. They might have made tliis affirmation

witlioiit opening the voUime. It is impossible to prepare any vrork of this kind
without an intermixture of error. All our enejclopa-Jias and dictionaries are un-
avoidably disfigured with mistakes. But the present volume, when compared
with the majority of our books of reference, may be highly commended for its

accuracy. It evinces learning and faithfulness. It is of course more favorable to

the Arminian scliool than if it had been prepared by Calvinists. It is more
copious and complete in those articles which will more particularly interest the

Methodists tlian in liioso whicli will more particularly iuterest other denomina-
tions. When we consider the design of tlie work we cannot pronounce this

a fault. We regard the work as one of great value to all denominations of Chris-

tians. We trust that it will have, as it deserves, an extensive circulation, not only

in the large and important sect for whose use it was primarily intended, but also

in the other sects, to which it affords much information otherwise inaccessible.

English lieviews.

Beitish ksd Foreign Etajngelicax, Review, July, 18C7. (London.)

—

1. The Swedish Reformation. 2. Ritualism and the new Tractarian

School. 3, Ecce Deus. 4. Erasmus. 5. Inspiration. 6. A Moham-
medan Commentary on the Bible. 7. Miiman's Uistorical Works.
8. Whose are the Fathers ? 9. " Among the Masses." 10. " Table" or

"Altar?"

pRiTisn Quarterly Revie-w, July, 18G7. (London.)—1. The Roman
(Question. 2. The Imagination—Its Functions and its Culture. 3. The
Book of Job. 4. Herbert and Kcblc. 5. Rogers on Agriculture and
Prices. 6. Dr. Abraham Simpson. 7. Reform and the State of

Parties.

Chkistiax Remembrancer, July, 18G7. (London.)— 1. The Cistercians

in England. 2. Folk Lore and Old Stories. 3. Joannes Scotus and
the Eucharistic Controversy. 4. The Fathers of Greek Philosophy.

5. The Reign of Law. G. England and Christendom. 7. History of
France under the Bourbons.

Edinbirgii Review, July, 1SG7. (ZS'ew York : Reprint.)—1. The Early
Administration of George III. 2. Agriculture and Pilccs in England
1259-1400. 3. Professor Ferricr's Philosophical Remains. 4. The
Council of Constantinople, o. Indian Costumes and Textile Fabrics.

6. Life and Speeches of Lord Phuiket. 7. Wine and the "Wine Trade.

8. Josiah Wedg^vood. 9. Burton's History of Scotland. 10. The
Military Institutions of France.

FouKTii Skries, Vol. XIX.-—39
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JOTTRKAL OF SACKED LITERATURE, Jlllv, 1867. (London.)—1. T\w

French Oratorians—II. Niclioltis ^Mulebranclie. 2. Eternal Punishnu-nt.

3. The Universities. 4. Tlie Expulsion from the Garden. 5. Jolj.

g! The Site and Rivers of Edeu. 7. The Quotations of Scripture,

s! A Sermon on Canticles i. 3. By Richard of Hampole. 9. The P.ook

of Job.—A Revised Translation. 10. Schenkel on Christianity and the

Church. 11. Thoughts on the Book of Jonah. 13. White's Life ami

Writings of Swedcnborg.

"Westminster Rkvie^v, July, 1867. pTew York : Reprint.)—1. Mimicry,

and other Protective Resemblances among Animals. 2. Lucius An-

na^us Seneca. 3. The Last Great 31onopoly. 4. Lyric Feuds. 5. The

Future of Refonn. 6. Jamaica, 7. The Religious Side of the Italian

Question.
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Christianity and its Conjiicts, Ancient and Modern. By E. E. 3Iarcy, A.M.

12mo., pp. 480. D. Appleton & Co. 1867.

There seems little hope that the present century will witness in

this country a conciliatory discussion hotwcen Romanism and

Protestantism worthy of the religion which both profess, utterly

dismissing all unfairness of representation, each side assuming

the othei-'s honesty and possible Tightness, and with union on

the basis of truth for its object. Ever since the dark hour when

Charles V. drew the sword, in compliance ^\nth the behest of bis

spiritual superior, to drown the Lutheran movement in slaughter,

the discussion has been involved with secular politics, and tinged

with the hues of blood. In our own country the Romish element

has belonged mainly to a particidar race ; that race badly rei.re-

sented by its least civilized portion, tracing its incivilization but

too truly to ages of Protestant oppression. It has, as yet, insisted,'

in our land, on preserving a compact political unity under the

control of its spiritual guides. The question of religious truth

between the two sects has therefore been embittered by histor-

ical and political hate. Pul)lications on both sides have been

partisan and unihir, calcidated to render their own side intensely

partisan, and the other side intensely angry. To the catalogue,

unnecessarily long, of this sort of publication, Mr. Marcy has

here made an unnecessary addition. He has given us a book

calculated to oflend Protestants, and render Romanists still more

fanatical,

]Morc than two hundred pages are expended by ]Mr. Marcy,

with varied success, in clearing the dogmas of Romanism tfoin
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misstatement and misconception, and (with far less success) in

demonstrating the claims of papal supremacy and infallibility.

]More than one hundred more draw a picture of the effects of

Protestantism in Europe, on the principle of saying all the bad and

as little good as he can of Protestantism, and as much good and as

little bad as he can on the other side. About one hundred more

give us a frightful picture of Puritanism, very much in the tune

of the political speeches of "Sunset Cox" during our civil war,

delivered to copperhead audiences in New York in behalf of

" leaving Puritan New England out in the cold ;

" that is^ of unit-

iucr with the slaveholders, and so dividing the nation as to cut off

the eastern states. That popery and slavery should hate New
England is not wonderful. It is tlie old feud of despotism and

io-norance against freedom and enlightenment. It is the great law

case of tJie slave-anciiou versus the free school. New England is

o-enerally hated only by those whose hatred is a compliment.

Finally, Mi*. Marcy's closing chapter is a very crude attempt 'at

making us believe that Romanism is rapidly gaining upon Prot-

estantism. We do not suppose that ]Mr. Marcy is a bad man
;

but whether Romanism is good or bad, or (what is the real truth,)

a very large mixture of both, we think Mr. Marcy's book is not a

good book. It is a condemuablc advocacy, even if it be of a good

cause.

]Mr. Marcy is often quite successful in clearing the theoretical

dogmas and the theory of some of the Romish practices of mis-

conception, and even setting some of the great merits of Roman-

ism in a clear light. It was a sublime part the Church played

when the barbarians of the North overswept the Roman empire,

embracing the entire enlightened area of the globe. The Church,

then, basing herself upon the remnant of ancient pagan civiliza-

tion, took the great truths of religion and conquered spiritually

her barbarian conquerors. She breathed into the wild hordes the

breath of a Christian life. Even the denial of the right of private

judgment wrought a mighty good, for Rome could think a

thoifsand times more wisely for the rude barbarian than the

rude barbarian could think for himself Her very despotism

was a blessing, for it brought the incongruous tribes toward

unity, and laid the basis of the modem European system.

The monasteries were the retreats of learning and thought. The

o-reat theologians of the middle ages dealt profoundly with the

deepest questions, and we now turn over Avith reverence the

pages of Aquinas and Anselm. We strike a blow at Chnstianity

itself when we refuse to attribute the darkness of those ages to
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the original barbarism of Europe, and persistently forget lio\v

much of theological truth and genuine piety animated the great

ecclesiastical body to •.vhich Bernard, Columba, Kempis, Pascal,

and Fenelon belonged. But when the ages rolled and the era

came when Luther's claiion voice announced to Home that

voung Christendom had become old enough to think for herself,

then did spiritual despotism reveal her intrinsic badness, entitling

her to be symbolized by the great apocalyptic beast. History

furnishes no instance of any power so gigantic, so omnipresent,

so relentless in cruelty. There can be no honest denial that, as a

persecuting power, her equal is not in human annals. Nor is it a

commensurate, though an amply true reply, that Protestantism

has abundantly persecuted too. The great question is the right

of private judgment, of which the Protestant side is self-evideutly

the side of freedom and tolerance, and that of Rome as clearly

the side of despotism and persecution. Rome met young Prot-

estantism with the bloody assertion of her claim, and whenever

and wherever she has had the power the despotic claim has been

bloodily repeated. Rome initiated the bloody work on the most

stupendous scale upon self-defensive Protestantism, and, in spite

of many Protestant retaliations which in the nature of thuigs

could not but be, hers has been the aggressive position and

the crushing purpose. "We could, however, forgive Romanism

her entire persecuting past if she were anything but persecuting

where she has the power at the present day. Xor has it been

our fortune to meet the first Catholic writer or speaker who

does not defend the intolerance of Romanism in Spain and South

America with logic which would sustain the same intolenince in

the United States had Rome here the same power. Strange as it

may seem, a hundred Italian gentlemen, with a gentleman whose

cognomen is Pius, at their head, cotild at any time send forth a

decree which would soon terminate religious intolerance in Cliris-

tendom ; but they are just as little likely to do it in the nine-

teenth century as in the sixteenth. Nothing will accomplish that

result but comimlsion ; ami the force that depiives them of the

power to persecute, they will denounce as Protestcmt ];jer-

secxition.

It is pleasant to repeat that in Mr. Marcy's pages many of the

theoretical objectional points in Romanism are well explained, or

greatly relieved. He denies all priestly power to forgive sins,

makinc: the priest's pardon simply declaratory, and valid only when

the repentance is sincere. He denies all worshij), in the ordinary

sense, of the virgin or the saints, of images or of pictures. Ho
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affirms very justly the great merit ofHome in sternly maintaining

the laws of marriage and of chastity. But he is fatally feeble in

siistaining the Roman episcopate of Peter, or the rightful suprem-

acy of the Roman See. He draws up, with an apparent

pleasure, quite commendable, a programme of the points ouM'hich

all Christians agree. Full agreement in all, the world is little

likely soon to see ; but tolerance in all, if long postponed, will be

pre-eminently the crime of Rome.

It is curious to note how the accusers of the "Puritan

preachers," meaning thereby the evangelical ministry generally,

contradict each other. Mr. Marcy holds the evangelical Church

as responsible for auti-slaveryism, the war, and the abolition

of slavery. So do the Democratic party generally. On the floor

of Congress they denounced the war as a " ministers' war," and

declared that as ministers had caused the war, ministers should

stand the draft like laymen. On the other hand "William Lloyd

Garrison, Theodore Parker, and the Xew York Tribune, with their

whole set, have loudly denounced the evangelic Church and

ministry as pro-slavery. Rationalists and infidels have proclaimed

the triumph of irreligion, grounded on the failure of the Church

to sustain the cause of truth and righteousness. Which is the

dlaholos^ the falsifier ? Either, or both ? One thing is certain :

The pro-slavery democracy are conscious of no cause of gratitude

to the northern Christian ministry in the great thirty years'

contest.

TTie ProgrcM of Doctrine in tTie N'ew Testament : Considered in Eight Lec-

tures, delivered before the University of Oxford, in tbe Bumpton Fouu-
dation. By Thomas Dkhany Behnard, M. A., of- Exeter College, and
Rector of Walcot. From the second London Edition, with Iniprove-

ments. 24:UiO., pp. 258. Boston : Gould & Lincoln. Tsew York

:

Sheldon & Co. Cincinnati : G. S. Blauchard & Co. 18G7.

It is the spontaneous and superficial impression of tlie popular

mind that the Bible is one book. Tiie analysis of the scholar

readily recognizes that it is rather a library, small in size, but great

in import, compressed between covers. A still deeper analysis,

followed by a jirofound synthesis, finally returns to the momentous

conclusion that the boo/cs are o?ie book. Amid variety of mind

and style there is a oneness of objo<it and a consistency of

sequence, evincing one great higher superintending and guiding

.authorship.

The work of Mr. Bernard is the latest and one of the clearest

demonstrations of this oneness and progress, especially as apparent
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in the New Testament. That the Old Testament is a progressive

o:vE, and that both testaments constitnte a unit, he preparatorily

recognizes ; but his main object is to show how the successive

books, and sections of books, namely, the Gospels, the Acts of the

Apostles, the Epistles, and the Apocalypse, present, not only in

each book in itself an advancing development, but in each group

of books an advancing stage to a consummation.

From Matthew to John, Christ unfolds himself by successive

revelations to our view, in word, deed, and character. Read first

the Sermon on the Mount, with its entire initiatory and opening

announcements, and then the closing discourse in John, and mark

what an advance you have made ! And yet that closing discourse

in John is, from beginning to end, an avowed prelude to a further

opening future. It finishes by declaring that the matter is unfin-

ished. And if, with a minuteness we cannot here detail, you com-

pare each book, you will equally find that each rises, terrace-like,

above the other, evincing both that the successive books are placed

in the right order, and that in the right order they march with

steady advance.

Now as the four first books are the Gospel of Jesus in his earthly

work initiating his Church, so the Acts of the Apostles is the

Gospel of the ascended Jesus, from his throne of exaltation guiding

and confirming his Church in organism and doctrine. This fresh

view of the Acts, first developed with the startling effect of a

modern discovery by Bauragarten, becomes clearer upon every

repeated reading of that book. The book opens with the ascen-

sion, enthronement, promise, and waiting of the Apostles, until in

due time the ascended Head sends dowm his Pentecostal Spirit to

anoint his Church and quicken it Avith power for action. Then it

will surprise most readers to note how often the guiding Head, at

eacli moment of exigency, discloses his person : to Stephen, to

Saul, and then by person or spirit controlling every important

movement of Paul. The Apostle of the. Gentiles, not without

purpose, becomes the raain figure^ the condensation of the Church

into a single personality. The history of the Church is sketched,

and its doctrine rudely outlined preparatorily—/or the Epistles!

The Acts is the key-stone of the arch, of which the Gospels and

Epistles are the side curves.

The Apostle of the Gentiles has been wonderfully prepared in Acts

to become the leader of the advance. The Christianity historic-

ally traced in Acts, must be doctrinally unfolded in the succeedmg

books. The dogmas, briefly outlined, must be spread out in tlu-ir

final fullness ; and by whom ? How strangely do the apostles of
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the Gospels, the primal twelve, either sink to :i subordinate posi-

tion, or utterly disappear from the scene ; while the culminating

apostle of the Acts reigns predominantly in the Epistles, the very

apostles that transiently appear in the former being allowed to

appear subordinately in the latter. And he whose actions were so

controlled by Jesus from on high is furnished with a Gospel " by
revelation," not from man, but by Jesus Christ. By his hand, mainly,

the Christianity appearing in objective outline in the lustoric book

is rolled out from an inspired mind in these doctrinal books. And
so the Christian facts and the Christian doctrine are completed.

Of this history and doctrine the full consummation appears in

the final stage, the Apocalypse. Mr. Bernard's brief survey of this

book is invaluable. The Bible is incomplete without this myste-

rious book. With all its mysteries there are a few bold points,

appearing like headlands in the future, so conspicuous and clear

that the Church has never mistaken them. Herein the Apocalypse

is the plainest of books. First, the book abundantly assumes the

Pauline sacrificial theology of salvation through the blood of the

Lamb. Tlie doctrines of the Epistles are both realized and trans-

cendentalized. The atonement is clothed in words of intensest

emotional power. And the future consummation of this great

sacrificial work is outlined in a scries of symbols, connecting the

earthly progress with the heavenly maclnneries, showing that all

the advances are God's unfoldings of the great work. Herein we
have pictorially outrolled to us, 1. The Cause of the consumma-

tion, the once slain yet now glorified Lamb. 2. The History of

the consummation, in a series of symbolic images. 3. A terminal

Coining of the Lord, tlie key-note of the whole book. 4. A
Victory, the result of the struggle. 5. A Judgment^ the settle-

ment awarded to the probationary combatants in the great world-

battle. 6. A Eesiorution of redeemed humanity to a glorified

social state, under the image ofa heavenly city. Hence the Apoc-

alypse, however obscure the details of its symbols, is, in its great

points, transparently the book of the future, the book of hope,

victory, and glory.

Our rude outline will show our readers that this is quite a big

little book. It is pregnant with swarming suggestions. Professor

Hovey, the American introducer, enthusiastically pronounces it " as

nearly perfect, both in substance and form, as any human produc-

tion can well be made." Its style is never florid, but remarkable

for its pure transparency of conception and the exquisite mold of its

sentences. It leads to many high jiromontories of thought, whence

grand and distant pi'ospects can be grasped by the mind's eye.
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Liber Librorum : Its Structure, Limitation, and Puq)ose. A Friendly Com-
munication to a Reluctant Skeptic. l6mo., pp. 232. New York

:

Scribner & Co. 1887.

" The Bible is the word of God ; " or, " Tlic Bible contains the

•word of C4od." Which of these two propositions is true ? If the

former, then the Bible is our master ; if the latter, then we are

master of the Bible. If tVio former, then the evangelical theolo<i:y

stands, the vehicle and the regulator of Christian feeling ; if the

latter. Rationalism gains the ascendant ; and after, for a while, iu

deference to evangelicism, displaying a fine glow of devout feeling,

will soon dissipate its vague emotionalism and relapse into cold,

hard Sadduceeism, tliat is sure of nothing, and ready to admit

itself to be little better than Atheism.

The author of Liber Librorum is yet in this first stage of devout

rationalistic evangelicism. He may personally remain there.

But for those who adopt his views his abolishment of the ties that

bind to evangelicism opens the sure downward path. Theodore

Parker, with his rare talent, could use his intuitional rationalism

as an instrument to stir the emotions; but when he departed no

successor could wield his wand, and his flock has vanislied to

the winds. Wesley took the evangelical-biblical theology ; he

roused the hearts therewith of his age, and his instrumentalities

in the hands of his successors have formed a flock upon whose

fold the sun never sets.

The present little volume is written to raise the candid skeptic

a step or two higher, by showing him that a qualified acceptance

of the Bible is possible. The author examines the book's own

professed claim to inspiration, and finds that it embraces not the

entire Bible. For those who complain that we have no criterion

to distinguish the authoritative from the unauthoritative, he asserts

that the true heart does possess a " verifying faculty." That

verifying faculty is "reason enlightened by the Holy Spirit."

This, he holds, is safe: for it puts the testing power into the

hands of the regenerate; and only of the regenerate who are

conscious of being " enlightened by the Holy Spirit." And un-

doubtedly where this " faculty " does pronounce a passage unin-

spired, tiie inspiration may fairiy and safely be surrendered.

But how shall the test be tested? Admit once that authority

deserts some parts, and who will feel himself bound to wait for

the decision of this authors test? Our author next asserts the

Bible to be a symmetrical whole, and gives a fine chapter or two,

showing this wholeness and unity. He then examines the clas-

sified *'"ditllculties" of the Bible, and shows, with alternate sue-
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cess and failure, how admirable au organ his theory is for their

solution. He exhibits for our examination some contradictions,

which, it is worth while to note, are mostly in biblical numerals^

M-here mere errors of text are most likely to happen. Then, in a

chapter entitled "The modern Pharisee," he administers caustic

castigation to those who hold a more peremptory theory of inter-

pretation. Xo severity of our author, however, at all equals the

bitterness of the " Preface to the American edition," the writer

of which (at the numerals 1, 2, 3, page 9) literally stufls his stuff

with words of opprobrium.

To our own view it is the authorlfAj of the Bible over our faith

which is, even before the matter of inspiration, the ^^^r^'^ and most
important question. The authority of the Old Testament vv'C hold

to be mainly founded upon the Xew Testament. Christ did quote

the Old Testament as a final authority both for himself and his

hearers. All the Xew Testament writers occupy the same posi-

tion. That a statement is in the Old Testament, in irho.tcver part^

does, with Christ and his apostles, render it a decisive authority.

Xo one ever imagines, when Jesus quotes, that he is liable to the

reply ; That is in au unauthoritative part. Xo doubt all sides

held that authority to belong only to the original true text, as

it came ^from the hand of the primitive writer. The real Old
Testament is assumed as authoritative in the Xew. And the

same Lord Jesus Christ is the voucher for the authoritv of both
Testaments. The contemporary Church of Christ, to whom the

apostles spoke and wrote, endowed by him with the gift, of the

discerning of spirits, really did by spontaneous concurrence accept

the Xew Testament canon as a perfectly true, complete, and
unquestionable expression of its religion. Hereby ha\'ing the

authority of 1)oth Testaments sanctioned and settled, its i/ispira-

tion is a secondary qucstioa; imjiortaiit and profoundly interest-

ing, indeed ; but incapable of disturbing the tirmness of our reli-

ance upon every part and particle of the true text in matters of

faith and doctrine.

For the absoluteness of the authoi-ity of every genuine par6 and
particle of the Bible over our faith, it is unnecessary to affirm the

same mode, or the same degree, of inspiration for every portion.

The Jewish Church held to four great methods. The celebrated
" John Smith, of Cambridge," wrote an essay expoundint^ and
maintaining these four methods; and it is noteworthy that ^Ir.

AVesley inserted Smith's essay in his " Christian Library." We
can easily conceive, indeed, a high state of spiritual inspiration,

circumscribed within religious lijnits, highly and perhaps perfectly
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authoritative within its sphere, yet perfectly consistent with mis-

take regarding a secular or historical fact. Stephen's mind wag

doubtless filled with the Holy Spirit. It was exalted to a high

state of purity and spiritual power. He doubtless at the moment,

possessed higher, truer views of Christianity than any living man.

Well would it have been if all had for the moment been wise

enough to accept his authority within this sphere. Yet we see

no possibility of clearing some parts of his final speech from hi5tor-

ical mistake. When an unquestionable instance can be adduced

of one of the inspired canonical writers having made a statement

irreconcilable with truth, undoubtedly we must in that instance

admit the limitation to his inspiration. But we wait for that

instance to be adduced. The authority of the true text still

stands over our religious faith. The Bible, the whole Bible, is the

standard of ultimate appeal.

A Critical Review of Wesle'jan- Perfection. In Twenty-four Consecutive

Arguments, in which the Doctrine of Sin in Believers is discussed, and

the Proof-texts of Scripture adTocating: Entire Sanctification as a Second

and Distinct Blessmgin tlieSoul after Regeneration fairly debated. By
Rev. S. FiiANKLtx, A.3I., of the Illinois ^Conference. ICuio., pp. GU.

Cincinnati: Methodist Book Concern, for the author. 1866.

Works coming from the hands of our Methodist ministry before our

official periodicals are ever amenable to two questions: Are they

in accordance M'ith our established doctrine? and, Are they accord-

ant with reason and Scripture ? To the first of these two ques-

tions the author of the present work would, we suppose, himself

return a prompt negative. He professes to institute a re-examiiia-

lion of the doctrine of Christian Sanctification, and to invalidate

fundamentally the views heretofore considered as settled, and he

desires the issue to be upon the second question.

His positions are two. First, What is usually called entire sanc-

tification is truly nothing more than regeneration, and takes jtlace

in its fullness at justification; in such fullness, indeed, that the re-

generate soul is always "sinless." Second, Xevertheless, 5a«c^^^A-

catio)i, holiness, and 2^crfection in man are terms never suhjective

but always objective in tlieir application ; th.at is, they always

api-ly to the outer and not to the inner man. Regeneration is the

interior work; sanctification is its exterior efiect. So that there is

uo such thing as holiness of heart

!

We do not consider the argument in fitvor of the latter of these

two positions to be maintained with sufficient plausibility to reqaire

any extended refutation. Taking the key text, J^e ye holy f<>r ^

am holy, will any mortal man deny that God is subjectively
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hohj ? And does not the reason assigned for tlieir being hohj re-

quire a like holiness ? If they must be holy because God is holy,

must they not be subjectively holy because God is subjectively

hohj? Is not the Holy Spirit subjectively holy? And does he

not produce an interior holiness in the heart within which he

dwells, making it like unto himself?

The identity in time of entire sanctiiication with justification,

and its identity in nature and degree with regeneration, is a doc-

trine held by a few Methodists at the present day. We think it

not in accordance with our standards. It is an error against which

Mr. Wesley directly and conclusively wrote. The attempt of our

present author to show that Mr. Watson's description ofTegeuera-

tion and entire sanctiiication coincide so as to leave no difterence

between them, is a total failure. We do not, however, purpose.

to occupy our present ])ages with the discussion. We are writ-

ing a notice, not a review.

Finally, in the kindest spirit toward our young author, who is a

graduate of the Ohio Wesleyan University, and who in the general

manifests an excellent and loyal spirit and good ability as a writer,

we must say that he was not born for the work,- and exliibits no

qualification for mending our theology. We regret that so boot-

less a book was ever written, or that its even unofficial printing at

an official press should aid its Metliodist circulation. We trust

that no Methodist pulpit will be appropriated to promulgate its

doctrines to the perplexity and confusion of our people.

A Commentcry on tTie Jloly Scriptures. By J. P. Lan'GE, D.D. Translated

by PiitLn' SciLVFF, D.D., in connection -with American Divines of

various Denominations. Vol. IX. of the Xew Testament contains the

Epistles of Jamc?. Peter, John, and Jude. 8vo. New York : Charles

Seribuer & Co. 1807.

The biblical student Avill find this a very rich volume. The en-

tire translation is done by Dr. ]\Ionibert. Upon James the

Introduction and critical notes are by Lange, and the doctrinal

and homiletical are by ^'an Oster/ee. U])on Peter's Epistles the

entire commentary is furnished by Fronmuller. John is treated

by Di". Ivarl Iiraune, and Jude by FronniulU-r. We are gratified

to find that the patronage of this great work sustains the editor

and publishers in pushing it Avith characteristic energy.
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Philosophy^ Metaphysics^ and General Science.

The Physiology and Path^hgy of Mind. By Henry ilArDSLEv, M. D.,

London, Physician to the West London Hospital. Honorar,- Member,

etc., etc. 8vo., pj). 442. New York: D. Appleton iz Co. IS')?.

Dr. ^Iaudsley's work comes to us as an accredited standard in

the deeply interestino: and important subject it treats. The au-

thor ch^ims to embody the latest results of German research,

and to possess a perfect familiarity " with the •^'ritings of such

men as Professor Bain, Mr. Herbert Spencer, Dr. Lacock, and

Dr. Carpenter," leading representatives of a peculiar section of

English philosophic thought. His favorite authorities in meta-

physics are Locke, Hobbes, and Spinoza. His mastery of the

physiological part of his subject is very complete. His style is

vigorous and trenchant, cumulative, and tending to the involved,

yet generally clear and elastic. He displays an admirable amount

of selfconfidence, and is brilliantly belligerent ; being often quite

as positive upon points he little understands, as upon points he has

completely mastered. We are confident that a mathematician

may be a good poet ; we believe that a physiologist may be a good

mental philosopher ; but Dr. Maudsley's case would be a powerful

nef^ative instance against the latter belief About two hundred

pages of the book are devoted to the physiology of the mind ; about

two hundred and forty to its pathology. In the former section

the author gives his views of the nature of mind, as suggested

and sustained by the anatomy of nerves and brain. He is cruelly

destructive upon the psychology of the schools, and the popular

view of mind or soul, Avhich he pronounces to be "an abstraction

made into a metaphysical entity." Mind is a composite result,

made up of the constituents furnished by the various parts of the

nervous system. Will is not an individual faculty, but is otten

identical with intelligence; and the doctrine o'^ ih.Q freedom of

the trill, so oalled, is an illusion. Yet we are frank to say that

•we see nothing in his physiological facts to necessitate his auli-

psychological and unmetaphysical doctrines. All his physical

science, all his empirical items, and, we may add, all his anti-

metaphysical logic, we can read without the slightest disturbance

to our established views of the legitimacy of our present mental

science, whether relating to the reality of a distinct spiritual sell-

hood, a moral nature, or a freedom of the will.

Dr. ]\Iaudsley vigorously charges that consciousness is unreli-

able and inadequate to a science of mind. We reply that cnn-

sciousness is as reliable as perception ; and that physiology is in-

adequate to as many things as psychology. His onslaught is very
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jauntily unguarded against a whole series of j^ossible retorts.

IIoAV slow, blundering, and inadequate has physiology been and

still is ! Psychology has never accepted her help, simply, because

she has had so little help to oiler. It would certainly be more

modest in that prattling infant science to be less quarrelsome, in

its babyhood, with its older sisters. Its first utterances should

partake a great deal less of self-r;ullicient snap and snarl. It is

very doubtful to our own mind, from our examination of Dr.

]Maudslcy's book, whether pliysiology is able either to invalidate,

add to, or in any M'ay modify, the science of pure psychology,

any more than it can the science of pure logic or mathematics.

Psychology is simply a systematized tDudysis of t/ie ojjerations of

thought as found in or by consciousness. Whether consciousness

is reliable or not, whether adequate or not, to a complete science

of mind, does not touch the question of its legitimacy as a science.

And though physiology may add a great many adjacent facts sur-

rounding the circumference of the science, it is doubtful how far

the facts she ofiers have any right to come within it. No doubt,

in preparing a work on mind for our college classes, it may, as

has heretofore been done, be practically important to draw large

illustrations from the facts of physiology. We may even infer

manv things as to the nature of consciousness from those facts.

But physiologists like Dr. Maudsley are grandly mistaken as to

the overruling povrcr of physiology in the domain of psychology.

When the psychologist pronounces the simple word sensation,

or sensibility, he names a thing which physiology, with all her

knives and lenses, could never discover should she search until

doomsdav. The searcher must come into the world of conscious-

ness and identify the fedlny answering to the term. For the

moment we utter that word with understanding of its import,

we have entered the threshold of a new existence. We are in

the inner world of mind. However near in space, the two, the

inner and the outside worlds, arc in nature infinitely wider

apart than Herschel and the Sun. Without that conscious-

ness, so much berated, the physiologist could never enter that

wondrous interior world. And so superior is that interior

world to the cold, dead, outside world, that immensity might,

just as well be an infinite blank, except just so far as that outside

world of matter contributes to the happy existence of that inside

world of mind. But this sensation or sensibility, ahove named, is

but the first step into thai world; the most infinitesimal cross of

the dividing line drawn between the insensate and the conscious

existence. When mind passes forth from the state of sc/isa-
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tion into the act of perception, and first ascertains an ovf>rard-

97ess or exterloriti/, and identifies external objects, tlien for the first

time the insensate outside workl has a chance to rise above the

valueless nothingness of blank space, and become good for some-

thing. It then first attains, virtually, if not actually, a real ex-

istence. "We believe we can indeed conceive of a world of

insensate matter as existing apart from and in the absolute

non-existence of intelligence in the universe. But we repeat that

but for the existence of that intelligence, and the capacity of that

insensate to contribute to the well-being of that intelligence,

matter and space are equally worthless. Pure sensation, the bot-

tom and the base of thought, could never know that exterior

world, but might be made happy by it. It is when the mighty

change comes in which mind rises from sta(e into act, that she

first notices the world and concedes its value. If it be replied

that whatever be the value tliat mind concedes to matter, it may
nevertheless possess a value of its own, our answer is, that nothing

exiftts in the universe competent to contradict the pronunciaraento

of mind upon matter; for the insensate cannot know itself, and

cannot defend itself, and universal judgment must go against it

by default. Mind, however, does not stop at the direct act of

knowing the external and the object ; she revolres back and

directs her glance upon herself, and realizes her own existence

and lier own oj-erations; finally, in her highest eftbrl, falling back

upon Isersi'lf and uttering tljc selfconscious ego, which nothing

lower than humanity can utter. Of all this physiology can know

nothing. What right has she to talk, as Dr. Maudsley makes
.

her, of volitions, emot ions, sensations, and perceptions ? Physiology

must borrow or steal them all from consciousness.

And novv^ we say it was unquestionably a most legitimate and

important work, within this wonderful kingdom of mind, to

analyze and classify the modes and natures of thoughts, and to

ascertain what can be consciously ascertained of their operations

and laws. The work lies sim}>ly within the circle of consciousness.

And whatever is found to be the validity of consciousness, or its

adequacy to a full revelation of human nature, the work was a

great and legitimate work. If Linnreus could wisely analyze and

classify the ])lants of the vegetable kingdom, and so construct a

science of botany, so, far more wisely, could Locke and Hamilton

classify thoughts, and so construct a science of psychology.

Should vegetable physiology assail botany as inadequate and

wortliless because a larsfe amount of additional knowledge coul<l

be furnislied from her discoveries about plants, it would be a very
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unscientific assault both in spirit and in princij)Ie; almost as un-

scientific as it is for Dr. Maudslcy to assail psycholog,y because his

researches can add something to our knowledge of mindunknown
to mental science. For any real addition all true psychologists

will thank his colaborers and himself. Whether or not the addi-

tion come properly within the bounds of strict psychology, no

liberal thinker will Ml to rejoice over any gains to our stock of

anthropology.

It is not clear to us, however materialistic many of his phrases

and expressions appear, that Dr. Maudsley is what is usually or

rightly termed a niaterudist. In accordance with the new phi-

losophy, which finds that the entire variety of things in nature is

but the varying forms of force, he seems to hold that mind in

man is the hir/hest form offeree. Hence, though matter and mind
are but difterent forms of the same primitive force, yoii may still

consider matter as material, and mind spiritual ; or you may hold

both to be spiritual, or both material. In otlicr words, the teiTus

material and spiritual lose much of their distinctive meaning.

Without kindling up a quarrel with him on this point, we should

prefer to consider nature as force, and intelligence as something

absolutely higher, namely, as poccr. Force is blind ; but power
in the form of intelligence controls it. All f )rce, in all its fonus

throughout nature, is obedient either to blind necessitv or to

inteUifienti'd poi^er. Hence, again, mind is superior, prior, con-

trolling, and originating. God, the supreme mQnifil jyoicer, is the

controller, being the generator of all force ; for force is physical,

and power intelligential. A true psychology has, we believe,

nothing to fear from a true physiology, nor a true theology from

the new philosoi)hy of force.

As sensation is in the world of mind, we may as well admit

that in the lowest order of being the dawn of sfrtsotlun is the

dawn of a soul. From that feeble dawn, closely dependent upon
matter, soul is found gradationally rising in strength and selfsustain-

ing independence, through perce])tion and consciousness, into the

grasp of infinite and universal truth. The soul, whether of man,

brute, or insect, is immortal, not by intrinsic i)hysical immortality,

(which belongs to God alone,) but by being placed and retained

in the condition! h[i rrhich it i.-i held ii/i'/i/i/nj. An insect on earth

might be maintained immortal by being placed in such vitalizing

conditions as secured perpetual life. ]Man's soul, unlike brute

soul, endowed with independent energy, may survive the wreck

of the body ; may as power invest itself with subtle fo-ce or

essence, forminsc for itself an ethereal ore-unism, and mar live in
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a \-italizing atmosphere provicled for its disembodied state, until

tlie resurrection restore it to an organism worthy to stand by the

side of the o-lorified second xVdam.

Tlie Culture Demande'l ly Modern Life: A Series o'f Addresses and Argu-
meuts on the Claims ol' Scientitic Education. By Professors Tyndall,
Hkxfrev, PIuxiky, Facet, Wuewkll, Faraday, Liebig, DRAmi, De
Morgan ; Drs. liAiiXAiu), Hodgson, Carrenter, Hooker, Acl.\-N"d,

Forbes ; Herbert Spencer. Sir Joirs' Herschel, Sir Charles
Lyell, Dr. Seguin, 3Ir. Mill, etc. With an Introduction on Mental
Discipline in Education, by E. L. YouiiANS. 12mo., pp. 473. New
York : D. Apiileton & Co.

Tub ol.>ject of this work, as expounded by its American editor,

Professor Youmans, is to ad\ocate the exchisiou of Greek and

Latin from the complete educational course, and the occupancy of

the blank space with science. He does, indeed, incidentally admit

that in the case of "professional scholars," like John Stuart 31ill,

the classics possess the value Mr, 3Iill assigns to them. But the

complete "culture" of the educated American gentleman should

substitute additional science in the place of the ancient languages.

We look u])on such a doctrine as false and pernicious. Mr. You-

mans had better have titled his book " A Plea for the Formation

of One-Sided Character."

We suppose there is no leading college in our country which has

not had before its authorities the question, What is the culture

demanded of our colleges by "modern life?" It has been repeat-

edly and fundamentally discussed, by men duly feeling their

responsibilities, quite as well aware of the conditions of " modern

life" as their most advanced contemporaries, and fully intelligent

of the precise nature of the existing curriculum. The object of

the college scheme of study is, not to train men for one particular

])rorcs>ion, trade, or art, but to lay a well-rounded eonnuon basis

upon which any special profession may be built. It purposes to

embrace those fundamental acquirements of which the pursuer of

any elevated calling is likely to feel tlie deficiency if wholly omit-

ted. The uniform result has been, that Avhile parallel courses,

optional with the student, have been established, and partial

courses ha\e been allowed, and scientitic schools have been added,

the outlines of the old scheme have been retained as the programme

of a well-balanced fundamental training. We have not the slight-

est doubt that these were wise decisions.

The man trained on INlr. Y'oumaus's plan, with a strict eye to the

business he is to follow, will be a narrow pattern of a man. Tliu

large and liberal man is possessed of a round of acquirements
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^vhich he may never be obliged to use in his profession. In a frag-

ment in the appendix of this vohime, quoted from Dr. Draper,
headed (with characteristic selfsufliciency) "Deficiencies of Cler-

ical Education," a large acquirement of science is recommended, in

patronizing style, to the American ministry. This advice is in a

measure riglit ; not because the American ministry have largely to

do with science in their profession, but because it enlarges, liber-

alizes, and gives weight to the character, to possess a well-rounded

amount of knowledge beyond the limits of your own profession.

Perhaps, however, the mere facts of natural science, however well

classified in the mind, are of all knowledges the least elevating.

Literature, mental philosophy, esthetics, have for this liberalizing

object a preference over physiology, botany, or mechanics. Unless

the individual mind has the capacity for generalizing and tracing

these latter sciences into higher analogies and relations, they load

the mind, and render the character heavy, sordid, and technical.

Such is the natural tendency of Mr. Youmans's theory of unbal-

ancing the general educated mind of our country with a dispro-

portionate amount ofdead science. No increasing amount ofexisting

science ought ever to induce us to sacrifice the symmetry of our

collegiate curriculum. To Mr. Youmans's teachings on this point,

excellent antidotes may be found in Professor Comfort's article in

our present number, and in Dr. Oliu's lectures noticed below.

Of the series of lectures in this volume the thi-ee best are those by
Professor Tyndall, Dr. Paget, and Professor Liebig. The perform-

ance of Professor Tyndall is redolent of the rare genius of the

man ; that of Dr. Paget strikingly illustrates the doctrine of pur-

pose as exhibited in physiology ; that of Liebig is a very compact
history of science, traced by the hand of a master. With all its

drawbacks this volume is well worthy republication and perusal.

The closing lecture is by Professor Youmans, ajul, if we under-

stand his language, inculcates the most trenchant materialism
;

maintaining that thought is but the action of the brain^ and that

the dividing man's nature into two parts, body and soul, is the

source of great errors and injuries in the world. A reverent

acknowledgment of the overruling mind of God, however, fre-

quently occurs in this and others of his writings, indicating that

lie does not accc})t the unintelligent " Unknown Absolute" of

Herbert Spencer as the substitute for a living God. But we under-

stand not how the Supreme Mind, in his view, can be any more

independent of matter than the finite mind. Is the material world

the brain of God, and its motion Ins infinite mind?

FouETu Sekies, Vol. XIX.—iO
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Histm^y^ Biography^ and Topography.

History of the American. Civil War. By John Willl^m Draper, M.D.,

LL.D.j'Professor of Chemistry and Pliysiology in the University of Xcw
York. In three volumes. Vol, I, containinp; the Causes of the T^'ar, and
the Events preparatory to it up to the close of President Buchanan's

Administration. 8vo., pp. 507. New York : Harper aud Brothers.

1867.

Draper, Youmans, & Co. are an American firm, with extensive

connections in England, acting as large dealers in physiology.

They furnish us metaphysics according to physiology, theology

according to physiology, education accordaig to physiology, aud,

as in the present volume, Ijiistory according to physiology. Whoso

boards with these gentlemen must expect to eat, drink, sleep, and

dream physiology. " And that," ]Mr. Lincoln used to say, " re-

mnids me of a story." The story goes that in certain districts of

Wales the goodness of the cow is estimated by the quantity of

hairs in the butter. A traveler, probably a Yankee, in that sec-

tion, once found that at supper the cow was quite too good ; at

least the butter was quite too capillary. " Prithee, ma'am," says

he to his hostess, " put your hairs in one plate and your butter in

another, and let me mix for myself" W^e pray you. Dr. Draper,

put your physiology in one book and your history in another, and

let us mix for ourselves.

Nevertheless, though the dose of scientific dissertation is large

and formal, it is not only not irrelevant to the great subject he

treats, but the example of Dr. Draper may induce future histo-

rians to bring such views more fully into their works. The shape

of a country's territories, its climate, its variations of surface, in

various ways modify the train of its events. Dr. Draper's ultra-

ism on this point, like most nltraisms, will press the due measure

of truth upon the public mind. Ilis book will be not so much

the history as a peculiar and impressive history, under a certain

aspect, of the great event it describes. He carries his ^'iews,

without knowing how to guard them, to an unequivocally fatalistic

extent. The sapient critic of the book in the Round Table

undertakes to justify him on the ground—doubtless true—that ho

is no more fatalistic than John Calvin or Jonathan Edwards, Dr,

Draper professedly shows that with such a climate, etc., shaping

the character of the' populations North and South, the great civil

war must take place, aud the South, must be beaten. Of course a

Jefterson Davis, a General Lee, and an Andersonville must be.

Dr. Draper seems to think that he solves the difliculty by telling

U3 that now science will teach us how to rise above the necessities
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of physiology. It is a vain plea. That very science is itself,

first, one of the results of the necessitating antecedents ; and, then,

it can only take its place as one of the elements that necessitate

the future. It is one of the constituents that shape the character

of men and so shapes the future event. TVe are still ground in

as fatalistic a mill as ever, all according to physiology.

TVe are gratified to say that Dr. Draper has not availed himself

of the present history to ventilate any anti-biblical or anti-theo-

logical notions he may entertain. He has interpolated no disser-

tations to show that the books of Moses are a late oriental for-

gery, or that the titular name of Christ is a plagiary. He has

adhered to his subject, and given us many strong, fresh,

unique pages. Whatever other history of the Great liebellion

you may have read, Dr. Draper's is likely still to be quite worth

the reading.

Educational.

The College, the MarTcet, and the Court ; or, 'Women's Relation to Educa-
tion, Labor, and Law. Bv CAi^0LI^-E H. Dall, Author of " Historical

Sketches," " Sunshine," " The Life of Dr. Zarzewska," etc. Boston :

Lee & Shepard. 1867.

Mks. D.\xl is a Unitarian lady, of great benevolence of character,

deep religious sentiment, and of considerable ability as a writer,

who has devoted her talents to humanitarian objects, and especially

to the removal of the artificial disqualifications resting under our

present social system upon her own sex. She pleads with no little

skill and a great array of facts for equal privileges of collegiate

education, ^qual rights of property, and equal rights of suffrage

in the selection of representatives by whom her destinies are to

be goverumentally controlled. "Woman's Rights" she merges

in and identifies with " Human Rights." That woman can 5e,

nay, is Jioir, not only in Asia and monarchical Europe, but in

republican America, though with diminishing rigor, the subject

of a most oppressive legislation, terribly demonstrating that she

had no hand in making the laws, is an overwhelming historical

truth. Those soft phra?cs of a factitious "gallantry" about the

"gentle controlling influence of woman," her being "represented

by her husband," etc., etc., make a ridiculous figure under the

stronc: lifjht of universal and innumerable facts. The "slave

code " of the past is not blacker than the " woman code " of the

past. No negro slavery was ever worse than the woman slavery,

existing in its full force at the present hour in less civilized
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regions, existing in most unjust force until late refonns in our

own country, existing in remn<ants of singular atrocity in civilized

Christian Europe, and especially in Protestant England. The
traces of that slavery are now the plague-spots upon our present

social system. The awful pages of Mrs. Dall's hook, headed

"Death or Dishonor?" are an appalling demonstration of this

truth. Under T>-oman's present exclusion from avenues of liveli-

hood, and the low remuneration of female industry, the alternative

presses perpetually upon an annual army of females, starvation or

prostitution. Politics, and press, and pulpit are silent over the

greatest wrong of the age ; and why ? Give woman her share

in the govemraent of our country and see how long it would

last.

We thank the noble heart and head of Mrs. Dall for her book.

"We ask of the Christian ministry and Church, we ask of the

Methodist ministry and Church, to procure and read it. It seems

to us that none but a mind encased in prejudice can rise from its

perusal without feeling that emancipated woman would be the

purifier of our social system.

Four years ago, in an article on Lay Ilepresentation in our own
Church, we furnished a paragraph, written with all the solemnity,

earnestness, and energy of language our nature afforded, avowing

that no exclusion of female suffrage from such a representatioii

w^ould ever meet our indi\'idual sanction. A brother editor, of

"whose warm fraternal feeling toward us personally we have had

most ample testimony, severely took us to task for this paragraph,

as if it were a mere partisan quirk of ours to throw obstacles in

the way of lay represeutation. Our excellent brother did not

see, what we both saw and felt, that he cast upon us a charge of

deeper dishonesty than we ever had suHered in our life. If we
could ])cn so solemn a paragraph as a mere dodge, of what

hypocrisy could we not be guilty ? Those intimately acquainted

with our individual sentiments very well know that the rightful-

ness and expediency of female suffrage has for thirty years formed

a part of our creed. The only reason why a due share of the

Qu:irtcrly has not been devoted to the advocacy of that reform

is, that the Quarterly was not our personal property, or the

allowable organ of all our individualisms. A belief in the right

of every competent human individual to have a due share in con-

trolling the social system controlling that individual's destinies,

lies at the bottom of our advocacy of negro emancipation, of lay

representation, and of female suffrage in State and Church.

What our sentiments were many years ago ^\-ill appear from
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the following paragraph in our 4>. B. K. oration, entitled " Tiie

Man-Republic," delivered at the Wesleyan Univerity in the year

1850:

I would even presume to sugerest, not the opinion, but the query, that as society

is composed of the blended traits of both sexes, in Y,-hich the stern energies of the

one are softened and saved from barbarism by tlie softer virtues of the other, so

might not our government be rctlned and civilized from much of its present ferocity,

if the gentler half of the world possessed their share of right, to sc-lect their public

as well as domestic lords? Our governmental spirit is too masculine; the re-

presentative too nearly of what society would be without the softening spiri: of

womanhood. And I venture to hint the query, whether the certainty of woman^s

presence would not soon transform the rabble-disorder of our political election

rooms to the chaste propriety of a lyceum or a Church. I question, whether tiiC

mobocracy would rule in its present unwashed supremacy: whether the whisky

cellars would vomit up their florid-faced domonocracy to come, vote, and con^iuer

;

and whether those great cruel abominations which rear their fierce faces, in

opposition to all- the impulses of iiumanity, would long stand with her permission,

the sympathies of whose heart are so often, and especially upon such subjects, far

wiser than the hardened calculations of man's head. At any rate. I trust I may
have awakened in your minds tbo most serious question, whether it is not the

worse part of our nature which is best represented in our government; and

whether in our national vian the will does not really misperform the intentions of

the entire souL

College Life : Its Theory and Practice, By Rev. Stephen Olin', D. D.,

jLL.D., late President of the WeslcTan University. 12mo., pp.239.

New York : Harper & Brothers, 18G7.

"The Baccalaureate Discourses in this volume," says a well-

written preface, " were addressed by Dr. Olin to the young men

under his charge dmiug the last years, the lectures during the

last months. The writing of the lectures was his closing literary

labor, their delivery his final public utterance, A precious legacy

to his students, in whose welfare he was most deeply interested,

their earnest words have in many instances given permanent

impressions to character, decided direction to conduct." It is

refreshinof to compare the solemn, elevated, purifying spirit of

these pages, reining up the souls of the young hearers to a sense

of their high eternal responsibilities, with the low and sordid tone

of narrow, earthly ex^iedieucy maintained by the materialistic

inculcators of modern "culture." The former appeals to its

auditor as a high immortal man, with a character to form, and a

said ; the latter rather addresses him as the chiefest of animals,

with a self-interest to serve, and a hraln. We do not conceal

our belief that the triumph of tlie latter would be the citrse of our

age and the degradation of our race. The mighty spirit of our

Olin was symbolized by his majestic figure and great head. He

was a most manly man, and it was his mission to transmit a true

manliness to the minds he molded.
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PamjpTilets.

Lay Delegation in the Mefhodist Episcopal Church Cahnhj Conslderol.

Its Injustice and Impracticability, By James Pobter, D.D. New
York : N. Tibbals. 1867.

Dr. Porter's pamphlet is not (and does not claim to be) an equal-

sided, judicial review of the subject of lay delegation, but a one-

sided plea against it. As such it is able, bold, frank, manly, and

exhaustive. It takes up point by point until it ranges the whole

ground, shrinking from no responsibility, and evading no pressure.

It states the opposite argument with intentional explioitness,

makes its quotations from the public and uncontradicted declara-

tions of representative men, as published usually in official reports,

and while we by no means indorse the soundness of his logic or

the full justice of his conclusions, we fully accord both his sincerity

in their avowal and the general excellence of his temper in making

it. His spirit stands, indeed, in fair comparison with the responses

he has received in both the official and unofficial periodicals. And

we cannot but suggest to the friends of lay representation that they

are not in a position to deal safely in irritating utterances. If they

will but allow the Church to move on in its own spontaneous course

of thought, lay representation will silently and quietly come into

existence by a final unanimous concurrence. But if an angry antag-

onism be awakened, or a partisan or proscriptive course be pur-

sued, or an organized macliinery is disclosed as at work, it re-

quires but a small, firm, embittered minority in our annual con-

ferences finally to check-mate the movement for several quadrcn-

niums. And some of Dr. Porter's utterances indicate that in the

final passage through the annual conferences a persistently opposing

"forlorn hope" would not be without a fearless and skillful leader.

Tlio sincerity and honesty of Dr. Porter's views, justifying his

claim to be courteously and fairly met as a frank, honorable, and

open-handed opponent, are evinced by the historic fact that he is

but defending life-long opinions. More than twenty years ago he

defended the existing institutions of the Church against the abo-

litionists of New England, as he now does against a similar move-

ment originating from precisely the opposite quarter. When this

latter movement pressed upon the General Conference, however,

he made the most just and honorable proposition to leave tlie

question to the vote of the Churcli itself. The obloquy with

which he has been assailed for this proposition is most unreason-

able. What more equitable proposal could a minister make to a

body of laymen than this: "I firmly believe that lay delegation
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is undesirable ; but I will leave it to the Church's own deci-

sion, and will forego ray own views if she decide against me."

But he " meant to kill it !
" No otherwise to " kill it " than by

allowing the Church to refuse a change to which she _is truly

opposed. We think the putting the question to a Church vote

was a noble move. And that the Church may have the advantage

of a "sober second thouglit," we would gladly put it to a second

vote; fully believing tliat the result would, divested of untoward

circumstances, be proudly affirmative.

We shall give no analysis of the pamphlet. But we will simply

say that from the assumption that seems to us to underlie the

whole argument, namely, that the laity cannot safely be trusted

with the proposed power, that is, that the Church cannot be

trusted with itself, we wholly dissent. If our ministry of a hundred

years has but scraped together a mass of people that cannot be

trusted to take care of itself, its work has been poorly done. We
do not think the ministry as a whole will be losers from a true

system of lay representation, either in power or prosperity. We
believe that thereby the Church would possess a far greater self-

consciousness. Our laity, as a whole, would feel a deeper interest

in the Church as a whole. A more loyal and firmer denomina-

tional feeling, an inteuser and more solid Methodism, would come
into existence. Our General Conference would become a weightier

body ; and its enactments, received by the laity as its own, would

acquire a new force and energizing power through the ChurcK
This is, indeed, a matter of conjecture. But if it has ever proved

a wisdom to " trust the people," pre-eminently is it a wisdom

when that people is a great, intelligent, living Church.

Observe, it is not lay delegation we approve, but, what may be

a very diflerent thing—lay representation. Lay delegates elected

by the ministry would be lay delegation ; but |aymen elected by

the laity are requited to form Irll^ re[»rC'sentation. Keluctantly,

and probably not at all, can we vote for a second-hand officiary

representation. We trust the people. And we solemnly re-

affirm, wliat we affirmed years ago, (as we have noted in our

book-notice of !Mrs. Dall, on another page) that not with our consent

shall Avoman be disfranchised in the Church of God. We do not

say that we will accept no plan which contains that disfranchise-

ment. We may finally accept the best plan we can get. But

from that disfranchisement in the plan we withhold our consent

and here re-record our protest against it.
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Sem:i-centenxial !—The present Dumber closes the forty-uintb

volume of our iieriodlcal. The uext year is its semi-centennial.

We trust that, in spite oi' its age, our Methodist Quarterly Review

displays the spirit and bloom of youth. And, in consequence ot

its age, we trust that its friends will rally to confer upon it the

stature and vigor of manhood. We shall iu due time press this

point.
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